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Terms of Reference.

“ To inquire- into and report on the existing conditions of labour

1 industrial undertakings and plantations in British India, on the health,

.fliciency and standard of living of the workers, and on the relations

.between employers and employed, and to make recommendations.”

Note.

—

“ Industrial undertaking ” for the purpose of the Commission is interpreted

as in Article I of the Washington Hours Convention, which is as follows :

—

“ For the purpose of this Convention, the term ‘ industrial undertaking ’ includes

particularly :

—

“ (a) Mines, quarries, and other works for the extraction of minerals from the
earth.

“ (6) Industries in which articles are manufactured, altered, cleaned, repaired,

ornamented, finished, adapted for sale, broken up or demolished, or in

which materials are transformed ; including shipbuilding and the genera-

tion, transformation and transmission of electricity or motive power of

any kind.

“ (c) Construction, reconstruction, maintenance, repair, alteration, or demolition
of any building, railway, tramway, harbour, dock, pier, canal, inland

waterway, road, tunnel, bridge, viaduct, sewer, drain, well, telegraphic

or telephonic installation, electrical undertaking, gaswork, waterwork or

other work of construction, as well as the preparation for or laying the

, foundations of any such work or structuie.

“ (d) Transport of passengers or goods by road, rail, sea, or inland waterway,
including the handling of goods at docks, quays, wharves or warehouses,
but excluding transport by hand.”******!(.=|:**

The competent authority in each country shall define the line of division which se-

parates industry from commerce and agriculture.

M16HCL
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i List of Subjects.

I. Recruitment.

(1) Origin ofLabour.

(i) Extent of migration.

(ii) Causes of particular streams of migration.

(iii) Changes in recent years.

(2) Contact with milages.

(i) Extent and frequency of return.

(ii) Extent of permanent labour force.

(3) Methods of recruitment.

(i) Existing methods.

(ii) Possible improvement.

(iii) Public emplo}anent agencies.

(a) Desirability of establishing.

(ib
)
Possibility of practical schemes.

(4) Extent and effects of disturbance offamily life.

(5) Recruitment of seamen.

(i) Existing practice.

(ii) Effect of changes introduced in Calcutta.

(iii) Suggestions for improvement.

(G) Recruitmentfor Assam.

(i) Need of retention of control.

(ii) Administration of present system.

(iii) Composition and working of Assam Labour Board.
(iv) Defects of existing Act and system.

'

(v) Possible substitutes.

(7) Unemployment.

(i) Extent and character.

(ii) Extent to which caused by

—

() Retrenchment or dismissals.

() Voluntary retirement.

(c) Other causes.

(iii) Possible methods of alleviating and remedying distress.

(iv) Unemployment Insurance.

r(v) Application of International Conventions relating to un-
•' employment.

(8) Labour “ turnover.”*

(i) Average duration of employment.
(ii) Extent of casual employment.

(iii) Absenteeism.

() Extent, character and causes.

() Seasonal or otherwise.

(c) Time and wages lost.

(9) Apprentices Act, 1850.

Value of.

* This word should be read as indicating generally the changes in composition of the
labour staff of an undertaking.
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n. Stafi Organisation.

(10) Details of organisation, administrative and departmental.

(11) Selection ofmanaging staff.

(12) Recruitment and training of supervising staff, superior and sub-

ordinate.

(i) Methods in force.

(ii) Facilities for training and promotion of workmen.

(13) Relations between staff and rank and file.

(i) Relations generally.

(ii) Value and defects of system of employing jobbers.

(iii) Works Committees : their constitution, extent and achieve-

ments.

(iv) Works Councils and Industrial Councils.

(14) Timekeeping, piecework, contract and attendance registers.

(i) How and by whom kept and checked.

(ii) How and by whom wages actually paid to workers.

(15) Contractors as intermediaries.

(i) Extent and character of work given on contract.

(ii) Extent of sub-contracting.

(iii) Control exercised over working conditions.

(iv) Effects.

HI. Housing.

(16) Extent to which housing is provided.

(i) By employers.

(ii) By Government or other public agency.

(iii) By private landlords.

(iv) By workers themselves.

(17) Facilitiesfor acquisition of landfor workers’ houses.

(18) Nature of accommodation provided in each class.

(i) In relation to workers’ demands.

(ii) In relation to best type from health point of view.

(iii) Provision madedor lighting, conservancy and water supply.

(19) Utilisation by workers of accommodation available.

(20) Rent-rates in various classes.

(21) Special problems arising in connection with various *classes of
housing.

e.g. Subletting

;

Occupation of employers’ houses by tenants in other employ

;

Eviction.

(22) Moral effect on worker of industrial housing conditions. Improve-

ments tried and suggested.

IV. Health.

(23) General health conditions of workers.

(i) Figures of mortality.

(ii) Birth rate and infant mortality.

Methods of registration.
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(iii) Working conditions

—

(a) at work places
;

(b) at home.

(iv) Dietary.

(v) Physique.

(vi) Effects of disturbance of sex ratio in industrial cities.

(vii) Relation between housing and mortality.

(24) Extent of medicalfacilities provided.

. (i) By employers.

(ii) By Government.

(iii) By other agencies.

(iv) Provision for women doctors, trained midwives or dais.

(25) Extent to which medical facilities are utilised.

(i) Generally.

(ii) By women.

(26) Sanitary arrangements
,
(a) at tvorlc places, (b) at home.

(i) Latrines.

(ii) Drinking water.

(iii) Bathing and washing.

(27) Extent and nature of official supervision.

(i) Work of Boards of Health in special areas.

(ii) Inspection of plantations.

(iii) In mill and other industrial areas.

(28) Suitability of existing Factories and Mines Acts and Rules

(i) Control of temperature in factories.

(ii) Control of huihidifieation in cotton mills.

(a) Nature of action taken by Local Governments.

{b) Results.

(29) Disease.

(i) Prevalence of industrial diseases.

(ii) Prevalence of cholera, malaria, hookworm and other tropical

diseases.

(30) Sickness insurance.

(i) Suitability of International Labour Convention.

(ii) Possibility of introducing other systems.

(iii) How to meet difficulties arising from non-acceptability of

Western medicine, paucity of medical men, migration of

labour, finance.

(31) Maternity benefits.

(i) Extent and working of existing schemes (including allow-

ances given before and after childbirth).

(ii) History of central and provincial Bills.

(iii) Possibility of legislation.
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V. Welfare (other than Health and Housing, but including Education).

(32) Extent of welfare work.

(i) By employers.

(ii) By other agencies.

(33) Employment of Welfare Officers and workers.

(34) Nature of other Welfare activities, (a) by employers (b) by other

agencies.

(i) Provision for refreshments, shelters and creches.

(ii) Provision for physical culture, recreation and amusements.

(iii) Other activities.

(35) Results achieved.

(36) Provision of educational facilities by employers—
(i) For adult workers.

(ii) For half-time workers.

(iii) For workers’ children.

(iv) Extent to which used.

(37) Desirability and possibility ofprovisionfor old age and premature

retirement.

(38) Co-operation.

(39) Possibility and desirability of a Statutory Miners’ Welfare Fund.

VI. Education.

(40) Facilities for general education in industrial areas.

(i) Of children not in employment.

(ii) Of children employed in .factories.

(iii) Of adults.

(41) Facilities for industrial and vocational training.

(42) Effect of education on standard of living and industrial efficiency

of ivorkers.

VII. Safety.

(43) Existing regulations in factories, mines, railways and docks.

(44) Incidence of accidents in factories, mines, railways and docks.

. (45) Causes.

(46) Accident prevention (including “ Safety First ” propaganda).

(47) Accidents in non-regulated establishments.

(48) First-aid and medical relief.

(49) Stringency of inspection and enforcement of regulations.

(i) In industry generally.

(ii) In seasonal industries.

(50) Effect upon safely of hours, health, light and working conditions

generally.

VIH. Workmen’s Compensation.

(51) Workmen’s Compensation Act.

(i) Extent of use.

(ii) Comparison with extent of possible claims.
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(iii) Effects on industry.

(iv) Availability and use of insurance facilities and value from

workers’ point of view.

(v) Desirability of compulsory insurance by employers.

(52) Desirability of extending Act to other occupations.

Possibility of providing against insolvency of employers wbo

might be so covered.

(63) Suitability of provisions relating to— *

(i) Scales of compensation.

(ii) Conditions governing grant of compensation.

(iii) Industrial diseases.

(iv) Machinery of administration.

(v) Other matters.

(54) Desirability of legislation on lines of Employers'’ Liability Act,

1880.

IX. Hours.

A. Factories.

(55) Hours worked per week and per day.

(i) Normal, i.e. as determined by custom or agreement.

(ii) Actual, i.e. including overtime.

(iii) Spreadover, i.e. relation between hours worked and hours

during which worker is on call.

(56) Days worked per week.

(57) Effect of 60 hours restriction—
(i) On workers.

(ii) On industry.

(58) Effect of daily limit.

(59) Possibility of reduction in maxima.

(60) Intervals.

(i) Existing practice

—

() In relation to fatigue.

() In relation to workers’ meal times.

(ii) Suitability of the law.

(iii) Suitability of hours during which factory is working.

(iv) Number of holidays given.

(61) Day of rest.

(i) Existing practice.

(ii) Suitability of the law.

(62) Exempting provisions and the use made of them.

B. Mines.

(63) Hours worked per day and, per week.

(i) Normal, i.e. as determined by custom or agreement.

(ii) Actual, i.e. including overtime.

(iii) Spreadover, i.e. relation between hours worked and hours

during which worker is on call.
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(64) Days worked per week.

(65) Effect of restriction of hours.

(i) On workers.

(ii) On industry.

(66) Possibility of reducing maxima.

(67) Suitability of the latv relating to shifts.

(68) Possibility of introducing an effective daily limitation.

(69) Intervals.

(i) In relation to fatigue.

(ii) In relation to workers’ meal times.

(iii) Number of holidays given.

(70) Day of rest.

(71) Adequacy of existing provisions.

(72) Exempting provisions and use made of them.

C. Railways.

. (73) Hours worked per week and per day.

(i) Normal, i.e. as determined by custonfor agreement.

(ii) Actual, i.e. including overtime.

(iii) Spreadover, i.e. relation between hours worked and hours

during which worker is on call.

. (74) Days worked per week.

(75) Extent of application of International Labour Conventions relating

to—

(i) Hours.

(ii) Rest days.

(76) Intervals.

(i) In relation to fatigue.

(ii) In relation to workers’ meal times.

(iii) Number of holidays given.

(77) Possibility ofregulation.

D. Other Establishments.
,

() Plantations.

() Docks.

(c) Other industrial establishments.

(78) Hours worked per week and per day.

(i) Normal, i.e. as determined by custom or agreement.

(ii) Actual, i.e. including overtime.

(iii) Spreadover, i.e. relation between hours worked and hours

during which worker is on call.

(79) Days worked per week.

'

(80) Desirability of regulation.
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X. Special Questions relating to Women, Young Adults and Children.

A. Factories.

(81) Effect of 1922 Act on employment.

(82) Admission ofinfants tofactories.

(83) Suitability of regulations for women’s work.

(84) Suitability of regulations affecting children.

(i) Hours and intervals.

(ii) Minimum and maximum ages.

(85) Double employment of children (i.e. in more than one establishment

in same day).

(86) Work and training of young adidts.

Facilities for apprenticeship.

(87) Extent of “ blind alley ” employment (i.e. extent to which children

are dismissed on reachingfull age).

(88) Comparative merits of double and single shift systems as affecting

health of women, young adidts and children.

(89) Work of women and children in factories not subject to Act.

(i) Use by local Governments of section 2 (3) (6).

(ii) Advisability of extended application.

B. Mines.

(90) Effect of Act of 1923.

Suitability of certification provisions.

(91) Exclusion of women.

(i) Suitability of regulations.

(ii) Probable effect on industry.

(iii) Economic effect on workers.

(iv) Speed of withdrawal.

C. Other Establishments.

(92) Needfor regulation. -

XI. Special Questions relating to Seamen and Workers in Inland Naviga-

tion.

(93) Hours ofwork.

(94) Rations and accommodation, articles of agreement, &c.

(95) Indian Merchant Shipping Act.

(i) Existing provisions.

(ii) Need of revision.

XII. Wages.

(96) Prevailing rates of wages (time and piece) and average earnings.

(i) In industry.

(ii) In surrounding agricultural areas.

(iii) Difference between money wages and money value of all

earnings.
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(97) Movements in reoent years.

(i) Increases and decreases.

(ii) Reasons for variation.

(iii) Relation to prices and cost of living (pre-war and post-war).

(iv) Relation to profits.

(98) Amounts sent to villages.

(99) Payment in kind and allied problems.

(100) Extent and effect of payment through contractors, sub-contractors

or headmen.

(101) Method, offixing ivages.

(i) By negotiated agreements.

(ii) Other means.

• *-(102) Basis ofpaymentfor overtime and Sunday work.

(103) Extent of standardisation.

(104) Effect of wage-changes on labour supply.

(105) Minimum wages.

Advisability and possibility of statutory estabfishment.

(106) Deductions.

(i) Extent of fining.

(ii) Other deductions.

(iii) Utilisation of fines.

(iv) Desirability of legislation.

(107) Periods of wage-payment {day, week or month).

(i) Periods for which wages paid.

(ii) Periods elapsing before payment.

(iii) Desirability of legislation

—

(a) to regulate periods
;

(b) to prevent delay in payment.

(iv) Treatment of unclaimed wages.

(108) Indebtedness.

(i) In village.

(ii) In industrial area.

(109) Bonus and profit sharing schemes.

(i) Nature and effect of schemes which are or have been in

operation.

(ii) Basis of schemes, whether production or profits.

(110) Annual or other leave.

(i) Extent to which taken by workers.

(ii) Extent to which countenanced and/or assisted by employers.

(iii) Extent of consequential loss to worker of back-lying wages.

(111) Desirability ofFair Wages Clause in public contracts.

xm. Industrial Efficiency of Workers.

(112) Comparative changes in efficiency of Indian workers in recent

years.
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(113) Comparative efficiency of Indian and foreign workers.

(114) Extent to which comparisons are affected by~-

(i) Migration of workers.

(ii) Use of machinery.

(iii) Comparative efficiency of plant.

(iv) Comparative efficiency of management.
(v) Physique.

(vi) Health.

(vii) Education.

(viii) Standards of living.

(ix) Climate.

(115) Effect on production of—
(i) Changes in working hours.

(ii) Changes in other working conditions.

(iii) Expenditure on health and sanitation.

(iv) Housing.

(v) Alterations in methods of remuneration.

(vi) Movements in wage levels.

(vii) Legislative enactments.

(viii) Dietary. *•

(ix) Alcohol and drugs.

(x) Industrial fatigue.

(116) Possible methods of securing increased efficiency.

XIV. Trade Combinations.

(117) Extent of organisation of—
(i) Employers.

.
__

(ii) Employed.

(118) Effect of organisations on—
(i) Industry.

(ii) Conditions of workers generally.

(119) Nature of Trade Union activities.

(i) Mutual aid benefit schemes : unemployment. : sickness

old age : strike pay.

(ii) Other activities.

(120) Individual Trade Unions.

(i) History.

(ii) Attitude of workers and extent of their control.

(iii) Attitude of employers and relations with them.

(121) Trade Unions Act, 1926.

(i) Extent to which utilised.

(ii) Effects.

(iii) Possible amendments.
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(122) Miscellaneous questions regarding Trade Unions.

(i) Methods of negotiation between employers and employed.

(ii) Results of attempts at co-operation between employers and

employed to increase efficiency of production.

(iii) Position of employees in State industrial concerns in relation

to general Tirade Union movement.

XV. Industrial Disputes.

(123) Extent of strikes and loch-outs.

(i) Causes.

(ii) Duration and character.

(iii) Nature and methods of settlement.

(iv) Loss to industry and workers.

(124) Conciliation and arbitration machinery.

(i) Results of previous investigations.

(ii) Part played by official or non-official conciliators in settling

-disputes.

(iii) Use (if any) made of Employers’ and Workmen’s Disputes

Act, 1860. .

(iv) Joint standing machinery for regulation of relations between

employers and worlqpeople.

(v) Opportunity afforded to workpeople of making representa-

tions.

- (vi) Applicability to Indian conditions of Industrial Court,
' Trade Boards, Joint Industrial Councils.

(125) Trades Disputes Act.

(126) Attitude of Government—
(i) Towards trade combinations.

(ii) In connection with industrial disputes.

XVI. Law of Master and Servant.

(127) Effect of repeal of Workmen’s Breach of Contract Act.

(128) Types of contract commonly in use.

(129) Extent to which (i) Civil, (ii) Criminal law is available and
used for enforcement.

(130) Madras Planters Labour Act, 1903.

(131) Coorg Labour Act.

(132) Employers’ and Workmen’s Disputes Act

:

Is it used ?

XVII. Administration.

(133) Central and Provincial Legislatures.

Action and attitude on labour questions.

(134) International Labour Organisation.

(i) Ratification of Conventions and action taken.
(ii) Its effect on legislation, &c.

(135) Relations between Central and Local Governments.
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(136) Administrative authorities in various Governments.

Work of special labour offices or officers.

(137) Effect of differences in laiv or administration in Indian States

and British India.

(138) Acquaintance of workpeople with factory legislation'.

(139) Factory inspection.

(i) Adequacy of staff.

(ii) Uniformity of administration in different Provinces.

(iii) Rigour and efficiency of administration.

(iv) Prosecutions and their result.

( 140) Mines inspection.

(i) Adequacy of staff.

(ii) Rigour and efficiency of administration.

(iii) Prosecutions and their result.

(141) Railways (State and Company).

Administration -of questions affecting personnel.

(142) Plantations, docks and other industrial establishments.

Extent and nature of inspection.

XVm. Intelligence.

(143) Existing statistics.

(i) Extent and use.

(ii) Method of collection.

(iii) Degree of accuracy.

(144) Possibility of improvement in statistics.

(145) Nature of special investigations conducted.

* (i) Cost of living enquiries.

(ii) Results achieved.

(146) Future developments necessary.
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2

3
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O.B.E.
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Trust.
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Mehta
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Improvement Scheme,
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Karachi 244—247 —
11 Mr. T. K. Jeswani

f

Secretary, The Karachi
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12 Mr. G.N. Gokhale
B. Sc., L.C.E.,

M.I.E. ' (Ind.),

I.S.E. (Retd.).

Principal, N.‘ E. D. Civil
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Karachi.

251—252

13 Dr. Jacob Solomon Honorary Secretary, Sani-

tary Association, Ahmed-
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l 253—258 68—82, A.-1119

14 Colonel B. H. Nana-
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37 Mr. Mohammed
Ebrabim

Eepresentatives of the *

38 Mr. A. B. Moraes .

.

> Indian Seamen’s Union. 289—293 222—227,
A.-3591.

39 Sir. P. G. Kanekar.
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-

40 Mr. J. P. Lobo, B.A., 1 Eeprescntativcs of the

LL.B. >- Bombay Seamen’s 293—294 227—232,
41 Sir. Patrick DeSa .

.

J Union. A.-3700.

42 Sir. T. W. John- Chief Inspector of Facto- 185—191 233—244,
stone, SI.B.E. ries. Bomba}’. A. -3802.
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49 Sir. Abdul Khan .
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-

50 Dr. (Sliss) SI. I.

Balfour, C.B.E., (of the Haffkine Institute, 358—366 276—285,
SI.B., C.SI.

1
Bombay. and A.*t626.

51 Dr. Shakuntala K. J 366—368
Talpode, SI.B., B.S.

52 .Dr. (Sliss)' J. E.
*s

Stistri

53 Sir. K. J. Dubash .

.

-

Eopresentatives of the

} Bombay Council of So- 368—375 285—291,
54 Dr. C. A. Slanshardt cial Workers. A-4760.

55 Dr. P. N. Daruwalla 1
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)[ndustrial 1
|

Reprcsenta-

66 Miss I. Wingate . . fSecretary,
|
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—

1

i
r

. W.C. A., (1) Bom-
]Bombay. bay Re-

presen- 376—381
tative

Chris- 381—382 1291—297
i- tian A.-4862.

67 Mr. Bryant . , Council. 382—385

(2) Na-
tional

Chri6-

tian

Council

-
of India.

68 Mr. H. P.Mody ..
'

69 Sir Manmohandas
i

Ramii. Representatives of the 385—418 298—330,

V Bombay Miliowners’ A.-4955.

60 Mr-. S. D. Saklatvak
[

Association.

61 Mr. T Maloney J

62 Mr. R. Blackwell .

.

1

63 Mr. J. Parker Representatives of the 331—340,
Bombay European Tex- A.-5439.

64 Mr. J. B. Green tile Association.

65 Mr. T. W. Johnstone, Chief Inspector of Facto- 185—191 340—346,
M.B.E. ries ,

Bombay. A.5637.
(See also 233

—

244, A. -3802).

66 Mr. L. R. Tairsee .

.

1

67 Mr. Mann Subadar >Representatives of the In- 419—424 347—363,
dian Merchants’ A.-5766.

68 Mr. J. K. Mehta .

.

J Chamber, Bombay.

69 Mr. G. L. Winterbo-
tkam

yRepresentatives of the 424—427 364—373,
70 Mr. G. H. Cooke .

.

f Bombay Chamber of A. -5983.
Commerce.

71 Mr. R. J . F. Sulivan J

72 Mr. K. J. Dubash .

.

") Representatives of the 428—448 373—379, A.-

> Social Service League, 6107 and 388—
73 Mr. P. G. Kanekar.

.

J Bombay. 391, A.-6360.

74 Principal Sohrab R. 1
Davar, Bar-at-Law.

y Representatives of the 448—464 379—384,
76 Mr. Jagmohandas

j

Bombay Shareholders’ A.-6218.
J. Kapadia J Association,
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76

77

Mr. D. R. Mayekar

Mr. N. R. Ivulkarni

I Representatives of the,

>- Gimi Kamgar Malia-

J mandal.

454—461 384—388,
A.-6300.

78

79

80

Mr. W. H. Neilson .

.

Mr. G. E. Bennett

Mr. 0. N. Ricli

Chairman, Bombay Port
Trust.

Chief Engineer, Bombay Port
Trust.

>-Also of the Bombay Port

- 461—478 392—406,
A.-6414.

81 Mr. MacMurray J Trust. J

82 Mr. F. Stones Superintendent of Mills,

E. D. Sassoon and Co.,

Ltd., Bombay.

478—499 407—425,
A.-6673.

83 Mrs. K. Wagh Senior Lady Investigator,

Labour Office, Bombay.
191—199 ....

84 Mr. J. Ghosal, C.S.I.,

G.I.E., X.C.S.

Commissioner, Central Di-
vision, Poona.

205—206

85 Mr. P. B. Advani,
M.Sc., Tech., M.I.E.

Director of Industries,

,
Bombay.

207—211 —
86 Mr. Y. S. Bliide,

I.C.S.

Registrar, Co-operative So-
cieties, Bombay Presi-

dency.

211—213 ....

87 Mr. F. B. Pendarves
Lory, M.A. (Oxon),

I.E.S.

Director of Public Ins-

truction, Bombay Presi-

dency.

213—215 ....

88 Mr. W. B. Gilligan,

I.C.S.

Collector of Ratnagiri. 217—218 —
89 Colonel Sir George

Willis, C.I.E.,

M.V.O., etc.

Master, Security Printing,

Lidia, and Controller of

Stamps, Nasik.

218—222 ....

90 Mr. M. S. Bkumgara Soldier Bazaar, Karachi
(deals with Bombay Cotton
Mills).

499—514 • • • •

91 Messrs. Chichgar &
Co.

Government Shipping Bro-
kers, Bombay.

514 —
92 Dr. Clifford Mans-

hardt
Director, The Nagpada
Neighbourhood House,
Byculla, Bombay.

514—515 ....

93 The Bombay Presi-

dency Women’s
Council.

• • • • 515—519 ...»
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1 K. B. Ardeshir Rus- Contractor, B., B. and C. I. 437—439
tomji Dalai Railway, Ahmedabad.

2 Mr. S. C. Joshi "| Representatives of the
1 Great Indian Peninsula

f Railway Staff Union,
439—455 232—248,

K.-2122.
3 Mr. P. S. Bakhlc .

.

J . Bombay.

4 Sir Ernest Jackson, Agent .

.

Kt., C.I.E.

5 Mr. H. P. Ball General Traffic

Manager.

6 Mr. J. A. Jones Chief En-
gineer.

7 Mr. J. J. C. Pater- Loco and Car-
>-

son riage Super- Bombay,
intendent. Baroda

and Cen-
8 Dr. Scoresby Jack- Chief Medical - tral 249—273,

9

!

son Officer. India
Railway

1—358 K.-2329.

Mr. G. H. Kennedy Secretary to Com-

10

Agent. pany.
Limited

Mr. J. D. Antia Auditor and
Chairmap,
Co-operative
Credit So-

ciety.

11 Colonel H. F. Hobbs Staff Officer

• 12 Mr. G. V. Ganu .

.

Welfare and Labour Advi- 653—657
ser to the Staff Officer of
the B., B. and C. I. Rail-
way.

13 Mr. C. W. A. Gidney
1

S

14 Mr. H. T. Wilson .

.

Representatives of the
* National Union of Rail- 458—461 273—283,
waymen of India and K.-2566.

15
Burma.

Mr. J. Turner J

1
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16 Mr. D. S. Burn Agent

fi

17 Mr. A. Richardson.

.

Deputy Chief

Mechanical
Engineer.

Mr. P. Wood Acting Deputy
Agent (Staff).

19

20

Mr. G. G. Linipus .

.

Mr. W. T. Griffiths

Deputy Trans-

portation
' Superiuten -

dent.

Divisional

Traffic Man-
ager.

Great In-
dian Pen-

|

insula

Railway.

1—35S 283—313,
K.-2715.

21 Mr. V. R . Kundun-
mnl

Assisi ant De-
puty Agent.

*

21 Dr. P. L. Stallnrd .

.

Acting Prin-

cipal Medi-
cal and Heal-

th Officer.

23 General Secretary,
All-India and Bur-
ma Covenanted
Non-Gazetted Rail-

way Services Asso-
ciation

Bombay. 455—458
*
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MINUTES OF EVIDENCE

TAKEN BEFORE THE

ROYAL COMMISSION ON LABOUR
IN INDIA

BOMBAY PRESIDENCY

•FIRST MEETING

KARACHI

Wednesday, 16th October 1929

Present

:

The Rt. Hon. J. H. Whitley {Chairman).

The Rt. Hon. V. S. Srinivasa Sastri, G.H.,

P.C.
Sir Ibrahim Rahimtoola, Kt., K.O.S.I.,

C.I.E.

Sir Alexander Murray, Kt., C.B.E.
Mr. A. G. Clow, C.I.E., I.C.S.

Mr. Kabir-ud-Din Ahmed, M.L.A.

Mr. John Cliff.
Mr. G. D. Birla, M.L.A.
Mr. N. M. Joshi, M.L.A.
Diwan Chaman Lall, M.L.A.
Miss B. M. le Poer Power.
Lieut.-Col. A. J. H. Russell, C.B.E.,

I.M.S. (
Medical Assessor).

Mrs. Homai F. J. Karaka.
Mrs. Hurdevibai A. Masand jLady Assessors.

Mr. S: Lall, I.C.S.

Mr. A. Dibdin.
Joint Secretaries.

Mr. C. S. C. HARRISON, C.I.E., I.S.E., Chief Engineer,

Lloyd Barrage and Canals Construction.

A-l. The Chairman : Mr. Harrison, you are the Chief Engineer of the Lloyd Barrage
and Canals Construction ?—Yes.

A-2. You have been good enough to submit to us a very clear statement on the

subjects with which we are concerned relating to the work for which you are responsible.

We shall shortly pay a visit to see for ourselves something about your work,
and I imagine, therefore, that we would not be detaining you at any length to-day. You
have told us very clearly in your memorandum the various streams of migration from
which your labour is recruited and it appears that for the most part it is contract

labour ?—Yes.

A-3. I take it therefore that you do not keep a register of the workers on your scheme?
—ISTo, not nominal registers. We keep a record of daily attendance of the total number
of people, and monthly we try to group them into different castes and nationalities and
with reference to the different parts of the Presidency from which they come and the

different classes of labour.

A-4. Have you any tabulated statement ?—Yes, I have got it in a rough form ; but
I can give you a statement of the various kinds of employees coming from different

localities, if you would like to have it. -
.

A-5. That will be in explanation of what you have told us ?—Yes ; I will give you
the actual figures.

mo Y 15—
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A-6. There is one point I should particularly like to ask you -whether that record

shows the number of people who return over and over again to your work ?—No.

A-7. Then at each re-engagement after they have been back home they are, as far

as you are concerned, new labour ?—Yes, that is right. The only thing we are interested

in is the increase in the numbers. We want numbers, if we can get them.

A-8. Would you tell us how you pay the contractors ? Are they paid monthly ?—The
contractors are paid as often as we can possibly measure up their work. The work
is measured up once a month if the contractor is a man with big capital ; otherwise

if he is a man with small capital we measure up once a week if necessary. Our aim

is to keep the small contractor if possible, and measure his work as often as he wants
money.

A-9. You have no knowledge of or responsibility for the method by which the men
themselves are paid by the contractors ?—No. As mentioned in my written statement

complaints soon come to us if the people are not being paid properly. The3f come up in

numbers before the Government officer and say “ we have been swindled ” or “ under-

paid by the contractor ”. We then get hold of the contractor, use our good offices and
see that things are put right. We have no real power' to make the contractor deal

squarely with his labour, but I think that on the whole, when we take him to lafek

severely and tell him that there is trouble ahead of him, he falls into line with us and tries

to correct his ways.

A-10. Is the chief complaint that payment is delayetf too long ?—No. The chief

complaint is about swindling over the measurements ofwork done by each group of labour.

Generally they work in groups of 10 or 15. Practically all the work is done on piece-

work system. The contractor puts just a few men on a muster to do miscellaneous work,
and those men, I think, are paid fairly regularly ;

otherwise he could not get them, for

no one wants to go on a muster.

A-ll. Does he pay monthly, fortnightly or weekly ?—I think he pays them weekly.
It is a very small payment because most of the people are indebted to him ; he lias given

them very heavy advances ; so he pays them only a little just a day before the bazaar
for grain and settles up his so-called accounts at the end of the season.

A-12. How long do you anticipate the constructional work will continue ?—It will

continue till 1934. The great bulk of it will be finished in June 1932 when water will be
let into the canals. After that it will be a matter of completing outlying and miscel-

laneous works. We are aiming at having iii the year 1932 something like 400,000 units,

if we possibly can.

A-13. What meaning do you attach to the word “ units ” in that connection ?—It

means labour employed throughout the year. We take the monthly totals and add
them up. As I said, we hope to get 400,000. I have some figures if they will be of

interest to you.

A-14. That will be the maximum on constructional works?—Yes, that is what we
want on’const-ructional work. *

A- 14a. The supply of labour has been less than you could employ ?—Considerably
less. I can give you one or two figures. In 1926 our maximum in any one month was
16,271 in the month of February 1926. Our minimum was in August 1926,5,769.
The total numbor of units on the monthly basis for the year was 97,000. In 1927 our
maximum was 16,154, which was rather less than the previous year; but the monthly
average was more because we had 142,291 units as against 97,000 for the previous year.
In 1928 our monthly maximum rose to 26,624, our minimum to 12,375. The total

employment for that year was 220,944. For this year our monthly maximum rose to

38.000 in the month of March and the minimum so far (up to the end of July) was
19,500, which is greater than our maximum in 1927. The total number of units
employed is 205,856 for seven months of this year. So we shall probably get close

upon 350,000 this year.

A-15. I am not quite clear yet how you reckon the unit. The largest number employed
at one time hitherto is 36,000 ?—Yes, that is right. Correctly it is 38,300.

A-16. How do you convert that into units ?—I have taken each month’s figures and
added thorn up, and to get the average divided them by 12.

A-17. Mr. Cliff ; That comes to 38,000 in one month ?—Yes. This year, for instance,
in January it was 28,907, in February 35,037, in March 38,335, in April 31,729, in May
30.000 odd, in June 20,000 odd and in July 19,000 odd. That totals up to 205,856 which
is the figure I gave you just now.

A-18. The Chairman

:

I notice that you suggest that some of these workers may
become settlers when your scheme is completed ?—Yes.
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A-19. When your scheme is completed, will preference be given to those who have
been engaged on constructional work ?—No, I do not think there will be any particular
preference shown . I think it is a question of economics. First of all the Bombay Govern-
ment will, I presume, look after their own flock, that is the people within the confines of

the Bombay Presidency. The people ofwhom I made particular mention are the Thakurs
from the uplands of Gujarat, who are pretty badly o2 ; they have a rather precarious
rainfall, and they have gradually drifted to our works. Personally I would like to see

them settled because they have stuck to their work throughout the year ;
they have not

been frightened of the hot weather and have worked continuously for three years without
going to their homes. It is obvious that these people have no attachment to their

birth-place. That is probably due to economic reasons.

A-20. Can you tell us what is the number who would be settlers ?—I think this

particular people of whom I am speaking would number about 2,500. That is men,
women and children. Everyone, of course, expresses a willingness to settle in this area,

because they think they will get something for nothing ; I think that is the general
Idea.

et>

A-21. In your written evidence, dealing with health and sanitary arrangements,
I notice that you say that except when water-borne epidemics are anticipated, or water
'is particularly scarce, no special arrangements are made on scattered workB for a
drinking water-supply, water being generally obtained from wells in the vicinity of the

' works ?—Yes.

A-22. Are these wells tested to see that they are fit for drinking ?—No. In India the
people are very clever atfinding outwhere they can get good water ; an immediate enquiry
is always made from the local residents as to which is the best well in the vicinity and you
find everybody flocking to that particular well.

A-23. Yes, but in these days there are known to be such subtle differences in water
that the best informed amateur or resident cannot always know whether or not there
may be any infection in that water ?—Quite so, but directly we see the smallest sign of

anything wrong, our hospital assistant is on the spot, and we have the water tested. But
it is generally known which is the good well ; we have never had a case where a well said

to be good has brought any harm to the people.

A-24. Would it be a matter of any great difficulty that periodical tests of water from
wells should be made by the staff ?—No, I do not think there would be any great difficulty.

W'e could send down a sample of water to be tested at Karachi.

A-24a- I would make that suggestion for the greater security of the health of the
workers ?—Yes, I think it is a very good suggestion.

A-26. Then it might be possible to disallow drinking from wells which were dangerous
"to health ?—Yes, in the case of wells j

rou could do that.

A-26. You could have some notices put on thosewells which had been tested and proved
satisfactory?—I think we would have to put guards on.' I do not think notices are
much good in India. The people would drink the water first and read the notice
afterwards.

A-27. I notice that you also say it is difficult to prevent the general body of labour
from drinking direct from the river ?—Yes, we have great difficulty in Sukkur, although
we put guards all theway along. We generally put on an ex-soldier, and you will see him
•dashing along to stop a party from drinking from the river. Although they know they
are not to drink from the river, and although a water-supply is provided for them, they
will go to the river, have a wash and then drink from the river.

A-28. I recognize that difficulty : still a good deal could be done by patient education
in the matter ?—Yes, we give lectures to the people. We send our sanitary inspectors
round the township ; they tell the people why they should not drink this water and
why they should get water from the proper source.

A-29. Inyourmemorandum, you tell us thatthe bulk of the labourforce onyourscheme
js not under the Workmen’s Compensation Act ?—That is so.

A-30. Would you further define the word “ bulk ”, distinguishing those who are, from
those who are not ?—I should think 95 per cent, are not protected. The only protection
afforded, as we will be able to show you at Sukkur, is to those employed in the mechanical
-workshop,the stone-dressing shop and?those dealing with electric power. Those are the
only people who come under the Act, because our stores and shops are scattered about
and there are none in which more than 60 people work.

A-31. I notice with great satisfaction, however, that you go further than the law
requires and you tell us that you deal with accidents which are not covered by the Act

,,
as if they were so covered ?—Yes. The Act came into force after the work had started.

Throughout my service as a constructional engineer I have always felt that there are a

,
lot of very hard cases, and when the Act came into force I suggested to the Bombay

MO V 15—Iff
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Government that, as an act of grace, we should give compensation to these people as if

they came under the Act. We do it as a pure act of grace in every single case, and it is

a thing that is greatly appreciated.

A-32. I take it that not every one responsible for such works in India is as liberal as

you are 1—No. It may be said that I am liberal with the taxpayers’ money
; but

that is not the case. Perhaps people’s outlook is different when they are handling their

own money ; they may not take the same liberal view that I take.

A-33. May I take it that, your example shows that it would be possible to extend that

Act ?—I think it would be possible and it is desirable.

A-34. To cover such labour as you employ ?—I would not say entirely, but certain

further classes of labour ought to be covered. I think it would tend to retard 1 he contrac-

tors’ enterprise if it were made generally applicable to all miscellaneous labour under
exposed conditions such as we have in Sind. I mean conditions which are not. cramped
as in factories. I think there should be some limitation. We should move gradually

in the matter of extending the scope of the Act.

A-35. Have you any suggestions to make as to the class of labour which might be

brought under the Act ?—I will let you have a copy of my note on the subject to the
Government of India. They have already raised the question of increasing the scope

of the Act. I will make a point of sending it to your Secretary.

A-36. Thank you, that would be useful. You say : “ No appreciable improvement
in the efficiency of workers on the class of work dealt with by this scheme has been noticed

in recent years.” And then in reply to our further enquiry under that heading as to the

possible methods of securing increased efficiency you say :
“ Education of the masses to-

take a greater prido in manual labour seems to mo the only efficient means of obtaining

greater efficiency.” Do you know if there is any reward for increased efficiency, where
men have been working for some period and have proved their efficiency, or are they all

rewarded on one and the same level ?—Not so. On this scheme we pick out the men.
It we find that some men are working well, we pick them out and give them permanent
employment in preference to temporary employment. For instance, there aro men
working on the dragline excavators and we have a certain amount of unskilled labour
about the machines. If we find a smart and intelligent man, he is put on to the ground
gang of the machines, where he gets paid very much better ; he gets about 25 per cent,

more than he would get as an ordinary labourer on the canals. That is bow we try to

increase the efficiency of our workmen.

A-37. Would it then be correct to say that any man who shows efficiency in his work
has an opportunity of improving his position ?—I would not put that forward as a

general statement. So far as our works are concerned, such men are discovered and
if they are likely to remain in Sind, they are at once taken up by us on an improved
footing.

A-38. Mr. Sas'ri : What portion of your labour is contract labour and what- portion
direct labour for which you are responsible ?—I have not the exact figures, but I should
say that from 8 to 10 per cent, of the labour is employed directly by us.

A-39. Is this 8 to 10 per cent, direct labour more'conveniently situated with regard to

housing, medical relief and other facilities than the contract labour ?—Yes, in theory
but not in practice. We did not want an unlimited call on our medical resources, so-we
issued a notice that contractors would be responsible for the health of their people, that

is to say for the ordinary distribution of quinine, etc. But in practice we do most of it

ourselves, irrespective of whether it is Government labour or contract labour.

A-40. In respect of wages I suppose the advantage would be decisive ?—Yes,
I think on the whole, there is a decided advantage to the worker in Govern-
ment service.

A-41. There is no leakage of wages in direct Government service ?—There is a certain

amount of leakage in the subordinate staff, which we try to stop. I think there must be
some leakage but the people are quite willing to come on to our muster-roll.

A-42. What difference would at make to you if the whole of the labour were direct

instead of contract?—We simply could not do it. You have to remember that the
contractor runs a very great risk owing to the pernicious system of very heavy advances
being given. People will not come without advances. Labour that comes from up-
country and gradually drifts on to our muster is labour that has probably originally been
brought down by the contractors. The labourer would have to work* off the advance
made to him by the contractor. Then he says “ Ihear the G overnment want a few hands

;

I will try to get on to the Government muster.”, To bring them down is a great respon-
sibility. I have to take up the cudgels for the contractor on' this point. He is very
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often put to considerable loss owing to gangs of labour running away without reason.
There is sometimes a reason, but we have had case? of gangs of men simply going away
because they were tired of work and they have got away with rather big advances from
the contractor.

A-43. I was trying to look at it rather from the point of view of the labourers
themselves. Would there be a great improvement in the conditions if the labour were
dealt with departmentally and not with the aid of contractors ?—I think there would,
•decidedly.

A-44- But you think that change would be accompanied by great expense and
•inconvenience to Government ?—It would certainly entail a great liability to Govern-
ment. Whether that liability would ultimately become an expense one does not know.
We should not have the extraordinary control that the contractor has over the labourer.

The contractor is able to follow the runaway labourer back to his village and get him
back again. We should require a very big organisation to enable us to do that.

A-45. You say in your statement that although it is not an obligation of Government,
still medical relief is looked after by Government agencies ?—Yes.

A-46. You do that rather as a matter of humanity and Governmental function than
as a part of your responsibility for the labourer ?—That is so.

A-47. If the contractor does not accept it as an obligation to look after them in that
way you consider it to bo a mere charity to do so. Are not the labourers in a difficult

position ? I was trying to view it from that point of view. Is it not desirable that a
system should be devised by which they would be looked upon as somebody’s concern ?

At present it is neither the contractor’s nor the Government’s responsibility ?—Well,
it is supposed to be the contractor’s. I quite agree that it would be to the interests of

•the labourer to be definitely under somebody and, I should say preferably under Govern-
ment. It is not an extraordinarily great liability. I could give figures. The cost of

the medical organization on this scheme works out at roughly Ra. 80,000 a year. I
happen to be looking after it myself. It might have gone up to two or three lakhs of

jmpees if we had allowed faddists to have their way. I have a scheme devised on prac-

tical lines from the layman’s point of view. So far we have met all the calls made upon
us and the cost is only Its. SO,000 per year. That comes to about 0-25 per cent, of our
annual expenditure.

A-48. Sir Alexander Murray : You say in your written evidence under the head “Un-
•employment” that “there are definitely no good grounds for any unemployment problem
in Sind.” But we found on going round Karachi a great deal of unemployment. Yester-

day when we visited the Port Trust workmen’s houses we saw a great many workers
who, we thought, ought to be working instead of sitting idle. What is the difference

between the Sukkur Barrage workers and the coolie labourers here in Karachi ? Why
do not these unemployed workers go to the Sukkur Barrage works ?—There

1

is little or

no difference. I do not know what sort of labour is referred to. For instance, were they
Mekranis, beoause we employ a lot of Mekranis 1 But the men may not want to move,
because they have been accustomed to doing purely dock labour or handling coal. We
'have got similarwork to do in Sukkur and no greater exertion is required there than they
have to undergo here (Karachi). In fact, the concentrated exertion of loading and un-
loading a ship is probably greater than the average spread over energy that we require

from our people. So that there is no reason at all that I can see why they should not
go up to Sukkur.

A-49. There is unemployment here in Karachi and you are seeking labour at Sukkur.
Have you made any attempt to attract labour from here to Sukkur ?—I think our con-
tractors have, and they will probably make still further attempts, because this season
we have a big programme and there is great shortage of labour.

A-50. So far as you personally know, there is no reason why hundreds of labourers

here in need of employment should not go to Sukkur and be employed ?—To me no
apparent reason at all.

A-51. For instance we saw Patlians idling here in Karachi. They pass Sukkur on
their way here ?—Exactly.

A-52. Why do they not stay at Sukkur ?—You probably refer to the Barsati Pathans.
There are different kinds of Pathans

;
some only come seasonally, while others work

all the yearround away from their own country. These may be Barsati Pathans and they
may think that the climate of Karachi is very muchmore comfortable than that of Sukkur
in the hot weather.

A-53. Do you employ Barsati Pathans ?—Yes, but not in large numbers. Through-
out the year I do not think we have 500 Barsati Pathans on our works now, whereas we
get as many as 15,000 to 20,000 Pathans on our works in the cold weather.
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A-54. Generally speaking you do not see any reason why hundreds, if not thousands,

of men who are at present unemployed at Karachi should not be omployed at the Sukkur

Barrage ?—It appears to me there is no reason why they should not.

A-55. In your memorandum, dealing with the question of efficiency, you say : Gene-

rally speaking the efficiency of the labourer is as it was 25 years ago but as the rate of

wages has risen the value of work done for wages paid shows a distinct increase in

costs —That is so.

A-56. You have been connected with labour for many years. Can you give us

statistical information showing the wages paid for different types of labour at

different periods, to-day, 10, 15, or 25 years ago ?—I can get that information and

I shall bo very pleased to supply that to the Commission. At present I have not got

it here.

Chairman : Could we have it here when it is ready ?—Yes, I shall get it and send it.

A-57. Sir Alexander Murray : You will please give a sort of graduated table showing

the wages paid over a period of years and brought up-to-date as far as possible which will

put the facts in a nutsholl ?—Yes, I shall get that information.

A-57a. Not general information.—No.

A-5S. Similarly can you get anything to show the difference in the cost of living to-

day from what it was some years back with regard to the coolies and other types of labour

that you employ on construction works ?—It would be difficult for me to get that inform-

ation, but fairly accurate data can be got from the Director of the Labour Bureau in

Bombay. I shall try and get that also and send it.

A-59. Mr. Ahmed : I understand Mr. Harrison, that you ordinarily pay your labour

higher wages than are paid by the contractors ?—Yes, that is correct.

A-CO. You said in answer to the Chairman that swindling of labourers by the contrac-

tors is one of the chief reasons why the labourers who go home arc not brought back by
the contractor ?—I did not say so.

A-61. At any rate the same contractors do not bring back the labourers who go
home ?—I think they very often do.

A-62. You said that the old workers do not generally return to the work once they
go home.—I do not think I said that.

A-G3. Do you get. back tho old workers?—Yes, I think a very large number come
back. As I havo mentioned in my written memorandum nothing spreads quicker in
India than the news that a contractor is not treating his men properly. It is not any
easy matter for the contractor to recruit labour if he has treated his men unfairly.

A-64. Do the contractors repatriate their coolies if they want to go home ?—Yes. If

a coolie does not run away the contractor always pays his return fare. Of course lie cuts
it out of his pay, but he arranges to keep money for his return ticket. He advances
money to start with and buys the labourer’s tickets. Of course he gets that money back,
probably with interest. The contractor will always assist the labourer to get back to
his home. I have not known of labourers being stranded when they have finished the
work.

A-65. How do you know they get assistance ?—Because I havo never known them
stranded.

A-6G. Do you know for certain that they get money to go home ?—That is what the
contractors inform me and I have no reason to think it is not true. Otherwise there would
be considerable numbers of people wandering about and sooner or later, it would come
to our notice. All such abuses come to our notice. That is what I should call a major
abuse, people being brought to a foreign country and left stranded. IVe should be bound
to hear of that. If we did not hear, at least the District Officials would be bound to hear
of it if a large number of labourers wore stranded in that way. I am not speaking of
isolated cases, but of anything in the nature of a general complaint.

A-67. Very often disputes between labourers and contractors regarding measurement
create trouble. How are they settled ?—They are generally settled by us, through our
good offices, as I have mentioned in my statement.

A-6S. How many such cases occur in a year ?—They are not individual cases but are
mass complaints. When I or my officers go on a particular work a body of men will come

*°mL
rd

?-
0ne andsay>.“ Sahib, we have got a complaint to make.” The officer will ask.

What is the complaint ”? They will say that the contractor or the contractor’s jema-
uar is m some way swindling them. If it is a case of the contractor's jemadar it is an easy
matter, because we give the contractor an order not to cmplov that particular jemadar.
Xhat has a most salutary effect on the jemadars.
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A-69. Have you got any officers deputed for the purpose of settling disputes between
contractors and labourers ?—All our subdivisional officers and all the subordinates on the
works have distinct orders to see as far as possible that there is no swindling. We
have no authority to look into the contractor’s accounts ; that is his own private
concern.

A-70. Can you givo us an idea of tho rates the contractors pay their labourers as com-
pared with the rates they get from yon ?—Yes, I can give you an idea. I discovered a
fow cases in which tho contractor was able to get labour for extraordinarily low rates,

rates much lower than wo had ever heard of in Sind in recent years. In one case wo
were paying a contractor Rs. 8-4-0 per 1000 c.ft. of earth work, while he was actually
paying tho coolies only Bs. 4-12-0.

A-71. What is tho difference?—Government contracts 'with the contractor and pay
him Rs. 8-4-0 or Es. 8-8-0 per 1000 c.ft. and from our enquiries we found that in one
specific case the contractorwas paying only Es. 4-12-0 to the labourers. We are interested

in these things, because in running this big scheme on commercial lines we are trying
to cut out the big contractor and to get into direct touch with the small contractor. I

find tliero is a big difference between whatwe pay the big and small contractor. So that
it is to our interest to eliminate as far as possible the big contractors. To that end we
always make enquiries regarding tho rates paid by the contractors. Since we discovered
that case last year,'I have asked my officers particularly to enquire into this matter. I
find in some cases there is very little margin of profit to the contractor.

A-72. Havoyou gotany testcasesothatwomay bo in a position to compare the wages
paid by your contractors with the wages the labourers are getting elsewhere and to know
tho profits the contractors are making on tho transaction ?—No.

A-73. It is nearly 100 per cent, according to you in this case ?—My experience in India,

is that, if I am to believe the contractors, they never mako any profit at all. It would
be very difficult to get that information.

A-74. Inspite of that, the major portion of the work is done through the contractors ?

—

Exactly so.

A-74a. Then the contractors are very philanthropic ?—I can get certain informa-
tion from my officers if you want it, as to large discrepancies in rates.

A-75. Do you write to any union or to people who supply labour in the vicinity of your
work asking them to supply' you with labour ?—No. There are no such men to whom
we can write. The jemadars arc illiterate. There arc no bureaux or anything of that

kind.

A-7G. Could not some of tho labour unions supply you with labour ?—No. I have
never been approached by any labour union to givo them work. I do not know any
union sufficiently well to which I can apply with any useful prospects of getting co-opera-

tion.

A-77. Are not the rates given for labour supplied by the unions lower than the rates

given to tho contractors ?—But will tho labour unions take responsibility for the
advances which have to bo given to the labourers to get them to come to our works ?

That is our difficulty.

A-78. Hare you asked whether they would undertake that responsibility ?—No,
I have had nothing to do with them. I have, up to certain limits, been able to cary
on with the usual practice of using the contractor. If you could tell me of something
better, I should be very pleased.

A-78a. You cannot prove from your books of account that many labourers have
oheated the Government or the contractors

;
you have not got test eases ?—Labourers

cheating Government ?

A-78b. Yes, taking advances and then not doing the work ?—Government makes no
advances.

A-7Sc. But the contractors ?—The contractors give advances, yes.

A-79. How is it that the Government, without giving advances, can get a supply of

labour ?—The contractor gives very heavy advances ; Government does not. As I

mentioned just now, if it is foreign labour, it is generally brought down by the contractor,

and it gradually drifts from the contractor on to our works. I am always stopping at

attempts by our staff to take contractors’ labour ; but if the labourer has finished his

work for the contractor and likes to come into our employ, we are glad to have him ; it

is, of course, such labour that has come to our works not at our cost or risk but at the
contractor’s cost and risk.

A-80. Your schome is a very large scheme
;
probably tho Sukkur Barrage scheme is

tho largest in India 1—It is the largest of its kind in the world, I think.
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A-Si. I think you have spent some 18 to 20 crores ?—Up to the present day we have

spent round about Rs. 10 crores.

A-82. And your scheme is so large that you will spend a much larger amount ?—Yes,
20 crores in all.

A-82a. Considering the amount you have spent and the still larger amount you are

going to spend on the works, can you suggest better methods of obtaining supplies of

labour ?—No, ofihand I oan make no suggestion for any better method of dealing with

the labour force.

A-82b. After the experience you have had and in view of the fact that you have stated

the high rate paid to the contractor with which you have compared the lower rate paid

to the labourer, can you, for the benefit of labour, suggest any better methods of

obtaining your supply of labour ?—No, I cannot see any—not without giving

advances, and I cannot see that the State ife justified in risking the taxpayers’ money

to that extent.

A-82o. Looking at the question from the point of view of the labourer, do you think it

would be better to pay the labourer directly a higher wage rather than pay that higher

rate to the contractor, who retains parts of it ?—If the labourer were paid the higher rate

directly, I think it would work out in the end that Government would pay still higher

rates than it pays at present. It is all a question of economics ; it is not a question of

philanthropy at all.

A-83. Can you suggest any method by which the conditions of labour would be amelio-

rated by obtaining wages which might be higher than those paid by the contractor and
yet possibly lower than that at present paid by Government to the contractor ?—No.

I have already touched on that subject in my written evidence ; I have said what the

methods are and what they might possibly be, and I have also spoken of the possibility

of abuses.

A-84. How long have you been on this scheme ?—I have had 27 years experience of

construction.

A-85. In view of that long experience, can you suggest any methods by which you
could ameliorate the conditions of labour by paying them a slightly higher wage than
the contractors have been paying, and at the same time decreasing the expense to Govern-
ment ?—1 have said yes—by Governent shouldering the responsibility of making heavy
advances.

A-86. Can you answer my question ?—I have said yes, provided Government is

prepared to take the risk
;
but, speaking as a responsible officer handling the taxpayers’

money, I think we are not justified in doing that.

A-87.’ From the commercial point of view ?—Yes', from the commercial point of

view.

A-88. Can you suggest any means of getting your supply of labour by payment of

slightly higher wages than the wages the workers are at present receiving from the
contractor ?—No.

A-88a. You see there is apparently a considerable margin between the rate paid by
Government to the contractor and that paid by the contractor to the labourer ;

there
appears to be profiteering on the part of the contractor

; could you, therefore, pay the
labourer a slightly higher wage than he is receiving at present from the contractor and at
the same tixn.3 pay the contractor rather less ; is there no scheme that you can suggest ?

—

No. I must repeat that that cannot be done without increasing the liability of Govern-
ment.

A-89. Mr. Cliff ; I presume that the written memorandum which you have submitted
to this Commission has special reference to the Lloyd Barrage scheme ?—Yes.

A-90. May I suggest that you have addressed yourself to the problem rather as an
engineer than an administrator ?—No, I am afraid my functions here at present are
70 per cent, those of an administrator and 30 per cent, those of an engineer.

A-91. Then may I take it in those proportions ?—I think so ; I have had to look at it
very much from the administrative point of view.

Will you help me as to the class of labour on this scheme which is
employed directiy, which I think you said comprised 8 to 10 per cent, of the
whole ?—Yes.

, ,
With regard to the class of labour that is employed directly and that employed

tnrough contractors, what is the distinction between the two classes of labour ; on what
wor aro ey engaged 1—For instance, on this scheme we employ a fair amount of labourin connection with the dragline machinery, the mechanical excavators

;
practically all
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those men are men we have worked up from the ordinary unskilled labourer class ; we
have had to train all those men ourselves

; I believe that comprises the bulk.' Then we
have' our workshop labour ; we have two workshops there : the ordinary workshop and
one for the repair of the dragline excavator machinery. We have also a stone dressing
shop. Those are all men employed by us. Wherever we can give them individual
piece-work we do so ; otherwise they are on daily wage labour. The other class consists
of ordinary unskilled labour used for miscellaneous duties. As I think I have made clear
in my written memorandum, wherever it is possible to give out work on measurement
piece-work we prefer to do that, rather than muster labourers and simply get what
work we can out of them. There is a certain amount of work that has to be done,
fetching and carrying, miscellaneous work, where Government has to keep muster rolls,

where one cannot bring the work down to a form of measurement.

A-94. May I take it the second form of labour is labour employed by contractors ?

—

Yes, that is so.

A-95. May I take it that those who are directly employed on the draglines, the shops
and the stonemason’s yard are subjeot to the Workmen’s Compensation Act ?—On the
draglines, no ; but in the three shops I mentioned they are.

A-96. Are they at all subject to the Factory Act '/—The three shops, that is all,

nothing else.

A-97. Will you give me the percentage of labour that is employed in the three shops
opart from the draglines ?—I could get it for you by the time you go to Sukkur.

A-98. Can you give it to me approximately ?—The shops are very much less ; 1 should
think the shops represent about 10 or 12 per cent, of such labour.

A-99. Ton or 12 per cent, of the 8 per cent, which is directly employed ?—Yes.

A-100. Is that the only labour which is subject to any protective statutory regulation

on the scheme ?—That and anybody omployed in the electrical part of the scheme.
The electrical trade comes under the Workmen’s Compensation Act, but nothing else

does.

A-101. None of the other labour is subject to any statutory regulation at all ?—No.

A-102. As an engineer do you agree in principle with workmen’s compensation ?—Yes,
I do.

A-103. Do you agree with sickness insurance ?—I think I would—at present
certainly in the abstract ; hut I tliink it is a matter which would have to he gone into

very carefully.

A-104. I am at the moment concerned with principles. May I ask if you agree in

principle with unemployment insurance ?—As applied to India, no.

A-105. You do not agree with the principle of unemployment insurance ?—No.

A-106. But you do agree with the principle of workmen’s compensation and sickness

insurance ?—Yes.

A-107. Will you make clear the radius from which this contract labour is brought

;

you' have stated in your evidonce certain places, but can you give me approximately
the mileage 1—I should think all within 500 miles.

A-10S. Of the Barrage scheme ?—No, some would be a little further ; it would he 500
miles generally speaking and probably 750 miles as the extreme limit. That is, of course,

in bulk ; we have cases of people coming all the way from Madras and we have got them
from Bhutan.

A-108a. An area of about 700 square miles ?—No, 700 miles radius.

A-109. Are advances in those cases an economic necessity ?—I take it they must be ;

0thorwise the contractor would probably he able to get his labour without giving advances

.

Up to a certain point they are an economic necessity. From my experience and the
enquiries I have made, it is difficult to say whether it is a true economic necessity ; often

the labourers got those advances and finish their season at home, they marry their

daughters and their sons and then try and work oS the advances. It is a debt they incur.

1 suppose it may be for domestic obligations rather than for absolute necessities.

A-110. Supposing the workman, has to leave his home and travel say 100 miles, leaving

his family, it is likely that he would want some money to pay his railway fare ?—Yes, he
always gets that. %

A-lll. That is part of the advance ?—Yes, that is parti of the advance ; he
invariably gets that. That would be a very small part of the advance.
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A-112. Would it be necessary for him to leave a small amount of money at homo !—

I

think it would bo convenient ;
otherwise lie loses a certain amount l>v having to send it

by money order and so on ;
there is a risk of losing it.

A-113. If he is driven to tho Barrage scheme by economic necessity, is it not likely

that some money would bo required at home ?—Yes, a small amount may bo required,

at home ;
but, on tho whole, I think the people rather gamble with these advances.

A-114. So that while a certain amount of the advance may bo misused, there is an

economic necessity underlying it ?—Yes, I agree ; but when it comes to 20 or 25 per

cent, of a man’s working capacity for a season, it strikes me as being rather a big

advance.

A-115. Is it a fact that Government got this permanent regular labour force that they

have by reason of tho contractors having previously given the labourers advances to

bring them to the solieme ?—Yes. I am talking specifically of Sind, because in general

Government can get its ordinary labour requirements on their musters from local

labour.

A-116. I am confining my questions to S’ind. Do you agree with the assumption

underlying tho question of Sir Alexander Murray that there were hundreds and possibly

thousands unemployed in Karachi ?—Yes, from what I hear trade is very’ slack now in

Karachi; the shipping is not as great as it has been and there must be a fair amount of

dock labour idle.

A-117. In your opinion would it be of any value to have a public employment agency

for Karachi for tho purpose of your scheme ?—I have already mentioned that in un-

written memorandum.

A-11S. Yes, I see that ?—There are dangers in that. I would suggest there arc dangers

in connection with these public employment agencies.

A-119. Of course, there are dangers in many things ?—Yes. I think it is a very real

danger in this country,

A-120. I understand contractors do scout for labour in Karachi ?—To a very small

extent in Karachi ; they will not come to Karachi. They will send their men straight

off to the Mekran to get their labourers from their homes ; they will not trouble to get

any appreciable amount of their labour from Karachi.

A-121. With regard to the rapidity with which information respecting prievnnees

spreads, might I suggest that information respecting good conditions would spread with
even greater rapidity ?—Yes, it would.

A-122. Have you heard much about the good conditions on the Barrage scheme ?

—

Yes. Icanputmy fingers very quickly on the contractors who deal fairly and squarely
with their labour.

A-123. Does it mean that in the districts from which those contractors obtain
labour there is no difficulty with regard to the supply7 ?—That is so.

A-124. Sir Alexander Murray asked for statistics with regard to the comparative rates
of wages paid. Do thoso rates of wages only apply to the direct labour employed by the
Government 1—There is not a very great variation between the Government profit,
constituted in money. Of course it means a great deal to the man himself. For instance,
in Sind we can muster men from 12 to 11 annas per day, whereas we know the contractor
gets them at about 10 annas. There is that 2 to 3 annas difference a day, which makes
all the difference.

A-125. Can you supply the Commission, with any degree of surety, with a table in
regard to the rates of wages paid by7 contractors ?—T can give you that. The contractor
pays on the piece-work system. I can give it in those terms.

A-126. There are records ?—Only from our enquiries. We have made careful enquiries.
There is no method by which we can examine contractors’ books.

A-127. There is no record in existence which would show that ?—No, but I can give
you certain figures.

A-128. I take it that you pay at so much per thousand cubic feet ?—Yes.

A-129. Would it be possible to tell us what is the labour cost now per thousand cubic
feet compared with the labour cost per thousand cubic feet twenty years aco ’ Ye=,
I could get that. b '

A In your memorandum under the head “ Industrial efficiency of workers ” you
say Twenty years ago mechanical excavators, for instance, could not compete with
labour. It has now been proved that for earthwork in heavy bulk mechanical excavat ors

.
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can more than hold their ovrn against manual labour Will you explain that to me ?

—

I can give you a very good example. Twenty years ago I was constructing a very big

dam near Tgatpuri. I worked out the question of cost, using mechanical aid. I found
that the only two things I could afford to buy mechanically were three portable engines,

pans for mixing mortar, and some light railway trucks which were pushed by manual
labour. I could not even afford to buy light tractors to pull the trucks. Contractors
came out fromEngland to inspect that work, and they said it seemed a very extraordinary

thing that I could not do the work by mechanical means. I pointed out that mechanical
means could not possibly compete with the then wages of labour. When this scheme was
started we worked out the question, and, based on rates that were then being

paid in Sind, we found that mechanical excavators won hands down. The com-
parison then—five years ago—was very much more in favour of mechanical excavators
than it is to-day, because by bringing in mechanical excavators we reduced the cost of

hand labour.

' A-131. Relating to workmen’s compensation, have you any records with regard to
the contractors paying compensation ?—My Superintending Engineers have. There are

several cases in which big contractors have come up and asked “What shall I pay the

man ?” The smaller contractor says “ I am sorry I cannot do anything ”. We have had
two or three cases where they have actually paid compensation. Very few cases so far

have occurred in the contract labour, because it is not the most difficult form of labour.

The dangerous part of our work is done by departmental labour.

A-132. But for another purpose you are proposing to increase the small contractors as

against the large contractors ?—Yes. I am giving you that not for any outside reasons

but purely from the economic point of view, which must control my actions as

safeguarding the public purse.

A-133. Do you consider that the Workmen’s Breach of Contract Act should not have
been repealed ?—I would rather have seen it modified than repealed, because it leads to
a battle of wits now, which is not to the benefit of either party.

The Chairman : I have not heard of any suggestion of re-enactment.

A-134. Mr. Cliff

:

Can you tell me what is being done to train labour on your
scheme 'Yes. On a scheme of this sort we have never been able to get sufficient

skilled labour to meet our requirements. Therefore we have had to train it in every

shape and form from purely raw material. We have gradually trained the people up
step by step. If it is within their means to learn, we have tried to teach them wherever
we have had to do departmental works. This work has been a great technical school,

and was remarked on by Sir John Simon.

A-135. Is it proving profitable ?—It is profitable to us in that way—to teach the

people the methods we want them to follow, and it gives them a very much higher market
value when they leave the works.

A-136. Are you in favour of its expansion ?—Yes. If we can take the opportunity
of training people on works, it is better than trying to start small schools and “half-
baked ” institutions.

(At this point, the witness's oral evidence was adjourned until the Commission’s
visit to Sukkur.)

Mr. T. S. DOWNIE, O.B.E., Chairman, and Mr. JAMSHED
N. R. MEHTA, Vice-Chairman, Karachi Port Trust.

A-137. The Chairman

:

Mr. Downie, may I first express my own sympathy with you and
your Trust at the present condition of your export trade, and at the serious diminution
whichyou have recently experienced; and also express the hope that it is only a temporary
depression and that it may recover to something like its maximum period. It certainly
is a serious thing you have to face—a fall from 2,070,000 tons to 660,000 tons in a period
of four years. You have put before us a very interesting statement covering the condi-
tions of employment within your sphere, and also the housing, as far as it goes, of your
employees. We had the pleasure of inspecting some of the workers’ houses yesterday.
In your memorandum you tell us that the question of inducing employers of labour to
acquire sites on which to build quarters for their workmen has been taken up, and that
negotiations are on hand towards that end. Would you say what you mean by
“negotiations”, and with whom?—We have approached employers of labour, such as
stevedores and members of firms who house their labour in the village at Keamari, and
have informed them that we consider that at this time they should build houses for their

own labour, and that the Port Trust have so far decided not to build any more houses.
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We have offered them sites beyond the village on reclaimed land, which they may acquire

on specified terms. This has taken some considerable time because of the presont

depression of trade, and the reply of the stevedores and employers was that they were

financially' not in a position to orect houses, and that the matter might stay for a time

until the trade of the Port improved, so that people would then be financially in a

position to acquire those sites and to build such houses. That is what iB meant by
“ negotiations

A-138. You say that “ The Port Trust have under consideration the reconstruction

of a, large number of tho houses which were builtmany years ago and proposein due course

to take this work in hand Is that necessarily t& wait for an improvement in trade ?—
Yes, sir. The question was gono into and it was felt that a better class of houses, or a

different class, should bo built to meet modern requirements. The proposal was to totally

rebuild, and tho question was gono into and reported on by tho Engineer that houses

could be reconstructed at a very muoli less cost and it was decided, in the first instance,

to put up one or two model houses, which have been put up, and to subsequently start

a building programme of reconstruction extending over a number of years. For financial

reasons also that has not been pushed forward.

A-139. Referring to Workmen’s Compensation you tell us that your Trust does not

confine itself to its legal obligations under the Act but that you do grant compensation

on the lines of the Act to all your employees who may be injured or killpdin the execution

of their duty ?—That is correct. The number of employees under the Workmen’s
Compensation Act is very' limited. But all employees who are i njured or lulled get the

same compensation as if they were under tho Workmen’s Compensation Act.

A-140. I take it you would not object to other employers doing what you do to your

ownmon, that is to say, extending the provisions of the Act to cover every class of

employees ?—No.

A-141. With regard to periods of payment of wages, have you considered the possi-

bility of paying all your men at shorter intervals than appears to be tho custom, namely,

the 'monthly system ?—Wo had a representation from Government, sir, two or threo

years ago and we went into the matter and improved it by accelerating payments. In
oases whore men wore being paid onco in ten days wc probably reduced it to seven dnys.

People wlio were paid montlily preferred to bo paid so ; tlioy did not want to be paid

weekly. We had no complaint about the period of payment. The only complaint we
had was that the payment should be made quicker, that is soon after the end of each

month or week as the ease might be.

A-142. Do you not think that thoy would prefer a shorter period of payment instead

of monthly payment 1—I do not know. As far as I can make out they do all their pay-
ments in monthly instalments and they seem to prefer it. Wo had no complaints that
they would like it paid fortnightly or weekly. Probably Mr. Mehta may be in a position
to say. (Mr. Jamslicd N. R. Mclita) : My porsonal opinion is that they would prefer
weekly payment.

A-143. Mr. Downio, can you tell us whether it would he difficult for you to make weekly
payments ?—(Mr. Downie) : None whatever.

A-144. It could ho done 1—Yos.

A- 145. And presumably to that oxtent it would relievo the recourse of the workmen
to outside agencies to obtain money for expenditure during tho period ?—I doubt that.
My opinion is that they would probably spend the monoy and not discharge their obli-
gations. At the end of each month, as far as I am able to ascertain, the man is surrounded
by his creditors who know that ho has got monoy and so thoy get it from him. If lie

is paid fortnightly or weekly I am afraid ho might use it for other purposes and not pay
his debts. That is my own impression.

A-148. I think it would be our duty to consider that question ?—Mr. Mehta is in a
better position to speak on this subjoct and I quite agree with wliat ho says. (Mr. Jam-
shed N. R. Mehta) : There is a remedy. If the Port Trust starts a co-operative credit
society for them the remedy would bo very simple. I quite see Mr. Downio’s point, but
it is not impossible to check it. These people could be got out of their debt by starting
a co-operative credit society of the Port Trust for the workers. The experiment can
be tried and encouraged by a body like the Port Trust.

A-147. You think that the two things ought to go together—a shorter period of
payment combined with the establishment of a satisfactory co-operative credit
system 1—Yes. ... .

1

A-148. Would that not need in its inception some personnel officer wlio would take

r !£°T Jnt^e3t t0 see that ifc did succeed ?—I am in favour of having a personnel officer

:

L think that is necessary. If he encourages it it is hound to be a success.
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A-149. You suggest that the Port Trust is a particularly favourable body for trying
such an experiment 1—Very favourable.

A-150. Miss Power : I see that you mention that in the case of fines and unclaimed
wages these are credited ,to the Port Trust. Do you think it will be possible to make
use of such sums in some form of welfare work ?—(Mr. Downie) : They are very trifling.

I think the fines come to about Rs. 100 a year. They are not very substantial.

A-151. What about the unclaimed wages ? Are they not a substantial sum ?—Only
occasionally they are unclaimed. They are not large. The amounts are trifling. In fact

they are so trifling thatwe had no necessity to consider what to do with these amounts.
The fines are very small and the wages are not claimed only occasionally ; it may be
a sum of Rs. 200 or 300.

A-152. Do the unclaimed wages arise from a man having to return to his village

hurriedly and being unable to claim his pay prior to the pay day ?—They disappear ;

they go on leave and never come back.

A-153. Without having put in any claim ?—No. We treat it as unclaimed
money.

A-154. What is the interval for the workers on the night shifts in the shipping ?

—

According to hours. There is no interval. They work from 7-30 p.m. to 6-30 a.m.
In actual practice the men take turns, going off for a few spells. They cannot work
right through without a break and they arrange that amongst themselves.

A-155. What is the interval they actually take under that arrangement ?—It ismerely
a matter of arrangement with the headman ; there is no specific time laid down.

A-156. In your memorandum you refer to the question of the reduction of hours of

the workers having been postponed pending certain improvements. I am afraid I do
not quite follow what the improvements are which would affect this question from the
workers’ point of view ?—It is rather a difficult matter. When the question was brought
up a large portion of the traders of the place were against reduction in hours. They
thought that the time was inopportune for doing so and felt, as far as I can remember,
that when we got the new conditions of working which we are likely to establish in the
West Wharf, that is the new part of the harbour, they would be in a better position to

see what the result of reducing the hours would be than what they were at that parti-

cular time.

A-157. Is there likely to be a considerable interval before there are any improve-
ments ?—We hope to open the first of the West Wharf piers by thi3 time next year, and
to work under different conditions from those in the past. It is rather a technical thing,

but I can explain to you if you so desire.

A-158. You think it will resultinthe possibility of being able toalter the shift times ?

—

I cannot say. The Port Trust had put it forward to the various chambers, stevedores

and others concerned and asked them for their opinion on the matter of reduction of

hours. The Indian Chambers favoured reduction, but the Karachi Chamber of Com-
merce and the stevedores who are mostly the employers of the labour concerned were
very much against it and were unable to see any necessity for reduction and the Board
accepted that view and postponed further consideration of the matter.

A-159. I understand that you are very slack just now ?—Very slack indeed.

A-160. Then this should be rather an opportune time to try the experiment in the
reduction of hours, might it not ?—No, this is just the time when they want to work
more

;
people would like to work for 24 hours if they could get it. There will be no

trouble about the working hours now. When we are busy and when trade is carried

on at a pressure, is the time to reduce the working hours.

A-161. My point is that if you are slack now you will be employing more people in
the bulk on shorter shifts ?—That depends upon the number of days the ship stays.

For instance, in busy times we keep it only for three days. If there is no particular hurry
and the ship stays for eight days, the number of men employed is naturally less. That
is the trouble. It is work that we want here.

A-162. Referring to your housing scheme, you state that there has had to be an increase

in the rents lately. I take it that at the same time there has also been a decrease in

wages ?—It is not a decrease in wages, but a decrease in work. We were having a loss of

about Rs. 30,000 per annum for several years, and a year or two ago it was decided
that we must do something to get some more money, and the rents were put up about
10 per cent., that is, just about the standard rate under the Rent Act.

A-1G3. Has there been an appreciable exodus of people from your own housing schemes
since the increase of rents ?—No. The only thing I know is that a lot of people said that
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rather than pay this rent they would go back to their mud huts ;
and a certain number

of them have gone and erected huts on land which we are not quite sure belongs to the

municipality or to the Port Trust.

A-164. More people would be taken in in order to lessen to the renter the cost of the

increased rent ?—Very possibly they would take in more lodgers.

A-165. You do not in any way control the condition of workers who are contracted for

through the contractors you employ ?—No.

A-166. Would there be any possibility of putting into the contract which you make

with the contractors for coaling, the necessity for their complying with certain legislation

affocting, for instance, the use of children on that work and the age at which children

shall start on that work ?—That is rather outside our province. Mostly coaling is

done in the stream and I do not know whether legally we have any authority over this.

In the case of the vessels on the wharfs we have laid down conditions ; no one under 15

is employed in Port Trust works.

A-167. Have you any method of inspection to see that that is carried out 7—The staff

inspect it every day ; if they see a youth under 15 the stevedore will be told to take him

away.
A-168. Is it not necessary that the plinth of the houses for workers should be at least

three feet from the ground ?—I think it would be a great improvement, but I do not

think it is necessary.

A-169. Should not there be some provision for recreation of workers ?—I would he

very glad to see that they have recreation. But if I understand that you wish the Port

Trust to provide the recreation, I do not agree with that.

A-170. Diwan Chaman Lall

:

Why not ?—It is not my duty to provide recreation for

the workers. They can manage their own recreation ns other people do. That is my
reason.

A-171. You sometimes provide free houses for them. It is not your duty to provide

free recreation ?—Excuse me, we provide free houses for specific jobs, to people who it is

necessary should live near their work. For other people we do not provide free houses.

They have to pay rent. Free housing is provided for specific purposes. But recreation

-and work in my opinion are two entirely different matters.

A-172. Mr. Birla : Mr. Downie, you refer to the depression in the export trade. Is it

peculiar to the export trade or to the import trade as well ?—Entirely to the export trade.

The import trade is very good.

A-173. Can you explain the reason why particularly the export trade has been
-affected ?—Owing to the reasons which have led to wheat not being exported.

A-174. What are your chief items of export ?—Wheat and seeds.

A-175. And Cotton ?—Cotton has now become the chief export. For some time
wheat and seeds predominated. Now wheat and seeds have gone down, and cotton
pre lominates.

A-176. Can you tell mo out of the 20 lakhs of tons of export what is the quantity of
wheat and grain that is exported ?—Putting it roughly, 100,000 tons of other commodi-
ties and the balance wheat and seeds. For instance, in 1024-25 we exported 1,200,000
tons of wheat alone, and previous to the war one and a quarter million has been exported
in a year.

A-17/. So it is on account of the fall in the export of wheat and seeds that your trade
has fallen ?—Wheat and seeds are the principal items which have gone down.
A-17S. Can you explain the reason for this fall ? Is it due to famine ?—I cannot say.

I have beentold that the reason of the wheat export going down is that people in India
are consuming more wheat than they used to do

; also that the prices of Indian wheat
will not compare with the prices of Australian, Canadian or Argentine wheat, and they
cannot get a market for it.

•
'

A-179. It is not entirely due to any shortage of crops 7—No, it is in fact due wholly
to internal consumption. J

A-180. You suggest that the internal consumption has increased ?—I understand
it has.

A"18
„
L y°u think it has anything to do with the appreciation of the value of therupee ?—i am not prepared to give an opinion.

4' 1 ®2 ' You think that the appreciation of the rupee value has hit the Punjab

ofthismatter.
^ ^ y°Ur suggestion 1 am not in a position to give an opinion
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A-1S3. You tell us about the housing conditions and the hesitation of the occupiers to

pay the rent. Could you tell us the approximate cost of constructing a house, say 10'

by 10', in Karachi ?—We have got small houses which include two rooms and a verandah.

A-184. What is the area 1—I can give you the area of the houses. The small houses
consist. of a verandah 14' x 6', one room 14' X 10', another 5' X 5' and another
It' x 10'. The value of that was originally Rs. 450 a house. That was . many
years ago.

A-185. Do you think the cost has increased considerably ?—We have spent a very
large amount on repairs.

A-186. What I am trying to get at is whether the cost of construction here is in any
way higher than in Bombay or Calcutta ?—The cost of building in Karachi is very
much cheaper than in Bombay or Calcutta.

A-1S7. Then what is the reason of the hesitation of your occupiers to pay a rent of

Re. 3 or Rs. 4 ; it is not a very high rent for rooms of that size ?—I cannot tell what the
reason is. I suppose they have not the money.

A-188. Money is spent on health and education. Do you confine your activities to
the labour alone, or do you spend money for your higher staff, on the education and health
of your clerical staff ?—We maintain two medical officers, who are confined to people
who are generally getting less than Rs. 300. On the Manora side we have a medical
officer who attends to every one. On the Manore side we also provide a school for Port.

Trust children. On the Karachi side there is a large number of municipal sohools, both
in Keamari and Karachi. To the Port Trust employees who send their children to
Karachi we pay the tram hire.

A-189! What I wanted to know was whether you maintain these schools for the benefit
of the labouring classes or for the clerical staff ?—We maintain only one school, that
is at Manora, and that is for all the Port Trust employees who would like to send their
children to it.

A-190. How many boys attend that school ?—About 35.

A-191. Do you think that is a quite satisfactory condition of affairs ?—Well, that
i« all that there are about the place. The main body of Port Trust employees live in
Karachi, and there they obtain the benefits of the municipal schools, a large number of
which are to bo found in Keamari and Karachi.

A-192. Mr. Mehta just now suggested the advisability of starting a co-operative
system ?—I have not considered the question. I should like to consider the matter.

A-103. Do ydu come across cases of swindling by your contractors ?—No, I am not
aware of any such cases. 1 have not come across any case of swindling.

A-194. Do you think the contractors deal fairly with the labourers ?—I am not in a
position to say.

A-195. Can you give us the margin of profit which the contractor makes ; the rates
you pay to the contractor, and the rates that the contractors pay to the work-people ?

—

I cannot tell you.

A-19G. Diivan Cliaman Lull

:

Would you make the enquiry and let us know ?—I have
not the means of finding it out.

A-197. Mr. Birla:l understand that you have been subscribing to the Red Cross
Association. Do you think they maintain any dais for the benefit of the Indian
women T—I understand they maintain qualified nurses at Keamari, who instruct the
women. We subscribe and they do the work.

A-l 98. You will perhaps agreo with mo that the qualified nurses, unless they are Indians,
are not very easily accessible to the working classes, and therefore I wanted to know
whether you have made any condition that the Red Cross Society, on account of the
subscription which they receive from you, should maintain more Indian dais, for the
benefit of the Indian working classes ?—We have made no condition at all. We merely
subscribe, and leave the Red Cross to do their own work.

A-199. Do they maintain, or not, an Indian dai ?—I could not tell you.

A-200. Mr. Clow

:

What is the procedure with regard to the reporting of
accidents ?—All serious accidents are reported to the Collector of Karachi and to the
police immediately and, of course, to myself. It is left for the Collector of Karachi or
the police to take any action that is necessary in the matter.

A-201. Who conducts the investigation of the accidents f—That is left for the police
working under the District Magistrate, the Collector of Karachi.
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A-202. Are there any technical men corresponding to the Inspector of factories

with*”technical experience of machinery and accidents to conduct investigations into

accidents ?—I do not know. We hand the matter entirely over to the police.

A-203. I should like to ask you one question arising out of Sir. Harrison’s evidence to

which you have listened. We got the impression yesterday that,there was not perhaps

as much of unemployment as of under-employment in Karachi. Large number of men

clamoured that they could not get sufficient work in Karachi. Is that the case ?

—

Undoubtedly.

A-204. Mr. Harrison tells us that he cannot get a full supply of labour all through the

year and that he finds it very difficult to progress with his work especially at special

seasons. Will these men here be willing to go to Sukkur for employment if they get

a chance ?—I should be very doubtful about the class of men you saw yesterday. Most

of them are trained dock workers with the exception of probably two or three experienced

hands who might get better wages at the Sukkur Barrage. They generally stick to

Karachi or go to their own homes.

A-205. The unskilled workers we saw, Mr. Harrison says, are perfectly capable of being

employed at Sukkur ?—You cannot call them unskilled because the dock labourer is a

skilled man in his own particular way. We want very good men for that class of work.

An ordinary man is no use. These men work here for years and then probably go home

for a year or two and come back. Employment as dock labourer is limited to men with

a certain amount of skill- There are of course others who do a' certain amount of skilled

work here. Dealing with sugar, for instance, we use the Mekrani labour which is bigger

in structure and can do the work. With regard to imports, men from the Punjab are used

because they are bigger. For the ordinary work of pack carrying, coolies are employed.

A-206. There is no considerable amount of unskilled labour unemployed in

Karachi ? By the word, 1 unskilled ’ I refer to the labourer with no particular degree of

aptitude in anything ?—There must he a good deal of unemployment owing to the

trade depression. For instance, we are not doing any work on the west wharf.

Wo might have a thousand men doing odd jobs there. They are not being

employed now.

A-207. The point I really want to get at is this. Is it a case of the unwillingness of

the labourer to go to Sukkur ; or is it a case of the ignorance of the worker as to the place

where work can be got ?—I am not in a position to answer that. (Mr. Mehta) : I can say,

sir, that it is due to the ignorance of the labourers. If they were told that there is work
obtainable at Sukkur and that they would get so much wages they would willingly go.

A-208. Sir Ibrahim Rahimtoola : In your memorandum dealing with “ housing condi-

tions ” you say that the Port Trust have constructed 800 houses for the accommodation
of the labourers at Keamari. This accommodation is not for the entire labour force

of the Port Trust. It is only for a limited number ?—Yes. What happens about the

others is this. Many of our men like others prefer to live in Karachi and they go and
live in Karachi. Consequently these houses became empty and in course of timo

they have been filled up by outsiders as well as Port Trust employees. Out of about
800 houses only about 259 are really' occupied by Port Trust employees.

A-209. And the balance is occupied by non-Port Trust employees ?—Not connected
with work of the Port Trust. For instance, stevedores’ labour probably live in it. The
oil company’s labour live in it.

A-210. In some way connected with the port ?—Connected with the work of the port,

but not directly connected with the Port Trust.

A-211. In the matter of charging rents do you make any distinction between tenants
who are in Port Trust service and those who are not ?—We make no distinction. We
have a number of houses in the village. We give free quarters for our staff, but the others
are on the same basis whether they are Port Trust employees or outsiders.

A-212. With regard to the question of rents you say that the policy of the, Port Trust
is to levy minimum rates for these houses. What do you mean by minimum gates ?—
Such rates that we can charge without losing money. As I have already said we lose
nearly Rs. 30,000 a year on the average, so that all the rents are not really remunerative
yet.

A-213. How do you make out that loss ? ’Do you charge any interest on the cost oi
construction, and if so, at what rate ?—Yes,-we charge an interest at G per cent, on the
cost of construction and include depreciation also. We- do -not include the land value.
IVc include the cost of the supply of water, the amount of taxes that we have to pay to
the Municipality and all this works out to about Rs. 20,000 loss every year.
A-213n. What is the rate of interest you charge ?—Six per cont.



A-214. What is the total amount you have spent 7—I have not got the figures here at
present.

A-215. If this loss is eliminated from the calculation, by how much would the rate of
interest on the cost ofxonstruction be reduced ?—We have not worked that out.

A-216. I want to find out whether, instead of working out at 6 per cent., you worked
out at 4 per cent, or 5 per cent., there would be no loss on the capital invested in

construction 7—I have got hero the capital cost on the average including depreciation

and interest and if we omitted it from our calculations wo would be losing about
Rs. 10,000.

A-217. What is tho amount of interest debited now 7—Rs. 29,000 to 30,000.

A-218. Is that your total loss 7—No, it is Rs. 20,000 to 30,000.

A-219. If your loss is Rs. 20,000 before and if you eliminate it now, you would still

got Rs. 10,000 ; but if your loss was Rs. 30,000 you would get no return on the capital

invested. You are charging rents from Rs. 5 to Rs. 9-8-0. On what basis are these

rents fixed ?—A statement is worked out on tho basis of tho original cost, the present

rental value, the value of the land and so on. It has all been worked out before.

A-220. How do tlieso rents comparo with those of similar accommodation in other
parts of Karachi 7—They are a gift ; they are no rents at all. For similar houses-

situated in Karachi wo can get three times the rent.

A-221. Is that the reasonwhy there is so much over-crowding 7—I do notknow whether
that is tho reason. People will tako in other people and we cannot keep them out. The
accommodation provided in each house consists of three rooms and you would not get

one room in Karachi for the same rent. We think it is a mistake to have the rents so

low,

A-222. Is that not a liability on tho funds of tho Port Trust 7—Yea, on the funds of
tho Port Trust.

A-223. Is the Port Trust satisfied that it is a legitimate liability on their part to lot

those houses at low rents to peoplo who are not in tho employ of the Port Trust 7—Wo
oannot get them out.

A-224. Have tho Port Trust considered that aspect of tho question 7—Tho matter
has been discussed on various occasions and as I said before, they came to the conclusion
that they would build no more houses but get tho employers of labour to build
their own houses and give them sites for tho purpose. Because thoy saw that it was
uneconomic.

A-225. How do you explain tho fact that men in Port Trust service entitled to accom-
modation which they could get at oue-third of the rents obtaining in Kaxachi do not
occupy it but allow others to do so 7—I am talking of tho situation about a number of
years ago. At present the whole of tho accommodation is not occupied by Port Trust
labourers. Only about 200 houses are occupied by them. Whenever a house becomes-
vacant, which is very seldom tho case, we allot it to a Port Trust employee. This is

tho rule that wo have been following for some years past. It is going to take many
years before the whole accommodation is occupied by the Port Trust employees.

A-22G. These houses have been built for tho benefit of the Port Trust employees at

Port Trust expenses 7—I cannot say they were built specially for Port Trust
employees.

A-227. Then what justification is there for your charging only one-third rent com-
pared with what similar accommodation fetches in Karachi 7—The difficulty is this.

The rents were fixed some twenty or thirty years ago and wo have not increased them
in the way the other landlords in the city have done. That is one reason why the rent?

are so low.

A-228. Diwan Ghaman Lall

:

Mr. Downie, was a representation made by the tally

clerks to introduce a shift system for their staff ?—Yes.

A-229. Was the matter considered by your Board 7—Yes.

A-230. Did the Board unanimously rcoommend a reduction in hours originally 7

—

No, the Board referred the matter to the various Chambers of Commerce and
. mployers of labour for opinion.

A-231. Did thoy at any time unanimously recommend reduction in hours as a
body 7—I am speaking from memory and to the best of my recollection no decision was.

come to. The matter was referred, as I said, to the various Chambers of Commerce and
employers of labour in Karachi for opinion.

mo Y 16—
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A-232. Is it a fact that the European Chamber of Commerce at first vien c-i. - , ^
proposal favourably ?—I do not think it is correct to say that.

A-233. Can yog, Mr. Mehta, throw any light on the matter ?— I -was not in the Port

Trust at that time. I came in afterwards.

The Chairman : I think, Mr. Mehta has made some reference to it in his evidence and

v\ e shall examine him in the afternoon.

A-23-t. Diwan Chaman Lall :—I take it that you are not in a position to give mo
detailed information about it ?—I think what I gave is the correct information.

A-235. My information is that the Board viewed the proposal favourably.—I am
only talking on the resolutions passed hy the Board. I do not know what happened

at informal meetings of the Board. The resolution only says that the matter uas

referred to the various Chambers for opinion.

A-236. Am I right in taking it that the opposition to this came from Messrs Forbes,

Forbes, Campbell and Co.?—The opposition to it came from the Chamber of Commerce
and from the stevedores of the port.

A-237. The Indian Chambers unanimously agreed ?—Yes, they agreed.

A-238. Is it a fact that the working hours in Bombay in the Port Trust are shorter

than the working hours in Karachi ?—It is a fact.

A-239. How does the efficiency of the Bombay worker compare with the Karachi

worker in regard to work ?—Very small and very poor comparatively.

A-240. Have you got any statistics which can show that?—No detailed statistics

;

only my knowledge of the work done in both places.

A-241. Is that your opinion ?—My opinion based on the knowledge of the working
in both ports. We work far better in this port.

A-242. But you have no statistics ?—No.

A-243. What is the constitution of the Boards ?—Four members are appointed by the

Karachi Chambers of Commerce, tiro by the Buyers and Shippers’ Association, four by
Government, including one representative of the N. W. Ely. and one of the military

Department, one by the Karachi municipality and two by the Karachi Indian Merchants
Association.

A-244. Is there any representative of labour ?—There is a nominated member.

A-245. Has there been a great deal of agitation on the part of the workers or their
representatives demanding representation of labour on a better scale ?—I have heard
that such is the case.

A-240. You yourself personally would not be averse to seeing labour properly
represented on the Board ?—My personal opinion is that one labour representative is

quite sufficient for the size of this place.

A-247. Do you agree with the method of putting the labour representative on the Board
by nomination ?—As far as I know it has worked satisfactorily

; in other words, I agree!
with it.

'

A-248. Who is the representative of labour ?—He is a gentleman called Mr. Meravab
Khan. .

A-249. Is he connected in any way with labour ?—Not that I know of.
j

A-250. You are aware that the Port Trust Labour Union and other labour orga-
nizations in Karachi have looked upon this nomination unfavourably ?—I have under-
stood that.

A-251. You said that the rents of these quarters at Keamari which are owned by the
Port Trust were increased

; can you give me the average of the increase during the last
few years ?—Yes, Rs. 4 houses were increased to Rs. 5.

°

A-252. I will put it to you and perhaps you might correct me as I go along. The
original rent of the small houses was Rs. 1-12-0 several years ago ?—About 40° or 50
years ago.

A-253. Did you have any houses 50 years ago ?—Yes, a lot of houses.

A-254. When was the rent Rs. 1-12-0 ?—I have not got that on my list : that is
very remote time.

A-255. Which is the lo.west you have got ?—The lowest rent that I have got here iRs. 4-2-0 for the smallest house. I

A.-266. What date was that ?—That goes back a good many years 10 or 15 year!
x have not got anything before that. * 1



!57. Is that a small house ?—The very smallest houses—Rs. 4-2-0.

>68. And what is it paying now ?—Rs. 5. That was in existence I should sav
b.1900, Rs. 4-2-0.

!59. When was the last increase in the rent ?—About a year ago.

100. Was there any increase in wages at that time ?—No.

!61. We will take the mat houses of Keamari ; do you think they are fit for human
3 to live in?—Well, I quite agree they are very unsightly ; but their history is rather
iar. I presume you refer to those at the end of the village ; I think you saw them ;

not there. We put up about 10 lines of huts during the time we had plague here,
it when plague occurred at any house the families could be turned out and could
l the mat houses ponding disinfection of their houses. The plague died away but
lat houses remained. The question arose : shall we pull them down ? As many
amc along to me and said :

“ Sahib, we are very willing to take this house ”,

:
“ Very well, you can all have them at Rs. 1-8-0 a month. ” They were filled up,

iat is the reason of those houses. Since they have been built, about 5 lines have
surned down andwe have not erected any more. It is quite likely those existing

3 burned down in the course of the next few months and there will be no more
d.

62. Am I rightin saying that the space in these mat huts is about 10 feet by 10
—I should say s r.

63. Am I correct in saying'that the average prisoner in one of His Majesty’s prisons

cell 10 feet by 10 feet all to himself ?—I am not in a position to say.

64. Is there any wage-fixing machinery available for the purposes of the Port Trust
rs ?—No.

65. Wouldyou personally be averse to the fixation of wages through some minimum
fixing machinery ?—I do not quite gatlier what you mean by that.

66. There is a proposal • before the Government of India, as a result of the
lational Labour Conference last year to set up minimum wage-fixing machinery

;

ould not be averse to that ?—No ; we generally fall in with the views of Govern-
on theso matters.

67. In regard to these porters you say in your written memorandum that
able quarters are provided by the Karachi Port Trust ” ?—That is so.

68. Is it a fact that some of your accommodation at Keamari has been condemned
e Health Officer ?—I am not aware of it.

69. That is a fact. Tod do not consider those satisfactory ?—I am not aware
t houses that have been condemned that have not been brought to my notice. It

it been represented to the Port Trust officially.

70. You are the head of the Department and I take it that if a serious matter like

as not been reported to you, there must be something wrong with the constitution?

,y it is incorrect. It lias not been brought to my notice as head of the Port Trust,

hould have been if there was anything wrong, and therefore I cannot anBwer any
ons on that.

71. Then I will not pursue the matter, but from the information I have obtained
the Health Officer himself, it is so. You do not consider that those mat huts are

ictory ?—Of course not.

72. Is it a fact that many of your Port Trust workers are living at Lyari ?

—

dd think it is, yes.

73. And is it also the fact that they are living in mat huts at Lyari ?—I do not
the conditions there.

74. Have you been there?—I have been there, but lam not acquainted with the

iions there.

75. A great deal of the accommodation is mat hut accommodation ?—I think it is.

76. Many of your workers are living there ?—Very probably

77. You would not consider that accommodation satisfactory ?—Until I see the

imodation, I really could not say. I want to know the reasons why they are living

;
they may prefer to live there.

78. You have no officer of the Port Trust who is in charge of the inspection of the

ig accommodation of your workers ?—Of our own village, of our own Port Trust
i—not outside.

79. Not outside ?—That is municipal organization,

o y 16—2a
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A-280 Would it not bo desirable to have someone in charge 1—1 cannot go in av.u

inspect outside bouses belonging to (he municipality ;
my jurisdiction only applies to the

Port Trust, not tho municipal arrangements.

4.281 But if it is a fact that many of yonr workers aro living in mat huts of more or

'less the same types as the mat huts to he found at Kenman, you would not consider that

accommodation satisfactory ?—No : certainly not.

A-2S2. Could you give me any idea as to the indebtedness of the workers of the Port

Trust 7—I could not.

A-283. Have you got a seamen’s rest house 7—There is a seamen s rest house
; it h

not the property of the Port Trust.

A-284. Under the Port Trust. Act are you not, supposed to provide a seamen’s re.rt

houso ?—We arc supposed to contribute ; we contributed towards the cost of it ami

contributions were received locally. No one knows wlu> the building belongs to.

The only thing is we keep it in repair out of Poii Trust funds and mnintr.in it.

A-2S5. Aro any Indians eligible ?—All grades and castes arc eligible.

A-2SG. Bo Indians make use of that rest house ?—Very foldom.

A-2S7. Can you give me any reason why they do not 1—I believe they prefer to live

in othor places.

A-2S8. Would it not be better to provide a rest house for Indians —That is a very

excellent idea.

A-280. Is there any provision in tho Port Trust Act for the safety of the crews employed

for loading and unloading 7—No, there is nothing specifically laid down.

A-290. Would it not he desirable to amend the Act 7—Tiiat is a matter which va»

recently put to Government ; the Port Trust suggested (lint Government should appoint

a Government inspector for that purpose ; the reply from Government is that they do

not propose to move in the matter at present.

A-291. I was not merely thinking of an inspector; would it not he bolter to incor-

porate certain proviso ns of tho British Act with regard to safety devices in connection

with tho loaders ?—We have protection for the workers on t lie wlmrf, but on the ship,

as I say, that is outside our jurisdiction ; there would have to be an Act pitssed speck

fically for that purpose.

A-292. You aro not averse to that ?—I am averse to the Port Trust having that

responsibility ; I am not averso to the Act hut to the Port Trust being saddled with

the responsibility.

A-293. Could you give mo any idea of the number of children of workers of the Port

Trust who go to school in Ivcamari 7—I could not.

A-294. Is there a provident, fund for your workers ?—For certain classes, yes, generally
for permanent men drawing over Rs. 40 n month.

A-295. Is it not necessary to havo some provident fund” arrangement for those who
are drawing less 7—We have been extending it in the last few months ; we recently
brought in tally clerics, who had not previously hnd it ; wo brought in cranemen and soon.
We havo been gradually extending it, but so" far it lias not reached the lower ranks yet.

A-29G. It is desirable that it should 7—Yes.

A-297. Have you anything to say ns to amendment of tho Indian Merchant Shippini
Act regarding the method of employment 7—j have no remarks to otter. I

A-298. You have mentioned that at one place there aro 32 privies at Mnnorn. Hot
many workers, men and women with their families have you got 7—We have abort
300 men employed in the workshop. I cannot say offhand the total number of mcnfaiU
women. j

A-299. The men are living there with their families 7—Not necessarily. But in man
cases they are.

A-300. The arrangements aro decidedly unsatisfactory 7—1 do not think so. We bn's
a medical officer who reports to mo whether everything is satisfactory. If he put up
recommendation for additional privies they would undoubtedly bo put in.
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A-303. If it is brought to your notice I dare say it would be remedied 7—Anything like
that would be remedied at once if it were found necessary.

A-304. You are in favour of departmental employment I suppose ?—To a certain
^extent. .

- A-305. And you would not be averse, I suppose, to having a labour bureau or labour
exchange set up for*the purpose of recruiting your workers 7—I have no objection at all

if it would work well. •

A-306. Would you have any objection to a system of sickness insurance, being
adopted for the permanent workers ?•—Taking the Port Trust, I do not think it is

necessary. We have very 'liberal leave rules. 1

A-307. Speaking generally, you are not averse to the principle of sickness insurance 7

—

No, so far as the casual workers are concerned, but not for the Port Trust employees.

A-308. Because they have been provided already 7—They are very well treated

;

they have medica] attention free.

A-309. But where such facilities are not provided you would not he averse to sickness

insurance 7—No.

A-310. Are you in favour of extending the scope of the Workmen’s Compensation Act
,

in order to cover all classes of workers 7—We have extended it as far as we are concerned.
I have no objection to its general extension. • 1

A-311. Mr. Cliff

:

Would you oblige the Commission by giving us some photographs
•of the lines that we saw yesterday 7 You have got four categories of hr uses in which
employees live ?—You would like photographs of the Manora houses and the native
village houses ? I will give instructions for photographs to he iakenat once. It will'

take a few days. I can send them on to you.

. A-312. Will you he good enough to furnish the Commission with a copy of the

Constitution of the Port Trust and copies of the Annual Report for the last four years ?

I want you to he clear that you should include the one for 1924-25 ?—Yes. ,

A-313. Would you tell us the number of employees that are employed directly by
the Port Trust 7—There is one question I should like to ask ; and that is about the

definition of the word ‘ labour’. What is labour ? Is a tally clerk who works for 12

hours a day like the artisan to he included or not 7

The Chairman : I think clerical labour is usually kept in the hooks separately from
other kinds of labour ; it is not manual labour 7—I want to be sure of the definition

because it might affect my answers.

A-313a. Mr. Cliff

:

You have got, I understand, establishments A and B and certain

•other labour ?—Yes.

A-313b. I want to know the number of work-people employed direct by the Port
Trust 7—May I put in the clerical staff or omit it 7

A-313c. Include it if you please 7—1,163 permanent,

A-314. How is that divided 7—403 clerical
;
peons, chowhidars and sweepers 306,

engineers and drivers 381 ; coolies 10 ; cranemen, munshis, tally clerks, etc., 63.

A-315. That is the number of employees of establishment “ A ” 7—No. They are what
we call permanent employees. The permanent employees are split into “ A” and “ B ”

which have different leave rules. That iswhat constitutes the difference between “ A ”

and “ B ”. Our permanent men are down at 1,163 while our temporary men
>' are 3,293.

A-316. To save 'a number of questions, would you kindly Send us a written memoran-
dum showing the difference in the matter of privileges between A” and “ B ” estahlish-

f ments 7—Yes. Wo have it all tabulated in a document a copy of which I can send on
to you*

' A-317. Would you tell us approximately the number of men who are employed by
the Port Trust on dock labour, such as loading, unloading and coaling 7—It is about 26
a ship. Of course it depends on how many ships are in.

A-318. Are they employed direct 7—No, through the stevedores.

A-319. Have you any approximate idea of the number of men who were engaged on'

.
this work in the year 1924-25 as compared with the current year 7—I can work it out
for you if you want to have that information.

A-320. Yes, if I am not troubling you too much 7—We have the data, hut it is not
} .collected.
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A 321 Do you exercise any control over tlie labour employed by contractors J-None,

whatever except in very small details. Dor instance, on the docks we insist that the

Ippliances should be nj to our prescribed standard. We examine them for the safety

of the workmen.

A-322. Have you got a record of the number of women and children that are employed

by contractors ?—Hone whatever.
_
—

A-323. Is it possible to ascertain that ?—I should have to jvrite to those people

and ask them how many women and children they employ. That is the only thing

I can do.
, „ , „ „

A-324. You would simply have to take what they say ;
there is no record ? IS o

record*

A-325. Is there any record of rates of wages paid to the dock labour No, only in

their books. I pay the stevedore on a fixed basis per ton and I have nothing to do with

the wages paid to each man.

A-326. Have the Port Trust considered the question of having a register of dock

labour ?—Never.

A-327. You were asked a number of questions as to the finance of your housing scheme.

Sir Ibrahim Raliimtoola made a calculation as to the necessary relation between cost

and rent. I had a little difficulty as to the arithmetic. Would you send a statement

on the finance of this housing scheme ?—That is, you would like to know how the rent

is arrived at.

A-32S. Yes, the capital cost, how the rent is calculated and what interest the Port

Trust obtain. I believe you said that excluded the cost of the land ?—Yes. The diffi-

culty we have about this matter is that when I said the rents did not pay, that was based

on the usual method of calculating rent. Very frequently in years gone by in fixing

the rents we were guided by the rents which prevailed in previous years. The rent was

merely fixed at say Rs. 4 or 5—purely an arbitrary figure and subsequently that has

been increased by annas 8 or Re. I. Very likely it will be necessary to work out a

comparison.

A-329. You will do your best for us ?—Yes.

A-330. Could we also have copies of the correspondence which took place between
your authority and the Government with regard to the provision of an inspector ?

—

Yes.

A-331. Mr. Chaman Lall asked you some questions about the movement for a reduc-
tion of hours that has been discussed by the Port Trust. I have with me a copy of the
memorandum supplied by the Karachi Port Trust Labour Union. I do not know whether
you have seen a copy of it ?—No.

A-332. Incidentally I may tell you that they pay you a great compliment, but what
I am concerned with is a question of fact with regard to the proposal to reduce the hours
of working. In this document they say “Unfortunately the representatives of big
business the European Shipping Companies led by Mr. E. A. Pearson, Manager of
Messrs. Eorbes, Eorbes, Campbell and Co., Ltd., Agents, Ellerman Lines, Limited, set
their faces against the proposal and wrecked even the small measure of reform ”. That
implies that the Port Trust had decided upon some reform. What I am concerned
about in connection with this is that we should be furnished with the records of the Port
Trust, if there are any, with regard to the proposal to reduce the hours of work at Karachi.
Are there records ?—-Yes. I might explain that a note was put up to the Board with
regard to working hours. This was gone through by the Board but its consideration
was deferred pending a reference to the various Chambers and employers of labour.
When the replies came back the question was again considered by the Board and it was
decided not to go on with it. This is the gist of the matter. The recommendation is
not that of the Chairman of the Board. Probably it represents the views of the Traffic
Manager and others on the matter.

A-333. I am concerned to see what was the recommendation and upon what that
recommendation was based ?—Of course, the views of the Traffic Manager or of the
hfKu. Engineer are not necessarily the views of the Board, and if vou take the view of
pno -traffic Manager it might be against the ruling of the Board. I do not want to put

^v-s
rreSP°ndenCe give a wrong impression as regards the Board’s
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' A-336. Because you have other rest houses which do not help them ?—There is a
seamen’s rest house.

’ A-337. That is not meant for Indian seamen ?—It is provided for all classes and creeds
according to its constitution.

A-33S. You are in favour of constructing a separate one for the Indians ?—It is a
very good idea.

A-339. The' number of Indian seamen is much larger than the number of those who
use the other rest house ?—I should think so.

\

A-340. Yesterday we were inspecting the lost specimens of your huts where the
workers live. The first huts we saw were constructed of straw and your Mr. Flynn
was trying, I think, to disown these huts. Our Chairman, and many of our members
and others, including the representatives of unions, were there. You charge for

each hut Rs. 1-8-0 per mensem ?—I think that is correct.

A-341. It was Rs. 1-12-0 before, and you promised to reduce it to Re. 1. Is that
correct ? Those are the facts that we gathered there, seeing the huts and making
enquiries from the people ?—I am not quite certain.

A-342. And then instead of reducing it to Re. 1, you have increased it to Rs. 5 ? Is

that correct ?—No, totally incorrect. I understand you are talking about mat huts.

A-342a. I told you I was referring to straw huts ?

A-343. The Chairman : What is the present rent of the mat huts which you described

to us as having been put up at the time of the plague ?—Rs. 1-8-0.

A-344- Has that been changed ?—Not so far as I am aware.

A-345. Mr. Ahmed : From which class of huts do you realize rent at the rate of Rs. 5
per mensem ?—Pttcca stone built houses.

A-346. You stated some time ago that you would reduce the rent from Rs. 1-12-0 or

Rs. 1-8-0 to Re. 1. Instead of that you aTe charging Rs. 5. Some of the huts were
burnt some time ago ?—Yes.

A-347. And the fact was brought to your notice ?—It was.

A-348. These huts were condemned by the municipal authority ; that also was brought
to your notice by the municipal authority 1—I am afraid the facts to which you refer

have not been brought to my notice. I have never heard about it,

A-349. When these huts were burnt, some people died as a result of the fire. I under-

stand a man died ?—I do not really know ; not as a result of the fire, I understand.

A-350. You charge at the rate of'Rs. 5 for some rooms or huts or buildings as a fixed

charge ?—Yes.

A-351. They are of uniform measurement ?—Yes.

A-352. And the measurement of certain shops is the same ?—Yes, very likely.

A-353. You charge for the shops at the rate of Rs. 22 per month ?—That is correct.

A-354. And for the dwellings for workers Rs. 6 per month ?—Yes.

A-355. What difference is there ?—We found that the shops were being sublet for

Rs. 40 or Rs. 50 per month, and we therefore thought an increase of the rent was indi-

cated. They were changing hands at about ten times the rent we were charging. They
were being sublet at exorbitant rates to outsiders.

A-356. Do you follow the same principle if the workers want an increase in their rates

of pay ?—No, that is entirely different.

A-357. What is the reason for charging a higher rent for the shops ?—I believe it is

usual to charge more for the shops than for a' dwelling house.

A-358. I take it your principle is that of a profiteering concern. Is that the prin-
ciple ?—We thought it desirable to put up the rent of the shops ; we thought they were
being charged too small a rent.

A-359. Yesterday some of us also inspected the municipal system of supplying,

accommodation to the labourers at Lyari at Rs. 1 per annum. You probably know
about it ?—No, I do not know it.

A-360. You have stated under “ Housing ”, that house rent is paid in the case cf the
shunting staff at the rate of Rs. 4 per mensem in lieu of quarters. Why do you charge
a rent of Rs. 5 ?—This is a case where the shunting staff peons and chowlcidars are sup-

i posed to get quarters if available. If quarters are not available, we give them a monthly
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.-allowance of Es. 4, in lieu of quarters. That is the general practice at Karachi. In

lieu of quarters we give Es. 4 per mensem to those who are entitled to quarters, as well

as salary. If we cannot provide quarters we give them Es. 4 to assist them to get

^
A-361. As you let the other houses at Es. 4 have yGU any objection to letting these

houses also at Es. 4 ?—This is a different class of building. If I were building for

these peons, I certainly should not give them two rooms and a verandah for Es. 4 per

month.
.

A-361a. The cost of building these huts on the Manora side is less than at Keamari ?

You do not know the amount spent ?—-No, I could not say without referring to my
books.

A-362. Yesterday morning we were very much interested in looking at your crane,

which was being used to load a steamer. You say in your memorandum that it is con-

sidered that if the slinging and unslinging were done departmentally the men employed

would, as a whole, be better treated, as regards wages and housing conditions, than is

the case at present
;
that is to say by employing workmen instead of having cranes which

have caused disasters ?—That means engaging the men departmentally instead of

through contractors. The cranes would always be there.

A-3C3. You say it would probably be a very good idea to keep the men working

instead of getting the contractor to do the slinging and unslinging work ?—Yes.

A-364. Then why do you not maintain a fixed minimum number of men as permanent
hands. Are you in favour of doing that ?—No, I do not think I am.

A-365. If you kept a fixed minimum number of men as permanent hands, whenever
necessary you could engage extra hands ?—If it were done dejiartmentally we would
have to do that.

A-366. You are not in favour of that ?—No, not necessarily. I would prefer the

present system myself.

A-367. You say that it brings disaster, and our Chairman in the beginning asked
about workmen’s compensation. I am coming to that point. You are in favour of

bringing men as permanent hands ?—No, not necessarily.

A-36S. Because slinging and unslinging work by crane means disaster ?—I think
there is some mistake. The slinging work is done by contractors now employed by the
Port Trust. In my memorandum when I speak of the possibility of it being done
departmentally, I mean it could be done departmentally as it is done in Bombay. Here
the system is not to do that but to employ contractors to do the work. The machinery
would be there whether it is departmental labour or contractor’s labour. The cranes
would still be there.

A-369. But there will be greater disaster and therefore you will have to pay more for
workmen's compensation?—We find there is no disaster and that everything works
smoothly.

The Chairman

:

It is merely a question between direct labour and contractor’s
labour.

A-370. Mr. Ahmed : Eegarding medical facilities you say that you pay a certain
amount towards the maintenance of a hospital somewhere ?—Yes, we subscribe hand-
somely.

A-371. And you have two medical assistants, one at Keamari and one at Manora ?

—

Yes.

A-372. But you do not undertake the direct responsibility yourself of giving medical
facilities instead of sending them to the hospitals?—No.

A-373. You have not got your own stag ?—We have a medical officer who attends
three times a week for the stag who are ill, and in Manora a medical officer attends any-
one who is sick. But generally a man who is very ill goes to the hospital or to his own
home.

A-374. The hospital is open to the public, is open to everybody
; there is no distinc-

tion between a patient who comes from the Port Trust and one who comes from
outside ?—That is true.

A-375. Can you suggest any other method ?—No, we subscribe very handsomely
to the hospitals here and ire have dispensaries everywhere.

A-376. Any man in the street can get those facilities
;any other means of giving the men the required medii

them .to the public hospitals ?—No, I should say we ai
faculties,

'

but have you in the Port Trust
al facilities apart from sending
e not prepared to give further A
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A-377. The Chairman : They are also citizens like all the rest 1—-And -we are tax-
payers like everybody else.

A-378. Mr. Ahmed: The workers do not get any special medical facilities ?—We
would rather subscribe more to the hospitals which render the necessary medical aid

to our men.

A-379. But that is nothing more than the assistance given to the public. I am asking

you whethbr the Port Trust are agreeable to take steps to give more facilities in the matter
of medical relief of the workmen there ?—My opinion is that the trustees will not agree.

The matter has to be decided by the Board.

A-380. But since you represent them can you anticipate their decision or will they
decide against you ?—I should represent it unfavourably to the trustees, but the trustees

might not hold the same opinion.

A-3S0a. Mr. AhmecL

:

Prom your written memorandum it is seen that the men work
at one stretch from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. for eleven hours, with one hour recess in the middle.

Would you agree to minimize the number of hours of work and at the same time see that
it is not continuous ?.

'The Chairman : We have already had the view's of the witness on the question of the

reduction of hours.

A-380b. Mr. Ahmed : Is that not in contravention of the Washington Convention ?

—

I am not aware of it.

A-381. Sir Alexander Murray : In answerto Mr. Ahmedwith referenceto yourwritten
evidence regarding the work being done departmentally, you stated that you thought
it would be better to do it in the same way as they do it in Bombay, i.e., department-
ally ?—No. I did not say that. I am not prepared personally to advocate any
change.

A-382. You say that in Bombay they employ dock labour departmentally. Is that
actually the case ?—I believe so.

A-383. Do they not in Bombay recruit through “ Toliwallahs” and pay according
to the piece-work system at so much per ton or so much per unit ?—I am speaking sub-
ject to correction, but I have recently read a report of what they call the “ hamallaga ”

department which is a separate department which supplies this labour.

A-384. We have evidence to show that in Bombay they employ Toliwallahs but not
contractors. You here employ stevedore contractors who employ gangmen to bring
their gangs to work as dock labourers. In Bombay they do not have these stevedore
contractors for dock work over and above ordinary ship stevedore work. The gangmen
are paid by piece-work. The only difference between you and Bombay is that in

Bombay dock work they do not employ a stevedore, whereas you employ a stevedore
here.—Your information will be more correct than mine.

A-385. In reply to Mr. Chaman Ball regarding the constitution of the Board you said
that the Board consisted of 12 members of whom four members were from the European
Chamber of Commerce ?—There are 14 members including the chairman who is a trustee
and four members from the Chamber of Commerce, Karachi.

A-386. So that, if the Board made a recommendation, there were on the Board only
four members from the European Chamber of Commerce ?—Yes.

A-387. You evidently have not heard about the condemnation of some of your huts ?

—

This is the first I have heard of it.

A-388. Have you ever been to Lyari, where the Municipality is selling landfor working
class houses 7—I have been there once or twice.

A-3S9. If you were a worker would you prefer to live in one of your houses, or at
Lyari ?—I should prefer to stay in my own hut.

A-390. If you could get the house at Lyari cheap, even then would you live in your
own house ?—Yes, in my own house.

A-391. Will you take the photographs of the huts at Lyari as well as the huts you
have provided for your workers ?—(Mr. Mehta) In the afternoon I wall give you an
album of pictures.

A-392. Col. Russell

:

In your memorandum with regard to the extent of the medical
facilities provided you say that you employ two medical officers. Have you got a local
dispensary ?—(Mr. Downie) We have a small dispensary in the Port Trust Office and
another at Manora.

A-393. Do you provide any first-aid treatment in the case of accidents and minor
injuries ?—As a rule, no, except, for instance, at the works where we have first-aid
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appliances. On the docks first-aid is usually supplied by the ship. We have a motor

ambulance ready to take a patient to the hospital, which is close by.

A-394. I notice that you subscribe to the maintenance of the ambulance and you

also subscribe to the Bed Cross Association which maintains a qualified nurse at

Keamari?—Yes.
. T ,,

A-395. With regard to a question that was putto you about recreation, 1 rather gather

that you do not agree to do what might be called “ welfare work” ?—No, that was not

my idea. My idea was not to interfere with the recreations of the people and to allow

them to find their own recreations. Welfare work is rather different.

A-396. You might easily add to the activities which you support ? For instance,

you might add welfare clinics for babies, creches and ante-natal clinics. Would you be

averse to extending your activities in those directions ?—Yes ; I think it is tlio duty

of the municipality within whose limits the Port Trust is. We are prepared to subscribe

to any such institutions : but it is the duty of the municipality, not of the Port Trust,

to provide these things.

A-397. Is it not the duty of employers to provide welfare facilities for their workers ?

—We prefer to do it in the shape of contributions.

A-398. Mr. Ahmed asked you about the medical facilities which you have provided

for the labourers. I take it that you are of the same opinion as myself that medical

aid is much better given in a large well-equipped hospital than in a series of small

hospitals maintained independently.—Certainly.

A-399. Mr. Joshi

:

What is the total number of workers employed in the docks, not

merely by the Port Trust, but generally ?

The Chairman : We are going to be supplied -with some further figures, and this figure

can be supplied at the same time.

A-400. Mr. Joshi : In reply to Mr. Clow you said that there was no unemployment,
but there was under-employment ’—It was Mr. Clow himself who said that.

3Ir. Clow : I did not say that either. I said it seemed to be more under-employ-
ment.

A-401. Mr. Joshi: There is more under-employment than unemployment Ye%
that is probably a better way of putting it.

A-402. Have you made any enquiry about other employees other than the employees
of the Port Trust ?—No.
A-403. Now as regards this question of under-employment, is there any method by

which you can allot work to the different employees ’—You see we have had to shut
down our works on account of our financial situation and unless a revival of trade sets
in I do not see any way of helping them.

A-404. Suppose at present you have got 4,000 workers and there is under-employment,
which means that you allot -work for two or three days a week to all of them, how do you
allot work which is not sufficient for all the people for all the days of the week ?—The
under-employment is not among the Port Trust labourers. The men I have mentioned
are working every day all the year round. The under-employment exists among the
stevedores’ men who are not getting any employment on account of the paucity of
shipping.

A-405. Have you any method by which the work could be distributed among the
people ?—I have not got any method.

A-406. You certainly think it would be desirable to adopt some method by which the
work could be distributed in such a .way as to abolish under-employment ’—It would be
an excellent thing if it could be done.

A-407. Do you also think it would be desirable to adopt some method by which the
number of workers in the docks would be restricted to those who permanently work ? I
should like very much to get the population down, but I do not see how it is possible.

A-408. In western countries they have the same difficulties, and they have some method
of registering the workers. Those who are registered are given work, whereas those
who are not registered are not generally given work. You would not be against such
a system ?—No, but it is rather difficult.

A-409. Can you tell us why your workers prefer to go and live in the town to living in

Keama°ri
SeS ItlSf°r commimal reason '

3 - I have tried to get the men to live at

A-410. Perhaps it may be costly; your rent may be too high for them ’—It may bo inome cases. But m many cases our rent is cheaper. Anyhow they prefer to live in
.Karachi and do not want to go to Keamari.
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A-411. Do you over find that the proportion of rent to the total earnings ofyonr em-
,

ployees, or any class of your employees, is too high ? You are charging Rs. 5 as rent in
some cases ?—I quite see your point. The difficulty is frequently got over by three or
four men sharing a houso. We know that that happens. For instance, if we were to
pay a man Rs. 5 as rent allowance, he would not live in his house alone ; he would imme-
diately take in one or two friends. The result would he the same.

A-412. As regards medical arrangements, the representative of the Seamen’s Union
stated that a certain class of people get the benefit of treatment by a well qualified medical
man, whereas the lower paid workers do not get the benefit of treatment by so well
qualified a man. Is that true ?—It is not quite correct. Some of the workers are not
entitled to medical facilities which others are entitled to get. We have a local dispensary
at Keamari managed by the municipality and the ordinary working man, if he is entitled
to medical attendance, can go there and get attention free. There are only two officers,

one deals with Manora and the other who deals with Karachi.

A-413. If you find that certain persons get the benefit of treatment at the hands of a-

hotter qualified man, while certain othors who are low-paid get treatment at the hands
of a less qualified man, will you cliango that ?—I think I should.

A-414. In reply to Mr. Chaman Lall you said that you would like to have a sickness
insurance scheme for the permanent staff only and not for the casual workers. What do
you mean by casual workers ?—Just the man who comes to-day and goes away
to-morrow.

A-415. You have a class of daily rated men ?—There is a distinction. We have daily
wages men who may como and work for two days, go away, and then come back a week
after ; but we also have daily wages men in our workshops who are practically permanent
while still on daily wages.

A-410. If Government prepares a scheme for sickness insurance, will you pay your
quota also ?—I do not like it in the case of the casual worker, one who works for a day
or two and goes away. We have a very large number of them.

A-417. Have you found out how many of your workers are working in the docks fox-

months together though they are regarded as daily rated ? Would you call them casual

workers who should not be given tlxe benefits of sickness insurance ?—Yes. They are
not on my list really.

A-418. I am talking of the people on your list, those people who work in the docks not
merely for a day but for weeks together. Do you not think it would be justifiable for an
employer to be asked to pay a certain proportion as his share of the sickness insurance
premium ?—I am not in favour of it as I see it at present.

A-419. Why do you make a difference between a man who is paid daily and a man who
is paid monthly ?—Because the man I pay monthly is under my observation and I know
his habits and character. A casual worker who comes to me for a day or two may get

sickness not through any fault of his work, but through his own fault.

A-420. I am not talldng of the casual man ; I am talking of the man who is paid daily

but works for months together ?—That is a very different thing. We have in the
engineering shops daily wages men who have been with us for 25 years. Those men
would get the same benefits as other employees get.

A-421. Dewan Chaman Lall

:

Then -you agree with Mr. Joshi ?—Except in the case

of the casual labourer.

A-422. Mr. Joshi : Have the Port Trust any ships registered underthe Indian Merchant
Shipping Act ?—We have one or two small tugs.

A-423. So that you are interested in questions relating to seamen ?—Yes.

A-424. Have you any objection to the representative of labour on your Port Trust
being elected by the Port Trust Workers Union ?—I should not like to say. It depends
who it is ; I might object to the man. I do not consider it is necessary at all.

A-425. Suppose you want to send your representative somewhere, certainly that re-

presentative will be selected by you. In the same way if you want a workers ’ represen-
tative, that representative must be approved of and accepted by the workers ?—But
I do not want a workers ’ representative on the Board.

A-426. You have one ?—He is nominated by Government.

A-427. You cannot explain why you are opposed to the workers’ representative being

elected?—I do not think it is necessary that he should be on'the Board. H he is there-

I cannot object.

A-428. H he is there, you would prefer an electfed man ?—Rot necessarily.
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A-429. Dhvan Ohainan Lall referred to safoty regulations ;
you said you are not against

-that?—Yo, certainly not.

A-430. You would not be opposed to legislation laying down certain measures for tho

safety of workers who work on gangways and so on, loading or unloading ? Quite

so.

A-431. Was your Port Trust consulted by the Government of India on this question ?

—

We were.

A-432. Whatwasyourroply ?—We suggested that a Government inspector or inspec-

tors should be appointed to carry out the duties which are carried out by' tho Hoard of

Trade at Home in such matters.

A-433. Tho question is not who should appoint an inspector ; tho first question is

whether there should be some law laying down measures for tho safety of men working?—
Yes.

A-434. Tho second question would bo as to who should inspect to see whether those

regulations are carried out or not. Then certainly the Government will appoint an in-

spector. So myT question to y'ou was this : whatever may have happened in the past,

supposing your Port Trust is consulted now by Government as to whether such regula-

tions are desirable or not, y'our Board will most probably reply that as far 11s you can

judgo regulations are necessary' ?—Certainly.

A-435. The Chairman : You have promised to Bend a statement on the question of

reduction of working hours ?—I understand that was withdrawn.

Mr, Cliff

:

What I withdrew was the question of your advico and recommendation to

the Board ; but I would like the resolution ?—I beg your pardon.

A-43G. The Chairman : We did not. think it right to press for internal advice given ;

but I want to ask if y'ou can give us with that information two documents which i think
may bo taken as official documents, namely, tho communications on that matterthnt you
received from the two Chambers of Commerce, tho European Chamber and the Indian
Chamber ?—I am not certain about it, but I rather think that the communication of

tho Chamber of Commerce was mnrked “ Confidential ”. The Chamber of Commerce
could give it.

A-437. If it is confidential, of course we cannot ask for it ?—I think most of their com-
munications are marked “Confidential”; I am not cerfnin.

A-43S. If you find that they can be put at our service, we should like to see them T

—

I shall talk to the President of the Chamber of Commerce about the matter.

A-439. Mr. Joshi

:

In the memorandum of the labour union it is said that you some*
times pay wages as late as tho 13th day of the following month ; is that a correct state-
ment ?—I think that is incorrect. You understand that sometimes three or four holi-
days will intervene and then there may bo late payment ; but the whole thing has been
tightened up and my' information is that our payments are made with the utmost rapidity,
from ono to 5 days after the ond of the month in practicnlly every ease. There may be
an isolated case whore a man for some reason lias not got his pay," but not as a rule, and
certainly not 15 days.

(The witnesses withdrow.)

Mr. JAMSHED N. R. MEHTA, President, Karachi
Municipality.

A-440. The Chairman : Mr. Mehta, you are the President of the Municipal Council
of Karachi ?—I am.

Chairman : May I take this opportunity, in the first place, of thanking you on
behalf of myself and my colleagues for your kind courtesy to us during our stay here.
May I ask you also to convoy to your officials our sense of gratitudo to them for tho ser-
vices they have rendered to us. I myself, during my short, time here, have formed a
very high opinion of the qualities of the staff of your municipality and I am sure they
are a great credit to you, you being tho President of the Municipality. You have beengooa enough to submit a detailed memorandum to us, and we liavo ‘had the advantage

V,

ou
,

r Presence with us during the greater part of our work of inspection yesterday ;

n
ng Had the opportunity of putting many questions to you verbally and ro-ceiym0 such ready answers to them, it will not be necessary for mo to put more than two

find it
t0 'day

:
May I' suggest to my Colleagues, too, that they might notfind it necessary to repeat questions which were put yesterday. .
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The Witness : May I put in certain statements in writing in order to save time ?—There*
are certain figures which the Commission may find useful.

The Chairman : Some additional figures ?—Yes. I have got an album of photographs
of the housing conditions of Karachi. I would draw your special attention to a photo-
graph which will give you an idea of how the people live in wooden cases. Then, sir,

I have got a statement of the housing conditions prepared from our records and census
figures, showing the different positions of labourers and how they live. Then, sir, I have
got a statement of infantile mortality amongst labourers, containing information about
latrines and bathing places. Then, I have got a statement showing how many labourers
and officers and others work in each department of the municipality. That may be
useful to you.

A-4,4,1. In your memorandum you say that “Unemployment is considerable in the
city of Karachi, ” and you tell us that it is caused by a slump in trade and by there being
no industry in the city. Labour is employed generally by the Port Trust, Municipality
and the Railway. The Railway has lately shifted their works]!op from Karachi to Sukkur.
Thus the unemployment is increased considerably.” You heard this morning some ques-
tions raised in the evidence of Mr. Harrison. He said he could employ much more labour
than he has at his service. Will you give us your views as to the possibility of the trans-

fer of some of the unemployed labour in Karachi to fill the gap which exists at present
in Sukkur 1—The labour in Karachi have all got their families with them, and they are
practically permanent residents of Karachi, and they know that at Sukkur they would
be required only for a temporary period, and naturally they would not like to shift their

families. Even then I feel that unemployment is so severe that some of them would
go to Sukkur, leaving their families here, particularly those who are not holding any
permanent jobs here, in order to earn something there.

A-4.42. Some would go particularly those who are not held by family ties ?—Yes,
but there is so much unemployment that even people with families would go.

A-442a. Having heard that evidence, is it within your power as President of

the Municipality to see what steps can be taken to relieve tins unemployment ? It seems
a pity that there should be unemployment in Karachi, while theie is work waiting for

the labourers at Sukkur ?—Yes, certainly.

A-443. I understood from Mr. Harrison that the demand will continue until 1934 ?

—

This is the first time I know of that.

A-444. In your memorandum, you refer to the housing conditions, that is to say your
municipal housing which we saw. You say “ There is ample supply of water being made
to them, but I do feci that there is more need of provision for bathing facilities which is

not adequate at present” ?—Yes.

A-445. It is within your power to remedy that ?-—Yes, it is within our power. I am
merely making a statement of fact.

A-446. No doubt you will have that express need represented to your Board ?—Yes.

A-447. In your memorandum you make a reference to the usefulness of Provident
Funds, and I gather that you have some special experience of your own in that respect.

Could you tell us what that is ?—The Provident Fund which all the local bodies, like the
Port Trust and the Municipality have opened, generally extend to thosewho are labourers.

The system is that,’although they have worked for 25 years—I know even in the munici-
pality some of them have worked for 25 years—they are still on daily wages, and they
are called daily wage people. Everywhere my experience is that as soon as you start

to do something the question of finance is brought in. It is said that they have been
there for years and that they are now too old to be brought under the Provident Fund,
and that it would mean a lot of service books, trouble and accounting. My personal
opinion is that it only requires a change of heart to overcome all these difficulties.

A-448. By the term “ Provident Fund ”, I take it you mean a fund into which the work-
ers pay their savings, and through which they can obtain credit on certain conditions ?

—No. By Provident Fund we mean that the workers pay a specific amount, say 121 per
cent, of their salary, towards the.Provident Fund. Then the Municipality or other
employer- add another 121- per cent. Then we allow compound interest on the amount
and the amount goes on accumulating, and at the time of retirement they get it in a
lump sum. If they are in need, for example, during sickness, we allow them to draw
out of the fund, provided they pay back wthin 24 months by deductions from their salary.

That is the system of provident fund as it is generally known everywhere in India. The
employer makes an equal contribution from his side.

,

A-449. That is the system working in the Municipality ?—Yes, in the Municipality
Port Trust and many places with which I have been associated.
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A-450. From what you stated this morning, I gather that your view is to have a system

of weekly payment of wages, combined with a co-operative credit society . \ es.

A-451. That would be a benefit even to the lowest class of worker ?—Yes.

4-462 Have vou any actual experience of that matter ?—I have experience of the

co-operative credit movement, but I have no experience of the weekly payment system

because none has been made up to now. I have gathered the opinion however, and

I do feel mvself, that by weekly payments there would not be so much indebtedness.

Under the prevailing system the men have to borrow money for their gram. Isaturally

they have to pay interest. A weekly payment system would go a great way towards

helping to better their condition.

A-453. I gather also that you are an advocate of shorter hours of labour, discussed 5

this morning ?—I am not only an advocate, but a strong advocate of it, and I have got

reasons for it.

A-454. In your memorandum you make a suggestion, which I do not profess to under-

stand, with regard to ‘ direct legislation about the priest classes and sanyasis who take

every opportunity to rob the innocent persons of their moneys Do you wish to press

that suggestion 1—I am quite serious about it. My opinion is this : we take precau-

tions against epidemics, plague, cholera ; and these priests and sanyasis are no less than

an epidemic in India. Some legislation ought to be undertaken to save the labourers

from this trouble. These sanyasis and sadhus are a real epidemic in India.

A-455. That would be a very novel type of legislation ?—It has to be done, if you

want to save the labourer. I would respectfully say that if I were a Member of the

Royal Commission, I would put it as the first item of work. Iam quite serious

about it.

A-456. I should be interested to see the draft Bill on that subject ?—All the efforts

that you would make otherwise would be absolutely useless, at least a good deal of them,

without this,—either education or legislation, or both.

A-457. Mr. Glow

:

In your memorandum you say that there is no need of a public

recruitment agency in the city of Karachi. In view of what you have stated regarding

unemployment, would you prefer to modify that statement in any way ?
—

"Why.

A-45S. There is work for them at Sukkur ?—I was speaking with reference to Karachi
only.

A-459. Is it not possible that a recruitment agency might possibly be’ able to

find work for them elsewhere ?—Yes. I would modify my statement from that point
of view.

A-460. The Chairman : In England there are some cases where railway fares can be
paid on certain occasions to transfer labour to the places where work can be found for

them ?—I would modify my statement. I thought the question referred only to
Karachi.

A-461. Mr. Clow : As regards the sweepers ’ houses which we saw yesterday, do they
represent, in your opinion, the minimum that should be provided for a working family
in order to enable them to live decently ?—My personal opinion is that I would condemn
these houses also. They consist of one room, in which there is a husband and wife,
perhaps three children, a grown-up daughter and a grown-up son. How do you expect
them all to live in one room ?

A-4G2. These houses are rent-free ?—True, but you asked whether I considered
that as the minimum accommodation required. I do not consider that as the
minimum.

'

A-463. Supposing you erected these quarters as a commercial proposition, what rent 1

would you charge ?—I will tell you what my opinion is. There are all sorts of mathe-
matical calculations made by Municipality and other employers. My opinion is that wel
ought to calculate the rent on the efficiency we hope to get by housing them properlj l.

and on the sort of wages we give them. If we build proper houses for them we get the
return out of them. This method of calculating by allowing for a sinking fund, depre-
ciation, and interest at 6 per cent., etc., is unsatisfactory.

A-464. My point is this. Taking into view the poverty of the working class people,
what would roughly be the annual rent if the housing of workers is undertaken on a
commercial basis ?—My calculation, if a really proper scheme is made, is that we could
give them very good houses for Rs. 2-8-0 per month, provided those who are in charge
ot it agreed not to bring in any fantastical calculations.

b
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Mr. Clow

:

If you will do that, it will be of help to the Commission.

A-4GG. Mr. Birla : You refer to the question of unemployment, and as a remedy for
that you suggest the fostering of industries. Then you complain that the Government
•of Bombay has done nothing in that direction. Have you anything particularly in
mind ?—Yes, if you read the histoiy of Sind in the past, you will find that there were
many beautiful cottage industries in Sind. The printing of cloth was one of the best
industries of Sind

;
potteries was one of our best industries ; lacquer work was another.

All these industries are now no longer in existence. I feel myself that the Government of

Bombay could do much. They have got an Industries Department. They have got
a Director of Industries with practically no staff—one Director of Industries for five

different districts. The Department should be expanded, and given proper staff and a
cultured engineer or other officers who may be required for the purpose. I am personally
•of opinion that the Government of Bombay has done nothing for Sind for the last 100
years. Cottage industries could be fostered, and there are many things which could be
done. The Industrial Department will not be enough. Experimental factories should

be started. Many things could be done.

A-467. You have promised to give us a scheme about housing. Have you a similar

scheme for the establishment of industries in this province ?—I have a note on it, and
I will give it to the Commission.

A-4GS. Mr. Harrison in his evidence this morning gave us some very interesting figures

to the effect that there is a great disparity between the minimum and maximum number
-of men employed on his work. He said the number fluctuated between 30,000 and
19,000 ?—Probably it is due to the fact that during the rainy season people like to

Teturn to their homes.

A-46Sa. You may have some scheme of your own by which you may be able to provide

some work during the idle months of the year. I would be very much interested if you
would be good enough to send us a scheme for the fostering of cottage industries, or any
other scheme which might be promoted in this part of the country.

A-4G9. With regard to co-operative banks, do you think that co-operative banks
alone, without the help of the money-lenders, will be able to meet the requirements of

all your labourers ?—As a matter of fact in our co-operative banks wo have got sometimes
more surplus capital than invested capital.

A-470. What is the rate of interest which the money-lenders charge ?—I can give

you concrete instances. We have got 720 sweepers. We took a list of the whole staff

three yeaTS back. Their capital debt was Rs. 31,000 while the yearly interest paid was
Rs. 53,000. These are facts ; it is no exaggeration. We have taken statistics house

by house, the name of the money-lender, the amount owed, the rate of interest and so

on. Wo have all the details.

A-471. Can we have that statement ?—H it is of any use I shall be glad to give it to

you. The capital was Rs. 31,000 whereas the interest was Rs. 53,000. The interest

is regularly paid and honestly paid in every case. It is generally two annas in the rupee
per month.

A-472. You have been very much interested in the working classes. Can you tell

us what the total debt of the working classes in Karachi is ?—I can tell you that there

is no working man in Karachi who is not in debt.

A-473. Do you think that it is a huge figure ?—It is a huge figure amounting to lakhs

of rupees in Karachi alone. Every working man is in debt to the extent of Rs. 60 to

Rs. 200.
'

A-474. Do you mean to say that your co-operative societies will be able to find that
money ?—I hope so.

A-475. H the business is so remunerative why do not the big financiers take it up 1

Is it on account of the risk involved therein ?—There are sufficiently rich people who do
take it up. It is a very remunerative business. These people pay their debts very
honourably and honestly. H the father dies, the son pays and if the son dies the third

generation pays it up. I have found the instinct of repaying debt to be very strong in

the working men here. In fact, if I may say so, they have got more sense of honour
than many so-called respectable merchants in the city.

A-476. There is now such a severe depression in trade in Karachi that if this parti-

-oular business is so remunerative why do not the capitalists invest their money in it 1—
They cannot go to the poor sweepers and other labourers. There are certain people who
are conscientious enough not to charge a high rate of interest. But there are others

»ho look at it from a purely business point of view, and charge 75, 80, 100 and 150 per

_ 'int. interest.
s
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A-477. Can you give us detailed figures ?—I can give you figures tor the municipal

staff alone.

A-478. For other labourers ?—No, that will bo too much for me. But I know it as a

fact that every working man in Karachi is in debt. I am not exaggerating it.

A-479. What is the extent of the liquor habit among the working classes in

Karachi’?—I think it is not much amongst tho working classes. This habit is found

more among the clerical than among the labouring classes, except in certain

communities. The Mekranis and tho Mussulman communities and many of tho Hindu

communities do not drink. But certain Hindu communities do drink.

A-480. Have you got any plan for the reduction of tho consumption of liquor ?—

Yes. I have got a plan. My view is that we should go to the root of the question. I

was" one of the members of the Exciso Committeo appointed by the Bombay Govern-

ment and we have given a complete report of the situat ion and how it could bo handled.

The Government of Bombay should have tho courage to take those steps.

A-4S1. You will agree that the question does not entirely rest with the local govern-

ment ’—Yes, it rests with tho Central Government also. Our recommendation'

to the Central Government aro very well summarized in four or five pages and the

Labour Commission can get a copy of it. We have laid down a complete programme

therein.

A-4S2. Mr. Joslti : Docs the Karachi Municipality control any factory 7—No. In

fact we have got no powers to control any factory except from the health point

of view.

A-4S3. You have no workshop of any kind ?—We have got a small workshop.

A-484. How many men are there ?—Somo twenty or twenty-five.

A-485. If there arc 20 it must como under the Indian Factories Act ?—I meant to say
that under tho Municipal Act we have no powers to control factories.

A-486. As employers of labour you are quite willing that the hours of work in your
factories should bo reduced ?—Yes.

A-4S7. Your Municipality would not object to it ?—Certainly not. I do not think

that our labourers are worked at night or for 11 hours and over.

A-488. You certainly do not want long hours of work in your factories, and your
Municipality will certainly like them to be reduced bv legislation ?—I am giving* my
personal opinion and I think the Municipality will cany"it out. I am told by our Health
Officer that we have only G4 hours of work per week for our labourers.

A-489. As employers of labour your Municipality will also approve of a reasonable
scheme of sickness insurance ?—Certainly.

A-490. What about unemployment insurance ?—I am doubtful. But if there is any
scheme by which wo can do something for the welfare of the labourers we will not
fail to adopt it.

A-491. Do your employees get the benefit of any provident fund scheme ?—Wo have
an A list and a B list, but a large majority do not come under' that provident fuud scheme.
As I have said, it requires a change of mentality and a change of heart.

A-492. You will try as President to change that mentnlity ?—You may take it from
me. r

A-493. In your Memorandum you havo expressed the opinion that generallv labour
is permanent. So you do not agree with the view which somo people hold that labour
in India is generally migratory ?—As far as.Karaclii is concerned it is certainly not so.

A-494. You said in your Memorandum that the application of the Uncmplovment
Convention would be ridiculous. You mean to say that the application of International
conventions regarding unemployment to India would bo ridiculous in the nbscnco of
education ?—Yes. Education is first necessary.

A-495. Perhaps you mean that people not being educated there will bo somo people
to exploit them ?—Certainly. x r

A-496. Do you know that one of the Conventions regarding Unemployment is
that Governments should supply statistics to the International Labour Offico ? Arcyou against it ?—I am not against it wholesale.

twT;^ are aSal
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A-49S. Has your Municipality power to build houses for working classes generally
and not your employees alono ?—Yes, wo have got the power.

A-499. Have you exercised it at any time ?—We have not exercised it. \ye have
got some committees working on it now. We first want to house our employees who are
about 2,000 -and then we want to extend it. As a matter of fact there are two or three
committees working at plans for the buildings and so on.

A-500. Do you not think yourself that the housing of the working classes by a public
body like the municipality is much better and will be preferred by the workers them-
selves than housing by their own employers ?—My opinion is that in the absence of the
employers who are not generally willing to do it, the public body ought to do it for the
sake of the health of the city. If the employers would do it, I would not object.

A-501. I suggest to you that the working classes would prefer housing by the munici-
pality to housing by their own employers ; because at certain periods they will be put
to inconvenience if they are housed by their own employers ? What have you to say
on that ?—I prefer them to be housed by the municipality if the municipality can
do it.

A-502. Do you agree with me that the housing of the workers in Karachi is not desir-

able, because they cannot afford to live in better houses as their wages are not quite
sufficient ?—They have not got sufficient work to earn their wages, and their wages are
not sufficient. It is both.

A-503. If a man earns Rs. 15 a month he oannot pay Rs. 5 or Rs. 6 for rent ?—No,
he cannot.

A-504. It is not that they have got the money and are not willing to go into better
houses ?—No, it is not.

A-505. You have got a Health Department. I should fike to know your experience
in certain matters. You have already stated that your municipal dispensaries are very
well patronized by all the working classes. You have not found that they have any
prejudice against them ?—No.

A-506. Do yon find it difficult to get doctors for your municipal work ?—No.

A-507. Suppose the Government of India undertake a scheme for sickness insurance,

do you think there will be a dearth of doctors to conduct that scheme ?—The doctors

will thank you for it

!

A-608. Will there be sufficient doctors ?—Yes.

A-509. Yon have dealt with the question of indebtedness among your working men.
Do you not think it would be more helpful if we had a stricter legislation against usury
especially for regulating the interest which these Pathans and others charge ?—They
get some protection in the Small Causes Court which enables them to pay in small instal-

ments. But the difficulty is about the agency to help them.. You may have legislation,

but unless you have got an agenoy to help them it is no use. The terror of the Pathans
is so great.

A:510. At the same time would you also agree that a stricter legislation is necessary
which will prevent the charging of high rates of interest ?—I do not think it is necessary.

There are many other ways to get round it.

A-511. Mias Power

:

Dealing with the question of maternity benefit, I see you say
that the Municipality affords facilities for women for 20 days’ absence at least during
maternity. That is, ton days before child-birth and ten days afterwards ?—It may
not be exactly that. It may bo five days before and fifteen afterwards.

A-512. Does that cover the women sweepers as well ?—Everyone.

A-513. Does the Municipality take steps to enquire whether the women sweepers
have equal facilities in the hospitals with the women of higher caste ?—As far as our
maternity homes are concerned, they would have equal facilities.

A-514. Are there enough facilities in your hospitals to cover the great number of

women employed ?—We have three maternity homes, but more are required. We
have only just begun.

A-515. Do you take any steps to ascertain whether the women employed are treated

by trained midwives—those who are treated in their own homes ?—Some prefer their *

own midwives. Wc have health associations which have midwives in all quarters, who
regularly attend during the time of birth ; but there are some women who still clincr to
their old methods and have their own particular midwives, who are not registered yet.

The Govomment have lately asked us whether we uoukl prefer, to have registration of

midwives, and we have agreed to that proposal
; but as long as they are not registered

we cannot take any action.

mo x 15—
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4-510. Could you give me any information on the. subject of the women coolies

•employed on building. I presume they are all employed by sub-contraetors .—They

are all employed by contractors or sub-contractors.

A-517.* Are some of them on Municipal work that is being contracted out? Yes.

In every building you will find them.

A-518. Are the women who are engaged in carrying stones carrying a weight equal to

-that carried by the men coolies ?—No. They cannot carry the same weight.

A-519. Mrs. Karalca

:

I understand that a sweeper family makes about 50 to 60

rupees a month : the husband gets about 20 ; the wife gets 20, and if there are two

children they <mt 20 rupees between them.—Children are not employed by us. They

used to work, but we stopped it. They work in the private houses, but we do not allow

them in Municipal employ.

A-520. Would it not be better to have separate maternity homes for them ?—It might

be. My personal opinion is that the only way to uplift them is to make them go to

other maternity homes. Once you keep them separate, the separation will continually

last.

A-521. Owing to caste distinctions they are not taking advantage of it as much as

they ought to ?—My personal opinion is that they should be made to go to other mater-

nity homes if you want to lift them up. Otherwise they will always remain suppressed.

A-522. At present it means that the infantile mortality is more ?—That is true.

A-523. Diwan Chaman Lall

:

Can you give us a brief history of the trade union move-

ment in Karachi, and a statement as to the existing trade unions, whether registered or

unregistered ?—We have three or four unions, and they are working very well, but
generally they are managed by other than their own classes ; and my opinion is that

we should so foster them that they should be managed by their own classes. The Muni-
cipality has passed a resolution that they will only recognize those unions which are

officered by their own men and not by the members of the Municipality.

A-524. But under the Trade Union Act that is allowed ?—We do not object to it, but
we do think that their own mon should be trained up to manage their own affairs.

A-525. Was there any scheme propounded for erecting houses for the working classes

by the Municipality ?—In the last five years there have been several schemes, but so far

we have not been able to carry them out, for one reason or another.

A-52G. Was there a scheme to levy a terminal tax ?—Yes, but the Government turned
it down. In Karachi we have double the area than Bombay. Wo are 72 miles in area
and we have one-fifth of the population of Bombay. To manage a city double the size

of Bombay with one-fifth the population is difficult, so we suggested a small transit tax.
All our labouring classes depend upon the transit trade. Therefore we wanted to impose
a small terminal tax in order to build houses, but the Government turned down that
scheme because the Chambers of Commerce and the mercantile bodies strongly
objected to it. It was about one pie per gallon of kerosene oil and one pice per
cwt. of sugar.

A-527. Was there a suggestion to make up the deficit of the Port Trust by means of
some sort of terminal tax ?—Yes. There was not an actual deficit, but in anticipation of
a deficit the Port Trust asked the Government that the wharfage on cotton should be
raised 26 per cent., and it was immediately allowed.

A-528. There was no question of turning that down ?—No.
A-529. Did the Municipality take over certain schools from the Sweepers’

Union ?—'We did.

A-530. Has the Government contributed anything towards those schools ?—No,
on the contrary we did not get a grant from the Government towards them. They
disallowed it because we took them over without first asking their consent. They were'
going to be closed and I saw that the children would be without schools. There were
seven schools, and I asked the School Board to take them over immediately.

A-531. Purely on that ground ?—Yes.

* a faCt thr
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t t!le Municipality provides soap, towels, brushes and so on ?—res, in all the poorer schools we allow them free of charge.
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A-534. They would not sanction this particular grant at all ?—No.
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A-535. 1 understand that under the Municipal Act itself they cannot prevent you
from giving books and slates free to the school children ?—They cannot, hut they do not
give their half share.

A-536. What is the system ‘of factory inspection in Karachi ?—They have Govern-
ment Factory Inspectors.

A-537. How many times in the course of the year does he visit Karachi ?—Possibly
twice a year. I am not certain.

A-53S. There is no organization on the spot 1—There used to be a Boiler Inspector,

but now there is none.

A-539. Do you agree with the Shippers’ and Buyers’ memorandum that there is no
•considerable unemployment in Karachi ?—No. I am the Chairman of that body, but
I do not agree with that.

A-510. With regard to your statement about the Workmen’s Compensation Act, you
say something about gaining experience ; but if experience showed that the provisions

of that Act should be extended, you would not be averse to that ?—No.

A-541. Nor would you be averse to an amendment of that Act in order to widen its

scope ?—Certainly not.

A-542. I take it that it is your definite opinion that housing has a great deal to do with

the increased mortality during cortain months of the year ?—I am convinced of it.

A-543. And that the mortality figures would improve if housing conditions were
better ?—Yes.

A-544. How many people are living in Keamari and Lyari ?—In Keamari there are

about 800 families and in Lyari 9,000 families.

A-5-15. Would I be correct in stating that something like 50,000 people live in those

two quarters ?—Yes.

A-546. Would that be about one-fifth of the population ?—Yes.

A-547. Would I be correct in saying that the conditions of housing in those two places

leave everything to be desired ?—There is no housing at all.

A-548. So that one in every five in Karachi live under those conditions.-—In many
houses there are 20 people living ; in others 14. The census records show that.

A-549. Have you any welfare workers employed by the Municipality ?—We are all

•supposed to be unpaid welfare workers.

A-550. Would it not be a better plan to have welfare workers ?—A very good plan.

A-551. You say that there is no facility for industrial or vocational training of any
kind. Would you recommend that there should be an attempt made to provide that
sort of training ?—It is very necessary. We must raise them up and make them efficient

workers.

A-552. With regard to hours of work, you say you are in favour of a 9 hour working
day. Does that leave very much leisure to the working classes ?—It takes them about
1£ hours to come and go.

A-553. Thatmeans 111- hours really consumed in the task they have to perform.
Would you be averse to a general measure for an 8 hour day ?—No, I would not.

A-554. Can you throw any light on the reason why shorter hours were turned down
by the Port Trust ?—It was because the majority opinion was that it would make the
working of the Port dearer. But my opinion, and the opinion of some others, is quite

different. First of all, supposing they were to employ two shifts
;
everyone in Madras,

Calcutta and Bombay would have to do the same, and the result would be that it would
not make our port dearer than other ports, os it would apply to all ports. That is the
first reason. Thero is no reason to fear competition or diversion of trade ; it is a fallacy

to suppose, as some people do, that trade wouldbe diverted to Madras, Calcutta or Bom-
bay. My second point is that even if it is so we would take the risk of making the port
dearer. My third point is : why should the burden of making the port dearer be put
upon the shoulders of the labourers alone

;
there are the clerks and officers ; they all

work 6 or 7 hours. I see no reason for putting the burden of making the port dearer
solely upon the shoulders of the labourers ; there would be many other factors. My
fourth point i3 this : I have been studying what is called labour and fatigue literature,

and I think that if the labourers worked only 8 or 9 hours a day and 6 hours at night,

they would be more efficient and the municipality or any other employer would be able

to get more work out of them. That is really a matter of scientific investigation. Of
course so far it is merely theory for I have made no practical experiments in this respect

but I am convinced from a study of the literature on this subject that that is so.

mo y 15—3o
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A-555 Do you think it would be a good thing to insert a tair wages clause in all labour

contracts ?—I should be in favour of legislation with that object, but I should like to

know how it is to be done.

A.556. Are you in favour of the fixation of a minimum living wage for the working

classes of Karachi ?—I am in favour of that for all places.

A-557. Do you agree that the working classes should be given the franchise on the

adult basis to enable them to exercise their influence on legislation ?—Our Municipality

has passed the adult franchise already, but the Government has not accepted it.

A-558. Mr. Cliff : Will you tell me how long you have served on the Karachi Muni-

cipality ?—:I have been for 15 years a member and for 8 years its President.

A-559. And have you been connected with social work for many years ?—For

many years. For the last 20 years I think.

A-560. You have expressed the opinion that the fundamental thing to be aimed at

is education ?—Yes ;
without that nothing can be done.

A-561. 1 gather from your answers to questions that you believe that education will

afford the greatest measure of protection against oppression ?—Yes.

A-562. Is that your view ?—Yes.

A-563. What is the rate of taxation in the Municipality ?—14 per cent, oh the rental

value of the house.

A-564. Is there any minimum ?—We do not charge anything on houses of an annual

rental value of less than Rs. 50.

A-565. It is 14 per cent, on the rental value of houses of an annual rental value of

Rs. 60 1—Yes.

A-566. You have answered a question as to how you deal -with trade unions on the

municipality ; would you make clear what was the exact resolution. Is it a resolution

that you will not recognize or deal with a trade union which is represented by outsiders,

or is it a resolution that municipal councillors shall not represent trade unions ?—That
municipal councillors shall not represent trade unions.

A-567. So that in present cases you are prepared to deal with trade union officers who
are not employed by the municipalities 'I—The municipality is, but personally I should
prefer that they should be officered by their own men.

A-568. You want the work-people to be educated and trained so as to be able to

represent themselves and become officers of the union ?—Yes ; otherwise I personally
feel that they would again always be subj'ected to pressure of those outsiders in

office ; I do not mean in every case, but in many cases.

A-569. You further give an expression of opinion in your memorandum with regard
to International Conventions. Am I to take it that you are in favour of the adoption of

International Conventions that can be explained to and understood by the
people ?—Yes.

A-570. Will you tell me, in view of your experience in the Karachi Municipality, what
is the attitude and general policy of the municipality to the union of sweepers ; how
do you deal with them ?—We have a very favourable attitude towards them.

A-571. Have you any machinery which provides for regular consideration of matters
arising out of employment ?—All letters, grievances or anything of that ldnd that are
reported to us are considered by the Health Committee, by the Health Officer, by the
President and the Management Committee

; such matters are considered very
favourably

; we try to go into every case that is represented to us.

A-5/2. Is the Health Committee in this case the Committee which governs the
employment of the sweepers ?—They control all sanitation, dispensaries and
maternity homes.

A-573. So that if the sweepers desire representations to be made, thev are made to
that Committee 7—Yes.

A-574. Can they appear before'that Committee to make personal representations ?-
xney go to the Health Officer, but they approach individual members as well.
A-575. Apart from that form of representation,--there has not yet been devised an

standing machinery ?—No, there has not yet been any case in which such mackineihas been found necessary.
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sorry to say it is not. If tlie Government properly fostered that industry by making
proper transport arrangements, such as roads and channels, that industry might absorb
thousands of labourers.

A-577. So that you are in favour of facilities by the Government of India to help the
salt industry ?—Absolutely ; all we want is an arrangement to be made by the Govern-
ment of India to carry the salt.

A-57S. You see I have not got the local experience, but I hear ee great deal in the
Assembly. The salt industry in India requires a lot of facilities from the Government.
The representatives of Madras in the Legislative Assembly are constantly making the
point. What steps do you suggest should be taken on your behalf by the Government
of India ; do you ask for bounties or other facilities for developing the salt industry
here ? I ask you this as an experienced President of the Municipality ?—I am in touch
with the salt movement, and I say that the Government of India with very little expense
could foster this industry so that thousands of workers could be given satisfactory

employment.

A-579. What sort of facilities would you ask for 7—Only transport facilities, water
channels and roads to carry the salt to be shipped to Calcutta ; that is all we want at
present.

A-580. In your memorandum under the head “ Education” you say :
“ There is no

industrial area in Karachi and the children are taught in all schools. Labouring class

is free to attend any school and many are taking advantage of the educational facilities”.

But do you really think that the people are sufficiently educated to understand the use
of the franchise for the election of Members of the Legislative Assembly or the Legis-

lative Council at Bombay ?—As far as my experience of Karachi City is concerned, they
understand verywell.

A-680a. Do you suggest that the election of representatives of labour instead of nomina-
tion by Government would be helpful ?

The Chairman : I really do not think this witness can answer that ; it can only be an
individual opinion.

A-581. Sir Alexander Murray : I see that the Industrial Census Report says that

Karachi is essentially not an industrial city and I find you say the same thing
;
you say

that there is no industrial area in Karachi and therefore relatively few people earn then-

living in industrial concerns in Karachi ?—Yes, and they are chiefly for transit trade.

A-582. They are chiefly engaged in trade and commerce ?—Yes.

A-583. As there is no industry here worth speaking of, why is it that overcrowding
in Karachi is worse than it is in Bombay or Calcutta which are great industrial towns 7

—I will tell you why. On one side of Karachi you have Sind and on the other Marwar,
the Makran coast and the Baluchistan coast. There is no rain in those places and there

has been famine for many years. The result is that people come from Sind, Cutch,
Kathiawar and the Makran coast arid they like to live in Karachi because they can at

least find something here while they cannot find anything in their own places.

A-584. You have made Karachi very attractive for them to come and stay here though
there is no industry or work here ?—They can do nothing in their own places ; I mean
the agricultural industry is absolutely down. On all sides of Karachi you will see that
vast areas are mere deserts. The fact is that because they can get at least something
in Karachi they come here. 1

‘

A-585. I see also from these statistics that there are over 10,000 huts in Karachi of

which 0,000 are in the area under the direct control of the Municipality ?—Now there

are 9,000.

A-5SG. That makes the matter still worse. The increase in the number of huts is

not due to the existence of industry as we understand it 7—No.

A-687. Traders and others come from outside and live in Karachi because it is such
an attractive place 2—People come because in the surroundings there is nothing for them
to eat.

A-588. I see that you suggest that the hours of labour ought to be reduced and; in

your note you say that it should be reduced to 9 hours in the day and 6 hours in the
night. That will be 15 hours out of 24. At the present moment they work for 21 or 22
hours by shifts 7—Yes.

A-589. Do you not think that by reducing the existing working hours of the port
from 21 or 22 hours to,,15 hours you will be adding to the cost of the trade and commerce
on which Karachi is existing at the present moment 7—No, I do not mean that. I mean
two shifts at night. ' '
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A-590. But my point is if you reduce the working time from 21 or 22 hours to 15

hours -I am not suggesting that. I am suggesting that instead of one shift

"working at night there should be two shifts.

A-591. You do not want to cut down the working time of the port, you only want to

cut down the working hours of the workers ’—Yes.

A-592. Mr. Joshi

:

You have stated your attitude towards the union, namely, that

you would like the union to have its own officers from among its members, and you do

not want any Municipal Councillor to be an officer of the union ?—Or any outsider.

A-593. Do you not think that some difficulty is created by this attitude ? In the

first place, I think you will agree with me that you are restricting the right of the voters

in elections. You tell them that they ought not to elect their officers as municipal coun-

cillors. The statute does not put down any restriction, but you by your attitude restrict

the rffiht of certain voters in the municipality ?—Human nature is everywhere the same.

If you appoint outsiders, they will know how to suppress the workers. My opinion is

that they can make very good officers in a very short time from among themselves.

A-594. You do not see the difficulty. I hope you know this, that municipal servants

are not allowed by your Municipal Act to become members of the municipality, and if

they become officers they Cannot be elected because they will be municipal servants.

You will never allow any officer of the municipal union whether he is an employee or

outsider to become a member of the municipality, so that you restrict their right of

voting ?—They can vote for other representatives.

A-595. But they may have confidence in a representative who is a member of the

municipality, and in that case you want to prevent them electing a man in whom they

have confidence ?—I want to free them from any kind of subjugation.

A-596. I will give you another difficulty. In Great Britain, for instance, the working

classes in order that their own working class men should become Members of Parliament

used to pay their Members. If your employees want a really working class man to be

a member of your municipality they may think of paying him because usually a working
class man has no leisure ; he must earn his livelihood. If they want him to be a member
of the municipality he must be paid and if the union pays tho member then he will be
usually their officer ?—If they elect one out of their own number, I will have no objection.

What I do not want is an outsider, not in the trade, to become an officer.

A-597. But there is a legal restriction preventing such a man from becoming a member
of the municipality ?—I am willing to have that changed, if that is so. I can now give
the figure which I said a while ago I would be supplying. There are 93,000 permanent
labourers, and 82,000 daily wage earners of whom practically 70,000 are without work
every day.

A-598. Sir Ibrahim Rahimioola : In your memorandum you say “ The only way
I can suggest is to foster industries.” I take it that by this you mean that industries
should be established which would be reasonably remunerative to the capitalist and
would give a fair living wage to labour ’—Yes.

A-599. You say “ The Government of Bombay has done nothing to help the people
of Sind to carry out industrial schemes, etc.” Will you please tell us what you really
mean ?—They have not done anything, that is all.

A-600. The reason I am asking this question is to direct your attention to the fact
that India has both a Central Government and the Provincial Governments. I want to
know what a Provincial Government, within the powers vested in it, can do to foster
industries I quite see your point of view, but let the Provincial Government fight
out that point with the Central Government. We are only concerned with the Provin-
cial Government to which we look for help.

.
A-60I. You say you are in favour of legislation to enforce a minimum wage. I take

it that your view is that a minimum wage should be fixed for Karachi ; or is it your view
that the Government of India should legislate and fix a minimum wage for the whole
oi India ’—I am giving evidence so far as Karachi is concerned, but I would wish it for
the whole of India.

A-C°2. The difficulty is that conditions are not the same all over India. In suppor
ns v

,

1(;''v
u

^lave evidence in Karachi itself. One memorandum says that certaii
classes of labour are employed at from G annas to something like Ks. 1-8-0 per day
nf

° eU^S ^jether it -would bo practicable to carry out the principli

At',
krou=h°nt India ?—It need not be one wage throughout India

d know what is the minimum wage a man requires to live.
A-603. In diSerent parts of India it varies ?—But the minimum could be known.
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A-601. The minimum wage in certain villages may be 8 annas which will be sufficient

for a man to livo upon, while in other villages he may require Rs. 1-8-0.—In the - villages

there might not bo industries at all.

A-C05. Do you think that there should be a fixed minimum wage for industries

throughout India ? Could it be uniform ?—It may not be uniform.

A-606. You say you find that money is spent on liquor and ceremonies ?—'What is

needed is propaganda and education.

A-G07. You think that, is practical ?—It is like an epidemic which must be stopped.

A-608. Colonel Bussell

:

In the first place, my question refers to welfare activities.

You say in your Memorandum :
“ There is none. Some attempt was made, but some-

how it was dropped.” Can you tell us why tho matter was dropped ?—There are not
sufficient workers, no interest is shown and no encouragement is given.

A-G09. Is it not a matter for the Municipality and social workers ?—Yes, I quite agree

with you. I have merely mado a statement of fact.

A-610. It was not being paid for by tho Municipality ?—No.

A-Gll. You say you liavo no doubt that dietary is one of the things which is largely

responsible for the inefficiency of the labourer ?—No doubt it is.

A-G12. What exactly do you mean by that ?—What they eat in tho small hotels is

wretched stuff.

A-613. Do you mean that it is poor food or insufficient food ?—Both insufficient and
very poor.

A-G14. The Chairman • In reply to some questions you put in figures, which I must
ask you to take back and have checked and put in a better form. Either the question

was misunderstood or the answer was incorrect. Really they conflict with the figures

that you liavo already handed in. It is not possiblo that there should be 175,000 labour-

ers in Karachi, of whom 93,000 are permanent labourers and 82,000 on daily wages,

and then, as you say, 80,000 wlio liave no work for 3G5 days’ in tho year. It surely can-

not be correct, that 80,000 men have not a singlo days work throughout tho year ?—No,
that cannot bo correct. “There are 93,000 permanent labourers, and 82,000 daily

wago earners of whom practically 70,000 are without work everyday.” What is meant
by this is that a largo proportion of the daily wago earners did not get employment all

the year round ; not that 70,000 persons or labourers arc without work for 3G5 days
in a year.

(The witness withdrew.)

Dr. TARACHAND J. LALWANI, Chairman, Indian Seamen’s Union

and Mr. MULCHAND M. KIRPALANI representing that Union,

Port Labour Union and Karachi Port Trust Labour Union.

A-615. The Chairman : Dr. Tara Chand, aro you yourself a seaman ?—I am not
a seaman.

A-61G. Is your colleague a seaman ?—Ho is not a seaman either.

A-G17. What is your profession ?—I am a medical practitioner, and my colleague

is a pleader.

A-G18. Can you give us tho date of the formation of the Karachi Seamen’s
Union 7—It was formed in tho month of July 1927.

A-GI9. Is tills Union affiliated to any other Union ?•—No, it is air entirely independent
Union. It is not affiliated to any other seamen’s association. It came into being in
July 1927, that is two years and three months ago. ’

A-G20. Can you give us tho membership of the Union ?—500.

A-621. Can you supply us with a balance sheet of your Union ?—I can.

A-622. I should like to have that. "What period would that cover ?—It would cover
tho ontire period of two years.

A-623. I suppose with tho balance sheet there will be a report ?—Yes, I will give you
tho report.
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A-623a. I should like to have that. Then with regard to the memorandum which you

have submitted to us, I wish you had been able to let us have it a little earlier .—My

written memorandum was the first to be sent. Mr. Mulchand, my colleague, is the

author of the memorandum which I have submitted.

A-624. You say that the Indian Merchant Shipping Act lays down rules for the allot-

ment system, but it is a dead law, and instructions should be issued to Masters and Owners

of Steamers that it should be put into practical operation forthwith. Do you mean that

the law is not carried out with regard to Karachi, or throughout India . Iu is applicable

throughout India.

A-625. How long has this law been in operation ?—I think since 1923.

A-62G. An Act passed six years ago is not in operation ?—No, the prolusions are not

carried out.

A-627. Whose duty is it to see that the Law is carried out ?—The Shipping

Master.

A-62S. I understand now that it is an optional law, and what you ask here really is

that it should be made mandatory ?—Yes.

A-629. And I presume your reason is that the sailors may be able to maintain their

families during the time they are away at sea ?—Yes.

A-630. Mr. Ahmed : Did you send a representative to the Trade Union Congress ?

—

No. we have not sent any representative to the Trade "Union Congress yet; we were

invited by the Government of India to send a representative.

A-631. What was the previous practice and what is the existing practice with regard

to recruitment ?—About two years ago one ghat serang was appointed by the Customs

Office, who used to select a number of men and present them at the shipping office, and
the Captain used to select whichever he wanted. Since the Union was created it has

made representations to the Shipping Master and the Collector of Customs, asldng that

the representative of our Union should be stationed there to present any number of men
who may be required to go to sea. After some correspondence our man was allowed to

present himself there. Since then our man has stood at the shipping office and whenever
a crew is needed the men are presented to the Shipping Office. The Captain of the steamer

comes and makes a selection from those who are presented to him.

A-032. Do you remember in this connection the Clow Committee Keport ? What
was it about 'l—In about 1922 the Clow Committee’s report made some recommen-
dations as to how the recruitment should take place. There were two alternative

recommendations. The first recommendation was that there should be an Advisory
Board, representative of the employers, the unions, and the men employed, who should
make the selections. The other recommendation was that the Shipping Master should
select. I find that the first recommendation is certainly fhe better one : that is to say,
that the employer and the union should sit together, form an Advisory Board and make
selections.

A-633. What was the second alternative ?—The second alternative was that the
Shipping Master should recruit the men himself without the help of any one. Then he
in his turn employs ghat serangs : these ghat serangs collect men, and naturally they
make a lot of money over it.

A-634. Will you give your reasons ?—The reasons are these. If you are going
to entrust the work to the ghat serangs, it is a well known fact that they will tal;(fa lot
of money. There is no doubt about it. That is the greatest drawback in the second
alternative.

A-635. Have you any idea how much the ghat serangs charge the men ?—Thev charge
from Bs. 5 to Bs. 10 for every man employed.

A-636. And besides that do they get anything from the employers ?—They get a fixed
amount. The other system is that the Union and the representatives of the employers
and employees sit together in consultation with the Government representative.
That is the most desirable and most workable system ; it does away with a lot of illegal
gratification.

‘ D

r,

Have you heard anything about the system in existence in Calcutta ?—In
fi? of-

the dhat serangs collect a number of men and take them to
the Shipping Office.

A-638. The ghat serang system is becoming a standing nuisance ?—Yes.
A-639. Did you take any steps when the Clow Committee’s Beport was submitted ?—Our Union was not in existence then.
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A-640. The Government have not taken any effective steps. Then in your -written

memorandum I find certain passages as to which there is possibly a mistake. You say
“ If there were a separate shipping office a complete register of all the seamen could he
maintained and the serangs could be entrusted with the work of selecting the necessary
•quota of seamen.” Do you think that statement should be corrected ?—It should be.

We do not want that.

A-341. What improvements do you suggest in regard to the housing problem ? We
have heard a great deal with regard to the housing problem ?—Most of the seamen at
Karachi and Keamari live in houses belonging to the Karachi Port Trust, in the village

that you sqw yesterday morning'. Other seamen live in huts belonging to the Munici-
pality, and they pay Re. 1 per annum as ground rent to the municipality. Out of a
population of about 40,000 that live there, at least 10,000 are seamen. They have their

own huts built there. r

A-642. We were asking Mr. Downie this morning certain questions about rest houses
lor Indian seamen. May I ask you whether the Indian seamen have got any club,

institutions or playgrounds ?—They have no club, institution or playground. There
is only one seamen’s rest house that is open to Indians, but for ten years not a single

Indian has taken advantage of it.

A-643. There is a seamen’s rest house, but no Indians go there. What is the reason ?

—

The reason is quite obvious. In the first place, the amount charged is enormous. They
charge about Rs. 2-8-0 per day, with the result that the ordinary seamen getting Rs. 22
per mensem can hardly take advantage of it.

A-644. Are you aware that the International Convention recommended that there
should be a club, an Indian institutionfor seamen and their children, and rest houses ?

—

I have read about it. They are very necessary in Karachi.

A-645. Government has rot taken any action ?—No, absolutely none.

A-646. Do you know that Dr. Pillai has been deputed to tins country and that he
has been gathering information and sending it to Geneva ?—He has not so far come to
Karachi.

A-647. What does an Indian seaman get per month for his rations ?—Rs. 19-11-0,

-while a European seaman’s cost of living is £3 per month.

A-G48. JDiwan Chaman Lall

:

Is that what he gets or what he spends ?—That is what
he gets, under the articles of agreement.

A-649. Mr. Ahmed : What do European seamen get ?

—

{Mr. Mulchand)

:

it is nearly
five times that of an Indian seaman. An Indian seaman gets Rs. 22 a month, fireman
Rs. 27, coal trimmer Rs. 21, greaser Rs. 32, serang Rs. 65 though he only gets Rs. 50
sometimes.

A-650. Is warm , clothing supplied?—No, it is not supplied. India being a hot
•country they particularly need it when they go abroad.

A-651. In the Mediterranean they will need warm clothing ?—They need it badly.

A-652. What have you to say about the accommodation on the steamer ?

—

(Dr. Tarachand) : It is very bad. About 20 to 80 seamen are put into one room in

which I personally could not sit for more than two minutes. They are huddled together
like sheep.

A-C53. Was that on the open deck ?—No, in an enclosure. What we recommended
was that not more than four or five of them should be put together in a cabin.

A-654. What about their health ?—I have said that the health of the seamen is good
-and that they are able to carry on their work very well.

A-G55. Diivan Chaman Lall

:

Is it a fact that in 1926 full crews were recruited from
Karachi ?—Yes, in 1926 and during the War.

A-65G. Why was the practice abandoned ?—The practice has been abandoned with-
out any reason.

A-657. Does that cause any hardship ?—Very great hardship.

A-658. What sort of hardship ?—The hardship is this, that during the last two years

only 310 men per annum have been recruited from the city of Karachi. Now whenever
any steamer comes to the city of Karachi, the crew instead of being taken from the city

•of Karachi is wired for from Calcutta or Bombay. For some years these people have
.been fighting and they could not move anybody. But since the Union came into exis-

tence we made a representation to the Shipping Masters that they should not take men
•from Calcutta or Bombay, but the shipping companies said that they could not do any-
thing in the matter. About three months ago a full crew was sent for from Calcutta.
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The seamen of Karachi were so much annoyed that most of them went to the city to

heat them so that they might run away and not return to our port to get employment.

A similar practice existed in the city of Bombay some years ago ;
crews were being

invited from Calcutta whilethe people in Bombay were unemployed. Whenever people

from Calcutta came to Bombay they were hammered ; so much so, that the authorities

took note of it and declared Bombay a shipping port The people of Karachi have that

precedent in view and naturally, being unemployed for a very long tame, they feel very-

irritated and might lose their balance at any moment. It is but naturalm the case of

absolutely unemployed men.

A-G59. What is your opinion with regard to legislation on the basis of the International

Convention’s recommendations with regard to seamen ? Have you studied that ?

These recommendations must certainly be carried out in India. I have studied them.

Those recommendations particularly with regard to hours should ,be carried out. Euro-

pean seamen on board the steamers have to work only eight hours, whereas our seamen

have to work for nine hours during day time and do an extra duty of two hours in the

night watch. Thus they work for 11 hours. They are not paid for over-time, whereas

their European colleagues are paid.

The Chairman: That is set out in the Convention.

A-GGO. Diwan Chaman Lall

:

What about the question of unemployment insurance ?

Do you want it ?—We want it badly. That is very important.

A-6G1. Is there a great deal of bribery rampant in the port of Karachi with regard

to employment ?—At present there is very little, because our own men stand

there.

A-662. I notice one of your recommendations is that there should be a separate ship-

ping office. Why is that desirable ’—We want a shipping office in the port of Karachi.

At present there is none. (Mr. Mulchand)

:

If there were a full time shipping master

he could advertise in the English papers that there are so many unemployed seamen
in Karachi. Without that, the people concerned do not know that there are so many
men waiting here for employment.

A-663. The Indian Seamen’s Union of Bombay make a complaint that in regard to

compensation to be paid to workmen working in ships registered in Great Britain there

is a great deal of delay. Is that the case here in Karachi also ?

—

(Dr. Tarachand )

;

Yes.

A-GG4. Would you like to have that remedied by means of legislation ?—Yes, by
legislation.

A-6G5. You answered a question with regard to the accommodation on board steamers.
What sort of accommodation would you like to have ?—The maximum number in each
cabin should not ho more than four. /

A-666. How much space would you like to have ?—Just as much space as there is in

a second class cabin of four berths.

A-667. Of whom is the managing staff of the Port Trust composed ? Are there any
Indians ?—With the exception of the store keeper, they are all Europeans.

A-6G8. Do you want better representation on the Port Trust ?—Certainly we do
require better representation. That is our first grievance. The constitution of the Port
Trust is very badly devised. There are no representatives of labourers. There are
four representatives from the Chamber of Commerce, two from the Indian Merchants*
Association, and two from the Buyers’ and Shippers’ Association. All the work is done
for the Port Trust by the dock labourers ; they are the people who do all the work. As
a matter of fact we should have four representatives on the Port Trust Board like the
merchants.

A-GG9. What would be the advantage ? Would you be able to improve your condi-
tions i! you bad better representation ’—Absolutely. In the first place, the dock labour-
ers who are loading and unloading ships, slinging and unslinging, are at present working
under the contractors. The Port Trust gives the work to the contractors, the contract-
ors pay something to these men and they carry on. They have not got steady work
and. regular incomes

; they get work for two or three days and then they are turned
a'
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hardship for people who have to keep awake and work for eleven hours at a stretch.

They hardly get one meal a day and with one meal a day it is inhuman to make a man
work for eleven hours.

i

A-671. Just tell me something about the question of rents at Keamari and non-
payment of rent ?—The village you saw yesterday morning was built in 1900, not for the
purpose of the Port Trust employees, but for the dock labourers there. Before this

they were livingin huts like those you sawin the Lyari quarter. But on account of plague
all the village was burnt down and the Port Trust started this village where it at present

stands. At that time they were charging Bs. 1-12-0 per month as rent. In five or sis

years they raised the rent to Bs. 5 and Bs. 6, but on account of agitation they brought
it down to Bs. 5. Por the shops they were charging Bs. 4.

A-672. I am not concerned with shops. Suppose a worker falls into arrears with his

rent, what is done ?

—

(Mr. Mulchand) : According to them there is a criminal law by
which they can sue the man in the criminal Court. Under the Port Trust Act, they can
go to the Honorary Magistrate’s court at Keamari. If they do not pay, a distress

warrant will be issued, the property7 collected and sold. There was the case of one
Hakim Sahib. Property belonging to him worth Bs. 1,000 was sold by the Honorary
Magistrate for Bs. 29 and the shock to the man was so great that he died

soon after.

A-67S. “Was that a civil or criminal proceeding ? Section S4 of the Port Trust Act
says :

“ All fees and sums due on account of property for the time being vested in the
Board, all the arrears of rents, charges and rates due imposed.under this Act may be
recovered by summary proceedings before a magistrate.” The law cannot apply to

rents due to the Port Trust but not under the Act ?—It refers to fees and sums due on
account of property for the time being vested in the Board.

A-674. Are there many cases ?—Yes. People do not pay rent.
,

A-675. Why are they not able to pay their rent ?—They are too poor. They work for

two days and then for two weeks they are doing nothing. When they work at night if

the employer finds there is no more need for them he dismisses them and pays them only7

for the two hours although they were engaged for the whole night.

A-676. Is your Union in favour of an Unemployment Insurance scheme ?—Yes.

A-677. And also in favour of a scheme for payment of wages on a weekly basis ?

—

That would be better.

A-67S. Under the Port Trust Act passed in 1924 children under 12 were prohibited
from working. What have you to say about that ?

—

(Dr. Lahcani) : They7 are not work-
ing at present.

A-679. Would you like the age raised to 12 or 14 ?—It would be better if it were raised

to 16—better for the health of the children.

A-6S0. What is your opinion about the employment of women on this work ?—It is

not such as to require women.

A-681. Is there any arrangement made for the resting of dock labourers during their

intervals of work?

—

(Air. Mulchand) : You Eee them sitting under the wagons, and
instanceshave occurred when the wagons have moved over those people and killed them.
We have requested that a waiting hall should be provided for them. The only roof

they have is the sky above.

A-6S2. What arrangements are there for bathing and cleaning themselves, or for

providing soap and hot water ?—None. There should be a bathing room and arrange-
ments for changing into working clothes.

A-683. Has your Union anything to say with regard to the fixation of a minimum
living wage for the workers ?

—

(Dr. Lalwani)

:

The Union would be very pleased to see

it. They think there ought to be a minimum wage. The minimum wage for one coolie

should be at least 20 rupees, excluding rent and other amenities.
,

A-6S4. Is it your opinion that there is general starvation among the workers ?

—

There is. .

A-685. Mr. Joshi

:

In the memorandum from the Seamen’s Union it is stated that
you do not want racial discrimination as regards hours of work as well as rations. You
do not mention accommodation ?—We do.

A-686. You are aware that under the Indian Merchant Shipping Act such a discrimina-

tion does exist '!—Yes, but we do not want it.

A-687. You want that Act to be amended ?—Yes.
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, GSS t_^ memorandum from the other Union you state that you suspect that the
A-bob. xnwcmeuiuiiu

regards hours of work of the Port Trust
Government wants to po p n

d; t5 rep?esentation of the Port Trust employees

oSfbXon^tee^oJnd That this Roy/commission has been appointed ’-Yes,

^You naturally feel aggrieved that this Commission should he made a ground

for postponing action ?—We do. *
.

A-G90. What do you expect from the Commission ? You expect the Commission to

say that they do not desire such postponment ’—Exactly.

A-G91. You can certainly take it for granted that the Commission does not want any

postponment of such action ?—If that is given to us, we are satisfied,

jfr. Joshi

:

I am sure the Chairman will give it to you if you write to him,

(The witnesses withdrew.)

Mr. R. K. SIDHVA, on behalf of Workmen and Labourers
“

of the Flour Mills.

A-692. The Chairman

:

Prom the memorandum given to us I take it that you are

not a worker in the flour mills yourself ?—No.

A-693. May I know what your usual vocation is ?—A merchant.

A-694. You havo been asked by the workmen and labourers in the flour mills to make

this representation to us ?—Yr .

A-G95. Can you tell us in what way you were deputed ?—I have taken a

(

general interest in labour union affairs for the last ten years. I have been associated

with several unions in the capacity of President, Secretary and Committee member.

These mill men have not their own union, and they came to me voluntarily knowing that

the Royal Commission was coming. They put their grievances before me, and said that

they wore being victimized, and that there were many hardships. About half a dozen

of their representatives first came to me, and narrated the whole story. I noted down
the details, and I said I would like to hear a larger number of the workers. They came

subsequently with a larger number, and told me their grievances. On personal enquiry

subsequently, I found they were correct. Therefore I thought it my duty to place them
before the Commission. I told them they should come and place their views before.you,

but they said they were not prepared to do so ;
that they had been threatened that if

they did anything of the kind they would be dismissed from the service.

A-69G. I take it, then, that there is at present no organization among these workers ?

—

No.

A-G97. Is there an}' movement to have an organization amongst themselves ?—They
told me that they had made an effort some time ago. I also told them to start a union,
but they said that no sooner any principal workers took part in it their fate would be
dismissal. I share their views, because I have had experience of the Tramways. I was
the President of the Tramways organization, and when I tried to form a union
37 conductors were dismissed straight away by the proprietors. Since then the
tramway people havo never ventured to form a union. There are nearly 400 men in the
employ of the tramway company. In 1924-25 they went on a lightning strike, the
effect of which wus good ; their grades were revised. They struck later in 1928, when
about 30 conductors were sacked.

A-G9S. I may say that we will consider carefully the memorandum you have been
good enough to submit to us, but the function of this Commission is not to act as a Court
of Appeal between workers and their employers. It is our business to get a general
view of tho conditions of labour in this and other industries, but it is certainly not possible
for us to he in any sense a Court of Appeal ?—Quite so.

A-G99. All I can say is that I have read this memorandum carefully, and I think my
colleagues have too, and wo will take it in that sense as a part of our evidence of the
general labour conditions in Karachi and in India. ' You have suggested to us that these
peop c wore threatened that if they came and gave evidence be foreus they would bo in

Tvnrbnre°
dls™’^al c!

j-
I might add that some of the women workers and male

told distinctly a few days ago that they must say they were working the
heir master said, and that if they said they were working 12 hours without a
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break they would be dismissed. This was made particularly clear to the women
workers. I have evidence to that effect.

A-700. Why did you not write to the Factory Inspector 7—These things were brought
to my notice very recently. 1

A-701. This factory like others is working under the Factory Law. When we visited
'it we examined the book which contains the report of the Factory Inspector and we
found nothing there to tally with your statement 7—You will agree with me, sir, that
because it is under the Factory Act, whatever notice is put up should be in conformity
with the Act. If this is not done they would come under the clutches of the Act. They
say that they are following the provisions of the Act very carefully, but it is not so. The
Factory Inspector does not come always, but even if he comes it is but natural that these
people who have very little voice do not place before him the real situation. They are
simply ignorant.

A-702. But they apparently have approached you 7—Yes, because they know I do
not belong to tho official class.

A-702a. It is open to any person to give information to the Factory Inspector ?—This
information was given to me recently and it will be given to the Factoi-y Inspector in due
course: >

A-703. I think it is your duty to represent what you hear of breaches of the Act to
the Factory Inspector who is appointed officer to see that the Act is carried out ?

—

Quite so.

A-704. Mr. Glow : When we visited the factory we were shown a list of the hours of
work. That showed shifts of 12 hours with two intervals of an hour each. I take it

from'what you say that during these intervals the factory continues to run ?—Quite so.

The factory works for 24 hours. There are two shifts of 12 hours. There is no break
for recess and it is not a fact that the proprietors have employed more men in order to
give recess.

A-705. Mr. Birla

:

Which is the factory you referred to just now ?—The Indian
Flour Mill.

A-706. Is it a limited liability company 7—Yes.

A-707. Who are its directors 7—According to tho 1928 report, the Chairman is

Mr. C. M. Lobo and the Directors are Dr. Macnuchas and Dr. Pires and the Secretary
is Mr. C. F. D’abrcs.

A-70S. Who are the managing agents 7—I do not think there are any managing agents.
I believe the Secretary manages the business.

A-709. Do you know any of the directors or thehnanaging agents personally 7—Yes.

A-710. Did you bring this to their notice 7—No, I have not brought it to
their notice.

A-711. Do you not think it your duty to bring it to their notice 7—I came to know of

this only a couple of days before the Commission arrived in Karachi.

A-712. Miss Poiver

:

Can you tell me' how many women are employed in the
factory 7—About 17.

A-713. And is it your assertion that women are asked to work continuously for
12 hours without a break 7—Yes.

A-714. Do the women also work for half a day on Sundays 7—They do.

A-713. What work are they given on Sundays when the factory is closed 7—Generally
cleaning of the machinery.

A-716. When the mill is not working 7—Yes, also otherwise.

A-717. Diwan Ghaman Lall

:

You say something about adult suffrage for men and
women in your memorandum. Is that your’personal opinion or the opinion of the men
who were consulted 7—It is my opinion, but I know they would certainly welcome it.

They would like to be represented in all the executive bodies for ventilating their

grievances.

Diwan Ghaman Lall : I would make a suggestion in regard to the charge that
you have made in paragraph 2 of your memorandum,—that it would be advisable
to get signatures or thumb marks of those who have levelled that charge and forward
them to the Factory Inspector.

A-71S. Mr. Cliff : Do I understand that all the 130 people who are employed in this

mill turn up for cleaning on Sundays 7—Yes, all ; even the engine men come.

A-719. You say that of the 130, 17 ate women 7—Yes, about that figure.
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A-720. When did you have this meeting of the workers and labourers T—About 2 days

before the arrival of this Commission.

A-721. Was that a Sunday ?—On Sunday also wo held a meeting ; before that we

had a meeting.
.

A-722. Whore did you hold the meeting ?—In my own compound. I invariably

•hold meetings of union pooplc in my compound.

A-723. How many wore there ?—About 100.

A 704 What was tlio statement that was made with regard to victimization !_

I told them that itwould bo far better if they themselves were to go and give evidence.

But they would not come out and therefore I thought it. my duty to place the facts

before the Commission.

A-725. Was any statement made by somo that tlioy had been threatened ? They

did make a statement.

A-726. How many pooplc mado that statement ?—About 10 or 12.

A-727. Who threatened ?—Huy bo they said tlio manager ; the Secretary, or

whoever it might bo, but one docs not know some superior officer.

A-728. Mr. Ahmed

:

Besides your boing a merchant and the President of the Tram-

way Conductors, what are you, would you tell us Mr. Sidhvn ?—In my capacity as a

public servant I am a municipal councillor, a Port Trustee.

A-729. You mean Port Commissioner ?—Yes.

A-730. What else 2—A member of the North Western Railway Advisory Board,

Secretary of the Health Association.

A-781. Have you anything to do with postmen ?—I am the President of the Postmen

and Bower Grade Staff Union for Sind and Baluchistan, lower grade.

A-732. And I take it, os such, you are in direct touch with these workmen !—
Certainly. Therefore tlioy come to me.

A-733. Daring our visit to the Indian Flour Mills Ltd., Karachi, yesterday, I was

supplied with a statement showing the number of hours tlio workers work. Have you

seen the statement and is that correct ?—I saw it yesterday.

A-734.. I think that iB correct and you tender that ns part of your evidence ?

—

Yes.

A-735. It is said tlioro that the workers work on Sundays. That is correct, is it not ?

—Yes.

A-730. In your memorandum you say that workers should he provided with free,

healthy and sanitary quarters. Can you toll mo whether any other local body or private

person has provided quarters for tlio labourers ?—Yes, the Municipality is a local body
and has provided houses to a cortain extent. You must have seen the other day some
good specimens of sweepers’ quarters.

A-737. The noxt itom is free medical relief. Is there any other agency which renders
medical aid to the labourer ?—Yes. I just stated to you that I am tlio Honorary Secre-
tary of the Health Association and tho primary duty of that Association is to render
medical aid to women labourers. For maternity purposes only we have got seven trained
nurses with two lady doctors. Karachi comprises of soven'quorters, to each of which
a nurse is deputed. Tho nurses visit each and every house. This was started from
a purely private donation. Mr. Isardns gave a lakh of rupees anil wc got Rs. 50,000
from the public. From tho iutorest on these sums together with a grant- of Rs. 7,000
that we get from tho Municipality and Rs. 0,000 from tho Government this institution
is maintained. Its annual expenditure is Rs. 27,000 with no additional increase in the
income. But our work in the labour class has very much increased, and wo asked the
Government to increase tho grant. Government said that t-liov have not o-ot money

- now.
' 0

A-788. The Chairman : I havo just one word, Mr. Sidhvn. From what we have heard
of your wonderful activities, there could be no moro suitablo person than yourself to
take steps to clear up this question as to whether tho Factory Act has or hos not boon
broken m this respect. I understand that you are willing to put yoursolf in touch with
the Inspector m order that we may bo suro that if it can bo shown that there is anythingwrong it shall be set right ?—Yes.

* ®

A-739. Is the Factory Inspector resident here ?—He is not here.

„
18 h0

T
mo™§ ?

boufc He is in the Bombay Presidency
; ho occasionally pays

-a visit here. I will put myself m touch with him.
J l J

(The witness withdrew.)
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Mr. MINOCHER COWASJI, of Messrs. Cowasji and Sons, Stevedores.

A-741. The Chairman : You represent a firm of Stevedores at Karachi ?—Yes, Sir.

A-742. I take it that it is under your control that the coaling operations take place ?

—Yes.

A-743. Are you the only firm of Stevedores ?—No, there are several other firms,

beside ourselves.

A-744. But you are, may I say, the principal firm ?—Yes, one of the principal

firms.

A-745. Some of my colleagues went to see some of the coaling operations in the course
of yesterday, and would like to ask you some questions, and for that reason we have
summoned you. Do you employ your own labour, or do you employ contractors ?

—

"We employ our own labour. We have a system by which we employ what are called

Jemadars, who bring the workmen.

A-746. You pay the headmau for the whole of the work done by his gang ?

—

Yes.

A-747. Do you kuow what wages the headman pays to his individual workers ?—No.
In many cases we inquire what is being paid individually. We satisfy ourselves that
what they draw from us is paid to the men or women.

A-74S. In that case where does the ganger get his profit if you insist that he pays out
to the workers precisely what you give him ?—We pay him at the rate of Its. 2 per day,
whereas wo pay the worker only one rupee a day.

A-749. Mm Power: You pay the wages to the Jemadar at the rate of Bs. 2, and
what do you pay to the workmen ?—Rs. 1-2-0.

A-750. Out of the Its. 2 the headman has to pay Bs. 1-2-0 ?—No. At the close of the

day we count the number of men, women and children employed. There are 80 men
and 20 women. To the men wo pay at the rate of Rs. 1-2-0, women 0-13-0, and we
hand over all the money to the Jemadar.

A-75L. How many women are employed in these gangs ?—When we employ a gang of

30 men, there arc about 10 to 12 women worldng, that is to say about 15 to 20 per cent,

of the total number of workers in coaling operation, bunkering ships or landing coal

ex-lighters on to the stacking areas and re-loading lighteiB ex-depots are women.

A-752. Is any differentiation made between the work done by men and women ?

—

The women are supposed only to carry the baskets.

A-753. Empty baskets ?—No, full baskets.

A-754. The men fill the baskets ?—Yes, or raise them on the stages.

A-755. Wo saw a number of women raising the baskets on the stages ?—They are not
called upon to do so, but if they are willing they are allowed to do it. Hardly one or two
women out of the whole gang do this staging work.

A-75G. Is there any limit to the age of the children employed ?—In fact we do not
allow any children to work on our works. But since they work in a family group, we
have to employ them. At times we have attempted to employ only male labour, but
the family refused to come to work.

A-757. In point of fact, you recognize the employment of children because you say
you pay them ?—In a gang we do not employ more than, say, three children, and they
are paid at the rate of 6 annas a day, and they are only employed on passing out empty
baskets.

A-758. Do you make any enquiry as to the age of the children included in the family
group ?—No.

A-759. In spite of the fact that there is a law which prohibits children being employed
under 12 ?—They do not do any hard work at all.

A-700. Still they are employed. How can you tell, whether or not they are doing
any hard work ?—Because they are physically incapable of doing any hard work.

A-761. There were some boys we saw yesterday who were lifting the full loads. At
any rate you countenance the employment of children ?—We do not.

A-762. Who pays them the 6 annas ?—We pay 6 annas to the children, but there are
only 2 or 3 of them out of a gang of 50 or 60.

A-763. What is the weight of the load that is lifted ?—About 50 pounds.
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A 764 Sir Alexander Munary

:

Mr. Cowasji, you say that women and children are

employed on account of the family system. Wo have been hearing a lot yesterday

nn to-dav about the great amount of unemployment there is in Karachi, of thousands

of able bodied men looldng for a job all round Karachi, and yet you employ women and

children ?— 1That is because in the coaling operations, wo have only one class of labour

who will handle coal. When wo wanted more coal labour, the other group of labour

would not come forward to handle coal.

A-765. How many are there in a gang 1—50 or 00.

A-766. And there would be three children, and how many men and how many

women 'There will be 12 to 15 women and tho rest men.

A-767. Mr. Ahmed': There are a number of gangs ?—Yes.

A-708. And the Jemadar is supposed to be familiar with tho work of these gangs and

he is their headman. It is not your business to see whether there is any understanding

between tho headman and tho gang. If there is any such understanding between the

headman and the gang it is not your business to locate it ?—We do mako inquiries on

occasions as to whether the men arc paid their full wnges, and we are told that they get

their full wages.

A-769. You are told by the headman 1—No, by the individual workers.

A-770. You hand over tho money to tho Jemadar at the rate of Rs. 1-2-0 per man,

annas 18 per woman and annas 0 for every child. You do not count the money and

hand it over to the Jemadar. You hand over tho money according to the bill prepared

by the Jemadar 1—We count tho amount due to each Jemadar or each gang, and we

hand over tho money to the Jemadar.

A-771. And it is not your concern to see how much has been distributed among the

work-people ?—I cannot do it. I cannot possibly do it.

A-772- You are in direct touch with the Jemadar only, the headman, to whom you

pay Rs'. 2 per day, and the 'Jemadars are rich people, never poor, and richly dressed 1—
I do not know wliotker they arc rich people : their modo of living is the same as the other

coolies.

A-773. Mr. Cliff

:

Do you employ men and women nnd children for discharging and

bunkering ?—1We do not employ children at all, but family groups insist on bringing

children, and we have to shut our eyes to it.

A-774. You shut your eyes to tho children working ?—Not to tho working, but to

the bringing.

A-776. I understand you to admit that there was a payment made to children for

working ?—Yes.

A-776. Is that against tho law ?—It may bo against tho law. But they say that the

child is not under 12 years and we cannot help it.

A-777. It is not against the law if tho child is above 12, but it is if it is under 12 ?

—

Exactly.

A-778. Are you to obey tho law or tlio family ?—Wo hnvo to obey both on occasions.

A-779. Could you tell mo what you pay per gang for bunkering coni ?—Wc count the
number of men employed, and wo pay accordingly. It is not a iixed amount. Wo pay
according to tho number of men who turn out, whether they aro 40, or 35 or 30. Wo
count the number of men, women and children.

A-780. Have you fixed the rate of pay for the men, women and children 1—I have
not fixed the rate. It is tho current rate prevailing.

A-781. What hours do they work ’—They are supposed to work Port hours—from
7 *30 to 1 and from 2 to 6 '30. But as a rule they never turn up at 7*30. Thoy alwavs
start one hour late.

A-782. Do you pay them for coming late ?—Yes. Wo pay them full wnges. Our
difficulty is that we have to draw these working men from one class of people, nnd we have
to shut our eyes to many things, and when they come late we’ cannot cut their rate.

A-783. What is the cost of labour bunkering coal per ton ?—About annas 8 per ton,
only for shipping coal, i.e., for bunkering from lighters during day time.
A-784. What is the price obtained for that ?—It is all inclusive. We do not charge

for labour only. We sell our own coal, and the charge for labour is included in our rate.

A-785. Are you always bunkering the coal that you sell ? Yes.

™tt'!ou
^rence between the market price of the coal you sell and the

rate you obtain for bunkering ?—We usually keep a margin of 8 to 12 annas for our
profit on the whole transaction ; that is, labour included.
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A-787. Per ton ?—Yes, that is, the cost of the. coal, labour, lighterage, towing, and
so on.

A-78S. You say the margin you obtain includes the cost of the coal. That is on the
sale price. I want you to tell me the difference between the labour cost for bunkering
coal per ton, and the price you obtain for the coal 7—You want the difference on the
labour 7

Diwan Chaman Lall

:

What Mr. Cliff wants to know is the difference between the
cost of coal, the market price, and the labour cost put on to it for bunkering purposes 7

—We put on our eight annas a ton for our labour cost, i.e., for hunkering from lighters

during day time.

A-789. Diwan Chaman Lall : This is a serious matter and J want you to look at it

from a serious point of view. You made an admission that you have no way of telling

whether there are children under 12 employed or not. There is a law on the subject

under, which you will be liable for prosecution if it is true that you have children under
12 employed under you.—There is no method of telling whether they are there

or not.
*

A-790. For all you know there may or may not be children under 12 employed by
you ?—Exactly. There is no method of finding it put.

A-791. Have you had any trouble with these people who bunkei coal or load and
unload ships 7—No.

A-792. Did you ever try to stop them from bringing their children 7 Did you ever

take any effective steps in that direction 7—We often tell them that they should not
bring their children and that we will not allow them. But when we go away they bring

in their children.

A-793. Have you any records of written notices issued to the gangmen to that

effect 7—No.

A-794. When was the last occasion when you prevented children from working
there ?—I cannot remember. It may he about a year back.

*

A-795. Who were the gangmen whom you told this 7 Do you remember their

names 7—Practically I told everybody.

A-796. Can you give names ?—Yes, I can give names.

The Chairman

:

Mr. Chaman Lall, I would remind you and all my colleagues

that this witness has come quite voluntarily to help us, and he should be treated as

having come in that way.

A-797. Diwan Chaman Lall

:

One more point. Why do you not deal directly with
the workers in regard to the payment of wages ?—It is impossible to deal directly with
them.

A-798. Instead of paying the money to the gangmen, can you not directly pay
it to the workers straight away ; It is just as easy.—It may be easy, but it is not
practicable. •

A-799. Why 7—We tried to do this. Before we introduced this system two years

back, we had actually muster rolls and we used to make weekly payments and make the
payments individually to every man and woman. Of course it was a long and tedious

process.

A-800. Your only objection is that it is a long and tedious process 7—It would
he better if we could adopt it.

A-801. Your only objection is that it is long and tedious 7—Yes, it is long and
tedious.

A-802. Is it a fact that some of your gangmen or all your gangmen get paid for ten
workers or so when they have employed only about five or six workers on the work 7

—

No, they cannot do it, because at the close of the day we count the number of men and
pay them accordingly. It may happen this way. When we want 60 coolies they are
expected to bring in about 12 or 15 women and the remainder men. If we do not take
steps to verify the number of men and women, they may bring in more women than is

generally allowed.

A-803. May I put it to you, whether it would not lead to better treatment
of the workers, so that they may not be in any way put upon by the gangmen, if you
adopted the system of the direct payment of wages inspite of its being somewhat long
and tedious 7—But the coolies do not make any representation to us. If they are satis-

fied why should we change the system 7 There is no reason to change our method.

HO y 15—
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The witness : Sir, I should like to make a statement. In last night’s papers it was

stated that the Commission paid a visit to the coal stacks where they found small

children hard at work. I should say, sir, that you saw them at play rather than at

work. It would be more appropriate to say that.

A-S04. Mr. Joshi

:

How many men do you employ in your stevedoring and

coal bunkering work ?—On an average we employ about four or five hundred men.

A-805. Do all these men get work daily ?—When I say on an average 400 or 500 men,

one day I’might have 200 men and another day, I may have 1,000 men.
.

'

A-806. How many men are there in the gangs you employ for your work ?—I have

said it is on an average 400 or 600.

A-807. I am trying to find out how many days per month or per week your men get

work 7—The men I employ are getting work for twenty days a month.

A-80S. You cannot give them work for all the days in the month ?—I cannot employ

them fully for the whole period.

A-809. Suppose you employ a smaller number of people and give them work for all

the days, would there be any difficulty ?—Ho, our business is peculiar. We may have

only two steamers to-day and to-morrow we may have 12 steamers. The men I employ

on 12 steamers to-day I cannot employ on two steamers to-morrow.

A-810. Suppose you have 500 men under you while you want only 300 men on an

average for your work. Then you leave about 200 men without any employment for

ten days in a month. Suppose you stevedores co-operate, could you not find a way of

putting an end to this under-employment ?—I do not think it will work.

A-811. Suppose we say there shall be co-operation by some kind of scheme which may
be supervised by Government authorities for pooling together all your resources in men
so that unemployment may be avoided 7—I do not think that the system would work,

where the interests of the stevedores are concerned.

A 812. You are looking at the question from the point of view of the interests of the

stevedores ? I am asking you to look at the question from the point of view of

the interests of the workers.—It may be possible, but it is not practicable.

A-813. Do you not think it desirable to consider a scheme like that if proposed ?—
We have never tried it.

A-814. You would not mind considering a scheme like that ?—But. we axe not the

only employers of labour in the port ; there are several others and I do not know what
their views in the matter are.

A-815. Anyhow you think it a desirable thing ?—-It may be n desirable thing, but it

is not a practicable thing.

A-816. Supposing a practicable scheme is put before you for avoiding this unemploy- -

inent, which is universal in all the ports and not peculiar to Karachi alone, would you
mind considering it seriously ?—I would certainly study the scheme and give it' my
best consideration.

A-817. You will take steps to consult the stevedores and consider a scheme by which
constant unemployment in the docks can be avoided 7—Yes.

The ivltness : May I put in a statement with regard to the defects of the working of

the Workmen’s Compensation Act 7

The Chairman : Yes, you may put in that statment. I may say that I and my colle-
agues are greatly obliged to you for attending at such short notice at our request

.

(The witness withdrew.)

Miss R. PIGGOT, Honorary Secretary, Dais’ Improvement Scheme,
Hyderabad (Sind).

, £ha'irman '• k gather that you can speak to us in two capacities, one on
e a °f the Sind Branch of the all-India Women’s Conference, and second, as Hono-

rary Secretary to the Dais' Improvement Scheme, Hyderabad-r-That is so, Sir.

A-S19. We have heard a great deal of evidence about general questions of housingand various other things in the course of the day. We shall particularly value your t
evidence on questions connected with maternity where. I understand, -you have great ]
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experience, and if I may say so, have been able to do a great deal for women at those
critical times. This is particularly a medical matter, and if my colleagues consent,
I would ask our Medical Assessor, Colonel Russell in the first place to put questions.
I hope that will be agreeable.—Quite.

A-820. Colonel Russell

:

It is generally admitted that the housing conditions for the
working classes in Karachi are very poor. In your memorandum with regard to housing
you say :

“ The health point of view leaves much to be desired ”. Will you just indicate
generally the points to which attention should be drawn in regard to housing in that
connection ?—I visited about 8 factories in various places. I found that in Mirpur
Khas in Thar Parkar the housing was really very good, but in all the other places I found
the housing to be indifferent and in most places the people had built their own
quarters.

A-821. In what directions was it unsatisfactory ?—The houses were so small, and
rain had made them very damp in most places.

A-822. A question was raised this morning as to plinths for bouses ?—Yes, that is

most necessary.

A-823. You consider it most necessary to have plinths ?—Yes.

A-824. Have you any ideas as to the construction of a plinth ?—I am going, I hope,
to build some houses in connection with this relief fund and I shall certainly build a
plinth to everyone.

A-825. Of what do you construct a plinth ?

—

Pucca bricks.

A-826. In your memorandum you suggest that if accommodation were provided the
houses would be occupied 1—-Well, they are very curious people ; some like to live in

one place and some another, but I did find in Mirapur Khas, where the houses were very
good, they seemed to occupy them without any difficulty.

A-827. So that your opinion is that they would gladly occupy the houses if they were
available ?—I think so, on the whole.

A-828. With regard to rent rates in various classes, can you give us any idea as to the

percentage your figure of Rs. 4 or Rs. 6 per mensem bears to the amount of wages earned ?

It varies very much in different places. All up-country is cheaper than Karachi ;

Karachi is the most expensive place in every way.

A-829. What percentage of total wages would that be ?—I do not know that I can
tell you exactly. Many of the houses are free ; the employers have supplied the huts

and they do not charge any rents.

A-8S0. But in cases where rent is charged 1—I did not come across any charging

rent, and they would not charge as much as that in the districts. It would more likely

be Rs. 2 or Rs. 3.

A-831. You cannot give us any idea as to the proportion it bears to the total

charges ?—I am afraid I cannot. I looked upon that as being a matter more for the
men ; I did not study it from the women’s point of view.

A-832. You say that up to date ventilation would not be appreciated ; but even though

. it is not appreciated, it should be introduced, I take it 1—Oh! most decidedly. I think
the best method is to have, as I have seen in some places, a little space is left open at

the top where the roof and the walls meet ;
that is very good and they do not mind

that.

A-833. The incidence of tuberculosis, according to the Health Officer’s report, at

Karachi is very high ; do you associate that with housing conditions ?—I should think
in Karachi very often that is so, but in the North what saves them is that they are very
seldom in their houses. It is in the city that consumption is so very bad.

A-834. You speak of the infantile mortality as being “ pathetic ” ?—Yes, it is

pathetic.

A-835. The word “ pathetic ” to a statistician is hardly measurable ; can you give

me any exact figures : have you any statistics ?—No, but I know it is very very high.

I can easily send you statistics if you would like to have them.

A-836. I will draw your attention to some figures Mr. Downie gave us this morning;
in the Port Trust area it is 168 per thousand births. Do you think that is low or high as

inmpared with what you have experienced ?—In the case of maternal mortality we
!uced it to 103 in Hyderabad by training the dais. That was the best in the whole

?^ind. I hope to send figures about the infant mortality.

A-837. You are to be congratulated on getting it down to 103 ?—But, alas, it has gone
ip again now.

mo x 16—ia
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V838. Can vou give us any idea of the methods you have adopted for training these

Jats because that is closely associated with the quest.on of infantile mortality ?-Yes.

yiv plan is unique. You cannot get these women to come to the towns to he trained.

I do not blame them :they cannot leave their homes and children, anam all probability

if they left their homes they would lose all their practice. So I send a very experienced'

nurse who makes her centre in a certain place. The dais go to her every day there
; she

does to the villages and lectuies the dais, and ive pay the dais As. 4 to As. 8 according

as they come to the lectures. The nurse stays at that centre from 4 to 6 months. Wc
only train the dais ; I find that is quite enough. The dais pass examinations either of

the' Dais Improvement Fund or of the Delhi Memorial Scholarships, though the latter

is impossible in the districts. Sometimes these classes consist of only 5 dais, though

sometimes it is 19, and we have had 36.

A-839. It has been mv experience in connection with Indian dais that unless they aic

very closely supervised, they lapse, if I may use that expression ’—Yes, they are naturally

very much inclined to do so. We try to supervise, though that is our weak spot at present

;

it is so difficult because the places are so small. What I thought of doing was to place

one nurse as a supervisor on each line and see what she can do, to begin with.

A-S40. For a labour force where women aie employed you would, of course, prefer

to use Indian dais under the supervision of a society like your own, or under the Indian

Red Cross, rather than Europeans ?—Yes, the Europeans are not so useful to the women
as they would not be willing, or able, to do all that an ordinary dai would.

A-841. Is there such a thing in Karachi as the Maternity Benefit Act ’•—Yes. I find

that very few people know about it.

A-842. Do the firms, and the workers especially", know about the terms of this Act ?—
No, they do not know anything about it.

A-S43. How do you suggest knowledge of the Act might be spread ?—The bone factory

here gave me particulars. I think each Government should give a notice to every factory

that the Act must be exhibited in writing in the language which is used by the people

and made known in that way.

A-S44. But so few of the work-people can read?—There are nearly always one or

two men who can read. Of course, that would not do in the districts.

A-846. Some of the men may be able to read, but would women report their pregnancy
to supervisors of the male sex ?—No, that is just the difficulty.

A-846. Where women are employed you would have women supervisors ?—Yes.

A-847. In order to explain the Act to the women workers ?—Yes.

A-84S. And also to give them the benefit provided ?—Yes.

A-849. On the question of dietary, you say that bajra is the cheapest grain. Is it

physiologically a satisfactory food ?—Yes. Nearly everywhere it is bajra. In one case
I found that fish was added.

A-850. In this district do you find what are known as diseases of malnutrition among
women workers ?—No, not nearly so much as in most places. We put that down to
the effect of the sun.

A-851. Are you acquainted with that form of ansemia of pregnancy which is so com-
mon in Bombay ?—There is a great deal of it here, hut I think it is more common
amongst the better class because they sit in the houses more.

A-S52. You havo not seen very many cases ?—I have seen a-good many.
A-853. You describe a case of anromia in your memorandum ?—Yes, that was an

unfortunate school teacher.

A-S.j-1. I have myself noticed, and I think perhaps you will agree, that there are a
largo number of oases of ophthalmia among children in Karachi. Do you attribute that
to any defect in nutrition, or is it largely infectious in nature ?—I think a good deal of it
is due to infection from one to another. My experience is that the children’s eyes are
very bad. J

A-Soo. If the food of the people is so good, why is it that the infantile mortality is so

-
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A-S57. You would, of course, be in favour of the development of general welfare work
amongst workers ?—Yes, very much ; it is very badly needed.

A-85S. The provision of creches, for instance ?—Yes. I have seen creches in two
factories, ono here and one in Hyderabad ; that is all I have seen.

A-S59. Thej' are not very good ?—No, they are not.

A-SGO. Would you be glad to have the help of trained welfare workers ?—I should
very much. It is really only a question of money.

A-8G1. You would bo glad to get Indian women welfare workers ?—Yes, it would
have to be Indian women I thinlc.

A-S62. Ho you tliink Indian women would be capable of doing welfare work ?—Yes,
I think so, if they wore trained.

A-S68. Where would you train them ?—There is a training school in Delhi which is

very good.

A-SG4. Do you think that that training school would be sufficient to train welfare

workers for tho wholo of India ?—More or less 1 think. I think it would be a good thing

to send superior women to be trained at Delhi, who would afterwards return to their

homes.

A-8G5. Would it be possible to use young women ?—No.

A-SG5a. Do you care to say why ?—So many of theso things are managed by men and
the women resent that very much ; nico women will not work under men under the present
circumstances.

A-8G6. If ante-natal clinics and baby clinics were provided, you think the women
would use them if tliore were womon welfare workers ?—Yes.

A-S67. The women welfare workers must bo Indian you think ?—I think so

decidedly.

A-86S. In your written memorandum you say that maternity benefit is much
needed I—Yes.

A-809. Can you suggest, any method by which it might bo arranged and adminis-

tered?—I am very much in favour of starting a maternity bonefit fund, but it is difficult.

Wo are trying our best to start it. Thore is a provident fund in Hyderabad wliioh is

very flourishing, but it is only for Hiudus, and they will not take up maternity ; I do not

know why. I have begged them many times to add maternity benefit.

A-870. They will not do so V—No, at present thoy only deal with deaths and marriages.

We must have maternity benefit and we are trying to tliink out some scheme.

A-S71. In your memorandum you say :
“ A free trained midwife has been put on by

tho Hyderabad Municipality but the people do not patronize her”. Can you tell me
why ?—Because she is an outsider.

A-872. You mean she does not belong to the district ?—Yes, she is a tiindhi but she

is an outsider and the other dais are against her.

A-87J1. Do you still think Delhi could train enough women for the whole of India?

—

No, I think the best thing is to train from your own centre if you can.

A-871. You say that you sec much suffering among women and children. Do you
notice that among tho labour force or in the general population ?—Generally. Even if

there is something wrong the women never think of getting advice.

A-875. If a v oman is suffering so much she will not bo able to work in a labour

force ?—An I have said in my memorandum, one woman was actually leaching from her
bed. They will not give in ; that is why it is so pathetic.

A-S7G. What I mean by labour force is those who are required to do hard work in

factories ?—Generally ono doctor is attached to each factory, and the labour women go
and see the doctor, but where they canuot see him they suffer so much.

A-877. You emphasize tho point again in your additional note that women very much
resent being under the direct control of men ?—Yes they do, but it is impossible to

help it at present because we are so short of women workers.

A-87S. If you were provided with women welfare workers would that solve the difficulty

as far as you are concerned ?—To a great extent it would. Of course our difficulty is

want of roads. If we get good roads it would be very easy to do a great deal

more.

A-879. You say that education will help labour to find its feet. Do you mean
that general education should be given or should it he more or less vocational
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education ?—General education, because at present they do not know what they

suffer from.

*.880. Diwan Cihaman Loll: The Maternity Benefits Act of Bombay provides that

a woman is to give notice before she is eligible for benefits ?—She must work for six or

seven months before she can claim the benefit.

A SRI Yes before she gives notice. Is there anything to prevent an employer from

dismissing he; and thus got out of giving her the benefits V-l suppose if they did once

. •
°

would mako out a cry about it; but I do not think that would
or twice

be done.

some

A-S82 Do you not think it would be better to have a provision preventing him from

taking that step, because there is a provision proventing bun from dismissing after-

wards ?—Certainly it would be bettor.

A-8S3. Would you bo in favour of extending the Maternity Benefits Act to the whole

of India?—If possible, it is better to have a general Act.

A-884. Do you think that the allowance allowed under the Act. namely, eight annas,

is sufficient ?—I think it is sufficient, but if it could bo raised to annas 10 or l‘J it would

bo better.

A-S85. Sho does not got her wages for the period ?—No. But the allowance is crpinl

to her wages in many cases.

A-886. You would bo in favour of a better allowance ?—Yes.

A-887. Mr. Clow : Do you think there is any danger that the Act may have the effect

of causing omployors to substitute male for female employees ?—I do not think so, he-

cause in several factories I havo visited they arc very' nnxious to get women. For in-

stance, in tho bone factory at Hyderabad, there is a nurse who visits once a week ; and

in all tho factories I visited I found that they stop their work for about half an hour

so that we could lecture to tho women.

A-888. Miss Powrr

:

Were you able to see any of the Faotorv Inspector’s Reports

in order to find out how frequently these factories wore inspected ?—I did read some of

the reports, but tho ones I saw wero rather contradictory.

A-889. How wero thoy contradictory ?—Ono seemed to say there had been no acci-

dent, while another said the working conditions were injurious to health, but lie did not

say on what ground ho based that opinion.

A-890. Did you question tho employer at all as to whether there had been any altera-

tion made in conditions between the two reports made by the Factory Inspectors ?—No,

I did not ; I did not think of that. It would be no use asking them ; they would not

know ; that is all confidential in the office.

A-891. Did you yourself see any conditions in tho factories, or find out anything from
the women when questioning thorn, which mado it appear that the Factory Acts were
not being complied -with 1—Thoy seemed to bo complied with everywhere ; but tho people
outside said they' worked tho children morning and night, and if an official or nnybody
else went suddenly early in the morning or late at night, t hey would find children working

;

but the employers all assured me that no women were on tho premises after 7 o’clock
in the evoning.

A-892. Is tho difficulty that tho inspector cannot arrivo unknown to the employor ?

—

They are supposed to, but they cannot, becauso thoy nro seen gotting off the
train.

A-893. Do you think things are put right in advance of the Inspector’s visit and he
does not see things in their normal condition ?—I supposo to a certain extent that would
be so, if they knew he was coming. It is very difficult to keep it qniot ; when tho
Inspector gets off the train at the station everybody knows he is somebody new, they
guess who he is and tho news is taken to the factory. I know that is constantly
done.

A-894. You think children are being illegally employed and are Touioved bofore the
inspector arrives ?—That is what my friends assured mo. One said he had stated itm his paper but no notice was taken. •
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A-896. I think it would he useful if you would give the Commission some further
information. I do a lot of propaganda, which is very useful ; at every place I visit.

I leafre papers.

(The witness withdrew.)

The Chairman : Before flic Commission adjourns, I wish to say sometliing. During
our proceedings it has been evident that two persons, at least, wish to say something to
us. It would be impossible to take evidence without some previous notice, because
it is clearly the duty of the Chairman to see evidence before it is submitted. But we
are most anxious that nobody should feol they have not been heard if they have any-
thing to say to the Commission. So I propose now to adjourn the Commission, but 1

shall attend hero on the verandah, and if those persons wish to say anything about labour
questions in Karachi, I personally, and I know many of my colleagues, will be glad to

hear for a few minutes anything they have to say to us.

(The Commission adjourned to Sukkur.)
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Mr. C. S. C. HARRISON, C.I.E., I.S.E., Chief Engineer, Lloyd

Barrage and Canals Construction.

A-897. Mr. Cliff

:

In your memorandum you express a doubt ihat corruption would

become rampant in public employment agencies ?—There is plenty of corruption now—
that is, in the lower paid staff. If you were able to have highly paid staff and specially

selected men to carry out the work, you would get rid of corruption.

A-898. If you get the right type of character in employment agencies would you obviate

corruption ?—If you could afford the price.

A-899. Is there the same kind of corruption amongst the contractors ?—Yes, just

as much.

A-900. You heard the evidence given at Karachi, that there was a large number of

unemployed and that they did not know there was employment available here. Do you

think that a public employment agency, with a record of unemployed, would
be of any use ?—It is difficult to say. I should not think it would be of any particular

use. To-day I was told by one of my staff that a contractor had sent down some of his

men to Karachi to try and get people about a month ago, and he was not able to get

more than a few.

A-901. Is there a proper legal contract between the Government and the contractor 1

—Yes.

A-902. In all cases '!—Not in all cases. We have two forms—the pucca and kucha.
The former is a binding contract, a form called F.2. That is drawn up by the
Legal Department, and it is legally binding on both sides. There is a timeTimit, and there
is a fised rate, and there are all sorts of clauses in it. Then there is the kucha contract,
which is called K.2. In that we simply agree with the contractor at a rate. There is no
question of how much he has got to do, or the time in which he has to do it. He can give
us 24 hours notice to stop the work, and we can give him 24 hours* notice.

A-903. Is the pay in that contract time-rate for the actual work done ?—No, we pay
on quantity. ;

A-904. Can you give me any indication of the range of values of that class
oi contracts ! I constructed a dam in the Bombay Deccan for 35 lakhs of rupees.



I did the whole thing on a.kucha contract. - In Sind we give up to Bs. 50,000
on a kucha contract. No deposit is taken. That helps the small contractors very mucli
indeed, because on the logal binding form big contractors have to pay a heavy deposit

;

whereas the man on the Iv.2 form does not pay any deposit at all ; it is merely piece-
work.

A-905. Doos the Government, in plaoing a scheme of this character and having to deal
with contract labour, make any provision at all to shelter the contract labour ?—No,
there is no clause for shelter.

A-900. If the Government were taking a corps of engineers—soldiers—to do this work
they would naturally provide an advance party to make provision for shelter and sanita-
tion ?—It depends. Wo have had work done by troops. We liavo given out an actual
contract. They were our contractors. It was the Third Pioneers, The Bombay Sapper
and Miners. They had to make all their own housing arrangements.

** A-907. But tho soldiers, ns soldiers, would make the necessary provisions ?—Yes. If

you take their Commanding Officer as the contractor, he makes provision for their

housing. i

A-9QS. Doos it not strike you that in a scheme of that character some provision for

shelter ought to be made V—Yes. It is an ideal to bo aimed at, but it is all a question
of cost. Someone has to pay for that in tho end. Tho State has to pay for it.

A-909. It comes in on the over-all cost of the scheme ?—Exactly.

A-910. Tho consumer pays ?—No, the taxpayer pays.

A-91I. The same view apparently was taken many years ago at home. Now where
contract labour has to be employed there is provision for shelter, for sanitation, for water,
and so on. I was wondering whether in your experience you do not think it necessary
and desirable that some similar provision should be made here ?—I think it would be
practicable on concentrated works ; but it is a very largo order to attempt to house people
when they are moving from spot to spot.

A-912. Has there been anything of this nature done on concentrated works ?

—

Yob.
The contractors put up huts. If you were here in November and December you would
see a tremendous number of huts put up by the contractors. The contraot for these
particular works has not been given out yet, so that the only hutting you have seen
here is Government hutting.

A-9I3. Do they also make provision for a medical servioe ?—No ; we give all that
here on the concentrated work.

A-914. How docs a man employed on contract work avail himself of the medical
service and the hospital here ?—Ho goes straight to tho hospital in the morning to the
out-patient department. If ho is very ill lie goes straight into hospital. If he is an out -

patient he lines up
;
gets his treatment, and goes back to his hut.

A-915. If he is unable to do tlratj what happens ?—His relations must bring him.
We have had many cases of that.

A-910. Generally on these large schemes there is no medical provision mode ?—On
the scattered works, no. On the concentrated works, yes. All the camps are inspected
by the medical officer and his stall. We have 15 doctors dotted over 13,000 square miles.

A-917. H there is an inspection, and something wrong is found, what happens ?—The
man is either advised to go into the hospital, or he is treated on the spot. We have
only the one hospital for the whole of this work. If men are sick 150 miles away from
here we try to get them to go to the nearest local dispensary.

A-91S. Is it unfair to say that, generally speaking, little provision, if any, is made
by the Government for cases of this character—for housing and protecting the people 1—
I say that on concentrated works we make a very successful attempt—in Sukkur itself

;

but on the scattered works it is simply impossible to do so. Our field medical units pay
visits to all the people on the works, and in all cases of accidents the people are immediately
taken in to tho hospital. Wo seo to that.

A-919. Take the place which we visited this afternoon : can you instance to mo
any provision for shelter which has been made for those people, outside of themselves ?

—

No.
A-920. Is that a concentrated work ?—No. Those people may be moved next week

half a mile away.

A-921. That is the kind of labour for which there is no protection ?—No.

A-922. With regard to the wages paid for that class of labour, would it be feasible

. to make provision that they should receive tho rates to which they are entitled ?—It
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would be very nice to be able to do so, but I do not see hbw you could bring

it into operation.

A-923. It ought to be done but it is very hard to do it ?—Yes, it would bo an ideal

to be aimed at.

A-924 Dealing with seasonal labour, you say “ A large percentage of labour employed

on this work being seasonal it foUows that the extent of return to villages is in general

5 months in the year, and this annually.” In another place you say There are no

trood "rounds for any unemployment in Sind,” and then you state the amount of work

available I am a little at sea with regard to those two statements. I cannot reconcile

them. What is the meaning of " seasonal ” ’—It is agricultural labour. We arc quite

prepared to keep them on for the whole 300 days of the year.

A-925. You cannot get them to stay 7—No.

A-926. You say “ The cause of migration appears to be due to ordinary seeking after

continuous employment.” Is that a search for security ?—I should say so.

A-927. Dealin" with workmen’s compensation and men receiving compensation under

contractors, are there any records kept of the compensation cases paid by contractors 7—

No.

A-928. I learn that there are records kept for otbor purposes. For instance, you

keep a record of the contracts between yourselves and the contractor, and particulars

of those contracts are sent to the Inoomo Tax authorities. Would it not be possible

in the same way to keep a record of the payments paid by the contractors under

workmen’s compensation 7—It would be possible.

A-929. Do you think it wise to do that ?—Yes, I think it would be quite good. It

would give us an idea as to how the Act was working under the contractors’ orbit.

A-930. With regard to inspection, is there any medical officer, or Factory Inspector,

apart from the Barrage scheme, who visits this scheme ’—The Factory Inspector visits

it—that part of it which comes under the Factory Act : that is to say, the stone-dressing

shed, the drag-line workshop and the electrical workshop.

A-93I. Are there any officors comparable to Medical Officers of Health who visit

the whole scheme 7—Yes. Apart from our own establishment, we get the Director of

Public Health from Bombay. He pays arr annual visit. Then we have tho Assistant

Director of Public Health for Sind for two or three visits in the yenr, and we invite his

suggestions. He is resident in Karachi.

A-932. Can you say what suggestions have been put up by either of those Medical

Officers of Health ?—They suggest remedies for nny little defects. One of them made
a suggestion last year that tho bins in the township should bo plastered at the bottom

—

one or two little things like that. Wo work on the general lines of the pamphlet issued

by the Public Health Department, so that there wonld only be one or two little defects

which they might bring to our notice.

A-933. You say the usual kind of defects, and you illustrate it with regard to plastering
bins and so on ; may I take that to be a fairly good illustration 7—Yes.

A-934. Diwan Chaman Lull

:

Why were no wage statistics incorporated in your
memorandum 7—They are not in the memorandum, but I can supply information if it is

required ; I can give you the rates of pay.

A-935. Willyou oblige me by giving a comprehensive statement of wages paid to various
olasses of workers ?—Yes, I can give you that.

A-936. May I also trouble you for a statement regarding the hours of work of various
classes of workers on the works ’—Yes, I will supply that to the Secretary.

A-937. Should I be correct in stating that the average minimum wage of the workers
on the earth works is about Rs. 20 a month 7—That is about it, yes.

A-938. I do not know whether you have got among your papers a statement that was
supplied to me this morning as to the diet supplied in your hospital for sick people7—
I have not got it here ; we have got it on our files.

A-939. I will read it out to you. There are two important points in it. The full diet
costs 4 as. 6 p. per head per diem ?—Yes.

A-940. That does not include milk and sugar 7 Yes.
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A-943. Should I be right in saying that an ordinary worker doing a full day’s hard
work may require a little more ?—He might require it, but I do not think he gets it.

A-944. He does not get it ?—He does not get it
;
that is the point. I should think he

would require it, yes.

A-945. If I take the workers’ family unit to be 5, should I be right ?—I think that is a
pretty high average figure.

A-946. I am taking the general Indian figure ?—I should say that was high.

A-947. What would you put it at ?—I should put it at 4, not more.

A-948. If I put it at 4, and I multiply 6 as. 6 p. by 4, 1 get a figure of 26 as. ?—Yes.

A-949. Am I right then, in considering that the average worker who gets Rb. 20 a month,
is not getting sufficient ?—No, you have drawn some false premises there. Our work-
people on this work are mostly agricultural labour and thoy do not pay the same rates
as we pay; they are probably paying half the rates that we pay for the food in the
hospitals ; for instance, they will get their milk free.

A-950. I am taking the workers on your works ; I am not taking the workers when they
get back to the villages. On the works you agree with me that they would not get
their milk free ?—Yes.

A-951. Nor would they get any other article of food free ?—No, you are right.

A-952. And, bazaar facilities not being very adequate, they would have to pay fairly
well for all the supplies that thoy got ?—Yes.

A-953. L I put it in that way, if they want the same sort of food that you would supply
t-o a patient, then at 4 to a family, it would workout at about Rs. 1-10-0 ?—Yes.

A-954. Should I be correct in my estimate ?—As an ideal I think that would be a very
good figure to try to arrive at, but ns a study in economics there is the other side of the
question, that if wo aim at that high ideal in what I call income, that is to say, feeding
tho man and trying to get him that wage, there must bo the other ideal of increased output,
or else the country is going to suffer.

A-955. I will come to that point a little later. All I wanted you to toll mo was whether
you agree with me or not that tho minimum figure according to your own statistics should
be that ?—Yes. That is on tho assumption that none of the other members of his family
do any work, whioli only applies in a Mahommedan country ; it does not apply in a
Hindu country.

/

A-956. Sind is a Mahommedan country ?—Yes, 70 per cent. Mahommedan.

A-957. In your memorandum you say :
“ No appreciable improvement in the efficiency

of workers on the class of work dealt with by this Scheme has been noticed in recent years.

Generally speaking, the efficiency of the labourer is as it was 25 years ago.” First of all,

have you any standard by which you go in regard to efficiency 1—Yes.

A-958. What exaotly do you mean by efficiency ?—It is on the question of costs.

A-959. Would you explain it to me ?—If a man’s rate of wage is going to be increased
and his efficiency also inoreases, then you will got a more or less equal rate. But the
rates have gone up enormously ; that is to say, the man’s wage has gone up three times
and the rates have gono up three times, which shows there is no increase in efficiency on
the part of the man.

A-900. Let mo be perfectly clear. Let us take a man who works say 8 hours a day
and digs up say 100 cubic feot, taking a hypothetical figure. If he did that 25 years ago,

do you think, if he is doing manual work, ho is likely to do more to-day 1—Yes. Why
not ?

A-961. On what basis V—If he wants to earn moro, why should not he. My point is

that if you want to increase his wage, ho must be prepared to do a bit more work.

A-962. What I am putting to you is this : given the same machinery, given tho same
strength, given the same number of working hours, would he be capable of producing
moro in cubio feot than ho did 25 years ago ?—Why should not he ? The world is

always aiming at increasing efficiency. If you are going to assume that he was doing
his maximum amount of work 25 yoars ago, then thore can be no increase.

A-963. Supposing a man did his maximum amount of work 25 years ago 7—I am not
prepared to suppose that at all, because it is not so. That is my opinion as an engineer.

A-904. Let me put it to you in another way. There is a limit to the amount of work
that a man can do ?—Yes.

A-065. The amount of oarth that he can dig ?—Yes.

t



A-9GG. Supposing he got to that point 25 years ago, obviously ho cannot go

any further ?—Obviously.

A-907. Therefore there is a limit in regard to purely manual work ? Quite so.

l-GGS And that limit constitutes a bar to any increase based on the question of

efficiency ’—If lie has reached that limit of efficiency previously, then of course there is

no question of increase.

A-9G9. What are the other factors that you consider necessary in the matter of

efficiency ’ -In my written memorandum I have mentioned one very important one:

pride in his work, which is a common trait in Europe. I am trying to compare Mm with

a superior type of workman. In Europe you can leave a gang of workmen not only to

produce output but quality combined with output. It is impossible to leave a gang of

labour in this country without supervision if you want quality. To me, as an employer

of labour, quantity is not the only thing.

A-970. I am taking the manual labourer doing earth work. What is the average that

your manual worker digs out in the course of the day ?—It varies according to the man.

A-971. I atn taking the average ?—It is so difficult to take an average, because the

Pathan will do 24 times as much work as a man from the United Provinces, for instance.

A-972. Is that because the Pathan is physically stronger ?—Yes.

A-973. To increase a man’s efficiency would you agree with me that the first

consideration is that he must have good food ?—Exactly.
A-974. The second consideration is that he must have a decent house to live in ?—Not

necessarily ; we meet some people to-day who would not live in such a house if you built

it for them.

A-975. But would you agree with me generally that it would increase a man’s

efficiency ?—Yes, to give a man a good house and good pay.

A-976. Would you also agree with me that if ho were free from the ordinary worries

wMch are connected with the money-lender’s demands upon him, it would possibly

increase his efficiency ?—Yes, certainly.

A-977. That is to say if you gave your labour force good food, good houses and good

clothes, you would thereby increase its efficiency ?—I should think so, yes.

A-978. What has been done during recent years to increase the efficiency of labour?

Let us take the points one by one. What has been done with regard to housing

to increase the efficiency of the general class of worker that you have here ?—Do you
mean in his home or on the work ?

A-979. In his home ?—Nothing.

A-980. During the last three years that you have been here, has tliero been a rise in

wages 1—No ; I should say there has been a slight fall in wages due to the presence of

these macliines.

A-9S1. During the last few years has anything been done for the education of these

workers or tlieir children ?—Not by me. There is a free school in the township, hut not
on the works ; that is quite impracticable.

A-98'2. Then would you agree -with me generally that many of the factors which
would ensure greater efficiency have been lacking ?—Quite so, yes.

A-9S3. With regard to migration, you say in your memorandum that it is economic
pressure that brings your workors here 'Yes.

A-984. So I take it that the conditions in the places from which they come must be
worse than conditions hero ?—Yes, I should say so.

A-9S5. You also say there is a great deal of going back to the villages ?—Yes.

A-9SG. But nevertheless you state that 40 to 50 per cent, of these workers do not go
back ?—Yes ; that is of the local Sindlii labour.

A-9S7. You say that of the labour employed in the Itohri Canal Circle 50 per cent-
remains

; of the Bight Bank Area labour approximately 40 per cent, remains ;
of the

Eastern Nara Tract approximately 46 per cent, remains ?—Yes.
A-9S8. Arc tliero any other areas apart from those areas ?—No, that is the general

area. fa

A-939. So that I take it that roughly about 50 per cent, of labour does remain
Stoutly ?—Yes ; but by remaining permanently 1 do not moan that they do not go

.

ydlcges for visits ; they will remain on the works, but they go hack
to their homes for a fortnight or three weeks.
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A-990. You say :
“ Eastern Nara Tract. Approximately 45 per cent, of the labour

force in this area works continuously on the canals throughout the year ” ?—Yes, that

is right.

A-991. ” Right Bank Area. Apjn'oximately 40 per cent, of the labour force in this

area works continuously on the canals throughout the year ” ?—Yes, that is right.

A-992. “ Loft Bank Area. Somo 50 per cent, of tho labour employed in the Rohri
Canal Circle remains on our works throughout the 12 months of a year.” So that if they

go back, they go back probably just for a short while ?—That is right.

A-993. Would I be putting it too high if I suggested with regard to the other half

of labour that goes back for 4 or 5 months, that if they had better conditions of life and
labour here, better wages, it would induce them not to return to their homes and you
would also have them here as permanent residents ?—No, not necessarily, because if

they are truly agricultural they always want to go back to their homes. That is why
I specially mention tho Eastern Nara Tract where we have the “ Tharis.” They are

extremely poverty stricken, and yet those men go back to their villages. If they hear
of a drop of rain falling in their country, they run back to it and sow their crops, though
there is only a 50 per cont. ohanoe of those crops ever being reaped ; they are prepared

to leave their work for that chance.

A-994. What number would that 50 per cent, represent ? Is this taken on the basis

of 30,000 workers or 19,000 ?—I take it on the 19,000 basis, but you can take it on the

average if you like.

A-995. That is roughly about 25,000 ?—Yes.

A-996. So that any permanent schemes for their benefit would bo feasible, because

they aro permanently hero ?—Yes, so long as the works arc in progress.

A-997. For instanco, if a scheme suoh as sickness insuranco wore provided for those

workers, it would be feasiblo ?—No, it would not be feasible. That is the one thing

I have tried to think of. You cannot have sickness insurance, in my opinion, in a country
which is subject to epidemics as countries in tho East are. If you have got your medical
and sanitary organization at such high efficiency as to preclude tho possibility of epidemics
then I should say sickness benefits would bo practicable. In the East you cannot do
it as an economic proposition. As a completely philanthropic proposition it can bo
done, but as an economic proposition a orked on any lines by tho State it would bo

impossible.

A-998. I am glad you have thrown somo light on that ; but first of all, let me dispose

of these works. Have you had any epidemics during the last three years ?—Yes.

A-999. Serious ones ?—Yes, cholera, small-pox, and we get the usual malaria each
year; October is a malarious month.

A-1000. Supposing a system were .introduced of panel doctors who would be paid
so much and whose services would be available, epidemic or no epidemic ; would you
object to it ?—I would welcome the system if it were economically sound ; my opinion
is that it is economically impossible. It is an ideal at which we should aim.

A-100I. You remember recently there was^ an amendment of the Workmen’s
Compensation Act ?—Yes.

A-1002. And opinions were invited ?—Yes.

A-1003. Did you offer any opinion 1—Yes ; I have promised to give you a copy of

my opinion.

A-1004. The point was raised in the Assembly that the Workmen’s Compensation
Act should be applicable to oanals and open works ?—Yes.

A-1005. Arc you in favour of that ?—Not at present. I said I did not believe in

rushing headlong into increasing legislation and so on, until wo have had some
experience. I recommended that the present Act should remain in force as it is for

5 years, and then wo might review tho situation. The Act. I think, has only been in

force 3 years.

A-1006. Mr. Glow : Five years.—Then they can review the situation.

A-1007. Dhvan Ghaman Lall

:

What experience could you gain of the working of

the Workmen’s Compensation Aot in relation to open works and canals 1—All these

things go back to tho question of finance, whether such proposals are economically sound
or not. The ideal is admitted by everybody. I have to look at it from the economic
point of view. As I have said, I have done it voluntarily, and wo shall get valuable

information as to what the costs are. If we are to increase the scope, wc must estimate
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what the increased cost will bo. Can works economically hear that increased cost ?

If they can, then I say I am entirely m favour of extending tho Act.

A-1008. But, apart from the economic difficulty, you are generally in agreement

that the benefits of that Act should be extended to these works 1 As a blind ideal,

yes ;
but I have to look at all my ideals from the economic point of view.

A-1009 You would not look at it from this point of view, for instance, that a man

who serve’s you and in the course of his employment suffers an injury deserves to receive

some bonefit from you because he is jeopardising his life or limbs ? He is not necessarily

jeopardising his life or limbs.

A-1010 But that is shown by the very fact that he suffers an injury in the course

of his employment ?—No. The present Act has brought under its scope the classes

of work that contribute to accidents. Beyond theso ftnther cases of accidents

are extremely rare. It may be said that because they are extremely rare the liability

is all the smaller, and therefore why not bring them in ? Bui the trouble will be to see

that the machinery works. Our difficulty, ns one of the Members of the Commission

has pointed out, is to find out whothor people u ho are not of high moral standard, e.y.,

the ordinary small contractor, are paying this compensation.

A-1011. Then that is another practical difficulty thnt you point out ?—Yes.

A-1012. But, apart from thnt, you would agree ?—Quite so ; my agreement is evident

from my action in accepting a voluntary liability.

A-1013. You made a statement at Karachi which I am suio you did not menn in the

sense in which I first took it. In reply to some question yon said the only tiling yon were

interested in was the increase in tho number of workers. I suppose you are also interested

in securing better conditions for the workers ?—I do not remember that particular state*

ment, and I want to know the context in which it was used.

A-1014. 1 take it you would be interested in the conditions of life of the workers ?—Ob,
naturally.

A- 1015. Is there any organization of workers hero on tho cannls 1—Not that I know.

A-1016. You would not be averse to an organization being set up ?—No, not if it weie
properly run.

A-1017. Is the system of payments here usually weekly ?—Yes.

A-1018. And it works satisfactorily 1—No, not entirely I personally am of opinion
that if we could pay every fortnight the people would bo better off, because on every
transaction the bania will try to make something. The more the transactions the more
the worker will be robbed. Tho less the number of payments, the less chance of the
bania robbing the men.

A-1019. Would not more frequent payments reduce the incidence of interest charges ?

—

No, I do not think it would in tho slightest.

A-1020. If I owe a bania Rs. 10, if I pay him back Rs. 2 this week, naturally the interest
has not to be paid on that Rs. 2 next week ?—But the nature of the person is such that he
has already borrowed another Rs. 2 after paying back that Rs. 2. My enquiries lend me
to believe-that the people are continuously in*debt.

A-1021. To-day I found one or two workers who told me they w ere working from 6 in
the morning until 6 in the evening ?—I would not believe that.

'

A-;,1®2
.

2 - There were other workers who said they were working from 6 in the momiim
until 6 in the evening with a 3 hours break ?—If a Pathan said that, yes, but I neve?
attempt to go out and inspect my works at 8 o’clock in the morning because I never sec
anyone on the works at that hour. I make an exception of the P'athnn, who will evenwork on moonlight nights, because he is not on daily wages and he is out to get all themoney he can ; he will work until he drops. I cannot accept the statement you make.

th£,1
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vJ 7°i
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A-1027. Large numbers of tliem ?—Yes, that is their usual habit.

A-102S. Would it not be better to provide some sort of shelter at their places of work
where they could take their rest ?—I do not think they would use it, unless it was very
elaborate ; then they would have to be trained to it.

A-1029. Is there a fair wages clause in your contracts ?—No.

A-1030. Would it be desirable to have a fair wages clause ?—If practicable : yes, it
could be looked into.

A-1031. In your memorandum you say: “ I consider that the general effect of
contractors as intermediaries is satisfactory ”, while lower down you say :

“ The result
is unsatisfactory because we have one set of wits working against another set ” ?—Yes ;

that is dealing specifically with the abolition of the Workmen’s Breach of Contract Act.

A-1032. The Workmen’s Breach of Contract Act having been abolished, you are of
opinion that the present arrangement of getting workers through the intermediaries is

unsatisfactory ?—No, I do not. I am giving you the point of view of the employer.

A-1033. Looking at the fight that i6 going on between the worker on the one side and
the contractor on the other 1—Yes.

A-1034. You have come to the conclusion that after the withdrawal of the Workmen’s
Breach of Contract Act the position is not satisfactory ?—As regards payments. That
really does not affect the efficiency of our works.

, A-1036. I am not considering efficiency ; I am only considering whether the conditions
are satisfactory or not 1—Yes.

A-1036. Could you oblige me by getting somebody in the office to work out a statement
giving the cost of labour and comparing it with over-head charges ?—Yes, I have already

’ promised to give that per 1,000 cubic feet of work. I am having that made out.

' A-1037. Is there any security of tenure for any one of these workers on the canals ?

Can a man be dismissed at a moment’s notice ?—Yes.

A-1038. Is there any security ?—There is no legal security at all
; there is just the

practical security.

A-1039. Mr. Joshi

:

You said the cost of housing these workers woul d fall upon the

works. Does not the cost of housing the officers and others fall upon the works ?—No,
they pay ; the officers pay on a 6 per cent, basis.

A-1040. Have you worked out the figures ?—Yes. It so happens that on this

particular scheme, during the period of construction, to try and get officers to remain on
the scheme, we have let them have their houses rent-free ; but ordinarily, on all other-

construction works they have to pay the usual Government rent limited to 10 per cent,

of their pay limited to 6 per cent, of the cost of construction of the building.

A-1041. On your works this question of whether the cost falls upon the works or not
was not considered so far as the officers were concerned ?—Yes, it was all worked out

what the cost would be.

A-1042. The cost does fall upon the works so far as your officers are concerned ?—Yes.

A-1043. You think it is only the cost of housing the labourers which should not fall

upon the works ?—No, I did not say that ; I said it was a question of economics.

A-1044. How do you decide that the cost of housing the officers is economic, while the

cost of housing the labourers is not economic ?—Your officer is a specialized person. If

you are going constantly to change the managing director of a company, that company
is more than likely to go smash; but if you change the lower paid clerks in the office that <

does not necessarily affect in the slightest degree the prosperity of the company. In this

particular case you have to concentrate on keeping the type of officer, professional and
otherwise, that you require here on the works ; for that reason I recommended to

Government that we should give him some concession above his ordinary pay to keep
• him here. I should not give it to him where the climate is not against him:

A-1045. The only thing I do not understand is this. You appreciate the necessity of

having good officers, and you think if they remain here permanently you will get a better ,

quality of work ?—No, it increases the efficiency of the works.

A-1046. You complain that the labourers do not take pride in their work, that they do

not give that quality of work that is given by better paid workers in Europe and othei
N
Vilaces ?—It is not a complaint ; I do not complain at all ; it is merely a statement.

\ A-1047. Is it- not possible that if you housed these people as you house your officers

f d if they remained here permanently, they might show a better quality of work and
I o take pride in their work ?—I have already answered Mr. Chaman Lall on that
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point and said : Yes, house them hotter, feed them hotter, and you will pet

higher efficiency.

.A-1048 Do vou not think the employer should begin first to make an experiment

of treating the labourers better and then expert a better quality of work, tuM end

of expecting the worker to show a better quality of work and then begm to

pay him more ?—1
quite agree, but I would put it on the 5(1-50 basis, if po-.ble.

A-JO tO. Have you made an experiment, of taking any 500 workers, paying them a lit tle

more, bousing them better, treating them better in every way, and did you find

by experiment flint workers treated in Unit way did not give a letter quality of work 'l
—

No, I have not done that ;
that would he a rather interesting experiment.

A- 1050. If you had made flint experiment you might have lmd interi sting results 1—
Yes, I might have had.

A-]050n. You think that experiment nil) be interesting Yi -

.

A-1051. You say that sickness insurance and workmen's compensation are economic

questions. I agree with you. But you state that you w ill have workmen's compensation

when it becomes economic ‘t—Yes.

A-1052. Supposing you provide sickness insurance and workmen's comjs’matinn. do

you not think that would enable you to get better results and greater efficiency '—Yon
are aiming at the ideal. You are asking me wlmt 1 think of an ideal. I agree with yon

that as an ideal it would be an excellent tiling. Hut as a practical man I enmiot simply

look at nil ideal ; I have to look at the practical combination of that ideal with the fact,-.

A-1053. I am not asking you to look at any ideal : 1 am asking you to make
an experiment of giving sickness insurance and workmenV t ompemntion and seeing v hat

is the result?—At whose cost is the experiment to lx- made ? It comes back to economics

again. I agree in principle, ft is all a question of the practice! » hie of it.

A-1054. Then I will not pursue that further. You said that »« 5 years have pn**cd.

you are in favour of extending the Workmen's Compensation Act ?

—

Yes, ns .non as the

5 years experience has been reviewed.

A-1055. Why should you not, who are in charge of labour, take the initiative of

suggesting to Government that such a thing should be done. in-t< ad of v niting for utl.de

to ask you whether it .should be done or not ?—Again the issue i- confiM-d. ft is very
easy for me to set up ideals and to suggest to Government that sue}, thiuj." should 1c

done, because I am paying with the taxpayer's money. 1 have to t on-ddi i v. bat the t< suit

of my action will he on the man who lias to pay out of his ow n pocket

.

A-1050. You have agreed to the principle that if the labourer is treated better his

efficiency will increase. Is it not the duty, then, of a good employer to see from time
to time wlmt are the difficulties from which bis labourers suffer t—K.wtlv.

A-1057. If bo finds that workmen's compensation is a benefit should le* ii"t suggest
to tho Government that such a law should be passed ?—If | 1( . can afford it.

A-1058. My point is this. As a largo employer you do not find time t"o deal with these
questions. \ou have no people to look after the welfare of vour labour —We have no
welfare staff at all.

—I cotthi

economic

A-1059. Do you not think some such suggestion might ho made bv you *

mako tlm suggestion. The question is, is it practicable to earrv it out’? ’ The
point comes in.

A-10G0. You say that if you engaged a man to make suggestions about the welfat
of your vorkers it would not lie an economic proposition ?—Not if there is miv hope <
carrying out bis suggestions. I am in tlio position myself to make a hundred suggestion
for the betterment of the people. The question is whether 1 can make anv prnctici
suggestions on economic grounds. I do not think, in scattered works of this imtur,
it would serve any useful purpose to have a welfare officer specially for the job.

•
4'1

,®
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'
,

You sidled that in the caso of some of your labourers their economic posit io

rtrfteET ,

tllClr nnd <,h,1<lrc
,

n " orl: - »o you not think their women an

“t'Tf because their wages are low ’-Not necessarily. The Mohammedav orkman s wife does not work because her husband’s wage is low.

hat^to wo?k
din ib mny if 11 nmn is in difik'»lty 1"'^ women and ebildnnave to work ?—Not amongst the Mohrmmedans.

A-10G3. But among the Hindus ’—Quite so.
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A-1065. Mr. JosM : You say you have a school in the town 7—A municipal school.
We have given the buildings free.

A-1066. What class of people make use of that school 7—Every class. There are
no sweepers.

A-1067. Are they labourers 7—No, the labourers do not go.

A-10G8. You have stated that there is work enough here for people for 300 days in
the year. Why do you say 300 and not 365 7—Because I am allowing the 65 days for

Sundays and holidays.

A-10G9. You do not work on Sundays 7—We give them a rest day. Here it is Friday.

A-1070. You made a statement that the contractors have to pay an advance of 25
per cent, for the season. After the repeal of the Workmen’s Breach of Contract Act
did they not find difficulty in making those advances ?—Yes. The abolition of that
Act has tended to make the contractors reduce the extent of their advances.

A-1071. They still make advances 7—Yes.

A-1072. Thoy do not mind talcing that risk 7—They pass it on to us in the higher rates.

A-1073. Jn certain areas you say you do not make any arrangements for water supply.

Do you not think that is necessary 7—I have already said that where there is any question
of difficulty of water supply we do make arrangements.

A-1074. You do not think that generally you should make the necessary arrangements
for a pure water supply 7—The first thing a labourer asks when he goes to a spot is “ Is

there a good lot of water here,” and they find out the best well and continue to use it.

If they complain that tliero is not a good water supply we make arrangements to carry,

the water for them.

A-1075. For how many hours do your workshops wrork 7—Eight hours phis overtime.

Thoy can work up to 12 hours. ,

A-1076. Would you have any objection to the hours of work in the factories being
reduced, by law, from the present figure 7—No, I am in favour of the shorter hours.

A-1077. Mr. Clow

:

You refer in your memorandum to the Brohis or Brohins. You
state the}' have shown partiality for canal excavation directly under Government. Are
they so employed here 7—Yes. We employ them in little groups. We make them
their own piece-workers. When wo first started we had rather big groups and we made
one of their own party responsible for S or 10 families. We discovered he was just as

bad as the outside contractor, so we stopped it and made little groups of 10 or 12 working
together.

A-1078. They got no advances 7—No.

A-1079. Why is an advance necessary to bring in the ordinary -worker ?—I have
never been able to fathom why.

A-1080. You gave the other day an instance of what seemed to be a very large per-

centage of the rate you were paying being retained by the contractor 1—That was an
exceptional case. That is why I quoted it.

A-1081. Taking a typical case, do you consider the amount retained by the contractor
is reasonable or unreasonable, having regard to the risks and other elements involved 7

—

I think on the whole it is reasonable. If you review the situation, Sind is a country of

contractors. I could name off-hand half a dozen men whom I would put in the category
of woalthy. The rest of the men are small contractors, who get a living wage, and very
little imore.

A-1082. We have come across a fairly large proportion of men who have been here
for several years. -Are annual advances necessary in their case, or do they get only the
one advance at the beginning 7—If they are working for one contractor they only get
the one advance. If they move off to another contractor (he tries to entice them away)
he is prepared to give them further advances.

A-1083. Is there, much enticement of that sort 7—Yes. It is very severe. He will
not pay them any more wages but he tempts them with advances.

5

A-1084. You say that the mechanical excavators 20 years ago could not compete with
labour ; but now can do so. I take it you do not mean to suggest that labour has got
less efficient, but that there is an improvement in the excavator 7—In this particular
case the mechanical excavator has improved, but the ordinary locomotive has not. I
could not affordjjto have locomotives 20 years ago because my 1 abour was so cheap ;

whereas now-a-days the locomotive is a cheaper proposition than labour.

mo t 15—

5
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\_10S5 Gan you remember what the rato was in this part of tho world when you first

came out for earthwork ?—About Its. 3-8-0 per 1,000 cubic feet. Similar work is now

Tts. G-8-0.

•A-1086. So that allowing for the rise in the cost of living you would say thnt, on

tho whole, tho worker is gotting more—measured not by money but by what lie can

buy ?—Yes.

A-10S7. ITo is consuming more than he was 1—Yes, and he is hotter clothed.

A-108S. As regards sickness insurance, do you think flic workers would be willing to

pay insurance premiums, suppose a scheme were devised ?— T think it is highly

improbablo, without an ndvnncc of education.

A-10S9. Regarding the weekly holiday, nro we to understand that on Fridays no work

is normally done here ?—No. If we luive to put on anybody to work on that day it is

gonerally tho mechanical staff, and they get overtime. The contractors’ men do not work.

A- 1090. Do your staff get a holiday ?—No. Our staff do nil their measuring up on

that day. Our staff work the full week.

A- 1091. Would they not do better work if they were only employed six days in the

wcok?—Thov would probably. I am not prepared to experiment. Our full strain of

work is for suoh a short season. I would not mind trying an experiment on a small work.

A-1092. Colonel Russell

:

I noticed, in going round the housing area, that you had the

sewngo from the cess-pits removed by carts. Would it not have' been a more

economical schemo to have laid down a sewerage plant right away ?—It was a toss-up

whether it would have been. When the decision was made it was a question whether

we would be able to dispose of our township ns a going concern, and I reckoned thnt

tho capital expenditure was not justified at the time.

A-1093. You will admit that it would have been much better from a health point of

view 1—Yes, not that I have anything to complain of about the health of the township.

It has been extraordinarily good.

A-1094. Can you let us know the number of women employed direct on the

works, and what percentage ot women work under contractors t— I will try to find that

out. It is a very small figure.

A-1095. You say that tho medical facilities are readily availed of by such female

workers ns tliero are on the works. Do your female workers nho tnke advantage of the

hospitnls during confinement ?—No. We have not had a single case.

A- 1090. In that enso arc there any trained dais or midwives on the work ?—No.

A-1097. They are left to shift for themselves 7—Yes, so far ns we are concerned.

A- 1098. There is no distinction made between the wives of the workers and the wives
of those who are not workers ?—No.

A-1099. Tho Bombay Maternity Act does not apply on the Sukkur Barrngo ?—No.

A-1100. Yof

(i say thnt the Workmen’s Compensation Act is not applicable to the hulk
of tho labour force on the scheme, hut that, a working scheme, by arrangement with the
contractors, exists for compensating workmen ?—Yes.

A-1101. When contractors have to pay compensation, does each ease come up
for scrutiny in a regular way ?—No. I have no direct control over thnt. Tho Commis-
sioner in charge of the Workmen’s Compensation Act is the person who goes into nil the
details.

A-1102. None of tho officors on tho works have anything to do with that ?—No. Wo
have no right to examine a contractor’s books.

A-1103. Would it be bettor to amend the law in Hint direction ''—Yes, it would
simplify things. It might mean an increase of work on the already over-burdened
engineer.

A-1104. J/r. Joshi : Have you any idea ns to wlmt will happen to the labourers when
your work is finished ?—No. Tlioy will probably seek for other work, the same ns
workers are pouring in to us from the Sutlej Yalloy and the United Provinces.
So, when they leave us, they will probably pour on to some other big public work.
A- 1105. Do you not think that at such a timo the need for a public employment

agency is more felt 7—1 agree with a public employment agency in principle but not in
practice. If you were able to got highly paid officers to run it, it might he successful Iwould not leave the running of it to lowly paid people. You have got a sort of employ,ment agency now m the form of the contractor and jemadar. '

Q r"^ Ct
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A-110G. Why do you say there will be greater corruption in a public employ-
ment agency than there is corruption to-day under the present system by thejemadar ?

—

There is corruption. If it gets too high, the man loses his job, but it takes rather a long
time for a Government petty official to lose liis job. He has to be found out by Govern-
ment. These other people are found out by the men.

A-1107.2Vjc Chairman ; Referring to the question of the surplus of labour in Karachi,
there is at present no agency for directing surplus labour in one area to another area
where labour is required. Can you personally make such enquiries as are open to you in
Karachi as to whether even a thousand or two men coming willingly to work under you
to that extent would be a great benefit ?—Yes, I will enquire into that.

A-1107a. With regard to ihe inspections which are made by the Dilector of Public
Health in Bombay once a year and by the Assistant Director at Karachi, can you give
us one or two specimens ? Do they repoi t in print ’—They write to us officially.

A-1107b. Will you send us one or two specimens running over two years to see what
kind of supervision they give ?—Certainly. 1 will have that sent to you.

A-110S. You liavo been rather pressed to give personal opinions on what are semi-
political questions. I do not yot quite understand whether the relationship of a public
servant to his Government is different in this country from what it is in England, but we
should never expect public servants to give opinions on matters of policy at home ?—Here
it does not matter I think. If we qualify our answers by saying :

“ Speaking
personally ”, it does not matter. It is a difficult position, I admit.

The Chairman : I can appreciate your difficulty in giving personal opinions, because
I suppose on one side or the other there might be complaints in these days of public
assemblies.

A-1109. Mr. Sastri : There is a doubt left in my mind after what I have heard about
Mohammedan labourers in this part of the world. You have said to-day that no
Mohammedan woman works at all. Is that universal, or does it apply only to particular

classes ?—There arc many low classes. One of the Members of the Commission asked a
number of men what they were. They were obviously Ods, but they said they were
Mohammedans. Tlio ordinary Sindhi Mohammedan never brings his wife to work. Then
there arq a lot of Bhils who call themselves Mohammedans, but they are not. No true

Mohammedan of Sind brings his wife on to the works.

A-1110. I was told that the objection to a woman labouring only exists among the

clerical classes and among the labourers who receive very high wages. Where people

receive the ordinary wage they let their women work also in order to add to the family

budget ?—That is rather a compliment to our works. Of course, the Mohammedan
women work in their own private fields, but they will not come on our works.

A-llll. Mr. Ahmed : You pay Rs. 20 a month to some of the workers, and you do
not give them a pension on principle ?—That is right ; peons and palwaris get pensions.

A-1112. Wo saw three persons seriously ill in hospital to-day. One told us he got

Rs. 20 a month ; another told us he got 10 annas a day ; and the other told us he got

Re. 1 a day. The latter was taken ill 5 days ago, and said that you will enter in your
books the fact that he was dismissed 5 days ago, and that you had no concern to send him
to the hospital ?—I do not know of what people you are talking.

A- 11 13. I take it that to those to whom you pay Re. 1 a day, if they fall ill you enter

their names on the dismissal list ?—Not necessarily so at all.

A-1114. It is not yoqr duty in their case, if they are ill, to send them to the hospital

or take care of them '!—So far as I am concerned, you are giving me a hypothetical case.

I was not shown the man at all. He might have been a contractor’s labourer.

A-lllo. If a daily labourer is taken ill, you do not undertake to send him to the

hospital ?—No.

A-1116. Or give him any medical assistance ?—Yes, we do.

A-1117. The man we saw said you did not give him any medicine or any assistance

whatever, and I heard from your officers that he is liable to be dismissed because he did

not do any work after he fell ill ?—This is a matter unknown to me.

A-1118. You do not supply drinking or bathing water for the workers ?—Not bathing
water. I have already told you under what conditions we provide drinking water.

A-1118a. You do not give them drinking water ’—Not if the source of supply

is sweet and good.

The Chairman : This has all been gone into before.

(The witness withdrew and the Commission adjourned to Khewra.)
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Association, Ahmedabad.

A-1119. The Chairman

:

Dr. Solomon, will you tell the Commission in a few words
about the formation of your Association 1—Our Sanitary Association was formed more
than 10 years ago. We have as its President one of the millowners here, the brother of

the present President of the Millowners’ Association. Then we have the Civil Surgeon
and ColonelHanavati as our Vice-Presidents, and various other people on our Committee.
Our chief object is to help in the sanitation of the city. We have sanitary rounds in the
city, and we ask Municipal Councillors, citizens and members of the Association to take
part. We go round the city to see the housing cleanliness, sanitation and so forth. We
make our reports and urge the Municipality to improve matters. Then we carry
on propaganda in the city by way of magic lantern shows and occasionally cinema shows
in the streets, the mill quarters and so forth, in which we have the co-operation of the
Labour Investigating Officer, Mr. 0. Rajan, the Assistant Director of Public Health, and
so forth. We have also a male health visitor who goes round the city attending
to complaints, himself sees some of these nuisances, and who moves the Municipality
through me to do what is necessary in the matter.

A-1120. You yourself are a practitioner in the city ?—Yes.

A-1121. And your Association is a body of public-spirited citizens endeavouring to
improve the sanitary and housing conditions of the whole city ?—Yes, the housing as
well as the rest of the conditions of the city in matters of sanitation and health.

^•1122. I take it that as our enquiry concerns particularly industrial workers, in a
place like Ahmedabad the industrial workers may be said to be affected by the sanitary
conditions of the whole city ?—Certainly.

-^'1123. Although a certain number of them dwell in chawls surrounding the factories,
there are, I suppose, a great number of them spread in the city itself ?—'Yes.

,

In your memorandum you say :
“ In the opinion of the Association the rooms

stated, to be unfit for human habitation should be demolished and their place taken by
others of a more suitable type.” I take it there are many of these rooms Which, in your
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opinion, are unfit for human habitation ?—Yes, there are very many. I think there are
nearly 10,000 to 12,000 in Ahmednbad which are unfit for human habitation.

A-1125. Have you been successful in persuading the Municipality to demolish any of

these ?—Wo had an enquiry into the housing conditions in 1923, the report of which
was sent to the Municipality in 1924. I am, and was, a Councillor and a proposal was
made by me in the Municipality, but it was rejected and nothing was done. Up to the
present nothing has been done, although there is a proposal before the Municipality to

build 6.000 tenements, and a committee has been appointed to report on it.

Some months have already elapsed and I do not know how far the Municipality will move
to do anything in the matter.

A-112G. Do you tell us that the Municipality -has adequate powers for dealing with

these habitations ?—Yes, in the Act.

A-1127. To which Act do you refer ?—The Bombay City Municipalities Act, 1926.

A-112S. Then you say :
“ The Association would therefore suggest the Government

should enforce by legislation that all Municipalities (including municipalities with
industrial concerns) should have strict building bye-laWs and see that they are equally

strictly enforced.” When you speak of the Government, which Government do you
mean ?—The Government of Bombay through the Act.

A-1129. You suggest that the Government of Bombay should have power to override

the municipality?—To enforce the Aot, yes. if the municipality fail in their duty,

especially in an industrial centre like this.

A-1130. Do you suggest that the Government should step in where the municipality

has failed to act ?—Yes, and where, of course, the municipality is unable to do so, the
Government may oven give grants and do other necessary things, so that this state of

affairs may not exist.

A-1131. In the long run in your opinion would it be likely to improve municipal
government if you had tho Bombay Government stepping in and talcing things out of

their hands ?—It is not actually taking things out of thoir hands, but by enact-

ment compelling them to do these things and by grants enabling them to do these things.

A-l 132. Is that done in any other case ?—I think the conditions existing in Bombay
were so very bad, they wero badly congested and so forth ; then tho Improvement Trust
was started and things wero done; a large amount of money wns spent from the

common treasury for the good of Bombay.

A-1133. Col. Jinssell : If I may «a.v so, it is not unusual for Government to interfere

in these matters in India.

The Chairman : No, but it is a question of the ultimate good, whether overriding

of the local authorities results in much good in the long run.

Diioan Cliaman Lull

:

In certain coses where the District Boards have not performed
thoir duties propel )y Government have stepped in and taken away the powers conferred

upon them under the Municipal Act.

Sir Ibrahim Jlahimloola : They have powers of supersession.

The Chairman : I am aware of that in other countries ns well ; but the witness does
not contemplate that ; he contemplates that the bye-laws should be strict and should
be forced on municipalities by the Provincial Government ?—Yes. In tho United
Provinces there are what are called standard bye-lav s of a very good kind put forward
lay the United Provinces Government for the benefit of the municipalities.

A-1134. But you have told us that you yourself are a member of the Munici-
pality here ?—Yes.

A-1135. Do yon not find that you can get support ?—In the Municipality, ns at
present working, it is very difficult to got support for any ideal thing like this.

A-1136. What is the chief obstacle on the municipality for carrying out these reforms ?

—The first obstaole is (the ignorance of the voters who return ignorant Councillors.

I am nominated by Government.

A-1137. In your memorandum under the head “ Health ” you say :
“ It should be

compulsory by law that every mill which employs more than 3,000 to 4,000 should have
a qualified full-time medical man on its staff with all necessary equipments.” Do you
consider that it is the duty of millowners to provide full medioal service for all

those whom they employ ?—Yes, I should think so.

A-1138. Quite apart from what the Municipality may do ?—Yes.

A-1139. You say in your memorandum :
“ Drinking water arrangements exist in

most mills. The provision of drinking rooms should be made compulsory in each mill
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under the Factory Act.” Is there not a provision in the Factories Act at present on'

that matter 1—I do not think it is compulsory under the Factories Act. The drinking
,

rooms here were provided after the mill-hands threatened to strike j for that reason

many mills provided these drinking rooms.

_ 2 140. Tti what way do you suggest to us that the present law is inadequate ? I

suggest that it should be included in the Rules made under the Factories Act that every

mdl should have drinking rooms. Very often the workers drink hot water from pipes.

Recently in the Marsden Mill there was a threat of a strike or a strike did take place, I

am not sure which. Then Mr. Marsdeu provided ice for the workmen because the water

from the pipe was too hot to drink.

A-1141. In your memorandum you make an interesting reference to this new system

of ventilation which is called the “ Carrier System”. The Commission proposes to take

an opportunity to see that modern invention. You also refer to the vaceum stripper in

the card room of the cotton mill. Is the vaccum stripper in general use in Ahmedabad ,?—

No, only in four or five mills.

A-1142. You tell us that your Association is in favour of enforcing an 8-liour day by

law, “ and until such time as this could be brought into force pel-mission for working for

11 hours on any single day should be withdrawn.” To what cases are you referring

there; do any of the cotton mills here work 11 hours?—Yes, the maximum number
of hours fixed by the Act is 11 per day and 10 hours usually. That maximum should be

abolished.

A-1143. Do they in fact work for 11 hours ?—Yes, on occasions they do.

A-1144. I am speaking of 11 hours actual work ?—Yes, 11 hours actual work.

A-1145. There are mills here that are wroking 11 hours, not counting the hour

of rest ?—Yes, not counting the hour of rest. That is done on occasions when a mill is

unable to work for one reason or another ; then the next day they may have an 11-hour

stretch with one hour interval, making 11 hours without counting the interval.

A-1146. That is done where there has been an extra holiday or where there has been

a breakdown of the machinery ?—Generally after a breakdown or a stoppage from some
cause, and we urge that this 11 hours in the day should not be allowed.

A- 1147. Mr. Sastri

:

Towards the end of your memorandum you refer to the financing

of the great improvements that you suggest ?—Yes, the Servants Self-Supporting Fund.

A-1148. You say :
“ One might wonder how the industry is to bear the additional

burden. The Association believes that it is the duty of Government to put the industry

on a sound footing so that it may be enabled to bear the additional burden. ” It is not
clear to me how the Government could do that unless it takes the money of the taxpayer.

—Of course, it is for the Government to find that out, but I might suggest that there

might be increased taxes put on the importation of commodities when similar commo-
dities are manufactured in this country. • -

A-1149. Then you suggest a measure of protection?—Yes, or bounty as the Government
may think proper. The Government might have a detailed enquiry made into this matter.
But, we urge that these things should be done so that the workers may be happy

'

and healthy, and it is for Government to find out ways of putting the industry in a fit

condition.

A-1150. But Government would want advice from experienced persons ?—I think
it would be for the financiers to advise.

A-1151. Later on you suggest a scheme of joint management of a fund to be raised in
various ways. Inhere is such a fund, is not there, though not in the precise form that you
have suggested ?—There is such a fund but only in one calico mill. We suggest that
might be tried for all the mills together. A lot of money might be saved by these mills
which are near together having one medical man between them and a properlv equipped
dispensary.

A-1152. Is it an essential part of your scheme that the public should be made to pay
part of it ?—It is not quite essential, but I do not think the public would object to it.

One pie in the rupee might be paid on the sale of yarn and cotton cloth.

A-1153. In one way or another do you not see that the cost of your suggestions comes
upon the public or the general taxpayer in the end ?—Yes, to a‘ certain extent it does,
but for the sake of the health of these people, especially when we see them working in the
mills and coming out of the mills in a wretched condition of health, I think such a tax
would be advisable.

A-nsi. As the moving spirit of a public-spirited Association, I should like to ask youv nether you have taken note of the difficulties in the way of the realization of your object

.

vo you appreciate that a scheme which requires in the end that the taxpayer should be
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additionally burdened in this country, runs the .risk of being rejected on that very
aooount ?—Do you mean rejected by the people who take the benefit of it, or by those who
have the power to vote the money ?

A-1165. You suggest that Government should take this action. Government cannot
take action unless it brings measures before the Legislative Council, and the Legislative
Council is composed of representatives of the taxpayer 1—But if, for instance, this
Commission recommends it, then I take it there will be propaganda in favour of it and
people will come to their senses and vote for it.

A-115G. In other words, your Association is convinced that there is no income left in
the industry itself 'to support this additional burden 1—It might be paid out of the Agents’
commission, a portion, if not the whole, of it.

A-1157. It would be interesting to make a calculation as to what the Agents’
commission amounts to, and whether, if it were spread overmany mills and used to finance
these beneficent schemes which you have suggested, that would be a feasible method of
finance ?—In the calico mill in which this scheme is being carried out the agent is taxed
6 pies in the rupee.

A-115S. Do you realize that your suggestions are somewhat drastic ?—Yes, certainly

they are drastic.

A-1159. You may be cutting at the very roots of the industry ?—I do not think so.

A- 1160. Sir Ibrahim Bahimtoola : What is the condition1

of health of the ordinary
residents of Ahmedabad as compared with those employed in factories ?— The nature
of health of the ordinary worker in factories '!

A-llGOa. No, the ordinary factory worker as compared with the rest of the poorer
population in Ahmedabad ?—There are also workers in other labouring concerns.

A-1161. I am drawing a distinction between the workers in textile mills and the rest

of the poorer population
; is there any difference ?—The rest of the poorer population,

though they do not work in textile factories, work in other kinds of works like iron works.
They are also labourers and there is not very much difference between these two classes

of labourers ; both come under the same category as regards health and living conditions.

But if you talk of other poorer classes of people, then they arc little better of.

A-1162. I am talking of the poorer classes, I am talking of the same class of people from
which textile labour is drawn ?—I do not think there is very much difference between
the workers in textile factories and other labourers.

A-1163. Then would you advocate all the measures which are embodied in your
recommendations also in regard to those other people, or would you restrict them to

textile labourers only ?—If the labour employed is very large then I would extend the

same to the other works.

A-11G4. If they are not employed in large numbers what would you do in regard to

those who are outside the textile mills ?—I do not think it is possible for smaller industries

to stand the strain.

A-1165. You have advocated the imposition of taxation to make textile labour healthy

and happy. If the industry cannot stand the strain you have advocated that the general

public including those poor people should be made to pay for making the textile labourers

healthy and happy ; is that what you advocate ?—The tax is very little ; it is one pie

in the rupee.

A-1166. I am not taliving of the amount of taxation. Of course, one pie in the rupee
collected in the whole of India would amount to a very large sum. I am merely asking

you whether you think the State should impose taxation to make a small portion of the„

population employed in a particular industry healthy and happy ?—If the State cannot
afford funds from the general revenues, I think it Would be justified, for the sake of

health, in levying a small tax like this.

• A-1167. Levying additional taxation ?—Yes.

A-1168. In order to relieve one class of workers ?—I should think so.

A-1169. You say in your memorandum “ There are some mills in the city which are

so cramped up for space as to render their further development and expansion impossible.

If such could be removed to localities where more space is available, it would be better

for the health of the Workers thereof.” That is to say, the old factory buildings are to

be demolished and the factories are to be removed to more salubrious surroundings.

That cost also should be paid by the State out of the general revenues ?—Not neces-

sarily, because there is the other alternative. They must either restrict their. Works
to the available spnee, without making any extension, or, if they want to extend, go out.
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Thero aro two mills in tho oity which are a great nuisanco ; they aro situated within

the city walls and the owners want to extend them. Jf tlioy are extended it means

ill-health to the surrounding people and to tlio mill-workers themselves for want of space,

ventilation and so forth. Either tlioy must stop extending or go out.

A-1170. Every piece of building work that is dono in Ahmcdahad is, I suppose, subject

to the bye-laws of'the Municipality 7—Yes.

A-1171. If that is so, any extension which will produce insanitary conditions would

bo objected to by the Municipality under its regulation 7—The power is there at present

;

oven now, notwithstanding tho existence of bye-laws, buildings are rising contrary to

building byo-laWs.

A-1172. I was restricting myself to the extension of an existing factory. You say

« if thero is no spaco to extend, either do not allow them to extend or let them

remove ”7—That would dopend upon the votes of the Councillors.

A-1173. Tho enforcement of building regulations will not depend upon tho vote of

the Councillors ; that is an executive function ; tho executive officers are bound to

carry out tho regulations laid down by tho municipality ?—But the Municipal Board

always interferes with the work of tho officers by passing resolutions.

A-1174. In the matter of carrying out the rules and regulations framed by them and

sanctioned by Government 7—Yes, very often ; that is why thero is difficulty in

Ahmedabad.

A-1176. Then further on in your memorandum you advocate very stringent amend-
ment of building regulations to bo applied to Ahmedabad 7—Yes.

A-117C. Do you know what its effect would bo 7 Bombay has tried it and the effect

has been a substantial increase in rents 7—We aro suggesting it for tho sake of health.

A-1177. I quite sco that. But you arc in favour of a stringent building regulation

which will have the effect of increasing the rents which in turn will be paid by tho employer

as an item in tho cost of living of the labourer 7—There aro cheaper methods that could

be adopted in tho case of labourers, and I havo mentioned them in my memorandum.

A-1178. You havo given an answer so for ns the measures that directly affect the

industry aro ooncemcd, but what is your remedy for measures which will indirectly

affect the industry by raising tho cost of living in the direction of rents and other

things 7—I do not think tho increase of rents would be very much.

A-1179. It is not a question whether it will be more or less, it is a question of increase

of rent which is one of tho items of a family budget which would have to bo paid by the

employor ?—Increase in ono way but decrcaso in another ; thero will bo a saving in

doctors’ bills or something else. The Cnal budget for the month may not vary.

A-l 180. Is your position that any indirect burden imposed on an industry should not

bo of a character which would raise tho cost of production and place the industry in a
position not to successfully compote in tho open mnrkct ; or would you go so far ns to say
that it is hotter to suspend the industry rather than not to adopt the measures you have
advocated 7—I havo stated that industry should be made to stand on a proper footing
so that it can make a profit. The other measures that I have suggested are for the
sake of health. They ought to be enforced, because if they arc left to be carried
out voluntarily, tlioy are not carried out. Tho condition of health, particularly in a very
congested city liko Ahmedabad, is very bad and the naturo and the degree of its badness
can only bo recognized by personal contact with the ways of living of the workers.

A-1181. I agree. Every ono is in sympathy with improving the conditions in which
labour lives, and especially regarding their health. I was asking you this question in
order to ascertain whether you have considered the economic aspect of the problem and
what the effects on the industry will be, because it is likely that if the industry is not able
to stand on a sound footing and Government do not give protection as you have recom-
mended, the industry may have to close down. You will not go so far as that 7—I say
Government should stop in. It is a special disease coming on suddenly ; drastic steps
should bo taken to eradicate it.

A-1182. I think every one in the Commission is in favour of doing all he'ean for tho
health of tho people. I was moroly asking you what would happen in a particular
circumstance. You would not go to the extent of bringing about the closing of the
mills 7—Certainly not. <

A-1183. Mr. Clow : You say in your memorandum “ Some of the mill chaicls wore
constructed with privies and the landlords with a view to save themselves from
the municipal tax have either abolished or locked the privies to tho great inconvenience
of the tenants thereof.” Does that mean that the tax is less wliero there is no privy’ 7

—

Yes, that is so. ’

>
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84. Will you give us particulars as to how the tax is assessed ?—There is a separate

y cess which is charged for a privywhen the privy is existing ; they charge Us. 4
rum as sanitary cess when there is one privy*existingin a house ; they charge
1-0 when a man has no privy in his house but uses the municipal privies or goes
5 anywhere. When people submit plans they make provision for a privy and
Eten they build it, but afterwards they lock it up or pull it down.

185. The tax has had the effect of definitely discouraging sanitation ?—It has
ued so.

86. In your memorandum you say :
“ It is neither right nor fair that the Agent’s

ssion, which often is excessive, should be the first claim on the industry and that

Id be based on profit earned rather than on production only.” Does that mean
>u are in favour of basing the commission on production ?—No ; on profit rather

n production.

87. I thought yon meant it was neither right nor fair that it should be based on
'—No.

88. What is the more usual method of calculation here 1 How many mills base
nmission on production and how many on profit ?—Practically all the mills base

roduction.

89. Mr. Joshi: You said Dr. Solomon, that on account of the Municipal
llors being ignorant you cannot get reforms introduced. Can you tell us what
tion of the textile workers have got votes in the municipal elections ?—I cannot
actly what proportion it is, but a very large number have.

L90. What is the qualification for a municipal vote !—I think payment of Rs. 3

er month or having a house which fetches Rs. 3 rent per month.

.91. As regards your suggestion that Government should have power to compel
ipalities, do you think that the present Legislative Councils will give that power
Government ?—Perhaps not, but I think the recommendation should be made.

92. You say that the monthly ground rent varies from 8 as. to Rs. 3. Is that
ament land or private land ?—Mostly private land. If poor people are given such

y adopting a regular scheme, they will save much of their house rent and will

lice types of houses.

193. You want Government to purchase land and make it available for housing
labourers ?—Possibly Government land may be available already ; if not, they
irehase and give it for this purpose.

194. As regards your welfare scheme you desire that it should be done by
tion ?—If you refer to the last suggestion of ours, I do not desire that it should be by
tion ; it is advisory, s

L§5. You want it to be introduced by voluntary' effort. Suppose a proposal is

that a workers’ welfare fund should be started by legislation, do you think it would
irable or not ?—I think it is better to do it by legislation

.

196. If there is to be a welfare fund established by legislation you have suggested
he public should be taxed to some extent ?—Yes.

197. Do you think that the employers also should be taxed to some extent ?—In
as they themselves will be purchasing the cloth they would also be among the public

7 it and would be paying taxes

.

198. I am asking you whether there should be no special responsibility of the
yers as'employers, not as members of the public ?—They may also join in it.

199. They should also pay contributions as employers ?—Yes.

200. As regards women workers you have made several suggestions and one of them
t their hours of work in certain departments should be reduced. What is your
suggestion ; by what proportion should they be reduced 1—I think it should be a
lat women should not work more than 8 hours in the mills.

201. Do you desire that the hours of work should be reduced in any particular
tments or in all the departments 1—In only,two ; I have mentioned the winding
he reeling departments because only women work in those departments.

202. I am told that women also work in the spinning department ?—Yes, they do.
restrict the number of working hours only in the two departments that I have men-
1, then those women who cannot work longer hours and who have to attend to then-
hold duties can work in these two departments while other women may work along
men in the spinning department and thus earn more.
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A-1203. What will be your attitude if the hours of work for all classes of workers arc-

proposed to be reducod ?—In fact I am in favour of it.

A-1204. You are in favour 0P8 hours theoretically, but suppose a practical proposal

is to be made, would you not bo in favour of reducing the hours to some extent practically

and not in theory 1—Yes, I should be.

A-1205. You wore asked by Sir Ibrahim Rahimtoola whether some of your suggestions

with regard to sanitation may have the effect of increasing the rents. Are there no

methods by which you can make some lands available without increasing tho rents 5—
You might.

A-1206. If building space is mado available the rents do not inffrense '!—The rents

increaso mostly because people hold up the land.

A-1207. So you think more land is available ?—That is why we have suggested two
things—ono is, imposing a tax on land lying vacant, that is to say, which is hot used for

building purposes and held up by rich men ; and the second is, to remove the tax that is

imposed on agricultural land to be put to non-agricult ural use, that is for building purposes.

Our suggestion is that, for the sako of city extension, no tax should be chnrgcd on land

wliioh is within 5 miles radius of the city.

A-1208. So if proper methods arc adopted, the rents need not go up ?—Yes.

A-1209. That is to say, you feel that building improvements can be made without

necessarily increasing tho Tents ?—Yes.

A-1210. Miss Power: Dealing with medical facilities, in one of the memoranda
submitted to us there is a statement that civil hospitals and municipal dispensaries are

only opened during the hours in which mills are opened and therefore cannot be made
uso of by tho mill workers. Is that a fact ?—Yes, that is n fact.

A-1211. Docs that mean that the whole of the mill population have only stn-h hospitals

as arc provided by tho mill authorities to which they go ?—Quite so, unless they stay at

home and attend the municipal dispensaries.

A-12I2. Docs that mean then that they do not go to the municipal dispensaries unless

by forco of circumstances they are required to stay at home ?—Yes.

A-1213. Was not tho Municipality approached to take steps to keep their dispensaries

open to suit tho convenience of the miii workers ?—There was a proposal before the

Municipal Council that the hours be extended to suit the convenience of the mill hnnds,
but this proposal was not agreed to.

A-1214. What percentage of tho workers, for whom the municipal dispensaries were
intended, aro actually mill workers ?—I cannot say exactly.

A-1215. I presume it is a very high pcrcontago, is it not ?—I suppose so.

A-121G. Dealing with the question of health visitors you say there are none in the
town. Havo any of tho local societies and organizations ever raised this matter with
tho Municipality 1—I and Colonel Nannvati, after ourrotum from the Delhi conference
on this subject, brought forward a resolution which was thrown out ; it was thrown out
because the Civil Surgeon was against it unfortunately.

A-1217. Apart from that, was there any constant pressure from associations in the
town for tho inauguration of a service of that kind ?—One is about to be started. The
Red Cross has promised to sanction tho necessary amount for the purpose of having one
lady health visitor ; one has gono for training to Poona and we hope to employ her
within a few months.

A-1218. Dealing with sickness insurance you say “ The labour unions can arrange for

this and the Government should contribute a certain percentage towards it or give a
subvention.” You do not, I presumo, suggest a scheme where the worker would not
pay any contribution ?—Tho worker should pay his contribution himself and the Govern-
ment should give a subvention ; that is what wo mean.

'

A- 1219. Would you have it run through tho union ? You sav “ Labour unions can
arrange for this ” , what do you mean by that ?— 1

Tho worker will pay n certain' amount
to the union and the union on its side will pay to the man when he cannot go to work
due to sickness.

A-1220. Do you think there will be any objection on the part of the workers to pay
their subscriptions to tho scheme of sickness insurance ?

—

I cannot sav that.

A-1221. You do not know ?—One mill hero is having a provident fund, nanielv, the
Advance Mill. They out down one anna per rupee from the pay of the workers
and contribute an equal amount themselves ; interest at C per cent, is added on to the
total amount. The amount is returned to the worker after he finishes 20 years’ service,
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or to his heirs if he dies earlier. People do not take advantage of this system because they
are ignorant. I am told that only about 60 clerks and about 46 jobbers and others
have taken advantage of it in a mill of over 1,000 workmen.

A-1222. That is rather different from a sickness insurance scheme ?—Yes.

A-1223. You also deal with the question of maternity benefits. In one of the
memoranda submitted to us there is a statement that the Maternity Benefit Act is not
yet operative in Akmedabad ; is that true ?—So far as I am aware, it is operating
since a few months ;

they have started within a year, after it was made compulsory by
Government.

A-1224. Has there been a tendency to dismiss women on account of this benefit ?

—

I do not think so.

A-1225. You do not know ?—I cannot say. The Advance Mill have been giving

maternity benefits during the last 12 years, far earlier than the Government thought of

making it compulsory.

A-122G. You say :
“ a minimum wage legislation is essential, as the first charge

on the industry should be a living wage.” Could you enlarge that a little and say what
sort of minimum wage you have in mind ?—If you take the family to he himself, his wife

and two children, I think he would require at least Bs. 60.

A-1227. Is that the wage you suggest for a skilled or an unskilled worker ?—Bs. 60
is the minimum required for a family of 6. If both the man and his wife work the total

wages should come to Bs. 60.

A-1228. You say if the woman does not work the man" should get Bs. 60, hut if she

does work the man and the woman should together get Bs. 60 ?—Yes.

A-1229. Sir Victor Sassoon

:

Do you not include the two children ?—I leave them for

the present.

A-1230. Miss Power

:

The minimum wage should have reference to the earnings of

one individual and not of two. What do you think should be the minimum wage for an
unskilled male worker ?—I should put it at Bs. 50.

A- 1231. For an unskilled male worker ?—No, not Bs. 60,—the male worker and his

wife, Bs. 50 for both together ; Bs. 35 and 15 will probably lie a fair wage.

A-1232. Lady Nilkanth : You suggested that Municipal by-laws should he improved
•and enforced. I take it that you did not mean that Government should step in and
take the powers which the Municipality has at present ?—I never meant that.

A-1233. You think that the present by-laws are faulty to some extent ?—To a great

extent.

A-1234. Your oral answers created in me the impression that Government should

come forward and take away the powers of the Municipality ?—What 1 meant was
that Government should step in and bring the Municipality to its senses, make it realize

its responsibility to the people and somehow or other see that the by-laws are carried out.

A-1235. If the Municipality does not do its work and does not enforce the by-laws,

in what way would you expect Government to step in to bring the Municipality to its

senses ?—For instance, in Ahmedabad there are about 10,000 to 12,000 tenements unfit

for human habitation. Tho Government can force the municipality to erect temporary
huts for these people till new ones are built and get the unfit tenements pulled down.
Now nothing js being done except that a very few houses have been demolished and
that too after pressure upon the Municipality for a very long time by the Sanitary
Association.

A-1236. Is it not the duty of the Municipality to do'that 1—If you pull down houses
and evict people where will they go ?

A-1237. With regard to the tax on privies, is there a separate tax on every individual
who uses a privy apart from the tax on tho privy as such ?—No, not for every individual
who uses that. I was not explicit when I explained the system some time back. The
rule is : supposing there are 50 tenements and 4 privies every tenement is charged Bs. 4,

not every privy. If there is a chawl of 60 tenements and no privies are provided, the
cess is Bs. 1-8-0 per tenement.

A-1238. In order to reduce the number of hours women work you say that they might
be asked to work m the reeling and winding departments, and reduce the number of

hours in those departments. Would women with plenty of time agreo to work in those
departments instead of in the spinning department ; for working in the spinning depart-
ment would give them more wages by longer hours than working in the other department
which has shorter hours and would give less wages ?—When they have time they would
naturally go to the spinning department.
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4.-1239. Even women with less time will be tempted to go to the department that

would give them more money. Even if you give the concession to all the departments,

is it not likely that in actual practice women would not take advantage of that 1~The

women working in the spinning department have to workside by side with men and

bear a great strain. Therefore many would prefer to work in the other departments.

A-l 240. In your scheme for welfare work among industrial workers, apart from finance,

what sort of action do you expect Government to take ?—In a place of such importance

like Ahmedabad, there should be some co-ordinated action on the part of the various

mills in the direction of welfare work among industrial classes. Government might

legislate in that direction ;
they might levy a small tax for the purpose, appoint a board

of°representatives for the various interests coneerned or take any action they think fit

to bring about this co-oidinated action.

A-1241. Sir Alexander Murray

:

In your memorandum you say that some of the

housing accommodation provided by the mills is not fit for human habitation. What
procedure do you follow before you condemn a particular area as unfit for human habi-

tation and that it should be opened up and cleaned for rebuilding purposes ?—The

Municipality gives a notice to the landlord saying that the house is unfit for human
habitation, that it must be closed down or certain necessary changes must be made

therein. If the Municipality thinks that the house will not be fit for human habitation

whatever may be the changes made in it, it simply gives a notice that the house must

be closed down within a certain period, say 1 to 3 months.

A-1242. In your experience is tliis notice commonly served by the Municipality ?

—

Yes. After the notice is servod time is given for raising objections. These objections

are gone into and the question decided.

A-1243. Does the Municipality serve many notices like that ?—It does of lato. They
have been pulling down some houses every year.

A-1244. Is a doctor called in to certify that the house is unfit for human habitation ?

—

The Health Officer is responsible for that.

A- 1245. If the report of the Health Officer is a sufficient ground, why docs not the

Municipality do more ?—Because there is,not sufficient space for the ovioted people

to go to.

A-1246. Could not the Municipality set apart some money for acquiring lands for

these people ? Is there an Improvement Trust oE any description here ?—There is no
consistent action in the Municipality here.

A-1247. In that case, the Municipality alone is to blame, not the constitution under
which it works nor the procedure that could be adopted ?—That is so.

A- 1248. Is it not the duty of the Municipality to improve sanitation and housing
by clearing up areas which are unfit for human habitation ?—Yes.

A-1249. With regard to the acquisition of lands by Government for building workmen’s
houses, do you know that the Holland Commission of 191G recommended that steps

should be taken in that direction ?, Has anything in that direction been done here 1—
I know only this ; once an offer was made to a Labour Union of a plot of land, and the

Labour Union refused it.

A-1250. Who made the offer ?—Government.

A-1251. When did they make it ?—About the year 1920. .

A-1262. With regard to the compulsory enforcement of by-laws relating to construc-
tion of tenements, you say in your memorandum that “ this should not be left to either
the discrimination or the mercy of respective municipalities.”—Yes.

A-1253. Why should the Government intervene, when the municipality has got an
Act and by-laws and does not choose to put them into effect ?—In important places
like Ahmedabad where the failings of the Municipality affect a large number of people
Government must take some action to make the Municipality do its duty by the people.

A-1254. You have a Municipality of 60 members, 48 of whom are elected by the people
and it is entirely in the hands of the commissioners to take whatever action they think
necessary in the interests of the city 1—Yes.

A-1255. H the rate-payers choose to elect commissioners who 'would not act, why
should Government intervene ?—In the interests of the suffering population.

A-1256. But surely you do not expect local Self-Government to be taken away from
your people 1 But Government must see that local self-government is carried on for
the benefit of the people.
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A-1257. The rate-payers elect the Municipality and they get what they elect. What
more do they want ?—It is the duty of Government to find a remedy when large number
of people suffer. <

A-I258. In your memorandum you give certain figures relating to death and birth
rates. Take the Khadia ward. Are there industrial workers there ?—Yes, there are
a few. '

\

A-1259. The infant mortality per thousand births is given to be 376, or 40 more than
the average for Ahmedabad. Yet there are no mills there. What is that due to ?

—

That is due to groat congestion. The density of population per acre is 213.

A-1260. But that is not a mill area and the millowners are not responsible for the state
of affairs there 1—A few mill hands are staying there also. But the deathrate is high
not only among the mill hands, but also among the ordinary citizens of Ahmedabad.

A-1261. That was exaotly what I wanted to get. Yes, the death rate is high not only
among the mill population, but also among the general population. But the death rate

is higher among the mill population.

A-1262. Mr. Sastri : Are mill hands living in Raikhad ?—Yes, they are living there.

But the density per acre is only 54. A large number of people stay in one room tene-

ments. The mortality is 327, not so very high as Khadia. Anyhow the general death
rate is very high.

A-1263. Sir Alexander Murray

:

I take it you have no statistics except this to justify

the statement you made that infant mortality among mill workers is higher than it is

among the general body of citizens of Ahmedabad.—No.

A-1264. In your memorandum you say that wages should be the first charge on
industry. Is that not so at present ? You must pay wages before you do anything
else ?—I refer to the minimum wage or a living wage for the workers. Usually the
Agent’s Commission is put down as the first charge.

A-1264a. In your memorandum you say that “ the death rate would have been
higher if the people were not accustomed to sleep outside.” In a place having the
climate of Ahmedabad is there no harm if the people sleep outside ?—When the houses
are very congested it is better for their health to sleep outside. Bor 8 months in the

year this can bo conveniently done. There is neither rain nor severe cold during this

period.

A-1266. With’ regard to your sanitary cess, is that intended to meet the cost of

cleaning latrines ?—Yes.

A-1266. Does that meet your expenses under that head ?—No.

A-1267. Why then do you not increase it ?—The system of cleaning the privies here is

this : the sweeper of a particular street or an area has a hereditary right to that
job. The municipality charges Rs. 4 per tenement per year, out of which it gives

Rs. 3-4-0 to the sweeper and reserves 12 annas for supervision.

A-1268. Your sanitary cess amounts to Rs. 2 lakhs ; whereas your expenditure under
the head of conservancy amounts to Rs. 6 lakhs. Why do you not increase the sanitary

cess to pay for the sanitary work ?—What we get here is the'cess on tenements with
privy accommodation.

A-1269. But in Bengal each house in a municipal area to which the Latrine Section

has been applied has to pay a tax whether it has a privy or not.—That is not the case

here.

A-1270. Do you not think that that would be a good idea ?—That is what some of

us here are urging.

A-1271. Why does not the Municipality give effect to that practice which exists in

Bengal 1—It has not been able to do so.

A-1272. Then the Municipality is to blame ?—They want to have the cheapest thing
practically.

A-1273. You have told us about some chawls which were erected with privy
accommodation, but that the privies were locked by the owners in order to avoid
the tax. If you levy a tax on each tenement whether there is a privy or not, the
owner would not do this.—I quite agree. That is what some of us are pressing on the
Municipality.

A-1274. With regard to your drainage tax also do you follow the same principle ?

—

Yes.
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A-1275, I see that your expenditure is Rs. 4 lakhs against an income o£ Its. 2 lakhs.

Why do you not increase that tax ?—We are now gradually increasing the number of

drainage connections to houses. It will take some time for all the houses to have drain-

age connections and completing the drainage works. When that is done the taxes may
bo raised and the expenditure met fully from the income.

A-1276. In your memorandum you say that
<! the appointment of a Board of Health

in mill or other industrial areas is advisable.” Would you be any better with a Board of

Health than you are with the Municipality and the Sanitary Association, for instance ?—
Of course if the right type of men are put on the Board.

A-1277. Who would form the Board of the Health which you have in view ?—I would

put on the Board men like the Director of Public Health, a representative of the

Sanitary Association, and one or two Government officers engaged in work connected

with the mills.

A-1278. You still want Government officers, and nominees of Government ; who
will finance the operations of the Board of Health ?—If tho suggestion contained in the

memorandum is adopted, measures can be devised to finance their schemes.

A-1279. Mr. Alimcd ; You are of opinion that 11 hours work at a stretoli is a hardship
and that that must bo divided into two portions, one in the morning and the other in

the afternoon ?—Yes.
,

A-1280. In reply to Sir Ibrahim Raliimtoola you said that tho sanitary conditions

under which the ordinary people live are about the same as those in which the

mill-workers live ?—Not in all cases.

A-1281. And the Municipality is responsible for it ?—Yes.

A-1282. Is it not the duty of the Inspectors to report to Government the conditions

under which the workers livo and is it not tho duty of Government to strictly enforce

the regulations relating to sanitation and health ?—Yes.

A- 1283. Is it not the duty of the mill-owners to see to the good sanitary- conditions

of workers dwellings, even though it costs them some money ?—But it is not every

mill that has provided housing facilities.

A-1284. At least those that have provided ?—No mill has provided for all labourers.

A- 1285. Are you not in favour of housing accommodation being provided by the

mill-owners ?—Yes, as far as possible.

A-1286. Should they not in the interests of the health of the workers keep thorn in a

sanitary condition 1—Yes.

A- 1287. As a rule are not mill areas dirtier than other areas on account of the smoke
and other things ?—Not only mill areas hut several other areas in tho city and outside

are dirty.

A-128S. Should not the mill-owners keep them clean ?—Some do, others do not.

A- L289. Is it not a good thing to make less profit and spend more on sanitation and
welfare concerning workers ?—Yes. The mill hands suffer much. Children are left

in the streets while the mothers work in the mills. One child was run over by a motor
car, because tho mill-owners have not employed even a single servant to look after tho
children.

A- 1290. Diwan Chaman Lull

:

That is not the case in all the mills ?—No, not in all

the mills.

A-1291. Mr. Ahmed

:

How many members of this Municipality are elected by the
mill-owners and how many by the workers ?—There is no separate electorate for the
mill hands or for mill-owners.

A-1292. What will be the proportion of mill-owners’ representatives to mill-workers
representatives ?—In the Paras ward all the commissioners are elected praotically by
the mill-workers and officers working in the mills.

A-1293. To what class does the majority of commissioners belong ? Is there not
a single representative of the workers there 1—There are three members belonging to
tho lowest classes, practically elected by the workers.

A-1294. Diwan Chaman Lull

:

Is that a special constituency ?—No. They have
been elected by a majority of workers. And the Secretary of the labour union is the
fourth man on the Municipality to represent the workers.

A-1295. Mr. Cliff

:

Does your memorandum deal with the mill workers and all the
other labouring classes in Ahmedabad in the matter of health ?—Yes. As regards
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health it refora to nil. Bnt as regards particular schemes it is practically confined to
mill workers.

A.-1296. What is approximately tho proportion of mill-workers to other workers in
the city ?—I could not esaotly say. It might be 1 to 5.

Sir Alexander Murray ; Thoro are, I understand, 60,000 mill workers in Ahmedabad.

A-1297. Mr. Cliff

:

Ono witness says that tho places where women work are mostly
cellars, are damp and are tlicreforo malarial. Do you agree with that statement ?

—

Tho women carry the reels down to the lowest rooms below whero tho yarns are stored.

It is tho coolest part of the mill, but I do not think it can be called malarial.

A-129S. You do not agree with that witness ?—No. I do not.

A-1299. In your memorandum you refer to the nuisance caused by the mills letting

out waste water. In your opinion it is perfectly legitimate to call upon them to meet
tho cost of tho disposal of that waste water ?—Yes, certainly. Some are anxious to
have tho draiuago extended to thoir premises and some arc prepared to pay for it.

A survey is being‘made. The sanitary association has recommended that Government
should bear a cost of the scheme

A-1300. Are there then somo mill-owners who have not agreed to pay ?—Yes, but at

loast some have come forward to pay.

A-1301. iSir Vidor Sassoon : Have the mill-owners" Association asked this to be
done ?—Yes, they have asked for drainage connections in tho mill areas.

A-1302. Then it is tho fault of tho Municipality if that lins not been done ?—Yes.

A-1303. Mr. Cliff: Have the mill-owners asked the Municipality to do this?—Yes.
My friend Col. Nanavati will explain the position. (Col. Nanavati): Some time hack
a special Committee was appointed to enquire into the best manner in which no could

solve the difficulty arising in connection with the disposal of tho suburban drainage
water coming out of tho mills. I happened to bo tho Chairman of the Municipal Special

Committee at that time. Most of the representatives of the mills were asked to come in

and they were asked whether they would contribute a portion of the cost of constructing

the suburban drainage. I took down the names of about 25 mill-owners’ representa-

tives who showed their willingness to pay a portion of the cost. Tho others did not like

to bind thomselves in any way. They said that they would consult their mill agents
and mill-owners, but never turned up afterwards. As a result of this conference it was
agreed that a survey should be made of the drainage'rec|uirements of the area. It is but
legitimate that the mill-owners should be called upon to bear n largo share though not
tho whole, of the cost of constructing this drainage. (Dr. Solomon) : There is also a

resolution of the Sanitary Association requesting Government to pay 50 per cent, of

tho cost.

A-1304. You arc in favour of minimum wage legislation ?—Yes.

A-1305. Ono of tho witnesses says that ho is against minimum wago legislation,

becauso labour is not trained to the level of having primary education and that
it is unorganized and illiterate. Do you think that these are valid reasons against

minimum wage legislation ?—I do not agree ; I urge that there should bo minimum
wage legislation.

A-1306. You stated that there should bo a reduction in tho number of hours ?—Yes.

A-1307. One of tho witnesses is against reducing tho number of hours and he argues
that tho labourers have sufficient time after 0 p.m. when the mills are closed for

recreation and rest. Do you agree with him ?—No, I do not agree with him.

A-1308. That is with regard to the working man. Do the working women have
sufficient time for rest and recreation ?—They are perhaps working all the 24 hours
either in tho mill or at home. Besides working in the mill they have to work for their
children and husbands.

A-1309. Aro you in favour of making provision for old ago ?—Yes, something should
bo done to provide for a man when he is old.

A-1310. One witness says : so long as labour has not had sufficient education
and does not understand matters of sanitation and health, there should not be
any provision for old age. Do you agree with that view ?—No. So long as men get
old there should bo some provision for them, whether they have been earning or not
and whether they understand sanitary conditions or not

.

A-1311. A witness says that there is provision of dining sheds and cr&ches in most of
the mills. Do you agree with this statement ?—No, I do not think that is correot.

That is not the case in most of the mills.
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4-1312. With regard to the improvements which have been made in erecting chawle

and workmen’s houses, it is stated that they have had a good moral effect on

the workers. Do you know that good moral effect'which has been produced ?—There

are some very fine chawle. '
. '•

A-1313. How long is it since they were built ?—Somo are already built and some are

in course of construction and they are very fine typo of chawle.

4-1314. How many were built ?—The Asoka Mills have about 200 of them. Each

of them is practically a two room tenement. They charge Us. 4 or Es. 5 or Es. 6. The

ones for which they charge Es. 4 havo one room and a verandah .where there are

arrangements for bathing and cooking. The ones for which Es. 5 or Es. 6 are charged

are practically two room tenements, the latter having larger space. People stay

in these chaivls according to their pay and habits.

A-1315. One witness says : some mill-owners make provision for crdches, drinking

water rooms, education of workers’ children and bousing. Do you know any reason

why the other mill-owners should not make exactly the same provision ?—I do not know

why they do not do it, but that is a fact.

A-1316. Diwan Cliaman Lall

:

Suppose the Government were to provide money for'

'

the building of tenements for workers, on Government, land. In your memorandum
you recommend a Government housing scheme. Would it work like this ? The Govern-

ment is in a position to borrow money at cheaper rates of interest than anybody else.

Suppose the Government borrowed the money at 5 per cent., and got a return, as rent

for these tenements, 6 por cent. Would that be a charge on the taxpayer 1 lam
putting this in connection with the point which was asked about whether the general

taxpayer should be taxed in order to provide housing accommodation for a particular

class ?—No, it would not be a charge on the taxpayer.

A-1317. In 1927, in the Ahmedabad mill industry, 44 out of the 49 mills made a profit

of 1 orore, 23 lakhs, • 70. If 0 per cent, is taken out of that as their profit, it

would leave about a crore of rupees available for housing conditions. Money invested

by these mill-owners in tenements is obviously not wasted money. The mill agents

took 35 per cont. of these profits as their mill agency charges, nnd they allocated 36

lakhs for depreciation, etc., and there still remained a balance sufficient to pay a dividend

of 18 per cent. H they were to invest a crore of rupees in building houses, and charged

at the rate of 6, 7 or 8 per cont. on their total invested capitnl, thnt would not be a charge

on the industry, would it 1—No, I do not think so. They could easily7 do it if they7 had
any sympathy with tho movement. The Advance Mill is charging only Eo. 1 rent per

tenement, and they are trying to improve the condition of tho people by offering prizes

for cleanliness.

A-1318. What do you consider would be the cost of building 10,000 tenements ?

—

I have worked it out per acre, the workers themselves building the tenements.

A-1319. Will you work out a figure for me for 10,000 tenements on that basis ?—
I will.

A-1320. Do the figures which you have given us in regard to Ahmedabad show that,

unless there is an influx of workers from outside, Ahmedabad is a dying city ?

—

Yes.

A-1321. Are you in favour of a scheme of sickness insurance for workers ?—Yes.

A-1322. You mention bathing facilities. Are there any mills which provide such
bathing facilities for the workers ?—No.

A-1323. You have raieed a very interesting, question in regard to the taxation of land
values. Have you worked out any figures as to how much the Government would be
able to raise if that proposition were put into force ?—No. I could submit figures later.

A-1324. What is your opinion with regard to the physique of the workers ?—Their
physique is very poor indeed.

A-1325. Colonel Buesdl

:

I think it will be useful to sum up what has more or less been
admitted. In the Health Officer’s Eoport for 1928-29 it is stated that “ The wator supply
has not been adequate or satisfactory for many years. Drainage in suburban areas is

absent. There is no efficient surface drainage. There are no pitcca roads. - There is

a large demand for an increased number of markets. There is no infectious diseases
hospital. The Health Department needs to be organized and staffed on a better footing.
Malarial measures are not effective. Malaria has multiplied in the last six years by
three times. There are no health visitors. Dale under the Municipal employment
scheme do not do any effective work. The health propoganda as now carried on is

practically wasted. There are no maternity homes provided by the Municipality.”
lakmg into account all these defects, are you surprised that the death rate is higher
than the birth rate ?—No. The wonder is that the death rate is not worse than it is.
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A:1326. Mr. Lallji

:

The mill-owners pay municipal taxes ?—Yes.

A-1327. What service does the Municipality render to them in return ?—The same
service as it renders to all other citizens. •

' *

A-132S. Mention a few ?—They get their water.
'

’
,

.

A-1329. You want education
;
you want maternity homes ; you want all these things

to be provided by the mill-owners. What does the Municipality give in return for the
taxes paid by the mill-owners ?—The mill-ownei's do not pay for their drainage when
they do not get it. When the drainage is established, they will pay for it.

A-1330. Have you asked the Government for any grant for drainage works 1—Yes,
but no grant has been given.

A-1331. What reason did they give ?—Want of money.

A-1332. So the Government is to blame ? You say that the Municipality has provided
for ten qualified midwives, and that the people do not take advantage of them. If

that is so the people are to blame, and not the Municipality. Again, you want to provide
maternity homes, but if the people will not take advantage of them, why should the
Municipality go to that expense ? You talk about the low wages paid to workers in
the textile industry, but are the wages paid in other industries higher ?—No. I say

the wages should be increased in those other industries too.

A-1333. If 60 per cent, of the people come from outside Ahmedabad in order to join

the textile industry) surely the wages in the textile industry' must be better than those
paid outside 1—I do not know.

A-1334. Do the labourers spend money on liquor ?—Some do.

A-1335. What amount ?—I cannot say.

A-133G. Have you asked Government to stop the liquor traffic ?—We have.

A-1337. Has the Government done anything ?—Not in that direction.

A-1338. Docs the money spent on liquor by a workman improve his general health ?

—

No.
•

A-1339. Do you know that three-quarters of the chimlsin Bombay are lying empty ?

—

I havo'heard so.

A-1340. You know that the Government cannot even get 6 percent, out of those
cftawls 1—It may be so.

A-1341. Something has been said about the mill-owners investing a crore of rupees

from their profits in the building of chawls, which would add to their benefit. Do you
know that the mill-owners have been investing their profits in the building of new mills,

thus providing employment for an additional large number of workers ? Do you think
that is a wrong policy, especially taking into account the fact that those workers
are paid at better rates than they can get outside ?—They may be getting better rates,

but they are not getting better health facilities.

A-1342. You do not mean to say that the condition of the labourers in textile

industries is worse than it is outside ?—Certainly.

• A-1343. They are paid more ?—It is not a question of payment at all, but of health

conditions.

A-1344. 'Surely you will admit that their condition is a little better than that of out-

side labourers ?—I cannot say that.

A-1345. Mr. Asavle

:

With regard to the question put to you as to whether
mill-owners pay taxes, do not the labourers pay taxes also ?—Indirectly.

A-1346. You say that the mill-owners charge Rs. 4 to 6 per apartment to the labourer
Do you think that is a fair rent ?—In the majority of cases it is heavy.

A-1347. Do you not think the basis adopted by the Advance Mill should be applied
to the other mills ?—Yes, I should be very glad if all mill-owners were as sympathetic as
the owners of the Advance Mill.

A-1348. What percentage of labourers .have built their own houses ?—I have no
figures, but a fairly good number.

A-1349. Are these labourers low-paid men ?—Yes.

. A-1350. By residing in such houses do you think their health is deteriorating ?—Yery
much so.

’ A-1351. Therefore is it not proper for the employers to accommodate their servants
in good houses in order to improve not only their health but their efficiency ?—That is

what I say.

mo y 15—
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A-1352. You have suggested that land should be acquired by the Government

outside the city on which to build houses. Do you think such houses would be suitable

to the labouring classes whose places of work are far removed from that spot ?

—

By “ outside the city ” I mean outside the city walls—near the mills.

A-1353. What should be the living wage of a worker, a single man, in Ahmedabad V—
It should be more than what ho is paid at present. What exactly it should be is for

the Government to find out.

A- 1354. Do you not think that the mill workers suffer more from diseases than other

workers ?—I think in some of the mills which are of the old type they are bound to suffer

more because there is no proper ventilation, humidification and so forth.

A-1356. Colonel Russell

:

Have you got any figures to prove that ?—No ; it is only by
experience that I am speaking.

A-1356. Mr. Asavle

:

Do you not think that the inhaling of the fibres and dust of

cotton bring trouble and disease to the mill hands ?—Yes ; the fibres easily go into

the lungs, and that is why we have recommended the use of vacuum stripper at the card

room.

A-1367. Do you know what is the average age of a male worker ?—He is a middle aged

man. *

A-1358. Will the average be 35 to 40 years ?—30 to 36.

A-1359. Is it not a fact that only the head jobbers and the muhadams live longer ?

—

I have no statistics to prove that.

A-1360. Colonel Russell

:

You do not mean to say that the average worker in

Ahmedabad dies at the age of 30 to 35 ?—No.

Mr. Asavle : My intention in asking the question was to show that many of them die

at the age of 30 to 35 and those who live cannot work beyond that ago.

A-1361. As regards creches, you say that half the number of mills have provided
creches. Do you not think it will be in the interests of the workers as well as

the employers if it is laid down by law that all the mills should make this provision ?

—

That is our contention.

A-1362. As many of the troubles of the labourers are due to want of education, do you
not think that oven tho adult mill workers should be given education by introduc-
ing night schools ?—The union is doing that to a certain extent.

A-1363. I am not referring to the union ; I want that tho mills should introduce
night schools ?—It would certainly help a great deal if that were done.

A-1364. Do you not think that it will help both the labouring classes and the
employers ?—Certainly.

A-1365. In the same way as many private concerns have a provident fund system,
do you not think that if all the employers here were to adopt a similar system
for the benefit of their employees, it would help not only the labourers but also would be
convenient to the employers ?—Certainly. As I said before, the provident system is

in vogue in the Advance Mill.

A-1366. You think that the other mills should also introduce that system 7—Yes,
gradually.

(The witnesses withdrew.)

Mr. W. H. PHILLIPS, Inspector of Factories, Ahmedabad. -

A-1367. The Chairman

:

Mr. Phillips, you are the Inspector of Factories in Ahmed-
abad ?—Yea.

A-13G8. Will you first tell me what is the area that you have to cover and the number
•of factories ? My area extends from Bulsar in the south as far north as Jacobabad,
Karachi and Sind.

A-1369. And the number of factories ?—Industry generally, in round figures, 200
perennial factories and 340 seasonal industries.

A-13 / 0. With what staff do you cover that large area ?—I have one Assistant Inspector
of Factories, and myself.

A-13 71. Do you feel that that staff is adequate ?—No. We hope to get an additional
year or so, but at the present time there is financial stringency to consider.

'

i\ hen I cannot get even an extra clerk I do not suppose I can get another Inspector.
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A-1372. In your fnemorandum to the Commission you suggest two improvements,
one with regard to the safety regulations, that accidents to anypersonwithin theprecincts
of a factory should be reported ?—Yes, that would cover a number of non-workers, and
in some cases children, who come into the factory compound bringing food for their
parents.

A-1373. Then your proposal would he that the Factories Act should be amended so as
to require the notification of any accident to any person within the factory compound ?

—

Yes. I have given one reason and that is that In certain seasonal factories we find it

necessary to prohibit the presence of children, who cannot be legally employed, in certain
parts of factories where there is machinery.

A-1374. Your second suggestion refers to a new provision in the Factory Act requiring
first-aid boxes in all factories, particularly in smaller factories ?—Yes. Our experience
is that in a number of smaller factories, seasonal ones in particular, they have very little

material available to treat any wounds.

A-1375. Has the first-aid box been standardized ?—Not at present.

A-1376. It would not bo difficult to prescribe a standard?—No; I think we oan
have it on the same lines as in England.

A-1377 The cost would not be large ?—The cost would not be verj' groat.

A-1378. But the benofit will be very great ?—Yes.

A-1379. .Ur. Clow : In Karachi we found that in a particular flour mill they had a
12 hour sliift ?—They work on 12 hours shift but none of the workmen are supposed
to work for more than 10 hours ; the mills have got an exemption from the rest interval.

As a matter of fact, the majority of people employed in the flour mill sit down and watch
the machine.

A-1380. The workers’ complaint to us was that they worked for 12 hours ?—They
are on call for 12 hours but their actual working hours are probably 7 or 8.

A-1381. Though tho table showed two hours interval, we found on inquiry that the
machine was not stopped for thoso two hours ?—No) it is not.

A-1382. How can you satisfy yourself that they are not really working more than
10 hours ?—I have been in these flour mills and I know that the men do not work all

the time ; they may bo sitting down in one of tho departments, they may be sleeping

—

and I myself have seen somo sleeping—or they may have their meals.

A-13S3. If you do not insist on the interval being given, ns is done in the case of fac-

tories elsowhere, how can you satisfy yourself that individual workers are not working
more thnn 10 hours ?—There might be cases, but I do not believe that is so.

A-1384. Do you not think it is desirable that in cases like that where the nominal
hours are 10 with 2 hours rest, the intervals should be prescribed for each class of workers
in the register ?—Sometimes it is extremely difficult. If one machine stops you upset
the whole mill.

A-1385. The workers can be divided into groups, not classes of the same type of

workers ?—That is so, but it is very difficult if tho workers in one department, avail

themselves of the interval at one and the same time. For instance, there may be
four men in a’departmentj'and if two are away the others may have trouble in replacing

a belt quickly and getting the machine going again.

A-138G. The thing that I suggest has been done elsewhere in India, in Lahore ?

—

These exemptions are not drawn up by me ; I have simply to work them.

A-1387. Exemptions are granted by the local Government ?—Yes.

A-138S. What is the nature of the exemptions ?—They exempt from the necessity

of fixing a definite rest interval.

A-1389. The Chairman : Will you consult your colleague in the Punjab in regard to

this matter ?—Yes, I will. ,

A-1390. Mr. Glow : What is the normal
,
procedure as regards prosecutions ?—If

I detect anything which is at all serious and which, in my opinion, justifies a prosecution,

I have to write to my Chief Inspector, giving him full details, and he sanctions

the prosecution or otherwise.

A-1391. How many warnings do you normally give ?—It depends upon the type of

breach. If we find that women and children are employed at nights, we do not give

warnings.

A-1392. We came across a tannery at Karachi in which the sanitary conditions were
very unsatisfactory. It has been inspected a number of times and many warnings have

jio v 15—8a
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been civen ?—In connection Tvith sanitary conditions we have not had many

prosecutions.

4 -r93 There was also trouble about employing children under age. You noted the-

,
'

_ inspection ?—It was not my name ; At one time the factory inspection

denarfment was
P
combined with the boiler inspection department and the Boiler-

Inspector, in addition to his normal duties, had to do factory inspection as well, and hc-

never had the time to institute prosecutions.

A-1394. It is impossible to have efficient factory inspection if it is combined'

with boiler inspection ?—Yes.

A 1°95 IIr Joshi

:

Has it come to your knowledge as Factory Inspector that in

Vhmedabad there is a practice prevalent to some extent of children being hired out by

their parents to contractors to work in the spinning department?—Yes. that practice was

twevalent some years a no. and I together with the previous Certifying Surgeon made a

detailed enquiry into that and made a report to my Chief Inspector ; the details of that

report were published in our Annual Factory report.

A 1396 Can von say that the practice does not exist now ?—I cannot say that, but

T know it'is verv much less than it used to be for the simple reason that the number of

children employed in the mills is only 2 per cent, of the total number of persons employed.

A-139T- It has come to my knowledge that the practice still exists, and I want

to know "exactly how that transaction takes place ?—As I say. to the best of my
knowledge, at the present time that system is very nearly dead. -But what used

to happen was that a jobber or some worker in the mill would bring back two or three

children from the villages and they used to live with him ; he paid the parents a certain

amount and kept the children's wages to provide them with food, clothing and housing..

After all in many other countries you have more or less the same thing. As long as it is-

done properly there is nothing to say against it.

A-139S. Do you mean to say that in other countries the practice of parents hiring

out their" children on certain' payments prevails ?—It has been known in England,.

I believe ;
you may not call it the same thing. A certain portion of their wages gees

back to their parents and the rest is kept for feeding the children.

A-1399. lonsr as onlv a portion of the earnings is sent to the parents, tbe'roon by

bringing"such children makes a profit ?—I have no.personal knowledge, but I think be-

does.

A-1400. In the statement appearing in your memorandum you have given 31S to be-

the total number of ehmcls ; I take it you mean rooms and not chatrls ?—Yes ; it should'

be 31S rooms.

A-1401. You say that you prohibit the employment of children under section 19-A

of the Indian Factories Act. Can you say from your experience whether it will not be-

better on the whole that the presence of 'children in factories should be prohibited ?—

You will make it extremely difficult in certain areas because the children have to tring-

food for their parents : that is the custom in Ahmedabad.

A-1402. Are you aware that this practice leads to some accidents to children in

factories ? Becently, there was, I am afraid, an accident where one of the children was-

crushed by a motor'lorry ?—That was a baby and not a grown up child : the accident'

happened'because the mother left the baby in a bad place ; the mother is as much to

blame as anybody eke.

A-1403. The child was taken by the mother because the Factory Act allowed the

child to be brought to the factory ?—If the Factory Act prevents babies from

being brought to the mill they will be left at home and given opium perhaps.

A-14G4. Cannot the provision of creches outside the mill compound solve that'

difficulty ?—The whole thing is who is to provide the money.

A-1405. That is a different problem ?—At the present time there are 32 mills which

have creches. That is a very big increase on the number I found here in 1923, when-

I joined here.

A-1406. The Chairman : 3Iay I put it this way. You will agree that if married women
are employed a proper provision for their children ought to be made by their employers

;

is that your view ?—That is my view. But I do not know that I am altogether in favour

of having compulsory creches. We have been able to do a lot by persuasion so far i~

some of the mills ; you get very much better results where a thing is done voluntaril;

A-1407. You think that by making it compulsory you will get a low standard wbi

if you do it by persuasion you will get a higher standard ?—Yes.

not hod manv
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A- 1408. Mr. Joshi ; You say in your memorandum “ The majority of factories provide
-sanitary -accommodation on a better scale than that which exists in the home
-surroundings. ” I would like to know your object in making that statement ?-—Because
the general tondenoy is to run down the millownors and to say that mills are filthy places ;

the general belief is that they are filthy and very bad. But they are not worse —in

many cases they are better—than the conditions in homes in the city here.

A-1409. Do you think that conditions in factories need improvement ?—Yes ; we
.nave not reached the height of perfection.

A-1410. May I take it what you meant by that statement “was that fkc conditions in

the homo surroundings must bo improved very much ?—Yes ; after all the men are only
working for 10 hours in the factories and they live in homes for a longer period.

A-1411. You certainly do not mean that the conditions in factories do not need any
improvement ?—No, 1 am all for improvement, but that cannot bo done until the
Municipality has done something.

A-1412. As regards the reduction in the hours of work you say “ The chief obstacles

to this appear to be the poor efficiency and carelessness ’of many workers.” Have you
got any figures to show that the efficiency of these workers is poor as compared with the

wages paid ?—That statement was made as a result of many conversations I have had
mot only with European managers here but also with Indian managers, spinning
masters and weaving masters. When you examine one of these men you will see that

/ their ideas on this subject coincide with mine.

-A-1413. You k -ow that a change from 12 hours of work to 10 hours was made some
time ago. AVhat is the experience of Ahmedabad ? Has the production gone down ?

—

That is a doubtful thing ; it depends on many things. But in several cases the managers
have told me that the production has not gone down to anything like the extent they
-expected but that it compares very favourably with the old 12 hours output except of

course in certain departments.

A-1414. The Tariff Board made some investigations on this point, and the Government
•of Bombay in their memorandum submitted to the Commission say that the experience

of somo mill-owners (not all mill-owners) has however been that owing to the increased

labour efficiency (efficiency has not gone down) and improved conditions such as the

installation of humidifiers, the production in the spinning department has been reduced
to 10 per cent, while there has actually been an increased production in the weaving
department. How do you reconcile this statement with your statement about the poor
efficiency of the workers ?—It all depends upon what you start with. The statement
refers to the increase but that does not mean that it is good oven after its increase. It is

, still poor. I was thinking particularly of the output per man and quality of the output
as compared with other countries and not the output per machine.

A-1415. The investigations that have been made show that the production has not
suffered very much on account of the reduction of hours ?—I agree with that ; it has not
suffered terribly, but what I mean is that if you rcduco the hours to eight from ten you
will get a very much bigger difference than you would between 10 and 12.

A-1410. A statement is generally made that the workers in the textile mills do not
do full 10 hours work. Have you made enquiries as regards efficiency in Ahmedabad
mills ?—It varies, in the best mills, in the weaving departments, from 85 per cent, to

anything from 70 to 75 in the worst ones.

A-1417. So on the whole if the hours aro reduced and if the u orkers give better work
on account of the reduction of hours, no loss need be apprehended ?—I do not agree with
you there, because although the best is 85 per cent, the greatest practical efficiency

you can get is not 100 per cent. There are always many little things which cannot be
•overcome owing to human and machinery imperfections.

A-1418. Gan you say that this lower efficiency—not 100 per cent, efficiency but
85 per cent, efficiency—is perhaps due to the fact that the hours are longer than the
workers can work properly ?—I do not think so in the best mills.

A-1H9. The memjrandum submitted by the Sanitary Association says that “ Phthisis

is the chief disease probably amongst the mill hands as the result of inhaling the floating

cotton fibres,” and so on. Canyousay that phthisis is one of the industrial diseases ?

—

No, I cannot. The Chiof Inspector of Factories in Bombay had arranged to have a
certain enquiry made by the Certifying Surgeon with regard to this disease. But that
was upset by the strike in Bombay.

A-1420. But you have nc experience on the point 7—No.
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A-1421. Do you insist that the water provided in the mills for drinking purposes

should be sufficiently cool and provided in a separate shed ?—Yes, but you cannot

expect it to be cooler than the supply which is obtainable in the city.

A-1422. Could they not cool it by adding ice or putting the water in porous earthen

pots ?—The custom is to have these big porous pots.

A-1423. Have you sufficient power to insist that suitable water is supplied ?—The
working of the Factories Act is : “suitable and sufficient supply of water.”' And the

iule3 also lay down that there should be one gallon of water per person per day.

A-1424. The Chairman : You do not agree that some of the factories here are failing

in that regard ?—We had a certain amount of trouble at one time when there was a

shortage of water. The Municipality was responsible partly and somo mill-owners also

were responsible to some extent, in not having made proper arrangements for storage

of a sufficient supply of water.

A-1425. But you have sufficient power to see that this is done?—Yes, we have

sufficient power. There will not be the same trouble next year as we had last year

when there was even a strike on this point in one mill.

A-1426. Miss Power

:

With regard to enforcement of regulations you give an account

of the number of prosecutions and the total fines for each year. They vary extraordi-

narily. The average fine was Es. 17 in 1920, Es. 32 in 1927 and Es. 49 in 1928. Would
you explain these variations to us ?—In 1926 there were a number of cases against

seasonal factories. Generally when cases are taken against these small seasonal factories

in the districts we have no real complaint against the magistrates if they do not inflict

very large fines, especially if it happens to be a bad year for cotton and if they know
that the factories are not doing very well. Under those circumstances the magistrates

do not inHict very large fines.

A-1427. Why were there a number of cases against seasonal factories in 1926 ?

—

We were able to do far more visits, partly because the Inspectors were changed.

I went to Bombay and a new man came here. He was able to go round the districts

and ho was not known.

A-142S. If you were able to do that regularly, would the number of prosecutions alvajs

be as large as that ?—I do not think so ; it depends on the cotton year. Sometimes
when it is a good season or a short season, or if there is variation in the prices of cotton,

there is occasionally a rush of breaches of the Factories Act. H the cotton prices go
up quickly the people want to get their cotton delivered and on such occasions breaches

of the Factories Act become more common.
A-1429. Dhcan Chaman Loll

:

You say that the magistrate takes all these tilings

into consideration when ho delivers judgment.—Wc try and talk to him about that.

A-1430. You yourself talk to the magistrates. Do you fix the standard of fines ?

—

We cannot fix the standard. The maximum is Es. 500.

A-1431. Do you bring these facts to the notice of the magistrate ?—We do sometimes.
The magistrate will ask us what we think. But that is not always the case. The City

Magistrate in Ahmedabad always consults me as to what I think reasonable and
sufficient.

A-1432. Miss Poicer

:

Do you get any instructions from headquarters in regard to-

what should be regarded as a reasonable fine ?—Generally, but not always. If if is

a case of employment of women and children at night I always press for what has been
the maximum so far, Es. 50 per case.

I11 your memorandum you refer to inspection by ex-officio officers. Who
are they and how many of them are working in your area ?—I could not give you the
numbers. They include the Collectors of districts. The Collector of the district has-

w ider powers than any of the others, but he cannot give orders under any of the technical
provisions of the Act like I can. He can only see that my orders are being carried out
or that the provisions relating to hours of work and sanitary and health regulations are

complied with. .
*

A- 1434. How is the work of ex-officio inspectors co-ordinated with the work of the
regu ar inspectors ?—It varies considerably. Sometimes cx-officio inspectors are civil
a ministrative officials, and if they are over-worked you cannot expect them to do much
in the supervision of factories.

^r° Tou *n vour °f increasing the regular staff or increasing the number of
cx-oiiicia inspectors ?—In several districts it is impossible to increase the number of
ex-ojficirj inspectors and also if two are appointed for the same area then possibly
neither would do his best ; for these reasons it would be preferable to increase the
regular staff.
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A-1-13P. I take it that they are not technically trained for the work ?—No, mostly they
ha vo powers only under the hours of work regulations.

A-l 137. In one of the memoranda submitted to us there is a reference made
to inadequacy of the toilet accommodation ; it is stated that the people line up outside
the mill latrines on account of the inadequacy of domesticaccommodation in this respect.
Can you say if this is the reason, or if if is duo to' inadequate accommodation in

the factories ?—The scale of accommodation is laid down in the Factories Act. Generally
speaking, on going round the bigger mills, I do not find any particularly bad shortage.

A-143S. Have you noticed this in smaller ones ?—Yes, that seems to be the case in

smaller ones. The place is not cleaned regularly, and as a result unfit for use. It is

somewhat difficult to force the smaller, factories to comply with the provisions of the Act.

A-1439. The Certifying Surgeon in his memorandum says that “ no regular bathing
places are provided. ” Who do you think should provide them, mill-owners at the
factories or the Municipality in the houses ?—There may not be regular bathing places-

provided for the workers, but they generally use, the ordinary drinking places for

bathing.

A-1440. Are you in favour of making a provision in the Factories Act compelling the
mill-owners to make provision for bathing accommodation for the workers ?—I think

it would be a good tiling. In the textile mills only certain persons get dirty, not all. The-

difficulty is that they have no bathing places when they go home.

A-1441. Ls that not an additional reason why the mill-owners should provide such
places ?—It would be a good thing if snnh places were provided.

A-1442. Ideally who should provide such places, the Mills or the Municipality ?

—

I think the Municipality should be able to do this sort of thing.

A-1443 Are tliero a large number of places employing ten or more workers but not
coming under the Factories Act ?—There are a number of places dotted about, but the-

number employing 10 and more is not very large.

A-1444. Do you consider that there are some such places where the conditions are such

that they should bo brought under regulation ?—We -try and keep a list of the worst

places and watch thorn. If the}’ employ more than ton wo recommend to Government
to have them declared ;

if there are less than ten in a particular place wo cannot register

it as a factory.

A- 144’*. How many has the Government registered ?—About 20 in the whole of the

Presidency. . We watch their developments and as they extend their aotivities we
include them in the main body of factories.

A-141G. Is tliis registration of unregistered factories considered an urgent problem at

all in this area ?—Tn Ahmedabad it is not particularly bftd ; in Surat there are a number j

in some of the villages they are growing.

A- 1447. Mr. Cliff

:

How many have been registered in }our division ?—The number
is about 10 including Karachi.

A-141S, Miss Power

:

Could you lot us iiave comparatively accurate figures of the-

number of such places actually in Ahmedabad, for instance ?—Wo have not tbe staff to-

do that thoroughly. When wo go round we make a note of the likely places for the

future.

A-1449. Lady Nilkanth

:

Has the number of houses increased in proportion to the

number of labourers 1—I have no definito figures.

A-1450.’ The Chairman : Wo hod it suggested that the factory population represents

1 in 3 of the general population. Would that, roughly speaking, coincide with your
view. Or would you put it as I in 4 or 5 ?—-I think it would be 1 in-4.

A-1451. Lady Nilkanth

:

It is said that 99 per cent, of the chawls are one room
tenements. May I know how many persons there are for each room I—I could not say.

A-1452. Sir Alexander Murray: In the Factory Report for Bombay I find tbe

following statement :
“ Legislation and departmental action has thus led to an almost

completo abolition of child labour irregularities ”. Ahmedabad used to be rather.bad

for double employment of children 1—Yes.

A-1453. Do you claim that departmental action has led to a complete elimination of

this evil 1—We praotically found that that was
1

so. We had a very comprehensive

oheck. I ohecked a group of mills with the help of the Certifying Surgeon and
the Assistant Inspector. We were able to find only one boy. That does not mean that

we found out everybody ; we only found one where in similar group we would
* have found about 100 cases two years back.
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A- 1464. With regard to fines the report of the Factory Inspector says that reasonable

fines have been imposed throughout the Presidency. Have you had any case of

complaint that, the fine imposed was an unreasonable one ?—We had no cases in

Ahmedabad. Only in smaller districts outside we do occasionally havo one or,two such

cases. But they are all much better than they used to be. •

A- 1455. It also says that on some occasions you have to prosecute the occupier and

the manager jointly and fine them also jointly ? Yes. r

A-1456. Do you not think that that is a good practice and, if so, why is that

not adopted generally ?—For instance, in cases of unsatisfactory fencing of machinery

the magistrates do not generally accept the view that the occupier is responsible,

especially in bigger factories. And you also have to take a oase against the manager.

After all the occupier sometimes does not go inside the factory and he is not a technical

man.
A-1457. But should he not be made to go inside the factory as well as the manager ?

—

The manager is the man whom we have to take generally. The occupier in most cases

will provo that he was miles away up on the hills for the sake of health.

A-145S. It rests with you Factory inspectors whether to press for a fine on both the

occupier and the manager or not ?—I personally try and do that in all cases of illegal

employment of women and children. I find difficulty when it is a question of fencing

machinery and we always take tho manager in the larger factories although in

some small factories occupiers have been prosecuted for failure to fence machinery.

A- 1459. Mr. Joshi: Is it a fact that in Ahmedabad especially as compared with

Bombay, the manager is really intended to be the legal representative of the employer ?—
Very often the manager is merely a shield ; he is not a real manager.

A- 1460. Therefore joint prosecution is necessary. Is that not so?—We do that ih

serious cases.

A-1401. The Chairman

:

But the fine comes out of the right pocket in the end ?

—

The manager does not provide the money ; the mill provides tho money.

A-1462. Sir Alexander Murray

:

Are there then two fines ?—In the case of joint fines

the total does not exceed the maximum prescribed for the offence.

A-1403. What is the maximum ?—It is Rs. 500 for an offence relating to fencing of

machinery. I obtained a fine of Rs. 400 recently.

A- 1464. The Factory Report says that a fair standard of sanitation is maintained in

Ahmedabad inspite of tho difficult conditions. What are the difficult conditions ?—It

is tho trouble with the sweepers. Theirs is a hereditary profession. If the manager
sends away one man ho would not get another.

A- 1465. Why do you not adopt incineration or construct septic tank latrines ?—We
have no power to order any special system. All we can insist on is that it should be kept
in u reasonably sanitary condition.

A.-1466. Is it not possible to lay out septic tank latrines ?—If water is scarce you will

havo trouble with septic tanks,

A-1467. Is there any reason why you should not adopt other means ?—Wo saw in

Ajmer that they were trying a type of incineration on a large scale.

The Chairman

:

It is dependent on the supply of sawdust ?—Tho average mill-owner
will bo against having fires in his compound

; in many of them there are dumps of every
sort, and fire may easily be started.

A-1468. Sir Alexander Murray

:

There are six new mills in Ahmedabad. Is that so 1—
Yes, actually there are seven working now.

A-1469. Are the, climatic conditions of Ahmedabad favourable to tho textile
industry ?—No.

A- 1470. Are they as suitable as Bombay?—No, not even as suitable as Surat, or
Broach.

A-1471. How is it that no now mills of any description are erected in Bombay, while
you have sovon now mills here ?—The labour conditions are better here than in
Bombay

; thoro havo been no serious strikes here recently. The mills hero appear to
have somo advantage over those in Bombay.
A -1472. Mr. Joshi ; Do the Bombay Municipality prohibit the erection of new mills

within tho municipal area ?—Yes, they do in certain areas.

A-147,1. Mr. Cliff

:

What is the difference in. the labour conditions hero and

i?
B°mbay .-—I meant to say that there has been no recent serious trouble with

the labourers here.
' *
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• A- 1474. In dealing with housing facilities you call attention to “ one of the best housing
schemes provided by'the employer. ...” —As a matter of fact I sent some notes to the

Chief Inspector in Bombay ahd he embodied somo of this in the Government memo-
randum. Then I was told that I must submit a separate memorandum, but -

1 had very

little time to make a suitable reply.

A- 1475. With regard to medical facilities you call attention to what in your opinion is

the best standard among all tho mills concerned. You do not mean to give

what is common to all the mills ?—I have only given what is best from the point of view
of modical facilities.

A-1476. Are you in favour of the employer being asked to provide housing and medical
facilities ?—I am really doubtful whether it would be in the interests of the workers to

1 be provided with houses by their employers. For instance, there was a strike here and
although the labour union tried its best to prevent penalization of the strikers,

it is doubtful whether they succeeded.

A-1477. Will the same principle apply to medical facilities also?—Extension of

medical facilities would repay the owners.

A-1478. Mr. Ahmci

:

Strikes would be fewer if weekly payment of wages were
adopted. Bo you agree with this view ?—I know of one mill where this weekly system
was introduced. Tho workers then came to the managor and requested him to go back
to the old system. They were against this weoklv system.

A-1479. The Chairman : That is very interesting. Which mill is it ?—The Marsden
Mills. I have heard of others and I could supply the names if required.

A-14S0. Mr. Ahmed : What is your opinion ?—I think the workers are more in favour
of a fortnightly system, which is the usual system in Ahmedabad.

A-1481. Tf weoldy system of payment were introduced would not the labourers be able

to pay their debts more easily' ?—I do not think so. For instance, Seth Ambalal Sarabai
introduced the system of lending monoy to the labourers at cheap rates of interest. But
he found that men borrowed moro and their actual interest charges amounted to the
same figure as before. The men were no better off.

A-1482. Will not the men have an advantage if co-operative credit societies

wore started and loans given to them at small rates of interest ?—That would only help
certain classes of people.

A-14S3. With regard to advances from the co-operative society they take them for the
whole month and pay' interest for one month. If weekly payment of wages were
introduced the workers need not pay interest for the whole month

; it would be enough
if they paid only for one week ?—That is only' if they pay interest.

A-1481. So you agree that it is necessary' to provide the labourers with good accom-
modation and sanitary' surroundings 1—Yes, but not necessarily by the mill-owners.

It is doubtful whether it is all in favour of the worker if accommodation is provided by
the mill-owners.

A-1485. You think that the working hours should not be one stretch of 11 hours ?—No,
at present they are divided into two halves of five hours each witli an interval of one
hour in the middle for rest.

A-148G. Diwan Chaman Lull

:

With regard to the double shift system, in your
experience, have you seen mon working both shifts day and night ?—Yes.

A-1487. Mr. Glow

:

Is working double shifts day and night by the same individual

a common thing ?—It is not at present.

A-1488. How do y
rou findthat out ?—Itisa most difficult tiling to do. Igotonecase.

A-1489. Mr. Lallji Out of ten workinghours how many hours is a worker actually

on his machine ?—About SJ to 9 hours.

A-1490. We find from the report that employ'ment of women is gradually increasing.

It was 4,500 in 1914 and 11,400 in 1928. Gan you give the reason for the increase ?

—

Some of the workers came here from outside ; and when they' more or less settled down
they brought their wives also. Secondly it may' be due to the stopping of employment
of children. That is one of the chief reasons. ,

«* \ \

A-1491. Why has that been stopped ?—Because certain managers thought that we
wore too strict.

A-1492. If these children do not go into the factories what do they do between the
ages of 10 and 14 ?—I agree with the idea underlying y'our question. I know that it is

doubtful whether children kept out of the factory are not getting into far worse mischief
outside.
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A-M93. Mr. Clow: Is there compulsory education lierc?—No.

A-1494. Afr. Amvle : If compulsory education is given will the children then le
employed in mills ?—A certain number will even then be employed.

A-149-". Have you inspected the factories before and after the working hours to find
out whether the owners are employing their workers during these periods also ? Yes
I have done so. I have referred to them in my annual reports.

A-1490. How many cases of breach of the regulation did you find out ?—I am afraid
I cannot give you the figures from memory.

A- 1497. Did you prosecute the offenders ?—Yes, I can give you a list of the prosecutions
for factories working outside the legal hours.

A-149S. Have you visited the factories on Sundays and other holidays ?—Yes.

A-1499. Did you find any men working there illegally ?—We did not. find breaches
of the regulation regarding Sunday employment, except in some of the small factories.

A-1.100. What about the Bombay Mills ?—They are outside my jurisdiction.

(The witness withdrew.)

t
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BHAI (Vice-President), Mr. SHANTILAL MANGALDAS, Mr. KASTUR-
BHAI LALBHAI and Mr. GORDHANDAS J. PATEL, on behalf of

the Ahmedabad Millowners’ Association. .

A-1501. The Chairman : How far does your Association represent the whole of the
millowners of Ahmedabad ?—(Mr. Parekh) : There are 67 members on our printed

list ; that is about 85 to SO per cent, of th'e industry of Ahmedabad.

A-1502. I understand your Association represents not only the owners of the cotton

mills but others ?—Yes. The 85 to 90 per cent, which I have mentioned refers only
to the cotton mills.

A-1603. Within your Association do those who are the owners of cotton mills form
a separate committee or department ?—No.

A-1504. When you are dealing with matters solely concerning the cotton mills, do
the other members take part in your deliberations or only those who represent the cotton

industry ?—It all depends on tLo nature of the question. In general otho- industries

do not take part in deliberations as to matters concerning only the cotton mills ; the

other members do not take much interest in questions regarding the cotton mills.

A-1505. Then I may take it that your Association does constitute an executive
organization of the employers in the cotton industry which is the main industry of

Ahmedabad ?—Yes.

A-1606. And it is in that capacity that you have made the present agreement with
the Labour Union for arbitration on matters affecting labour in your industry 7—Yes.

A-1507. I notice from the papers submitted to us that, as the result of arbitration

which took place in the- month of November last year you came to an agreement that
the union subscriptions should be collected in the mills by deductions from wages and
paid over to the trade unions ?—Yes, all the mills collect the subscriptions. It is not
actually deducted from the pay, it is a separate collection. The subscriptions are collected

and the money is sent by the mills direct to the Labour Union.

A-1608. That arrangement was said to be for trial for at least six months ?-—Yes.

- A-1509. Now twelve months have elapsed and is that system still going on 5—Yes.

A-1510. As employers are you satisfied with that system ?—So far there are no Com-
plaints and we are satisfied.
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A-loll With record to the cotton mills does tout Association meet at regular stated

intervals." monthiv'or Quarterly 1—We have a Managing Committee appointed by the

,sere-si which meets every week to discuss the questions which come bitore the

Committee.

A-1512. And does that Managing Committee deal with all the matters that are arising

from time to time in the cotton industry with the Labour I nion t—Yes.

A-1513. Dees that ManagingCommittee itself meet the officials o: theLabour Union 1

—

yo: e^-eVv week, bat it there is any dispute, we call the Labour Union leaders and

discuss -vita them snv points on which there is a dinerenee of opinion.

A-I514. Then von do trtccently meet the omciols of the Labour Union ?—Yes.

A-Iolo. Do von in that way clear up a number o: small Questions which are cot

important tnonrh to so? to arbitration 1—Yes. we settle between ourselves any minor

di'mtes or minor complaints or the Labour c nion as rar as possible.

A- 15 1*1. I -otic: that in your memorandum you say that no joint machinery in your

orinicn is neoessarv. following the phrases of our questionnaire with regard to joint

councils or committees ‘—This is not a joint committee. When there is any complaint

coming from the Labour Union we discuss it among the members of the Managing Com-

mittee'and we come to a decision- Then we send for the leader of the Union and we
trv to sortie it between cs. Bnt we do not deliberate with them before we come to any

decision.

A-ioiT. If I m..y say so. you are not very far away from

jotst committee which would periodically revrew t

We do not meet at present periodically.

A-151S. You onlv meet. I understand, when some question hr.:

svstem ot a stanumg
e circumstances of vourinfiustrv 1

—

risen 1—Yes.

A-Ioly. It would not seem to be a very great departure from your present practic

to meet at stated periods and consider together the improvement of the industry, apart

mom comp.a However. I must not press you ou that point. In your memorandum
you tell us something about the organlratfon cf your industry, about the managing

agent reuresenting a rrm of agents, and so on. Is there c. uniform system in your mills

with retard to the share of the agent : I mean are the agents here all paid on the turn-

over cr are they paid on the rrc-dts f—It is on production or sales : none are paid on

grouts.

A-lodO. Have you as an Association any considered policy with regard to the housing

of your workers, or is it left entirely to each irdividuai mill 1—At present it is left to

the individual mills.

A-iadl. We noticed. as might be expected. a great variation between the best and the

less good. You no doubt are aware of thc.r differer: c : but 1 take it from whs* you have

said that there is no concerted policy in your Association for the improvement of the

housing conditions 1—Ye.

A- laid. Is it your view that further housing should be done by the mlllomcers or by
the municipality 1—By the municipality cr jointly with the mihowrers.

A-IciA Are yen pr-'pared to met: the municipality with re-card to a joint scheme for

improvement of the housing 1—It all depends on the circumstances : whst are the terms
proposed by the municipality and the condition of the Industry.

A-lcik Again we have noticed with pleasure what some of tout members have done
with regard to providing creches for the children where you employ married women ;

mly the policy aiders very greatly mill by mill Mav'l tske it that there

we cannot enrorce it.

A-1525. I observe, not from your memorandum but from one we have had submitted
tc ns by the Government of Bombay, that there is a proposalunderconsideration between
yourselves and the Lawtr Union tor me establishment of a joint employment agency.
Ha= thst proposal made any progress since these reports were written ?—I am told by
our^Secretary that there was s proposal from the LabourUnion about tins joint labour
exchange, but theManaging Committee hus not come to anv conclusion and has not hao.
the time to consider it.

3- gg- tne report ot the Bombay Government it is stated that it Is understood
teat t= ' Labenr Union st Ahnsdshad has under contemplation the establishment of a
-sCO-r e^-range turner the joint management of the Labour Unlon'snd the ~Mniowners*
-^ssc-oisuou. me details or the scheme have not yet been worked out, but it is reported
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that the scheme, -when finally evolved, is likely to meet with the approval of
the Millowncrs’ Association 7—(Mr. Patel) : There was a proposal from the Labour Union

'

to the effect that an exchange ought to bo set up in Ahmedabad. It was discussed with
me personally by the a uthorities of the Labour Union, and they promised that they would
prepare a definite scheme. I asked them to prepare that scheme and submit it to us in
writing. Since that, time we have been awaiting a definite scheme from the managing,
committee of the Union.

A- 1527. Sir Viclor Sassoon : There lias been a certain amount of criticism of the policy
of the managing agents taking their remuneration on production and not on
profits. Would your Association object very strongly if their form of remuneration
were altered to one on profits instead of on production 7— (Mr. Pnrekh): Yes, we would
object.

A-152S. Yon consider your present policy is more favourable to the millowners than-
a system of remuneration on profits 5—Yes. The position of the managing agents here-

is quite different from that in Bombay and other centres. The managing agents collect

tho capital in the beginning, giving a portion of the commission to each partner or share-
holder according to the capital he subscribes. The managing agent or the chief partner
of the firm is not getting the whole of the commission.

A-1629. Therefore it would not be possible to make any alteration, owing to what
has happened in the past ?—Yes. It is suited to the local conditions. ,

A- 1530. How do tho wages in the mill industry compare with those industries outside

the mill industry in Ahmedabad and with wages in the rural districts

surrounding Ahmedabad 7—The men in the villages arc not better off than the labour
in the textile industry.

A-1531. Ts the man employed in the textile industry better off than in any
other industries in Ahmedabad 7—Yes.

A-1532. And you say men employed in the mills are better off than the men in the-

villages, even allowing for tho payments in kind which are given in villages ?—Yes.

A-1533. If your hours of work were shortened would you expect your output to
'

suffer 7—It would suffer a lot.

A-1531. Did your output suffer much when the hours were reduced from 12 to 10 ?

—

Yes, the spinning section suffered a lot ; it suffered exnctly in proportion to the reduction

in hours.

A-1535. Did the weaving section suffer ?—Not to tho same extent.

A- 153(1. If there were a further shortening of hours, would you expect both sections

to suffer 7—Certainly.

A-1637. Why would you expect that to bo so ?—Because by reducing hours we have
come to the proper efficiency in the weaving section.

A-1533. In other words, your efficiency was so much lower before that they could catch

up by increased efficiency ?—Exactly. »

A-1539. But you think that now, having become more efficient, there is no scope for

improving that efficiency ?—Yes.

A-1540. And am I right in thinking that the installation of modern machinery which
is semi-automatio would not allow much room for increased jJorsonal efficiency ; that if'

your machinery is better and produces more, the increased production depends more on.

the machinery than on tho man ?—It depends on both the man and the machinery.

A-1541. You do not agree that if you improve your machinery the labour has not so

much to do with increased production 7—No.

A-1512. Aro you quite sure that your labour has reached tho highest form of efficiency^

for instanco, would you say that a man looking after one side spinning 10’s counts is doing
more or less work than a man on one side spinning 60’s 7— The man doing 10’s will be
doing more work.

A-1513. Therefore tho man working on CD’s could improve his efficiency if he is not
doing as much work as a man on 10’s 7—But the production will not he
increased. (Mr. Sakarlal) : The man who workB on 10’s has to mind a smaller number
of spindles than the man who works on 60’s so that their total work comes to the same
thing.

' A-1541. Do you not think on GO’s you could lookaiter twice the number of spindles

that you could look after on 10’s 7—No, not twice the number.

The Chairman ; I think it depends od the mixing. <
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A-1545. Sir Victor Sassoon : Want is the cost of land in Ahmedabad in the city ?—It

«11 depends on the locality.

A-154G. Where yonr mills are, in the city ?—In the old days they wore in the heart of

-the city but nowadays new mills are built very far from the city.

A-15 17. What is the value of the land in the city where the old mills are ?—It varies

from Its. 5 to Its. 10 a square yard. Where the new mills are being builtdt costs about

Ko. 1 or Re. 2. But here in Ahmedabad most of the mills have got the land on lease.

A-15 IS. I suppose it would not be possible for the mills inside Ahmedabad to arrange

for any housing for their employees because the cost of the land would be too high ?—Yes.

A-1549. What is the point of view of the trade union to this question of houres being

providod by the employers ?—They are keen on having houses supplied by the

millownera.

A-1559. You are quite sure the trade union would encourage the mills to supply

houses ?—Yes.

A-1551. They would prefer that rather than that the houses should be provided by

-the Municipality or other sources ?—They of course submitted the scheme to the Munici-

pality for the housing of labour.

A-1552. I am ashing the question because some unions have objected to the

employers supplying houses for their own employees ?—They are not so particular so

far as I understand, so long as they get houses.

A-1553. In some jffaces where we have been it has been suggested that the payment
of wages should be weekly. Would you as an employer have any great objection to

that?—Oh yes, as an employer I should have great objection, because we should have

more absenteeism. It generally happens that on the day after the payment of wages

there aro some absentees. We should also have more changes in our hands.

A- 1554. Would your labour prefer to be paid weekly or fortnightly as at present ?

—

They have never demanded it up to now, so that we do not know their views.

A- 1555. I have been told that a certain mill did try paying weekly, but the labour

objected. Do you know anything about that ?—No.

A-153G. Would you say that a large majority of the mill-hands are in debt ?—Some
section may be in debt, about half. We have no data on that matter.

A-1557. Tf they were paid weekly do you think it would enable some of those who are

in debt to get out of debt ?—They would be in more debt because they would spend
what they got every week.

A-155S. They would not pay their debts off ?—No.

A-1559. Is it the custom here for the mill-hands to buy’’ their supplies for cash or on
credit ?—Some for cash and some on credit.

A-15G0. Is the cash price much lower than the credit price ?—Tt might be, but not
necessarily^. Probably they would have to pay a little more if they buy on credit,

A-15G1. Mr. Cliff : Do the employers pay fortnightly here ?—Yes.

A-1562. Sir Victor Sassoon : Might it not be found that if a man was paid weekly" he
could th®n buy his food for cash and get it cheaper ?—They have the habit of buying on
credit and they would probably buy on credit even if they- had the money.

A-15G3. So that they would not be any better off if they were paid weekly ?—No.

A-15G1. Have any of the millowners co-operative loan societies ?—No, hut advances
are made by the mills against wages. The employees cannot get advances every day,
but before any big holiday advances are given against wages.

A-15G5. Mr. Joshi: Is interest charged?—No.

A-15GG. Sir Tt ctor Sa-’soon : Has any" attempt been made to establish cheap grain
shops for your millhands ?—Some mills havo done so.

A-15G7. Aro they popular ?—They aro not so popular.

A-15GP. Why not ?—Because they do not sell on credit unlpss the employee has a
certificate from the timekeeper and so on ; they have to go through formalities and so
the work-people prefer to stick to their old customs.

A-15'j9. Do you think it may ho that even if an employee is not in debt, ho
would prefer not to leave his bania because the day' might come when he might not be
working and might want to borrow from the bania ?—Yes.

A-1570. Do you think that might keep him away from the mill shop ?—Yes.
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A-1571. You have said that your Association is working very closely with the trade
anion ?—Yes. v

A-1572. Do you think it might be of advantage if you set up a permanent body partly
-composed of members of,your Managing Committee and partly of members of the
Union, to go into minor questions and see if they could settle them without going to the

v
main body ?—It is done in that way, but it is not a regular joint conference as suggested
by the Chairman. Generally any complaint comes to the Secretary. If the Secretary
cannot settle it with the Labour Union, he puts it before the Managing Committee. We
are satisfied with the present arrangement, so that there is no need to go into the matter
at present.

A-1573. Has the Secretary authority to settle any complaint where he thinks the
Labour Unionis right ?—The first complaint is made in the mill. Each mill has one or
two members of the Union working in the mill. Any complaint by the labour is first

made to those men. The union member goes to the head of the department, the head
jobber. The head jobber then goes to the head officer. If nothing is done, the work-
people complain to the Labour Union, and the Labour Union writes to the Association.

The Secretary enquires how the matter stands, and, if he thinks fit, he tells the mill to

remove this cause of complaint ; if the mill does so, the matter does not come to our
Managing Committee at all.

A-1574. If the Secretary thinks the complaint is justified, he tells the mill they are
wrong ?—Yes.

A-1576. And the manager of the mill takes his advice ?—Yes ; if they think the
Secretary is wrong, they will say they are not prepared to do it, and then it is hound to
come to the Managing Committee.

A-1676. Your bleaching is done by contractors 't—Yes, there are certain sections done
by contractors. v

A-1577. Is there any measure of control over your contractors 1 I mean do you know
or bother as-to what wages they pay their men ?—No, we do not.

A-1678. Your only control over thorn is to see that they deliver you good bleached
•cloth ?—Yes.

A-1579. You cannot control the way they do it T—No.

A-1580. Or the hours of labour ?—-They have to work according to the Factory Act
because they nro working in the mill itself.

A-1581. But I understand some of your contracting is done outside the mill ?—Then
we do not interfere.

A-15S2. And as no power is used, the Factory Act does not apply. They can work
much longer hours ; that does not concern you ?—It does not concern us.

A-1583. When cloth is damaged'by a weaver, do you fine him or do you make him
take the cloth at cost ?—It depends on the extent of the damage done. If it is badly
damaged we give the cloth back to him.

A-1584. Does he object to that ?—No, he does not complain.

A-1585. Is it true that in the majority of cases he either does not lose or loses very
little by getting the cloth baok and disposing of it ?—Yes.

A-1586. He would much prefer to have the cloth back than he dismissed ?—Yes.

A- 1587. Would he prefer to he fined ?—-It depends on the amount of the fine.

A-1588. Do you find it possible to prevent the jobbers you employ taking bribes from
the workmen ?—Wo do our best to stop bribery. We rely on the heads of the depart-
ments who look to the assistant

;
the assistant relies upon the jobbers.

A-1589. Then you do ultimately rely upon the jobber ?—We have to.

A-I590. Is there a surplus or a shortage of labour ?—Neither.

A-1591. In the morning are there a number of work-people outside your gates
waiting for employment ?—Yes.

A-1692. Would there be any objection to the assistant calling them in and engaging
them directly ?—If we are short of men he may do that.

A-1593. I suppose you only employ the jobber when there is nobody suitable waiting
at tho gate ?—Yes. •

A-1694. Does the jobber or the assistant select the men ?—The jobber, because he is

responsible for tbe job.
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A-1595. Do you find that the labour unions are in favour of jobbers or against jobbers 1

—They admit jobbers to their union. 1

A-1596. So that the labour union are in favour of jobbers 1—Yes.

A-1597. Do the labour unions ever complain about jobbers taking bribes from the

men ?—Yes.

A-1698. But why should they if the men are in their own union ?—There is a clear

understanding that if a man is found taking bribes or anything of that sort they will bring

it to the notice of the assistant. They ask the mill to dismiss him.

A-1599. Are you in favour of having an employment officer ?—No.

A-1600. You prefer to leave it to the jobber ?—Yes.

A-1601. Are you in favour of the establishment of employment agencies by the Munici-

pality or by Government ?—No, not at present ; we do not need it.

A-1602. You do not think it is necessary ?—No:

A-1603. Because you find that labour comes to you as you want it ?—Yes.

A- 1604. Would you suggest that every company should insure itself under the

Workmen’s Compensation Act ?—It is not necessary, because generally all mills do insure

under the Workmen’s Compensation Act.

A-1605. But you would not suggest that there should be any compulsion ?—It should

not be made compulsory.

A-1606. You would bo against compulsion ?—Yes.

A-1607. Why would you be against compulsion ?—Because it is a question of taking

risk ; it is purely self-insurance.

A-160S. But suppose an employer has not enough money to pay, the workmen might

suffer ?—Yes. For instance, every employer of big labour, having one thousand workers

under him, may not bo in a position to pay premium for such a large number of

workmen.

A-1609. Mr. Joshi

:

So your view is that compulsion is necessary in the case of

employers who have a smaller number of labour ?—It may be done in the case of smaller

companies, but compulsion is not necessary as far as we are concerned.

A-1610. Sir Victor Sassoon : So far as big companies are concerned, I take it there

might be an objection in that the insurance companies might raise their rates if they knew
it was compulsory ?—Exactly.

A-1611. Do you consider that standardization of wages is a good thing or not ?—We-,

have had no occasion to consider that point.

A-1612. You do not think there might be an advantage in having the wages

standardized for all the industries ?—In Ahmedabad we have practically got standardiza-

tion of wages.

A-1613. Do you mean to say that the rate of wages is the same in every

mill in Ahmedabad ?—In the spinning department they all have a uniform rate ;
only

in the frame department piece-wages are given. As regards daily wages they

are practically uniform in all the mills ; if at all, there might be a difference of half a rupee
or quarter of a rupee a month this side or that.

A-1614. As far as daily wages are concerned you would not have any objection to

standardization because you say you have already got uniformity ?—As we ourselves

have made standardization there is no necessity to standardize them again. Some mills

have been situated in a better position and may get labour at eight annas or a rupee
less than the other mills, and I do not see why that mill should be penalized by
standardizing the wages especially when it can get labour at one rupee less owing
perhaps to the fact that more facilities are offered by that mill to the labourers.

A-1615. You would leave the differences as they are ?—I do not think the difference
is much ; it all depends on whether the machinery is new or old. If both new and old

machinery is working in the same mill, there is a difference in rating.

A-1616. You say there is a bigger difference in piece-work than there is in time work
because of the difference in machinery ?—Exattly.

A-1617. Would you say that the municipal service given by the Municipality here is

satisfactory, generally speaking ? Does the Municipality do its work satisfactorily for
the rates that you pay ?—It does its work most unsatisfactorily.

y
A-1618. I understand you are in favour of the mills making provision for oraches ?

—
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A-1619. Would you bo in favour of that being made compulsory by lav 1—No.

A-1620. For any reason ?—If there is any compulsion we have to abide by a number
df rules and regulations.

A-1021. Would you say that if it were made compulsory certain millowners might
substitute boys for women ?—I cannot say that.

A-1G22. Then why do you object to its being made compulsory ?—As I said, we.have
to abide by a number of rules and regulations which might create unnecessary hardship.

The Inspector’s orders will have to be carried out every time, which means not
only botheration to us but more expense to the industry.

A-1G23. Would you agree that there should be a supply of drinlcing water in •

all the mills ?—Wo have it here.

A-1G24. A sufficient supply ?—Yes. The municipality, of course, do not supply so
much, but several mills have got their own wells which supply water in case oi need.

A-1625. T understand the trade union complains that some mills do not give a proper
supply ?—It may be in the suburb.

A-162G. Do you think that they should bo given a propor supply ?—The municipality
should give.

A-1G27. But the mills ?—The mills are already giving.

A-1G2S. Would your mills always be prepared to put on extra taps if the labour ask
for them ?—Yes. We generally have some bhUlici to store up water in the mill

compound.

A-1U29. You think that the Labour Union is wrong in complaining that certain mills

are not giving sufficient supply of water ?—That is not a regular complain! ; when we
receive any complaint we immediately try to remedy it.

A-1630. -Sir Alexander Murray

:

I see that the Factory Inspector’s Report for 1928
says that Ahmedabad is not climatically so suitable for Bpinning as other parts of India

such as Bombay, yet 1 see you are building several new mills. I want to know
why inspite of climatic conditions the industry has developed so well in Ahmedabad and
why you are now building several new mills here wheTeas in Bombay we find that no new
mills have been built for several years ?

The Chairman : Do you not think, Sir Alexander Murray, that modesty will prevent
them from speaking ''

The willies'! (Mr. Sakarlal Balabhai) : That is a question for the Tariff Board.

•Diwan Ghatnan Lall

:

Tt is a very important question.

The witness fMr. Sakarlal Balabhai): There are various reasons for that and if we
begin to explain them it will take a very long time. Because several new mills are being
built in Ahmedabad that does not mean that the condition of trade here is better than
elsewhere. There are various reasons for that.

A-1031. Sir Alexander Murray : Givo me three reasons ?—One reason is that there is

no other trade in Ahmedabad in which people can invest their capital.

A-1632. Is there any other trade in Bombay ?—Thero are many export and import
trades.

A-1G33. That is one reason ; what is jour second reason 7 You said that you have
only one industrj' in Ahmedabad and to find an outlet for your money you have got

to put it in cotton mills. May T know how you made that money ?—From the cotton
mills and several other minor trades.

A-1634. You said there is no other trade ?—Wo have minor trades.

A-1G35. Chiefly you made money from the cotton mills ?—Yes.

A-1636. And now you put more into cotton mills ?—Yes.

A-1637. Is it the case that as a result of building these new mills the industry has
expanded more rapidly than have the amenities of the municipality ; that is to say,

the amenities which the municipality supplies, namely, water, drainage, conservancy,
etc., have not kept pace with the expansion of tho mills ?—Yes.

A-1638. What special steps are you taking to see that the new mills are properly
equipped with housing, water, drainage, conservancy, etc. 1—We have our own wells.

A-1639. You make your own wells for the supply of water ?—Yes.

A-1640. Do you also make your own drainage to carry away tho surplus water \

—

Thero is no drainage.

mo y 15—
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A-1641. So the surplus water lies about ?—(Mr. Chamanlal Parckli) : That is at

-times carried by bullock carts ;
if the compound is big, we sprinkle the water by means

of pumps.
. .

A-lfi42. What have you done in the way of sanitary and latrine accommodation

.(Mr. Sakarlar Balabhai) : Wo keep our own staff.

A-1643. There again you cart it ; there is no drainage ?—No.

A-1G44. Have any of you septic tanks ?—There might be only one.

A-1045. Why do you not have them 1—It has been found in Bengal, and 1 think in

other parts of India too, that septio tanks aro very neat and good and help you in getting

rid of tho trouMo of employing sweepers 1—(Sir. Chamanlal Parckli} : I understand <

it requires more water.

A-1646. Yes, it requires water ?—We are short of water, and thnt is one of tho reasons

why we cannot have it.

A-1G47. Then I seo that the Pactory Inspector oays thnt sanitation and cleanliness

in factories hero are at a higher scale than they are outside tho factories, i.c., in the

town. I suppose you agree with that ?—Exactly so.

A-1G4S. But ho also says that lie gets only n reasonable amount of co-operation from

tho faotory managers. What doe3 ho mean by that ? When tho Factory Inspector

asks you to do anything do you not do thnt ?—As far ns possible, we always try to meet

his wishes.

A-1G40. In tho Factory Inspector’s Report it is stated :
“ A fair standard is main-

tained in Ahmodabad under very difficult conditions, and this is only secured by constant

attention on tho part of tho inspectorate and a rcasonal-1

*

amount of co-operation from

the factory managers.” Why does ho say a “reasonable” amount of co-operation

instead of “ wholehearted ” co-operation ?—Ho can answer that very well rather than

we.
A-1G50. From your statement I see that 80 per cent, of your labour is permanent

labour, that is to say, that has como from the districts and is now working in your

mills ?—Exnctly.

A-1G51. Bo you not feel that there is a special responsibility on you ns employers of

labour to see that tlicso workers, who arc drawn from the countrysido and are now per-

manently settled in tho town, are properly looked after from the point of view of housing. .

water supply, drainage, conservancy, etc. ?—We try our best to give all sorts of comforts

ns far as possible, and every year wo aro extending the chawls.

A-1G52. You said that as there is practically uniformity in the matter of wages you
experience no trouble, and from tho reply you gave to Sir Victor Sassoon 1 understand

you have a committco which meets often to discuss what ought to bo dono ns a body.

Why do you not discuss ns a body questions connected with housing so that you can

have uniformity in this respect also ?—That is not possible ; each and every member
cannot bocomo uniform in building houses because one may be financially sound and

tho other may not be so.

A-1G53. If it is possible for you to bo uniform regarding wages, is it not possible for

you to be uniform as regards building houses 1—It is not possible.

A-1654. Why ?—As I said, ono may bo financially strong and the other may not

be ; all tho mills aro not making uniiorm profits. I flunk tho question is moro or less

-for the municipality to take up.

A-1655. That is quite true. I see that in your memorandum you make a reference

to the town planning schemes. You say :
“ Reservations of certain areas for industrial

housing have been made in town-planning schemes.” Will you tell us what these town-
planning sohemes are ?—(Mr. Gordhandas Patel) : Three schemes were sanctioned by
tho municipality here : one was the Ellisbridgo town-planning scheme, the second was
the Jamalpur town-planning scheme, and the third ono was the Kanlcaria town-planning
scheme. In Takarin, Mr. Mirams, tho Consulting Surveyor to Government, reserved
certain plots for housing of labour. That scheme, unfortunately, has not yet come into

operation through some difficulty ; and therefore tho other two schemes also aro awaiting
further progress. We do not know anything further in the matter except that one scheme
lias been sanctioned.

A-1656. You, as a body, have not made representations to the municipality or to the
Government of Bombay for acquisition of land for building workmen’s houses ?—No,
we are much afraid of Government. In our opinion, the experience derived from tho
system adopted in Bombay in building chawls is not good, if not wrong.

A-1657. You might want to build chawls. My own experience is that far away from
-.the mills you can build much more better houses than you could near the mills. Have
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you made any application to the local Government or to the municipality lor the
acquisition of land, for your workmen’s houses ?—No.

A-1G58. Do you not think that should he done ?—The schemes are not yet complete.

A-1659. Do you not think that it is your duty to apply ?—Wc think that it is the duty
-of the Government and the Municipality first, and subsequently it is ours.

A-1660. Do you take an active interest in the Municipality?—Yes. We had our
Tepresentative a few years back but ultimately we were deprived of that privilege and
wc are unrepresented in the Municipality to-day.

A-16G1. You moan that you had a nominated representative before ?—There was a
•convention established by which Government used to ask us to elect one member who
would bo nominated on the Board by Government. That convention was established
in one instanco only though there was an indirect assurance that it would be continued
further. We are unable to say why they discontinued it subsequently. Since the last
threo years wo are unrepresented.

A-1662. You have about G0,000 workers with whom you have influence. Do you not
think that the workers who are returned can influence the Municipality ?—At present the
-workers have some nominees in tho Municipality.

A-1663. You cannot make uso of them to get better facilities for you ?—They are
amenable to the influence of tho Labour Union, and they have already placed a scheme
before the Municipality which is being considered at present.

A-1664. I take it that you are required to pay terminal taxes. Do you pay them
•chiefly on cotton coming to your mills ?—Wc pay taxes practically on every article that
is consumed, including cotton, coal, stores, etc.

A-16G5. But chiefly you pay on cotton ?—Yes.

A-166G. You pay a special water rate also, do you not ?—Yes.

A-1667. And you pay sanitary cess ?—Yes.

A-1668. You do not take any stops even as a body of millowners to see that you get a
fair return for the terminal taxes, water rate and the sanitary cess you pay ?—We have
been clamouring for years but nothing has been done by the Municipality. Wo pay
about one-third of the total municipal revenues, about Rs. S lakhs in 2S lakhs.

A-1669. Mr. Cliff: May I know what the objects of your Association are?

—

(Mr. Chamanlal Parckli) : Hero is a copy of the rules and objects of our Association.

A-1670. Could you tell mo whether the welfare of the work-people is one of the objects
•of your Association ?—It is.

A-1671. Could you tell me whether in pursuance of that object your Association has
promoted any scheme for the welfare of the work-people ?—Wo had a welfare fund some-
time baok—and which is still with us—but owing to certain reasons we are unable
to uso it ; we have a welfare fund to tho extent of 3 lakhs. We were giving a grant of

Rs. 15,000 a year to the Labour Union for educational purposes.

A-1672. That, I understand, has now been stopped ?—Yes, beoause there was a
difference of opinion. We told tho Union to form a scheme and to have our members
•on tho joint committee to conduct the schools. Because we pay our quota, we told them
that wc must have some voice in tho management of the schools. The Union refused

to accede to our suggestion and for that very reason wo have stopped giving tho grant.

A-1673. What is tho balance in the fund to-day ?—It may be 34 or 3f lakhs.

A-1G74. How did you raise that fund ?—(Mr. Kasturbhai Lalbhai) : By a certain

-quota.

A-1675. By each millowner ?—Yes, according to the size of the mill.

A-1676. Are you now receiving any contribution to that fund ?—No ; it was raised

once only at a particular time.

A-1677. On one occasion a special fund was i>roinoted ?—That is so.

A-1678. Might I ask you whether you have promoted any other scheme of welfare ?

—

(Mr. Chamanlal Parekh) : No special scheme was promoted.

A-1679. Will you please look at the memorandum which you have submitted to the
Commission and tell me whether in that memorandum there is any suggested change
whereby the conditions of the work-people could be improved of which your Association
approves ?—I am afraid I did not follow the question. ^

A-1680. I had an opportunity of reading this memorandum, as I hope you had, but I
had great difficulty in finding any phrase in the memorandum putting forward
any suggestion at all from your Association whereby the condition of the work-people

mo x!5—
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could be improved. I would like your assistance, and if you could tell me whether in

this memorandum any suggestion is made towards that end I would be glad ?—
(Mr. Sakarlal Balabhai) : Of what type 1

A-1681. The questions which have been put in respect ofmany subjects asked whether

there is any possibility of improvement. I wont you to take this memorandum if you
will and to tell me where you suggest there is the slightest possibility oi improving the

conditions of the work-people engaged in the mills at Ahmedabad ?—(Mr. Gordhandas
Patel) : We have already stated in the memorandum that a constitution exists between

the Labour Union and the Association ; that constitution definitely provides that any
thought or suggestion about the improvement of labour or any complaint about the
labour conditions in any of the mills should be immediately brought, to the notice of

the Association by the Union. As the point referred to by you is thus covered by the

constitution which exists between the Union and the Association, we did not think

it necessary to discuss that in our memorandum.

A-16S2. Shall we go back for a moment ? One of the objects of the Association is the

promotion of welfare of the work-people. The reply is that there exists a constitution

between this Association and the Union. I assumo from that, that it was not
found necessary to state in this memorandum any improvement which could be suggested.

Is that correct ?—Yes. The fact is that under the constitution even minor complaints

are made, which are immediately attended to and redressed. We therefore did not think

it necessary’ to make any separate suggestions.

A-1683. Shall wo follow that a little further ? One of the objects of the Association

is the promotion of welfare of the work-people. Seeing that there is no improvement
suggested in this memorandum, will you tell mo what is the last suggestion you made to

the Union for the improvement of the work-people ?—The question of housing,

improvement in education, improvement in creches, the number of criches to
be increased in milLs—these wero discussed within tho last six months between the Union
and the Association.

A-16S4. With what result ?—The result is gradual. The mills have been more careful

now in providing creches. Certain accidents which took place in certain creches were
immediately brought to the notice of the mills and proper arrangements were made to

avoid similar accidents in future. '

A-1085. That is with regard to creches. What have you done in other respects, say,

with regard to education ?—The Union conducts schools. With regard to drinking water
complaints were made winch were immediately brought to tho notice of the Municipality
and redressed.

A-168G. Complaints from whom ?—Complaints from the Labour Union.

A-1687. I am confining myself to tho employers’ association and am endeavouring to
find out in what respect the employers’ association is carrying out one of its objects.

—

(Mr. Sakarlal Balabhai) : The mills are increasing the number of creches ; the schools
are increasing, and so on.

A-1G88. With regard to prompt payment of wages did the Provincial Government ask
you for your observations ’—(Mr. G. Patel) : We have already stated that the Provincial
Government asked for the opinion of tho Employers’ Association with regard to that
point.

A-1689. Could you tell me what they were ?—As explained by our President, we gave
it as our opinion that the present system was satisfactory* and required no change.

A- 1090. Sir Victor Sassoon was asking you about payment of wages weekly. I am now
dealing with the subject of prompt payment of wages, ?’.e., payment of wages ns early ns
possible after the day on which it falls due.—(Mr. Skantilal Mnngnldns) : We say that
certain payments should be made only after certain number of davs elapse after they
fall due.

*

A-1C91. How many days do you want ?—8 to 10 days.

A-1692. Both in respect of time-work and piece-work
'Yes.

A-1693. Why do you want 8 to 10 days after the day on which it. falls due ?—We have
to make calculations of the wages due to piece-workers.

A-1094. What period is necessary with regard to time-workers ’—The same period,
because paysheets are not made separately for piece-workers and time-workers. From
blow room to spinning room certain workers are piece-workers and certain others arc
time-workers. Wc have to pay them all at the same time.
A-1695. Why do you want 8 days in the case of time-workers where there is

no calculation to be made ?—We have no such intricate calculations to make in the
case ot time-workers. But our object in delaying payment for 8 or 10 days is to
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retain a certain amount of caution money in our hands. If we paid them in
full settlement immediately after their wages fell due, they would have a tondency to
ohange mills frequently. We would then have no permanent labour force. If on the
other hand wo had a certain number of days’ wages as caution money there would be a
check on that tendency.

A-1696. You want time to calculate the wages in the case of piece-workers and you
want caution money in the case of both. Are there any other reasons 2—No more.

A-1697. Of the two which is the more important 2—It is more important for us to
have some caution money to ensure a certain amount of continuity in our work-people.

A-1C9S. In your view that is the chief reason ?—Yes.

• A-1699. What was your reply to the Bombay Government with regard to fines 2
—

'

{Mr. Shantilal Mangaldas). We have stated in our memorandum that fining exists

to a negligible extent, that affairs are not so bad as they.are described to be and there-

fore no action was called for.

A-I700. What is the maximum amount of fine for damaged work ?—That depends
on the nature of the damage. It may bo one anna, or half anna or even quarter anna,

A-170I. Has your Association got any record of fines 2—No.

A-1702. So you sent your observations to the Bombay Government in the absence
of any record of fines 2—Yes. But we discussed the matter in the Managing Committee
which represents 20 to 25 mills.

A-I703. Did the Bombay Government ask you with regard to the amendment of

the Workmen’s Compensation Act ?—Yes, we have sent our observations already.

A-1704. Will you tell me what they were ?—I shall hand over a copy of our
memorandum.

A-I705. Has your Association made any observation which is to the benefit of the
worker ? What are the alterations which you have recommended to be made in the
Act 2—(Mr. Patel). Wc have suggested that the Commissioner for Workmen’s Com-
pensation should bo given some discretion with regard to the number of days that should
elapso before a workman gets compensation. In some cases there are several claimants
in a family asking for compensation and the Commissioner should in such cases be given
the discretion to withhold payment of cash for some time. We have also suggested
that certain other classes of labour which are not included at present, might be included

in the Act.

A-1706. In the Annual Report of the Union for 1928 it is stated that “ cases of beating'

became so frequent at one time that the Union contemplated very drastic steps.” Then
it quotes a resolution of tho Managing Committee of the Millowners’ Association. Is

that a resolution which tho Managing Committee of your Association passed ?—Yes.

A-1707. Has beating diminished since then 2—Yes, certainly. (Mr. Patel). We have
had no complaints. There is an award about beating and if there is any breach, a com-
plaint is made and tho matter is settled immediately.

A-1708. But your Managing Committee apparently viewed this as an evil when it

went to tho length of passing this resolution 2—Yes.

A-1709. One of the objects of your Committee is to promote the welfare of the work-
people. You say that has considerably diminished. But does it exist actually to-day
or not 2—(Mr. Sakarlal Balabhai). It does not exist.

A-1710. But the Secretary of your Association says that you have had no complaint.

—

There are no complaints.

A-1711. Do any of the members of your Association keep a record of the sickness

of the work-people 2—No.

A-1712. But do any of the millowners pay sick wages 2—Some of the mills may be
paying sick wages according to the nature of the illness.

A-1713. Can you arrange for your Association to give us a record which will show
the mills together with the number of work-people employed, which provide and to what
extent in respect of housing medical facilities, crfeches and schools 2—Our printed list

contains that information. '

<

A-1714. But this document does not give the number of work-people 2—No.

A-1715. Could you give me the information in relation to the work-people employer
in each mill separately 2—Yes, we are giving that information to the Government
Inspector every month.
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A-1716. Wlmt is the total amount spent on welfare per head of your people perannum Y

—We have no data.

A-1717 In your memorandum, in answering a good many questions as to what you

do this phrase :
“ Some do so and so ” occurs. The whole implication of the

memorandum is that the standard which some people maintain is used to the defence of

the Association, Could you tell me what it costs the employers per head in welfare work

covering the whole of the work-people in all the mills. (Mr. Sakarlnl Balabhni) I do not

think we can do that, because the heads of our departments aro looking after crfechcs

and so on and it is impossible to put a money value on the services they render and tay

how much is spent on welfare work among the workers.

A-171S. I want to remind you that welfare of the Work-people is one of the objects of

your Association 7—Yes.

A-1719. Would it bo possible for you to try and assist tho Commission so that wo might

see what you spend per head of the working people 7—1 shall try and do that.

A-1720. Is it the policy of your Association in vioW of the near advent of tho Maternity

Aot, to reduce the number of women employed 7—No.

A-1721. Has your Association decided on any policy 7—Iso.

A-1722. So that if a Mill officer told mo this morning that it was tho policy at tlmt

mill to reduce the number of women because of the maternity benefit, what would you

say about that 7—The Association is not aware of that. That is not the policy of the

Association.

A-1723. Is that a right policy 7—No, that is not.

A-1724. Ditcan Chaman Lall

:

Could you tell mo what efforts you have made to put

into effect the recommendations of thc Tariff Board with regard to the cotton textile

industry 7—It would be convenient if you could specify the points on which you would

like to have an answer.

A-1725. Have you carried out any improvements in organization of your industry on

the lines recommended by the Tariff Board 7 Could you oblige us by giving a statement

as to the action you have taken in pursuance of the recommendations of tho Tariff

Board 7—(Mr. Kasturbhai Lalblmi)We willtry and do that.

A-172G. Tho report of tho Tariff Board says that the mill industry in Alimedabad is in

a much better position than that in Bombay. Is that a fact 7—It is when compared to

Bombay. The balance sheets are a proof of that.

A-1727. Are your wages lower than the wages paid in Bombay 7—No, they may be

higher, but not less than Bombay.

A-1728. The Tariff Board have given statistics which show that Alimedabad wages
are definitely lower than Bombay wages ?—(Mr. Patel) That may be so according to the

cost of living figures. But there is really no difference.

A-172Sa. Take tho manufacturing charge per loom. The Tariff Board says that

it is Rs. 453 ’7 for Bombay and Rs. 450 -2U for Alimedabad. I shall now come fo wages
and show that the wages paid to spinners and weavers here are lower than those paid

in Bombay. You find the high costs of labour referred to in page 109 of the Tariff Board
Report. In August 1923 the monthly earnings of men in Bombay weic Rs. S5-10-7 ;

in Alimedabad it was only Rs. 33-0-9. For women they were Rs. 17-5-5 in Bombay
and Rs. 18-2-7 in Ahmedabad. The standard muster roll for 1920 (April 1st) gives

the following figures for Bombay and Ahmednbad. Blow room tenters get Rs. 29 in

Bombay and Rs. 23-10-0 in Ahmedabad ; card room tenters get Rs. 27-4-0 in Bombay
and Rs. 24-7-6 in Ahmedabad. Frame tenters get Rs. 37-12-0 inBombny and Rs. 29-0-0

in Ahmedabad. Ring frame side boys get Rs. 29-12-0 and Rs. 26-7-6 respectively.
Winders get Rs. 2] -4-0 and 23-1-0, respectively. They get a little more in Alimcdalad
Weavers get Rs. 47-12-0 and Rs. 47-15-9, a slight difference. Folders get Rs. 29 and
Rs. 25-11-3, respectively. Inthecase ef folders you have Rs. 4 in your favour. From
what I have shown, could yon not soy that generally speaking the workers are paid
better in Bombay than in Ahmedabad 7—No, if you took into consideration the cost
of living. Moreover in the case of women your figures themselves show that we pay
more than Bombay.

A-172Sb. lam taking these actual figures given by the Tariff Board. Do vou challenge
them 7—No, we do not.

Again the production is the same in Ahmedabad and Bombay according
to the Tariff Board. They say at page 121 that production is Quite as much in Ahmedabad.
as in Bombay.
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The Chairman : I do not quite seo what you are leading up to.

Diwan Chaman Lall

:

In reply to a question from Sir Victor Sassoon it was stated
that the mill industry in Ahmedabad was the best paid industry. J am trying to show
that in'spite of the fact that they are getting as large a production from their workers
in .Ahmedabad as they get in Bombay, they pay less wages in Ahmedabad than are
paid in Bombay.

—

(Mr. Saharlal Balahhai) : Sir Victor Sassoon asked whether the mill
hands were better paid than the villagers. There was no comparison between the
industry in Bombay and Ahmedabad or in any other place.

Mr. Cliff

:

They referred to other industries in Ahmedabad.

A-1728d. Ditcan Chaman Lall

:

Do you challenge the. finding of the Tariil Board
that production in Ahmedabad is quite the same ns production in Bombay ?—We are
not in a position to challenge or accept those findings unless we know on what
materials they were based. They might have compared Bombay and Ahmedabad
figures, but we have not the Bombay figures. Under the circumstances we cannot
say, yes or no to that.

A-172Se. Could you tell me whether your industry is better paid than the Railway
industry in Ahmedabad '!—No, we have no figures to compare.

A-172Sf. How then did you say that your industry was better paid than any other
industry ?—But we do not take Rnilwnys ns an industry. Do yon "i

Mr. Joshi : Railway workshops ’

The Chairman : The answer given by them referred to other industries which exist

in Ahmedabad. I did not take it myself that it referred to a nation-wide industry such
as Railwaj's.

Mr. Cliff: Why then the witness also said that there was no other industry in

Ahmedabad.

The Chairman : I think this is a kind of question on which we shall haveto makeup
our minds.

Dvcan Chaman Lall

:

I was trying to elicit sonic information if they could give statis-

tical proof of it.

A-1729. You stated that SO per cent, of your labour force was permanent. Would
any permanent welfnre schemes be feasible from tho point of view of their permanency ?

—

If Government and tho Municipality cojno forward with a scheme and bear a portion of

tho cost, wo will be glad to bear our share of it. At the same time Government must not
forget its duty to protect the industry right through.

A- 1730. You aro quito willing to pay your quota if Government and Municipalities

come forward with schemes for the permanent benefit of the permanent labour force.

But would it bo feasible ?—Of course if the funds of tho industry permit.

A-1731. I am eliminating all those factors. You seo a great deal of absenteeism, going

back to the villages and so on. You have SO per cent, of your labour force permanent
and your entire labour force is recruited within about 50 miles of Ahmedabad. Is any
permanent scheme, for instance sickness insurance, feasible provided funds are forth-

coming 1—That does not come in tho way of tho permanent labour force. As for that

I may tell you wo are improving our housing accommodation.

A-1732. Take unemployment. You say that you do not want public employment
agencies. Tho Labour Union says in its report that their difficulty arises from the defects

inherent in the prevailing system of employment, and that the only remedy is to replace

it by an automatic labour exchange ?—We have discussed that matter. That is under
consideration. But tho union has not put forward any definite scheme.

A-1733. But for the moment you have decided that you do not v'ant a labour exchange.

We may modify that in the light of further schemes to be put forward by the labour
union.

A-1734. With regard to unemployment insurance you also say that it is unnecessary.

But you admit that there are dismissals and discharges and that largo numbors of people

are coming from the villages in search of work. Now there must be a certain' amount
of turnover of unemployment. Do you agree to that ?—That is very negligible.

A-1735. Have you seen the Bombay Strike Enquiry Committee’s Report ?—Yes.

A-1736. In this report they have thrown out certain suggestions in anticipation of

that the Labour Commission might or might not rebommend, which are to be made
applicable to the whole of the Bombay Presidency.
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Sir Victor Sassoon : That is not correct. The Committee was making those suggestions

only in cases where the industry was adopting rationalisation.

Diwan Ghaman Lall

:

If a scheme like that were brought forward would yog have

any radical objections to that on principle We cannot express an opinion unless a

definite scheme is put forward.

A-1737. Is it not the right and duty of the State as well as the component parts of

it including the employers to see to it that a man who is unemployed does not starve ?—

Yes, I agree, it is for the State to do that.

A-1738. So that if the State realizes its responsibility and promulgates a scheme for

relieving unemployment, will you, as Mr. Cliff reminded you, remembering that one

of the objects of your Association is to promote the welfare of the workers, agree to

work that scheme ?—If that State scheme apply to textile labour only we will

oppose it.

A- 1739. Irrespective of the fact that it is the duty of the State and the employers

alike to see that an unemployed person does not starve ?—Yes. But if it is applied

to the whole of the labouring classes inoluding the agricultural classes and the middle

classes, we will certainly support it.

A-1740. With regard to humidification, is your kata-thermometer system a success ?—
To some extent it has been a success.

A-1741. Is the carrier system a success ?—Yes, to a certain extent. It is still under

trial. It is being watched whether it is a paying proposition.

A-1742. In how many mills is the l:ata system in existence ?—It is in existence in

all the mills. Under the Factories Act we have to mnintain that.

A- 1743. But is that working in all the mills ?—Yes, we have to send readings to

Government every month.

A-l 743a. Why do you say that it has been a partial success ?

The Chairman

:

The Kata-thcrmometer is not a system of humidification. It is only

an instrument for registering temperatures.

Diwan Ghaman Lall

:

I wanted to ascertain whether the system of registration is a

success or not.—The Kata-thcrmometer is an instrument with wot and dry bulbs

registering the humidity of the air. That is not a system of humidification.

A-1744. In how many mills have you got the oarrior system ?—About ten or fifteen

mi l ls are equipped with these arrangements. They' are all working partially

successful.

A-1745. Air, Lallji

:

Can you tell us what the return is on the whole of the capital

invested in the textile industry ? What is the return you get ?—(Mr. Patel) : It was
3jf in 1924 ; 4f‘l7 in 1925 ; 4£ in 1926 and 4TV in 1927. With regard to the percentage
on block account, the figures are as these.

A-1746. What would be a fair return on capital invested in trade generally ?

—

(Mr. Sakarlal Balabhai) : Between 8 and 9 per cent. 1

A-1747. Would it be fair to say that one-fourth of the population of Ahmedabad
depends upon the textile industry for its living ?—Yes.

A-1748. Does this population pay municipal taxes, directly or indirectly ?—It does.

A-1749. Is it not the duty of the Municipality to provide for education, housing,
and other things ?—Yes.

A-1750. Does the Municipality do so ?—No.

A-1751. Does the budget of the Municipality show a surplus ?—Yes.

A-1752. What does the Government do for the welfare of the workers in the textile
industry ?—Nothing.

A-1753. What is the reason for the absence of a large number of men from work after
pay days 1—Sometimes it is liquor, and sometimes they while away their time outside.

A-1754. If you were to make weekly payments, do you think there would be more
absenteeism from those causes ?—Yes. ,

A-175 5. You will admit that the houses of the labouring classes generally are very
' poor i (Mr. Parekh) : The old ones are, but the new houses are being built on a different

style.
°

A-l 1 56. How many new houses are being built ?—The number is increasing every
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A-1757. Does the Municipality or the Government build them ?—No.

A-1758. Do you think if the mill labourer was more literate there would he less need
to provide for medical aid 2—Yes.

A-1759. Have you asked Government to start free and compulsory primary education

•for the children of the labouring classes 2—(Mr. Patel) : Yes, 1 did so on behalf of the

Association in the Council.

A-1760. Mr. Cliff

:

Did the Council pass a resolution 2—Yes. The scheme has been

hanging fire for the last four years. ,

A-1761. Mr. Lallji : Do you know that the Bombay Government have not sufficient

tiunds to help the scheme ?—That is what they say.

A-1762. What do you believe 2—We believe there is a good deal of scope for retrench-

ment in other directions.

A-1763. Mr. Asavle : Have you any scheme in mind whereby unemployment may
be reduced ?—(Mr. Parekh) : There is so little unemployment here that we have not had

•any reason to consider any scheme.

A-1764. Do tho piece-workers keep account of their work 2—(Mr. Sakarlal Balabhai)

:

There is a board at every loom on which the amount of work the workers do is recorded.

'The workers know the rates, and they can check the figures.

A-1765. Are more tenements at present required for the mill hands, or not 2—

-

•(Mr. Parekh) : Yes.

A-1766. Is it not a fact that when there is a strike in the mill industry the employers

have always demanded that the houses occupied by workmen shall be vacated

•immediately 2—No, it is not so- here.

A-1767. You have stated that the improvements which have been made in the erection

•of chawla for workmen since the last three years haB produced a good moral effect on the

workers. Was there previously a bad moral effect 2—(Mr. Sakarlal Balabhai) : It does

not mean that. It should be “ a better moral effect ”.

A-1768. You have stated that the physique of the workers is fairly good, but are

mot the mill workers always suffering from tuberculosis, phthisis and bronchitis 2

—

(Mr. Shantilal Mangaldas) : Not always. There may be some cases, as there are among
•other labouring classes.

A-1769. Do you not think more medical aid should be provided for the mill

labourers 2—We are providing it, and there are also the hospitals.

A-1770. If a worker falls ill on Sunday or holidays, where can he get medical aid 2

—

He can go to the civil hospital. '
,

A-1771. Is it open on Sundays and holidays 2—Yes.

A-1772. Lady Nillcanth

:

You say you make provision for drinking water. How is

That provided 2—By storage tanks.

A-1773. You have chatties in every mill 2—Yes.

A-1774. You said that the Municipality does not provide any amenities to the mill

people. May I know if there are municipal schools in mill areas or not 2—There are none
suitable for the work-people.

A-1775. Is it your opinion that the mills get lessor amenities from the Municipality
than the other population of the city 2

—

We think so.

A-1776. Do you think that if you were to provide welfare schemes for the benefit of
4he labourers you would have to spend so much that your profits would suffer 2—What
kind of welfare schemes do you refer to 2 Certainly if each mill were to build a separate
hospital it will cost a lot.

A-1777. Let me put it this way. I exclude housing for the present. If your Associa-
tion were to enforce on all the mills to have a special standard of welfare work, that is,

•cr&ches, medical health and provision for elementary education, do you think that it /

would involve great expenditure 2—(Mr. Sakarlal Balabhai) : It all depends upon the
nature of expenses we are called upon to make.

A-1778. Do you think that all the mills stand in the same position with regard to
this matter, or that some can afford and some cannot 2—All the mills, in our opinion,
stand in the same situation.

A-1779. Do you think the Ahmedabad Municipality could undertake to house all

your labourers 2 As many of you have been Municipal Councillors yourselves, you know
how far the Municipality can help. Do you think the whole burden should be taken up
‘by the Municipality 2—Municipality and Government.
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A-17S0. Miss Cama : If serious accidents to workers occur in your mills where do yots

send them for medical treatment ?—To the civil hospital.

A-17S1. Is that a private hospital or a Government one ?—It is Government.

A-17S2. Do the millouners pay towards the maintenance of that hospital ?—We pay

to ono department, for training nurses. Some mills pay certain contributions.

A-17S3. How many creches arc there in all the mills ?—(Mr, Gordhandas Patel) t

About 39.

A-17SJ. Will you call them good creches ?—Of course, they are.

A-1785. Miss Power : What do you feel about the accuracy of the statement of the

Textile Labour Association, Ahmedabad :
“ With the legal prohibition of the presence

of children in workrooms, the provision of some sort of a creche becomes an unavoidable

necessity. Satisfactory arrangements m this respect exist in 21 mills. In the other

mills the attitude of the management is marked by culpable indifference. Enclosed in

dirty rags or bits of hessian cloth, children of a very tender age are left in the

mill compound under improvised and often precarious shelter with nobody to look after

them. Establishments employing women should be compelled by legislation to make
suitable arrangements for the children accompanying the women ”. Do you regard that

description of conditions as an exaggeration ?—Yes.

A-1780. You were speaking before about the co-operation between the Millowners’

Association and the Textile Labour Association and the fact that complaints came from

the union to your Association. What machinery have you set up in your Association

for dealing with those complaints speedily ?—We at once inform the mill which is cpn-

cerned with the complaint.

A-17S7. You may inform the mill that a complaint is made, but what arrangements-

are made for the speedy redress of the complaint ?—If the mill does not redress it we
again remind it ;

but if it is a serious complaint, we get it redressed by arbitration.

A-17S8. If you look at the Textile Labour Association’s report you will find they state

that important grievances of which the redress would involve some outlay on the part

of the mills are left to hang for years. They go on to say that they suggested to the

Millowners’ Association the appointment of a Joint Committee and a sub-arbitration

board, but that it was regretted that you have failed to carry out these suggestions.

What was your reason for failure to comply with the suggestion of the labour union ?

—

(Mr. Shantilal Mangaldas) : We do not think that is necessary, because even now as it is

we always come to a conclusion. If there is any dispute we notify the Secretary of the

labour union, and we solve the problem between oursplves. But if it is very grave it

goes to the permanent board of arbitrators. A sub-committee of arbitrators cannot
servo the purpose because the millowners as well as the labour will not have the same
confidence as they have in the permanent arbitrators.

A-1789. They also say that 50 complaint® are outstanding from the year 1922 and 78
from the year 1923 1—Complaints are always bound to come. (Mr. Gordhandas Patel)

:

These complaints, I think, refer to the provision of dining sheds. There was a complaint
that each mill should provide a dining shed. But on account of the difficulty of space
and the permission to be received from the Municipality certain mills are not in a position

to build dining sheds.

A-1790. If you add up the number of complaints outstanding since 1922, I imagine
that there must be far moro than would be covered by those involving big structural

suggestions of the kind you have made just now which, I admit, do involve delay. Some
of these complaintsmust be in respect of matters which could be put right more quickly 1—
Some complaints were about the arrangements for drinking water, and they were
set right.

A-1791. Are we to take it that the suggestion of the trade union to have this joint

committee has been definitely turned down by your Association ?—Yes because we think
there is no necessity to have such a joint committee. The present arrangement is very
clastic ; as soon ns a complaint is made, the authorities of the Association and the XJnioi>
go to the mill concerned and try to redress it ; if it is not redressed, then it comes to the
Committee, and finally goes to the Arbitration Board.

A-1792. Y ould your Association be in favour of Statutory orders laying down
minimum welfare regulations which should have the force of law such as are operative
in Great Britain ?—Not at present.

A-1793. Why not ?—Unless we consider all the details and the cost involved in carrying
out the scheme, it will not be proper for us to give an o2-hand opinion ; we have-
to consider how far it will affect the cost of production also.

\
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A-1794. I am talking about the principle of passing such orders, not about any definite-

regulations which would be made under them ?—We are not prepared to commit
ourselves even as far as the principle is concerned.

A-1795. Mr. Joshi : You state you aro willing to co-oporate with the Municipality
as regards housing. May I ask whether you would be willing to pay more and reasonable
taxes as your contribution towards the solution of the housing problem if the Munici-
pality agrees to do something in the matter 1—(Mr. Sakarlal Balabhai)

:

If there is

further protection given to the industry.
,

A-1796. Am I to understand that if Government puts more money into your pocket
yon will spend a share of it in this direction ?—No. The industry is now depressed,

and as long as funds do not pormit, wo cannot do anything.

A-1797. You say that the percentage of absenteeism is about 3 per cent, on the average.

Therefore you can have no complaint about absenteeism. Yet I see in another part

of your memorandum you say that absenteeism is due to illiteracy and indolent habits.

Why do yo'u call your people indolent if thero is only 3 per cent, of absenteeism among
them ? What is tho general efficiency figure in Ahmednbad in the weaving depart-

ment ?—From 70 to 80 per cent.

A-179S. May I take it that your workmen work for ten hours intensively during the
day ?—Thoy do soven hours’ work.

A-1799. If a man works seven hours intensively near a machine, can he be called

indolent?—No, "Indolent” means absence without reason.

A- 1800. Do you know what is the general percentage of absenteeism amongst better-

class people, say, Government servants ?—No.

. A-1S01. I will tell you. Government provides generally 10 per cent, for leave reserve.

How can you call a man indolent when his absenteeism is only 3 per cent., while the

Government provides 10 per cent., leave reservo for its servants. Suppose you were
asked to work seven hours a day continuously without a minute’s rest ?—It is not

without a minute’s rest. The men aro at the machines for ten hours, but they come
out every ten or fifteen minutes during every hour.

A-1802. I am taking your efficiency figure of 70 to 80 per cent., which means that
your work-people givo you continuous work for seven hours ?—Not continuous.

A-1S03. Haro you any objection to the Government ratifying the Convention
regarding tho provision of statistics of unemployment ?—(Mr. Patel) : We have no
objection to that.

A-1804. You state that unemployment in the textile industry is negligible. I suppose
you mean from tho point of view of the whole industry ; but what about the individual

worker ? You do not mean to say that, for instance, ten days’ unemployment is of

no consequence to an individual worker ?—(Mr. Sakarlal Balabhai) : We do not admit
that he is unemployed for ten days.

A-1805. Does it happen in Ahmcdabad that certain departments of certain mills

are closed for some days ?—Very rarely.

A-1806. Does every Department of every mill continue working for the whole year ?

—

Yes.

A-1807. Do you put up notices as regards piece-rates in your mills ?—Yes.

A-1808. Would you have any objection to putting a section in the Factories Act,
making that compulsory ?—(Mr. Parekh) : No.

A-1809. Would you have any objection to making the provision of cooling plants
compulsory by legislation ?—Yes.

A-1810. Why ?—Because, some of the old mills are not suitable for such an
installation.

A-1811. Would you object to its boing made compulsory for new mills ?—(Mr. Sakarlal
Ballabhai) : It is under trial still ; it is not decided yet whether it is a paying proposition,

so we cannot commit ourselves.'

A-1S12. You say “ Sickness insurance and introducing of similar systems are neither
suitable nor necessary under the existing conditions. Difficulties arising from non-
acceptability of Western medicines, paucity of medical men, migration of labour, and
finance are not found in Ahmedabad ”. As you do not seem to have any difficulties as
regards sickness insurance, why aro you against it ?—Because it is not workable.

A-1813. On the other hand, there is no difficulty about finance or about people taking
Western medicines. You also admit that there is no paucity of medical men, or about
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tfho labour being migratory. These are the difficulties which are usually put forward

against the introduction of sickness insurance, but you state that these difficulties do

not exist here, therefore what difficulties arc there against sickness insurance ?—

•

Epidemics.

A-1814. Despite epidemics life insurance companies in India are prospering, are they

no t ?—We do not say that life insurance companies are prospering.

A-1815. You will admit that there are people who insure their life in India in spite

of epidemics ?—Yes.

A-1S16. Do you^admit that during sickness, work-people do not receive any pay, and

-therefore incur debts during that period ?—It has not been brought to our notice.

A-1817. Is it not your business to enquire about the welfare of your men ?—Our
business covers welfare work of all types.

A-1818. As employers you never worry as to what happens to your work-people during

sickness ?—(Mr. Patel) We provide medical aid and dispensaries. Beyond that we

cannot do anything.

A-1819. With regard to provision for old age, you say this would be desirable, but

you do not want to make such provision simply' because your people are vicious, they

drink, they eat opium and they gamble. Slay I ask if there are any members of your

Association who subscribe to pivjrapole—towards the maintenance of lame and old

cattle ? If you do, do you think there is anything wrong in making provision for old

people even though they may be opium eaters or drinkers or gamblers ?—(Mr. Sakarlal

Ballabhai) It is the duty of all men to look after the old and lame.

A-1820. Mr. Joshi

:

You state that the workmen’s compensation law throws some

financial burden upon the industry7
,
and you mention Rs. 800 per mill of 25,000 spindles

and 500 looms. How does that compare with the total expenditure ?—(Mr. Parekh)

It is very negligible.

A-1821. So that the cost of the workmen’s compensation law need not be considered ?—
Not by itself ; but the cost of these various things together comes to a big sum.

A-1822. Mr. Clow : How many mills are in all working on night shift?—Pour or five.

A-1823. Is the tendency to increase the number of night shifts ?—-It has decreased

by 50 per cent, during the last six months.

A-1824. Why is that ?—Because it does not pay to run a night shift.

A-1826. If it does not pay why are new mills being erected ?—Because we think that

by building new mills, with new machines and up-to-date improvements they will pay
better than the old mills. We have no other trade in Ahmedabad and wo are investing

our capital in these new mills in order to try and overcome our present difficulties.

A-1826. In your memorandum you complain of the competition of Indian States.

What States are you thinking of ?—The surrounding States, especially Baroda and
Indore.

A-1827. If there are advantages to be derived from placing mills in Indian States

why does not the new capital find an outlet there instead of in Ahmedabad ?—We arc

more centralized here, and the mill agents are able to look after both the old mills and the

new mills which are being erected.

A-1828. As regards the managing agency system, do I understand that the managing
agent raises the capital from private persons, and distributes part, of the cojnmission as a
kind of dividend ?—Suppose I am a partner in the managing firm, I subscribe to the

extent of a lakh of rupees. I go to my friends and ask them to subscribe a proportion,
and out of that lakh of rupees I hand over to them their share. I take whatever balance
remains. In other words, I underwrite.

A-1829. And you get a part of the annual commission ?—Yes.

A-1830. Is every mill here managed by a managing agency7 ?—Yes. There is no
exception.

A-1831. Why is it not possible to manage mills more directly by a Board of Directors
and a managing director without the intervention of managing agents?—(Mr. Kasturbhai
Lalbhai) Because it is very difficult to obtain the capital. The°capital is brought in by
the managing agent, and unless it is forthcoming no mill can be established or run.

A-1832. Do you consider the present age of children as fixed by the Faotories Act
suitable ? Do you not think 15 is rather young as a full time worker ?—No.

A-1833. As regards absenteeism, I understand that you only show7 absenteeism if a
man is absent without having supplied a substitute ?—Yes.
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A-1834. If he supplies a substitute, you do not mark him as'absent ?—That is so.

A-1S35. Suppose you marked him as absent whenever he was not there himself, what
would bo the percentage ol absenteeism then ?—About 2 per cent. more.

A-1S36. We noticed during our inspection of the mills that there seemed to be very
few old men working. At about what age does a man cease work?—They may go to
their villages in their old age.

A-1S37. Is a great proportion of the labour permanent here ?—When they go away
they go back to their villages.

A-1838. Are all the weaving sheds working on the two loom system here—one man
to two looms ?—Yes.

A-1S39. You have not tried working more ?—No.

A-1S40. Sir Ibrahim Rahimtoola

:

In regard to the chawls which some of the
mill-owners have built here, has any statement been worked out as to what return the
mill-owners get on the capital invested ?—(Mr. Kasturbliai Lalbhai) Yes, it is three
per cent.

A-1S41. What is the rate at which you borrow money for the purpose of building these
chawls ?—6 per cent.

A-1842. So that there is a clear loss of three per cent, on the housing accommodation
given to the workers ?—That is so.

A-1843. You say that tho number of women workers has been greatly reduced in the
Ahmedabad cotton mills during the last two years. What is tho reason that has led to

this reduction in the employment of women workers ?—(Mr. Patel) There has been a
tendency on tho part of labour unions to say that women workers ought not to work in

the mills.

A-1S44. The mill-owners themselves have not discouraged tho employment of

women ?—No.

A-1845. They would employ women as before, if the women were willing to come ?

—

Yes.

A-184G. That leads me to my next question. Are the earnings of the men members
of the family enough to maintain the whole family including the women ? Do you main-
tain that a family can live in comfort on the earnings of the man, talcing a family as being

one male, one female and two children ?—The women may be going to other work in

the city.

A-1S47. That means that there are other sources of employment in Ahmedabad for

women ?—That is so.

A-1S18. That is the reason why there is no unemployment in the city?—Exactly.

A-1S49. Mr. Asavle

:

What are those other sources of employment ?—Hawking of

vegetables, plying of lorry, road repairs, and several other things.

A-1850. Sir Ibrahim Rahimtoola : You say that the restriction of GO hours has produced,

a good effect on tho operatives but that it has increased the cost of production in the

industry. Later on you say “ No further reduction in the hours of working should be

made. Workmen get sufficient time after 6 p.m. when the mills are closed, for recreation

and rest. The period of rest in the afternoon is one hour at a stroke, and this also tends

to give them sufficient rest during the interval.” You then go on to say “ Further
reduction in working hours would enhance tho cost of production to such a degree as

would harm the industry and render its position to compete with other manufacturers

very weak.” What has been the effect on production of the reduction of the working
hours from 12 to 10 ? Can you give us any statement which would show that a given

number of workmen were producing so much in 12 hours, and that they are now producing

so much in ten hours ?—(Mr. Parekh) We will make out a statement.

A-1S51. I notice you say “ and render its position to compete with other manufacturers

very weak.” To what other manufacturers are you referring ?—Manufacturers outside

India—Japan mostly.

A-1852. Then your position is that any measures of this kind will so adversely aifect

the industry that it will suffer heavily in consequence of foreign competition ?—Exactly.

A-1853. You say “ Labour questions are increasingly handled by Government, and
durum the last six years several enactments have been made—the Workmen’s Compensa-
tion Act, Trade Disputes Act, Trade Unions Act, Maternity Benefit Act, Humidification

and Ventilation Rules ” and so on. Can you tell us what has been the cumulative effect
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of these measures, on the textile industry and also what,the effect will he in future if

further measures of a similar kind are adopted ?—We will try to submit a statement to

you on that.

A-1854. TheChairman : Imay take it from your memorandum thatyou have generally

found that the changes made in recent years have been for the benefit of your workers,

;and that you have not been exactly ruined by them ?—No, not rumed, but we have been

Affected to a certain extent.

(The -witnesses withdrew. 1
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Mr. AMBALAL SARABHAI of The Ahmedabad Manufacturing and
Calico Printing Co., Ltd.

A-1855. The Chairman : I understand that you are the owner of two large mills

.•in Ahmedabad ?—I am the senior partner in the firm of managing agents.

A-185G. Of the Calico and the Jubilee Mills ?—Yes.

A-1857. You yourself are responsible for the control and management here of those
mills ?—That is so.

A-1858. How many workers do you employ in these two mills ?—About 5,000.

A-1859. Are those divided between the two mills equally 1—In one mill we have
-about 3,000 and in the other mill about 2,000.

A-1860. And you yourself give your personal attention to the control of those two
important mills ?—I control the management.

A-1861. In your memorandum you tell us that you are making an experiment in the
appointment of an employment officer to get over some of the difficulties that we often

hear of in the recruitment of labour in your mills, and you tell us quite frankly of some
of the difficulties which you have found in that experiment to diminish the difficulties

that .sometimes arise in leaving complete responsibility for engagement of labour to the
jobbers ?—That is so.

A-1862. You tell us, as might be expected in such an experiment, that considerable

difficulties arise ?—That is so.

A-1S63. May I take it that you are persisting in that experiment and hoping that

experience will help you to make it satisfactory ?—I have no doubt about it.

A-1S64. You have no doubt that it Will succeed ?—It will take some time, but it is

bound to succeed.

A-1865. With patient perseverance you feel that it will succeed and you will get
over many of the difficulties of the system which is so common ?—That is my view.
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A-186G. Do you keep any complete register of the Workers who come to your firm ?

Yes ;
those who are employed are entered on a waiting list, and then whenever there is a

vacancy a selection is made from those on the waiting list.

A-1867. Where you have migratory labourers coming in from the outside, do thev

return again and again to your works, or iB there any record to show how frequently

they return to the same works ?—There are not many names registered so far, because,

people who are not supported by jobbers are afraid of getting their names registered,

because if they get employment' they are afraid they will be sent away from some

excuse or another ; so that the list is not very comprehensive or complete
; but we

get a few men and they keep on coming to us from time to time and get employment as

substitutes.

A-1868. Do vou aim at giving encouragement to these migratory labourers to come

again and again to your works ?—Yes, by employing them whenever we need them.

A-18G9. When they come back do you give a preference to those who have Worked

with you before ?—Wc always do.

A-1870. And do you give any inducement to them tending towards regularity in that

respect ?—In certain departments we pay attendance bonus, but not for people who go

away for a short period and then come back ; they do not get any inducement at all.

A-1871. In your memorandum you deal with the question of unemployment insurance

and vou tell us that in your opinion it is unnecessary and uncalled for, that in your view

it could only be possible if it covered a larger field than merely industrial -workers ?—
That is so.

A-1872. You then make an interesting reference to the use of men of University

education ?—We are making an experiment in that way.

A-1873. Are you finding that men from the Universities are in an increasing measure

0 turning their thoughts towards industrial employment ?—I think so.

A-1S74. That would seem to be a very valuable development. . We have heard

something of it elsewhere. You are doing your best. I take it, to encourage young men
of University qualifications to apply their abilities to industry ?—We get a number of

applications, so that I feel that they like to go into technical lines now.

A-1S76. And so far as your experiment has gone has it been successful ?—I am quite

satisfied with it.

A-1876. You have already some men of that type who are proving themselves capable

and satisfactory ?—Yes, that is my experience.

A-1877. I think I may take it from what you tell us that you have an advantage here

in Akmedabad that for the most part the real heads of the firms are on the spot dealing

from day to day with their problems ?—That is so.

A-1878. Not at a distance ?—They are in close touch with the management.

A-1879. That accounts, perhaps,’ for some of the success of your experiments. You
tell us that a few graduates were taken as apprentices in 1919 and a regular scheme was

introduced in 1921. At present in your mills there are 12 graduates in the technical

departments and 10 in the commercial department ?—That is so.

A-1S80. We take note of that as a valuable experiment of which I take it you are

confident there will come success ?—I think so.

A-1SS1. You also tell us in more details of your experiments to deal with your workers

and to eliminate some of the troubles that have arisen from leaving too much responsibility

to the jobbers ?—But our efforts have not been successful, as I have stated.

A-I882. So I note
;
you tell us an attempt was made to do without jobbers, but the

system was too novel and it had to be given up ?—That is so.

A-1S83. But I take it that your experiment with the employment, officer, while it is

not aimed at altogether doing away with the jobber, is intended to remove the evils

which sometimes grow
_
up where the jobbers are not men of the right quality ?—Yes,

that is one of the objects.

A-18S4. You make a reference to workers committees, you tell us there can be no
objection on principle to the formation of workers committees, but you tell us that there
is suspicion and.distrust on both sides. Would you like to develop your views on the
possibility of workers committees 1—The union do not view with favour any workers
committee ; I havc discusscd it with the Labour Union, and they think that it will come
in conflict with their shop stewards, they think it will interfere with the Union movement
and divide the workers. That is one objection of the Union. The second objection
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is that the Board and I realize that if we give some advisory functions to the committee
to begin with. they Trill ask for some further concessions, they Trill -want an effective voice

. in management a little later, and it may lead to labour troubles.

A-18S5. You are aware, no doubt, that this experience of yours is not one which
refers to India alone ; the same suspicion has occurred in other countries in the earlv
stages of such a proposal ns this, but that with patience both the union and the employers
come to see that there is a field for joint works committees without any weakening of
the union and to the advantage of both labour and employers ?—That is my view, and
on principle I approve of it ; but I do not think the union movement and the employers
are in a condition to work this system at present until the union movement has more
settled in the countin' ; until then I do not think it is possible to work it without disastrous
results to both.

A-1SSC. But a movement of that kind cannot make progress except with patient
endeavour on both sides to make it a success ; it needs, of course, to be established with
the approval and co-operation of the union and of the employers ?—The difficulty to-day
is that only spinners are in the union ; there is no union for Weavers, I mean not on a large

scale. There ate very few men in the weavers union. So that When we have got a
certain number of workers in the union, and in other departments not in the union, we
are not able to discuss questions of general importance, such as intervals for food, fines

and other things, because those who are in the union will Want to advocate the policy
of the union, and those who are not in the union may Want something else. So
that unless we get all the workers in the union. I am afraid this experiment will not
succeed.

A-1SS7. Then you think it needs more complete organization on the Workers’ side
before there is a basis for real success ’—That is what I think.

A-18SS. In your memorandum you tell us some interesting things about housing
arrangements ; can you tell us in a few words what in your opinion is the main obstacle

to an improvement of the housing conditions in Almiedabad ?—Want of will.

A-1SS9. On wfiose part ?—On the part of all.

. A-1S90. In that you include the Municipality, the employers and public opinion
generally ?—The Workers.- employers. Municipality and Government.

A-1S91. Have you any suggestion to give us as to how those obstacles can
be overcome ?—By the Municipality undertaking big housing schemes, in my opinion,

or subsidising a housing scheme. We are considering such a proposal in the Municipality

at present.

A-1S92. Taking for the moment the housing for which the millowners are responsible,

we notice a very great variation between the best and the Worst ; is it not possible for

the millowners to try to lovel up tlio worst to the standard of the best for the credit of

the industry here ?—My own view is that it is not a function of a millowner to provide

’houses for his workers ; it is the function of the public body to do so. The millowners
may pay their contribution to tlio local body for tlio purpose ; millowners may be taxed
to provide interest and sinking fund and other things, but there cannot be unifornity
if every employer builds separately ; it must be done by the local body.

A-1S93. But am I right in saying that yon yourself liavo done a great deal in the way
of housing of your own workers ?—We have done very little, and I do not think we can
do much in that direction.

A-1S94. And the union, I understand, prefer municipal housing to employers’ housing
for certain obvious reasons ?—At present I do not think they care who builds their houses

as long as the houses are built.

A-1895. But do you not think that the employers as a whole, who have considerable
numbers of chawls, could raise the standard, bring up the poor ones to the standard of

the best ?—I think it ought to be done ; the municipality ought to enforce it not only
on the employers but on all chawl owners, whether the chawls belong to the mills or to
private landlords.

A-1S96. Then do you think the municipal regulations aTe not adequate or that they
are not adequately enforced 1—Both. I have stated that.

A-1S97. I understand that recently a new standard has been introduced into the
municipal regulations ?—That only prevents back to back rooms ; that is the new
regulation, as far as I am aware ; but there are many more things that require to be
done in this direction.

A-189S. Then you think that a higher standard of municipal regulations is required ?

—

It is very necessary.

110 r 15—
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A-1S99. And, more than that, a greater determination to enforce that standard ?—
That is so.

A-1900. Mr. Sastri : Taldng up this housing question, did 1 understand you to say

that vow do not consider it is the duty of the milloWners to provide accommodation for

their employers ?—What I say is this, that the millowners may contribute, hut not at

their own expense provide land, build houses and so on.

A-1901. 'then you consider the municipalities are the proper agencies to take up

the matter ?—That is so. .

A-1902. Would you say that the municipalities should finance these housing schemes

out of the ratepayers’ contributions, or would you allow that while the municipalities

may be the managing agencies for building and so. on, they should recoup themselves

out of contributions made by the milloWners in this behalf ?—-In the present financial

position of the municipality, they will have to get it from the millowners ; the difference

between the economic rent and the rent that the workers can actually pay will have to he

borne by the millowners.

A-1903. Then the municipalities will build and also regulate building by private

-enterprise, so that there may not be great disparity between the standards set up by the

municipalities and by these private builders ?—No attempt has been made by the

municipality so far and it is difficult. I personally do not favour the municipality

building them ; the municipality should subsidize private owners and the workers to build

houses. To begin with, the municipality should build a few, and then offer a subsidy to

the workers and then to the landlords on different grades. Then we must see what the

result is, and then adopt the policy we find best under the circumstances.

A-1904. Do you look forward to the occupiers of these houses being able to

pay economic rents ?—Some workers can, some cannot.

A-1905. And 1 suppose those who cannot, comprise the great majority ?—The rent

will have to be less than the economic rent. ^

A-190G. Do you say that wages should be increased so as to enable these people to

pay the rents ?—That brings up a very big question.

A-1907. Otherwise I think there is a risk of the ratepayer being taxed for the purpose

•of housing these labourers ?—My information is to the effect that Rs. 60,000 per year is-

the total that the municipality should require for the purpose, and that they can certainly

get from the mills.

A-1908. Now we come to something definite. You think the mills here can bear the

additional burden. I am not asking you yet whether they will bear it. You think they

can bear it ?—My own view is that they ought to.

A-1909. I suppose you are one of the few who hold that opinion among your class ?—

*

I do not know that. 1

A-1910. With regard to hours of work, are you in sympathy with the demand that

they should be reduced as low as S ? I am not asking you as a humanitarian ; I am
asking you whether you favour the demand as a practical thing at the present time,

and, if you do not, will you kindly explain your reasons to the Commission ?—I do not

think it is possible to do it in the near future. If we reduce hours the rates of wages
will have to be put up by 25 per cent, in order that their present earning should bo

maintained. I believe that the workers can certainly do considerably more than they do
at present and earn more, but they will not agree to it to-day. If the hours are reduced
without doing either, then the industry cannot bear the charge.

A-1911. Will you explain a little further why there is this reluctance on the part of

labour to increase their output ?—Their standard of living is low and on the present wage
they do not feel the pinch that is required in order to give them an impetus to earn more.
That is one thing ; the second thing is that they are afraid of unemployment ; they feel

that if they take up more work it means unemployment for the other people. The third
reason is that their home surroundings, education and so on, are so low that they do not
realize the benefit of it. We have tried an experiment for about a year ;

we worked 8
hours, and we had naturally at that time to ask our workers to attend more to their work
than they had with 10 hours’ work. We found our workers wanted to ’go back to
10 hours and be more lenient than to work 8 hours.

A-1912. They would rather work 10 hours loosely than work 8 hours rigorously ?

—

That is what we Were told by the workers some time ago when we were working
S hours.
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A-1913. Do you think that defect in labour can be cured or combated by an v
means ?—Yes, I have made a suggestion in my written evidence with regard to unem-
ployment. There are so many new mills being put up just now ; some mills do nightwork

' and others would like to do night w ork if they could get the men. If the union agrees
not to make any more members and these men who are working in the mills are found
work in new mills, then it can be done in such a Way that in a few years it will mean
more work Without unemployment.

A-1914. Are the union prepared to restrict their membership ?—They cannot possibly
do it until the millowners agree not to employ non-union men.

A-1915. So that very good understanding between millowners and operatives Would
be required ?—Yes, and that is why I think it is not possible.

A-1916. Do you think it is worth while making an attempt ?—It will not succeed at
the present time.

A-1917. We heard some days ago here that the difficulties of labour are in part due
to the fact that the managing agents appropriated to themselves a somewhat undue
share of the profits of the industry. Have you anything to say on that head ?—There
are some people who believe that the Ahmedabad mill agents get more than Bombay,
but I have looked into the figures and I find that is not so. I have figures which I have
given to the Tariff Board showing a comparison between the charges on the mills in respect
of the agency in Ahmedabad and Bombay. I find that Akmedabad mill agents do not
get more. I mean the charge on the mill is not more ; they may be getting slightly more

, but the mill does not pay more.

A-191S. Then from whom do they get the excess ?—The Ahmedabad mill agents do
many things which the Bombay mill agents do not do, for instance, selling ; the Ahmed-
abad mill agents give more attention to it and pay a lower commission to their selling

-agents than they do in Bombay. I made a comparison of a mill with 25,000 spindles

and 825 looms, and I found that in a lean year in Ahmedabad the charge is Rs. 3,000 per
year more, but in a good year in Ahmedabad it is less by Rs. 4,000 than it is in Bombay.
'Then the Ahmedabad mill agents are large shareholders in the companies, so that if they
were not taking it as commission they would get it as dividend. For this purpose I have
not taken that into account ; if that were taken into account, it would come to much less

than Bombay.

A-1919. So that you think on the whole that the proportion of profit that

the managing agents take is not susceptible of much reduction ?—If it is reduced the

industry will not succeed as well as it does in Ahmedabad. One of the reasons why the

industry has made such progress here is that the agent has a great stake in the capital

and he makes a good profit on it.

A-1920. He puts more work into the business ?—That is so ; he has such a great

• stake in it.
<?

A-1921. Sir Ibrahim Bahimtoola

:

Yesterday we were informed that the profits on

the block account of the Ahmedabad mills come to about 4 per cent. Is that true ?

—

Very nearly.

A-1922. Then how is it that you are able to declare dividends on a much
higher scale ?—Because of the reserves in the depreciation funds and the undistributed

profits. The capital is a very small part of the total funds of the company. The Ahmed*
abad mills work with a smaller capital ; they take greater risks in the beginning ; that

is why the dividends are high.^

A-1923. But the dividends must come out of profits. In a statement that has been

circulated to us it is stated that the average dividend was 18 per cent., after providing

about 35 lakhs for depreciation and about the same amount as managing agents’

commission. If you only make 4 per cent, on the block account, which is the

capital invested in machinery and buildings, how is it possible to call that industry

a success ?—The return is very inadequate but the dividend can be explained. If the

capital is 20 lakhs and the reserves are 80 lakhs, then 4 per cent, on the total will come to

20 per cent, on 20 lakhs. It is not satisfactory, but it is not as unsatisfactory as in other

places. It is because of the reserves and other things that the dividends are maintained.

The reserves are not usually deposited but are invested in machinery and buildings

’

most of the mills invest their reserves and depreciation fund in extending the mills, so

that on the block account it is a very poor return.

A-1924. The Chairman: You mean that the nominal 'capital of the company may
represent only a quarter of the money that is really sunk in the industry ?—In many
cases less than a quarter.

3IO Y 15—8d
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A-1925. So that the 18 per cent, on the nominal capital has really no relation to the

percentage of the profit on the whole of the money sunk in buildings and machinery ?—
That is so ; it is a very poor return.

A-192G. Sir Victor Sassoon: What Would bo the position of a new mill ?—A new
mill with up-to-dato machinery will earn more than 4 per cent. now.

A-1927. You appreciate that unless the return was something in the naturo of G per

cent, there would bo a loss to the company, ns they would bo paying out more in interest

than they received in profit ?—Yes ;
it will pay more than G per cent., but how much I

must work out.

A-192S. The Chairman : May I take it that a new mill at any rate anticipates say

10 per cent., or elso the enterprise would hardly bo justified in taking tho risk ?—It
certainly anticipates 10 per cent, on tho paid-up capital, not oil the block. If a company

has a block capital of 20 lnklis, of which the paid-up capital is 5 lakhs, and tho profit is

2 lakhs, that is 10 per cent.

A-1929. Sir Victor Sassoon : Assuming an old mill is making 4 per cent., with the

samo management, what would a new mill make ?—As it was about two months ago, I

think it -would make about 8 per cent, which is double.

A-1930. Sir Ibrahim Ilahimtoola : What do you mean by tho following remark in

your memorandum :
—

“ Moreover, one country cannot redueo its hours while another

country competing in its home and foreign markets does not do so, unless it

lias the independence to adjust its tariffs and pay bounties ns may be necessary to make

up for wliat may be lost by reduction in the bourn of working and by improving generally

tlio condition of workers "?—I liad in mind Japan, where the hours of work are much
longer than they arc hero ; and wages I think work out less than they arc here in certain

departments ; so that I think unless we have fiscal independence with regard to tariffs

and other things it will ruin the industry. In foreign countries we cannot compete at

all and we find it very difficult to hold our own in India to-day.

A-1931. What do you mean by wliat you say in your written memorandum with

regard to the attitude of Government towards trade combinations and industrial dis-

putes ?—I had in mind wliat Government did in llombr.y at the tiino of the Bombay
mill striko and communal riots. As to what I say ns to acts of commission and omission

on the part of the Government. I can only mention a few. AVo arc fold that everything

is held up for want of money, hut look at the expenditure on New Delhi.

A-1932. That is the Imperial Government ; I am speaking of the Provincial Govern-

ment 1—Because the Imperial Government have not got money, they cannot slop the

provincial contributions, and tho provinces cannot give us money for improvements
because they have to make contributions to tho Imperial Government. Bombay lost

heavily with regard to tho development, schcmo and could not balance their budget.

Look at tho expense, in a poor country like India, of keeping body-guards, maintaining

tne pomp of the Moghuls, and special trains, when hospitals have not got bandages, and
people cannot be educated. Then tho rate of exchange of tho rupee at Is. Gd. instead of

Is. 4d. has, in my opinion, ruined the country a great deal. With regard to omission,

what is being done about land policy, education and public health ?

A-1933. Housing is closely connected with public health, is it not ?—Yes.

A-1934. In. every town whero a municipality exists, it is tho duty of tho municipality
to look after public health ?—That is so.

'
*

A-1935. Therefore the first duty of a municipality is to see that all the sanitary

measures which are required for public health arc taken by it at the expense of the general

rate-payer ?—Yes.

A-1936. How has tho municipality discharged its duty in Ahmcdahad in regard to

public health ?—Very badly.

A-1937. What is the total municipal revenue in Alimcdabad ?—I think it is about
35 lakhs.

A-1938. And what is the population ?—They do not keep proper statistics, but I

think it is about 3,20,000.

A-1939. So that roughly speaking the incidence of taxation per head of population
is Rs. 11 ?—Rs. 9.

A-1940. In Bombay it is nearly Rs. 28, is it not ?—Rs. 22 or Rs. 23.

A-1941. That means that there is a great disparity between tho municipal taxation
on the population of Bombay and on that of Alimedabad ?—Yes. Karachi is about
Rs. 16. Our Rs. 9 includes about one-third or one-quarter coming from tho mills, so
that it comes to less on the rest of tho population.
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A-1942. There is no obligation upon the municipality to build houses for the people 7

—

I think it is the function of the municipality to bring down mortality.

A-1943. Their obligatory duties include medical relief, general sanitation and building
regulations to ensure that buildings are constructed in a sanitary manner by the owners,
but I have never known there is any obligation on the municipality to build houses
themselves ?—I think local bodies in England give subsidies and help. I am asking
for an all round extension of the housing programme, but in so far as it affects the mill
hands, that amount may be recovered from the mills in additional taxation.

A-1944. Your position is this, that the provision of sanitary houses by private
enterprise is not possible, as it does not pay, and therefore public bodies and Government
should subsidize the building of houses ?—That is so.

A-1945. Do you think the general public would be able to bear the burden of this

additional taxation 7—As far as the mill housing is concerned.

' A-1946. I am speaking with regard to the whole population ?—But it may be put in

such a way that the general public will not grumble about it.

A-1947. You tliink it is a practical proposition 7—I think so.

A-1948. Mr. Clow : In your memorandum, you refer to the landed interest being
strongly represented on the Municipal Board 7—That is so.

A-1949. Most of the mill hands are at present enfranchised ?—Yes, they are.

A-1960. Are not they able to secure effective representation 7—The landlords in

w’hose chawU they stay manage to get their votes.

A-1951. Have you any suggestions for overcoming that difficulty ?—Civic conscious-

ness.

A-1952. But that is not a thing one can build up in a day ?—We shall have to wait
till it comes.

A-1953. You have no shorter method to suggest ?—Government can come down and
say :

“ You shall do this to improve sanitation and housing ”
; but they do not.

A-1954. That would be rather interfering with local self-government, would it not 7

—

I think they interfere where they ought not to and do not interfere where they

ought to.

A-1955. Under the head “ Value and defects of system of employing jobbers ” you
refer to your endeavours to get the educated young men to replace jobbers, and you say

there is great difficulty, as the nature of the work appeals only to a few. What is the

scale of pay that a young man can expect on entering that occupation ?—We have tried

it and many left us ; I Wanted them to learn the work to begin with. A jobber will get

about Rs. 120 a month after he has been trained for a year or two.

A-1956. During his training What -would you give him 7—Wc offered to pay Rs. 30
as a sort of scholarship, but then the work does not appeal to them.

A-1957. Why—because it is manual 7—They are not used to these long hours and
this class of work and the conditions in the mill.

A-195S. In your memorandum under the head “ Value and defects of system of

employing jobbers” you refer to surplus labour at present, but I think in answer to

Sir Ibrahim Rahimtoola you said that the difficulty of Working nightshifts was that you
couht not get enough labour—Not the right type of labour ! those who get employment
during the day time do not prefer to Work in the night, and the people you get at night

are indifferent work-people. It is only those who cannot get day work who take night

work.

A-1959. The mills ’ in which working conditions are good have much less difficulty

in getting the labour they Want 7—That is so.

A-1960. Are the mills in which conditions are poor compelled to offer higher Wages 7

—

I have no personal knowledge of fliat ; if they do not pay higher wages they will get an
inferior class of men.

A-1961. You refer to objections urged by the labour union against doing without
jobbers. What is the nature of these objections 7—They have got the jobbers in the

union now and they have got to support them.

A-1962. You have made an interesting suggestion as regards workmen’s compensation.

You suggest that every child under 15 should get Rs. 60 per year until it reaches the age of

15. Is that to be given irrespective of whatever wage the father was earning 7—That
is my view.
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A-19G3. And of the number of children tlicro arc ''—Yes. At present there is no
provision like this ; this is the minimum I propose for each child.

A-1964. So that if a man earning a small wage died and left a considerable number of

children, the family would get very much moro than they got while lie was alive ?—I do

not think Its. 5 is enough.

A-19G5. Suppose ho left five children—he might not have been earning P,s. 25 a

month?—I do not think there can he five children under lo. because the mortality

is so high.

A-196G. I think you will find such cases. Later on you suggest that the husband

should only get half the amount due in case of death of a Woman. At present he gets

a much smaller amount than the wife gels owing to the smnller wage earned by the

woman ?—Both men and Women arc employed in the spinning department, and it is in

this department that most of the accidents take place—very few in the weaving—and

wages for men and women arc the samo in the spinn'itg.

A-19G7. That is not true of every occupation ?—I am talking of the textile industry.

I want a general application of my proposal, but if you find that you should pay more in

other industries you can do so. This is the minimum that should he given ; this is good,

to begin with, for the textile industry.

A-19G8. You suggest also that a man below 20 should not he employed on the night

shift ?—That is my view,

A-19G9. At the same time you suggest that night and day shifts should change over.

Would not that make difficulty ? It would virtually exclude men under 20 if the shifts

had to change over ?—No. I think that half-timers should not lie kept on. If th" mills

work night shifts they will not employ men tinder 20.

A-1970. But if you want to change shifts V—There are few mills that will work at

nights, and they need not employ men under 20.

A-1971. With regard to GO hours’ work per week you say that the worker's efficiency

has increased and the output has gone up, hut it has not gone high enough to compensate
for the loss to the owners due to the lesser number of hours of work. Have you any
figures of production that, would help us to come to a decision in regard to this matter ?

—

I tried to find figures yesterday, but from memory I can tell you that I have taken figures

just a year after Wo went into ten hours, andT found that out of 1GJ hours’ reduction, wo
had mndo up in the weaving about 11 per cent, and in the spinning about 5 per cent.

Tltis is from memory ; I have not estimated it recently.

A-1972. You will be prepared to admit the possibility that after the system of shorter
hours bad been in force some time, the efficiency would further increase ?—Per hour it

will go up slightly ; but you cannot expect any great efficiency.

A-1973. But I think you said that you made calculations two or three yearn after the
present system came into operation ?—No, after a year.

A-1974. As regards your answer to Sir Ibrahim Kahimtoola in respect of the reduction
in the hours of work, you spi ke of the danger of ruin to the industry. I take it that, you
were referring not to the conditions at present but, to the conditions if hours were further
reduced ?—The condition of the industry is not at all good to-day, according to my view,
and it Will bo very bad if a further reduction is made. But 1 am not recommending
increase to 12 hours.

A-1975. But leaving aside Bombay itself, in practically every important centre of the
industry production is increasing or has increased notably in the last two or three years?

—

9 hat is due to better cotton and better machinery being used and not to the tariff poliev
of tlie Government.

A-197G. Then that does not suggest any danger of ruin. ?—I do not think the industry
is in a sound condition to-day.

A-1977. It itli regard to “ intervals ” you say “ The objects with which the interval
is given. . . . .will be hotter served if it is given twice instead of once a day. But under
the existing conditions it is neither desirable nor possible to make the change.” You
mean desirable but not possible ?—It is not desirable this way that the work-people will
not go out at that time.

l :
4 ‘19

j
8- Wliy no! •—They get food from home ; some day it may bo half an hour

. late and some day it may bo half an hour earlier and ns such they will be very greatly
inconvenienced.

Would it not be of benefit'to the industry if wages were standardized ?

—

It is not possible
; it would be a benefit if it could be done, but I do not think it could be

done.
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A-19S0. It could be done by a statutory wages board ?—The conditions with regard
to the raw material used, machinery and work vary so much from mill to mill that
standardization is not possible.

A-198I. It has been attempted in Bombay ?—Yes, with most disastrous results.

A-I982. The results are due to standardization ?—I think it Was very unscientific.

A-1983. With regard to fines you say “ Deductions are made from the Weavers’
Wages as compensation for the damages sustained through their carelessness in Weaving
cloth.” Are they in any case given the damaged cloth ?—If the damage is serious then
it is given ; if it is slight it is not given.

A-19S4 . It Was suggested to us yesterday that where they were given the damaged
cloth they suffered very little loss. Do you agree with that view 1—I do not desire

to express my personal opinion on that matter.

A-19S5. You have given us very interesting statistics at the end of your
memorandum. In your Jubilee mills there are twice as many men under 30 years of age
as there are after. Can you give us an explanation ?—As far as men are concerned,
I think some of them go to weaving. *

A-I986. But this relates to both spinning and Weaving ?—I sent a letter to the Secre-

tary to the Commission informing him that no have 1,900 men in the mills and we could
get reliable information—what we considered Was good enough—from 1,380 ; these figures

are based on 1,380.

A-19S7. That is a representative sample I take it ?—I really cannot say so, because
of the percentage of males and females. There are very few females in the spinning ; so

the percentage taken on weaving and spinning generally does not give you a fair idea of

the percentage of women employed.

A-19S8. Take Appendix IV of your memorandum which shows that about half the
number of employees have not more than four years’ service. That seems a very large

proportion of men leaving before they attain any long service ?—That is so.

A-19S9. What is the explanation for that ?—I have not really looked into that.

A-1990. Is it that the condition's of the work arc so arduous that the men cannot
endure them for a long time 1—They may be going from one mill to another duo to the
insanitary conditions of their homes, or they may be going to their villages and coming
again. Though they join us again their service is not treated as continuous.

A-1991. You do not keep a record ?—He might put in continuous sendee for some
time and then go to his village for a year and again after that period rejoin us in that case

he is treated as beginning his service afresh. The statement does not represent that the
men leave the Work after a few years’ sendee but that they are fairly continuous in

service for three years.

A-1992. Mr. Joslri : You state that a large portion of the labour in Ahmedabad is not
permanently settled ; you give the extent of permanent labour as 15 per cent. It might
be that the causes of the labour not being permanently settled are, firstly, the housing
conditions. Do you think, under present housing conditions, any worker would think -

of permanently settling in Ahmedabad ?—They have got interests in villages and
upcountry, and even if they are better housed they will not become permanent residents

of Ahmedabad.

A-1993. Of course, there are several reasons, but bad 1lousing may be one of them.
The housing condition in towns like Ahmedabad, where people do not get a small suitable

house or fresh air, is perhaps one of the causes wrhy the labour force does not
settle permanently ?—If they own their houses here, then it will be all right, but even if

housing conditions are improved they will not settle down permanently here.

A-1994. Nobody Will like to settle down permanently in a chan;

l

; if he has a small
cottage of his own he would like to'settle down ?—Yes, if they have their own houses.

A-1993. It may also be due to another factor, namely, that old age is not provided for ;

nobody would like to settle down unless he knows that old age is provided for ?—I do not
think so. If he is to be provided for old age by going to the village, he would give
preference to the village rather than to the town. There is no provision for old age here
'or there.

A-199G. Most of them do not possess land in villages and their condition therefore is-

the same ; but village life may be cheaper ?—That, means having two establishments.

A-1997. Why ?—Because his children will be working in Ahmedabad. Whatever
he saves by the lower cost of living in the village he will spend more than that in running
two establishments.
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A-199S Tlien a<min Iiis connection is completely cut oS when he comes to towns

like Ahmedahad ?—He goes periodically to his village on holidays.

A-1999. So he has some estahlishment there ?—A house he may have.

A-2000. He shuts his house when he comes to the town ?—Either he lets 'it out or

closes it down.

A-2001. Dealing with methods of recruitment you say “ The Employment Depart-

ment has "not yet been able to show any good result, the reason being the disfavour with

which it is viewed by the heads of the departments.” I want to find out the reason why
the heads of the departments look on this experiment with disfavour. Is it their

desire to please their jobbers 1—No. I think the jobbers want to make money and

they want to put up the head of the department to oppose it by telling him “ the

agent does not trust you, and so it is not better for you to have any hand in the matter

of employment.”

A-2002. The head of the department believes the words of the jobber ?—He feels his

vanity is hurt when a subordinate tells him that the agent does not trust him.

A-2003. -Do you also admit that there is some kind of corruption on the part of the

jobbers ?—Yes, a good deal.

A-2004. It might he that the officers are also sharers in that corruption ?—1 do not

think so.

A-2005. As regards a Public Employment Agency you state “ It is not, however,

called for under the present conditions in Ahmedabad.” Will it not help the workers

if there is a public employment agency inasmuch as their going about the various mills

for employment may be reduced ?—I have given reasons why it will bo difficult to make
a proper use of the agency. The men are required in the mills eaTly in the morning and

until the mills start working we will not know the number of absentees. The central

agency cannot therefore he of any help in this regard.

A-200G. The central agency might start work early in the morning 1—As the agency

cannot be informed of the number of men required until the mills actually start working,

it will take time for the agency to send the men. The mills will not he agreeable to this

procedure. As far as daily substitutes are concerned the mills always give preference

to the men who call at the gates of the mills every morning.

A-2007. I am not speaking of the ordinary substitutes who wait at the gates. What
I want to know is whether the .agency cannot be of help when the mills want more men,
not substitutes ?—The mills give preference to the substitutes who worked in the mills

before ; there are some substitutes who come every day, and when there is a permanent
vacancy the substitute is given the preference.

A-2008. As regards unemployment insurance you say that legislation pi eventing

fragmentation of land and uneconomic holdings may prevent unemployment. I thought
that legislation preventing fragmentation of land may create unemployment in villages ?

—I do not share that view.

A-2009. It is not a question of views. If a worker lias got some land he sticks to

that land whether it gives him sufficient employment or not. Ho is employed, hut there

is under-employment. But if you prevent fragmentation some people will get sufficient

employment while others will be thrown out of employment ?—I know of instances where
if there are, say, three acres of land and there are three brothers, each of them get

one acre, and all the three work outside instead of one man having the three acres and
working it.

A-2010. Textile industry is an industry where there are Indians as well as Europeans
as foremen. Do Indians compote successfully With Europeans as foreman, such as weaving
mast ers and spinning masters ?—Yes.

A-2011. Dealing with Works Councils you say “A recent scheme was not viewed
with favour by the Labour Union and had to he abandoned.” Is not that due to the
faetthat. the labour union feels that the workers’ representatives on the Councils may not
be wholly elected by the union ; if the Labour Union is represented on the joint council
by the Union itself it Will noi have any objection ?—According to our scheme We
wanted it to he entirely elected by the men, and the Chairman to be one of the assistant
managers.

A-2012. Was it to he a wholly elected and not a joint committee ?—No nominated
persons were to he on that committee.

A-2013. Except the Chairman ?—The Chairman had to keep accounts and to write
down the proceedings.



A-2014. As regards housing, you seemed to admit that housing" for working classes
was not at present an economic proposition ?—What may ho economic to a landlord may
not be economic to a mill.

A-2015. To a landlord it is not ?—To a landlord it may bo.

A-201G. To a municipality ?—The municipality does not look into the economic side,

because there are other considerations.

A-2017. But suppose they want a sort of economic rent, they will not get it ?—According
to my calculation, the deficit will be Rs. 60,000 a year.

A-2018. Does not the fact that the workers are not able to pay economic rent, show
that their wages are low ?—It all depends on What they pay ; they pay about Rs. 5 or G,

and they will not pay more than that to the municipality.

A-2019. Even if they get better housing ?—It will involve cost to the municipality
to put up better houses for which they wall hot be prepared to pay more.

A-2020. The majority of them at present pay between Rs. 4 and 6 ?—Yes.

A-2021. Rs. 4 to G is a fairly high percentage of the total income. The average income
in Ahmedabad may be about Rs. 25 ?—No ; more than that.

A-2022. Between Rs. 25 and 30 ; it cannot be more ?—No, it is more.

A-2023. Will you give figures 1—No, I have not got them.

A-2024. The Labour Office figure is between Rs. 25 and 30 t—Unless you know what
has been really taken in'for the purpose of calculation, it is difficult to give an opinion.

I think that it is at least Rs. 40.

A-2025. Rs. 40 is the average ?—Not of a worker but of a family ; Rs. 40-50 will be
'the income of a family.

A-2026. You take the income of the whole family, including the income of the wife
and children ?—I say that they keep one room, and the rent is not paid by one worker
but by the family.

A-2027. You have already given us some figures which are very useful, but I thought
that you might help the Commission by gotting some figures as regards absenteeism on
accouht of sickness. Will you kindly do this ?—I shall ask our office if they can get

figures, and if they can we shall make an effort to supply them.

A-202S. In answer to a question you stated that there is a reluctance on the part of

the workers to increase production ?—Reluctance to do more work.

A-2029. That is to increase production is it not ?—Increased production can be brought
about by more application.

A-2030. Yes, by the effort of the worker. But he docs not want to produce more ?

—

lie docs not want"to take up more Work than at present.

A-2031 . Which will result in increased production ?—Yes.

A-2032. Is it due to the fact that when a worker increases production his rate is cut
down ?—lie does not increase the hours.

A-2033. Not increasing the hours, but when he gives you better production the rate

is cut down so that his total earning for the month remains the same ?—Not the same ;

we pay 50 per cent. more.

A-2034. You have got Bomc scheme for increased production 1—If a man looks after

two sides in the ring deartment he gets 50 per cent, more than on one side.

A-2035. I am not thinking of one man managing more looms. A man working on two
looms gives you certain production, but suppose on the same two looms he were to give

you better production ?—Wo give bonus for higher production.

A 203G. So you have got a scheme. What is your objection to giving the worker the
whole benefit of the increased production ?—The primary object of our running the
industry is not to find employment for men.

A-2037. Sir Victor Sassoon : Mr. Joshi’s point is supposing you have got a Weaver on
piece-work and he gets an increased production, he Will then get more money at the end
of the week. . Would you reduce the rate if you found that he was getting a large produc-
tion ?—Not at all.

A-203S. Mr.Joshi: My point was this : I have had a talk with several workers and
I asked them why they dad not show better production. One of the reasons which they
gave was that if they showed better production, at the end of the month the rates were
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changed so that the total income did not go up ?—I do not share that view. The workers-

in Ahmedabad are in such a position as not to permit puch a thing.

A-2039. The rates are not varying ?—Kb, otherwise there will be a strike.

A-2040. Under the head “ Diseases ” you say “ Diseases of the respiratory tracts are

more prevalent among the workers in the Spinning Department . We also had a state-

ment from the Sanitary Association that phthisis is more prevalent in the textile

industry. Will you therefore agree if I were to state that these diseases are a sort of

industrial diseases due to the industry itself ?—No.

A-2041. What are they due to 1—If they pub vacuum strippers on cards these diseases

will go down.
A-2042. So long as that is not done the disease is really due to the industry itself ?—To-

the absence of vaccuum strippers.

A-2043. But till then it becomes an industrial disease ?—1 do not admit it.

A-2044. Due to the work in the industry, not due to the general surroundings in the-

city ?—No. There are so many reasons ; it may be earjy marriages, bad houses,

insanitary conditions, illiteracy, and want of vacuum strippers in the spinning

department.

A-2045. As regards the hours of w ork, you state that if the production increases there

will not be difficulty in reducing the hours, but the workers do not show increased produc-

tion and therefore there is unwillingness on the part of the milloWners to reduce the hours.

The workers do not give you continuous u ork because the hours aTe longer ; they cannot

work continuously for 10 hours and so they only give you 8, Si or 9 hours work but not

continuous work for 10 hours.

Sir Victor Sassoon : When do they do continuous worlc for eight hours ?—No, ihey

do not do, there is an hour’s rest in between.

A-2046. Mr.Joslii: I am talking of 10 hours work ; they do not work 10 hours because

they feel that it is too much. You are not prepared to reduce the hours because you feel

that the workers may not work continuously if the hours are reduced. Somebody must

make a beginning
; this seems to be a vicious circle ?—We have made a beginning from

12 to 10.

A-2047. Yes, but this 10 hours system is going on for the last 10 years. You showed
by your figures which were taken one year after the experiment was begun that the

production was reduced to some extent but not to the extent to which the hours were

reduced.

Sir Victor Sassoon : Did not the witness say that he experimented with eight hours 1—
I tried it.

A-2048. Mr. Joshi : I want to know whether you can give us figures of j our production,

for these ten years so that I can make a comparison to see whether there has really been

any reduction 1—A comparison is not possible because we have changed our plant ;
we

are using better machines.

A-2049. You cannot really say that on account of the reduction of hours the production
is less ?—Not much in my mill

.

A-2050. So an experiment has to be made regarding the reduction of hours- The
vicious circle is this : You are not willing to reduce because yon feel that- the workers may
not give you 9 hours full work, and the workers also feel that unless the hours are reduced
they cannot work continuously and intensively ?—The vicious circle is here that the

workers who can do more work do not wish to do it and those who can earn more Wages
do not wish to earn them. >

A-2051. But their fear is that the rates will be reduced ?—I say there is no foundation
for that. I am speaking for Ahmedabad, and I know that the workers are so strong that
even if there was any suspicion they could get it redressed at once.

A-2052. Mr.Joslii: Do you agree that the hours in Japan are not longer than in

India ?—They are longer, according to my information ; I may be wrong.

A-2053. According to tho information which we have in a report made by the Inter-
national Federation of Master Cotton Spinners, they have, since the end of July, reduced
the hours to 1 1 for two shifts, that is, 8i hours a shift ?—X have drawn my information-
rom the same book and I find that the Workers doing day shift can work up to 12 Iiouts.
Up to 1931 they can Work for 12 hours.

A-2054. I do not think so. Now they have two shifts of Si hours each ?—Formerly
their monthly hours were 468 but under the new system they go up to 476.
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A-2055. But on the whole the daily working hours are not longer ?—They get only

2 holidays a Inonth instead of four.

A-2056. They have t.wo shifts of 8^ hours eacli ;
there are two holidays in a inonth,

that is, half a day more per week' or hours more. It really means their daily work is

9£ hours ?—They have only half an hour rest in between instead of one hour We have.

A-2057. Whatever it is 84 hours are the total working hours. They work from 5 to 11,

that is, IS hours ; half an hour rest for each shift ; that comes to 17 hours. So8£ hours

is the net Working period and 9 hours is the gross working time. Their net working hours

are 84 while our net working hours are 10. They get only two rest days in a month, that

is, half a day in a Week. So they work for 4} hours more during the whole week ? Let

me calculate. Instead of four days rest in a month they have only two days, or half a

day in a week. Therefore they have to work on the average 4} hours more on this account

even- week. That increases the average number of hours per day by £ hours. Adding

that to 81 hours we get an average of 9£ hours per day.

The Chairman : I think the position is quite clear now. Under the Japanese arrange-

ment the length of the shift is shortened, but the total number of working hours is greater.

A-205S. Mr. Joshi : They work for 64 days at 84 hours each or for about 50 hours per

week, so that the Japanese hours are shorter than ours by about 31 hours. Yes.

A-2059. You agree that their wages also are not smaller than ours ?—Aro you taking

per person or per loom ? It may be higher per person, but per loom it is less in Japan.

Mr. Joshi

:

Now we have seen that their wages are higher, but their hours ate-

shorter

Sir Vidor Sassoon : But their efficiency is greater.

Mr. Joshi : Efficiency is another question. But from these two points of view Japan,

has no advantage over India.

Sir Vidor Sassoon : They have a great advantage in efficiency.

Mr. Joshi

:

That will have to be calculated. In Japan women are allowed to work at

night.

A-20G0. Diwan Chaman Lull: Not now. They can work even now till 11 o’clock.

Again mills working only day shifts can go up to 12 hours. But hero we are working
only day shifts of tpn hours.

A-2061. But can you show that there are actually any mills in Japan which work
12 hours ?—There is an exemption provided in the Act, and that -Would not have been
there unless there lmd been a necessity for it. Clause 2 of Factory Legislation says that
exemption is granted to cotton textile mills where only ono shift is worked by which up
to 1931 they may work 12 hours.

A-2C62. That is the Act. But are there in practice any mills working 1 2 hours ?

The Chairman : I think the Bombay Labour Office will be able to give us reliable

information.

A-2063. Mr. Joshi

:

With regard to unclaimed wages you say, “ Wages claimed within
a period of six months from the date on which they are due are paid out on proper identi-

fication.” Why do you restrietthe period to six months when the general law of limitation

is three years ?—They ought to give us notice when they leave. But in special cases

We pay them.

A-2064. But under the ordinary law they are entitled to their wages up to a period of

three years. Why do you restrict that period ?—If they do not give us notice when they
leave we do not propose to pay except in special cases.

A-2065. But you have not referred to this condition of notice in your memorandum ?

—

I shall do that now.

A-2066. The rule is that the wages will be forfeited after six months if they leave you
without notice 1—Yes.

A-2067. Is that the rule in your mill ?—Yes.

A-206S. Miss Power : In your memorandum you say, “ In the interest of the welfare

of their families and children, it is undesirable that married women should be employed
in the Spinning and Frame Departments.” Why do you distinguish between the employ-
ment of women in one department and in another ?—In the winding and reeling depart-

ments the women might come and go as they liked. They might come late or go early if

they wanted. But in the spinning and frame departments they have to be at the mill

when the mill starts and leave the mill when it closes. •
.
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’ \-20G9. Is it your contention that the bulk of married -women Work fewer hours than

those worked by tho rest ?—No, they do not do less. But they may come half an hour

late or go home early.

A-2070. If you restrict them to winding and reeling departments will you not bo

diminishing the volume of employment available for women 7—I am talking of married

women only.

A-2071. But between SO and 90 per cent, of employed women are married 7—That
is so.

A-2072. So that you would really bo restricting the volume of employment for Women
if you confined them to tho winding and reeling departments 7—Yes.

A-2073. We Were told yesterday that the policy of the mill union was to discourage

the employment of women. The Millowners’ Association also told us that there was a

decrease in the number of women employed although the number of mills in actual opera-

tion has increased. Do you agree with this policy of the union 7—I consider women
inefficient and I want to reduce their number in my mills.

A -2074. But the bulk of tho women employed arc wives of spinners and men who get

the lower ranges of remuneration. Are they not 7—Yes, they are. But we retain Such

women as are wives or relatives of male workers in our mills. We do not want to keep

women who come alono.

A-2075. Tho average Wage of a spinner is, we ore told, round about "Rs. 2G compared ,

with approximately Its. 44 for a weavor. If you discourago employment of women
who are wives of spinners, do you suggest that tho spinners’ carningB are sufficient to

maintain their families 7—No, wo do not discourago such women whose husbands are

employed in our mills. But we do not want women. .

A-2070. I am talking of the policy of the trade as a whole 7—1 am speaking only of

the policy of my mill.

A-2077. Do you think tho statement that it is the policy of the union to discourage the

employment of women is correct 7—Tho union wants the wages of male workers—the
spinners—to ho doubled and that women must he kopt ou t of work. '

A-2078. Wliot lies behind the discrepancy between the earnings of spinners and

weavers, which is so much bigger than in England 7—I have stated already how the

wages system was developed in India. It was only a drift without any definite plan.

I think there should not be such a big discrepancy.

A-2079. Is there not arbitration on foot to raise the wages of spinners 7—The only

remedy lies in putting tho one up and bringing tho other down in order to narrow the

difference.

A-2080. With regard to the type of buildings that are put up what sort of supervision

is exercised over the plans and estimates before the buildings aro erected 7 To whom
are they submitted for scrutiny 7—I believe they have to bo sent to the Municipal

authorities to see whether they conform to the by-laws or not.

A-2081. But is that what actually happens 7—Yes.

A-2082. Are they not submitted to tho Factory' Inspectors 7—No, I do not think so.

A-2083. Do you not think it is advisable that that should bo done 7—That is my view.

What I had in mind was not factory buildings so much as residential houses.

A-2084. I meant factory buildings. In your memorandum you deal with the question

of education for the children of your Workers. Is there a system of compulsory education

in this Presidency or not ?—There is in theory.

A-2085. Does that work in Akmedubad or not 7—Government do not give permission

to make it compulsory.

A-20SG. So that there is no compulsory elementary education now 7—No.

A-20S7. Are there enough municipal schools at present for the number of children

of workers who wish to go to school, or whose parents wish them to go to school 7 Or
is there a shortage of seats in the existing primary schools 7—I do not know sufficiently

well to express an opinion about that.

A-20S8. In your memorandum you say that the “ number of Workers’ children taking
advantage of this facility is negligible—six in the Calico Mills and nine in the Jubilee
Mills.” The number is extraordinarily low. Is this indicative of Ahmedahad as a
whole or due to the very few children you employ 7—That refers ,onlyr to secondary and
college education, for which fees and books are given free to the children of employees.
That does not refer to elementary schools. And we have only six half-timers in our mills.



A-20S9. Yours is a very advanced Mill. Could you tell us the percentage of children
of youi employees who ate attending elementary education classes ?—No, we have not
the figures.

A-2090. Could you try and get the figures for us ?—We shall make an effort to collect
them and send them to the Commission.

A-2091. Could you tell us at the same time when you supply these figures whether
you think that that is characteristic of the mill population as a whole, or whether it is
rather better in the case cf your mills ? I want to get some idea of how many children
are being educated ?—Yes, I shall do so.

A-2092. Miss Gama

:

You say that your efforts to get a lady doctor for your mill
hospitals have not been successful so far. What efforts did you make ?—We advertised
several times.

A-2093. And no lady doctor came forward ?—No suitable one came forward.

A-2094. Lady Nillanth

:

You said that the millowners made a profit of 4 per cent,
on their investments, while they had to borrow money at 6 per cent. Could you explain
what that means ?—They make 4 per cent, on the block, t.e., on the total capital invested
in building and machinery. But for working capital they borrow at 6 per cent.

A-2095. You are making an experiment of employing graduates as probationers in
your mills. I have heard some millowners say that they would prefer uneducated and
less educated people to graduates. You have stated that the work of the graduates is

satisfactory. But have you found their work to be so good as to induce you to prefer
them to uneducated and less educated people ?—Yes, T do piefer them.

A-2096. But there are many people who say that educated people are no good for

such work ? Do you share that opinion ?—That has not been my experience.

A-2097. You deduct 1 per cent, of the wages as contribution to the Servants’ Self-

helping Fund to pay for the various welfare activities in the mills. Do your workers
mind this cut so much as to transfer their services to mills which do not make this

deduction from their wages ?—No, they do not. We have no ’difficulty whatever in

getting men.

A-209S. Do you contribute anything to the Fund ?—We make up the deficit whenever
the income falis short of the expenditure.

A-2099. Is it a large amount that you have to pay ?—No, it is a very small amount.

A-2100. Are managing agencies hereditary in Ahmedabad and in Bombay ?—That
is the case in Ahmedabad. In Bombay also that has been the case for a number
of years.

A-2101 . But does that gofrom father to son ?—Not necessarily. It may go to a partner
in the firm, or to a nominee or anyone else.

A-2102. Mr. Asavle

:

You stated that you were not a member of the Millowners’

Association ?—No.

A-2103. Do you generally respect the decisions of the Association in all matters of

general policy as they do in Bombay ?—I do and I have got to.

A-2104. What have you done to check corruption in the employment of workers ?

—

I am making the best efforts I can.

A-2105. In your memorandum you" say that the workers “ can afford to buy better

food than what they usually eat.” How can the workers do that with the low wages you
pay ?—I meant that they could buy more wholesome food with the money they spend
at present. For instance, they could avoid all these spices which are unnecessary and
unwholesome.

A-2106. Would it not be better in the interests of the workers if the Mills themselves

opened cheap grain shops and supplied wholesome food ?—We are trying to open a
canteen for the workers.

A-2107. In your memorandum you say that “ a special fund has been created to enable

the workers to obtain loans for short periods.” Are your workers always indebted to'

the Pathans and the Sowcars ?—I think they are. I have not collected any definite

information, but that is my view.

A-2108. When you have provided them with a fund for getting loans, does it not follow

that they are always indebted ?—I am not in a position to make a definite statement.

However I believe they are indebted.

A-2109. Why are they so indebted ?—For the Bame reason that you find in higher
strata of society. ,
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A-2130. But do the workers enjoy the same comforts and amenities as people in higher

-strata of society ?—But they have the same human weaknesses
; they are common to

both. ‘

A-2111. You say that your cricket and tennis clubs have proved a success. But do

the workers really* enjoy these games ?—I think so from the number of workers that go

in for cricket. They make full use of the cricket club. They do not so much play tennis

though that also is open to them.

A-2112. When do they play cricket ?—After C o’clock.

A-2113. After doing hard Work for 10 hours during the day ?—I do not admit the

statement that they work hard for 10 hours during the day.

A-2114. In your memorandum you say that the “widows and orphans of ex-workers

who are destitute receive financial assistance from the mills.” But is it not necessary

to make a legal provision for old age for the workers themselves who leave the mills after

a long service of fifteen or twenty yeai-s ?—That is not possible at present, until we
get complete responsible government.

A-2115. If a provision like the Provident Fund was made, would it not be useful both

to the worker and his family ?—If that could not be applied universally for all classes of

labourers I do not see that should be done for a particular industry'.

A-211G. You say that “the last yvago rut was made in 1923.” What was the

percentage ol the cut ?—154 per cent.

A-2117. Sir Victor Sassoon : Was that not a fixed amount ?—I think that was about

24 annas in the rupee. I do not know definitely.

A-2118. Mr. Asavlc

:

In your memorandum you say that “ it cannot ho said of the

Indian cotton industry’ that the rvages paid are starvation rvages in any sense of the word

;

on the other hand they arc higher than what arc paid in other occupations ” Do
you suggest that you pay more rvages than the railways or other factories ?—Yes.

A-2119. Can you giye an example ?—I am talking of Ahmedabad and Gujrat.

A-2120. What about the Bombay, Baroda and Central India Bailway workshops?

Do they’ not pay their workers more than you pay yours ?—Their Workshops are in

Rutlam and Ajmer ; they are not in Ahmedabad. In Ahmedabad there arc very few

rvorkers employed by the Bombay, Baroda and Central India Railway.

Mr. Saslri

:

Moreover the memorandum refers to wages paid “ in other occupations

which are open to the type of workers who generally work in the mills.”

A-2121. Mr. Asavle

:

But aro the wages higher than those paid in nny other

occupations ?—Surely our workers get move than what many school-masters and Govern-

ment servants get.

A-2122. Mr. Asavie

:

But do not school masters have additional income from private

tuition, etc. ?—But they are not supposed to have any according to Government
rules.

A-2123. But are they not actually having additional income from other sources ?

—

Even that does not come to much, if any.

A-2124. With regard to wages claimed sLx months after they fell due, why do you

refuse to pay them ? Are they not hard earned ?—We do that when they leave us

without notice. But if they have sufficient grounds for having left us without notice,

such as illness or other emergency, we pay them as a special case.

A-2125. Mr. Lallji

:

In your memorandum you say that “ there are a number of men
every morning at the starting time who apply to be taken as substitutes.” Do you refer

to the badlis here ?—Yes, there are a class of men who do not like continuous work and

always like to be badlis. There are others also who work in different mills till they get a

permanent employment.

A-212G. In your memorandum you say also that the “ labourers in town looking for

industrial work ” should be sent to villages and that “ cottage industries should also he

started and encouraged.” What sort of cottage industries would you suggest ?—It

requires an economic enquiry to solve this problem. It must be different in different

provinces according to the needs of the province and the different conditions existing

there.

A-2127. But do you find a lot of people coming down to Ahmedabad for

employment ?—Yes, they do.

A-2128. You say that the education received by an educated man does not encourage
him to seek anything except professional and desk work. What sort of education would
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you like them to have so as to make them fitfortextileindustry or any otherindustry ?

At present the Universities are working on the principle of mass production like factories.

It ought to he changed.
,

A-2129. Would you suggest technical eduoation ?—Whatever education they get,
it should be such as to develop their character. They should not he ashamed of manual
work entailed in an industrial occupation.

A-2130. Are you generally reducing the number of half-timers in.your mills ?—We
have got 16 half-timers in the Jubilee Mills and 7 in the Calico Mills. I do not know what
other mills are doing.

A-2131. But why is the number so small in the Calico Mills ?—Because the Calico Mills
thought of it before the Jubilee.

A-2132. If you do not give employment to half-timers between 12 and 15, will they
not be a burden on their parents ?—I do not think they should be employed before 15.

A-2133. But should they not be given some occupation ?—They must go to school.

A-2134. But if they do not go to school do they not get worse ?—When there is a hard
case we employ them.

A-2135. With regard to bonus or profit sharing you say that no scheme based
on separate profit of each company will work well in the cotton industry. Why is that
so ?—The profits of the diff rent mills vary such a lot and the distribution will be so
uneven that it will bring about controversy and dissatisfaction.

A-2136. Prom appendix VI of your memorandum it is seen that the majority of your
workers (53 2 per cent.) pay Rs. 4 to Rs. 6 as rent. Appendix V shows that 44 per cent,

of your workers live 3 to 5 in a room and 14 per cent, live 6 to 8. Adding the two we find

that a majority of your workers (58 per cent.
)
live 3 to 8 in a room and pay Rs. 4 to Rs. 6

as rent. How much per head do your workers generally pay as rent 1—If five’persons

stay together paying five rupees, then it works out to Re. 1 per head.

A-2137. What rent does your worker pay on an average ?—Pour to six rupees.

A-2138. Is that for one man ?—That is for a family.

A-2139. Does that consist of two workers ?—Two workers or two workers and a half-

timer.

A-2140. What percentage of wages does he pay in rent ?—A family earning Rs. 40 to
Rs. 50 pays Rs. 5 to Rs. 6.

A-2141. If new and better chawls are provided will the workmen be willing to pay
more ?—Under the municipal scheme they propose to charge a rent of Rs. 5-8-0. The
estimates are prepared on that basis.

A-2142. In Bombay the labourers are not prepared to pay more for better tenements.
They stay four or five together in a single tenement and do not want improved housing
accommodation. Are conditions similar in Ahmedabad ?—I think they will be
prepared to pay Rs. 5 or Rs. 6, but not more.

A-2143. Colonel Russell

:

I am not quite sure exactly as to your opinion as regards the
housing question. In your written memorandum you say :

“ The problem of housing,
closely bound as it is with the health and productive capacity of the worker, is of no less

importance to the employer than to the employee.” What exactly do you imply in that
statement ?—We should get more return from the municipality for what we are paying,

because we should have more contented and efficient men.

A-2144- You mean that would give you better efficiency ?—Contented workers, better
health and more efficiency.

A-2146. You would agree that you would get all these if better houses are provided ?

—

Yes.

A-2146. Is it not that an argument for spending money on houses ?—Yes, but who
should spend it is the question.

A-2147. In connection with the same matter, what is the end you have in view in
developing the welfare' activities that you describe further on, namely’ creches, medical
facilities, schools, playgrounds and so on ? Is it an eye-wash or what ?—Mixed motives.

A-214S. Eye-wash is included ?—No. I have only two things in view, one is that
better relations should exist between the workers and the employers, and secondly, we
want to do the maximum for the men who are working for us.

A-2149. Is it meant to increase the efficiency 1—I do not think so ; it has not increased
the efficiency.

*
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A-2150. With regard to building by-laws you soid to Miss Power, I think, that building

plans were sent to the Municipality ?—That is so.

A-2151. Is there any use practically in doing so seeing that conditions are as^they ore in

the Municipality ?—The by-laws are defective, to begin with, but we have to make the

best use of what wc have.

A.-2152. Who examines the plans in the Municipality ?—There is a qualified engineer.

A-2153. They have got one ?—Yes.

A-2153a. Dealing with medical facilities you say :
“ Our efforts to get a lady doctor

have not been successful so far.” Will you tell us what salary you offered ?—We offered

Rs. 200 to 300.

A-2154. But you could not get one ?—We could not get an M.B. and B.S.

A-2155. You wanted an M.B. and B.S. ?—Yes, we could not get one.

A-2156. Not even for that salary ?—No.

A-2157. What is the explanation for that ?—I do not know ; we could not got a quali-

fied person.

A-2158. Did you advertiso ?—Yes, anti we wrote to the Grant Medical College and

others, but we could not get a suitable lady doctor. Let me make it clear : we did not

want to permit private practice.

A-2159. You say with regard to “ bathing and washing ” that there is no drainage in

the locality and hence this scheme has boon held up. Would it not be possible to carry

all the drainage into a septic tank or some sanitary' arrangement of that kind ?—We have

got a seutic tank, but it is not a success ;
there is something wrong, and wo are looking

into it.

A-2160. That is a matter of management ?—Yes, that is so.

A-2161. Sir Victor Sassoon : Is it duo to lack of water ?—No : there is some mistake

in the original design, and we are looking into it.

A-2162. Diwan Chaman Lall

:

Would you consider three annas a day spent by a worker

on food to-be a sufficient amount to keep him in physical well-being ?—That would

depend on the size and the physique of the worker.

A-2103. Let me put it to you this way. You think a worker who spends three annas

a day can afford to purcliaso commodities With the three annas to give him two decent

meals a day', to keep him in physical well-being ?—He will do fairly well if he cooks it

at home ; he may not be able to buy it cooked.

A-21G4. Now that you have considered this matter, what could he afford to buy for

three annas a day to cook at home, supposing they are messing together, four in a family?

—It will not be very good.

A-2165. The report on an enquiry into the working classes family budgets in

Ahmedabad shows that workers here earn between Rs. 30 and 40 a month which, I

understand, was the average wage that you gave. On pages 40 to 43 of the report you
will notice that totals have been worked out and food expenditure calculated for a family

with a unit of 3 ’48, and if you total up the figures they will como to less than three annas
per head per day. Will you refer to your own statement with regard to “ dietary ” in

which you state “ Workers can afford to buy better food than what they usually eat.”

Is there any margin ?—I do not wish to pronounce any opinion.

A-2166. I am putting you the figures as quoted in the report ?—I cannot accept 'the

figures without inquiry.

A-2167. Suppose I put it to you this Way', even if you do not accept them without an
inquiry. The figures there given of expenditure on food and-on clothing total up to the

average income between Rs. 30 and 40. Supposing that is correct ?—I believe that a
man spends more than 3 annas a day.

A-2168. That is a matter we can consider a little later. Let me put it to you this way.
There is your statement that they can afford to buy better food than they arc eating at
the present time, and if the margin as laid down is 3 annas ?—But 1 do not accept
that figure.

A-2169. You do not ?—No ; without inquiry I am not prepared to accept it.

A-2170. Would you prepare a statement showing in what particulars that figure is

correct ? It requires looking into details as to how that figure was arrived at ; I cannot
know what items were taken into account in making that calculation.

At any rate your opinion is that you would not consider 3 annas a day for
an adult spent on food to be a sufficient amount ?—It is inadequate.
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A-2172. You said that the average house-rent that is paid is about Rs. 4 to 6. Have
you any experience of what it costs to keep a stable for a horse here ?—I have no
experience ; I do not know what a stable would'cost.

A-2173. Dealing with methods of recruitment, you have referred to the question of
jobbers. Could you give me some information, out of your own experience, in regard to
the practice that prevails of employing children who are hired out and keeping them there
and the jobbers living practically on their earnings ?—I have heard of it in Ahmedabad,
but I have no information that such practice does exist ; that is my personal opinion.

A-2174. Do you happen to remember a particular case that happened not very long ago
in which a boy was brought into a mill by a jobber and the jobber lived on his earnings,

and eventually there Was a fight and this boy of 18 When he grew up refused to pay the
jobber. As a result of the fight he killed this jobber and he was prosecuted and sent to ,

a borstal jail ?—I do not remember. It is an evil that ought to be remedied.

A-2175. You cannot tell me anything about the extent of this evil ?—I cannot ;

I know it is there.

A-2176. Does it happen, for instance, that a weaver looking after two looms gets hold
of a boy to look after another two looms ; he gets remuneration for looking after four
looms ?—We do not permit that in our mills.

A-2177. Could you tell me if that practice prevails ?—I do not wish to speak about
other mills.

A-2178. It is your concern to see that you make good profits out of your industry ?

—

Yes.

. A-2179. It is your concern to see that there is no unnecessary absenteeism due to
sickness or other causes ?—Yes.

A-2180. And it is your concern to see that the efficiency of your workers is kept at a
high level ?—Yes.

A-2181. Do you not think that bad housing conditions affect all these factors ?—I do.

A-2182. Then would you not consider it a part of your duty to provide decent housing
for your workers ?—I am prepared to make my contribution to the municipality ; all the
mills should be taxed for that purpose.

A-2183. Are you aware that in Japan 80 per cent, of the workers who work in the mill

industry are housed by the employers under excellent housing conditions ?—There is

' no analogy between Japan and India ; we are a dependency while Japan is not.

A-2184. When it is a question of cost of production you want to make an analogy with
other countries but when it is a question of housing you bring in the question of depen-
dency ?—What one country does may not be right for another country under different

conditions.

A-2185. Do you not think it is right that your labour force should be contented and
efficient and that for that purpose it should be properly housed ?—I say the municipality

should do that, and the mills by way of taxes should pay the deficit between the rent they
get and the rent they ought to get.

,

*

A-2186. Mr. Cliff

:

Let us take the first three statements given at the end of your
memorandum. You have added a foot-note. Subject to that foot-note, might these

statements be applicable to the other mills in this area ?—I cannot say that ; it will be a
mistake to take these statements as quite reliable.

A-2187. Kindly turn to the concluding part of your memorandum. You were asked

questions about the disability under which people are suffering, the lack of responsibility

on the part of the Government and so forth. Your view is that when such circumstances

.exist, the problem of increasing the standard of the Worker becomes difficult 1—That
applies to all people in the country.

A-2188. Would you help me in this, especially with regard to the disability which you
have stated. What is the duty of the employer in these mills towards the employee ?

—

In every country every citizen looks to Government to set an example, and it is the duty
of Government to see that that is done.

A-2189. Take the people employed in this industry in this area. The position of the
work-people is admittedly had. Everybody seems to be suffering under a disability.

What is the most immediate practical step that the employers in this industry could take
with regard to housing ?—Comparatively speaking, we cannot say that it is Worse than
in other industries. , ,

A-2190. Would you excuse me for a moment and see whether we can get away from
comparisons ?

—

There is nothing absolute.

ito ? 15—9
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A-2191. I was wondering whether you could help us fit all, faced with the situation

that is admittedly bad. There are two conditions, it seems to me, which are stated in

•your memorandum, one is that the standard of life should be improved, and the second

Is that the efficiency of the worker should also be improved. That, I think, is running

through your memorandum ?—That is so.

A-2192. Taking these two things—improvement in the standard of life and increasing

the efficiency of the worker—what Would you say as an employer are immediate practical

•steps that might he taken to secure some improvement ?—I have suggested elsewhere

;

I cannot point out to you straight away. If the mills do more Work and the wages are

put up, the standard of living of the workers and their earnings will go up.

A-2193. You had of course a time in the history of your industry when wages were

reduced by, I think, 15J per cent.?—Yes.

A-2191. That reduction was uniform to all classes of workers, Was it not ?—I think

so.

A-2195. In reply to a question put to you, you suggested that to level up the wages

you should raise those which are low and re luce those which are higher. Was that system

adopted when the last reduction was made ?—I really do not know ; I was not in the

Association. x

A-2196. The Millowners’ Association enumerated the policy -which ought to he adopted

In respect of payment of wages. I believe I am correct in saying that there is now an

-application before the employers’ association that the wages reduction should be restored.

Did the employers either in 1923, or after they received this application put forward

that policy ?—I do not know ; I am not in the Association. But there is one thing I

would like to say, that in other countries wages have gone up because the number of men,

say, Working on 1,000 spindles, has come down, whereas in Iqdia it is the same now as it

was 40 years ago.

A-2197. I am not disputing your facts. What I am asking is whether you could help

ns in malting any suggestion to improve the efficiency of the worker at the time ?—

I

have already said that you must educate them, you must give them better houses, and

make them earn more ; their standard of life will improve if they do more -work.

A-2198. The. Chairman

:

You yourself, I take it, are prepared if the Union is agreeable

to act with you ?—I have offered my spinners Rs. 80 a month but they -will not accept it.

A-2199. Mr. Cliff

:

You say that the necessary condition to improve the efficiency

is the granting of these other conditions, namely, housing, education, food 'and other

things ?—About housing, under the present circumstances, it cannot be done. The
Municipality can do it and they can take up the question.

A-2200. I want to know what can be done in the present circumstances ?—I am in the

Municipality and I am trying to get the programme through.

A-2201. I appreciate that. But at the moment nothing has been done ?—5,000 houses

cannot be built in three months.

A-2202. What should the employer do when he is faced with the problem ?—He should

move the Government and the Municipality, agree to pay taxes which are required to

make up the deficit and see that the work is carried out soon.

A-2203. He should not make any direct move on his own volition in that direction ?

—

He should do it. About compulsory education I can only do what I can ; I am trying

to get it introduced in the Municipality. The Municipality is prepared to find money,
but the Government are not prepared to give permission for compulsion.

A-2204. Sir Alexander Murray : Has the Government refused to give the permission ?

—

Yes, because the Act lays down that if compulsion is applied Government shall make a

•contribution ; they have no money to make the contribution so tlieyr say, and they do
not give permission.

A-2203. But they do not stand in the way of free education ?—No, they will not pay.
We want compulsion with free education.

A-2200. Mr. Ahmed : You said that you want to raise the standard of living and the

standard of literacy of your workers. Do you know that in other countries elementary
education is provided by7 the employers ?—I did not see it in England.

A-2207. You have got no night schools for your workers ?—No, we have day7 schools.

A-2208. Has no provision been made by y
7ou in regard to that ?—The statutory

obligation for doing that is on the Municipality.

A-2209. I asked you whether you made any7 provision ?—It is not part of my duty.
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A-2210. Do I take it that your part is to take the loaves and 'fishes of the profits of
the concern ?—That is not my part.

A-2211. In view of the fact that no provision is made by the employers, there must be
some principle adopted in respect of education, housing and raising the standard of
living ?—Yes.

A-2212. You have already said that you are in favour of raising the standard of life

•of the workers, giving them good housing accommodation and making them learned.
I take it that you are also in favour of the principles enunciated by the authors in their
books on labour ?—Unless you give the names of the authors, I cannot express any
•opinion ; one author might have written one thing and another might have written
entirely different things.

A-2213. There must be some equitable proportion in the distribution of profits, you
can take a share and give a share to the Municipality ?—I have made it clear that I want
the agency to be the Municipality and the payment to be made by the mills. The work
is to be done by the Municipality, and I am prepared to pay for it.

A-2214. So that you would be prepared to pay the cost in proportion to your profits

if the Municipality levied a tax from you ?—I am not now talking'of any definite propor-
tion whatever. Education is badly needed and cannot wait. The workers must be given
•adequate accommodation. Let the Municipality do these. If there is a deficit the
mills will be willing to pay a share.

A-2215. And you are prepared to pay your adequate share ?—Even more than that.

A-2216. With regard to your concluding words used in your written memorandum,
you have referred to some omissions and commissions of the Government, but the Govern-
ment have not passed any legislation prescribing a minimum living wage to the workers
in your industry. They have not also compelled you to spend a certain proportion
•of your profits on the education of your workers’ children. Therefore, have not the
Government been too kind to you and neglected to do their duty as far as the labourers

are concerned ?—That may be your view. I do not agree with you.

A-2217. Sir Alexander Murray

:

In Appendix I, you give the number of workers
hi your mills as 1,380. In Appendix VIII—statement showing the extent to which the
•workers go to their villages—you have tabulated the information received only from 1G1

workmen. How many workers were asked to give this information ?—All the 1,380

workers were asked, but some were not able to give the information.

A-2218. Do you suggest that onto 101 persons were able to give the required

information ?—Yes.

A-2219. May I assume that the remaining 1,21 0 persons have not gone to their villages

.at all for holidays ?—They were not able to give any information sufficiently reliable

to be incorporated in this statement to be submitted to the Commission.

A-2220. You say that your permanent labour force is only 15 per cent. On the other

hand the Millowners’ Association say that that is 80 per cent. What is tho difference

•due to ?—My figures show only 15 per cent, and not 80 per cent.

A-2221. Here is a variation between practical •men. You are a practical man, so

•are the others. Could you explain what the difference is due to ?—There seems to be a

wide divergence in the. interpretation of the word “permanent”. By “Permanent”
I mean permanent residents of Alimedabad. They mean by the same term, people of

Ahmedabad and those coming from within a radius of 50 miles of Ahmedabad.

A-2222. You say that 15 per cent, of your workers are permanent residents of

Ahmedabad. Where do' the rest come from ?—From such places as the Central Provinces,

the United Provinces and Madras.

A-2223. During certain seasons of the year your workers go home. For instance, they

go home during the marriage season, during the sowing season and the harvest season.

They also go home when 4hey feel it too hot to work here. During those seasons you
will be somewhat short, of hands and your production will vary. Could you give us for

any one of your mills what the production is month by month ?—I have made an enquiry

and I find that we have never been short of hands during the year, nor did our production

-go down at any time. ,
>

A-2224. I do not want you to give the actual figures of production lest your competitors

might take advantage of that. But could you give a comparative statement for the

•mills under your management showing What the production is in yards or in tons for the

•various' months of the year V—1 have looked into the figures myself and I find that the
production has been the same all through the year for different months.

i
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A-2225. But could you not give the figures ?—It would not give you a clear idea.

Suppose I took yards as the unit. Then the yardage may vary. If I took tons, the

counts might vary, and some may be bleached and some may not be. That would not

give you a clear idea. If you still Wanted them I would have no objection.

A-2226. The Chairman : There are several factors ?—Efficiency is the thing really to

be taken. That is found to be the same in different months of the year.

A-2227. You maintain efficiency as far as your production is concerned which continues-

to be the same all the 12 months of the year irrespective of what particular workers are

there. Is that so ?—If I work coarser counts, production must go down and efficiency

also will be reduced. To this extent there is a variation, but not on account of the work-

men going away to their villages. It has been found that there is not less production on

account of workmen going away to their villages.

A-2228. Sir Victor Sassoon : Can this be said to be a reason why your efficiency does

not drop even though workmen leave for their villages : that you have always suitable

men waiting to be taken on ?—I think our wages are a little higher. '

A-2229. Is not that a cause of your uniform efficiency ? I understand that you pay

25 per cent, more than the current rate ?—The workers earn more in our mills than in.

other mills.

A-2230. I have been told that it is 25 per cent, higher than in other mills so that the

best labour is always trying to go to you ?—That may be a reason.

A-2231. That is why your efficiency does not drop even though the men leave for their

villages ?—Yes.

A-2232. In your memorandum you say that if a worker who is paid by time leaves for

the second half of the day without permission he is marked absent for the whole day.

Would you explain the system fully ?—A worker who comes in the morning is marked

present. But if he leaves after midday without permission he is not paid for the time

he has put on the mills in the morning.
,

A-2233. He is penalized for his absence without permission by forfeiting the wages

due to him for the work he did in the morning. That is the position so far as a

time-worker is concerned. What is the position with regard to piece-worker in the same

circumstances ?—'The work done by the piece-worker in the morning is noted on a

dial. The timekeeper makes a note of that and the company gets the money. It is

not paid to the piece-worker who has left without permission, or to the piece-worker

who comes in the afternoon. But such occasions are very' rare and generally the men
leave with permission if they want to leave.

A-2234. Do you w6rk single shift or double shift in your mills ?—We work single shift.

A-2235. Do you pay a higher rate for night shift than for day shift ?—Yes, we pay

15 to 20 per cent, higher.

A-2236. Is your canteen in operation ?—No, we are just furnishing it and getting it

ready,
’

A-2237. Have you ever tried to supply grain at cheap wholesale prices to your

workers ?—I was talking of cooked food when I referred to the canteen.

A-2238. But what about grains ?—We gave it during the War.
A-2239. Was that a success ? Was that popular with the men ?—No.

A-2240. In your experience although the grain you gave Was cheaper, it was not

popular with the men ?—No. ,

A-2241. Mr. Joshi was asking about Japanese hours and wages. Supposing' y'ou.get

,
the same efficiency as the Japanese, would you be prepared to give Japanese conditions

of work to your workmen ?—I should be very happy to do so.

A-2242. The question of hours of work is very* much dependent on the question of

efficiency. Is not that so '!—Certainly'.

A-2243. Are you not giving your workers sufficient opportunities to increase their

efficiency and get more wages ?—Yes. ,

A -2244. Did you not offer your spinners as much as Bs. 80 a month ? What were the

terms of the offer ?—Working single side they were earning Bs, 13 or Bs. 14 for 10 days.

That came to Bs. 25 a month. I offered to give them another side and pay 50 per cent,

more, so that they might get Bs. 21 instead of Bs. 13 and odd, or Bs. 14. That came to

Bs. 3 1 or 38 a month. They are now working two sides. I then offered them four sidt;-

so that they might earn Bs. 80 a month.
A-2245. What counts will they work at ?—70’s and 100’s, and 40’s combed.

A-2246. With high' draught ?—We. have the ordinary rollers. •
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A-2247. The Ohaii man : Do you weave Indian cottons with 70’s 1—No, we weave
•Sakel, the Egyptian cotton. *

,

'

A-224S. Sir Victor Sassoon : You were offering higher wages to your workers if they
could look after four sides. But did you consider that the effoit of the Worker in looking
after four sides of 80’s to 100’s would be more than if he were looking after one side only
in <>} ?—I think it would be less.

A-2249. Have you made any tests from the point of view of the number of breakages ?

—We are discussing this with the union. 1 am making tests and finding out how many
yards a man walks every hour, how many piecings he has to do for the different counts
from l’s to 100’s.

A-2250. But at present you have no figure ?—They are not ready.

A-2251. Would you let us have the figures when they are ready ?—Yes.

A-2252. Generally speaking if a man Worked without any great increase in effort and
gave you efficiency you are prepared to give him more wages by your managing methods ?

—Yes.

A-2253. Is it a fact that your difficulty is that the men are not prepared to become more
•efficient ?—That is the greatest difficulty to-daj

.

A-2254. Would you say that one of the reasons is that they fear that there might be
•displacement of labour ?—I have agreed not to displace any unless there is a vacancy.
I have agreed not to give more work till a man leaves.

A-2255. Might it not be said that you would be doing so merely by not filling vacancies

—Yes.

A-2256. Might it be said that they consider that some of the workers in the mills to-

•day get their positions which thej' would not have got if there had been methods of efh-

•ciency ?—It is not correct to say that in India. The number of employees in industries

is so small compared with others. In England this may be a serious trouble. In India

it ought not to be.

A-2237. Suppose the Union came forward and decided to accept methods of efficiency.

‘Could you think of some way by which the total number of men will remain the same ?

—

We could do that by arranging night work, starting new mills and extending old mills.

A-2258. You consider that if the Indian textile workers were prepared to become
•efficient, the cost of production would be so lowered to a point at which it would increase

the demand and enable the displaced workers to be rc-engagcd either in the form of double

shifts or new mills. Is that not the position ?—I have offered to divide them into two
halves and put them on double shifts alternately day and night, and give them higher

wages.

A-2259. Have they refused that offer ?—Yes.

A-22G0. The Chairman : Following the questions of Sir Victor Sassoon, I quite appre-

ciate the difficulty of the trade unions. Of course, their first duty is to look after the

interests of their members, and they have apparently a fear v hich lias not been confined

•to this country, that a change in the direction of improved methods of industry in gome
way was going to be harmful to their members. That has been a common occurrence in

the development of industries in other countries ab well as India.—Unfortunately to-day

in India the labour unions feel—perhaps they have good grounds for doing so—that

•employers do not want trade union movements in India.

A-22G1. Quite so.—The employers feel that if the trade union movement develops

they will make a loss and not be able to run the industry. Whatever that may be, under
the present circumstances it is rather difficult to progress until things settle down.

A-22G2. That again is not peculiar to India ?—No.

A-2263. That has been the case in other countries also ?—But I wish that India should
take a lesson from other countries and not go through needless suffering.

A-22G4. That is exactly what I am leading up to. Here you have a peculiarly favour-
able situation. At any rate you have a larger percentage of workers represented in the
union than in other cotton centres.—But only in the ring department.

A-22G5. But the changes with regard to improved efficiency apply only to the ring

department ?—They apply to the Weaving department also.

A-22GG. I think a man can certainly look after more looms in finer counts. Taking
weaving and spinning together, is it not true that you have here a more widespread organ-
ization of the workers than in other centres ? A large percentage of your workers are
organized ?—That is so. They are permanently organized, unlike in Bombay wrhere they
have periodical organizations.
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A-2267. In addition to that you lmvc constant contact between the representatives

of the Union and the employers V—I do not know anything about the Association 0f

Millowners. '

A-2268. You yourself are in direct contact with the officials of the Union and dLseussins;

these questions constantly with them ?—We do.

A-2269. You have also what I have not observed yet in other places in India, a

permanent arrangement for final arbitration in eases of dispute ?—That is so.

A-2270. You have these conditions here which are so far peculiar to Ahmedabad. Do
you not think, therefore, that if further discussion takes place and, if as suggested by you.

your proposal for a 100 per cent, organization of the union is accepted by them, you may

hope to come to an agreement which Would have their good will and support ?—I tried

for that in the Association and I did not succeed.

A-2271. You have not given up trying ?—I then left the Association. I tried to

organize the thing on the basis of bringing about, an agreement that the Association should

keep only Union men and that the Labour Union men must work only in the mills of the

Association. Then there would be a greater unity in the two camps. That would have

been an additional advantage. But that was not acceptable.

A-2272. But you are still continuing your effort to arrive at an understanding.—1 do

not know whether there is an understanding or not. We yield very often to avoid any

rupture or trouble. We often give in. If we have given in 2 or 3 times, we appeal to

them to give in once or twice. That is how we do in a majority of cases.

A-2273. All that I am suggesting is that your proposals are so interesting and at first

sight carry so much advantage to both parties, that you should persist in your efforts and

hope to obtain the co-operation of the Union in course of time.—I am discussing a

separate agreement on this basis.

A-2274. You are ?—In the beginning the millowners greatly misunderstood that. The

labour union wanted to use me as a precedent for other people. They tried to impost

impossible terms with the result that the whole thing fell through.

(The witness withdrew.)

Mr. MESWANE, Mr. KANTEKAR and Mr. MANOHAR,
Representatives of the Textile Brotherhood, Ahmedabad.

A-2275. The Chairman : Sir. Kantcknr, you have been good enough to submit to u-

a memorandum on behalf of the Textile Brotherhood. You have also just handed to us

a supplementary memorandum in which you tell us that your Textile Brotherhood va:

started on the 5th July last year. You give an interesting account of your purpose in

forming this brotherhood, and I notice that the members of it are, in all cases, managers,

weaving masters or spinning masters engaged in the textile milk. Your knowledge and

experience in those capacities will be valuable to us on some of the points which ve

are considering and I may perhaps put to you one or two questions arising out of you!

memorandum. The first point is a very interesting one, already under ournotice, namely

that of the question of jobbers in factories. You tell us that “ A jobber is in nova}

better than a buffer between officers and labour so far as the labour supply is concerned.

His value as a mechanic is nil-and hence the system is defective.” 1 would like to hate

your view as to how you would improve on the present system. For instance, do you

suggest that jobbers could be done away with altogether, or do you suggest that

their power and influence should be diminished?—(Mr. Kantekar.) Their function a?

suppliers of labour should cease. They' should merely be confined to attending to the

machinery.

A-2276. What would you suggest as regards the control and engagement of labour 5—

There should be a public employment agency.

A-2277. How would that deal with the workmen who attend at the gates of' the

factory ?—We have already stated that “ Apprentice classes for different lines of textile

industry should be maintained by public corporations and conducted by technical

experts in different branches to supply adequate labour. The present primary school

should be advantageously extended and the nbove training classes should be attached

to them.” ‘
1

A -2278. But if you are going to wait for that great improvement in education it voukl

mean waiting a long time ?—Yes, but a beginning will have to be made.
A -2279. Then do you suggest that no improvement is possible in the jobber system

until that improvement in education has been attained ?—There is no possibility ot
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improvement under the present conditions. In a decade or so there should be a better
supply of educated labour.

A-2280. I am sure my Commission Would like to be able Jo make a suggestion on the
matter which would not mean a decade before it could he carried out 1—It is regrettable,

but under the present conditions we do not see how there can be any improvement in
the system.

A-2281 . We have been told in some of the mills that there has been an attempt made
to diminish the power of the jobber and to cure this system of taking bribes by the
institution of an employment officer. Have you experience in any of the mills where an
employment officer has been engaged ?—No.

A-2282. Therefore you are not in a position to tell us whether that experiment has
diminished the evils of the jobber system or not ?—No, I cannot say.

A-2283. Do you think such a system would remove some of the difficulties experienced

at present ?—I have no experience in the matter.

A-2284. You do not yourself engage any' of theTabour ?—Directly we do not.

A-2285. You have to take the labour which is provided by the jobber ?—Yes, and
we have to make a selection so far as efficiency is concerned, as we are responsible for

the production.

A-22S6. You tell us that provision for old age is quite essential, and that it should be
on the lines of the Indian Railway institutions. By that I take it you refer

to the provident fund ?—Yes, or gratuities.

A-2287. Is there no such system in any of the mills here ?—None.

A-2288. Do you think it would be practicable and desirable tot institute provident

funds in the textile mills ?—Yes.

A-2289. Dealing with the subject of physical exhaustion, you say that more than one
interval should be given if food facilities are to bo had in the mills. Does that mean you
Would like to have a half-hour break in the morning ?—Every three hours. After two-

hours we find the conditions of the Department are such that the nerves of the workmen
require resting.

A-2290. Then instead of one hour in the middle of the day you suggest two intervals,

eacli of half an hour ?—Yes, but that will only' be Workable il some convenience is provided
in the mill premises, because the workers cannot go to their homes and get back again

within half an hour.

A-2291. You think that in the first of these intervals there should be provision made
for food ?—Yes.

A-2292. Do you think that would add to the total efficiency of the worker during the

day ?—Yes.

A-2293. Is not that possible under the present Factory Act with the consent of the
worker ?—Yes, but it is not workable because the wbrkmen themselves do not
agree.

A-2294. Why do they not agree ?—Because they cannot go to their homes and get

back again in half an hour.

A-2295. Woul'd they' be in favour of it if there Was accommodation provided for them
in the mills ?—Yes.

A-2296. If canteen accommodation was provided on the mill premises, you think the-

workers would prefer the double break system ?—Yes.

A-2297. And that it would also add to their total efficiency and lessen their exhaustion

in their day’s work ?—Yes. We recognize that it would be a difficult task for

the employers to arrange for the time, owing to the question of caste.

A-2298. How many different arrangements would that involve ?—Four or five different

arrangements would have to be made on account of the caste question.

A-2299. You say that no legal enactment for the payment of wages not later than a
certain number of days after they have been earned is necessary ?—No regulation is

necessary in Ahmedabad.

A-2300. You are satisfied with the present system of fortnightly payments ?—Yes,

A-2301. Have you considered the possibility of a weekly payment of wages ?—We
wanted to try it but the labourers were not in favour of it.

A-2302. Mr. Clow

:

You say that recruitment is 65 per cent, from the U. P-
side. You do not mean by that, do you, that 65 per cent, of the employees in
the mills come from the United Provinces ?—By' U. P. ve mean only the northern side.
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• A-2303. The Millowners’ Association told ijs that about 80 per cent, came from Ahmed-

aka,}

-

and the neighbourhood—say 50 miles round about. You say only 10 per cent,

from local and surrounding villages ? That is our experience.

A-2304. Are there only 10 per cent. Gujratis in the mills ?—We have limited ourselves

to Ahmedabad proper and ten miles radius.

A-2305. You state that the system of paying -wages is found defective. What are the

difficulties to which you allude’?—In certain sections there is no regular booking in the

timekeepers’ office, and the labourer has no proof of his attendance at the mill or of the

hours he has worked.

A-2306. Are there many complaints ?—There are none at present, but it is a loophole

in the system which, we think, should not be allowed.

A-2307 . You say that in the Spinning Department there is no system of fining. Do yon

mean there is no fining at all, or do you mean that the weavers are treated more severely

than the spinners in this respect ?—Yes, that is what we mean.

A-2308. You have given some figures of indebtedness in your memorandum. Are

those your own figures, or they have been collected by the Factory Inspector ?—We have

depended on the Inspector’s Beport.

A-2309. These figures suggest that the more a man’s income rises the greater is his
/

debt in proportion. Is it a fact that as a man's credit rises, his debts tend to rise too ?

It has been suggested to us that if wages were raised the debt -Would diminish ?—No,

we differ from that suggestion.

A-231U. Mr. Jnslti

:

You say there is no unemployment amongst skilled labourers.

Do your mills close on certain days ?—No.

A 2311. You have Work for every machine all the year round ?—^ es.

A-2312. You state that there is no voluntary retirement. What happens to the men
when they become old ?—If they are unable’lo work they absent themselves. Until

then they have got to work. Therefore there is no voluntary retirement.

A-2313. We have been told that there is no unemployment in Ahmedabad, but I see

that workers appear before the gates of the mills every morning ?—Yes, that is so.

A-2314. Do you put up the piece-work rates in your mills ?—Yes.

A-2315. Would you have any objection to making such a practice compulsory for all

mills ?—Why should there be legislation when it is already there.

A-2316. How do you fix the ratps for new varieties ?—We first of all make tests and

then we fix the rate. .. _

A-2317. During the test period the rate is not put up ?—No, it is not. .But it is put

up before the man is paid his wages.

A-2318. You say that a reduction of the maximum hours of work is possible only if tlie

working conditions are improved. Will you explain what land of improvements you

want in the working conditions ?—(Mr. Manohar) Better temperature, better spacing of

machinery, more up-to-date appliances and labour saving machinery.

A-2319. Can you state whether the reduction in hours from 12 to 10 has caused any
reduction in output ?—(Mr. Kantekar). There has been no loss of efficiency so far as

weaving is concerned.

- A-2320. The Chairman : Does that mean that in ten hours a u eaver turns out as much
•cloth as he used to do in twelve hours ?—Yes. 1

A-2321. What about spinning ?—The output ba° gone down about 5 per cent.

A-2322. -Mr. Joihi : You fix the minimum wage of a worker at Bs. 20. Will he be able

to maintain a family on Bs. 20 ?—No. Bs. 20 represents the living wage of one man only.

A-2323. You state that the spinners are paid fortnightly. Am 1 correct in my
impression that in Ahmedabad a fortnight varies. It may mean 12 days, or 14 days, or

16 days ?—It is 16 days in all cases.

A-2324. We have been told that so far as efficiency is Concerned, Indian 0 do not come
up to the standard of Europeans, and therefore the employment.of Europeans becomes
necessary. I take it that in the textile industry there is competition between Indian? and
Europeans for the posts of foremen. Do you find that theJndian foreman can compete
successfully with the European foreman ?—(Mr. Meswaneh Yes.

A-2325. Is it your experience that the number of European foremen in the textile

industry is becoming less on account of that competition ?—Yes, and they are now work-
ing on less pay than they were getting before.
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A-232B. Sii Alexander Murray Is that the reason the industry is no\ doin'’ <-o

-well ?—No.
A -2327. Miss Power : You advocate a public employment agency. By whom should

it be run ?—By the Municipality’. ,

"

A-2328. Miss Gama : You state in your memorandum that the medical men have not
much sympathy- for the poor. What exactly do you mean ?—The medical man goes to
.the mill for one hour, during which time he has to treat very- many cases Therefore in
-one hour he cannot give the sympathetic treatment to the labourers which he ought
(to give.

A-2329. You mean to say- that the medical man does not treat every case ?—No, he
has not the time.

A-2330. You think there ought to be a wholetime doctor ?—Yes.

A-2331. You do not really mean that the medical man is unsympathetic ?—We have
seen some eases where the medical man has lacked sy-mpathv for the labourers

(Mr. Kantekar). He is only- one hour at his dispensary-, and naturally, when he has
50 eases to dispose of during that time, he cannot give proper attention to every- one,

-and that is why the labour say-s that the medical man is unsympathetic.

A-2332. But that is not the medical man’s fault ?—it is not the fault of the medical
man, but the result is there.' namely, that the labourers do not get proper sympathy.

A-2333. Mr. Asavie ; You say that the minimum living wage for one man is Rs. 20.

What would be the minimum living wage of a family consisting of a man and his wife,

the father and one child ?—Rs. 40 to Rs. 42.

A-2334. Mr. Lallji

:

With regard to indebtedness, do y-ou think that one cause of the

labourer’s indebtedness is the fact that he sometimes spends a little more than ho can
-afford for death and marriage ceremonies ?—That is one of the causes of his indebtedness.

A-2335. With regard to the introduction of co-operative societies, you will agree that

the labour in the mills is not very permanent, that is to say, a man may- remain there for

'-two or three years and then go away 5—Yes.

A-2336. How can y-ou form a co-operative society- under those conditions ?—Once a
man becomes a member he will still continue to be a member whether he works in one
mill or in another mill.

A-2337. Who will run these co-operative societies ‘i—We could easily- raise a loan fiom
the owners of the mills and start them ourselves.

A-2338. Do y-ou want a co-operative society for every- mill, or for a group of n ills ?

—

A group of mills.

A-2339. You say that a provident fund should be provided by- the millowners, but
•do you not think the difficulty of the labour being less permanent would arise in this

•connection^ also i?—There should be a stipulated period. For the first two years the

employee should contribute himself. After two years the employer should contribute/

If the labourer goes away- during the first two y-ears, he would withdraw his own money.
If he went away after the first two y-ears he would also take away the additional contri-

bution of the employer.

A-2340. What would be the position of Imdlis ?—They- would not be entitled to any
benefit.

A-2341 . Col. Ihissell

:

You stated in reply- to a previous question that you want a full-

time medical officer in these mills. For nhat size of mill do y ou suggest there should be

-a full-time medical officer ?—It would be a group of seven mills of 600 looms and 24,000

spindles each.

A-2342. Under the supervision of one medical officer ?—Yes.

A-2343. How many hours a day- do y-ou expect the medical officer to work ?—Three
hours in the morning and two hours in the evening.

A-2344. How could a medical man possibly- visit seven mills ?—In a group of mills

'there would be a dispensary.

A-2345. You would have a central dispensary- ?—Yes.

A-2346. How many- workers in the group of .mills that you envisage?—About 5,000.

A-2347. Diwan Charnan Lull

:

-You state that you are not in favour of unemployment
insurance. Has any census been taken in Ahmedabad as regards unemployment ?—No.

A-2348. Have y-ou instituted any- scientific enquiries into the prevalence of unemploy-
ment in Ahmedabad ?—No.
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A-2349. It is merely your opinion that there is no unemployment in Alimedabad ?

—

Yes.

A-2350. An opinion which is not fortified by statistics ?—No.

A-2351. With reference to your figure of Es. 20 as a minimum wage for a male labourer,

did you work out that figure on any information supplied to you ?—We made personal

enquiries from workmen. .

A-2352. Can you supply the Commission with a statement of the details 'Yes.

The Chairman : It must he remembered that this association only began last year,

and although they have given us interesting information and opinions we must have

regard to the fact that their experience is not yet very great.

A-2363. Diwan Chaman Lall

:

You state that the co-operative system is an aid to

‘efficiency. What exactly do you mean ?—(Mr. Manohar). We mean that the spinning

and weaving masters should have sufficient confidence in their jobbers, and that the

jobbers should have sufficient confidence in their men without having to put other men to

watch their movements and work.

A-2354. You mean that there should be co-operation between the staff ?—Yes.

A-2355. Was any attempt made to discuss the matter of weekly payments with the

existing labour union, as to its desirability or otherwise ?—(Mr. Knntekar). We do not

know.
A-2356. You say that an 8 hours’ day is not feasible. Why not ?—Because it would

increase the cost of production.

A-2357. You say it is not feasible simply from that point of view ?—Yes.

A-2358. Do you agree that it would increase the efficiency of the worker ?—Yes.

A-2359. Mr. Cliff

:

Do I understand that advances are given each week ?—Rack
week after the pay is due.

A-2360. Assume that a man commences work on the 1st of November. Do I under-

stand that his pay for the period finishes on November the lGtli ?—No, the 24th.

A-2361. The period for which ho is paid is 16 days ?—Yes.

A-2362. And he gets paid for that on the 24th ?—Yes.

A-2363. What advances is a man likely to get during that period ?—He will get no
advances between November the 1st and November the 24th.

A-2364. In what circumstances are advances given ?—Whenever they are asked for

by the worker they are given.

A-2365. Are those advances against pay ?—Yes, against the pay due.

A-2366. Are they deducted at the time the payment is made ?—Yes.

A-2367. Do I understand that they get 25 per cent, of the wages due ?—About 50 per
• cent .

1

A-2368. Then they can get an advance of 50 per cent, against their pay ?—Yes.

A-2369. Is that taken once or twice ?—Once only.

A-2370. What do they take these advances for ?—For their household expenses, or
drink or holidays or ceremonies.

A-2371. Do the work-people employed in the mills of which vou have experience,
spend very much money on drink ?—Yes, they do if the drink shops are quite close to the
mills. The food waits.

A-2372. Do a very large number of work-people spend their monev on drink ?

—

More
than 80 per cent. I should say.

A-23/3. Does that apply to men and women ?—It applies only very little to woincn-

A-2374. How much money would these 80 per cent, spend in drink on pay day?

—

I cannot tell you, not being a drunkard myself. .

A-23/5. You know that 80 per cent, of the people go to the drink shop and the food
waits ?—Yes. -

r

A-2376. But you do not know what they spend ?—No. N

A-2377. Would it he true to say that the factory has to close down the day after pay
day because the labour is not there ?—No, that is not generally the case.

all^f-No’
AftOT Pay^ iS there any difficu% about tbe employment of labour at

A-2379. Is there any difficulty about the employment of labour on pay day ?—No.
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A-2380. Mr. Ahmed : What is the percentage of Muhammadan labourers in Ahmed-
abad ?—25.

A-2381. Has your Brotherhood any Muhammadan members ?—Yes.

A-2382. Have you tried to stop drinking amongst them ?—We do not drink.

A-2383. I see your Brotherhood has some weaving masters in it. Are they in favour
of drink ?—No.
A-2384. Do they speak to the workers about the evils of drink ?—Each of us

individually try to improve the conditions in our own mills.

A-2385. What sort of drink do the Muhammadans indulge in ?—I do not know what
they drink..,

A-2386. You say that there is a high death rate in the mill area. Is that due to the
bad atmosphere prevailing there or to certain diseases ?—It is generally due to low vita-

lity consequent upon poor housing, poor surroundings, and poor food.

A-2387. You are in favour of co-operative societies ?—Yes,

A-23S8. You can get any number of labourers that you want through the jobber*

There is competition amongst the workers to get employment. Is it not possible that
there is a certain understanding between the jobber and the men ?—Underground
currents are not always perceptible on the surface.

A-2389. Sir Alexander Murray : You say that the efficiency of Indian workers in recent
years has been gradually on the increase. Is that your experience in Ahmed abad ?—Yes.

A-2390. Does this apply to weavers and spinners ?—Yes, to weavers specially.

A-2391. In your memorandum you say that Indian labour is less efficient than foreign

labour because they are raw hands. What do you mean by “ raw hands ” ?—Indian
labour which immigrates from up-country is raw.

A-2392. All labour coming into a mill for the first time is raw, but you have had workers
working in your mills for generations, and they are not raw. Why do you say they are
less efficient than foreign labour ?—Only the raw hands are inefficient.

A-2393. In the case of Indian labour, you say if it is given the same facilities as
foreigners are provided with, it can still stand in competition with . foreigners in

efficiency ?—Yes.

A-2394. What are the facilities given to foreigners which are not given to your
workers ?—If an Indian worker is transplanted from here to a foreign country, where the
conditions are much better in comparison with those available here, he will show as

much efficiency as any other foreign worker.

A-2395. You mean to say that if he were sent to Japan he would work as well as a
Japanese would ?—Yes.

A-2396. And if he were sent to Manchester he would Work as well as a Manchester
worker would 1—Yes.

A -2397.. Are you willing that the Indian worker should do the same amount of work as

a Japanese or Manchester worker ?—He would do the same amount of work.

A -2398. Do you want him to work 4 looms or 14 looms instead of two ?—Under foreign

conditions he would work as many looms as the other man was working.

A-2399. How many looms do you think an Indian worker is looking after here ?

—

' Under present conditions he cannot work more than two.

A-2400. What about the spinning mills ?—He can now only work one side, but he
could work three or four frames given the same facilities as foreigners.

A-2401. You spoke of certain improvements just now, in the way of labour saving
appliances. What do you mean by labour saving appliances ?—Lifts, for instance. At
present in our mills loads of material have to be carried from the ground floor to the top
floor. Then there is spacing of machinery.

A-2402. Is not that a question of management ?—It is a question of money.

, A-2403. Do you say that a veaver would be capable of working four looms if he were
given a boy to bring the weft to the loom ?—Yes. He could work four looms if he had
not continually to go outside to get the stuff.

A-2404. Are you in favour of the weavers here working four looms with a boy to help
them ?-~Not under present conditions. They must be supplied with better warps.

A -2405. Are you agreeable that your weavers should work four looms with the assis-

tance oi a boy ?—If they get better proportionate wages.

A -2406. What increase in wages would the weavers expect ?—Double perhaps.

A-240/ . You are practical men. In your memorandum you say that you are directly

responsible for the success or otherwise of the manufacturing process. Yet you
maintain that the only way in which it is possible to get a weaver to work four looms

\

\

\
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instead of two, with the assistance of a boy, is by paying him double the wages which ho
is now getting ?—That is the attitude of the weavers. Our opinion is not that.

A -2408. What is your opinion ?—The expenses entailed in providing better warp
and belter facilities have to be deducted in the first place.

A-2409. The Chairman : The only thing you would say is that the weavers should

have a substantial part of the increaso ?—Yes.

A-2410. Sir Alexander Murray : What do the unions say in that connection ?—There

is no labour union in the Weaving Department.

A-24U. Take the Spinning. Da you agree that a spinner, given good yam, can look

after more spindles than ho is looking after at present ?—Even if lie were paid double the

wages which he is receiving at present, bo would not be ready toworktwosides,I think.

A-2412. Do you not think as practical men that thov should be encouraged ' to

work two sides ?—Not under the conditions of 10 hours working.

A-2413. How many hours would you suggest ?—Nine hours.

A-2414. If they did nine hours, would you be agreeablo to my proposition ''-—Not

nine hours continuously.

A-2415. But the workers do not work continuously. Their day is a 10 hour day, hut
tiny are not actually attending to their looms for the whole 10 hours, are they 1 How
manyminntcsdo they spend outside ?—They spend about 2 hours out of the 10 outside.

A-241C. The Chairman : But the spinning frames are miming for the whole ten

hours ?—Yes.

A-2417. Sir Alexander Murray

:

Extra hands are employed to let these men go out.

You speak nbout the oppressive climatic conditions. Why do you yourself work in

theso hot mills 1 Surely your primary object is to earn a living for yourself and your
family ?—Yes.

A-2418. The Chairman : The fact of your corning together to form an association

shows us that it is your desire to co-operate in improving both the efficiency of your
work for your employers and in improving the conditions for yourselves nnd your
fellow-workers ?—Yes.

A-2419. Sir Victor Sassoon ; You arc very optimistic as to tho efficiency of the

Indian workman 1—Yes.

A-2420. You maintain that if he is given suitable conditions, such as labour swing
appliances, carrier systems, better warp, nnd so on, lie can look after more machines
than he does to-day ?—And also if lie is given a better climate.

A-2421. You do not consider it is feasible for a weaver to look after four looms
unless lie gots a better climate 1—Tho whole question linn to he tackled from top to

bottom—better education, better housing nnd so forth.

A-2422. Unless everything you consider an Indian labourer wants is given to him,
including an alteration in tho climatic conditions of India, you think we cannot hope
for any increase in tho efficiency of the Indian workman in tho textile industry: ho
must have education, better housing, new machines nnd a fresh climate beforo any
improvement in tho industry can ho expected. Cannot wo expect to get some extra
efficiency without all these factors ?—No.

A-2423. Wo cannot get any extra efficiency without all these factors ?—No. If some
of theso grievances were removed we might got a little extra efficiency.

A-2424. Therefore We can get more efficiency without supplying all theso factors ?

—

Yes, if some of the factors were supplied.

A-2425. I am told that in Japan ono weaver can look after 40 automatic looms and
flint one spinner can look after 0 to 8 sides. If all these factors which you name cannot
be given to tho Indian workman but only some, could it bo expected flint one Indian
weaver could look after 20 automatic looms ?—It depends on the conditions you offer

him.
A-242G. I will offer him labour saving appliances, assistance for his weft, a ventilating

system, all the conditions that an ordinary good employer would give inside .the' mill

;

but I cannot offer you things which aro duo to tho Almighty, such ns a better climate
or things which might bo given by the Stato or the Municipality. I Would give him extra
wages—not necessarily double wages—for looking after double tlio number of machines,
as I have to take into account tho fact that I should have to spend a lot of rnonoy on
providing him with theso extra facilities and additional help. 'Talcing all these things
into account, do you think, as practical men, that dne might got at any rate some more
efficiency out Of the man ?—Yes.

’ ’ ' ’ 1

.

A-2427. I understand that one of the mills-liere is having two sides looked aftor by
one spinner. If the conditions in that particular mill wore employed in all the mills,

would you say that one spinner could look after' two sides everywhere ?—Yes.
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A-2428. And if I could show you a mill in Bombay in which one man is looking after
four looms, would you consider that in Ahmedabad one man could look after four looms-
under similar conditions ?—Yes, but the payment question comes in.

« A-2429. I am assuming that the man would be paid more for looking after four looms,,
but not double ?—It should be' substantially more.

A-2430. Would you say 50 per cent, more ?—It should be 75 per cent. more.

A-2431. You want 75 per cent, more wages to be paid in that event. Have you ever-
Worked out what the cost Would be to enable an employer to provide all the conditions
which you have named in order that a man might look after four looms instead of

two ?—No.

A-2432. Might it not be that the employer under these conditions might be worse off

than he was before ?—But the man Would be producing more.

A-2433. Yes, but the net cost of production might be higher ?—That would have to
be seen. Perhaps it might not increase the cost of production.

A-2434. You want the employer to put in all these extra facilities and yet to give
the whole of his savings to the workman ?—If possible the cost of production must be -

lowered.

A-2435. But how can it be if the employer has to give 75 per cent, more in Wages ?

Do you know that in other countries generally 30 per cent, of the net saving is-

given to the labourer ? You want, however, the employer to give 75 per cent, of the
gross ?—Yes.

A-2436. Now about the question of the jobber. When you, as head of the Department,
want extra labour, do you not go first to the mill gate ?—Some men stand at the gates..

A-2437. The present system is that the jobber goes and fetches those men for you-
to look at and select ?—Yes.

v

A-2438. Would you have any objection to a man being specially employed by your-
Company to bring those men to you, and do away with the jobber ?—If such a man
had sufficient experience about the Worker’s capacity for the work, I would have no-
objection.

A-2439. I take it he would have no way of finding out the man’s capability unless he
knew him. Take yourself. Suppose you go down to the gate, and you find two men
standing there : how are you going to tell how good they are until you have tried them ?

—

Quite so.

A-2440. Therefore if you are going to try them there is no reason why you should not
have an officer of the mill to go down and fetch them ?—There would be a likelihood of

getting in altogether useless labour.

A-2441. Supposing you kept a register of your labour, and supposing that every time-

a man went away his name was put down with the particulars of what he could do. If'

an officer of the mill found one of these men who had left coming back again later and.
applying for a job, he could merely look up the record, he would see all the particulars-

of what the man could do, and he would say to the man, “ I know you are a good man ;.

start at once ” ?—Yes.

A-2442. He could do that by merely looking up the records. There Would be no-
necessity for him to be an expert 1—Quite so.

A-2443. And it would take away from the jobber the power which he now possesses

and to which you object ?—Yes, but such an officer must understand the work inside-

‘ the mill.

A-2444. He need not be a very highly technical man ?—No, but he would have to be-

highly practical.

A-2445. All you want is a man praotical enough to pick out a weaver, as well as a
spinner ?—Yes.

A-2446. Therefore it is not necessary to wait for education, and for all the other things

you have named, in order to do away With the jobber. You could have this man to do-

that part of the jobber’s work ?—Yes.

A-2447. You think that such a system would be possible ?—Yes. It would be-

preferable. .

A-2448. Supposing your employer said to you :
“ This is what I am going to do.”'

Would you be in favour of it ?—Yes.

A-2449. Do you know that one employer has tried to do that, but his managing staff

has objected to it ?—I do' not know that.

A-2450. You ask for a provident fund to be established. Do you want that to be for

every employee, or only for employees earning a certain amount ?—We want it for all>

permanent labour.
,
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A-2451. For coolies ?—Yes, for everybody.

A-2452. You want these people to have a certain amount deducted from their wages

and put into the provident fund ?—Yes.
<

A-2463. Do you anticipate that they will be prepared to agree to this 1—Yes.

A-2454. But supposing a man says he does not want to have any cuts made from his

pay i To begin with there might be some difficulty, just as men do not become members

of unions to start with.

A-2455. Would you force them to become members ?—We would persuade them, not

force them.
A-245G. Would you have a provident fund which would be available for all those

employees who cared to take advantage of it ? Yes.

A-2467. You ask that the interval should be divided into two half-hour intervals

instead of one one-hour interval ?—Yes.

A-2458. Personally I agree with you. Would you ask that that should be done by

law 1—Perhaps the workers would have to bo prepared for it.

A-2459. Supposing the workers object to such a division ?—We would listen to their

objections and we would try to convince them.

A-2460. What would happen if you fail ?—Then it would stand as it is.

A-2461. Therefore there would be no efficiency ?—Quite so.

A-2462. Does the worker in Ahmedabad take his meal in the middle of the day ?—Yes.

A-2463. In Bombay they take their food in the morning. Do they do so in

Ahmedabad ?—They take it at about the middle of the day.

A-2464. They do not take it during the break ?—No, during the rest hour, 12 to 1,

they do not take their food here.

A-2465. What would be your objection, therefore, to having a half-hour break in the

middle of the day, if the workers do not take their food ?—Some of the labourers have to

go to their places to get their food.

A-2466. But they do not take it between 12 and 1. They take it during the

morning ?—Some of the labourers go outside to take their meals at their homes from
12 to 1. -

A -2407. It must be a very small percentage ?—Not very small—25.

A-24GS. Do you say that 25 per cent, of the work-people do not take their food until

12 o’clock ?—Yes.

A-2469. Is that the custom in Ahmedabad ?—Yes.

A-2470. They take no food up to 12 o’clock from the night before ?—In the morning
when they come they take some breakfast early in the morning. Then they go at 12,

•cook their food and come back again at 1.

A-2471. You suggest that 25 per cent, do that ?—Yes.

A-2472. Most of the others do not do that ?—No.

A-2473. I understand you to say that the cotton should be tested scientifically. By
whom ? By the Government ?—Inside the mill itself.

A-2474. You want the mill to arrange to test the cotton ?—Yes.
A-2475. That is not a matter for the Government, but a matter for the mill agent ?—

Yes.
A-2476. Your complaint, therefore, is against the mill agent ?—We complain against

the general system.

A-2477. You complain that your mill agent does not test the cotton before he hands it

over to you ?—That is so in many mills.

A-2478. The custom here is not to test the cotton before it is supplied to you. Is that
your complaint ?—Yes.

A-24/9. Is it true that most of the stores which are used in Ahmedabad are inferior—
that you buy cheap inferior stores ?—In some cases.

A-2480. As a rule ?—As a rule the store is cheaper here than in Bombay.
A-2481. Therefore you expect to get inferior stores ? Yes.
A-2482. You think it is true to say that the stores used in Ahmedabad mills are, on the

Whole, inferior to the ones used in Bombay ?—Yes. • •

(The witnesses withdrew.)
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. Sanitary Association, Ahmedabad.

A-2483. The Chairman ; You are the Viee-Pre=ident of the Sanitary Association ?

—

Yes.

A-2484. We had the pleasure o! your attendance last week. I understand you want
to put in an additional statement before the Commission. Will you do so ?—This
is merely an amplification of the answers already given by the Secretary. The dwellings
of the mill operatives are very imperfect and insufficient in number and in many cases
unfit for human habitation. They are in most cases dark, dingy, little cottages, where
air can only enter in through the small main door. I consider it the first duty of the
millowners, and to some extent of the municipality, which is responsible for the health
of the city, to provide cheap sanitary dwellings for the mill operatives and the poorer
people of the labouring classes. Government should also give a helping hand in this

•direction as far as possible.

As regards the physique of the millworkers, I am of opinion that, generally
speaking, it is not quite so good as that of the labourers of a similar class but
not working in the mills. The latter have the advantage of working in the' open,
whereas the fcrmer have often to work in more or less closed rooms which are often
not well ventilated.

The question regarding drainage in the suburban area was discussed to some extent
last time, and I wish to add a few. more notes regarding the subject. The construction of
drainage in the mill areas is another important subject intimately connected with the
health and well being of the operatives of the city in general, which the municipality,
with the assistance of the millowners , and the agents, should take in hand as early
as possible. As mentioned by me on the previous occasion, a conference of the
representatives of the muokipality and of the millowners was held about two or two and
a half years ago under my. Chairmanship with a view to discuss this important subject.
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Some of the millowners agreed to pay a certain proportion of the cost towards the

construction of the drainage. All the millowners were not represented at the conference,

and therefore no practical conclusion was arrived at beyond the passing of a resolution,

that a drainage scheme be prepared. I am personally of opinion—and some of the

millowners share that opinion—that all the millowners ought to bear a reasonable

proportion of the cost of this suburban drainage and if all parties meet with one

common aim and object, without taking into consideration the individual interests

of the mills, the solution of this important problem ought not to be a difficult

one.

The present system of collecting the waste water from mills in adjoining tanks and

ditches and then occasionally letting it out into the surrounding areas where the dwellings

of some of the mill operatives and other poor people are generally situated, is a serious

menace to their health and should be put a stop to as early as possible, as it is responsible

to some extent for the abnormal mortality which prevails in the city.

Further, the mortality could be considerably reduced if the municipality in the

interests of the city would undertake welfare and maternity work. This city is con-

siderably bohind many other cities of equal proportions in this respect. In fact this

municipality has done nothing in the matter, and the scheme to institute welfare work

and health visitors which urns put forward.by me jointly with Dr. Solomon about two

years ago was not accopted by the municipality. The establishment of ante-natal

clinics by the municipality, where women could he examined and advised from time to

time during tho period of their pregnancy and till the period of their delivery, would

prove of considerable value in lessening both infant and maternal mortality. Many
diseases, the root cause of severe illness of various kinds, could thus be detected and

treated beforehand and the disastrous results which we now occasionally come across,

would be avoided. The appointment of a health visitor or visitors is another very

important necessity with a view to educate the public on general principles _of health and

sanitation. This is particularly needed in a place like Ahmedabad where the mortality,

both general and infantile, is, as is well known, abnormally high.

With a view to improving the health of the city, I think it very necessary that the

municipality should carry on certain important works and which ought to have been

carried out years ago. A brief mention of these is all that is possible here.

The removal of all animals—horses, cattle, cows, etc.—which are now unfortunately

and for years and years past have been kept stabled within the city walls for trade pur-

poses. The by-laws relating to the building of stableB and observance of cleanliness

inside them are seldom enforced, and therefore there is not only a huge collection of refuse

within tho city walls to the great detriment of the public health but the organic matter

emanating from it is a source of great danger. Also for want of adequate drainage to

carry away the urine of these animals, the urine generally soaks into the ground and

gives out a very offensive effluvia which cannot but have a detrimental effect on the

health of the people in tho neighbourhood. I must add that just a beginning, a mere

step, forthe removal of cattle—cows and buffaloes only—from the city has just been made,
and it is to bo hoped that the scheme will be sanctioned before long. But unless all the

animals are removed from the city walls to a reasonable distance outside the city, this

partial introduction of reform would hardly be a great advantage.

Tuberculosis, especially in the pulmonary form, is largely prevalent in this city.

I have made a rough calculation from the number of patients who seek advice from mo
and I know that out of every eight patients generally one is a consumptive. This pro-

portion was found to be almost correct as compared with the statistics contained in the

Government reports which I consulted in connection with a series of public lectures that

I gave some time ago on the subject. I am not quite prepared to say whether tho disease

is more prevalent amongst the millworkers than others, but it is a patent fact that it is

very largely prevalent in the city. Amongst a number of causes which are responsible
for this are overcrowded, dark and ill-ventilated dwellings of the poor people and

~~ absolute ignorance as to the mode of prevention of this disease. The congestion and
overcrowding in the city can be removed only by developing the suburbs and providing
facilities for people to live there.

A so.-calle.d hospital forinfectious diseases is no doubt maintained by the municipality,
but it is maintained mostly in name only. .There is no permanent staff of servants or of

nurses either. The building itself is a very miserable one andill-equipped for the purpose.
Ihe prevention of disease is in many cases a simple and easy affair, and if the people were
educated through the health visitors so far as to understand the causation of some of

the simple diseases and the prevention Of the mode of conveyance of infection from one
person to another, a great step in the right direction would have been taken to reduce
the mortality, and the great incidence of tubercular diseases in general.
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The Chairman : We are obliged to you for your statement. It is evident to us that
you are an enthusiast in health matters. I do not think that I can do more than add to

what I said the other day that we are much interested in the work of your Association,

particularly of those representatives of it whom we have seen, Dr. Solomon and your-
self. You no’ doubt have noted that we were told by the millowners that they were
prepared to do their share in the mills to which you have referred, not only through their

rates but if need be through a special and additional contribution. It is not for us as a
Commission to interfere with municipal government but we have no doubt that the work
of your Association will be a valuable assistance in co-operating with the municipal
authorities towards the carrying out of these improvements. Thank you very

much.

(The witness withdrew.)

.Miss DINA GAMA, Gujerat Constituency of All-India Women’s
Conference.

A-2485. The Chairman : You are the Joint Honorary Secretary of the Women's
Council, Ahmedabad Branch ?—Yes.

A-2486. May I at the outset, on behalf of the Commission, say how much we value

your co-operation in the work which is entrusted to us. We regard the interests of the

women of India, in the work which we are called upon to perform, as of very high value ;

and wo are most pleased here, and elsewhere, to have the co-operation of Women’s
Associations, which are already taking such a large part in the improvement of the
social life of the people of India.

I notice from your memorandum that your Association lays great stress on an improve-
ment in the Land Acquisition Act. That has already been brought to our notice.

I understand what you desire is that this Act should be extended so as to enable land
to be acquired for anybody which is prepared to come forward for the improved
housing of the people ?—Yes.

A-2487. With regard to Ahmedabad in particular, you say that the rate of mortality
of children is very high, and you suggest that each mill should have, by law, a dispensary
in charge of a qualified medical’man who should always be on the spot ?—Yes.

A-2488. A number of the mills here do make some provision of this land, but not all.

I take it that you would wish that they should all be brought up to the standard of the
best ?—Yes.

A-2489. You suggest that, with regard to welfare work generally in connection with
the workers in the mills, that legislation is desirable in order to bring about a uniform
standard ?—Yes.

A-2490. We have observed that some of the mills are doing admirable work in this

direction. Do you think it is advisable to use the compulsion of the law in this matter
rather than the persuasion which evidently is in operation at present ?—Compulsion is

necessary.

A-2491. What would you wish to see provided by compulsory law in this respect ?

—

Creclie3 for children, maternity homes for women and schools for children.

A-2492. Do you regard it as the duty of the millowners to provide schools rather
than the Municipality ?—The Government, the Municipality, and other associations

should help to provide them.

A-2493. It has been suggested to us that it is not the duty of the millowners to do
educational work, but that it is the duty of the Municipality. I take it your view is

that the millowners have a special responsibility in the matter 1—Yes.

A-2494. With regard to hours of work, you suggest that the hours should be reduced
from 10 hours a day to 9 hours a day ?—Our opinion is based on the welfare of the
workers.

A-2495. You think a reduction of one hour would bring about a substantial improve-
ment in the conditions of the worker 1—Yes.

A-2496. Miss Power : What do you consider i3 the minimum "housing accommoda-
tion for a mill operative family ?—Two rooms, and one kitchen.

A-2497. Do you include bathing accommodation in one of those rooms ?—That should
be provided in another room.

mo y 15—10
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A-2498. It has boon suggested to us that there is a great need for fore-women in

factories. Are there fore-women employed in tho mills in Ahmedabad, or only

foremen ?—I do not know.

A-2499. Have you any knowledge of tho conditions of tho workers in places that do

not come under the Factories Act ? No.

A-2G00. Have you considered as to whether they arc such that they ought to be

regulated by law ?—No.

A-2501. With regard to tho Maternity Act, is it operative in Ahmedabad ?—Yes.

A-2502. Do you consider tho Act suitable, or has your organization any suggestions

to make ?—It is suitable.

A-2503r Dr. {Miss) Gama : Would you like welfare work to bo made compulsory ?—
—Yes.

A-2504. Mr. Asavle: You stated that the minimum accommodation for a worker

should be two rooms and a kitchen. What should be the rent for that accommodation?—

Rs. 5 or 6.

A-2505. Do you think that, with the wages they are earning to-day, the workers can

afford that rent 1—Yes.

A-250G. What is tho wage of the worker ?—Between Rs. 25 and 30.

A-2507. You think that out of that she can afford to pay Rs. 5 or 6 for rent ?—Yes.

A-2G08. Mr. Cliff: With regard to housing accommodation, we have had a memoran-

dum put in which says that tho minimum housing requirements per family are a kitchen,

a living room, an open space in front of tho houso and a verandah, with adequato water

facilities and proper sanitary arrangements. When you mentioned two rooms, was

that the kind of house you wore thinldng of for a family ?—Yes.

A-2509. May wo take it that that constitutes the minimum housing requirements for

a family 1—Yes.

A-2510. Tho memorandum further says “At tho present scale ofwages, a workman
oannot be expected to pay rent exceeding from Rs. 3 to 5 per month”. Is that your

opinion ?—Rs. 5.

A-2511. Have you hod any experience of tho working class population of this city ?—
—Yes.

A-2512. Can you toll mo anything about the consumption of liquor by the working

classes of this city ? Is it very prevalent ?—It is.

A-2513. What is your meaning of the word “ prevalent” ? Can you tell the Com-
mission how common drinking is ?—I am told by the women workers that nearly all

tho pay of their husbands is spent on liquor.

A-2514. You are told that in going round visiting ?—Yes.

A-25I5. Have you yourself seen any ill-effects upon workers here on account of

drink ?—I have seen very little myself.

A-2516. Col. Russell

:

You say that the housing of labour by industrial concerns

has its disadvantages. I take it, therefore, that you aro not altogether in favour of

housing schemes being carried out by tho millowners. What is your suggestion ?—The
municipality should undertake it.

A-2517. You say that no special provision for women doctors is made. Are women
doctors available ?—Yes.

A-2518. You disagree, then, with one of the witnesses, who said that he could not

get a woman doctor, although ho had advertized for months?—That is because they do

not allow private praotice. That is why the millowners do not get lady dootors.

A-2519. li you allowed a doctor attending mill labour also to practise privately, do
you not think the tendency would be for the doctor to attend more to his private prac-

tice and to neglect the mill labour ? How do you propose to get over that difficulty ?

—

Government allows the doctors in the civil hospitals to practise privately.

A-2520. Are there a sufficient number of trained midwives available in Ahmedabad
supposing large maternity schemes were introduced 1—Yes.

A-2521. You could get enough midwives to attend to the wives of the workers for

the whole of the mills in Ahmedabad ?—There are plenty.

A-2522. Would you have full-time workers, or would you allow them also private

practice ?—They should be full-time workers, and not allowed private praotice.



A-2523. You would allow the doctors to have private practice, hut not the midwives ?

Would the midwives, supposing you were able to get them, be able to compete with the
indigenous dais ?—Yes.

A-2524. You think the women workers would make use of these trained midwives
in preference to the dais ?—Yes.

A-2525. I suppose you know that in most parts of India the dais are preferred ? In
connection with welfare you say “ If any public agency were prepared to carry on the
work.” What public agency do you suggest should carry out welfare work?—The
municipality.

A-2526. You would have no Association, such as your Association, associated with
it ?—Yes, the Sanitary Association.

A-2527. Do you think that would be satisfactory ?—Yes.

A-2528. In about half the mills in Ahmedabad we are told that medical aid is provided.
It is suggested that medical aid should be provided for all the mills. What
arrangements would you suggest for the provision of medical aid for all the workers in
Ahmedabad ?—There should be legislation to enforce it.

A-2529. Supposing that legislation were brought into effect, what arrangement would
you suggest would be the best ? Would you have one medical officer for each mill, or

one medical officer for a group of mills ?—One medical officer for each mill.

A-2530. Do you think, apart from the difficulty of retaining a sufficient number of

medical officers (I understand there are 83 mills in Ahmedabad), that each mill would
be able to afford the salary of a properly trained medical officer for itself ?—Yes.

A-2531. I understand that the civil hospital and other dispensaries are closed on
Sundays, and that they are closed at about 6 o’clock on week nights, so that they are

not available for the workers, generally speaking- ' Have you any suggestions to make
as to how that difficulty might be got over ?—They should be open in the evenings.

A-2532. Then would you suggest that they should be closed during the day for a
certain numbor of hours ?—They are closed for certain hours during the day.

A-2533. Which hours ?—I do not know.

A-2634. Is it not a fact that a patient can be admitted to the civil hospital at any
hour during the 24 hours ?—Indoor patients can bo taken in at any time.

A-2535. It has been stated that the system of employing dais in Municipal employ-
ment is not effective. Can you tell us why that is so ?—It is duo to the ignorance of

the people.

A-2536. You think the Municipality ought to employ trained midwives instead of

dais ?—The people are ignorant. The midwives are trained.

A-2537. So they do not use the trained midwives ?—No.

A-253S. But you have said that they would use these trained midwives ?—If the mill-

owners provided them.

A-2539. Can you tell us what articles of diet the average worker uses for his morning
and evening meals ?—I do not know.

A-2540. You have not made any investigation into the matter ?—No.

A-2541. Do you think that provision ought to be made for the worker during periods

of sickness ?—Yes.

A-2542. Do you know anything of the methods used by the Certifying Surgeon in

connection with young labour ?—No.
,

*

A-2543. Mr. Ahmed : You say that the women workers drink?—No. I said the
husbands of tho women drink.

A-2544. Has your organization undertaken any propaganda in the matter ?—No.

A-2546. Do you not think it advisable that your organization should do so ?

—

Yes.

A-2546. There has been some agitation in other countries that women should not
work in mines or do labour of that sort.—What is your opinion ?—We are against it

also.

A-2547. Has your organization taken any steps towards that end ?—No.

A-2548. Has your organization taken any steps, such as passing resolutions and
forwarding them to Government, with regard to compulsory education ?—No.

A-2649. Perhaps your organization is a very young one ?—It has been in existence
ten years.

MO Y 16—10a
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A-2550. Do you think that housing accommodation should he provided for workers

by the millowners ?—That is our opinion. j

'

A-2551. Have you taken any action in the matter, by correspondence or discussions

with the millowners ?—No, we have not.

A-2552. Piuxin Ohaman Lall

:

You say that living expenses are not prohibitive in

Ahmedabad. What do you mean by that ?—They are less than in Bombay.

(The witness withdrew.)

Mr. N. D. MEHTA, Chairman of the Standing .Committee

• of the Ahmedabad Municipality.

A-2553. The Pliairmnn : Mr. Mehta, I understand that you were for some years the

Chief Officer of the Municipality ?—Yes. During my 33 years’ service I have served

the municipality for 18 years— 10 years in Ahmedabad, 8 years in Bandra and 5 years

in Bombay. " '

A-2554. And what are you now ?—I am a retired officer both from Government and

also from the Bombay Corporation.

A-2555. You are an elected member of the council ?—No, I am a nominated member

on the municipality, and from the 9th of this month I have taken up the office of

Chairman of the Standing Committee.

A-2556. We have a letter from the President of your Council kindly saying that you

are well equipped to answer any questions which we may desire to put you ?—It is very

kind of him to say so. My evidence will be confined to those issues with which the local

authority is connected with the labour, like housing, maternity benefits and such other

things. The statistical portion so far as the Municipality is concerned may be of some

use to your Commission : that is to say, what the Municipality has done up to now

and what it intends to do in its programme, if you choose to have this information. It

has been argued that the Municipality is not doing its proper duty in the matter of

housing.

A-2557. That is the reason why we have asked you to come before us to-day. I am,

accustomed to think always that there are two sides to a question, and therefore since

we have heard a certain amount of criticism of the Municipality we thought it desirable

to have some one who could speak with some authority for the other side ?—1 thank

you for giving me this opportunity of trying to explain the position of the Munici-

pality. >

A-2558. Would you wish to make a statement ?—Yes. I will deal with the question

of housing first. The Municipality is after all a created body of the statute. Up to

1925 when the City Municipalities Act, 1925, came into operation here, we had no power

under the old District Municipal Act, III of 1921, to undertake any housing scheme, or

to spend money on the construction of buildings for the poorer classes. The new Act

came into operation in June 1926, and only three years have run since then. What we

have done is practically under the old Town Planning Act of 1915 as it was not possible

to take such action under the Bombay District Municipal Act. Under the Bombay
Town Planning Act, we have launched about four town planning schemes. The 'first

is now final and thatds the Jamalpur town planning scheme. Therein we have provided

16 acres of land for housing working-classes people ; by ‘ working-classes ’ we mean
not only mill labourers but mechanics, artisans and persons not worldng for wages

but engaged in trade, handicraft, agriculture and not employing other than members of

their own family, and peisons wlioseincome does not exceed on an average Bs. 75. "With

this view, the original idea was that we should acquire 16 acres of land in the Jamalpur
town planning scheme so that the Municipality might house either their own employees
or mill labourers, if possible. Later on the owners of the land said that they would

themselves construct new buildings in that area and requested us to reserve it for this

specific purpose. We agreed, and the arbitrator Mr. Mirams also agreed that as long

as private owners were prepared to develop their lands, the local authority should not

come into the field as a rival body. This scheme was sanctioned finally by Government
in 1925 or thereabout. Since then no development has been made by private owners
We, therefore, desire to take away, this land from the owners under the Land Acquisition
Act, paying them such compensation as is due to them, and we intend to construct model
sanitary houses or chaiuls in that area which would be our own property.
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Board miffiit objoct, I know. The Taxation Enquiry Comnntlco have also laid down

that in bi" centres this kind of tax is equitable. I would therefore suggest that if such

a body is created, Government can fairly depend upon that body tor utilizing that source

of revenue for floating a loan of about 15 to 20 lakhs, irrespective of what its future

rental revenue would be. If this body executes all tho various kinds of schemes such as,

housing tho poor, housing the mill labour, improving the oxisting bad areas, removing

tho bad chawls as they are now existent, then within a decado or so the whole respon-

sibility may ho transferred to tho original corporation from which this daughter body

may be orcated. I know that the City Improvement Trust of Bombay is now u orlrfug

at a serious loss and has a great debt to pay, but practically all the improvements of

Bombay are mainly duo to that body’s activities. There is a feeling that it should be

taken away by tho Corporation—I myself advocated that it should be amalgamated—

but if freedom of execution in a democratic body is not possible byalurge body but

by a small compact body, that itself is a good exouse for the continuance of the small

body. This is tho aspect w hich I put before you for such consideration as it deserves.

As regards health activities and the money spent, we have got 10 midwives, employed

from tho municipal fund, who attended free of charge about 11,000 deliver}- cases and

paid 7,244 visits to the mill labourers of the area during the last year. We are going to

have one maternity hospital out of the donation of Seth Chirnnnlal Xagindas Chinoy,

and. a hospital of Seth Wndilall Sarabhai. We aid 12 medical institutions of which one

is an Ayurvedic dispensary. This is the position so far as medical relief is concerned.

I do admit that Ahmedabnd does not spend as it ought to spend on medical relief. The

statistics which I liavo collected of big towns of the Presidency and also of other towns

show that where there is a big capital programme as in Bombay, the running expenditure

is comparatively less. The city of Bombay spends 35- 8 per cent, of its total expenditure

on dobt charges—paying interest and sinking fund instalments. The result is that its

revenue expenditure for various services is less compared with Ahmcdabad and Karachi.

Our debt charges are 9-3, and Karachi 9 while 35 is the figure for Bombay. The result

is that the cost of general administration in Bombay is 0 - 1 whereas ours is 10-G and,

Karachi 10-7.

A-2559. Diwan Chaman Lull ; What do you mean by general administration ?—Those

officers who are employed for the general administration of municipal affairs, like

municipal commissioners, officers in the collection department and so forth.

A-23G0. You mean tho management charges ?—Yes, roughly.

A-23G1. Mr. Clow

:

Do your figures rclato to productive debt ns well ns to unproduc-

tive debt 7—Yes, both. On public safety, Bombay spends 4 • 4, we spend 9 and Karachi
2 -8. That means that we spend more on lighting, because that goes under the Govern-

ment of India’s classification under public safety, and fire-brigade. In the matter of

water-works Bombay spends 2 • 5 irrespective of debt charccs ; we spend G • 1 and Karachi
6*9.

A-2562. Sir Ibraliivi Itahimlodla ; Can you givo us these percentages in rupees, annas

and pies 7—I can givo that information shortly from my file. On drainage we spend
6* 1, Karachi G-9 and Bombay 4. On conservancy wc spend 17 per cent, and Bombay
12, because their roads are asphalted. We aro very bad, I do admit, in the matter of

medical relief.

A-2563. Dhoan Chaman Lall

:

What are tho comparative figures for Bombay and
Ahmedabad in the matter of medical rcliof 7—Under public health we spend 3-2 and
Bombay 2-2. On hospitals and dispensaries Bombay spends 4 • 4 out of the total munici-
pal expenditure, while wc spend 1- 8 and Karachi G^O ; Karachi is well-equipped. Of
course, in Bombay they have got many other institutions outside the municipal
sphere.

A-2564. ColonelRussell

:

Do you maintain a civil hospital hero 7—Wc offered to under-
take the responsibility of managing the civil hospital bore but Government imposed
certain conditions whieh the municipality did not accept.

A-25G5. It is a Government hospital 7—Yes.

A-25G6. Air. Ahmed: You spend very little money on medical relief 7—Yes; I do
admit that medical relief requires extension. In tho matter of education, wc have got
92 schools, of which 14 are for specific classes—two for tho childron of factory workers,
three for depressed classes, one mixed school for depressed classes, two girls schools for

depressed classes, four Gujerati night schools and two Urdu schools. We aro trying
to have compulsory education ; wo have made it free although not compulsory. Wc
requested the Government to givo us half tho expenditure, but they have their own
financial difficulties and so they arc not in a position to sanction the compulsory scheme.
Wo again approached the Government saying “if you cannot spend money, wo are
prepared to spend ; allow us to have this compulsory scheme ”. Government’s reply
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is to this effect that under the existing law this cannot be done. So we are thus
handicapped. We have requested the Government to amend the law so that if they
are not able to finance, we can at least do our duty.

A-2567. How is it that in other municipalities they have introduced compulsory educa-
tion'in certain wards ?—That might be, but now of course schemes of other towns are also

rejected. It is only about two years bach, when the finances of the province were sound,
that Government undertook the responsibility of bearing 50 per cent, of the total cost.

As long as their revenue does not develop so long the request of all the municipalities

cannot be granted. Unless they increase their own taxes and give contribution to the
municipalities wo cannot make much headway in this direction. At least some of the
larger municipalities may spend money from their own funds in expectation that when
the provincial finance improves they might get some share. But that is a distant hope
for the present.

A-256S. The Chairman

:

May I just ask you to let us know exactly what is the alteration

of tho law that you wish to suggest ?—Wo have got a separate Primary Education Act
at present. Under that Act it has been laid down that when a compulsory scheme is

introduced with the sanction of Government, Government is bound to bear 50 per cent,

of the approved total expenditure.

A-2569. Sir Ibrahim Eahimtoola : 50 per cent, of the additional cost required in making
it compulsory ?—Yes. So this extra 50 per cent, of the growing expenditure is a big

burden to tho provincial Government, because they have no other source of revenue
except entertainment tax in big towns and cities

; and other kinds of taxation it is very
difficult for them to carry through in tho Council.

A-2570. The Chairman : Is the alteration in the law, which you would wish to see,

to enable a municipal authority to put into operation free compulsory and elementary
education when they are prepared to do without the 50 per cent, grant from Government ?

—Yes. Whatever grant they are able to pay, even below 50 per cent., we would welcome ;

but anyhow wo should have freedom, if necessary. I know many municipalities would
not come forward, but this is our own offer ; we intend bringing this matter to His
Excellency’s notice when we present him with an address. We have made this offer on
the understanding that when the finances of tho province improve the provincial Govern-
ment would bear the burden from the date on which wo incur the additional expenditure.

We do not want to commit ourselves to a position whereby Government may deprive us
' of our legitimate share while other bodies will be getting it.

There is one lady supervisor over 10 midwives recently appointed. The municipality

have also acquired a very largo strip of land outside tho EUisbridge and a big general

hospital is to bo built Out of the donation given by Seth Wadilall, as I already mentioned.
Tho total cost of the hospital including the equipment would bo about 7 lakhs. These
arc the actions which we have taken and propose to take.

A-2571. Have you not within the last two years adopted an improved standard of

by-laws for housing ?—Yes. Our by-laws wore last amended in 1925. In those by-laws
we have now determined the zones, following the American model ; that is to say, certain

areas should bo set apart for specific purposes. We have zoned out our municipal area
into three zones, of which one is for the purpose of constructing chawls by the new mills ;

these zones are divided into plots and are shown in green colour in the map drawn by
Mr. Mirams in connection with his city improvement scheme. They are intended for

the construction of buildings, for the mill operatives and poor classes. Either the
owners themselves may construct the buildings or the mill managers may do so if they
choose. The local authorities also may acquire the lands and put up buildings. Tho
millowners are at liberty to construct chawls within easy reach of their mills in order
that their men may not be put to the inconvenience of walking long distances to and
from the mills. We have allowed them to put up their pwn chaiols within 30 or 40 yards
of tho perimeter if any additional land is available.

A-2572. In what respects are your new regulations an improvement upon the old
ones 1—At present back to back chawls are being disallowed. That is a great
improvement.

A-2573. Any improvements in size ?—The minimum area of a plot for the construction'

of a chawl should be half an acre.

i A-2574. What about the size of rooms ?—A dwelling room should have a floor-space

of at least 144 sq. ft.

A-2575. Do you mean 12 by 12 ?—Yes. There should be a verandah and an open
space all round 15 feet wide. Between two rows of chawls there should be at least

12 or 15 feet at any rate not less than 12 feet.

A-2576. Is there any regulation with regard to height ?—The height must be 7 or

7£ feet for the small chawls

;

for other buildings it must be 9 feet.
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But in the same way as Government refuse to pay you their 50 per cent., you refuse to
carry out your obligations towards the people of Ahmedabad and want the millowners
to take them over upon their shoulders. Is that not so ?—I, doubt whether that is a
correct statement of the position.

A-259I. Now take medical relief and maternity benefits ?—But what is the contri-
bution that the mills themselves as a whole make to the Municipality ?

A-2592. They are rate-payers, the same as other citizens and you are entitled to take
rates from them for the discharge of your obligations ?—Yes.

A-2593. Because you are unable to discharge your duties and you will not increase

your taxes on the people, why do you want somebody else to shoulder your responsi-

bilities ?—As a matter of fact that is not one of our obligatory duties. That is purely
optional.

A-2594. Public health is an obligator}’ duty on all municipalities ?—I referred to the
construction of cliawls.

A-2593. No, at present I am not referring to that. I am only speaking of

thoso obligatory duties which every Municipal Act lays down. Bo you think that it is

the right policy for the municipality not to discharge its statutory duties by raising the
necessary taxes but to transfer its responsibility in part to certain sections ot the public ?

—In what way are we transferring our responsibility ?

A-2596. You want the millowners to provide primary schools ?—I never wanted
them to do that.

A-2597. I know you never wanted them, but you have not provided enough
schools ?—We have provided 92 schools.

A-259S. If the municipality had provided enough schools to meet the demands of the
whole population there would have been no question of any section of the community
being asked to provide schools ?—The Municipality can provide as many schools as are
necessary from their own funds irrespective of Government grant if the scheme is made
compulsory. Otherwise many children will not come forward.

A-2599. Under the Municipal Act ono of the duties imposed on tho Municipality is

to make adequate provision for primary education of children.— That is admitted.

A-2600. If that duty was discharged, no responsibility would fall on a section of the
population such as the millowners V—How many ciiildrcn are there which do not get
seats in primary schools ? If in any particular locality there arc 20 or 30 children willing

to attend school we are ready to open a school for them. In what way has the Munici-
pality not discharged its duties ?

A-2601. If they had discharged their duty tho question of millowners providing schools
would not have arisen ?—I would not say that the millowners should provide schools.

If the millowners themselves say that in a particular mill there are 30 or 40 children

.of school-going age and that they are willing to go to school, we would open a school at

once. I would advocate that policy so far as I am concerned.

A-2602. You would advocate tnat policy, hut tho Municipality has not done so yet.

Let us take medical relief and maternity benefits. You desire that a section of the
population, t.e., the employers, should provide medical relief, whereas it is the obligatory

duty of the Municipality to provide medical relief for its citizens ?- I have already said

that it is tho statutory’ duty of the Municipality to provide medical relief and that it

should do much more in that direction. I do not say that it is the duty of the millownors

to open schools or have separate dispensaries. If they do so, it is charity. It is not
thoir duty.

A-2G03. Exactly. You suggested that there should be a special Act passed called the

Improvement Trust Act. You have referred to Bombay as having one such Act. Bo
you knbw that the Municipality has all along taken the view’ that the constitution of

this Improvement Trust is a form of supersession of the Municipality ?—That vras what
I myself contended. I drafted the representation for amalgamation.

A-2604. In spite of that you have advocated that for Ahmedabad ?—The reason is

this : in Bombay the Trust has done its duty for 30 years and the works have
been executed. There is a defect in the law itself, under which the Municipality is made
responsible for the deficits of this separate body. That is the reason why the Corporation

wants to stop double expenditure.

A-2605. I am not touching upon that aspect of the question. I know all about that.

What I am directing tho attention of the Commission to is this : the duties that

are entrusted to the Corporation are regarded ordinarily as duties pertaining to local

' self-government. Is that not so ?—Yes, they are regarded as such.
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A-2606. If they are regarded as such do you know why it was possible to pass that

legislation in Bombay on that occasion ?—Because plague was ragmg in the city at that

time.

A-2G07. Was it not because of that special condition ? Yes.

A-260S. Now under normal conditions you want to create a separate body in super-

session of the Municipality in order to discharge the duties which are imposed upon the

Municipality ?—As an alternative I would welcome an amendment of the Municipal Act

in such a way as to facilitate tlio execution of all necessary schemes.

A-2G09. Then you do not want a separate body to be created 5—Not, if the Act is

suitably amended. The executive must bo given sufficient freedom to cany out the

policy of tho Board and the Board should not unduly interfere in matters of detail. There

should bo continuity of policy and tradition so that schemes launched to-day may not be

withdrawn to-morrow. A small compact committee of the municipalrty, for instance,

is far more suited than an unwieldy body.

A-2G10. We need not go into tho details of the working of the scheme. You have

been for live years a Deputy Municipal Commissioner in Bombay. There has been a

proposal before Government for several years to pass a special Act for each of the

municipalities of Ahmedabad, Karachi and Poona ?—Yes.

A-2G11. And that would give you the powers that you ask for ?—I have seen the Bill

applicable to Karachi but it is not yet before tho Council.

A-2612. Was not that Bill under consideration for several years ?—Yes, that was.

A-2613. Why did not your Municipality write to the Government to give you these

special powers to enablo you to discharge your duties connected with tho growing

industrial city of Ahmedabad ?—I myself suggested that tho Municipal Act should be

so amended as to widen its powers, but the majority were not in favour of that. That
is the whole position.

A-2614. You have not now got additional powers. Is not that due to the fact that you
were not prepared to ask for them ?—That is a matter to bo considered by the Board.

A-2615. The Chairman : Is it a case of division between people who wish to talk

and people who wish to act ?—It may bo, because our forward proposals were not
accepted.

A-2G1G. Sir Ibrahim Rahimlonla

:

You stated that the Bombay Municipality was
spending less on some of its municipal duties than the Ahmedabad Municipality. What
is your annual revenue and how muoh do you spond ?—Wo spend Ks. 3G lakhs out of a
revenue of Rs. 39 lakhs leaving a surplus of 3 lakhs.

A-2617. You stated that Bombay spent 35 per cent, of its revenues on debt charges.

The Bombay Goxporalion gets a revenue of Rs. 3,40,00,000. It spends 35 per cent, or
Rs. 1,25,00,000 on debt charges, leaving a balance of Rs. 2,25,00,000 for expenditure
on its municipal duties for a population of 12 laldis. That comes to Rs. 18 or 19 per head
of the population. Whereas in Ahmedabad you spend Rs. 30 lakhs on a population
of 3 lakhs. That comes to Rs. 10 per head of the population. How then can you say
that the Bombay Corporation is spending less than the Ahmedabad Municipality in
discharging its duties to the people ?—I have been misunderstood. My point is this.

If a growing municipality undertakes a big capital programme of roads, hospitals and
so on, its running expenditure will be less than if it merely goes on incurring revenue
expenditure only. We have not undertaken any large capital programme and so our
debt charges are only 9 per cent, of our revenue as against 35 percent, of revenue for
Bombay. On the other hand our running expenses take away a greater percentage of
our income. But that is not the case in Bombay. I never meant to say that the
Bombay Corporation was not discharging their duties. What they have done by
incurring capital expenditure we are doing by spending from our annual revenue.
I would personally advocate a large capital programme whereby the running expenditure
would he reduced.

A-281S. But you are clearly spending less per head of the population ?—Property
in Ahmedabad has not so high a value as in Bombay. Our income' therefore is much
less here and we have to spend accordingly.

A-2619. Mr. Ahmed

:

Why not value tho mills at s higher figure and tax them accor-
dingly ?—They are now paying less in taxes after the revision.

A-2Gz.O. Sir Ibraldm RaMmioola

:

You referred to certain building by-laws for the
construction of chawls. The plot was to be not less than balf an acre or 2,400 square
yards; After leaving three-fourths of this space open,’ you said that,the chawl should
be built omy on one-fourth of the area. If these chawls were to be built by the Muni-
cipality or the Millowners for bousing their own workers, that would be a different mat-
ter. But if they were to be built by private enterprise have you considered what rents
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should bo charged lor each chaivl in order to give a reasonable return on the capital

invested ?—The private owner may put up an upper storey on the same floor space thus
doubling the accommodation. ' >

A-2621. Would not that mean additional capital cost? My point is to find out
whether the Municipality has considered the effect of these regulations on the rents

that would be chargeable in order to bring a reasonable return on the capital invested

and make the scheme a practical proposition. If the rents are not adequate to give a

reasonable return on the capital invested, private enterprise will not be attracted to this

field. Have you worked out what the economic rent of these chawls would be ?

—

I have not mado the calculations and, therefore, I am not in a position to answer that

question.

A-2622. What do you think would be an adequate return on the capital invested in

constructing buildings according to your new regulations ?—4 to 6 per cent.

A-2G23. Have you considered whether under your new regulations you will realize

your object of providing sanitary housing accommodation for the people of Ahmed-
abad ?—Yes, it will be realized if the old insanitary chawls are demolished and new
chawls allowed to be put up in the very area.

A-2624. Under the Municipal Act you have the power to call upon the owner of an
unsafe building to pull it down. In how manj' cases have you exercised that power ?

—

1 do not know the exact position with regard to unsafe buildings.

A-2625. You have the power to call upon the owners of insanitary buildings to make
them sanitary ?—Yes.

A-2626. In how many cases have you exercised that power ?—I think the Chief

Executive Officer will be able to give that information.

A-2G27. Tho Legislature has given you these two powers and you could have exercised

them at no cost to yourself. It would be very interesting to know in how many cases

you have exercised those powers and attempted to improve the sanitary condition of

Ahmedabad ?—I would supply the Commission with information regardingjjio number
of nqtices issued and so on.

A-262S. Sir Alexander Murray

:

You are now the Chairman of the Standing
Committee ?—Yes.

A-2G29. Which is the chief executive committee ?—There are two other committees.
Tho Standing Committeo has nothing to do 'with sanitation. There is a Sanitary

Committee which is also executive. The condition of buildings, issuing of notices,

demolition and all those tilings, are under tho control, so far as the Regulations are

concerned, of the Sanitary Committee.

A-2G30. So far as the constitution of the proposed new improvement trust is concerned,
do you expect that you will get better service from that trust ?—If we could constitute

an executive committeo of improvements under the Municipal Act, it would be a better

method for putting into effect the scheme which I adumbrated here.

A-2G31. Sir Ibrahim Raliimtoola : Am I to understand that your object in asking for

a separate body is to get additional sources of revenue ?—1That is one of the reasons.

A-2632. Sir Alexander Murray

:

You have referred to the improvement trusts in
Calcutta, tho United Provinces and other places. They are not in any way departments
of the municipalities ; they are independent of the municipalities ?—Yes.

A-2633. You are not contemplating having a separate body ?—If we could constitute

an improvements committee under the Municipal Act, I would prefer it, but if .that is

not possible, a separate Act is indispensable.

A-2634. In the meantime what do you propose to do in order to improve the housing
and other conditions?—So far as my own individual opinion is concerned, I have
advocated tho construction of sanitary chawls in ono area.

A-2635. On page 70 of the report of the Ahmedabad Municipality for the year 192S-29
it is said that the Municipality have committed themselves to certain schemes ; amongst
those schemes is a scheme for tho asphalting of roads at a cost of 15 lakhs of rupees and
another scheme for constructing a relief road at an expenditure of another 15 lakhs. Do
you consider this scheme to asphalt the roads is of more importance than the provision
of housing for the workers ?—Keeping the roads in proper order is one of the obligatory
duties of the Municipality which everyone would wish to fulfil, whereas the provision
of housing is an optional duty and it is very difficult to persuade the Councillors to under-
take it. If it were in my power, I would give priority to housing.

A-2G36. You speak of taking money from the General Eund in the meantime to enable
you to go on with the asphalting of the roads ?—Yes, we have applied for a loan of 23
lakhs.
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A -2037. But rut til you yet that loan, you me'going to lake the money from the General

Fund -—Yc«. I>y way of advance.

Instead of doing Hint for flic roads', would you recommend doing it for

hoiiring i—Our revenue from the general balance to that extent is already pledged and

earmarked, so that we cannot go behind that ; we have a balance of about- 15 lakhs.

\-2SV.’,0. That is your opening and closing balance, but in the General Fund you" have

about 24 lakhs on ‘deposit f—-That is other funds. The balanco of the General Fund

is 15 lakhs. I am not speaking of Special Fund, Sinking Fund and other funds

which arc separate ;
the revenue which is now available out of surplus balance is

35 lakhs.

A-2G SO. That is your free balance ?—Yes.

A-2041. Arc you prepared to recommend that- some of that money should he spent

immediately instead of waiting till you get the improvement trust ?—That depends

upon the vote of the Council: I cannot say.

A-2012. According to tlic accounts you collect for water rate about 14 lakhs of

rupees V—Yes.

A -20 IT Hov.- much of that do you spend ?—Wc call it water rate, hut 5 per cent, is

really home and property tax in the true sense. We have no house and propert 3
’ tax :

that is t he peculiar position of Ahmedabad. The reason is that under the name of water

rate we can tax all buildings, whereas under house and property tax we cannot tax

Government land.

A-2014. You have a revenue of about 14 lakhs from the water rate and 3’et you arc

only spending under that bead, including depreciation and other things, 4 lakhs?

—

That is true, hut we have also a capital scheme for extending our waterworks. -

A-2045. In recent years part of your capital expenditure 1ms been paid out of

r< venue ?—The extra water revenue is spent on drainage and waterworks. We borrowed
45 lakhs for tlic extension of waterworks and drainage. There was a great cry here last

summer that the Municipality was not performing its duty property. Until thc.wnter
supply i

r
- improved we cannot launch other schemes on which water revenue would be

expended.

A-2040. 1 notice from your report that if there is no connection you do not charge
anything to shops and buildings V—AH properties within the municipal area arc subject
to a f> per cent, compulsory tax which is called compulsory general water rate, and when
any premhe.^nre actually connected with the waterworks by private distribution pipe,
wc i hnige 5 per cent, more, making it 10 per cent, of which 5 per cent, is compulsory and
5 per cent . optional.

A-204i. If n man cuts off the connection to his premises, he lias only to pay 6 per
cent. ?—Yes.

A -20 18.
r

l hejesult therefore is that many proprietors cut oil the water supply in
order to pay o per cent, instead of 10 per cent. ?—Bui such a position is not created
Imre.

„

-'-2010. Sir Ibrahim lUihimloola How can they get the water if they are cut off ?

—

.1 mm Jin’ public standpipes, but that is very inconvenient, and the mills practically can-
not nttord to cut off the water connection.

A--0 >0. Sir A randcr Murray: Tn many cases you will not allow people to build
workmens hou-es unless they provide latrine accommodation 'Yes.
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A-2651. Lady Nilkanih : Thu Bombay Municipality provides chawls for the mill labour,
docs it not. ?—Tlio Bombay Municipality house thoir own labour, and wo have that
arrangement, in voguo here.

A-2G55.- You have stated that the Ahmcdabad Municipality is not spending enough
money in medical relief. If they spend more money will it bo necessary to tax the people
more ?—Increased taxation will be necessary.

A-265G. Do you think the rate-payers would like that?—No, no one would
like that.

A-2657. What is the attitude of the representatives of the rate-payers ?—Opposition
to any increase of taxation.

A-2G5S. The nu'IIowners tell us they are paying one-third of tho taxes of the Munici-
pality ?—I do not. think that is correct. Here we have direct and indirect taxes. Accord-
ing to my information, they arc only paj'ing 23 or 21 per cent, to the Municipal Fund.
1 will give you tho exact figures. Our total revenue from water rate by valuation is

Its. 11,55,000, of.which they contribute Its. 1,11,955. The rovenue from water charged by
metre is Its. 2,15,800, out of which they contribute about 2 lakhs. With regard to the
drainage tax, virtually no mills outside the city walls arc connected with the drainage
system, so that virtually t licy are exempt. Virtually their contribution in all taxes
amounts to about Its. 5,75,000 ns against a total of 25 lakhs. Its. 7,91,000 is our total

revenue from terminal tax. Only four items appertain to tho mills : coal, cotton,

tallow, yarn ; those aro the principal items on which terminal tax is recovered so far as

the inillowners are concerned. This burden in indirect tax is about Rs. 2,57,000, or at

the most 3 lakhs. In fact they arc contributing 0 lakhs ns ngainst 25 lakhs, which is

about a fourth.

A-2G59. Is it a fact that the Municipality is in favour of compulsory education for tho

mill children ?—The Municipality desires to give facilities for all children.

A-2GG0. Is it not a fact that almost all the mill children go to primary schools in tho

city ?—Yes, everywhere where there is any demand we have opened a school. No children

remain without education if there is a willingness on the part of the parents.

A-2GG1. Mr. Ahmed : You are familiar with the findings of the Geneva International

Conference on Labour ?—Yes.

"A-2GG2. You would agree that employers of labour, whether Government or mill-

owners owo a cortain duty towards that labour, but I understand that your Municipality is

unable to carry out mnnv improvements owing to lack of funds ; is that correct ?

—

Yes.

A-20G3. It is also correct to say that your Municipality has not much independence
hut is under the influence of the millowncrs and rich people. Two or three witnesses have
said that. The majority of the elected members of the Municipality arc elected by the

rich proprietors, the millowncrs having the majority of votes ?—The opposite is the case.

The pcoplo of whom you speak have not many representatives on the Council; they

have only the nominated members.
, Tho millowncrs do not desire to fight elections. The

franchise is very wide ; tho franchise is open to anyone with an occupation rental of Bo. 1

per month.

' A-2GG4. Labour has no representatives directly returned by them ?—There arc

three.

A-2GG5. Only tho depressed classes ?—Tho depressed classes.

A-2GGG. That, is out of 4S ?—-Yes.

A-2GG7. So that the labour classes and their representatives have not got a direct

voico in or control over your Municipality. Is that a fact ?—I will not accept that

view.

A-2GG8. I know something of your Municipality because I have been here four days.

You have only 8 representatives of tho depressed classes and what you call labour out

of 48 ; that is correct ?—Yes, only three ore returned by the depressed classes, but that

does not mean that those people have no voice.

A-2GG9. There is practically no provision madoby tho millowncrs for primary education

among tho labouring classes, their women and children ?—They contribute to the taxes ;

what other contribution do you desire ?

A-2070. What do you mean by that: the municipal taxes ?—Yes, that is the only

source.

A-2G71. They do not directly maintain any school, whether night or day school, for the

women and children of tho labourers ?—We have 92 schools.
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A-2G72. There is still something lacking,on your part in giving full and entire support

to the maintenance of compulsory education within the municipal area j therefore it is

absolutely necessary that the millowners should come in rvith a liberal hand ?—If they

make a contribution we shall welcome it.

A-2673. With regard to maternity, hospitals and housing accommodation your answer

is the same ?—My answer is that there should be increased terminal tax.

A-2674. Further, you value the mills for taxation at a much lower rate than they do

at Bombay. They make the same profits here but it is a little cheaper place, and that is

why they "come here ?—The taxation is based on the annual letting value ; it is not on

profits.

A-2675. The valuation is based on the income ?—No. Our taxation is based on valua-

tion
;
about 4 or 6 per cent, of the capital cost would be the ratable value

;
it is not on

the profits a particular mill might make.

A-2676. If you assessed according to the profits and the income, the valuation would

be much more ?—But that is not permissible under the law.

A-2677. And the prosperity of your municipal area would have been ensured ?

—

X should welcome it
;
I should be very glad if this Commission could persuade the

Government to let us have this additional taxation on profits. <

A-2678. Sir Alexander Murray

:

What would you do then if the mills were making

losses ? you would get no taxes then ?—That would be the necessary consequence.

A-2679. Diwan Chaman Lull

:

Then why do you say you would welcome such a

scheme 1—If taxation were possible on profits, the Municipality would be glad to have
it, but no local authority charges on profits as far as I know.

A-2680. Mr. Ahmed : The insanitary conditions of this town are owing to the mills

and the dirt that is falling on the roads every day which has to be swept up ;
therefore

the mills should pay a little higher taxes, should they not ? Do you say Yes ?—No, I do
not say Yes ; it is a joint responsibility.

A-2681. Mr. Cliff

:

As I understand it, you are not here officially representing the

municipality to-day ?—So far as I know, as Chairman of the Standing Committee
I can say that I am representative in that respect of the Standing Committee. Your
Commission’s reference is now before the Board still pending as to what they should do ;

but I have authority from the President of the Municipality to present the municipal
standpoint, though I cannot commit the municipality in any way. You may.
take me as an individual member or as a man of experience of the municipality ; that
is all.

A-2682. You were good enough to enumerate at the commencement of your
evidence the number of acres that have been obtained for housing schemes. How
many houses have the Municipality in fact built ?—As I told yovjj this law came into

operation in 1926. Since then we have reserved these sites in the various town planning
schemes ; when the sanction of Government has been obtained the Municipality will

have sites upon which to build.

A-2683. Butin point of fact have houses been built anywhere f—No, because we have
not secured the sites at present.

A-2G84. Have your Municipality any plans of houses which they would propose to
build 1—Yes, we have plans prepared by Mr. Mirams. Those plans were explained by
him about 8 or 9 years ago to the Millowners’ Association. On that basis I have
prepared a scheme for working out the cost of constructing sanitary ckawls in the area
which may be reserved for the Municipality.

A-2685. Has that, scheme been adopted by the Municipality ?—No, it is pending before
the committee. >

,
.

A-26S6. At the moment is it a fact that no scheme has actually been adopted by the
Municipality ?—Yes. '

A-26S7. What kind of
.

houses are contained in that report which you propose
to recommend to the Municipality ?—I agree with Mr. Mirams that a large number of
smaller buildings containing three or four tenements is much more convenient in Gujerat

k'g.cliawis. The reason is that in Gujerat the people live in groups and castes. H
the Municipality puts up a big chawl of 100 or 200 tenements, and if an untouchable or
member of the depressed class wants a tenement, the Municipality cannot refuse him
though a private owner can. The result of such a man coming in would be that the whole
chawl would be abandoned and the Municipality would be the loser.

A-268S. In the chawls which you think suitable will there be more than one room ?

—

^
as

,

rec°llect, there will be two rooms, a verandah and other arrangements : there
will also be a privy outside the compound.
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A-2689. What size will the rooms be ?
—

"Under our by-laws at present the minimum
size of a dwelling room is 144 square feet.

A-2690. What rents do you think the Municipality might be recommended to charge
for a house of that character ?—That will depend upon the capital cost actually worked
out

; I cannot say at present. The return would be about 3 to 4 per cent. The cost
has actually been worked out by Mr. Mirams. If Es. 300 or Es, 400 is spent on each
tenement on the 6 per cent, basis the rent will be about Es. 2 per month. In Govern-
ment buildings the earning capacity of the tenant is also taken into consideration

; a
Government servant livingin a bungalow is not charged more than one-tenth of his

salary.

A-2691. Do you propose to let them at less than the economic rent ?—Yes, in order to
encourage people to occupy such tenements. The difference would then have to be paid
out of the rates.

A-2692. In the report we have before us the view is expressed that the burden of direct

taxation on the poor is already sufficiently high. You have said the water rate is 5 per
cent. ? In Ahmedabad 95 per cent, of the premises are connected with the water and
pay 10 per cent. Another 5 per cent, is charged if there is a drainage connection, which
makes 15 per cent, altogether. That is irrespective of sanitary cess, which is Es. 4 a
family, so that virtually it comes to 16 per cent.

A-2693. Does the occupier of a tenement of one or two rooms actually pay taxation
to the extent of" 10 per cent. 1—No, our taxation is on the landlord and not on the
tenant at all ; we recover from the landlord.

A-2694. Then the landlord pays on a house of that character a tax of 10 per cent. ?

—

Yes, and 15 per cent, if it is connected with the drainage.

A-2695. Are there any other taxes which the people pay to the Municipality ?—Yes,
there is the sanitary cess of Es. 4 per privy per annum, the wheel tax on those who use
vehicles, and the indirect terminal tax on which we realize 7 lakhs.

A-2G96. Is that the extent of the taxes for municipal purposes ?—Yes, the taxes and
rate3 fall under those categories, but the Municipality has other sources of revenue

;

there are fees from slaughter houses and markets and grants from Government.

A-2697. In this Eeport of the Municipality for the year 1928-29 it is stated that the
incidence of direct taxes per head of population is 5 • 98 rupees, of indirect taxation in

addition 2-38 rupees ; so that the overhead taxation, excluding special charges, is Es. 8

per head of population ?—Yes, Es. 8 or 9.

Mr. Cliff

:

For Karachi it is Es. 15, Poona 14 • 3.

The Chairman : I do not think we need pursue this much further ; we arrive at the

fact that Ahmedabad is a lightly rated city ; that is the point.

A-2698. Diwan Chaman Lall

:

Were any representatives of the workers included

in the members nominated by Government ?—Among the 12 nominated members there

is no representative of labour.

A-2699. How many representatives of the working classes were elected ?—There is

the Secretary of the Labour Union.

A-2700. At the elections what percentage of the electors go to the polls 1—I have
not the exact figure, but I am told it is 45 per cent, at the most.

A-2701. Could you tell me the number of mill-hands who go to the polls ?—I could
not tell you.

Sir Alexander Murray : At the General Triennial Election in 1927 there were 68,459
voters of whom 39,400 actually voted. I suppose the great majority of those who voted
were workers.

A-2702. Diwan Chaman Lall : Do you agree with the statement which Sir Alexander
Murray has just made that the great majority of those who voted were workers ?

The Chairman : That must, of course, be a matter of opinion.—I was not here during
the last elections so I cannot hazard any opinion on the point.

A-2703. What interest do you pay on your debt and what interest does Bombay pay
on its debt ?—Our credit in the market is very good in that respect ; we have had loans
at 4, 5 and 6 per cent. The last was 5 per cent, in the public market, with a premium.

A-2701. The interest paid by Bombay, according to this statement, comes to about
31 per cent. ?—That might be sinking fund.

A-2705. Are you satisfied with the work of the Municipality ?—I cannot say anything
on that.
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A-2700. The writers of the Report apparently are not satisfied ?—I was not here

when this Report was drafted; I joined here only last month.

A-2707. The average daily attendance at the school was 77 last year as against 88*3

previously, a decrease of 1 1
per cent. What is the cause of that decrease ?—It may be

'

due to anything.

A-270S. I understood you to say that you depended upon the millowners to come

and tell you whether it was necessary to open new schools ; have you or the Municipality

made any attempt to find out what the needs of the labouring population are in regard

to school's ? We have got an administrative officer under the schools hoard whose duty

it is to enquire through the teachers and in the locality,whether there is any need for an

additional school. Wherever there are 20 or 30 children forthcoming a new school is

opened.

A-2709. What is the attendance when you open a new school ?—In the beginning

the teacher usually brings children, and if there is a sustained interest and the millowners

do not take those children back into the factory to work, naturally they stick to the

schools.

A-2710. I am suggesting you might extend schools without waiting for the compul-

sory scheme ?—We are prepared to extend on a voluntary basis.

A-2711. Having regard to the figures of infant and adult mortality, it is the duty of

the Municipality to take some immediate ‘steps to clean the city and provide

better housing ?—That is one way the mortality can be reduced. It is not the

only way.

A-27I2. The figures of cost of housing were worked out by Mr. Mirams 9 or 10 years

ago. They will now have to be revised ?—Yes, according to the present market

rates.

A-2713. Do you intend to consult the workers’ organization before you put forward

your scheme for building tenements and cliawls ?—I have a personal friend in Mr. Gul-

zarilal Nanda and he has prepared a very good statement in regard to the conditions

of the labourers. Unfortunately the Labour Union is not co-operating. We should

be very glad to have their co-operation.

A-2714. Colonel Bussell : What actual control is effected by the Municipality over
the construction of these new chaivhs that you are putting up ?—The Municipality have
a Building Establishment Superintendent with 6 or 7 inspectors under him ; the Muni-
cipality grants permission to build and has authority to inspect these buildings. If

building is carried out without giving notice or obtaining permission a prosecution is

launched with the sanction of the Chief Officer and it comes before the Court. Our
difficulty is that while the case is pending the man finishes the work. It majr take 3
or 4 months to obtain a conviction ; the man may then be fined Rs. 5 or 10. The Chief

Officer then issues a notice for demolition, but, the building having been completed,
sympathy is felt for the man who has finished the building.

A-2715. You have a Medical Officer of Health ?—Yes.

A-2716. He would naturally effect some control over the sanitary arrangements in
connection with these chcnvls ?—His opinion is always called for in matters of privies
and sanitary conditions of buildings.

A-2717. When his opinion is expressed, does the Municipality always accept it ?—As
far as structural alterations are to be made, the Chief Officer, ,who is the head of the
executive, naturally accepts it. 1

A-27 18. When he meets with very bad sanitary conditions in certain areas is his report
accepted and acted upon ?—If he makes a concise report and asks for- definite orders, of
course the Committee would not go against his wishes, but if it is a vague and academic
report they may not accept it.

A-2719. Take a concrete case : supposing he makes definite recommendations with
regard to the demolition of various structures or a definite improvement of various in-
sanitary conditions, privies and so on, are his reports merely shelved, or are they acted
upon i His reports usually go to the Chief Officer. Then if he agrees with the Health
Oflicei, he issues notices according to the power vested in him

; otherwise he obtains
the orders of the. Sanitary Committee.

A-_7.-0. And then there is delay ?—That is the delav of the law which we
cannot help. " *

A-2721. \ou mentioned that smaller tenements were preferable to large tenements.
Apart from all questions of cost, would it not be better in all cases to build small
tenements ?—I should prefer small tenements.
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A-2722. Mr. Asavlc : How many liouses at present lias the Municipality provided
for its labourers ?—We have got workers on water works and drainage who are
housed.

A-2723. Are they free or does the Municipality chaige anything?—We have got
about 1,400 people under us as labour in the true sense of the term, of whom about 900
are bhangis. We provide facilities for those who have not got houses.' Much of it is

local labour and they have got their own houses and tenements ; they would not go to
houses assigned to them by the Municipality. It is only the outsiders who need to be
housed and that number is very limited. The operatives in the workshops, waterworks
and drainage have provision on the spot.

A-2724. Is it free ?—Free. So far as the waterwoiks and drainage are concerned,
the tenements are nearly free.

A-2725. Would the two-roomed chawls which you propose to build be convenient
for the mill-hands and factory workers ?—Our site is near the mill centres.

A-2726. You have said there are reasons other than insanitary housing for the mor-
tality among children ; what are the other reasons ?—Women go hack to their villages

to be delivered of their children and then return to the city. The births do not increase
the birth rate of the city because they take place in the villages, but the deaths increase
the death rate of the city. Opium is another cause of the high infantile death rate. It
is common sense that the women who work in rural areas should be more healthy than
those in the industrial areas.

A-2727. Diivon Ohaman Lall : Have you any statistics to prove that the women go
to their villages to be delivered of their children ?—I have not but it is common know*
ledge.

(The witness withdrew.) ,

v
MUNSHI MANZAR ALI and SHEIKH ABDUL WAHID,

Weavers in Ahmedabad.

A-2728. The Chairman : You have come before the Commission to tell us something
about your work ?—(Munshi Manzar Ali) : Yes.

A-2729. You are weavers in the textile mills in Ahmedabad ?—Yes.

A-2730. You are speaking on behalf of yourselves and some others who are weavers ?

—Yes.

A-2731. And you are not members of the Labour Union ?—No.

A-2732. Have you any union amongst the weavers ?—No.

A-2733. Do I understand that this is the paper which you have given to us which is

headed “ Written statement of some Muhammadan weavers in Ahmedabad ” ?

—

Yes.

A-2734. We have also a statement in front of us which is signed by Maniar Gulabchand
Damodardas, Parinar Agarsang Madhavrang and Brahmbhatta Shamalji Odliavji. You
are not concerned with that statement ?—No. Those three people are jobbers in the

mills and they are naturally in favour of the employers.

A-2735. You say “ Government should establish employment exchanges. It will

help the unemployed workers to secure work wherever it can be had.” Are there many
weavers unemployed in Ahmedabad ?—There are many that are unemployed in the
weaving department. i

A-2736. In spite of the new mills w#ich are now being started ?—Yes. The new mills

are not working properly and so many of us are not able to get employment in them ;

and in the old mills many of us are discharged by the heads of departments because we
are at their mercy.

A-2737. You make a complaint here about the system of the jobbers on whom you
depend for your work. Will you tell us what your complaint is about jobbers ?—In
the mills in which we earn about Es. 15 or 16 for a hap'a of 12 days there is not so much
bribery but in the mills in which we get higher wages, say Es. 25 or 26 there is a lot of

bribery. At the time of our engagement we have to pay bribes to the head jobbers

and the line jobbers. We have also to pay Rs. 4 or 6 to them on every pay day, and in

some cases we provide them with liquor.

mo Y 16—11
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A-2738. Do you suggest, that the work could he done without jobbers altogether ?—

Without the head jobbers the work can be done, but without line jobbers it cannot be

done because all the workers are not very efficient.

A-2730. What you then wish is that the power of the jobbers to exact payments from

you should be done away with ?—'Yes, that is what we want.

A-2740. Do you know of the mills where an employment officer is responsible for the

engagement of the workers ?—No, we do not know.

-A-2741. We have been told that in one mill at any rate, or perhaps in more, there is

a recruiting officer ?—We are not aware of it.

A-2742. You tell us that in the mills where fans have been provided to make the

a tmosphere cooler, lower wages are being paid. Do you mean that wages have been

reduced or that a reduction of wages has been made in order to pay for the fans The

question of wages depends upon the sweet will and pleasure of the owners and it is not

that mills do not earn profits
;
in some cases the owners want to give as little pay as

possible to the workers.

A-2743. Then the statement is that where they make the rooms more comfortable

by means of fans they pay lower wages to the workers ?—Yes.

A-2744. Will you tell us in which mills lower wages are paid because of the fans ?

—

Motilal Hirabai Mill, Silver Cotton Mill, Alimedabad-Saharanpur Cotton Mill No. II,

and others. s

A-2745. Are you quite clear when you tell us that wages were reduced in the weaving

department after fans were introduced ?—In the new mills, along with the introduction

of fans rates were also fixed low. As an instance, I can cite the Saharanpur Cotton Mil!

No. II.

A-2746. You put before us a complaint that dispensaries should be provided in all

the mills, and they should be kept open all the day and not only for a short time as is

done in some of the mills. Do I understand that in some mills the dispensaries are kept

open all the day while in others they are only opened for a short time ?—In two or three

mills the dispensaries are kept open the wnole day while in some they arc opened only,

for one or two hours either in the evening or in the morning ; in most of the mills there

are no dispensaries.

A-2747. With regard t,o schools you say that there is a want, of two or three more
schools in the mill area. We were told this morning that the Municipality would open
schools wherever there were 30 or more children wanting education. Are you aware
of that ?—We are aware of the resolution of the Municipality to that effect, but our

eomjfiaint is that if one school is existent and we put in a petition for another school

being opened that petition is not attended to by the Municipality. In most of these

schools we have classes up to the third standard only, and in very few up to the fourth

standard. English is not taught in these schools and if we want our children to read
English we have to send them to the schools in the city where owing to the heavy traffic

our young children run the risk of being trampled under cars.

A-2748. You make a reference to a deduction from your wages of one anna per day.
What is that for ?—Tn some mills there is a practice of deducting one anna per head
per day in the weaving department for damage to cloth irrespective of the fact whether
there is damage to the cloth or not ; if there is more damage then more deductions are
made, and if there is too much damage the cloth is handed over to the weavers who take
them to the bazaar for sale. If, say, Rs. 2 is deducted from their wages for this purpose
they are able to sell the cloth for ’Rs. 1-8-0 or 1-4-0.

A-2749. Sir Vi"Jor Sassoon : Is that because the cloth is so much damaged ?—The
damage may bo slight or more but the outside people always offer a less price.

A-2750. The Chairman : Do we clearly understand that one anna per day is deducted
from every weaver in the mill ?—Yes, that is true.

A-2751. In all the mills ?—Yes.
A ^ou say 's deducted from every weaver whether he damaees the cloth or

not 1—Yes.

A-2753. Wo were told last week that there was a reduction—I think it was one anna
per day made partly towards the cost of the welfare work. Are you quite sure that
us one anna which you tell us is deducted is not devoted to some other purpose ?

—

i it

S
-

n0
,,

v °',ec^ f°r welfare work. Half the money goes to the mill and the other
halt is paid to the folders who detect the mistakes..

A--754. \ou tell us that if your services are not required you are discharged without
no ico whereas you are required to give six days’ notice if you wish to leave the
employment. Is that correct ?—Yes, that is so.
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A-2755. Mr. Clow : Why are you not members of the Labour Union ?—At first
'we were members of the Union but afterwards we left it because we did not like its

activities. At present it is only a nominal Labour Union and is greatly under the
influence of the millowners.

A-2756. Why did you not make a union of your own ?—If Government were to help
us we will have our union.

'A-2757. Why do you not help yourself ?—We have no power. How can we do it

ourselves ?

A-275S. Mr. Joshi : You say that weavers are not generally promoted to the higher
grades of weaving masters. Do you really mean that the weavers should be promoted
as weaving masters immediately or they should be first promoted to jobbers’ places and
then if they are found fit to be promoted as weaving masters ?—We say tnat we should
be promoted only gradually ; we certainly do not advocate that we should be made
weaving masters immediately. In this connection I might be permitted to say that in
the police department the policemen are given facilities for learning reading and writing
an hour a day. We would suggest that we should abo be given similar facilities within
the mills because it will be an initiative to those of us who are illiterate and uneducated
to try to learn reading and writing.

A-2759. As regards the houses for which you pay Its. 5 rent, are the rooms satisfac-

tory to you or not ?—We do not like those tenements but as other tenements are not
available we have no option in the matter.

A-2760. You say “ Dispensaries should be provided in all the mills, and they should
be kept open all the day and not only for a short time as is done in some of the mills.”

Is it that in all the mills the dispensaries are not kept open all the day or only in some
mills ?—In some mills there are no dispensaries at all and so the question of not keeping
them open for the whole day does not arise.

A-2761. What do you do when you remain at home on account of sickness ?—I am
living rather far from the municipal dispensary, and when I fall ill I have to go to the

municipal dispensary with difficulty, if I want medicine.

A-2762. Can you not go to the mill dispensary ?—Only those workers who live near
the mills which have dispensaries can make use of them, others cannot.

A-2763. You say that you do not get any remuneration during the time you are sick.

I want to know whether you would be prepared to contribute some share if the employers
and the Government also contribute a similar share 1—Certainly ; why not ?

A-2764. You say “ We have been working ten hours a day.” It is said that if the

working hours are reduced the production may be reduced. As weavers, what is your
experience 1 Will the production be reduced if the hours are reduced ?—Our

- experience is that after the reduction in hours from 12 to 10 the same amount of cloth

is being produced ; similarly, if hours are reduced from 10 to 9, it will not affect the

production. But if the mill agents interfere with the yarn then perhaps there may be
less production.

A-2765. Miss Power : One of the memoranda refers to the fact that beam and cloth

carriers are paid from the wages of the weavers. What does that amount to in ,

deductions from the weavers’ wages in a month ?—We have already stated in our
statement that we are illiterate people ; we do not know how much is taken from our
wages, how much is paid to the beam carriers, how much is paid to the folders or

how much is taken by the millowners. We have no knowledge.

A-27G6. We have had a certain amount of evidence given to us that the workers would

,
prefer a break twice in the day of half an hour each rather than one break in the

middle of the day of one hour. Which of the two would you prefer ?—Wc like only one
interval of one hour and not two intervals of half an hour each.

A-27C7. You like the existing arrangement ?—Yes.

A-276S. In your statement you refer to bribes taken by jobbers and head jobbers.

I want to know whether this bribe is taken at intervals or in one lump sum at the time of

first obtaining employment ?—Every pay day we have to pay something.

A-2769. What do you have to pay ?—In the case of weavers, they have not got to

pay anything on pay day ; weavers have to pay only Rs. 5 at the time of first employ-
ment ; but in the case of line jobbers, the head jobbers have got an arrangement with
line jobbers that the latter should pay them half their pay, which amounts to Rs. 50,

every year for five or six years.

A-2770. Did you say half his pay ?—The line jobber’s pay is about Rs. 100 ; and he
has to pay Rs. 50 to the head jobber every year,

mo y 15—11a
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A-2771. The Chairman': Do you know of any mill where this practice does not

exist ?—Yes. Calico, Marsden, llama Krishna and the Patel Mills.

A-2772 Those are the only four mills where this system of bribery does not exist 7—

T know of only these four : there may he others where bribery does not exist ; hut

I know of only these four.

A-2773. We are told that all the employers wish to get rid of this bribery : they are

aware of the existence of this evil ’—It is true that mill agents do not like this practice
;

but the mill agents do not themselves know that such a practice exists.

A-2774. If the mill agents are against this bribery and the weavers arc against this

bribery aiid there are four mills in which this bribery lias been abolished, why do you

not help the employers to abolish it in the remaining mills 7—If we complain to the mill

n"ents, the mill agents do not listen to these complaints. Some other workers also com-

plain to the head jobber that so and so has gone and reported, and that head jobber

sees to it that the man concerned goes out of the mill gate.

A-2775. Sir Vidor Sassoon : Supposing you formed a union, would your union he

in a better position to report these cases of bribery' ?—It is time that we will gel more

help if we have a union.

A-2776. Arc you quite sure that the beam carriers nre paid by the weavers 2 You
said you do not know how much. Are you absolutely certain that the beam carriers

are not paid by the mills ?—I do not know how much is deducted on that account from

our wages; but I am quite sure that it is by deductions from our wages that the

beam carriers arc paid.

A-2777. How do you know' you have to pay the beam eanieis. if you do not know-

how much you pay ?—The mill agents have asked the clerks to deduct 0-1-0 per loom

per week. There is an understanding between the clerks and the mill agents that if

the rates are fixed at 0-1-0 for a particular loom then the mill agent asks the clerks to

inform the workmen that the rate is only 0-1-5 or 0-1-4.

A-2778. Mr. Joshi

:

Is not the rate put up on the notice board V—In Fomo mills it

is ; in others it is not.

A-2779. Sir Victor Sassoon : Docs this take place in the mills where the rates nre

not put up on the board ?—It only takes place in those mills.

A-2780. Would the weavers like the mills to institute night schools 2—We arc in favour

of night schools, if these are opened by the mill agents
;
not in the mill premises but

somewhere near the mills.

A-278I. Would the workmen attend these schools 2—Yes, ceitninlv.

A-2782. Do you know that in one of the mills in Bombay where there aie 20,000 work-
people, only 50 attend the night school ?—I do not know*.

A-2783. You say that in the new mills where ventilation is piovided weavers’ rates

are lower than in the old mills without ventilation 2—It is not very" much below the

rate in the old mills where the wages are higher. It is more or less the same.

A-27S4. You say that in the new mills where they have fans you have to start on a

lower rate than in the old mills without fans. Do you still adhere t o that statement 2

—

I stick to the statement that wages arc lower in the new mills with fans than in the old
mills without fans ; but we prefer to go to the new mills. In tho old mills the
machinery is defective, so the net outturn is less.

A-27S5. Although in the new mills the rates are lower, still you can get as much money
as you can in tho old mills with high rates because you get a bigger production 2—We do
not get more wages in the new' mills. We get the same, although the rate is low.

A-2786. You would like to have higher wages and shorter hours ; is that right 2

—

Since 1918 the rates have been reduced gradually and the rates are low at present. We
first want the rates to be increased and brought up to their original level, and then a
reduction to be made in the working hours. In that case the production will remain the
same, but our wages will become high and wo will also gain tho benefit of the shorter
hours.

A-2787. Will the cloth cost more to make 2—The cost w'ill increase.

•k‘27SS. Will it conipetp -with other countries who are shipping cheap cloth here 2

—

,

o Indian cloth will be able to competo with foreign cloth if the Indian mill agents are
less avaricious.

A-2789. Do you think that the profits of the agents are so high that they can afford
to pay the same wages for shorter hours and still compete with*the foreign market 2—
\\ e do not know their accounts

; hut we think they make large profits. Take
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an example. A pound of cotton will cost about four or five or at the most 8 annas. Add
to that all super-head charges, labour charges, etc. From that pound of cotton you can
make 10 yards of cloth, and the cost price of that at the most will be Us. 1-8-0.

A-2790. Supposing it could be proved that these large profits are non-existent, and
that shorter hours and higher wages would mean that the mill would have to close down.
What would you propose' to do then ?—The Almighty is always kind and gracious
to His people. In the villages or towns where there are no mills the people have
not died.

A-2791. But the point is this. Do you mean if the mill industry is killed you would
go back to your village ?—We shall take to some other work.

A-2792. You do not mind the mill stopping and closing down ?—I do not mind.

A-2793. Mr. Cliff

:

I would be interested to know how you prepared the memorandum
which you have put in to-day 1—I wrote it in Urdu myself, and then I went to a typist

in Ritchie Road and got it translated and typed.

A-2794. You wrote it yourself. Did you consult your fellow weavers before writing
it ?—I consulted my fellow workers before writing it.

A-2795. Did you get any help in writing it 1—No outsider helped me.

A-2796. How do you settle your rates of wages with the employers 1—We do not
know how the rates are fixed. The Agents may be knowing that ; the clerks may be
knowing that or some head jobbers may be knowing that. If we find that it •will suit

us to work on those wages we work in those mills ; otherwise we go to other mills. We
ourselves do not know how the rates are fixed by the Agent.

A-2797. Suppose any difficulty arises in the mill, or if you have a grievance, are you
able to represent that grievance to the Agent ?—In regard to certain grievances we can
make a complaint, but in regard to others we cannot.

A-279S. In regard to what kind of grievances can you make complaints ?—If we go
to the agent and complain about rates or damage to cloth, then nobody listens to us ;

but if we go and complain about beating and abusing or about not getting beam carriers,

etc., then our complaints are listened to.

A-2799. You say that “ It is impossible to describe the hardship involved in working
in some mills where no fans have been provided. It is impossible to work continuously
there, as the air gets stuffy.” Now the employers say that the workmen waste two
hours or more a day talking and smoking in the compound. I want to know whether
you agree with the employers that you waste two hours or more per day ?—Wo go to

the compound for taking our meals or for smoking or drinking water ; but still within the
hours that we work in the mills we give 12 hours’ production instead of 10 hours’
production.

A-2800. You give the same production as you give in 12 hours. Do you leave the
weaving room and go out into the compound as much in a well ventilated mill as in mills

which are not ventilated ?—In mills which have got fans we go out to the compound to
smoke for some time and return soon ; but in mills which have got no fans we have to

go out for a longer time. Inside the mills where there are no fans the atmosphere is so
very hot that people often faint and have to be carried to the hospital to be restored to

consciousness. The conditions aro unspeakable during the summer months.

A-2801. During the summer months ?—In summer it happens like that, but in winter
also we perspire very freely.

A-2802. That means that you do more work in well ventilated mills ?—In both kinds
of mills our production is the same, because we have to fill our bellies and we try as hard
as possible to give the same production in both kinds of mills even though we may die

within the mill premises.

A-2803. Do you get any advances from the employers before the pay day ?—

>

In some mills they5 do give advances on pay, but we have to pay interest on those
advances.

A-2804. How much advance can a man get ?—The maximum advance that we can
get is Rs. 5 or Rs. 6 ; not more than that. But even for this amount interest is

deducted. Some mills deduct interest at the rate of Re. 0-1-0 per rupee, others at

0 pies per rupee.

A-2805. The Chairman : Although the money has been earned by the men ?—Yes.

A-2806. Mr. Cliff

:

Is that from the mill, or is that from the jobber ?—In the mills

they get advances only from the manager, and not from the jobber ; but sometimes
the jobber also arranges to get them advances from outside, from money-lenders. On
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this also they have to pay the same interest, namely. Re. 0-1-0 pet rupee or He. 0-0-6

per rupee, per month.

, oopT Why do the people ask for these advances ?—We have ourselves and

our children to support. Whenever we run short of money for our food we have to ash

for an advance.

A-280S. Cannot you get credit at the grain shop ’—Sometimes we kuy on credit and

sometimes we pay cash also.

A-°S09. Would you like your wages to be paid to you monthly ?—No, that will not suit

us.

4. °S10 Instead of getting advances, would you like to be paid weekly ?— There was

a time when our pay was paid to us every week, but that has been put a stop to. At

that time our condition was better than it is now. Even now if they change to a weekly

payment system, it will be good for us.

A-2811. You do ask that you should receive some pay during sickness as you say you

have to spend on medical aid. I suppose you have got to save money in order to spend it

on the doctor ? Do you save money for sickness ?—Some people are able to save,

others aro not able to save. Sometimes we only take one meal instead of two meals,

and thus economize in order to pay the doctor.

A-2S12. There is a statement in this memorandum to the effect that if you come late

to the mill even by five minutes you lose your employment for the day—you cannot work

that day. How is a substitute engaged when you are late ?—If we go to the mills late

even by five minutes those people who have gone to the mill previously just at the whistle,

are taken in as badlis, and we lose employment for the whole day. But if we go in time

and the machine on which we are working is out of order, or the material which we require

to work the machine is not available and a few hours or days’ delay takes place, wo get

nothing.

A-2813. I was at a mill yesterday where the men took badlis with them. Do you know
of any mills where the men take the badlis with them ?—I suppose you are referring to

the Shapoor Mill. That mill is at a distance from our place, so I do not know anything

about it.

A-2811. Do the jobbers find badlis ?—The jobbers andhead jobbers engage the badlis

;

and where we do not get employment in one mill we go to another mill ; and that is how
we have to wander about.

A-2815. In answer to a question you said that jobbers take bribes, and that they

also take drinks from you ? Do I understand that the weavers go into the samo
drink shop as a jobber ?—In many cases both jobbers and weavers go to the same drink

shop.

A-2816. Does the weaver ever become a jobber ?—Yes, he can become a jobber.

A-2817. You say that there is a lot of bribes paid to the jobbers. What would you say

a jobber makes by bribes ?—It all depends upon circumstances. Us. 5 or Bs.lOare taken
at the time of the first appointment, and subsequent bribery is in the shape of drinks.

A-2S18. Is that the line jobber or the head jobber ?—'Usually to the line jobbers, but
head jobbers are also given drink so that weavers may be promoted to the post of line

jobber.

A-2819. In your memorandum you say : “ Jobbers generally take a binding from the

men when they are employed, that they would be content to serve on the same pay for a

certain period of years ; and only after they have received some money from the men,
that they would give them promotion.” I want to deal with the first portion of that

statement. Some men told me yesterday in the mills that for a period they receive less

than^ the rate, and obviously some one else gets the difference between 1

less than the

rate and the rates. Where does the difference between what a workman accepts
and the proper rate go to ?—This statement does not refer to weavers. It refers only
to the relation between line jobbers and head jobbers. The pay of affne jobber is about
Its. 100, or whatever it may be. Out of that one-lialf is paid to the head jobber every
year for about five or six years.

A-2820. According to your statement, the jobbers must have a lot of money. What
tio they do with that money7 ?—He opens a bank account, or he eats and drinks and
makes merry.

A--8-1. W e have been told that the men working in the mills drink a great deal. Do
you as a matter of fact spend a goodly portion of y

7our wages on drink ?—It is not all

pcop e v ho dnnk. Wo have our families and children to support, and how can we do
that it wo spend all our money or even a goodly portion of it on drink. It is only those
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people wiio have some expectation from the jobbers and head jobbers who spend la rely
on drink. We do not drink because we have to maintain our families.

\

A-2822. Mr. Ahmed : You state that it costs from 4 annas to 8 annas to purchase a
seer of cotton, out of which you can make 10 yards of cloth ; and that taking the cost

of its make and other expenses it comes to about 1-8-0 at the utmost?—That
is true.

A-2823. At what price do the millowners sell that cloth—how much profit do they
make?—We are not sufficiently educated and intelligent enough to know how much
profit can be made out of these things, but with our ordinary intelligence we can say
that it all depends upon the kind of yarn and the kind of cotton used. If good
cotton and good yarn are used they get a good price for it ; if bad cotton and bad yarn is

used they get less price for it.

A-2824. I take it you say that even if the millowners are less avaricious, they can cer-

tainly compete with the Japanese cotton cloth sold in the market ?—Yes, that is what
I say.

A-2825. I take it that you want a higher wage because the workmen in Japan and other

countries get higher wages, and that you are entitled to get a higher wage than you are

getting now as a matter of fact. You want an equitable distribution of the whole profit

and to give to the millowners some fixed proportion of profit as is the case in other

countries ?—We do not know what happens in Japan and other places. We only
know the conditions here and v e want that we should get enough ourselves as a

living wage.

A-2S26. Your case is that you are entitled as a matter of right to leave, pension and
giatuity ?—Yes.

A-2827. You want night schools and day schools for your children and that provision
should be made for maternity benefits ?—Yes, we think we are entitled to these as a
matter of right.

A-2828. While you are ill you generally go to your private lodging and the millowners '

do not know whether you are ill or not, and because you are absent from the mill

wards you do not get your wages ?—Yes.

A-2829. Your demand is that you should get wages when you are sick ?—Yes ; we
/should get some sickness benefit.

A-2830. Can you tell us what is the difference between you and those people of the
union who say that they are boycotting the Commission ?—The present union was formed
in 1918. Since that time it has gradually come under the influence of the millowneis,

and it is only nominally a labour union.

A-2831. You think that is not a genuine union ?—No.

A-2832. What is it ? Do you mean it is a political union ?—It has been existing for the
last ten years, but as we are not members of that body we do not know whether it is

existent for political reasons or for other reasons. As far as we know, they have no
rules and regulations, they do not maintain their registers properly and do not give

information to the labourers. We have no connection with them.

A-2833. You say that you pay a rent of Bs. 5 for your lodging accommodation. Can
you tell us what it would costfor constructing such a chawl ?—We cannot say, as we have
never constructed a chawl.

A-2834. Sir Ibtahim Rahimtoola : Will you please tell us whether you are piece-

workers ?—Yes.

A-2835. In answer to one of the questions you said that though the late maybe
Bs. 1-6-0 for a certain unit, the clerk and the millowners combine and give you only
Bs. 1-4-0 or Bs. 1-5-0. What do you mean by that? When the rates are put- up on the

board can you not calculate what amount is due to you according to your outturn ?—In
some mills the rates are put up on the notice board while in others they are not.

A-2836. In those mills where boards are kept with rates, you are paid in full, is that
so ?—It is not for all varieties of cloth that rates are put up ; for some varieties they put
up and for some they do not ; so in many cases it is not possible to find out what wages
are due>

fi
^>

A-283 r^n some mills no boards are kept while in others boards are kept but they
do not contain full information about the different qualities of the cloth ; is that the
position ?—Yes.

A-2838. Do you know of any mill in Alimedabad in which a list of rates is kept
on the board for all the qualities of cloth that are manufactured in that mill ?—I do
not know.
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A-2S39. In answer to another question you said that the millowners were very

avaricious and if that avariciousness was reduced it would be possible to give the

workers higher wages and better housing and that
^

other welfare duties could be

discharged. When you used the word “ avaricious ” did you have in mind the amount

of commission that the managing agents drew or something over and above that

commission ; or is it that you made a general remark ?—I made only a general

statement and had nothing particular in view. When the millowners do not supply

us with suitable machinery and other things what can it be due to except for their

avariciousness.

A-2840. When they do not supply you with the required materials the production is

reduced, is it not ?—Yes, that is true.

A-2841. You lose your wages but the millowner loses his profits also. How is he

avaricious ?—Yes, he will lose his profits.

A-2842. In regard to the hours of working you said you were able to produce

the same amount of work in 10 hours as you used to produce in 12 hours ;
is that

so f—Yes.

A-2843. Your remuneration has in no way suffered in consequence of the reduction of

hours from 12 to 10 ? Are you now getting the same rates for piece-work as you wero

getting when you were working for 12 hours ?—The rates are lower at present.

A-2S44. That means that though you are producing the same quantity in 10 hours as

you were producing in 12 hours you are getting less pay ?—That is so.

A-2845. The Chairman

:

How many rupees a month do you receive now ?—Prom
Rs. 36 to 40.

A-2S16. How much were you receiving before the hours were reduced from 12 to

10 ?—On an average Rs. 55 or 60. -

A-2847. Are you aware that that is totally contrary to the figures that have been
supplied by the official investigators ?—We do not know that the figures given by the

official investigators go to show that our statements are wrong.

A-2848. Sir Ibrahim Bahimtoola

:

In answering one of the questions put by the
Chairman you made a mention about rathaliya, and said that you wore getting about
Rs. 18 as wages when you were working for 12 hours. What did you mean by
rathaliya 1—During War time we were making a special kind of cloth and we were being
paid according to the weight of the cloth.

.
A-2849. In answer to Sir Victor Sassoon you said that you did not care whether the

mills work or stop working. Is it your position that the mills may stop'as a result of the
various demands you have made but that you would insist upon all your demands being
complied with whether the industry will stand it or not ? The question that you have to
consider is this : assuming that your demands cannot be complied with without
stopping the mills, would you still insist upon all your demands being met and go to the
length of saying “ it does not matter what happens to the mills ; our demands must be
complied with in full” i—We do not go to that length. Our demands are so reasonable
that we think that by complying with them the millowners will not find themselves in
the position of closing down their mills.

A-2S50. Then your position is that the labour and capital should work together, make
'

the industry prosperous and share in the prosperity ?—That is what we want.

A-2851. Sir Alexander Murray: How old are you?—49.

A-2852. How long have you been a weaver ?—For nearly 30 years.

A-2853. In how many mills have you worked ?—I have worked in several mills.

A-2854. In how many places have you worked ?—First in Cawnpore, fjjien in Ahmed-
abad, Bombay, Lahore again Ahmedabad, Bombay and again Ahmedabad.
A-2855. How long have you been in Ahmedabad ?—The last arrival was some three

months ago when I came from Bombay, but I have experience of Ahmedabad since the
last 25 years.

A-2S56. Sir Victor Sassoon

:

In what mill were you working in Bombay ?—In Sakli
x aiav.

A-2857. What is the name of the mill ?—I do not know ; I stayed there only for
4 or 5 months.

A-285S. Sir Alexander Murray

:

Why did you comeback from Bombay ?—Because
of the strikes and riots there. ^
A-2859. What is the longest period you have served in one mill ?—Five years in the

bakaranpur mill in Ahmedabad.
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A-2S60- Why did they not make you a jobber ?—I can get a jobber's post only if

I offer some bribe or give a drink or shampoo the feet of the superiors.

A-2S61. Sir Victor Sassoon : Why did you not do that ?—I am not a man of that type •

I will not stoop to such tilings.

A-2S62. Sir Alexander Murray

:

In how many mills have you worked in

Ahmedabad ?—In about 10 mills.

A-2863. Why do you change from mill to mill ?—In Ahmedabad the practice is to

find fault with a good man ;
if there is any trouble between a superior and a weaver and

if a third man says something in the middle he is at once discharged.

A-2S64. Have you been discharged from the different mills because you were making
trouble between your superior and some other weavers ?—During the course of the

weaving supposing there is damage "the owner or the manager gives back the damaged
cloth to the weaver and imposes a fine. If he protests against this and makes a com-
plaint he gets a beating. I cannot stand such a treatment and that is the reason why
I had to change certain mills.

A-2S65. When you go to a new mill do you always have to pay the jobbers something
to get you a job 1—I do not give anything.

A-2866. How is it that you were able to secure jobs in more than ten mills without
paying anything to the jobbers when all the other weavers have to pay something ?—

I

do not go to such mills where there is the practice of taking bribes.

A-2S67. Then there are a number of mills—ten mills at least here and elsewhere—that

do not take bribes ?—In those ten mills there was no corruption previously, but at

present there are only two or three mills in which there is no corruption ; in the other

mills corruption has crept in.

A-28G8. Are you a permanent weaver or a badli weaver ?—If I get permanent work
I accept it, otherwise I work as a badli. For the last eight days I have no work.

A-2S69. When do you get up in the morning to go to the mill ?—At 5 or 5-30.

A-2S70. When do you take your first meal ?—At 6 o’clock.

A-287I. When do you get your next meal ?—At 12 noon. Once or twice I take
some tea at about 4 in the evening and again at about 6 after I leave the mill.

A-2S72. Where do you go after 0 o’clock ?—I go home.

A-2S73. What do you do when you get home ?—As lama Muhammadan I say prayei's ;

I will also be talking to friends.

A-2S74. When do you go to sleep ?—At about 9-30 or 10.

A-2875. When do you take your last meal ?—At about 9 after saying prayers.

A-2876. How many meals do you take in a day ?—Three meals including the
breakfast.

A-2877. Diwan Chaman Lall

:

Are you in debt ?—Yes.

A-2S78. Are you aware that many of the weavers also are in debt 1—Yes.

A-2S79. How many looms do you work ?—Two looms.

A-2S80. If you are asked to work more than two looms are you prepared to do so ?

—

Yes, provided the yarn supplied is good.

A-28S1. Are you prepared to work more than two looms if you are given the same
wages that you are getting now ?—No.

A-28S2. Suppose you were asked to work on four looms and you were given 75 per
cent, more than you are getting at present, would you be prepared to work four looms ?

—It is not possible for one man to work four looms.

A-2883. Suppose you are given new machinery, better yarn, better conditions of work
and better pay, would you be prepared to work more looms ?—A man who could live

for 15 years would die within 10 years if he were to work on four looms.

A-2884. You are not prepared to work on four looms even if the hours of work are
reduced to eight and better machinery is provided ?—No.

A-2885. Sir Ibrahim Ilahimloola : Suppose you get the assistance of a boy ?—If a
boy is given to help me, I am willing to work on four looms.

A-2886. Diwan Chaman Lall

:

Is it not a fact that many of the faults which result

in the cloth being damaged are not due to the weavers but are due to the defective

machinery or due to defective mixing or other causes which are beyond the control of
the weavers ?—That is so.



A-2SS7. Von have told us a good deal about your grievances. Suppose you choose

vour own representatives and the millowners choose their own representatives and a

Joint machinery is set up in order that your day to day grievances can be discussed and
settled, would you not prefer that?—If there is an understanding between the millowners

and our union representatives for settling the day to day disputes, then it will be very

good. But at present the question does not arise because we have no union.

A-2S8S. With regard to workmen’s compensation, dq you get your compensation

without difficult}' now-a-days ?—The law is in force for the last two or three years, and
ns far as I understand some people get it without difficulty and some had difficulties.

A-28S9. Are you satisfied with the amount of compensation that is now paid, or would
you like the amount to be increased ?—I have had no accidents myself. I do not know
what is the present method of calculating the compensation, and so I regret I cannot

answer.

A-2890. With regard to the question about the avariciousness of the millowners,

would you prefer a system like this that you should be made sharers in the profits that

are earned by the companies ?—That will be good.

A-2891. You have mentioned numerous grievances about mixing, bad conditions

in the workshops, etc. Would you prefer to have some sort of voice in the management
of the mills ?—If I get a share in the management, so far ns my ability goes, I will try
to improve matters and helx> the management.

A-2S92. You can be dismissed and discharged at a moment’s notice while you have
to give six days notice if you want to leave your employment. Would you like to have
a law whereby the millowners will be required to give you six days’ notice ?—Yes ; that
will be good.

A-2893. If new machines are given to you and if the hours of work are reduced to 8,
do you not think that you will be able to produce as much as you produce under the
present system of 10 hours’ work ?—If the machines are good, if yarn is good, if cotton
is good and if the conditions of work are improved, then we can give the same produc-
tion.

A-2894. Would you like some pension to be paid for the widows of the weavers who
die and to orphans of workers ?—That will be very good.

(The witnesses withdrew, and the Commission adjourned to Bombay.)
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A-2895. The Chairman : May I first of all thank both of you for this very excellent

memorandum that you have sent to us in reply to our questionnaire. It is in itself so

complete that it will be a matter for us to study over and over again rather than to ask
questions about. I shall confine my questions to one or two points which I do not see

discussed in the many pages of your memorandum. I do not know whether it will be
possible for you, but it occurs to me that it might be valuable for my colleagues and my-
self if we could have an informal consultation with you at the end of our visit to Bombay,
when no doubt we will have questions to put to you that may have arisen from things

that we have seen or heard during our visit ?—-(Mr. Ewbank) We will come with
great pleasure ; and if it is possible before that Conference for us to know the particular

questions on which the views of Government are required, I will take the orders of

Government on them, and will then be in a position to give definite answers to any
questions that you might ask us.

A-2896. You tell us in this memorandum that there have been many investigations

carried out by your Labour Office. I want to ask you, has any attempt been made to

form an estimate of the incidence of sickness amongst the workers in Bombay on which
any possible sickness insurance scheme could be based ?—(Mr. Gennings) No.

A-2897. You have not any information that you could give us for.our guidance in the

matter ?—No, none at all.

A-2898. Is it the case here, as elsewhere, that sickness and leave merge themselves
into and are at present indistinguishable from each other. I mean to say an industrial

worker goes off on what is called leave to his home in the village. It may be sickness or
it may be something else ?—That is so.

A-2899. Do you think it would be practicable to require employers of labour to keep a
better registration of all the workers that they employ, and as far as possible the facts

about their sickness. It is clear from your statement to us that if after our investigation

we find that a system of sickness insurance is reasonable and practicable, then we shall



have the support of the Government of Bombay. Wlmt wcya.it from you is some

information ns to the collection of facts on which a system could be based ?—It would be

possible, but if vou are going to use such statistics as the basis lor a health insurance,

scheme,'tho-e statistic,-, would have to be gathered over a very long period, and it would

mean roughlv this ; in every case of absence the employer would have to send a medical

man to sec the employee who is absent and to ascertain whether or not he is sick, and the

nature of the sickness. An cmploj-ec may say after he has been away for three days that

lie has had fever : that is the common excuse given by all classes of labour in Bombay.

He may not have been sick ; he may have been taking a rest ; he may have been taking a.

holiday ; lie may not have had fever ; he may have had something quite different. If

vou want the statistics to be the basis of a health insurance scheme which an actuary

could take in hand and formulate the various proportions of the cost that would have to

he home bv cinplovcrs of labour and the State, the statistics would have to be something

very accurate. Merely the keeping of a register and the entering into that register what

a man says lie is absent for, would not I think be regarded by any actuary or any person

preparing the financial aspect of the schemo ns sufficient. The difficulty here is the

relatively small extent to which workers go to doctors. The sickness insurance schemo

in England was based entirely upon tho records of the various Friendly Societies which
had been doing sickness insurance for very many years.

A -2000. That of course is true. What I am trying to get at is whether any beginning,

or the foundations of such a scheme, is possible in a place like Bombay ?—Yes, it is pos-

sible by the expenditure of a good deal of money and very careful organization. All the

insurance schemes in Great Britain were based upon the experience of voluntary organiza-

tions.
_

A-2901. Mr. Cliff: That is not true, Mr. Gennings, of the Widows and Orphans
Pensions Act ?—That would bo based upon mortality statistics, I suppose.

A-2902. It has led at the present moment to a surplus of about 30 millions ?—I do not,

know. I am merclj- instancing one country where I know the statistics were available

to the State when the}’ were considering their scheme. My view is that before you could
take up a scheme of that sort, which I take it would have the backing of the State, you
would have to make quite sure that the figures were reasonably accurate and sufficiently

detailed to base a scheme on them. •

A-2903. The Chairman

:

Do you suggest anything in tho way of registration by
employers of the labour they employ, which would in future bo useful as the basis of a
sickness insurance scheme. Do you think, for instance, that the individual worker should
he the holder of a card or certificate showing how long ho has worked in a place, and then,

when lie has resumed, whether it is at the same place or at some other place, so as to
establish in course of time a record of a worker’s regularity ?—I do not think there is any
objection in principle to a matter of that kind, but of course it would have to he worked
out in consultation with the workers to see if they have any objection to any such Bcheme
of registration, and then again whether from tho point of view of sickness that would bo
sufficient, ns it would only record absences.

A-2004. It would record absences, and in somo cases it would record absence duo to
sickness Y—If tho absence is certified, by somebody responsible, as being due to
sickness.

A-2905. Me arc told that there comes, in some cases, an objection from the workers
themselves to any 1king in the nature of a certificate, which is made sure by a finger print.
Is that your view that there would be objection on the part of the workmen ?—I should
not like to say. I believe they have objected in some of the mills to being furnished with
cards and having to produce those cards. But I should think they could be won over to
agree to such a scheme.

A-2Q0G. If their leaders persuaded them that it was to their eventual advantage ?

—

i cs, they have to be assured that they are going to get something out of it eventually,
or that there is a good reason underlying the proposal.

•
6ccont^ question arises out of what you tell us here about the system of

jo ibers. Mhat ue are often told is that the jobbers in some cases exact unreasonable
mi in-—to put it mildly—from tho=e for whom they find emplovment. Has there not been
any improvement in Bombay in that respect in recent years ? Wo know that some of
the employers have made efiorts to get rid of the evils of that system, but I think yon
tell us that there is not much sign of improvement Y—As I understand it there is not very
much sign of improvement.

A--90S. Do you know of any cases in Bombay where there is a welfare officer or a
labour officer, or whatever term may be used, to deal with the recruitment of labour ?—
I do not know of any.
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A-2909. Sir Ibrahim Rahimloola : You have got on the Statute Book, Mr. Ewbank
what is called the Free and Compulsory Primary Education Act ?—(Mr. Ewbank)

A-2910. In accordance with the terms of that Act the Bombay Government have
undertaken the liability of granting 50 per cent, of the additional cost to any
local municipality that proposes to introduce free and compulsory primary education
within its jurisdiction ?—Yes, and two-thirds in the case of the local boards.

. A-2911. Is there any provision in that Act which gives the Government the discretion

of withholding that grant directly or indirectly from any municipality willing to introduce
free and compulsory primary education ?—No.

A-2912. Is it a fact that more than one municipality has submitted schemes in

accordance with the provisions of that Act and asked for the sanction of Government
for the introduction of free and compulsory education under the'Act. and the Govern-
ment have been sitting over them for years ?—I have the statistics here. Out of 18
schemes for the introduction of compulsory' education seven have been sanctioned, five

within the Municipal areas, and two submitted by local boards.

A-2913. And in regard to the remainder ?—We have got two more pending. In
addition we have 61 schemes for expansion on a voluntary basis, of which 39 have been
sanctioned. These are the figures since the Act was introduced in '1923.

A-2914. My point is this. We were told in Ahmedabad, and we have heard it

elsewhere, that the Ahmedabad Municipality has submitted a scheme for the introduction
of free and compulsory primary education under that Act, and that the Government are
withholding their sanction, or delaying it, on the ground that they' have no funds to
discharge their obligatory duty ?

—

The Ahmedabad Municipality have assumed control
of primary education under the Primary Education Act. But if they have put up such
a scheme, I have not seen it.

A-2915. Is it a fact that in the ease of some of these schemes, according to a statement
made before us, sanction has been withheld for a period extending over one or two years,
if not more, on the ground that the Government finances do not permit of sanction being
given to the scheme ?—Certainly'.

A-2916. Then under what authority are you acting when the Compulsory Primary'
Education Act does not give you that discretion ?—Under the Primary Education Act,
if Government once approves a scheme of compulsory' education then it has no discretion

to withhold the grant. The Act does not compel Government to approve a scheme.
Therefore if we have not the money we do not approve the scheme.

'

A-2917. Do you think that was the intention when the Act was passed ?—We are
administering the Act as it stands to-day. I was not in the Government at the time
the Act was passed, and I am afraid I cannot say what the intention was.

A-291S. In asking for sanction a local body is required to submit certain

detailed particulars as regards the number of schools, the number of te .chers required,

the housing accommodation and so on ?—Certainly.

A-2919. Is it not the obvious interpretation that so long as the details of the scheme
are satisfactory the Government must approve and pay the statutory contribution.

Surely approval cannot depend on whether there is money available or not ?—I am not
prepared to interpret the Act.

A-2920. Do y'ou think that the Act gives Government authority to consider whether
they will discharge an obligatory duty imposed by' the Act, which they have themselves
passed ?—Would you allow me not to answer that question quite directly ? The policy
of the Government is at the earliest possible date to introduce universal free compulsory
education, in accordance with this Act. Nobody is more keen than Government to
press on with it ; but owing to our financial situation, which is not satisfactory at present,
we are not able to accept liabilities which we cannot meet.

A-2921. The point I wish to make is this. Under the Primary Education Act the
financial liability is divided between a local body and Government. When a local body'
is prepared to shoulder its financial obligations. Government are according to the terms
of the Act bound to contribute their share of the expenditure ?—That is an interpretation

~ that we do not admit.

Sir Ibrahim Rahimloola : You have already said so, and I want it to be put on record
that you are not prepared to tell us what the Government’s intentions at the time were.
My impression is clear that the intention was that if all the details submitted were satis-
factory, and if the local body was prepared to shoulder its own share of responsibility',

Government were bound to contribute their share.



A -2922. Diivan Cliaman La'll: What arc tho terms of the Act /—fhc terms of

the Act roughly, are that the focal body shall submit a scheme giving details. The

details are specified. Then it says that Government may or may not approve these

schemes.

A-2923. Sir Ibrahim Bahimtoola

:

It has been represented to us that most of the

difficulties in regard to labour are caused owing to the fact that labour is llhtcrato ?—

I

agree.

A-2924. Therefore any delay on the part of Government in contributing their share to

locafbodies to establish freo and compulsory primary education is detrimental both

to industry and labour ?—Certainly, and it is most regrettable.

A-2925. Mr. Cliff: Can you make it clear to us what you mean by saying that Ahmed-

abad has not assumed control of primary education V—It is rather complicated. It is

a legal point. Tho compulsory Education Act of 1923 did two things. It first of all

transferred control of education, that is primary education, which Was previously

administered directly by Government, to the local bodies
;
that is, to the municipalities

and local boards. Secondly it gave the local bodies powers to make schemes of compulsory

education ;
that is to say, it was not for Government to introduce the policy, but foV

tho local bodies ; they were given local option by this Act of 1923. But if nny local

body, like the Ahmedabad District Local Board or the Ahmedabad City Municipality,

refused to take over the control which was vested in it by the Act, Government continued

to administer, and wait for the local bodies to take over in due course.

A-292C. Is tho preferment of a schcmo the assumption of control ?—Xo, it i» under a

different section. They first of all take over control
; then we transfer the mnsters and

the schools ; then they submit a scheme.

A-2927. Sir Ibrahim Bahimtoola

:

When did the Trades Disputes Act come
into operation ?—April 1st, 1929.

A-2928. When was the Court of Inquiry appointed ?—About the middle of July.

A-2929. During all this period the whole of tho textile labour was on strike ?—From
April 26th.

A-2930. Will you tell mo why the provisions of the Act were not availed of during
May and June ?—The first difficulty was that the Act had to be brought into force

:

it had only been recently passed by the Legislature, nnd we had to get the Government
of India to agreo to bring it into force. We had then to make rules under tho Act, which
took'Some time.

A-2931. I know it was done expeditiously ; I have no complaint to make nbout it ?

—

Then the Government had to wait to sec how the situation developed, nnd to get into
touch with the associations of masters nnd the workmen, and to find out how public
opinion was moving, and, since the Act provided two alternative lines, to sec what line
wfts more likely to bo successful. At first we hoped it might be possible to appoint a
Board of Conciliation. When that hope failed we had no alternative but to appoint
a Court of Inquiry. A meeting was held, at which representatives of all interests
concerned in Bombay, were invited to meet with Ilis Excellency. At that meeting
the feeling was practically unanimous in favour of the appointment of a Court of Inquiry,
and Government at once took action in accordance with that feeling.

A-2932. What was the interval between the strike and the meeting which His
Excellency called ?—About six weeks.

^.?
u surc •

—
’Flic meeting was on tho 18th June. The strike began

o'*!} titApr1*- The court of Inquiry was appointed bv a Notification dated the
3rd July. It fimshed its proceedings by the end of August, nnd tho Report was
published in September.

i

^'“•34. Ihe Report drew the attention of Govemmont to various causes which had
i ought about the strike. Has the Government of Bombay taken nny action on that
epor .—the idea of a Court of Inquiry, ns I understand it, is to state the facts for the

benefit ot the two parties concerned, of the public, and of Government. The Government
have considered, and have been considering, since the Report was submitted to them,
what action it could take on this Report.
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wo could give the initiative to the mill hands to organize themselves, it would be a great
help to Government.

A-293G. The question for consideration is this. In consequence of this strike the
financial position of Bombay City and Presidency has been vitally affected, and there is

nothing to prevent a recurrence of such strikes with all the resulting disastrous effects

on the financial position of the peoplo of the Presidency outside those engaged in the
industry. Do you not think it is essential for Government to take precautionary measures
now in order to prevent such events recurring with their attendant riots and loss of

life ?—If is very desirable, but what sort of precautionary measures have you in your
mind ?

A-2937. Surely the Government is not in such dire necessity of outside suggestions '!

They have the Riots Inquiry Committee Report, and they have the Trades Disputes
Inquiry Report ?—(Mr. Gennings) I think the Reports of those two Inquiries suggested
that the trouble which had occurred was due to the action taken by the leaders of a
certain Union. It would therefore appear that any action that Government could take
would have to be for things that had happened previously in connection with this particu-
lar Union ; that is to say, action would have to bo taken either against individuals qi;

against the body which was known as a trade union. So far as the Riots Inquiry
Committee Report is concerned, the people to whom reference was made there are in

fact under trial. The people in the Meerut ease are the peoplo who arc referred to in the
Report. So far as the Report of the Court of Inquiry is concerned, their Report was to
the effect that the strike had been premature and that it had been carried on not on real

trade union principles. Government has found itself in some difficulty in taking action
against a trade union which is acting within the terms of the Indian Trade Unions Act
and which may or may not in the opinion of Government’s legal advisers have done
something which brings them under the ordinary Indian Penal Code. I think the examin-
ation has shown that so far ns they are a trade union covered by and regulated by the
Indian Trade Unions Act there is no action that can be taken against them.

A-2938. Is 3t a fact that at the conference to which Mr. Ewbank has referred, His
Excellency announced certain measures which were to be applied to the situation ?

—

(Mr. Ewbank) He announced certain measures the application of which should be
considered.

A-2939. He announced certain measures which the Government had decided to

apply ?—(Mr. Gennings) I was present at the Conference. I think what was said at the

Conference, and what was said in the memorandum which was circulated afterwards,

was that certain measures were set out, and the Conference was told that if the Court of

Inquiry did so-and-so, or if certain facts were found, Government could take such-and-

such action.

A-2940. Will you please supply the Commission with a copy of His Excellency’s speech

because my impression of what occurred is quite different. At that time no Court of ,

Inquiry had been appointed, and it was said that certain measures, which were stated

to be absolutely necessary, were to be taken ?—You are perfectly correct.

A-2941. If that is so, were any of these measures actually taken ?—(Mr. Ewbank)
Certain measures have been taken.

A-2942. And certain were not taken ?—Yes.

A-2943. Dhran Chaman Txill

:

What were those measures ?—One measure was passed
at the last session of the local Legislative Council, giving Government power to declare,

in time of emergency in the Presidency, that intimidation was a cognizable offence.

A-2941. Was that the Public Security Act ?—It was the Bombay Prevention of

Intimidation Act.

A-2945. Sir Ibrahim Bahimtoola : The best way would be for you to send us a copy
of His Excellency’s speech. It is a fact that out of the 83 Bombay cotton mills which
existed, seven are hot working ?—(Mr. Gennings) Seventy-seven are working, and six

are not working.

A-2946. You say under “ Application of International Conventions relative to'

unemployment,”—“ With this view we suggest the formation of what may be called an
Out-of-work Donation Fund on a voluntary basis to be created by a system of setting

aside a contribution by the millowners of one anna per operative per month, which means
virtually a contribution from the shareholders, to which fund the operative should be
invited to contribute one anna ” ?—That is a quotation from the Fawcett Committee’s
Report.

A-2947. This is a suggestion under the consideration of Government ?—Yes..-
.
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A “>948 It is also pointed out that the Bombay Millowncrs’ Association consider that

the reduction of the hours of labour in 1920 from 12 to 10 has resulted in a fall in produc-

tion of 16 per cent, in the spinning department and about 11 to 12 per cent in the weaving

denartment Then there are various measures advocated, lias the Government of

Bombay considered the cumulative effect of all these measures on the existing industry,

and on the prospects of the expansion of the textile industry ? hat I mean is that if a

these measures are adopted, which would necessarily raise the cost of production, how will

the industry stand them, both in regard to existing industries and the prospects of

expansion ’—(Mr. Ewbank) As you know, the Government of Bombay have taken no

action vet with regard to these recommendations and they are considering the effect'

upon the industry concerned. But the first point to which you drew attention is a fund

which is dependent on a system of rationalization. If rationalization is introduced and

if efficiency is increased it is then that the millowncr.s would be asked to make some

contribution to an unemployment fund in order to relieve the difficulties of the men who

are thrown out of employment owing to the rationalization scheme.

A-2949. You admit them that if the shareholders do not get a reasonable return on tho

capital invested, fresh capital for expanding the industry would not be available ?

—

About that I could express no opinion.

A-2950. Do you think that any of tho legislative measures which have been passed

during recent years and the several strikes that we have had in Bombay constitute one

of the causes why seven mills aro not working V—(Mr. Gcnnings) I do not think that wc

have enough information on which to express an opinion.

A-2951. If any measures liavo tho effect of adversely affecting the expansion of

industry, the extent of unemployment would increase ?—(Mr. Ewhnnk) Presumably

yes.

A-2952. Mr. Clow : In connection with the last question, you are doubtless aware that

there has been considerable expansion in this industry in other centres than Bombay ?

—

Yes.

A-2953. Particularly in Ahmcdabad ?—When I said that unemployment would

increase, of course I meant in the places where the expansion of the industry is restricted.

A-2954. You say “ the labour conditions in Ahmcdabad are better than in Baroda
because of shorter hours of work and legislation regarding Workmen’s Compensation,”
and further on you say that these have had the effect of attracting labour from other

areas. Is that a fair conclusion ?—(Mr. Gcnnings) We have figures somewhere in this

report showing the number of millhands employed in Ahmcdabad, and it is a question of

fact.

A-2955. Is it a fair conclusion that the reduction of hours and the introduction of other

beneficial measures like workmen’s compensation have had the effect of increasing the

supply of labour. For example, labour conditions in Ahmcdabad are better tlinn in

Baroda because of shorter hours of work and legislation regarding workmen’s com-
pensation ’—If you turn to tho Government memorandum you will see that the actual
increase in Ahmcdabad between 1921-26 is 5,000.

A-2956. That increase implies that the supply of labour has become easier ?—That is

the information wc have.

A-2957. These figures relate only to tho textile industry and not to industries
generally?—No.

A-2958. You have given an analysis of workers according to the length of service. On
what principle was the selection of workers made ? You have given some 1,400
workers ?—-What we did was to take predominantly working classes localities, and we took
a sample of one in ten in order to make the inquiry. It. was a small inquiry which wc
thought would be of some interest.

A-2959. k ou are satisfied that the returns do relate to service over a large number of
mills and that they do relate to total continuous service. You give the number of mills
m each case ? \es, we set it out according to the number of mills in which a man has
served, and the period for which he has served in them.

A-i.960. The general result seems to bo that about half the workers have sevou years
service or less ?—Less than ten years’ service.

A-296 1 . That covers about two-tliirds ?—Yes. We only took the group between 5

A-2962. What would you say was the percentage of persons in the textile industry in
.Bombay who have no connection whatever with any village outside Bombay City and
island . I should not like to make a definite statement on that point.
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A-2963. Is it a big proportion or is it still a very small proportion ?—I think it is still

a small proportion ; that is to say, I think a great majority of workers in Bombay have
a vital living connection with their village.

A-2964. The Chairman : Is it not 80 per cent.?—That figure which we have given in
our memorandum is based on people bom in the city. I have been doing work with
regard to workmen’s compensation for about a year and a half and during that period
I have not come across a case yet where the workman or his dependents either were not
living in a village or did not go back to the village when they received their money.

A-2905. Mr. Clow : You give figures of mortality in your memorandum. They show
a striking decrease in Bombay City in the Inst seven years ; the figure for 1927 is practically

half that for 1920. What is that due to ?

A-29G0. Colonel Russell

:

Is it not due to tlio reduction in plague incidence ?—I should
not like to say what the causes are for the improvement. I think infantile mortality
is less now than it was in the earlier years. Possibly in 1920-21 the effects of the influenza
epidemic might still have been felt. That is pure conjecture, which the Director of

Public Health would probably be able to clear up, and also the municipality, because
their statistics for Bombay city aro very much better than for any other place.

A-2967. Mr. Clow : With regard to workmen’s compensation, you have given us
the view of the Bombay Government on a reference made by the Government of India.

You sayT that in the caso of death and permanent disablement the minimum should be
raised to Us. 400 and 500, respectively. Do you realize that the minimum depends at
present, as the Act stands, on the lowest item in the scale of assumed wages ?—It does.

A-29GS. And that by adopting the scale that you have suggested you would be giving
a considerably smaller minimum ; you would be giving Us. 300 and 420, respectively ?—

•

Yes, that is so. Thero would bo two ways of considering the minimum ; one would be
to lay down that the actual lump sum payment should bo a fixed sum, or you could arrive

at the same amount by making your assumed wages liigkor.

A-29G9. My point is that if your suggestion regarding Rs. 400 and 600 was
accepter', there would be no point in putting Rs. 10 as the lowest basis of assumed
wages ?—Except, of course, it might be reasonable to tako Rs. 10 as the basis of your
assumed wages when you are dealing with temporary total or partial disablement.

A-2970. Was that the intention ?—No, I think tho intention Was that the minimum
amount that would be payable in respect of death or permanent total disablement should
bo the higher amount.

' A-2971. As regards the question of lump sum payments ns against recurring payments,
tho Local Government appear to be in favour of the maintenance of the existing system
mainly on the ground, I gather, of administrative difficulties ?—That is one ground, but
I think the actual desire of the workers is a very great factor.

A-2972. In your experience, are tho lump sums profitably expended, or are they apt
to be squandered ?—I think in every case quite a good proportion of the lump sum
goes towards tho payment of debts which have been accumulated by the deceased
workman.

A-2973. Suppose you as Workmen’s compensation commissioner had tho power to

give either a recurring payment or a lump sum, Would you exercise your discretion in

many cases in favour of recurring payments or Would you not ?—Not very often. I can
do that, and sometimes do it now, in the case of women and minors, but tho trouble is

that, unless you have so large a lump sum that the interest on it, or the purchase of an
annuity, will furnish a reasonable living Wago or a pension, at sometime or another tho
money comes to an end and then the people have got nothing left whatever. Tako
a case of Rs. GOO deposit. That would bo for a fatal accident to a man earning Rs. 20
a month. The dependants might be a widow and a child. Assuming that Rs. 10 a month
would be sufficient for them in the moffusil, that would mean in about five years that sum
is exhausted, and these people who have been used to depend on a regular monthly income
aro left with nothing. , ,

A-2974. I was contemplating a case in which you had power to pay pension until either

the child reached maturity or till the widow died ?—Thatwould mean a very7 large increase
in the benefits.

A-2975. Not necessarily; it could be actuanally calculated?—That is where the
difficulty' would arise. The question of ages is very difficult. I have considered the
question of buying annuities for women.

A-297G. Suppose the local board has had to declare that in particular areas or industries
fixed recurring payments should be the rule as specified by the Act, say for a widow until

MO Y 15—12
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she died or for her children up to 15 or some selected age, would you be prepared to

recommend applying that to any particular class of workers ? Take Ahmedabad where

the workers appear to be much more permanent and resident in the neighbourhood than

here ’—Theoretically it is all right for a child. That is what I often do in fact with a

child about 10 to 15 ; I put the money in the savings bank allowing the father or any

other guardian so much a month ; then when the child comes of age he gets the lump

sum. But with regard to the widow, I think it would be rather difficult. I think we

would have to differentiate between castes where re-marriage is customary and castes

where it is not. In the case of a widow, say of 20, who happens to belong to a caste

where re-marriage is not permitted the possibility is that you might have to pay a pension

to her for 30 or 40 years.

A-2977. Sir Vidor Sassoon : You would have to face the danger of substitution in the

ease of death ?—I think that is quite possible, because they would inevitably go hack

to their villages.

A-297S. Mr. Glow : The case of permanent total disability is simpler than that of

death ?—Of course. There are relatively few cases of permanent total disablement.

A-2979. In Appendix VII to your memorandum you have given an interesting

statement showing the wages of workers who received compensation. This would seem

to indicate that the average wage of the persons injured lay somewhere hetween'Rs. 20

and Ks. 25 ?—Yes ; That will be the medium ;
it will be about that.

A-23S0. Would you say that is true of people employed in organized industries

generally throughout the Presidency ?—No. I think it would be a little higher than that

because a lot of these figures are mofussil figures, because they deal with railways in the

mofussil and apply to gangmen and workers of that type whose wages in the mofussil

are not so high as in the city. So that, these wages are not realty city wages.

A-2981. It is more a wage figure for the whole Presidency ?—Yes.

A-2982. We found in a mill which we visited this morning that a deduction was being

made from every operative to pay the doctor. Is that a common practice ?—No. It

is not a common practice, so far as I can say offhand. We have dealt with that question

in the Beport on Deductions from Wages.

A-2983. It seems to he rather like compulsory sickness insurance in operation ?—My
recollection is that it is an unusual practice.

A-2984. Dealing with fines, you say that information was collected only as regards 24
mills, and the others did not give information. Would it be fair to assume that conditions
as regards fining are more severe in the mills that did not give information than in those
that did ?—We have only recorded facts. You may draw any conclusions from them.
I am not sufficiently acquainted with the actual facts. There are nine mills in which
wage deductions were made for medical attendance. That is page 26 of our Report on
Deductions from Wages.

A-29S5. Would that deduction he willingly accepted by the work-people ?—That
I could not say.

A-2986. Mr. A. M. Joshi: Did the Court of Inquiry presided over by Mr. Justice
Pearson make any confidential report, as was stated in the newspapers ?—(Mr. Ewbank)
Yes.

A-298/. Was it competent for a Court of Inquiry appointed under the Trade Disputes
Act to make a confidential report ? Was it in accordance either with the spirit 05 the
letter of that Act ? (Mr. Ewbank) I think so. Section 12 says that the report of the
Court of Inquiry shall be published. Here is the report which has been published.

Sir Kotor Sassoon: It says “ The. .. .report. .. .shall. .. .be published by that
authority in such manner as it thinks fit ”,

A--J88. Mr. Joshi

:

It does not say that there can he a report which need not be
published

. (Mr. Ewbank) It does not say so.

Sir Victor Sassoon ; Sub-section (2) says “ The said authority may publish or cause to
>c pu is e rom time to time, in such manner as such authority thinks fit, any
miormation obtained, or conclusions arrived at, by the Court or Board as the result
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A-2990. Arising out of your reply to,tlie Chairman on the question of sickness insurance
figures, is it possible for the Labour Office in co-operation with one or two millowners to
collect figures, say for six months, about absenteeism on account of sickness ? My
suggestion is that you should take one or two mills, keep your investigators there, say for

six months. It will be the business of the investigators to go into the names of absentees
and find out why the men Were absent and make a sort of report at the end of those six

months ?—(Mr. Gennings). That would give you some rough information of course.

We should have to have an insurance expert to say whether that would be of any value
in preparing a scheme, or whether the data we have got that way would enable us to

collect really reliable statistics.

A-2S91 . We can get some figures of some reliability. Will it be possible for the Labour
Office to do that ?—Yes ; if we were given the staff, it would be possible—within those
limitations of course.

A-2992. It would be possible for you to collect the figures if your Government
sanctioned the expenditure ?—Yes ; but the Labour Office would not guarantee the

. accuracy of the figures except in a very general way, because the investigators could not
tell whether a man was really sick. They can draw certain conclusions ; they can give

their views whether he was or was not sick.

A-2993. With regard to your reply to the Chairman on the question of registration
' cards, you said that the workers might have an objection. Would you tell me why they
should have any objection if the employer maintained a register ?—The workman would
have to have this card.

A-29P4. The cards will remain with the employer. If the workman wants it, he will

take it ; otherwise, it can remain with the employer ?—I did not understand that the
Chairman meant that. I understood what the Chairman meant was a permanent record

whien each man Would carry with him from mill to mill, showing over a period of years,

the mills that he had been in, the times lie had been absent, and the times his absence was
due to sickness, and that every mill worker would have to keep the card and take it from
mill to mill.

A-299.". I may explain my idea. The registration card will be in the first instance

with the employer under whom the man is forking. If after some experience the work-
men found that it was easy for them to get employment by carrying the card, they would
themselves ask the employer to give them the card. Gradually the workers would begin

to ask for the registration card if they found it easy to get employment with a card.

From that point of view, there should be no difficulty. I want to know why the workers
should object to registration cards being maintained. They can take them if they want.
—(Air. Ewbank). What we suggest is that they should not be introduced without
•consultation -with the workers, because we feel doubtful how the workers will regard it.

I have seen the system of registration in East Africa among black labour, and I am
inclined to think that there might be objection.

A-2T98. We are not thinking of compulsory registration by law
; we are thinking of

voluntary registration. If it is compulsory, then certainly people Will object. If the

card is useful in securing employment, the workers may have it. Take the case of sea-

men. They have to produce a certificate before getting employment, and the men value

the certificate as it enables them to get employment. If it is made voluntary and not
compulsory, there may be no difficulty ?—(Mr. Gennings). It is probable that he would
not object, but I do not see what you would obtain from that of any value.

A-2997. The value will be that if he can show that he has worked in a particular mill,
• It will be easy for him to get employment in another mill. He will not be regarded
ns a new hand ?—In fact it would become a sort of certificate as in the case of domestic
servants.

A-299S. Yes ; it would become a certificate ?—I was not looking at it from that
point of view. The Chairman suggested that it could be used as a basis for sickness

insurance.

The Chairman : Well ; I had both things in mind. I had the advantage to the
workman of a record of his accumulated skill in obtaining work. I had also in my mind
the beginning of a satisfactory system of registration on which future social benefits might
be based. /

A-2P99. Mr. Joshi

:

I Want to know from you whether the only objection from the
point of view of the workers is to the registration cards mentioning the quality of the work
or the character of the workman ?—Yes. Of course, a sailor always has* that on his

-discharge certificate.

in x Iff—12a
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these contracts are given by the Public Works Department, and I should have to make
an enquiry from them as to what their views were. I will make a note of that for our
last meeting in case you address on that point.

A-3011. In your memorandum you have quoted the opinion of a
,
lady doctor

—

“ Notwithstanding the fibre-laden atmosphere in work-rooms, these women had better
ventilated spaces to work in, than in their own cJiau'ls where every ventilation space was
packed to avoid the ingress of fresh air ” Here, the lady doctor seems to think
that the windows aro closed to avoid fresh air, that is to say that the -work-people are
afraid of sleeping in an airy room. Might it be that the lady doctor misunderstood
the work-people’s intention 1 The work-people sometimes close the windows from
a sense of decency; they have only one room to sleep in, and they put some cloth on the
window for screening the window, and during the rainy season they do it to prevent the
rain water getting in. Are you quite sure that the workmen close the windows in order
to avoid fresh air ?—(Mr. Gennings). I made no enquiries as to why they do it.

A-3012. Mr. Ewbank has got some knowledge of the people in the villages ; are they
very much afraid of fresh air ?—(Mr. Ewbank) I think people are afraid of night air, but
it is quite likely that the motive you mention might have entered into their minds.

A-3013. It has been stated that “ In Bombay City no provision has been made by the
employers for the education of their adult workers.” Have Government done anything
in that direction ?—The local authorities have started in a few places a certain number of

Masses for adult workers at night. I am afraid I cannot offhand give you what the
number is ; I have seen references to them frequently in the Educational Department.

A-3014. Can you give some information as to what effort Government is making
towards adult education ?—The main effort of Government is directed to primary,

secondary and collegiate education, including technical. We consider that the education

of the children l as the first claim on Government. Where in particular areas some
charitable agency starts an adult class, wo are sympathetic and help them as far as our

funds allow-. But it is not one of the primary objects to which Government is directing

its efforts.

A-3015. May I take it that the Government are not doing much ?—Yes.

A-301G. Do Government help co-operative societies of the industrial classes by
advancing them any money ?—That is a matter that is dealt with in the Revenue
Department. I should hesitate to answer.

A-3017. Sir Victor Sassoon : They do not give loans to industrial societies ?—No

;

they do not give any loans to any kind of co-operative society, except housing societies.

A-301S. Mr. Joshi

:

Would it not be an encouragement to co-operative societies of

workers, if they were given some advances ? I realize the difficulties ; I do not say that

there are no difficulties. But if taking some risk Government give some advances, will

they not thus encourage a very useful movement ?—My personal opinion is that it is

always risky to start a society with the aid of a Government loan, and it is only in very

exceptional circumstances after detailed enquiry into the condition of the members that

such a loan Would be justifiable.

A-3019. Then, as regards workmen’s compensation your Government is against

compulsory insurance but prefer making workmen preferential creditors. It may happen
that compulsory insurance is really useful ; in the case of the employee of a small emplo-

yer, who may not have large capital, a workman cannot get much unless there is

compulsory insurance ?—(Mr. Gennings). Yes, but With the Act framed as it is now I do
not think there is a great deal of danger of that because it is only to very large and organi-

zed industries, that is to say factories with 20 or more people, that the Act applies.

A-3020. Yes, but we are now thinking of extending the Act and your Government is

willing to extend it to others.—Well, I can only say that I have not come across a case

where the workman has not got compensation owing to the failuro of the employer
to pay.

A-3021. The Chairman : Do you know of any country where there is compulsory
insurance ?—I would not say there are not, but I cannot recollect any.

A-3022. It is not the case in England at present ?—No.
t

A-3023. Mr. Cliff

:

Do you know1 that the Royal Commission on Transport in England
has recommended that with regard to accidents happening on roads ?—Yes, a third-

party insurance for motor cars : I know that.

A-3024. Mr. Joshi

:

It is stated that Government are supported in this view by the

Ahmedabad Textile Labour Association. I was wonderinghow the Ahmedabad Associa-

tion expressed that view to Government. Did you receive their views from them ?

—



I tliink that the Alimedabad Textile labour Association sometimes expresses its views

in its publications. In this case we received it from the Labour Association.

A-3025. They do not mind co-operating with you. There is, no mention in your

memorandum as to whether it is desirable to have an Employers’ Liability Act or not.

I want to know whether your Government have considered the question, because it is one

of the subjects in our questionnaire.—(Mr. Ewbank) No. The Bombay Government

have not considered that question. 1

A-3026. It is a subject on our list. I would like the Bombay Government to consider

and let us have tlieir views.—(Mr. Gennings). Liability of employers for negligence on

their part in case of accidents where a worker gets killed or .injured ?

A-3027. Modify the civil law incorporating the doctrine of employers’ liability. When
the Govemment'of India introduced the Workmen’s Compensation Bill, the draft hill

provided for employers’ liability also, but the select committee dropped that portion.

I want to know whether we cannot revive that legislation now. Turning to the question

of the reduction of maximum hours cannot the Labour Office collect some figures, some

data, about the state of production now when a change has been made from 12 hours to

10 hours ? If any experiments have been made with shorter hours than ten, we want

some figures of production with such shorter hours. Can you help us in that matter ?

—

(Mr. Gennings) 1 think there would be enormous difficulty at this length of time to collect

anything like accurate or approximate figures.

Sir Victor Sassoon : That is not Mr. Joshi’s point. His question is whether experi-

ments with shorter hours than ten hours have been tried in Bombay.

A-3028. Mr. Joshi

:

Yes, and whether you can get comparative figures of production

when the hours were twelve and after they were reduced to ten, and also figures of pro-,

duction with shorter hours than ten if such shorter hours wero introduced.—You might

ask Mr. Johnstone about that. I think he has done some work along those lines.

A-3029. Diwan Chaman Lall

:

Where did the Tariff Board get their figures from ?

—

They did not get them from us.

A-3030. Mr. Joshi

:

You mention that “ In the case of Bombay, 19 mills employing

a little over fifty thousand workers out of a total number of 75 working mills employing
148,000 workers were selected in consultation with the Bombay Millowners’ Association

and the Bombay Textile Labour Union.” Have you got any written statement from the'

Bombay Textile Labour Union on that point ?—We have got no written statement.

A-3031. Then, it is your mere impression ?—Yes. I think we got a list prepared in

our office in consultation with the Millowners’ Association and submitted'it to you, and
you were not prepared to say whether it was a good one, a bad one or an indifferent one.

A-3032. You made a list in consultation with the Millowners’ Association, and after

preparing it you had a casual conversation with me and you asked my opinion. I would
certainly have given my opinion if you had consulted me at the same time and in the
same way7 as you consulted the Millowners' Association, but I was not prepared to help
you as you consulted me in the way you did.—In connection with Ahmedabad we adopted
the same procedure.

A-3033. Is it not a fact that you consulted me during the course of a private conver-
sation, when you had prepared the list in consultation with the Bombay Millowners’
Association ?—No. I was not aware that that was the position. We prepared a list

ourselves from our own knowledge and records. First of all we showed it to the Mill-
owners’ Association and accepted certain amendments that they made, and then I showed
it to you.

J/j . Joshi

:

You showed it to me in a casual way at a meeting for which you were not
responsible. I had gone to your office and you talked to me about it and you wanted my
opinion about it.

The. Chairman : I have noted that.

A -3034. Mr. Gennings, you are the Registrar of Trade Unions, and you combine that
u y with j our Directorship of Information, Directorship of the Labour Office and
ommissioner of Y orkmen s Compensation. May I ask you whether you regard yourself

as a judicial officer m your capacity as Registrar of Trade Unions ?—Certainly.
Supposing that on some occasion you publish certain things in, your Labour

•Jr,,'

6 r®S®rdmg certain unions, which may not be proved to be correct afterwards, do
•wj

"ot th“k y^r position will be compromised in that way ?—I do not think so at all.

Workmen’s Compe^t'
00131^0111^6 m^" Pos^on ''vllcn I am sitting as Commissioner of
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A-303G. I will put a concrete case. Supposing there is a dispute about a certain union
being registered or not registered—you know that there was a case about the Sholapur
Union being registered or not registered—being a judicial officer you may sometimes
have to pronounce a judicial opinion upon that, but in your capacity as Director of the
Labour Office you publish some information regarding that union, which from the labour
point of view may be wrong, and further as Director of the Labour Office you may have
called the Assistant Secretary of that union and had talks with him, not judicially hut

,

informally, as to how that particular branch could he called a registered union. In the
circumstances, do you not think that your action as Director of the Labour Office would
he inconsistent with the judicial position you hold as Registrar of Trade Unions ?—No,
because as Registrar of Trade Unions, before I register a union, if I am not satisfied that

' tjie application form contains all the information I wanted, I have power to ask the Secre-
taries to come to me and discuss whether or not the composition of the body that they
propose to register is a trade union or not a trade union. It is a matter of constant
occurrence.

A-3037. There was no application from that branch to you at all. There was no
application from the Sholapur branch, and you called the Secretary of the Bombay
Textile Labour Union. You may say that you did that as Director of the Labour Office

as you wanted information. My point is that your action in that way was inconsistent

with your duties as Registrar of Trade Unions '!—No, because I had not begun to function

as Registrar. My reeollectioh is that there was nothing in that particular incident which
would have affected me at all as Registrar.

A-303S. It may affect you in this way. In the first place you have made enquiries

which as a judicial officer you are not entitled to make before the case comes before

you. Secondly, you get yourself committed in your Labour Gazette to a certain statement
of fact, and it is quite possible, taking human nature into consideration, that after once
getting yourself committed to a certain statement, it will be difficult for you to give

a fair decision as Registrar of Trade Unions ?—It is not my statement of facts. So far

as the Labour Gazette is concerned, I receive information from various quarters. I do
not guarantee the accuracy of any statement. So far as the Sholapur Union was con-

cerned, the statement was that it was a branch of the Bombay Textile Labour Union.

A-3039. When you publish information about trade unions you take such information

from the secretaries of the unions ?—Yes, if they send it to me.

A-3040. Otherwise, you make enquiries ?—We send them a circular letter asking them
to furnish information.

A-3041. Sir Alexander Murray

:

The question is, can you be a prosecutor and judge
at the same time V—The District Magistrate under the executive orders of Government
has to supply information as to whether there are any trade unions in his district or not,

and so far as outside of Bombay and Ahmedahad is concerned, any information as to

the formation of trade unions comes either from the district magistrate or from the union
itself.

A-3042. Mr. Joshi : May I ask why you did not ask for information from the Secretary
of the Union, but depended upon the information given by the District Magistrate ?

—

We should make enquiries, the next time when we send out our schedule from the Secretary

to fill in. We do not know whether a trade union has been formed or not if the Secretary
does not notify it to us.

A-3043. Miss Power : In the Chief Inspector’s report he shows us the enormous
reduction in the number of children employed in the factories in Bombay. Practically

spealdng there are no children cmploj-ed. The figure for 1928 is 122. Where are those'

children now 1 Are they in school, or are they working in unregistered factories, or

are they on the streets ?—(Mr. Ewbank) In certain parts of Bombay compulsory education
has-been introduced.

A-3044. Are those the F and G wards ?—Yes. In these wards no doubt most of the
children are going to school. In other wards there is a gradual increase in the number
of children going to school. Some of these children are therefore probably attending
school. Of the rest I know nothing.

A-3045. Are there any statistics to show whether there is any increase in the number
of children employed in unregistered places of employment since their numbers hi the
mill have been reduced ?—(Mr. Gennings) Mr. Johnstone will be able to say that. We
have nothing on record with us.

A-3046. I have been told that in the F and G wards out of 14,000 children there are
3,000 children (or approximately 22 per cent.) who are hot attending school. What
sort of compulsion is meant by the phrase “ compulsory education ” ?—(Mr. Ewbank)
You mean : what are the sanctions.



A-3017. If there is compulsory education in F and G -svards how aTO the children

brought into school t-Thc administration of the Primary Education Act m Bombay

is rested in the Bombay Corporation and it is for them to decide to what extent and by

what method they should enforce compulsion.
. .

A-301S Is there any difference in the methods used by the Municipality for bringing

children into school in places where there is compulsory education and where there is

not 9 I believe that in the case of compulsory education the magistrate has got tho power

to fine a parent or imprison him for 24 hours if he does not obey the law. As this is a

matter entirely in the hands of the Corporation I am afraid I cannot say offhand what

the arrangement is.

A -3Of 9. Dealing with housing you give statistics regarding the number of houses put

up by various organizations such as Government, Municipality and so forth. But there

are no statistics to enable us to see what are considered to he the minimum requirements

for housing the existing industrial population and what is the present deficiency. Do
such figures exist ?—(Mr. Gennings) In 1910, after the War, the Municipal Commission

estimated that there would be a shortage of 50,000 tenements for housing 250,000 people

in Bombay. Government therefore prepared an industrial housing scheme as part of

the development scheme.

A-3050. The Chairman : Were they persons or families ?—50,000 tenements for 50,000

families of five persons each on an average.

A-30'd. Miss Power

:

Was that one room per tenement'?—Yes. The industrial

housing scheme of the Development Department provided originallyfor50,000 tenements.

Government have actually constructed 16,500 tenements and a large proportion of them,

approximately 10,000 are at the present moment vacant.

A-3052. What are the reasons for their being vacant ?—A large variety of reasons haB

been given. One is that Worli is too far off.

A-3053. Are all the 10,000 tenements at Worli ?—They are mostly at Worli. Some
of them are at DeLisle Road and some of them are at Naigaum. The proportion of

empties in chatols which arc right in the centre of the working class area is vety much
smaller. Naigaum has a certain number of empties. DeLisle Road is more or less full

and Scwri also is fairly full.

A-3054. Dealing with housing it is stated that sub-letting is not prevalent to tho same
extent in Ahmedabad and Sholapur as it is in Bombay. What is the reason "for that ?

It strikes a casual observer that over-crowding is very much the same here as in those
two places. Then, why should there be a sub-letting problem in Bombay and not in

Ahmedabad or Sholapur ?—In Bombay there are a large numbor of single men—grass
widowers—whose families are away. They always go in for boarding.

A-3055. Is there a higher percentage of such men here than in Ahmedabad ? Do
you think that that is the main reason for the sub-letting problem in Bombay ?—I Would
no< 'ike to express an opinion. I have not considered the reasons. Possibly Mrs. Wagh
will be able to help you there.

A-305G. With regard to unregulated places of employment, have Government got any
figures to show the percentage of the employed population of Bombay that is working
in unregulated places of employment ?—I have no figures. Perhaps Mr. Johnstone will
he able to give an estimate.

A-3057. Do they come under the Factory Inspection Department?—No.
A-305S. Why then should ho be asked ?—Because he is interested in factories generally.

..'ome of these unregistered factories may have been on his register some time or other
and afterwards have been struck off. Naturally he would try to keep in touch with them
to sec if they again employed the same number of people which originally had brought
them under tho factories Act. Factories go on and off the register according to the
number of people employed.

A-30.i9. One of the difficulties suggested by Government in including unregulated
! 10ps vitli power employing ten persons and upwards with or without power, is tlici
co-,t of inspection. Can you give us an estimate of the cost of inspection, assuming that

ie \ olume of inspection in the unregulated places is the same as at present in the case
o ic regulated places ? What would be the approximate additional cost ?—I have not
tnc ligures with me. Mr. Johnstone might he able to supply them.

A-3060. But this does not come into his sphere of work. I cannot see that he lias-
anything to do with such an estimate.—In a matter of this kind Mr. Johnstone will be
in a ;c ter position.to help you than we could possibly be, because he could give an
approximate idea of how many unregulated factories there are, where - they are and
vhat staff will he required for their inspection.
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A-3061. I will aslc Mr. Johnstone. Could we have an estimate from the Labour Office
of the cost of the domestic budget enquiries in Ahmedabad in 1924, and the
one in Sholapur in 1925 ?—I shall let you have those figures.

A-30G2. Yes, what I want is the cost to Government of a budget enquiry in one year
which is considered sufficiently extensive to he acceptable ?—Yes, I shall let you have
those figures.

A-30G3. Mr. Asavle

:

Your memorandum shows that the percentage of persons bom
in Bombay to the total population has been steadily decreasing and is less in 1921 than
in 1911. Is that due to the fact that a large number of workmen live in small houses
where there is no sufficient accommodation for confinement, and therefore send their

women to the villages for confinement ?—(Mr. Ewbank) It is difficult to generalize

on a subject like this. You know1 the conditions in which most of the population live

and if you say that confinement cannot suitably take place in such limited accommodation,
you will only be drawing a natural inference.

A-3064. Is there not also an additional reason for these women going out of Bombay
for confinement, that they have to spend more here for confinement than at their own
places ?—But we have erected these Development Department chawls with a little

more accommodation and these chawls are empty.

A-30G5. The chawls at DeLisle Road and Naigaum are 'all fairly full ; only those

at Worli are not occupied because they are far away from the industrial area. In your
memorandum you say that owing to the system of early marriage the majority of women
employed in factories in this Presidency are married, and that they find it difficult to

take care of their children. Ihtve you made any enquiries as to why many of these women
workers have to work under these circumstances even though they have children ?

—

(Mr. Gennings). We have not made any specific enquiry into the subject.

A-306G, Do you not think that an enquiry should be made ?—Yes, it could be made.

A-30G7. In your memorandum you say that “ neither rationalization nor standardiza-

tion has yet been introduced in the textile industry in Bombay city and the Government
of Bombay has no information in its possession to suggest that unemployment exists

amongst industrial workers to any serious extent.” Are you aware that such a system
has been introduced in some of the Mills in Bombay ?—Yes.

A-30G8. Do you not think that this Was one of the causes of the general strike here t

—

(Mr. Ewbank). We have the report of the Court of Inquiry which shows what the causes

were.

A-30G9. The Labour Office suggested that the strike took place when this system was
introduced. Was not this the chief cause of the general strike of 1928-29 ?—The
Committee referred to before has found that this was one of the chief causes.

A-3070. Has the appointment of a special recruiting officer brought about any change
in the recruitment of shipping hands ?—Questions relating to seamen and shipping

generally are matters for the Government of India and not for the Government of

Bombay. Mr. Woodkead has already been before the Commission to answer questions

connected with seamen.

A-3071. The Chairman : There is a reference to the special recruiting officer who has
been recently appointed. Has he been appointed by the Government of Bombay or the
Government of India ?—He is appointed by the Government of India and paid for by the
Government of India.

A-3072. Mr. Lallji

:

You have the Labour Office and also a Director of Industries.

Have you found out the cause of depression in the cotton textile industry ?

—

(Mr. Ewbank). I think the Tariff Board’s enquiry has indicated a large number of

reforms required in the mill industry and these have not been carried out.

A-3073. But has any department of your Government made any enquiries in that
respect ?—I do not think any specific enquiry in that respect was made by the Govern-
ment of Bombay.

A-3074. Does not the Director of Industries take any interest in this cotton textile

industry ?—It is not within his sphere to do so. -

A-3075. Within whose sphere then does that lie ?—In the sphere of the mill-

owners.
.

'

A-3076. Although this is one of the most important industries in this Presidency the
Government of Bombay have not taken any initiative in the matter ?—The millowners
are sufficiently able and enlightened to take care of their interests, and if they required
any assistance from Government in any matter they would have come forward. There-
fore Government themselves have not taken the initiative in making any such enquiry.



A-3077 Have the Government made any enquiries as to how the strikers maintained

themselves during the five months of strike ’—(Mr. Gcnmngs) Me have made no

statistical enquiry at ail.

A-3078 The Chairman : How many of them went back to the villages ?—We have

not been 'able to ascertain the number accurately. But a rough estimate on the basis

of the figures relating to fares paid on the railways and steamers Would give us 20,000 to

30,000 people.

A-3079. Mr. Lallji

:

Were they all starving ’—I should think it was possibly what

some of them did.

A-30S0. Is the representation of labour on bodies like the Legislative Council, the

Corporation and the Port Trust adequate V—(Mr. Ewbank). That is not a question I

can easily answer. Nomination of labour representatives to these bodies is quite a recent

principle. A beginning has now been made.

A-3081. Have Government taken any action in the matter of closing the liquor shops

on pay days as recommended by the Excise Committee ?—I am afraid we do not know.

We have to make enquiries.

A-3082. Will you be surprised if you are told that Government have not done anything

since the Committee reported on the matter ?—You evidently know the answer to the

question.

A-3083. But will the Government take any action in the matter ?—I will make
enquiries of the Department eonccrned.

A-3084. What is the amount that Government have spent on the development

chairls ?—I am sorry we have not the information here.

A-3085. Could you give us a rough idea of the loss incurred on the investment or how
much less than 5 per cent, you get

?

—T cannot give you those figures at present.

A-308G. Col. llussell

:

In your memorandum it is stated that the “ main cause of their

ill-health appears to be the prevalence of malaria in localities in which they live.” What
action has Government taken or is proposing to take to eradicate this evil ?

—

(Mr. Ewbank). We have appointed Major Covell ns special officer for this purpose. He
investigated into the matter and since then the Municipality has taken action. Wells
have been closed and so on. This is again a matter for the Municipality. We can obtain

for your information a report from the Municipality of the action taken by them in this

direction, and what they propose to do hereafter.

A-3087. Has the Director of Public Health any instructions from the Government of

Bombay with regard to the question of malaria in Bombay ?—I cannot remember'that
he has.

A-3088. As malaria is such an important disease all over India, as Major Covell has
definitely said that the prevalence of malnrin is the mnin cause of ill-hcaltli in Bombay
and as Government have also admitted that the health conditions are unsatisfactory
owing to this disease, do they propose to take any definite action to compel the
millowners to do something in connection with this matter, seeing that “ the correlation
between the intensity of malaria and the proximity of mills is most striking ”, which
suggests that malaria is caused by the mills ?—We have no reason to suppose that the
action which the Municipality is taking on this report is inadequate. I shall obtain a
report from the Municipality on the action taken by them and pass it on to you. If 3'ou
think that the action taken by the Municipality is inadequate. Government will certainly
consider the matter further.

A-3089. Sir Ihralum RahimlooUt

:

Arc not the Municipality maintaining a special
malaria department ?—1 believe they are.

'

A-3090. Col. llussell

:

In the Government memorandum it is stated that in the City
oi .Bombay there are five large hospitals with 832 beds. Are these all the hospital beds

figures'

6 " 10 C C '^' Bombay ?—Yes. But I have not personally verified the

A-3091 But are there no municipal hospitals or other hospitals?—There is one
Municipal hospital with 300 beds.

A-3092. Then there are only 1,132 beds for the whole city ’—Yes.

nf
^ 3* Cliff

:

Could you let us have a memorandum dealing with the contro

V*
e manufacture and sale of country liquor ’—From what point of view

manufactured ?

*° ^ave ^ou^d you like a mere descriptive account f how it is
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A-3094. We are told that labourers here generally drink heavily. I vent to one shop
this morning which has been licensed for the sale of country spirit. I was told that
Government controlled the manufacture of this country spirit 7—Yes.

A-3095. Would it possible for you to give us a memorandum dealing with the method
of manufacture, the regulations regarding the hours of sale in shops and the revenue
obtained from this source in the city and in the Presidency separately ?—Yes.

A-3096. Do the budgets which have been prepared for Ahmedabad and Sholapur,
accurately represent the standard of life of the working people referred to in the Bombay
Government memorandum in those budgets in those two cities ?—(Mr. Gennings) Yes,
in the opinion of the Labour Office they do.

^ A -3097. It says that the Government of Bombay have already under contemplation

the revision of the Bombay working class cost of living index number. Is there any
possibility of that being done very soon 7—So far as the Bombay working class cost of

living index number is concerned, the revision is taking the form of a new index number
on a new base, and that cannot be prepared until we have a family budget enquiry.

A-3098. Is it proposed to have a family budget enquiry very soon. I am anxious to

know what “ under contemplation ” means 7—Yes. In fact, the strike of 1928, which
lasted six months, prevented us from undertaking one then. The strike of 1929 also

prevented us from undertaking one, because we want to see about a year ahead before we
can undertake a family budget enquiry ; a general strike would simply kill the whole

enquiry'.

A-3099. Can it be taken that the conditions are sufficiently normal for an enquiry' to

be commenced now ?—I should not think they were.

A-3100. How long do you think one would have to wait before conditions might be

taken as being normal 7—It would really depend on what is the outcome of the discus-

sions which have to take place at some time on the report of the Pawcett Committee,

whether that will have the effect of disturbing labour or not.

A-3I01. But there are no strikes going on at the present time 7—There are not.

A-3102. In fact (i mills are closed, but labour has generally resumed 7—Yes ; and it is

possible too that those mills will never open again.

A-3103. How long would it take to have a budget enquiry' in Bombay ?—Tlio

collection of the budgets will take about a year ; then they have got to be tabulated.

A-3104. I am exercised in myr mind as to whether it is possible in the city of Bombay
to maintain a proper standard of health with an income of Rs. 27 ; do you care to express

an opinion on that 7—No, 1 am not prepared to express an opinion on that.

A-3103. Is there any' one in y'our office who would be capable of expressing ail opinion

on that 7—I do not think so, because it would have to be the combined opinion of various

types of experts ; for instance, a biochemist or food expert would have to express an
opinion as to what should be bought and what are the food values. There are so many
standards and so many different ty'pes of working classes ; one would have to consider

the various staples and which cost more or less than others. I expect you have in view

a minimum wage based upon a standard of living.

A-3I0C. I find that with regard to Railway Companies, the Post Office, certain

industries and the Municipality', a man has to pass a- certain standard of health before he
is admitted into that employment ; I wonder whether it is possible for y'ou to express an
opinion with regard to the standard that is required for entering into such an occupation

and maintaining that standard on an income of Rs. 27 a month 7—I would not like to

express an opinion.

A-3107. In the memorandum of the Government of Bombay the report of the Fawcett
Committee is quoted dealing with the problem of the minimum wage. It is pointed out
that they' appreciate' the contention that the standard of comfort of textile workers in

Bombay is exceedingly low. Do you agree with that ?—Yes.

A-3108. Following upon the enquiries which have been made from time to time with

regard to rates of wages in certain industries, what are the earnings of the average adult

male worker per month in this city ?—We have worked it out, but I could not say off-

hand ; I can let you have that figure for the cotton mill industry.
'

,
’A-3109. Can you carry it further than the cotton industry 7—No.

A-3110. Can you furnish that figure with regard to Bombay, Ahmedabad and Sholapur
both for adult men and women 7—Yes, we can do that for all three centres as

at 1926.
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A-3111. Sir Alexander Murray : Could I have the figure for 1914 as yell ’—There are

no labour statistics collected by labour office methods which could enable me to give you

the 1914 figure.

A-3112. Sir Victor Sassoon : You are speaking of the average wage figure, mat
Would be the maximum pay which you Would include m that ’—It would include labour

such as jobbers.

A-3113. Up to Es. 150 a month ’—Yes, we could have wages up to that figure.

A-3114. Would you merely take the average of the different rates ?—We should get

a weighted average.

Mr. Cliff

:

In the Government memorandum it is stated that the Port Trust have had

an enquiry into the cost of living, and it is stated that the result of that has not yet been

published ?—That was an enquiry that the Labour Office made, a sort of tentative family

budget enquiry amongst Port Trust workers.

A-3115. Was that conducted by trained investigators ’—It was conducted by our

Indy investigators, yes.

A-3116. Coul 1 we have a copy of that report ’—It has not reached the stage of a report.

We collected information to see whether we could get from it any data for an enquiry into

the earnings of casual workers, and we came to the conclusion that we could not.

A-311 7. It says that it is not yet published, which implies that it is to he published ?

—

I do not think we shall publish it. It is a matter for Government to consider, but I do

not think they will publish it, because the budgets were collected with great difficulty

and it did not quite touch the class of people that we wanted to get hold of. We wanted

to get hold of casual workers and we were not able to do so. ,

A-311S. So that it is not sufficiently conclusive to be published ?—Yes, it is not suffi-

ciently conclusive to bo published as a Labour Office publication.

A-3119. In your enquiry into the rates of wages in the cotton industry, did you ever

obtain the average earnings of badlis ?—No, we specifically excluded those from our

enquiry.

A-3120. Why did you exclude them ’—Because they form such an uncertain factor.

When you are dealing with actual earnings in a particular industry you must I think

provide for the bulk of the workers, and those people who are regularly employed.
I think that is done in all wage enquiries : it is only the regular employee in a factory

that you consider. '

A-3121. But I understand this industry is dependent upon that spare staff ?—Yes

;

We can calculate the wages of badlis, but it would only be the badli in one particular mill.

One day he may be in one mill and another day in another mill.

A-3122. I think the Fawcett Committee recommended that there should be a reserve
staff which should be paid irrespective of whether it worked or not ’—Yes, but from the
point of view of an official statistical collecting agency, we cannot trace these badlis from
one mill to another.

A-3123. But you loioW from the pay books of the mill what they pay the badlis and the
number of men employed ’—We could find out the actual number of badlis employed
during the month and the actual amount of wages they earned ; but a badli will go to
half a dozen mills in the course of a month.

A-3124. I agree. If you cannot give us the earnings, can you give us any indication
of the amount of employment they obtain t—No, I am afraid I could not do that.

A-3125. Is it possible to give us an estimate of the amount of unemployment there is in
Bombay ? No, I do not think you could get any reliable estimates. *

iT/ie Chairman : Have you in mind men who have worked in Bombay and are now out
of employment, or do you also include men who have come to Bombay from the villagesm search of work but have never yet worked in Bombay ?

Mr. Cliff

:

I did not include that class. As I understand from the report, there is
a airly stable population in Akmedabad

; there is a similar state of affairs in Sholapur ;
nit there is not the same state of affairs in Bombay. I am anxious to see whether we
can ascertain on any fairly reliable estimate the amount of unemployment there is in this

The Chairman : If that is attempted, what I should like also would be the average
number of men and women at any one time who come into Bombay in search of
v or m which add to the population of the city, but who do not become workers in
Thp mfrrr *
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A-3126. Mr. Cliff

:

Yes, they must be kept separate ?—The latter figure of course
would be quite impossible. It would be impossible to trace the number of men coming
into Bombay looking for Work ; there is nothing on which We could base that.

A-3127. The Chairman : You could not even say 10 or 20 thousand ?—I would not
even like to make an approximation within such wide limits as th'at.

A-312S. I gather that except in certain seasons when the people are needed in their
villages, it is a very large addition to the temporary population of the city ; they come
in in the form of lodgers in search of Work and lodge with people whom they know ?

—

Yes, I think there is a fairly large proportion. (Mr. Gennings) The only basis that you
could go on would be to communicate with all the factory employers and large employers
of labour and ask them how many they are employing now as compared with any given

- period or any given date, adding to it the factories that are closed and subtracting the
factories that are newly opened. In connection with the census for 1931 we have asked
that the forms should provide for the collection of information of that kind. But where
you have no organization, where your workers are not obtained through trade unions or
anything of that kind, it is difficult, almost impossible, to say how many people are un-
employed, except in a very rough way.

A-3129. Mr. Cliff

:

I appreciate the difficulties, but I am anxious to see whether it is

possible to give us any estimate that can be regarded as fairly reliable ?—May I put it

this way ? Shall we endeavour to obtain, by the way I have suggested, certain figures

and submit them, not as carrying the approval of the Labour Office—the Labour Office

Will accept no responsibility for them—but explaining what we have done, how we
obtained those figures, and leaving it for the Commission to say whether they regard
them as of any value.

A-3130. If you can do anything which you think would be of service to the Commission
I am sure the Commissirn would be obliged to you ?—You appreciate that I do not want
to put in any figures which I am not convinced in my own mind are accurate.

A-3131. Sir Victor Sassoon : You can at the same time give an idea of the percentage
of the error ?—Yes, certainly. All that we could do wou’d be to carry out what I suggest-

ed ; that is to say, we could explain to the Commission exactly what wo have got and how
we have got it.

A-3132. Mr. Cliff: With regard to the proposal to try to find the amount of

unemployment under the census, may we take it that it is the concern of the Government
to find the amount of unemployment in the State ?—Yes ; Government would naturally
like to know as part of its ordinary social statistics the extent of unemployment.

A-3133. Is there any attempt to measure under employment ?—You mean
short-time ?

A-3134. Yes 1—No ; we have made no attempt.

— Mr. Cliff

:

I went through a mill this morning where 48 badlis had 'actually

been engaged this morning and approximately 60 had been turned away. That indicates

that there iB the unemployment problem here.

A-3136. Under the heading “ Control exercised over Working conditions ” in your
memorandum you say “ In the case of large concentrated Works, camps are laid

out by Government Engineers and proper provision iB made for watef supply, sanitation,

medical assistance, etc.” Would you define what is a “ large concentrated work ” 1—
(Mr. Ewbank) It depends upon the circumstances of the case. In a town where-
dispensaries and other facilities exist, it would be less necessary to provide special,

facilities than it would be if you go out to a country-place or some exceptional place

like the Sukkur Bari age. I do not think we could possibly define what we mean by
“ a large concentrated work ”.

A-3130. Take the Sukkur Barrage. How does it work in that case ?—I think you
yourself have seen it.

A-3137. Yes, but I am asking you to tell me how it really works out. What is the
control exercised there ?—We know that there is a dispensary there, a special doctor and
a hospital. I understand that the Public Works Department have employed sanitary
inspectors to look after the sanitary arrangements. As regards housing, I am not sure,

but I understand they have put up temporary huts for their labour, or have provided the
contractor, I think, with the material for putting up temporary huts.

'

A-313S. I notice the phrase in your memorandum “ Occasionally materials are hired
or loaned to contractors for housing their workmen ”, but having visited the barrage
myself I know that provision for shelter is not made in the drag lines ?—I think there

are not very many people on the excavating machines ; I imagine that about a dozen
men are employed on a machine.
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4-3139. Will you tell us what is the general policy of the Government in this

matter ’—The Government has no definite system of dealing with the question, hnt,

broadly speaking, it may bo said that the attitude of Government is that it should be a

„00
‘

i employer according to the prevailing standards, and as local circumstances alter so

the Government, without fixing any definite standard, modifies its actions according to

the circumstances and tries to be a good employer. We have to consider also the

economy of public money in the matter in creating dispensaries for only a handful of

men.

4-3140 The barrage Work is largely one which is let out on contract. Would it not be

reasonable on the part of the Government to require that at least shelter should be

provided for labour employed by contractors '/—I think it is desirable.
1

4-3141. I want to know whether the Government consult the trade unions when labour

legislation is being considered ?—Yes, in all cases.

A-3142. Is it possible for yon to tell us why the post of the Director of Labour

was abolished ?—(Mr. Connings) I think it was for the administrative convenience of

Government.

A-3143. That would be the sole reason V—(Mr. Embank) I think also ns a matter of

retrenchment.

A-3144. Under “ Industrial Disputes ” you say. “ As experience and knowledge are

gamed and the activities of the Labour office (that is, the Bombay Labour Office) develop

it will promote the settlement of industrial disputes when t hey arise.” May I ask whether

the Labour Office takes an opportunity of dealing with disputes before there is an nctm 1

stoppage of labour ?—(Mr. Gonnings) No ; this particular object of the Labour Office

was never put into force by Government. I think, on reconsideration. Government

decided that it would perhaps be better if they did not take part in the settlement of

industrial disputes. I think they probably had in their mind an organization with

conciliation officers as at the Ministry of Labour.

A-3I45. I was going to ask you whether there is any objection on the part

of Government to have an Industrial Relationship Department similar to what thero is in

England ?—(Mr. Ewbank) I will make enquiries on that point. You want the view of

•the Government ?

A-314G. Yes. It is called the Industrial Relationship Department, and if a dispute

is apprehended the officers of the ministry may get into touch with both parties before

the actual disputo takes place ?—(Mr. Connings) You will appreciate the difficulty

of the setting up by Government of an Industrial Relationship Department where conci-

liation machinery docs not exist in industry, because, as shown by the strikes here, they

take place without any previous negotiation between the parlies ; tlmt makes it rather

difficult.

A-3147. Is that an absolute statement ?—It would not be absolute, but the proportion

is so infinitely great that it is almost a statement of fact.

A-314S. Diwan CJiaman ImU : Is not your experience tlmt in many eases the unions
make their representations to the employers and they arc not listened to ?—That does
happen. But what I mean is that there is no conciliation machinery such as is laid down
by the Fawcett Committee which says that it must be done; that such and such a
procedure shall be followed, tlmt discussions should go from one party to another party
finally culminating in your national board. If there was such an organization wc should
know of a dispute at the earliest possible moment, because soon after the machinery is

started wc should know about it.

A-3I49. 3Ir. Cliff

:

We have got presented in these documents the Fawcett mediation
rules. Have the Government considered the application of such machinery to other
undertakings, like docks, engineering establishments, tramways and other industries ?

—

(Mr. Ewbank) No. The mediation rules are suggested for a particular industry where
the need is particularly urgent, and Government have had to wait to sec what progress
is made, on account of the series of strikes.

A-3150. When you were answering Sir Ibrahim Rahimtoola you said that the
Government have to vait to see how the situation develops. You have got an illiterate
population, you know the construction that can he put on a sentence like that. I put it
to you that the worlc-peoplc here in Bombay are entitled to say to themselves that the
nay to get conciliation machinery is to strike ?—The conciliation machinery suggested
by the l'awcett Committeo was accepted on the side of tho millowncrs and it only remains
for the unions concerned to endorse it also before it can be brought into force.

A-3151. You say it is because of the urgency, and the urgency being strikes in this
industry . the urgency is to save the industry from this disastrous series of strikes.
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A-3152. I agree. Is it not right that other industries 'where workmen have got to
make representations of a similar character should not also have conciliation
machinery ?—I think it is desirable.

A-3153. Therefore is it not proper that the Government should consider the question
of the application of similar mediation rules to other industries before disaster occurs
in those industries ?—There is no objection to Government considering the question,

but you will remember that the mediation rules were only suggested for the first time in

March last.

A-3154. Sir Victor Sassoon : Gan the Government force the mediation rules ?—Xo ;

it is purely a question of consent by both the parties.

A-3155. Mr. Cliff: But the Government may enact legislation, not forcing the
machinery but making provision for the machinery. At the moment you have no status

before a dispute occurs. Would it be opportune for you to consult the Government on
that aspect ? The Government might enact legislation providing for conciliation machi-
nery and joint industrial council machinery ?—(Mr. Gennings) Might I refer you to

our memorandum in this connection ?

A-3156. May I take it that this paragraph in your Memorandum expresses the opinion

of the Bombay Government ?—Yes.

Mr. Cliff

:

Can it be considered whether it is possible for a similar machinery as is

provided in the Fan eett Report to be applied to any other industry in this city and
presidency ?—The opinion of Government may be taken on that point.

Sir Victor Sassoon : Am I right in saying that the machinery laid down by the Fawcett
Committee is in the nature of an almost daily or weekly contact between the employers
and labour in an industry irrespective of whether there was a dispute pending or not,

whereas the Trade Disputes Act comes into force if tfiere is any dispute or a likelihood

of a dispute ? .

Mr. Cliff

:

Yes. The Fawcett Report provides for means for interpretation of the

existing standing orders.

Sir Victor Sassoon : It is merely a machinery to prevent the possibility of the occurrence

of a dispute.

Mr. 'Cliff : What I am saying is that other men are working under wage agreements

and under settled conditions of labour. They want similarly to have an opportunity

of making the same kind of representation that can be made in the cotton industry. We
have got it in the cotton industry because of the urgency ; let us have it in the other

industries because of the rightness of it.

Sir Victor Sassoon : The Fawcett Report did not anticipate that there should be any,

legislation to this effect ; they wanted that it should be a voluntary matter between the

employer and the labour.

The witness : (Mr. Gennings) It is perfectly open in any industry for either side to

adopt similar measures.

Sir Victor Sassoon : There is not the slightest suggestion that there should be legislation

to this effect.

The witness

:

(Mr. Ewbank) In what' way do you suggest that we should take

the initiative 1

Mr. Cliff

:

You have got a machinery for the cotton industry

The Chairman

:

It is not in operation ; the Committee have only sketched out

a machinery.

Mr. Cliff

:

Yes, it is not in operation, but the party which does not accept it will be at a
decided disadvantage with public opinion. But that is done, as I understand, because of

the urgency and the disease coming on the industry. I should like to say “ apply that to

other industries because of its rightness ”.

The Chairman : What you are suggesting is not an action on the part of Government.

Mr. Cliff: Take the Government of Bombay’s memorandum to which my
attention was drawn. Writing to the Government of India they suggested that “ the
gap should he filled”. Having the Fawcett Report, which is a report of the Bombay
Government, can lessons he learnt out of that and a similar machinery applied to other
industries ?

The Chairman : They do not say that the Government should fill up the gap. What
they say is “ the gap should be filled by the establishment of conciliation machinery
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on the part of Government be resented by both parties in the industry ’

'

The witness : (Mr. Gennings) I think the intention of the Government of Bombay was
that before you had your Trade Disputes Act you should have some law passed, as was
done in England, providing for the setting up of conciliation machinery. There" was an
Act before you had your Trade Disputes Act providing for conciliation and arbitration

A-3157. Sir Alexander Murray : You mean the Whitley Councils ?—I cannot recollect
the provisions of the Act now, but I think for every industry it was provided that concilia
tion machinery should be set up, and as a result of that machinery, I think the
conciliation officers of the Ministry of Labour were appointed.

A-3158. Mr. Cliff: 50 years ago you had boards for the miners definitely put up bv
legislation. Then you had a legislation following upon the Whitley Councils’ Report
I understand it is the opinion of the Bombay Government that that is desirable
(Mr. Ewbank) Yes.

A-3159. I am told that the Government of Bombay have not considered applying the
spirit underlying the Fawcett Report and the kind of machinerv to other industries
I want to ask if they will consider it and tell us ’—The question I ask—if you will allowme to repeat it—is in what way do you suggest that we should take the initiative been use
that would help us a great deal. We admit it is desirable.

’

A-3160. You mean with regard to approach ?—Yes.

A-3161. I do not think the Government will be going out of[their sphere if they suggestto other industries on the Bombay Presidency that they should similarly eonfderthe question of settrng up a regular machinery on the lines indicated by the FawcettReport ? Yes. (Mr. Gennings) Where trade unions exist, I take it ?

The Chairman

:

As you know, Mr. Cliff, in the Ministry of Labour there has been aspecial officer in charge whose duty is to collect and supply information and to assist inthe formation of joint.industrial councils. Do I take it that that is the direction hi whichyour suggestion to the Labour Office and the Government of Bombay should teke?

rni”+i?
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03 ' 1 ask how the labour representatives are appointedon the Bombay Council now ?—They are nominated by Government. ^

, ,

IIow tiley de
.

cid® that they are labour representatives ?—(Mr. EwbankIn the absence of an organization we look out to see who are the men who seem to bntaking a lead m labour matters
; men who are engaged in some sort nf fmrJn ,,

•

and who are not extremists on either side are generally chosen.
^ “

fomahy
4

' %' y°\COnSult ,abour organizations ’-Not
executives of todeXff members are actually officials or on the

(The witnesses withdrew.)
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Mr. R. B. EWBANK, G.I.E., I.C.S., Secretary to the Government of

Bombay, General Department, and Mr. J. F. GENNINGS,
Director of the Labour Office, Bombay.

Mr. Ewbank

:

I was asked yesterdej- by Sir Ibrahim Rahimtoola (A-29G3) to bring

hero the record of His Excellency the Governor’s speeches at tho meetings of June the-

ISth and 21st. I herewith produce them.

The Chairman : Thank you.

A-31G6. Diwan Ghaman Lall

:

Bo I take it that in the Municipal Corporation, under
legislation passed last year, four seats have been allotted to registered trade unions ?

—

(Mr. Ewbank) Yes.

A-31GG. Erom that does it follow that tho policy of the Bombay Government is to help
labour to express itself both in the Municipal Corporation and in the local Legislature ?

—

Certainly.
* A-31(i7. Was there a Bill recently introduced by a private Member in the local Legis-

lature reducing the franchise from Its. 10 to Rs. 5 ?—Yes.

A-31GS. Was that Bill opposed by the Government ?—No, the Government maintained
a neutral attitude.

A-31G0. If it is the policy of the Local Government to help labour to voice its feelings

and to obtain proper representation, why did tho Government maintain a neutral
attitude?—For various reasons. One was that the municipal franchise had not very
long beforo been reduced to Rs. 10, and Government thought it might be unwise to
reduco it again so soon. Another reason was tho practical difficulties which would arise

by a very large number of additional people coming on the register.

A-3170. Do I take it that the Bombay Government is not opposed in principle to the
lowering of the franchise in order to enable the workers to exercise their rights ?—I do
not think 1 am in n position to say that the Bombay Government would necessarily agree
that the lowering of the franchise was the best wav of securing representation for labour
at the present stage. They would have to consider the circumstances of each case.
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A-3171. If the franchise was lowered, thereby enabling a large number of workers whc

Are not now able to exercise theirfranchise under the present constitution to do so, would

it not necessarily give them a bigger voice both in matters relating to the Corporation

and in matters relating to the Council ?—Theoretically, yes.

A-317i. That theory, worked out in practice, in other countries, has proved

•that labour has actually achieved power ?—Yes.

A-3173. Do I take it that the Bombay Government would not be opposed to it in

-principle ?—The Bombay Government are, in principle, desirous of giving labour a

voice in the administration.

A-317 f. A question Was put to you yesterday by Mr. Joslii about a confidential report

'Which was made in regard to the Court of Inquiry which was hold. You are familiar

with the provisions of the Trade Disputes Act. As I read them, under section 12 there

is a mandatory duty imposed upon the authorities to publish the reports ?—Thy.

Report. •««,

A-3175. No, reports ?—If you will look at the section you will see it sayB “ report.”

A-3176. It says “report or reports”—the final and any interim report?—The
confidential report is not an interim report.

A-3177. It says :
“ shall as soon as possible after receipt by the authority by which

the court or board was appointed be published ”?•—All I can say is that the Chairman
of the Court of Inquiry was a High Court judge ; one of the members was the Additional

Judicial Commissioner in Sind, and the other is a Well known Advocate in Bombay and
an ex-High Court judge. They submitted a confidential report. In reply to Mr. Joshi

yesterday I said I would take the orders of. Government as to whether the confidential

Teport might be placed before this Royal Commission.

A-3I7S. What I am driving at is the principle involved. It is not what you might or

might not do now. As I read the Act, there is a mandatory provision imposed. Did you
take legal opinion before you accepted this verdict of the Committee not to publish the

confidential report ?

The Chairman

:

Surely the action was that of the Court and not that of the
local Government. >

Diwan Cliaman Loll

:

But the Government, under Section 12, is under a mandator}
duty to publish the report. •

A-3I79. The Chairman

:

I take it the position is that this document which has been
referred to is not really a report of the Commission ?—The report of the Commission
has been published. The Commission, in addition, sent in a confidential report which,
I do not think it is a breach of confidence if I say it, mainly deals with the defects
of the Trade Disputes Act and makes suggestions as to how that Aot should be
revised.

A-3180. Then it was not a report on the dispute ?—No. Although it was called a
report, it was more in the nature of a note.

A-3181. Sir Victor Sassoon: It was on an entirely different point. It was on the
weaknesses of the Trade Disputes Aot—something quite outside the terms of reference ?

—

Mainly.

A-3182. Biivan Chaman Lull: Did it arise out of the dispute and the enquiry held
hy the Court ?—I must appeal to you, Sir, to protect me from further questions on this
report because it is confidential.

A-3183. I quite agree, and I will not press you further upon it. Have you taken any
orders of Government in regard to placing that document before us ?—I said yesterday
that I would. The Honourable Member in charge of Labour is at present in Sind.

A-3 184. Is it the decided practice of the Government of Bombay in regard to the Trad
Disputes Act to receive confidential reports and not to publish them ?—This is the firs
Court which has ever sat under the Trade Disputes Act. No praotice has vet
established.

A-3185. This morning’s newspapers announced a resolution which was passed by
Provincial Congress Committee to the effect that “ This meeting is of the emphatic
opinion that the police ban on meetings of mill workers is olearly an infringement of th*.
rights and liberties of the people, and should be rescinded forthwith.” Is there a ban
on meetings of mill workers in the mill areas ?—Yes.

A-3186. Under what particular Act 1—I think it is under the Police Act. !

A-3187. How long has this ban been in existence ?—Por some six months.
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A-31S8. When did the riots and the strike cease ?—About the middle of September.
They gradually died down. There was no definite date.

A-31S9. Is this the position, that properly constituted meetings of properly constituted

trade unions, if called in the mill areas, cannot be held under this ban ?—The matter is

one entirely for the Home Department.

The Chairman : How1 do you bring this Within our terms of reference ? It ‘seems to

me purely a question, of the local law and order. How is it industrial ?

Diwan Chaman Lall

:

It is a question in regard to the relations subsisting between the
employers and Workers. If action is taken by the Government against the Workers and
not against the employers, surely it is a matter for us to consider whether that is

conducive to good -feeling between the employers and the workers concerned.

a The Chairman

:

Is it not the case that this is an order which arose out of the recent

.•oubles in connection With meetings in the streets ?

Diwan Chaman Lall

:

Meetings in the mill areas.

The Chairman

:

And was due to questions of law and order quite apart from
any industrial questions ?—(Mr. Ewbank). That is so. It is independent of industrial

disputes.

Diwan Chaman Lall

:

That is why I Wanted to know why the order also subsists

against the holding of properly constituted meetings of properly constituted trade
unions.

The Chairman

:

In the streets or in a building ?

Diwan Chaman Lall

:

Anywhere.

The Chairman : Then so far it would be a legitimate question ?—(Mr Ewbank). The
order arose out of the fear that if such meetings were held riots and disturbances were
likely to take place. Under the order at present meetings'may be held With the
permission of the Police Commissioner.

The Chairman

:

Therefore you claim that it does not act as a ban on proper trade
union meetings ?

Mr. Cliff

:

If there is a prohibition of proper trade union meetings. Would it' not be
well to get the person responsible for the order to appear before us ?

4Sir Victor Sassoon : This is exceptional action and not normal action. I understand
that the order will have to come up again within a few days. Whether it will be
continued or not, I cannot say, but surely this action Was not taken against'trade
unionism in any Way ; it was taken against something much more serious, and I cannot
see that whatever wo might say could prevent any Government taking any action against
the holding of any meetings if such action were found necessary in order to uphold law
and order.

Mr. Joshi

:

To my knowledge the annual general meetings of trade .unions cannot be
held, and have had to be postponed.

Sir Victor Sassoon : Has permission been asked ?—(Mr. Ewbank). .The position is

that the discretion rests With the Commissioner of Police.

The Chairman

:

I understand this order is one for the protection of life and limb.

The only question which concerns us is whether or not it is in effect preventing legitimate

meetings of trade unions.

Sir Ibrahim Bahimtoola

:

Perhaps Mr. Ewbank will give us the dates on Which the
orders were promulgated. They are orders under the Police Act, made by the Commis-
sioner of Police, and they have a limited operation ; they have to be re-promulgated from
iimo to time. Perhaps Mr. Ewbank can give us the dates on Which the orders Were
.ssued, a copy of the orders, the date at which the general strike took place, the date at
which the riots began, and the date when the riots were brought under control.

The Chairman : Yes, and then I shall be in a position to judge Whether or not We ought
to have called before us the Commissioner of Police or the Minister in charge of that
Department.

A-3190. Diwan Chaman Lall

:

When the Government of^ India approached you in
regard.to the question of the existence of unemployment, and the necessity of-having
unemployment labour exchanges, what was the opinion expressed by the Government of
Bombay ? Was the opinion expressed that there was no material change from 1921,
md therefore there was no necessity to revise their verdict in regard to the necessity of
iny machinery for dealing with the subject of unemployment ?—(Mr. Gennings). The-
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reply was to the effect that Government did not consider that unemployment here Was a.

problem which necessitated employment exchanges.

A-3191. On what did the Government base its opinion ?—On general knowledge. It

could not base it on statistics because there were none. Government formed that opinion

on the general results of the observations of its investigators.

A-3192. In your memorandum you say :
“ But apart from these circumstances there

does exist a certain amount of unemployment amongst those desirous of working in the

textile industry.” Are you revising your verdict as to the existence of unemployment ?

—

No. Government’s view was that unemployment did not present a problem.

A-3193. And therefore there waS no necessity to deal with it ?—There was no necessity

for State action.

A-3I94. You state that when the standardized. muster was brought into operation in

October 1928 it displaced 6,000 to 8,000 workers, and you ’therefore state that standardiza-

tion would displace some more. Does not that show some necessity for dealing with the

unemployment problem ?—That is a matter of opinion. Considering how labour is

recruited in Bombay, it is quite possible that the majority of those 6,000 returned to their

villages and to their land. It is possible that they may have left the mill industry and
have gone into some other industry where labour was demanded.

A-3195. I take it that this is merely your opinion ?—It must be an opinion.

A-3196. Because you say in your memorandum that you have no statistical basis to

go upon ?—No, it is purely an opinion.

A-3197. So that the only fact in this statement is that there were 6,000 to 8,000 people

displaced ?—Yes.

A-3198. And that as the standardization scheme persists there Will be more people

displaced ?—Yes, for which provision will be made by the industry itself if the Fawcett
Committee’s recommendations are carried out.

A-3199. I take it that rationalization, as it is persisting and will persist, will displace

many more workers t—Yes.

A-3200. In your memorandum under the head “ unemplo3'ment ” 3-011 give some
figures and state “ It will be clear from the above figures that in spite of the growth in

population the demand for labour has not kept pace with the supply,” which means
more unemployment ?—Yes, provided people remain in Bombay city and do not seek
employment elsewhere. »

A-3201. So that if we take these statements, the3’ do reveal the existence of

unemployment ?—Certainly.

A-3202. You say :
“ As regards the application of the International Conventions

relating to unemployment, in the short time at their disposal the Government of Bombay
are not in a position to formulate any conclusions.” When was the matter of unemploy-
ment first brought to the notice of the Government of Bomba3' ? Was it not in 1919 ?

—

I cannot say.

A-3203. The Washington Convention regarding the question of labour exchanges was
in the year 1919. Was the Government of Bombay circularized, as other local

Governments were, in regard to this matter ?—No doubt it was.

A-3201. Then 3mm have had 10 solid 3-ears from 1919 to 1929, and yet you complain
about the shortness of time ?—The Government would have naturallv considered whether
employment exchanges were necessary. Certainly during the periods of 1919, 1921, 1922
it was obvious that there was no necessity for employment exchanges.

A-3203. But after that you had seven solid years to consider this problem. Has any
attempt been made by the Bombay Government to deal with the problem since the boom
period came to an end ?—Government has never been satisfied that there is a
problem.

A-3200. Your position is that the Government is not satisfied that there is a problem
because it never made an enquiry into the matter ?—Wc have made no statistical

’

enquiry.

A-3207. Therefore 3
rou are not in a position to say whether there is a problem or

not ?—I do not think that follows at all.

A-3208. What I am dealing with now are the facts which I have elicited from yohr own
memorandum ? -That a few thousand of the workers have been displaced ?

A-3209. And the apprehension of more Workers being displaced ?—Are you not rather
proceeding on the assumption that employment exchanges will create employment ?
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A-321 0.*No. I am dealing with ,the existence of an unemployment problem. I take
it that not having gone into this matter the Government of Bombay axe not in a position
to say whether or not there is any necessity to deal with the question of whether
unemployment does exist on such a scale that it should be dealt with by a national
agency ?—They are not able to say from checked figures that there is such and such a
number unemployed in the city of Bombay, who cannot find employment either in the
city or elsewhere in the Presidency.

A-323I. The fact-as brought out in your memorandum, coupled with the statement
appearing in the press this morning regarding the Presidency mill which has clossa down
•and thrown out of employment several thousand workers, reveals the existence of un-
employment in the city. Is it the intention of the Government of Bombay, in view of

•the existence of these facts, to deal with this problem ?—These new facts which you have
brought out will have to be considered. Obviously if there is a gradual closing down of

mills which is shown to be permanent, then the problem will possibly have graver

,
aspects.

A-321 2. It is a fact that the system of employment through jobbers has been
condemned by the Tariff Board and it is a fact that that same system has also

been condemned by your office ?—Yes.

A-3213. You say : “It is of interest to point out here that the mill jobbers recruit

DJted boys from neighbouring villages and enter into contracts with their parents to pay
them about Bs. 30 per annum and feed, clothe and bouse the boys in return for their

earnings.” ?—That is Ahmedabad.

A-3214. Is there a similar system prevailing here in Bombay ?—I have not heard
-of it.

A-3215. Realizing that the system of employment through jobbers is not satisfactory,

and should be condemned, do you not think that that points to the desirability of having
labour exchanges through Which Workers should be recruited for these mills ?—I think
the most satisfactory labour exchange that could be established would be one within the

industiy itself, and I should imagine that Government would consider that State inter-

ference was not necessary until it had been shown that the industry itself was unable to

deal with this problem.

A-321G. You want to limit the sphere of labour exchanges to the industry itself, but do
you not think it is a bigger problem than that. There are about 1,00,000 men coming in

from outside every year seeking work. Surely the industry' alone cannot deal with the
problem. Will not the State Lave to give some assistance and guidance ?—That 1 00,000
is notnew labour. There is notan influx each year of 1,00,000 people seeking'employment
in occupations in which they have never been employed before. They may have been
on a holiday. They may have a job waiting for them.

A-321 7. Still you will agree with me that there is a large influx of new labour coming
into Bombay ?—I would rather put it that there is a big ebb and flow of labour in and out
•of Bombay.

A-3218. Would it not he desirable to co-ordinate your activities in regard to the finding

of employment for these people, and that it being a problem bigger than can be considered

by one industry alone, it is desirable to get the State to lend a helping hand ?—It is the
mill industry that should be considered. The other ones are relatively subsidiary, so far

as this particular aspect of the problem is concerned.

A-321 9. Suppose there is surplus labour here, could you not, if you had a scheme like

the one I am suggesting to j’ou, be able to place that surplus labour elsewhere outside

Bombay ?—There would be no guarantee of that.

A-3220. There is no guarantee in regard to any such matters. All I am suggesting is

that your information would he valuable to you ?—You mean that the State, by an
employment agency, would be able to get these unemployed mill hands work elsewhere in
the Presidency ?

A-3221. The Chairman: Do I take it that your fear is that such an institution

in Bombay would add to the flow, or the attraction, to Bombay from the country districts

and therefore add to the pool of unemployment in Bombay ?—That had not occurred to
me, but I can quite see that that is a possibility.

A-3222. Diwan Chaman Lall

:

In regard to absenteeism you say :
“ The Tariff Board

•came to the conclusion, on the basis of the absenteeism statistics supplied by the Labour
Office, that Ahmedabad had a great advantage over Bombay in the matter of

absenteeism,” and you give some figures. You say “ The statistics obtained as a result

of the wage census of 1926, however, are quite accurate and these show that in Bombay
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city absenteeism for all work-people in the textile mills comes to 8 '26 per cent. It is 4 3»

per cent, in the case of weavers, 7 -13 per cent, in the case of all male operatives (including

•weavers) and 11-86 per cent, in the case of women. In Alimedabad the percentage of

absenteeism amongst all worn-people comes to 7-90 ”—that is as against 7-13 ‘being

10-76 per cent, for weavers as against 4-36—“8-04 per cent, for men (including

weavers) as against 7--13—and “7-40 per cent, for women.” These figures do not

bear out the statement made by. the Tariff Board. It is just the other way about ?—
That is so.

A-3223. How do you explain that ?—I should explain it by saying that the method by

which we obtained our absenteeism figures, as arising out of the wage census, is the most

accurate method by which they could be obtained.

A-3224. So that your figures are more correct than the figures of the Tariff Board ?

—

Having regard to the way in which they were obtained, I should accept them representing

as accurate a method as could possibly be obtained.

A-3225. If you had some sort of provident fund system do you think that would help

the worker to remain more permanently in his avocation than he does at present ?—Yes

I should say so, especially if it was combined with standardization.

A-3226. Your memorandum deals with contract labour, and you say : “'The general

effect of the employment of contractors as intermediaries in the manner described above

is satisfactory.” Have you been to Sukkur ?—Not recently.

A-3227. Have you, Mr. Ewbank ?—(Mr. Ewbank) : Yes, I was Collector at Sukkur.

A-3228. Do you think that this statement is correct when you consider the housing and
living conditions of the workers at Sukkur ?—You have to compare it with their

living conditions in the homes in which they would otherwise be living ; but the housing

accommodation at Sukkur is not good.

A-3229. I am asking you whether the housing and living and working conditions at

Sukkur are satisfactory ?—They are certainly of a low standard.

A-3230. Would you agree that some sort of statutory provision in the public contracts

should be made for the welfare of these workers—their education, housing, sanitation,

etc., ?—Yesterday I was asked to ascertain whether there was any objection to the

putting in of a fair wage clause in contracts and that I am doing. The other clause was
not put to me.

A-3231. Would you have any objection in regard to that ?—I have no objection to
ascertaining whether Government would be prepared to put in such a clause.

A-3232. The Chairman

:

It is a question which has been before us on more than one
occasion. In the case of public works which are distant from any place where there is

available accommodation, would not Government be in favour of the insertion of a clause
providing that the housing, medical and sanitary arrangements should be subject to the
approval of a medical officer of health for the district ? That is what is done in England.—This is a matter for the Public Works Department, and With your permission I will

consult them and give an answer later.

A-3233. Diwan Chaman Lall

:

It is stated in the Government memorandum that 97
per cent, of the working classes live in one-room tenements. Is that a correct statement
from the figures you have been able to obtain in your office, Mr. Gennings ?—Yes.

A-3234. You give figures about infant mortality. I notice that in 1926 the infant
mortality per one thousand births registered living in one room and under was 677 and in
two rooms 254 ; and that in 1927 the figures were 419 and 203. Therefore it would appear
that a great deal of this mortality is due to overcrowding ?—I think that is the general
opinion.

A-3235. The Chairman : It is suggested to us that these figures are vitiated by the fact
that mothers return to their villages for confinement, and therefore the birth is credited
to the Presidency

; but if the child dies within its first year it probably dies after the
mother and child have returned to Bombay, and its death is credited to Bombay ?—That
is a factor which has to be considered in examining the statistics.

,

•4-3236. I take it that that fact will affect more the first line of these figures, namely,
those vho live in one-room tenements ?—Yes, because they are the migratory people.

• '5?,s any effort been made to estimate how far these infant mortality figures
in JJombay Gity as compared with other countries have been vitiated by the fact that they
return to the villages for confinement ?—I think not ; I do not think it has been statis-
tically examined. I am not sure whether the Executive Health Officer of the Bombay
liltv fiVfl.TmriPfl thorn *'
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A-323?. It would not be easy ; it would be a very difficult thing. Would it be possible-

,to estimate how many return to the villages for confinement and see how these figures

could be made correct and the necessary deduction made ?—I should think the Executive
Health Officer’s staff could do that quite well.

A-3239. We do not want Bombay to be painted more black than it is or may be, and it

would seem desirable that there should be estimates made as to how far these figures are
vitiated by that obvious fact. As I gather, something like one half of the women of this

migratory class do in fact return to their villages for confinement.

Mr. Joshi : I cannot understand how these figures could be vitiated by the migratory
character of women.

Sir Alexander Murray : It is mentioned in the Government memorandum that “ nearly

one-third of the infants dying in the city are bom outside the city.”

The Chairman

:

That is exactly my point. It lowers the percentage of births in the
city and it increases the percentage of deaths.

Diican Chaman Lall

:

I want to make one point quite clear. The births that they
have registered are births in Bomlfay City, but the deaths that they have registered are-

not only of infants that were born in Bombay., How many of these deaths were of

infants that were not born in 'Bombay ?—That has been estimated at one-third, and the

figures we give there are the Executive Health Officer’s estimate. The Labour Office

has no staff to make an inquiry into them ; therefore, we take the figures given by the
Executive Health Officer, who has put it as one-third.

The Chairman : It would be a simple thing to say that if that one-third of births had
been in Bombay instead «f in the village, the percentage instead of being 577 would have
been so and so ?—Yes,

Mr. Joshi : Should we not take into consideration the fact that on account of the one-
room tenement system, the people have to go back to their villages when they are ill ?•

The Chairman : Tliat of course is one of the reasons for the fact that I have tried to-

elicit.'

Mr. Joshi : So, if they remained in Bombay, the number of deaths also would increase-

The Chairman : We all know, it is common knowledge, that the death rate is higher

wherever the birth rate is higher. What I am trying to get at is how far the percentage

is vitiated by the fact that the women go to the villages for confinement.

Mr. Joshi : That is counterbalanced by the fact that some of the people that leave for

the villages die in the villages.

The Chairman : We are speaking of infant deaths.

Diican Chaman Lall

:

There may be children bom in Bombay, the mothers may take

them to the villages and they (the children) may die in the villages. The one fact that
does remain, however vitiated the figures may be, is that the deaths in one room tene-

ments are more than the deaths in two-room tenements, if you subtract one-third from
the deaths in one-room tenements and one-third from the deaths in two-room,
tenements.

Sir Victor Sassoon : Only the one-room people go back to their villages.

Sir Ibrahim Bahimtoola : It might interest Diwan Chaman Lall to know that having
regard to the wages paid -to these women they cannot live in more than one-room
tenements. The two-room tenants are a different class.

Diwan Chaman Lall

:

That is exactly the point that I am driving at. When they
do live in two-room tenements the mortality is less than when they live in one-room-

tenements.

Sir Victor Sassoon : Those living in two-room tenements do not go home.

Diican Chaman Lall : That is a statement I am not prepared to accept.

Sir Victor Sassoon : T! ey are not of the same class.

Diwan Chaman Lall

:

Even if they do not go home, it is an established fact that the-

mortality in two-room, tenements is much less than in one-room tenements.

The Chairman : We may pass this point ; it is common knowledge the world over.

A-3240. Diwan Chaman Lall

:

Dr. Sandilands is your Health Officer ?—He has just

retired.

A-3241. I think he made a statement— I do not know where—that one in every two-

children horn in the city of Bombay died within a year of its birth. You will find that
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in air. Burnett Hurst’s book on bousing T—Mr. Burnett Hurst’s book would probably be

referring to conditions in 1920-21.

A-3242. The book was published in 1925 ; so the reference might be to conditions up

to 1924. If you look at the table given in my memorandum you will find that the

proportions for 1920-21 are the same as given in his book.

A-3243. Col. Russell: Mr. Burnett Hurst used official statistics?—He used the

Executive Health Officer’s statement.

A-3244. Diwan Chaman Lall : In your memorandum the number of deaths caused'by

•diseases of the respiratory system is given as 559 and by pulmonary tuberculosis 66. out

of a total of 1,314. That gives a total of 625. Practically half the number of deaths

was caused either by pulmonary tuberculosis or diseases of the respiratory system. Would

you put it down to the class of work in which they are employed and the conditions under

which they are emploved in the mills ?—That is a very wide class. I am not quite sure

how it is made up. It is the Factory Inspector’s figure.

Diwan Chaman Lall

:

I may tell you how it is made up. When you applied to tho

millowners they gave you about a thousand different occupations, and you. lumped

them all together under the head “ Other textiles and millhands, weavers, etc.,

insufficiently described.”

A-3246. Coming to the very important question of the cost of living index, could you
tell me what you mecn by a rise in the cost of living ? It can be looked at in two different

ways. It may be looked at as the rise hi the cost of maintaining the same standard of

living that they had before, and it may also be looked at as the increase in actual

expenditure over the basic period that you take ?—Your firsts is the one, so far as our

index is concerned, and I think, most indices.

A-32'6. I find hi the Lnlour Gazette that in preparing your index for clothing you
have taken the wholesale price and not the retail price.—Yes ; that is so.

A-3247. Would that not vitiate the final figures that you arrive at ?—No ; it does not

;

in fact it makes veiy little difference.

A -324$. That very little may mean a couple of points.—Yes ; I Would say two points.

A-3219. Sir Victor Sassoon : Do not these textile workers get clothing at wholesale

prices ?—No ; not all of them.

A-32 0. Diwan Chaman Lall

:

As regards prices of milk and firewood, you do not take
local retail prices

;
you get them from the Director of Agriculture at Porna ?—Yes.

A-3251 . Would that not also vitiate the index ?—A very trifling amount.

A-3252. Then, as regards rents, do you reckon your rents from the actuals ?—No.
The weight of rent is complicated, it is arrived at from a study of all-India figures.

A-3253. I think you will admit yourself that that would certainly not give a correct
estimate of the actuals ?—It is not really in accordance with since ascertained
facts.

Diu-an Chaman Lall

:

In regard to the consumption of other articles, you take the
total production minus the exports plus the imports. That would not be in accordance
with the actuals. You will have to get them done as is done in England in connection
with the family budget system.

The Chairman

:

It is admitted and recognised everywhere that this all-India mass
system is quite wrong.

A-3254. Diwan Chaman Lall

:

Under the head “ Physique ” you put down the weight
of the spinner at 99 lbs. Are you familiar with the figures given by the Factory Com-
mission in 1907 ? I think they gave lOllbs. Has there been any deterioration since
in the physique of the spinner ?—That I am unable to say. We did not take them our-
selves

; it is not our own inquiry
;
we ourselves have not made any inquiries on these

lines. It is taken from the Report on Humidification.

A-32, -5. Have you, Mr. Ewbank, any figures regarding the weight of an average
prisoner in your jails ? The figure I have is 115 ’06 lbs. Would I be correct in saying
that the average weight of the prisoner is much more than the average weight of the
textile worker ?—(Mr. Ewbank) 1 am not prepared to answer question in the affirmative
without verifying your figures. *

A-o256. Mr. Cliff questioned you about the average wage. Would 1 be correct in
saying that the average worker in Bombay spends per capita not more- than three

for his food, taking a family unit at five (two adults, one grown-up boy and two
•children) . I have not these figures of family budgets at hand.
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A-3257. Can a man getting Rs. 30 to Rs. 40, with a ^family of five in which he is the
only hread-winner, afford to spend more than three annas per head ?—He in fact spends
<75 per cent, of his income on food.

A-3258. Take a man with an income of Rs. 30 With a family of five in which he is the
•only hread-winner, if he spends three annas per head per day, it will amount to fifteen

annas per day. That would probably consume all his income. He is obviously spending
less than that on food ?—If you put it that way of course, arithmetically it is obvious.

A-3259. Do you consider, from your vast experience in this matter, that fifteen annas
per day is sufficient to keep a family of five in well being ?—At fifteen annas a day for

the family, I would not like to say.

A-3260. Therefore, so far as the minimum wage of Rs. 30 that was suggested before

the Fawcett Committee is concerned, would you call it the minimum living wage or the

minimum dying wage on this basis ?—I do not express any opinion on that.

A-3261. As regards weekly payments, you state in your memorandum that an Act in

reference to weekly payments is not demanded by anybody and therefore such an Act
“ would remain a dead letter in a great number of cases, and be used as an engine for

blackmail and false accusations in the remainder Subsequently you state “ Govern-
ment were unable to agree that penal legislation was necessary in such circumstances,

for the practical benefit to the worker in industry generally would be negligible ”. And
yet under the head “ Indebtedness ” you say :

“ As regards the causes of indebtedness,

it is difficult to generalize. The almost universal system of paying wages monthly means
that the workers live on credit all the year round. A man talcing up a job for the first

time, or after a spell of unemployment or on return from a holiday, if his place has not
been kept open for him, -may have to wait for as long as six weeks before he draws any
pay, for pay-day is usually ten days after the expiry of the month in which the pay was
earned. It is easy for such a man to get into debt and be forced to borrow money to

cover it. Once he gets into debt high interest charges usually keep him in debt ”. In
one place you say that there is no practical advantage to be derived by the worker, and
in another place you say that there would be a practical advantage in that he would get

out of the clutches of the money-lender ?—We say that the practical benefit to the worker
in industry generally would be negligible. The case that you quote is perfectly true.

I think we set out the implications arising from a man having to wait six weeks. But *

that is an unusual case. If a man came to work in a mill at the last week of the month,
then he would not have to wait six Weeks ; he would have to wait only two weeks until

the 10th or 11th of the next month. Only if a man comes into a mill on the 1st. of the
month, then like everybody in Government service, he works for a month without pay
and in the mills has to wait till the 10th or 11th of the next month for his pay. In the
case of a man like that he has to wait six weeks. It does not apply to all industries, and
it depends also on the actual time they take up work in the mill.

A-3262. I am not disputing the actual state of affairs. All that I am saying is, in view
of what is admitted by your Government under “Indebtedness,” weekly payments
“would help certain workers ?—I quite agree. With regard to weekly payment of wages,
it Would mean a complete reversal of the whole manner in which a worker lives. There-
fore, it has to be considered on that basis.

A-3263. Mr. Ahmed

:

Yesterday, in answering certain questions of Sir Ibrahim
Rahimtoola you (Mr. Ewbank) stated that owing to the financial difficulty you could not
extend education and you also stated that Government have not encouraged industrial

education. You have been connected with the Government of India and you are now
•connected with the Government of Bombay. I want you to tell me what is your solution

of the financial difficulty ?—(Mr. Ewbank) So far as we are concerned, we find that the
cost per head of educating a boy in Bombay Presidency is higher than in any other
presidency or province in India and we are going into that matter. We are not sure
that the change to administration by local bodies has not during the transfer given rise to

-a certain amount of expenditure for whichwe are-not getting full value, and we are going
into that point. We hope to be able to reduce the cost of education by administrative
measures, and at the same time year by year we hope to be able slowly to devote more
and more money from the general revenues to education, and as that happens the number
of primary schools will increase and the areas under compulsory education will necessarily

be multiplied.

A-32G4. That answer does not satisfy me. I want full scope of education to be given
to the industrial worker ?—As you know, the industrial population of India amounts to

1 per cent, of the population of all India, and I suppose on a rough estimate our industrial

population amounts to 21 per cent, of the population of the Presidency of Bombay. We
have to consider these percentages when allocating the distribution of money for educa-
tional schemes.
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A-3265. As regards industrial’ education, would you get the cost of that from the*

employers ?—There is no proposal before Government for taxing the employers directly

for providing education to the children of their employees. The employers contribute/

to the funds of the local authorities and both the local authority and Government share

the expenditure on primary education.

A-3266. I am not speaking of primary education in all municipal and local board,

areas. I am confining my question to industrial areas. Should 'the cost of educating

the children of industrial workers in industrial areas be contributed by the employers,, or

should it be borne by Government ?—On that point, it depends on the report of your

Commission. At present the employers contribute through the rates. Through the

rates charged on their factories as on all other buildings, the employers contribute largely

to the cost of education.

A-3267. There was also a suggestion for the enactment of an Employers’ Liability Act*.

Would your Government be in favour of legislation of that type ?—Yesterday, I promised

to obtain the views of Government on the question of the adoption of an Employers’

Liability Act, and I repeat that I will do so.

A-326S. Are you in favour of taxing the employers directly for the cost of education

of the children of the labourers ? I want the whole responsibility for that education to

be borne by the employers ?—I am certainly not in a position to say that Government are

in favour of levying a differential rate on employers of labour for the education of their

employees. At present, as I say, they are paying partly through the rates and partly

through the local fund cess. We are awaiting the report of this Commission. There is-

no proposal before Government to alter the present system.

A-3269. Are you in favour of the employers paying that cost, if they undertake it ?

—

If the employers were to volunteer to undertake the burden, it would certainly benefit

education.

A-3270. I suppose your answer will be just the same as regards sanitation and health—
that the employers should undertake to pay the cost of sanitation and health with regard
to their workmen ?—I just stated that Government are not prepared to take that
view.

A-3271. In answer to Sir Ibrahim Eahimtoola you stated that you promised to pay 50
per cent, of the cost of primary education to local bodies and you were bound to pay it.

Why do you not pay that ?—We do pay.

A-3272. But you said that you did not pay in some places ?—The point is we do not
sanction the new schemes because we have not got the money for it ; where a scheme is

sanctioned Government pay 60 per cent, or two-thirds as the case may be.

A-3273. As regards housing accommodation for workers, you say that there is not
sufficient accommodation maintained by the employers in the mills. Do you think the
employers should bo compelled by law to supply housing for workers ?—(Sir. Gennings)
So far as Bombay is concerned, of course the employers contributed directly to the
industrial housing scheme by pajdng a cess on cotton coming into Bombay. So, they
actually did contribute directly to the industrial housing scheme.

A-3274. In spite of that there is insufficiency of accommodation 1—No ; I do not admit
that. There is a very large number of rooms available in the Worli chawls which were
built by Government partly out of the proceeds of the cotton cess. ,

A-3276. Are you aware that a number of workers for want of accommodation live
outside 1—I am not aware of that. There may be reasons for it, but that is not due to
the fadt that they cannot get a room to live in elsewhere.

A-3270. Are you quite sure that there is sufficient accommodation available 5

—

Definitely there are 10,000 rooms empty awaiting tenants.

A-3277. In spite of that people are living outside those cJtawfo ?—Yes ; that is so.

A-3278. Is it because they get accommodation cheaper outside ?—Not always because-
they get it cheaper, because they live with their friends and live in their own
locality.

A -32/ 9. You were asked yesterday about the causes of the trade depression, and you
said that it wr s owing to the strike ?—(Mr. Ewbank) No. The answer was that no special
enquiries had been made into the causes of the depression in the cotton trade. Govern-
ment have not made any special enquiry since the Noyce Eeport.
A-3280. Sir Alexander Murray

:

In your memorandum you deal with “ deaths by
causes and occupations in Bombay city in 1927 ”. In the cotton textile industry there
were 174,000 workers and dependents according to the census of 1921. Out of the total
deaths in that population none of them is attributed to suioide and four are attributed
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to pulmonary tuberculosis. That seems to be a small figure. >Is it also the case that as
i far as the whole of Bombay is concerned, out of 27,000 deaths last year there were only

1,700 due to tuberculosis ?—I have not the figures here and I am prepared to take it from
you that that is so.

A-3281 . With regard to the question of unemployment it was suggested by one of the
witnesses that it would be advisable to set up an employment agency to deal with the
question of unemployment in Bombay. But in chapter I of your memorandum you say
that the percentage of persons bom in Bombay to the total population in 1921 for instance
was so low as 16 per cent., showing thereby that the remaining 84 per cent, of the people
then in Bombay Were bom outside Bombay. Further every dly there are thousands of

persons migrating into Bombay in search of employment. Would not these circumstances
make it very difficult to set up an agency for these thousands of migrants in Bombay ?

—

I do not think the figures can be accepted without qualification. We have stated in the
memorandum that workers normally resident in Bombay send their wives to their native

places for confinement. Further those figures were given in connection with the question

of infant mortality. But now we are dealing with the question of the population of

Bombay.

A-32S2. But the number of persons actually born in Bombay still remains the same ?

—

It is stated quite clearly that the woman generally likes to get away to her own mother
in the village rather than remain in Bombay for her confinement. And the increase of

transport facilities has rather accelerated than diminished that tendency.

A-3283. But would not these factors mentioned by me make the task of dealing with

unemployment in Bombay difficult ?—Yes.

A-32S4. Is it possible for the Provincial Legislature to initiate legislation dealing with,

welfare of labour or trade disputes or things of that description ?—(Mr. Ewbank)
Under the constitution under which we are working there are certain industrial matters

on which we are subject to legislation by the Central Government. And one or two
industrial matters on which we are free to legislate, you will find them in part II of the-

schedule to the Devolution Buies.

A-3285. Mr. Glow : You can legislate on all labour matters.—Yes, but subject to the

control of the Central Government.

A-328C. The Chairman : The position is that the Provincial Government can legislate

on all labour matters subject to the previous sanction of the Governor General ?—And
subject of course to legislation already existing which has been passed by the Central

Government. / ,

A-3287. Sir Alexander Murray : The position is that subject to the previous sanction

of the Governor General you can initiate legislation in connection with welfare of labour

and matters of that description. Is that not so —Yes, subject to the qualifications

I have mentioned.

A-3288. Then has the Governor General refused his sanction in any case or prevented
you in any manner from proceeding with any legislation dealing with labour matters

that you have contemplated ?—I do know of such cases.

A-3289. Can you tell us what they are ?—I am not sure I would be in order in telling

you of those cases. I have the information and I shall take orders of Government on
that point. You refer to all matters coming under the head of labour legislation ?

A-3290. Yes. I understand you have concurrent powers in the matter of introducing,

legislation. Is there any special advantage in having such legislation initiated in the

Provincial Legislature or in the Central Legislature ?—That would depend rather on the

circumstances and the nature of the legislation contemplated. For instance, we have
recently passed the Bombay Maternity Benefits Bill. As far as I know, no difficulty is

anticipated in administering it as a piece of provincial legislation. On the other hand
I can quite conceive of an Act like the Trade Unions Act which should certainly be an
All-India Act, because its general principles are applicable to the whole of India.

A-329I. In your memorandum you refer to the setting up of “ conciliation machinery
within an industry itself set up by the parties concerned but validated if necessary by
legislation Is that legislation to be by the Provincial Legislature or the Central Legis-
lature 7—The Trade Disputes Act which provides the ultimate machinery in these trade
disputes is of all-India application. Apparently it would be reasonable to suppose that
legislation validating the conciliation machinery should also be prima facie of all-India

application. But I am not empowered to express the views of Government on that
matter,

A-3292. Sir Ibrahim Eahimtoola

:

But was there any case in which the Provincial
Government wanted to introduce legislation in these matters and the Government of
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India* said that they themselves contemplated introducing an all-India legislation and

wanted them not to proceed with provincial legislation ? (Mr. Gennings) What
happened was this. When the Trade Disputes Bill came up the Government of Bombay
expressed the opinion that before they had a Trade Disputes Act there should be some

Act providing conciliation machinery. But for reasons Which we do not know the

Government of India were not able to agree to that, and the Trade Disputes Act went

through without the preliminary conciliation machinery.

A-3293. Sir Alexander Murray : What have you to say as a result of your experience

of the working of the Act in the meantime 1—The Government’s view is that once the

Trade Disputes Act lias been put on the statute book, then it would not be right for a

local legislature to legislate for an intervening machinery. It would be better if legisla-

tion setting up conciliation machinery applicable to the whole of India is made to precede

the Trade Disputes Act. '

A-3294. Did the Government of Bombay want to have a Trade Disputes Bill some

years ago ?—Yes.

A-3295. And they did not go on with that in deference to the wishes of the Government

of India ?—That is so.

A-32IG. The Government of India passed a Trade Disputes Act. Therefore you think

that the responsibility no longer rests with the local Government to initiate and put

through any legislation concerning directly or indirectly trade disputes and conciliation

machinery ?—(Mr. Ewbank) We need not go so far as that. Prima fade it would be

more consistent if t^ie legislation continued to be done by the Central Government. But
if the Central Government is unwilling to undertake legislation on those lines the local

Government will consider the position.

A-3297. I shall leave that point. Now the Central Government can pass legislation

dealing with welfare of labour and that may make it necessary for the local Government
to find the necessary funds to finance the welfare schemes. What is your opinion with

regard to this aspect of the relation between the Central and Provincial Governments on
the question of welfare of labour ? Would you prefer that legislation should be intro-

duced by the Government of India or by tho local Government ?—The Local Government
has expressed its opinion that it is not altogether reasonable while the income tax and
the revenue derived from industrial undertakings go to the Government of India, that
the functions of development, control and assistance to industry should be left to the
local Government. \

A-329S. Therefore unless the law is changed do the Bombay Government propose not
to do anything in the matter of the welfare of labour ?—That is not the position. Tho
Bombay Government w dl do what it can according to its own resources, but the resources

are limited.

Mr. Cliff

:

They have defined their position very clearly in their memorandum further
on and they conclude :

“ It is imperative that no further obligation of this character
should be assumed until either fresh sources of revenue can be made available or the
Central Government undertakes to bear the expenditure ”,

A

-

3

2

IT Sir Alexander Murray: Is that still the attitude of the Government of
Bombay ?—Yes. Tho financial position is worse this year than it was last year. We
think that in our present position it is imperative what we should not have further burdens
put upon us.

A-3300. Therefore any amount, of recommendations by this or any other Commission
v ill not be of use, because under the present financial conditions the Government of
Bombay will not be able to do anything ?—Not under the present financial conditions,
certainly.. But we hope we are getting near the end of our financial stringency. If
trade revives our revenues will rise.

A-330I. But do you think that trade will revive soon ?—I hope so.

i

A-3o02. Under the .present constitutional relations between the Central and Provincial
Governments in the matter of labour welfare legislation, qs we understand it, is it possible
for the Central Government to pass legislation imposing certain burdens on the Provincial
Government and yet refuse to assist you to carry on the welfare work ? Have you
considered that aspect of the question ?—They can certainly pass legislation imposing
burdens on us in the matter of trade and labour. But whether they can give us a grant
or not, I am not sure. That is a debatable point. I am inclined to think that it might
o possible. Just as in the matter of agriculture which is a transferred subjec, the

government of India have given a very large sum for foun ling the Central Agricultural
Research Council, they might by some similir cevice be able to come to the help of
Provincial Governments.
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A-3303. Take the question of statistics. The Economic Enquiry Committee has-

recommended that every- province should have a statistical department. What are your
views on the point 1—(Mr. Gennings) M3

' oWn personal view is that it would be a very
sound idea.

A-3304. I understand that some 3-ears ago a bill was introduced in the Bombay
Legislative Council dealing with statistics, but was abandoned by the Local Government
later on. Why was that abandoned by the L- cal Government ?—That was a bill,

providing for the compulsory collection of statistics.

A-3305. But unless you resorted to compulsion how could you get reliable statistics ? —
Tn Bombay we have been able to collect a fair amount of reliable statistics without any
compulsion. \

A-3306. So that you are is. favour of collecting statistics voluntarily and not
compulsorily ?—I can say this from my experience as head of the statistical department
here. Tn the early stages till the people get accustomed to supptying statistics and until

the area one has to cover is very much broadened, it-is possible to collect good statistics

without compulsion. But if you want more detailed statistics, or statistics which go
to business secrets or trade matters of that sort, then you might want to have compulsion.

But so far as the organized industries in Bombay are concerned, speaking for m3’self,

I have had no difficulty in getting any information I wanted.

A-3307. “ Statistics ” is a central subject still, is it not ?—Yes.

A-3308. Can 3
rou give me an idea of what statistics ought to be gathered by the Central

Government and what by the Provincial Government ?—I think it was the Economic
Enquiry Committee that subdivided it in that way. Of course the primary function of

the Central Bureau will be to collate and tabulate the statistics received from all the
provincial bureaux.

A-3309. Is the collection of statistics a provincial subject ?—I do not understand the
question. The subject of statistics is definitely one for administration by the local

Government.

Sir Victor Sassoon : “ Statistics ” in the main is a central subject, but the “ Collection

of Statistics ” is a provincial subject.

A-3310. Sir Alexander Murray

:

Can the Central Government dictate what kind of

collection they want the Provincial Government to make ?

The Chairman

:

They could, but they are reluctant to do so because the expenditure
is to be borne by the Provincial Government.

A-3311. Sir Alexander Murray

:

With regard to the collection of statistics have you
made any endeavour to ascertain what is a living wage in Bombay ?—(Mr. Gennings)
No, we have not.

A-3312. Therefore in fixing wages do they practically apply the ordinary law of supply
and demand 1—That is how it has been applied heretofore in India.

A-3313. The Indian Economic Enquiry Committee have made a reference to the
subsistence level of the workers. Have you ever made any attempt to ascertain what
that is ?—No.

A-3314. Do you know of any other country that has ascertained what the subsistence
level should be ?—I do not know of any other country that has done that officially, except
perhaps Russia. But I may be entirely wrong.

A-3315. The Economic Enquiry Committee suggested that the minimum subsistence

level in India might be ascertained by taking into account the three standards officially

fixed, i.e., the jail diet, the hospital diet and the Famine Code rations. Can you express

any opinion as to the suitability of the average of these three standards being taken as
the subsistence level in India ?—I should not express an opinion. I have not studied
the subject.

A-331C. Dealing with the question of workmen’s compensation, ure discussed yesterday
the question of recurring payment of compensation instead of lump sum payment. It is

stated that the average length of life in India is 25 years as against 50 in England. Would
not this fact influence considerably the question of recurring pa3ments of compensation ?

—It would all depend on what is the anticipation of life at tie period when a person
becomes entitled to the benefit. I do not know what actuarial estimates have been
Worked out for the expectation of life of a woman aged 25. The expectation of life of a
child one month old may be 25 years.'

-

That is perfectly true. But I do not know what
has been worked out as the expectation of life of a woman aged 25 ; it may be 60 -

or CO.
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A-3317. All the same will not that factor affect your payment of compensation ?—
"We Were talking about those figures in connection with the question of infantile mortality.

I was simply drawing attention to the fact that the expectation of life at 25 Would be

much more than at birth. For instance, a child born in England might have an expecta-

tion of life np to 50 or 00, whereas a child bom in India might have a expectation of life

•up to °5 years only. But We have no comparative figures showing hoW long an English

worker of 25 and an Indian Worker of 25 are expected to live. I do not know whether

the same relation that exists between the expectations of life at birth in the two cases

exists between the expectations of life at a particular age. Whatever it is, the expecta-

tion of life is an important factor which has to be taken into consideration in connection

with recurring payments of compensation.

A-331S. Sir Victor Sassoon

:

Yesterday in reply to Mr. Cliff, I think it Was, you said

that Government Was not prepared to advocate legislation so that mediation rules similar

to those recommended by the Fawcett Committee might be compulsorily applied to all

industries. How do you reconcile that with the statement made in your memorandum
“ that the gap should be filled by the establishment of conciliation machinery within an f

industry itself set up by the parties concerned but validated if necessary by legislation ”? I

(yir. Gennings). I do not think I said that. (Mr. Ewbank). Yesterday . on the]'

question of mediation rules I undertook to refer to Government the possibility of adopt-

1

ing some system corresponding to the Industrial Relationship Committee in England, i

A-3319. Even there if there is to he legislation, there should he a permanent body
' '

composed of representatives of the employers and workmen in a particular industry.^.'

Is it not necessary that the representatives of the employees should be fully representa-j

tivo of the industry ?—Yes.
t

A-3320. If a trade union had only a minority of Workers as its members, Would youi

*

consider that as representative of the workers in that industry ?—No, it must’ be able to (

'

answer for the bulk of the workers.

A-3321. Now I come to the question of monthly payment of Wages. Is it in your]

knowledge that the workers in the textile industry in Bombay have by their action in

the past shown a desire to remain on the system of monthly payments ?—(Mr. Gennings).

f

Yes, that is so.

A-3322. Have they shown any desire to have Weekly payments ?—No. '

A-3323. And this question of weekly or monthly payments has never been an issurt

in any of the disputes in the mill industry ?—No.
,

f

A-3324. With regard to the question of delayed payment of Wages, do you consider

that it would be feasible to pay the monthly wages on the first of the next month ?—No i

it Would not be feasible. >

A-3325. Should there not be some period for making calculations of Wages due fo/
workers doing piece-work ?—Yes. f

A-3326. If you Wore to legislate on this matter would 7 or 8 days be a reasonable tim;
for making these calculations ?—I think it would be.

1
A-3327. Could it not be less 1—It cannot be less in the Weaving shed or anywliere

|

where piece-work is carried on. ’
. f

A-332S. Therefore What is the difference between the state of things now and whatp-v ‘

foreshadowed by you ? A new Workman might be able to get his Wages 8 or 4 days earlij

than he actually gets it to-day When he has to wait for 10 to 14 days.—I think legislate,
dealing with prompt payment of wages might provide that the time-workers might 1
paid several days earlier than that. But when you are going to legislate you mu!
make provision for exceptional cases also.

. / j

A-3329. Do you agree that as long as wages are paid more or less at the same ti_
even.- month, the difference of prompt payment or delayed payment only affects t!
workmen in the first period of his engagement. Or in other words he is going to gpayments every- month after the first six weeks of his engagement. Only in the fir
instance he has to wait for six weeks ; subsequently he gets payment at intervals of oi
month each.—Yes, that is so.

J

A-3330. So the delay only affects him in the first place—the period of first enga"ment . Yes, that is when he has to wait the longest time.

A-3331. Mr. Clow

:

So long as he remains under that employer ?—Yes. If he tak<,, r tct * . » iuiuituib imuer i>nax» employer r—xes. jli ne taki
+1*

ir<

i,

C 0U
F
differentgobs in the course of a year, then the difficulty arises with regai i,’

to each gob when he takes pay.
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A-3332. Sir Victor Sassoon : Let us assume that he leaves on the last day of the month
and goes to another employer.' Would he not receive his previous month’s -wages that
month ?—Yes. >

A-3333. Therefore it would not make any difference ?—Take the case of a man leaving
after pay day. He Would have then put in a fortnight’s service. But he Would have to
wait for a month to get wages for that fortnight.

A-3334. If he left on the 15th he Woull receive his new wages on the 15th of
-the following month and also he would Teceive the wages for the fortnight which he has
already earned in the previous employment ; that is, he Would he collecting wages of two
fortnights in two different places ?—Yes.

A-3335. Do you think that he Would have to pay a higher charge to his bania if he were
to make him wait for an extra ten or fourteen days for payment in the first instance ?

—

I do not know what the banias do here.

A-3336. With regard to the employment agency, if a number of mills in Bombay
cease to work, the existence or not of an employment agency will not help those men
who are unemployed if there Was no demand for labour ?—It would not help those men
imlcss, of course, your organization extended up-country and you could send them up-
cpuntiy and they Were Willing to go there.

A-3337. Supposing there Was a demand for labour at Sholapur, would those men be
prepared to go toSkolspar ?—I thinka good manyof them would go to Shohpur because
at is in their own country.

. A-3338. Would they go to Madras or Cawnpore ?—I think that is unlikely.

A-3339. I take it, therefore, that there is use for an employment agency only where
you have a demand for labour on one side and a supply on the other. It may be said that
.a permanent employment agency will not be of much use if one mill closes down to-day
and another re-opens to-morrow ?—I think the function of an employment agency is to
regulate labour and to ensure that no job that is open remains unfilled.

A-3340. From your experience, when a labourer leaves one mill, is he prepared to go
to the other side of the city, to live in another district ?—I have got no definite informa-
tion on that point and therefore I could not express an opinion.

A-3341. If-, as is said by some, there is likely to be a tendency, owing to the high cost
jf production, on the part of employers to remove mills to other parts of India, not
Necessarily within the presidency, Would that be a matter of concern to the Government
>f Bombay ?—Yes, I think it Would be.

A-3342. They would not like to seethe industry closing down here even if it were to
ncrease the production of textiles say, in the province of Madras '!—No ; that may be
.ccepted.

A-3343. Have they considered What steps they might take to prevent such an occur

-

a;nce taking place ?—(Mr. Ewbank) : Since the Noyce Committee reported, I am not
are that the Local Government have made any specific enquiry on that subject.

A-3344. That is not my point. Let me give yon a concrete oase. One of my fellow
millowners came to us and asked for technical advice as to the possibility of removing
one of his mills from Bombay to up-country, and from the figures that we worked out it

WJ

lewemment, but Whether, as economic conditions alter, it is desirable that the mills

fixould be located up-country or in Bombay is not a matter which has recently been
arnsidered by Government, and the suggestion that measures should be taken to prevent
thills moving up-countiy is not one that has been considered by Gov eminent

A-3345. I earnestly wish that it should be considered ?—The proposal that measures
ould be taken to discourage the transfer of mills from Bombay city to up-country ?

2 Sir Victor Sassoon

:

Not necessarily. You might prevent mills finding it necessary

n(> go up-country so as to contribute to the prosperity of the province

— Diwan Chaman Lall

:

By offering inducements to stay on ?
"

k.f
A-3346. Sir Victor Sassoon: Yes. If the Government of Bombay considers that for

c
pe vital prosperity of the province the mill industry should remain in the province, will

j.aey consider what steps should be taken, if it is found that mills are finding it impossible

r o continue in Bombay city and are therefore transferring the mills up-country ?—The

as a very ieasime possibility. i am nor asumg wnetner tne. ijovemment ox .Bombay
’ve made any inquiry, but I am asking whether they would consider what steps should
' taken to prevent such an eventuality.—(Mr. Ewbank) : The prosperity of the cotton
dustry in the whole of the Bombay Presidency is a matter of vital concern to the Local
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view of the Government of Bombay would be that the Noyce Committee have recom-

mended very definite measures that shall he taken by the millowners themselves for the

organization of the industry. When they see those measures being taken, the Bombay

'Government would consider the matter that you mention.

A-3347 No doubt it will be in your memory that there has been a serious attempt to-
,

carry out those recommendations but it has not been found practicable at the moment ?—

In certain respects, yes.

A-3348. Mr. Cliff

:

It would probably be present in the minds of the Government that

even though the mills were out of Bombay they could still be in the Presidency, and there

might be circumstances where that would be desirable ?—Exactly ; the Government is

concerned with the prosperity of the industry in this presidency. I might say that

Government are considering at the present moment a proposal to prevent diversion of

trade from Bombay and that proposal does, in fact, also include measures which affect

the mills.

A-3349. Is that for the whole of the Presidency ?—No, for the Bombay city.

The Chairman

:

Since Mr. Gilligan, Collector of Ratnagiri, is unable to appear before

us to give evidence, I propose to put to you one or two questions which I had intended to

put to Mr. Gilligan, and I think they do come within your province, Mr. Gennings,

because I understand that we are indebted to you to a large extent for these

extremely interesting little life histories of workers who come from Ratnagiri district into

Bombay ?—(Mr. Gennings) : They were got from our Lady Investigators particularlv

Mrs. Wagh.

A-3350. May I congratulate you on your Lady Investigator ?—These little life histories,

I think, do give a better picture than anything else I have yet seen of what.the real facts

are with regard to migratory labour particularly in the case of the city of Bombay, and
they are well worth studying by persons—employers and others—who are interested in

the human history of these workers in the factories of Bombay. They are really excellent',

little human documents. I would like, if I might, to ask you how these samples were^

taken. I think they were taken in Ratnagiri because they are accompanied by an excel-

lent note from Mr. Gilligan who was then Collector in Ratnagiri ?—They were taken in)

Bombay. We communicated with Mr. Gilligan who put up a note, based upon they

experience of his district officers, of the people as they come back to the country from>
the towns and their life there before they go. My recollection is that there are two notes:!

one deals with the life histories of the workers, collected by our Lady Investigators iiA

Bombay in the chawls by talking to these people, and the other note deals with wliall

was ascertained from the district officers down -in Ratnagiri.
J

A-3351. That leads me to ask this further question. Is there no system as betweeji

Ratnagiri and Bombay, taking Ratnagiri as the place from which the largest main stream
of migrants comes of keeping count of the migrants, say, something like 100,000 persons
in the course of the year—I do not mean 100,000 new comers, but 100,000 new workers
and workers returning to industry in Bombay ? Is there no system of registration ih

Ratnagiri of those workers living in Bombay who come from Ratnagiri ?—No.
)

A-3352. There is no record of the state of health, or economics or morals of the people
who return after a sojourn in Bombay ?—No.

A-3353. There is no record available to us then from the village point of view of the
effect of industrial life on this great stream of workers ?—-There is no information.

A-3354. We are left to form our conclusions from such human documents as you have
supplied to us ?—Yes.

A-3335. Do you think that any system of registration would be practicable both in the
part of the province from which they come as well as after they are engaged for labour
here in Bombay ?—I think it is very doubtful whether that would be possible.

A-33'"i6. They just come and go as they please on the advice of their friends ?—Yes.
They come to friends in Bombay and they hear about what is happening in Bombay
from the people who come back to their village every year.

A-3357. And that is the only information on which they act ?—That is so.

A-33 iS. There is no such thing as an information officer in the district from Which
they come, who can tell them where tliev would best obtain employment ?—No, nothing
of that sort.

-

A-339. And they come to Bombay and form a surplus pool of labour in Bombay, not
an ot them ever finding employment at the same time ’—Quite a good proportion will
como up because they know that their friends or their relatives can get them a job in a
particular mill where they are employed.
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A-3360. Can you tell me, is there anything in Ratnagiri in the nature of a co-operative
credit society ?—(Mr. Ewbank) : Yes ; we have large numbers.

A-3361 . Are these migrant workers when they are in their own homes members of these
. societies ?—Not, of course, always, but frequently they are members in societies in their

villages and also in societies started in connection with the mills or institutions like the
Servants of India. . -

A-3362. Is it not possible to have a link between the village co-operative society and
the provident society within the industry so that these people do not get into the hands
of the money-lender and can go back at the end of their work in funds instead of in debt ?

Has that problem ever been thought out ?—I cannot speak of the last few years in regard
to co-operative societies but previous to that the village co-operative societies had not
yet reached, as a rule, a state of efficiency which would enable them to co-operate in that
matter. Theoretically, it is perfectly a feasible proposition, and I think that as the co-

operative societies improve in general knowledge of the technique of co-operative credit

and as they get better secretaries, it would be possible to arrange something on those
lines.

A-33C3. Supposing 'you had in every substantial industry in Bombay a labour officer

whose duty was to care for the personnel of this large labour force, would it not be pos-
sible for him to be in contact with the village co-operative society where these people
come from and to link them up with the provident society within the works so that
throughout their time of working in Bombay they would be saved the necessity of going
either to the bania or to the money-lender and the whole of their earnings might go to

their advantage and to that of their family ?—I think that something' on those lines is

quite feasible, but we have to remember that the village co-operative society is based on
unlimited liability which entails that every member has to keep an eye on how the other
members are getting on.

A-S3G1. I am not suggesting that this should throw any additional liability on the
village society

;
far from it ; on the other hand it would work the other way round ?

—

When he borrows from Bombay for the purpose of marriages, ceremonies and such other
things in Bombay, then that debit, I take it, should be transferred to the village when
he goes back.

A-33G-r!. What I am asking you is whether any practical thought has been given to

this because it seems to me a particularly favourable field where you have one large

stream coming to one definite place, and these little human documents, more than
anything I have ever read, show the need and the possibility for just the human
guidance and connection that will make all the difference in these people throughout
their industrial life ?—I think that is a very valuable suggestion, if I may Bay so, and I

_ will communicate it to the Registrar of Co-operative Societies at once. Of course it is a
question always of debts and bankruptcy

; a man who starts off with a burden of debt
hanging round his neck is very often a man to whom you cannot give any advance.

A-33GG. For instance, we are told by a man here that he is heavily indebted. He tells

us he has Rs. 80 debt but on that ho is paying 75 per cent, interest ; so he cannot reduce
his debt and yet he is paying interest practically equal to the principal. It does seem
that a man like that cannot be relieved altogether of that burden. I do not think we can
pursue that question at the moment. I want to ask you one more question about Ratna-
giri. It is stated by some one that there is something in the nature of forced labour due
to a certain land system which I do not myself quite understand ?—(Sir. Gennings)

:

You mean the khoti system 1

A-3367. Yes. Can you tell the Commission what that system is ?—(Mr. Ewbank) t

I cannot give you exact information, but one of the conditions of the tenure of the land
is that the tenant performs certain services for the khoti. We have some evidence that
some of the tenants prefer this system of paying their rents partly by service to paying
cash rents, but we are not in a position, of course, to say generally that that system would
be preferred if they had the alternative. If you would like to know the exact facts,

under the law, regarding the khoti tenure and what it entails, I could obtain it for the
Commission.

A-33G8. I should like to know that. Mr. Gennings, I am asked whether it would be
possible for you to give us any figures showing the ebb and flow of traffic between Bombay
and Ratnagiri. I understand that they all come by boat, and possibly some traffic

returns might show the ebb and flow of this migrant labour ?—(Mr. Gennings)

:

I .think the steamer.companies could probably give up the monthly' figures of outward
traffic to Ratnagiri and the inward traffic from Ratnagiri to Bombay. I do not know,
but I should imagine that those figures would be available.

mo Y 16—14
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A-33G9. Perhaps the figures for the last two or three years may be vitiated duo to the

•strikes, hut you can give us the figures for the last five years and we will make our own

adjustments,—A certain number of them come by country craft and a certain number

by railway ;
of course, X Quite agree that a great bulk of them come by boat.

A-3370. Sir Alexander Murray

:

You can, I take it, get the figures from the railway ?—
Yes, but not in respect of country craft.

A-3371. Diwan Chaman Lall: Let us have a statement with regard to firing on the

strikers. I Want to know what action the Government take in regard to this matter,

because in the last strike there Was a great deal of agitation which was prolonged and

bitter because this was one of the reasons. Did they h.Id an inquiry afterwards ?

—

(Mr. Ewbank) : An inquiry Was held under the chairmanship of the Judioial

Commissioner in Sind, called* the Biots Enquiry Committee. You have the report,

I think, before you.

Diwan Chaman Lall

:

Yes. If I am not mistaken there are three or four occasions

•during the last ten years on whioh firing took place. I think you had one about the 26th

of January 1920 and one in 1928.

A-3372. The Chairman: Do the Government of Bombay publish a communique or

•statement on this question ?—On the 1928 case We published a report, but I have no
knowledge whether we published on the earlier cases.

A-3373. I do not think we can go further than 1928. What was the nature of the
report you published ?—The report drawn up under the presidency of the Judicial Com-
missioner in Sind.

A-3374. That is the one we have already with us '!—Yes, the report of the Riots Inquiry
•Committee which deals with the riot of 192S-29. (Mr. Gainings) : I think what
Mr. Chaman Lall wants is if in the course of a strike thcro are disturbances and the
police open fire, whether, as a matter of course, a departmental or other enquiry is held
-and the facts with regard to it published. I do not think that is so. The only thing is

that there might be question asked in the Legislative Council to which the Homo
Member might have replied. But no inquiry is set up whenever firing is resorted to
by the police.

The Chairman

:

Because it is the normal duty of the police to provide for public
safety.

Diwan Chaman Lall

:

It will be helpful if it is Bhown whether in every tektilo striko
during the last nino years this action was taken, or at least the number of ocoasions on
whioh this was done during that period.

The Chairman

:

I do not see the relevancy. How are yon going to decide what is a
strike and what is not ?

Diwan Chaman Lall : For instance, we can considor if it is advisable to suggest that
a judicial inquiry should be instituted in all oases whoro a striko takes placo and the
police resort to firing. At present the impression on the mind of the strikers is that
firing is done gratuitously and that means prolongation of the striko.

The Witness (Mr. Ewbank) : If it would meet with Mr. Chaman Ball’s wishes, I have
hero, the speeches of the Honourable the Home Member in introducing the Bill for
making intimidation cognizable and the Presidency Security Bill, the two Bills which
were introduced last July to deal with troubles whioh arose last May. Those are the
latest statements on this matter. I now put them in before the Commission.

(The witnesses Withdrew.)
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Mr. John Cliff.

'. Whitley (Chairman).

Mr. N. M. Josm, M.L.A.
Diwan Chaman Lall, M.L.A.
Miss B. M. le Poer Power.
Lt.-Col. A. J. H. Russell, C.B.E.

,

I.M.S.
(
Medical Assessor).

Mr. A. Hooseinbhoy A. Lallji, M.L.C.
Mr. R. S. Asavle, M.L.C.

Assistant Commissioners.

Dr. (Miss) T. G. H. Cama. )

Mrs. K. Wagh. j
Lady Assessors.

Mr. S. Lall, I.C.S.

Mr. A. Dibdin. /
Joint Secretaries.

Mr. H. M. ROBOTTOM, Acting Shipping Master, Bombay, and
Mr. R. R. SONALKER, Recruiting Officer.

A-3375. The Chairman

:

Mr. Robottom, how long have you held your present

office ?—(Mr. Robottom) I was Deputy Shipping Master for eleven and a half years
«,nd I have been acting as Shipping Master for about two and a half months.

A-337G. We had evidence in Delhi from the Central Government with regard to the
question of recruiting seamen and we were there informed that it is a Central Government
question. Will you put before the Commission in a few words what your duties are in

relation to the Central Government and to Bombay in particular ?—Since April we have
come under the Government of India ;

before that we were under the Government of

Bombay. Before April all correspondence and orders used to come to us through the
local Government ;

now they come direct from the Central Government in the
Department of Commerce.

A-3377. It is since that change was made that the Government decided to appoint
a special recruiting officer ?—The subject was under consideration of the Central

Government, and it was also under the consideration of the Bombay Government before

that.

A-3378. The actual appointment was made by the Central Government 7—Yes.

A-3379. Can you tell the Commission from your experience of the last five months
how, in your opinion, the new method has worked—since the appointment of the special

recruiting officer ?—I think it has tended to make the men more satisfied. They are

put up for selection in their turn and none of them need be absent at the selection. When
therc’is a selection of serangs and butlers, the recruiting officer sees that all the men
available are put up for selection. I think that satisfies them. Every man gets a chance
for selection.

A-3380. As far as your experience goes, you think that it has been an improvement
on the system that prevailed before ?—Yes ; it is an improvement to that extent, that
it satisfies the men that they get.an equal chance of selection.

A-3381. As between the two alternative systems of recruitment in practice—direct

recruitment by companies and recruitment through the recruiting officer—which is

preferable 1—I think direct recruitment by companies is preferable. The Peninsular
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and Oriental and British India Steam Navigation Companies do their own recruiting

and I think they are satisfied with it. It is a satisfactory way of recruiting seamen,

to have it done directly by the companies.

A-3382. For that reason you think that the method of direct recruitment is better ?

—

Yes because there is nobody to go between them ; it is an actual transaction between,

the employers and the employed and there is no go-between.

A-3383. There is no broker between the sailor and his employer ?—Yes.

A-3384. And your experience is that that system of recruitment has worked

satisfactorily and if the other companies adopt it, it would be satisfactory both to the

companies and to the men ?—Yes ; I believe so. «

A-338 >. Mr. Clow : You do not suggest, I take it, that direct recruitment by the

companies of the men necessarily eliminates the possibility of bribery at some stage ?

—

I cannot s.y it does eliminate it altogether. It docs to the extent that there is no

middleman in the matter.

A-338G. I suppose there is a runner or somebody '!—Somebody has to be employed

to get the seamen together.

A-3387. Howfardoes this rotation systom apply ? Doesitapply both to tho companies,

that recruit direct and the companies that recruit through the recruiting officer ?

—

The companies that recruit direct do what they like ; I believe they go by rotation as

much as practicable.

A-3388. The companies that go through the recruiting office have got to follow the

rotation system ?—We recommend it to thorn but they claim to select men according to

their own wants.

A-3389. Is the rotation system applied strictly for instance, suppose a serang has been
at sea for a year and the chief officer is satisfied with him, can the chief officer keep him
on ?—Yes.

A-3390. He is not compelled by the Union or any other authority to get rid of him and
bring out fresh men ?—No.

A-3391. Some of the memoranda submitted to us suggest to my mind that one effect

of the rotation system is merely one of substituting under-employment for unemploy-
ment ?—The rotation system would merely distribute tho work more equnlly ; it- would
not increase the work.

A-3392. Do you not think that it has the effect of keeping in this branch of industry
a large number of men who are unnecessary ; the average man gets too little employment
and there are too many men waiting for the rotation ?—The present system is just to

take the men they want without rotation ; wo recommend rotation but they claim to

select the men as they want.

A-3393. But in actual practice I understand in many cases there are definite

instructions, particularly as regards saloon stewards, for oxnmplc, by which a man gets

employed about a year and then has to go out of work and wait for more than a year
before his turn comes ?—The Peninsular and Oriental Co., I believe, try to give all their

men a chance in that way. After a certain time, a year I think, they bring the men out
and put other men in their places so as to give them all a chance of employment.

A-3394. Do you not think it would be better to restrict the number of men ? The
effect of the present system is to keep in the slapping industry a large number of men
than are really required to maintain the industry7 ?—The supply of tho men is voluntary

;

they come forward themselves.

A-3395. My point is this—the rotational system which the unions prefer, which
distributes the work among the men, has the effect of keeping too many7 men and giving
them too little work, and it would be better if the number of men were restricted ?—If

the number of men were less there would be more work for them.

A-3396. Sir Victor Sassoon : What Mr. Clow says is, it would be better to have a
smaller number of men fairly constantly employed rather than have a larger numbff of
men who are only partially employed as under the rotation system ?—Yes, it would be
better for the men who are employed

; but it would not bo better for the men who are
put out of employment.

A-3397. Mr. Clow ; Would it not be better if they went and looked for other sorts of

for^th'm
1611^ '' ^CS ' ^ there were less men there would be more employment

A-33..8. \\ ould not that be an improvement ?—Yes
;
it would lessen the men from

Insufficient
00^ ^ele wou^ Perhaps be a time when the number of men would not
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A-3399. I am not suggesting going to that stage. At present the number of men is

much greater than is sufficient to keep an ample margin ?—Yes.

A-3400. In the long time you have been in Bombay, do you consider that the evil of

bribery has diminished or increased ?—I think it is tending to diminish.

A-340I. Is the number of men unemployed diminishing or increasing within the last

six years ?—That depends on the state of the trade. Just now there is rather a large

number of unemployed, but the number is not unusually large.

A-3402. Comparing the present time with 1922-23, would you say that the number of

unemployed is greater than what it was ?•—I daresay it is.

A-3403. Unless other measures were taken, that would tend to increase bribery ; do
you not think so ? After all bribery depends to some extent on the number of men who
.are unable to obtain employment ?—It would perhaps be so.

A-3404. Is the system of workmen’s compensation working satisfactorily ?—Yes.

A-3405. Do all the companies pay compensation under the system ?—Yes ;
they do.

'The seaman, in case he is not satisfied ,
can appeal to the Commissioner of Workmen’s

•Compensation.

A-340G. Do you assist seamen in getting compensation ?—Well, their applications go
.through us.

,

A-3407. Suppose a seaman dies at sea ;
take a Pathan employed by the Peninsular and

Oriental Co., whose home is on the Frontier or beyond, what steps are taken to see that
his widow is informed of her rights ?—We do not inform the widow of her rights under
the Workmen’s Compensation Act ; we simply write and tell her that her husband is dead
and leave it to her to claim the wages and the compensation if she is entitled to compensa-
tion. If she comes to our office in Bombay we help her.

A-3408. I am assuming that she is a thousand miles away on the Frontier.—We do
•not inform her of that by letter.

A-3409. Do you not think that it is likely that a great many dependants of that type
•of seamen principally would be unaware of their rights ?—It is possible, but our ex-

perience is that they know their rights pretty well.

A-3410. It is your experience that in most cases in which a claim lies a claim is

preferred ?—Yes.

A-3411. Do you not think it would be advisable that some machinery should be set

up by which, on the death of a seaman the initiative would be taken by your office or some
•other office ?—We are not supposed to take the initiative. In a matter of that sort it

a matter for the dependants of the deceased or the injured person.

A-3412. I am not thinking of the present. I am asking whether it would not
be possible to have some such system ?—You mean to say to inform the dependants of

their rights under the Act ? It would be as well perhaps to let them know.

A-3413. In Mr. Curry’s memorandum he says :
“ Fines are fixed by the regulations

for maintaining discipline.” Does that mean that there is a fixed scale of fines ?—Yes.

A-3414. How has that worked ?—In the Agreement a scale of fines is laid down, and it is

left to the Master of the ship to levy those fines.

A-3415. Can you give some details ?—They are in the agreement

—

Not being on board at the time fixed

Failure to return to duty within the day on which the
leave expires

Drunkenness (first offence)

,, (second offence)

Disobedience to lawful commands
Sleeping or negligent while on the look out

.and so on.

2 days’ pay.

1 day’s pay.
1 day’s pay.

2 days’ pay.
2 days’ pay.

7 days’ pay.

A-341C. Mr. Curry makes the observation that professional money -lenders do not lend
money to seamen, and there is no facility, therefore, for them to get into debt. But they
freely borrow money from the serangs ?—I believe so.

A-3417. Is it not possible that they may get heavily into debt in that way ?—No.
I do not suppose the serangs would allow them to get into debt heavily ; serangs are not
professional money-lenders.

A-3418. In cases where they are money-lenders ?—I do not think that they have
sufficient money, to act as money-lenders.



A-3419. Mr. Joshi Why do you say that direct recruitment by the employers is

better than the system of recruitment through your office as it is going on now ?—Be-

cause, as I have said before, it eliminates the middleman, and makes it a direct

transaction between the employers and the employees, and I think that is more satis-

factory than having a middleman.

A-3420. But you yourself agree that even in that direct recruitment there is scope for

bribery. In the report made by one of the officers of the Social Service League, we are

told that there is actual bribery even in the case of the Peninsular and Oriental Company.

It is stated in that report that the members of the Union cannot get jobs unless they pay

something to some persons. A man recently discharged stated that he paid Rs. 16 for

securing a job. So far as your office is concerned , I take it that there is no corruption ?

—

I believe there is no corruption in the Shipping Office.

A-3421. Suppose recruitment through your office continues, and that we abolish the

broker, as recommended by the Clow Committee, will that not be better than direct

recruitment 2—Prom the point of view of lessening bribery and corruption ; is that what

you mean 2 Well, perhaps it would he.

A-3422. The suggestion is that recruitment will Le done through your office, but

without a broker. The real remedy lies in abolishing the brokers’ license.—The broker

does not recruit the men now.

A-3423. What does a broker do 2—His principal duty is to give advances to-

the seamen ; he gives them a month’s advance.

A-3424. So far as recruitment is concerned, ho performs no duty ?—What he does just

now is to assist. When men are required he helps to supply them.

A-3425. There is no great difficulty in abolishing the broker’s license so far as recruit-

ment is concerned 2—Well, that remains to bo seen. He assists at present in supplying

men ; it is a matter to be seen whether recruitment would proceed satisfactorily without

the brokers. We havo not tried that yet.

A-3426. Does your office or the special recruiting officer find it difficult to get men
without the brokers ?—No. As a matter of fact, the serenigs come along to my office.

They get their men but l.ow they are getting their men we do not know. -

A-3427. So far as the broker is concerned, he has no function at all in the matter of

recruitment 2—He assists.

A-3428. He does not perform any essential function ?—No ; not in that respect.

A-3429. The broker, so far as I know, performs another function, namely that of

giving advances. Suppose we abolish brokers’ licenses for recruitment and look to the

unions or independent co-operative societies to peiform this function of advancing
money ; would you favour that 2—I would not recommend that.

A-3430. Co-operative credit societies would be under proper supervision and control;

they would be properly supervised by the Government auditor and the Registrar of Co-

operative Societies. If a co-operative society of that kind is formed by the seamen, would

not that be a better institution for advancing moneys than the brokers 2—-Well, they

would have to he responsible in that case for desertions. The broker advances a month’s
wages and when the men desert, or are missing at the last moment, the broker is looked

upon to supply the deficiency.

A-343I. As regards desertions the Clow Committee have made certain recommenda-
tions, and we may adopt those recommendations ?—I do not remember the

recommendations about desertions.

A-3432. That recommendation was to allow the recruiting officer to take in a reserve

number of men in addition to those actually required. If you find that two or three

men are missing at the last moment, the men from the reserve would take the place of the

men missing 2—That is what the broker does at present.

A-3433. That may he done by your office, and the co-operative society may help the

men in the matter of advances 2—I hardly think that our office should take up that

work.

A-3434. There would not be additional work 2—We would have to be responsible for

desertions. In the case of advances made to the men it is now left to the brokers to
recover them from the men who desert.

A-3436. The broker now makes the advance
; hut that function will be taken over by

a co-operative credit society
; the functions and powers of the broker will be exercised

oy the co-operative society 2—It is a matter of doubt whether that would work satis-
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A-3436. Are you following as far as possible the system of rotation ?—Yes, as far as-

serangs and butlers are concerned. I mean to say that we recommend rotation.

A-3437. Can you tell us from your experience how far that system of rotation.

is accepted by the officers of the ships ?—(Mr. Sonalter) : I shall explain the whole
procedure. When an officer of a ship comes along with a request for serangs and butlers,,

he is requested to take the men who are the longest out of employment. All the men
present themselves with their discharge certificates in their hands. The selecting officer

sees each man with his discharge certificate. But the period of unemployment is not the
only factor that he takes into consideration ; there are other factors which he takes into-

consideration, suoh as the man’s previous service in his company’s ships, his physique,
general appearance and previous record. ' If the selecting officer happens to know that a
particular serang has served under him before, he gives preference to thatman over others-

But there are some instances in which men who have been unemployed for one year or
for a longer period are selected.

A-3438. I want some figures to show how far the system of rotation has been followed
in' actual practice. You have now had five months’ experience

;
you know .how manj

serangs have been on your register and how many people have been recruited. Will you
be able to give us figures showing in how many cases the system of rotation was followed
and in how many it was not followed ?—I should have to take some time. The date of
discharge was not shown in our columns until recently ; only recently I have opened a
column for that.

A-3439. What is your actual experience ?—They do not follow the rotation system
necessarily.

A-3440. Can you give us actual figures ?—Yes ; after some time.

A-3441. The Chairman : The point is this—how far the institution of your office has
led to a spreadover of the employment amongst the would-be sailors.—I am not in

a position to give the figures now.

A-3442. Mr. Joshi

:

You can give us them after some days ?—Yes.

A-3443. Are you aware that in some cases crew are brought into Bombayfrom Calcutta

just to create some kind of competition between Bombay seamen and Calcutta seamen
or, say, to lower the wages in Bombay when they find it difficult to get sailors at particular

rates ?—(Mr. Bobottom) : I do not know that they are brought here to lower the wages
of seamen in Bombay but it is a fact that some companies bring Calcutta seamen.

A-3444. Can you tell us why they do it ?—I do not know. They say that they prefer

Calcutta men in such cases.

A-3445. It is sufficient for me to know that they arb brought here. Can you supply

us with a copy of the sailors’ agreementform ?—Yes.

A-3446. You stated that serangs cannot make large advances to the seamen as they
have not much to lend. In my experience I have seen in Bombay that serangs go on
feeding the lascars for, a number of months.—That is quite possible.

A-3447. Is that not a kind of loan to the lascars by the serangs t—Yes.

A-3448. So, generally the lascars are indebted to the serangs ?—Yes ; I believe-

in some cases.

A-3449. In a large number of cases, because most of the men, HinduB as welt

as Mahomedans, in Bombay are generally fed by the serangs themselves ?—Many of them,

are, I believe.

A-3450. As’you are now keeping a register of serangs, would you explain to us what the-

difficulty^ in keeping a register also of the men under those serangs ?—The work would
be enormous.

A-345I. If you have a larger staff the work will not be very difficult ?—With a larger

staff it will not perhaps be very difficult, but the work will be enormous.

A-3452. With a larger staff the work may be done ?—It may be possible.

A-3453. Sir Victor Sassoon

:

What will be the cost of that larger staff ?—I cannot
say just now. >

A-3454. Mr. Asavle

:

What are the respective functions of the Shipping Master, the
Deputy Shipping Master, the Assistant Shipping Master and the broker ?—The Shipping
Master attends to all ships except the Peninsular and Oriental Company’s ships ;

the
Deputy attends to the Peninsular and Oriental ships and the work connected with them ;

the Assistant Shipping Master works in the office, he is superintendent of the office-

practically, and Mr. Sonalker is the other Assistant for recruitment.
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A-3455. What arc the functions of the shipping brolter ?—The functions of the

shipping broker just now arc to assist in the recruiting of the crew vhen called upon

and to pay advances to the seamen.

A-345G. Any other functions ?—Not that I know of.

A-3457. Do they not take the crew to the ships’ oflicerB ?—Not now. All applications

for seamen come to the Shipping Master and ho deals with them, and when there is

difficulty in obtaining crows tho aeranga apply to the shipping broker.

A-3i58. Are you sure that they c(o not interfere with the employment of tie

seamon i—I do not think tho broker interferes more t linn ho is asked to do.

A-3459. Was there not a complaint from a scrang that the Assistant Shipping Master
supplied him to tho Master of the ship, but that a broker interfered ?—The broker has

never interfered with the selection of a serang.

A-34G0. Not with tho scrang, but with his employment on tho ship ?—1 do
not know.

A-34G1. Do seamen got signed on and off on Sundays and holidays?—They are

signed on on Sundays ns on any other days.

A-3462. On Sundays and holidays ; they are paid their advances Inter ?—That is very

seldom I should think.

A-34G3. Sir Alexander Murray : Do they not get usually paid from the date of signing

on ?—Usually, yes.

A-34G1. Sir Victor Sassoon : Hut not always ?—In a few eases, where it is convenient
to sign on a crew about a week or so beforehnnd, i.c., before they join, the broker some-
times speaks to the Captain, and if the Captain agrees he pays the advances later.

A-34G5. Mr. Asavlc ; Are they also signed on out of office hours ?—Yes.

A-34GG. Does any officer get any extra payment for this work ?—Not for doing it out
of office hours.

A-34G7. On Sundays and holidays ?—Yes.

A-34G3. Do you not think that it isyxtra expenditure for Government ?—I suppose
it is a matter of justice to pay officers for working on Sundays and holidays.

A-34G9. When they are pnid advances for a long jieriod, why should they lie signed
on ono week before time ?—It is a question for the Master of the ship and the shipping
company to decide ; if they decide that they do it.

A-3470. Will you furnish us with a statement of the number of signings on on Sundays
and out of offico hours for the last two years ? You said that it was a small affair ?—
I did not say that it Was a small affair. We can furnish a statement if necessary. We
give a statement, as a matter of fact, to Government.

A-3471. They get some allowances; tho Shipping Mnster gets paid for it.—The
Shipping Master gets paid for working on Sundays. >

A-3472. What is tho practice us regards recruitment by the British India Steam
Navigation Company ?—Tho Peninsular and Oriental Company do their own recruiting,
and tho British India Steam Navigation Company do most of their own recruiting

; but
they call upon the brokers through the Shipping Master sometimes to assist them.

A-3473. Still the broker is called ?—Yes. He is called upon sometimes by the officer
to assist in producing a portion of the crew.

A-3474. Is it not a fact that the Shipping Master sometimes prohibits one set of men
from entering the Shipping Office and gives all sorts of facilities for another set of men,
allowing their representatives to move about freely in his office ?—That is absolutely
untrue.

A-3475. Do you know any of the gentlemen whose names 1 shall presently read out

—

Patrick DcSa, Logario Pereira, Augustus Fernandez, Antonio Bodrigucs ?—1 know the
first two.

A-347G. Do they come to your office ?—Logario Pereira is a Peninsular and Oriental
man ; he has business to come to my office but not very often.

A-3477. Is he sent by his office ?—Oh yes ; I think so.

Sir Victor Sassoon ; What is your point, Mr. Asavlc ?

jl/f. Asavlc . These aro the few favourites, and they arc given a monopoly to recruitmen ?—I can deny that absolutely.
’
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A-3478. Are the men t-alcen into service according to'their order in the rotation ?

—

NT
o.

A-3479. Do you not think that this is a hardship on the seamen ?—I do not think so.

Ideally it is a very good thing, but in practice I do not think it would suit the companies,
because it would mean that they would get men whom they do not u'ant.

A-3480. Is it a fact that even seamen with 'the best certificates have been -refused ser-

-vice ?—It is quite possible. The selecting officer selects men according to his own ideas
•of what he wants. We have nothing to do with the actual selections.

A-3 181. Will not that increase the volume of unemployment ?—I do not think so.

A-3482. Are there not many seamen in Bombay who have been out of employment for

4, 5 or C years ?—Of course thero arc a number of men who have bad characters. The
selecting officers do not wish to take them.

A-3 183. Diu-an Chaman Lall

:

Do you mean to say that there are not good characters
among seamen who have been unemployed for 4 or‘5 years ?—I should not think that in

their case, i.e., the men with good characters, it would be such a long period as four
years.

A-3 184. Mr. Ahmed : But many of these seamen who have been without employment
for such a long time possess certificates from you and you have put your signature to
those certificates. How then can you say that they are all bad characters ?—I did not
say that they were all bad characters. Some men there are who are bad characters.

A-3485. Mr. Asa vie : The Clow Committee recommended the employment of seamen
by rotation and the Government of Lidia passed their resolution No. 2CG3, Department of

Commerce, dated 25th May 1922, approving of the recommendation. Is not your present

practice in contravention of that recommendation '!—No, it is not. We have not received

any orders that seamen must be employed in rotation.

A-348G. But there is the reco'mmondation of the Clow Committee and the resolution

•of the Government of India ?—I do not think that all the recommendations of the Clow
•Committeo were adopted by the Government of India.

The Chairman : Yes, we were so informed in Delhi.

A-3487. Mr. Asavle

:

Are pathans stationed at the shipping office ‘/—No. There is

one Pathan employed by the shipping broker to safeguard his money. Generally when
he goes on board to advance money to the crews he carries a good sum of money with him
-and in order to safeguard that he has employed a pathan.

A-3 J8S. But why should he sit there at the shipping office the whole day '/—Because
there is his master, the shipping broker. But he does not interfere with the shipping

•office.

A-31 89. Did the seamen individually or the seamen’s union prefer any complaint that

these shipping brokers employed Pathans to assault Indian seamen 1—Perhaps there

might have been a complaint, from the union, but we never found that to be true.

A-3 490. Did not the Police Commissioner draw your attention to this and post his own
men to protect the Indian seamen ?—No, not so far as I know.

A-349I. Will you make enquiries and find out whether or not these Pathans generally

assault the Indian seamen ?—I can say that they do not.

A-3492. Mr. Ahmed : How long have you been in this line before you took over charge
-of the present department ?—1 1 years.

A-3 193. The Clow Committee recommended in 1 922 that the broker system of recruit-

ing seamen should be abolished altogether as it led to corruption and favouritism and as

there was a widespread discontent amongst the ianks of seamen. Seven years have
^elapsed and still Government has not taken any action in the matter. Do you know
why ?—They have given effect to the recommendations of the Clow Committee by
appointing Mr. Sonalker as special recruiting officer.

The Chairman

:

This witness is not responsible for the actions of the Government of

India. We dealt with this question at Delhi when we had Mr. Woodhead before us. He
gave us the reasons why the full recommendations of the Clow Committee had not been
carried out.

A-3494. Mr. Ahmed

:

Have you not received a number of petitions and memorials
from the Seamen’s Union regarding matters arising out of their employment ?—Yes,
•occasionally wre have received them.

A-3 195. Did they not ask for a State Employment Bureau for recruiting Indian sea-

men ?—I believe they asked for that.
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A-3496. You give your men no housing accommodation and they have to live in lodging-

houses ?—Yes.

A-3497. Do not the lodging house keepers oxtort a lot of money from these seamen ?

—

I do not know of that. They have to pay rent to the lodging houses.

A-3498. But no accommodation is given to them cither hy Government or by the

Shipping companies ?—No.

A-3499. Do they not generally suffer from diseases such as malaria and typhoid -

I think they are generally moro healthy than the men on shore.

A-3500. Is there any provision for medical attendance when they are ill ?—When they

are on boardship the shipping companies provide the necessary medical facilities. But

While on shore and unomplo3-ed they hare no special facilities.

A-3501. If a workman died at sea in the discharge of his duties, you simply inform his

wife or his relatives and do not take any steps to get compensation for his family under

the Workmen's Compensation Act ?—No, wo leave that to the dependents to do.

A-3502. Is it not very difficult for the dependents to get compensation from companies

Which are not registered in India ?—No, the shipping companies now-a-days put in a

clause in the agreement that they will pay compensation according to the Indian Work-
men’s Compensation Act. That difficulty' has now been removed.

A-3503. The memorandum of the Indian Seamen’s Union, Bombay, says that the-

Peninsular and Oriental and the British India Steam Navigation Companies retain their

seamen for four or fivo years thus swelling the waiting Iht of seamen wanting to be
employed. Have you no voico in the matter ?—It might be true in some cases. We
cannot do anything except recommend rotation to the companies. All the seamen
riiould have a chance for selection and if they arc not selected we cannot help them.

A-3504. So that there arc main’ who have been unemployed for 4 or 5 years ?—I do
not think they havo been so long as that.

A-3505. Do you keep a register of seamen V—No. We only keep a regi-.tcr of Strangs

and Butlers, not of others.

A-350G. How then can you contradict my statement that there are ninny who have
been unemployed for four or fivo years ?—1 have not noticed any such cases, nor has
AEr. Sonaiker done so.

A-3507. With regard to fines collected from seamen, how do you utilize the amount ?—

•

The amount is credited to Government.

A-3508. Have these Indian seamen any sailors’ home or training school or any other
facilities 1—A schcmo for buiklimr a sort of Mvsafurkhana is under consideration. A
committee has been constituted for collecting the necessary funds. Besides this, the
sailors havo got their own clubs or jamais. For instance, the Goanese seamen live

together in their clubs.

A-3500. Sir Alexander Murray

:

- Reference was made to ships in Bombay recruiting;

seamen from Calcutta. Arc Hie ships entitled to employ whatever type of seamen they
choose ?—I believo they are.

A-3510. I understand that the Peninsular and Oriental Company like to have as fire-

men, men from the Punjab and the North West Frontier Province. The British India
Steam Navigation in Calcutta like to have men from Bombay ns their firemen. Do you
agreo that a ship’s master can choose his crews from nnv part of India he likes '!—He can
legally.

A-3511 . Do you think it advisablo that there should bo a restriction to the effect that
ships in Calcutta should take their crew only from Calcutta, ships in Bombay should
take tlicir crew only from Bombay and ships in Karachi only from Karachi 1—if that, is

done, it would satisfj' the men. because they would ho employed in their respective ports-

A-3512. What about Karachi men ?—I think there aro hardly any men in Karachi.

A-3513. But we had complaints in Karachi that preference was given to men from.
Bombay ? I do not know of any ships that recruit their crow from Karachi.

A-3514. When the seamen arc signed on to whom' are the advances given ? Are they
given to the seamen themselves ?—Yes.

A-3615. Not to the serangs ?—No.

•
j'3516’n?° y,°? Pay actually to the individual men concerned ?—W'o see to it that that

is done. The shipping office clerk docs that.

A -3617. To whom are the wages paid ?—To the men themselves individually.



A-3518. Mr. Lallji

:

Is there a broker employed in your office for the purpose-of bring-
ing seamen ?—Now the broker does not do what he used to do. He onlyhelps when he-
is called upon to do so.

A-3619. Does he not give advances to the seamen ?—Yes, he does.

A-3520. What rate of interest does he charge on the advances ?—He does not charge-

any interest.

A-3521. But he lends the money ?—He advances a month’s pay to the seaman on.,

behalf of the company, and charges a commission to the company and not to the seaman.

A-3522. What is the commission ?—I believe it is about 5 to 71- per cent.

A-3523. How many companies employ these brokers ?—I believe all the companies;

except the B. I. S. N. and P. & 0. The broker does not supply the crew now except

when he is called upon to assist a scrang who has not been able to make up his full quota.

It is only then that he assists the scrang.

A-3524. What staff do these brokers have ?—I think they have about five or six ghat,

scrangs, a cashier and three or four clerks.

A-3525. You have a list of scrangs and butlers ?—Yes.

A-3526. Do they not occupy a position similar to jobbers in mills with regard to mill-

hands ?—I do not know the system in the mills.

A-3527. Have you not heard of the mukadams supplying mill-hands ?—I am sorry.

I could not say what the system is.

A-352S. I take it that under the present system you have got a register of scrangs

and butlers and they supply you with most of the seamen required ?—Yes, that is so.;

A-3529. With regard to the amount of compensation payable to a workman under
the Workmen’s Compensation Act, is there any difference between the maximum
and minimum amounts payable formerly under the English Act and those payable -at

present under the Indian Act ?—I have not compared the amounts payable in the two
. cases and I do not know whether there is any difference. But it is more satisfactory

for the mon to have the Indian Act, because they can get their compensation in Bombay
and if they are not satisfied they can appeal to the Commissioner in Bombay.

A-3630. How can a man employed in a cargo boat which has no^ agents here in

Bombay get compensation in case of accident ?—If he is signed on in Bombay there

must be an agent here.

A-363*l. Does the shipping office insist on the owner of boat depositing a certain

amount in advance in case a necessity arises for paying.compensation ?—No, we do not

do that.

A-3532. Do you not think it advisable to ask the owners of steamers to do so ? I

hardly think so.

A-3033. Suppose a man comes from the Punjab and is engaged in a Japanese Cargo

boat. If he had to get compensation, how could he d#> it ?—We have never heard of any

cases where the shipping company has not paid compensation.

A-3534. Do you not think it advisable to ask these shipping companies to deposit a

certain amount for compensation ?—We have never found that necessary. I do not

think it will be necessary to do that.

, A-3535. Sir Victor Sassoon : Do other countries do that ?—I do not think they do.^

A-3536. Mr. Lallji

:

Have you had experience of any other country ?—At any rate

I have never heard of that being done.

A-3537. In your memorandum it is stated that the supply of labour exceeds

the demand. Why then do you want brokers to assist in recruitment ?—As a matter

of fact we get on mostly without brokers and they are called upon only to assist any
scrang who has not been able to make up his seamen.

A-3538. With regard to housing you say that five or six people live in a single room.

Have you seen those rooms ?—No. I believe they are living like that.

A-35.- 9. How then did you say that their health was very good when you have not

seen their houses even ?—I said that the general health of the seamen compares favour-

ably with the general health of men on shore.

A-3540. You spoke of a scheme for building houses for these seamen. How long has

this been under consideration ?—I think about two years.

A-3541. Mr. Cliff : In your memorandum you have described the duties of the special

recruiting officer. Has he any other duties to do besides those mentioned here ?

—
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(Mr Sonalker) • Besides those duties he has generally to investigate complaints of

seamen which are generally made to him. Ho also carries on correspondence with the

Calcutta Shipping Office.

4-3542. Can a new recruit get on your register as a leading hand or a serang

or a butler ?—If a tirxdal is promoted as a serang he can he registered.

A-3543. Have you any control over the number of new recruits that come as

seamen ?—No.

A-3544. Have you adopted a 'policy similar to that adopted in Calcutta ?—I do not

know what policy is followed in Calcutta.

A-3515. In Calcutta they tell us that the number of new recruits was reduced under the

orders of the shipping master. Arc you giving any ordors in order to reduce the number

of new recruits in Bombay ?—(Mr. Sonalker) : No.

A-3510. Does the policy pursued at present lend to the easunlization of Beamon

labour or to the de-casualization of seamen labour ; in other u ords, are you in any v ay

restricting the number of seamen available for employment ?—No.

A-351 7. I understand that a serang being next on turn for employment under tho

P & 0. is warned about a month in advance. Can you tell mo whether he receives

any pay prior to tho actual signing on ?—I am not concerned with the P. & 0.

recruitment.

A-3548. Can you toll mo tho basis of pay of ghat scrangs ?—I do not know.

A-3519. Sir Alexander Murray : We have a statement here from Messrs. Chichgar and

Co., Shipping Brokers wherein they say “ Ever since the substitution of a special

recruiting officer we havo no hand in the recruitment of crews.” Is that a proper state-

ment of the position ?—(Mr. Robottom) : Yes ; I believe so.

A-3550. Then why do you say that tho brokers are sometimes used 't—As I say, when
a serang cannot make up his crew he goes to the broker for assistance and the

broker assists him in gotting his crew. There are cases where the scrangs apparently

cannot get men themselves and they call upon the broker to assist them in getting

men.

A-3551. Sir Victor Sassoon : Has not that been happening since 1st July 1029 ‘i—Yes.

A-3552. Are Messrs. Chichgar and Co. doing this work since the 1st of July 'i—Yes,

when they are called upon to assist.

A-3553. But they state definitely here that they have no hand V—They have no hand
Unless they are called upon to assist.

A-3554. So they have a hand in obtaining the crew when they are called upon to’do
so ?—Yes.

A-3555. Mr. Asavle

:

In your memorandum under the heading *• Health ” you say
“Provision is made for complaints from seamen regarding bad or insufficient food or

water and for compensation therefor to the seamen.” You must be aware that many
representations in regard to the supply of bad food were made. May I know whether
they ever got compensation, or what did you do in those cases '!—I personally have not
received any complaint about bad food, I believe Mr. Curry also has not received
complaints—if at all it must have been very seldom—because I remember asking him
on that point and he said that it was practically unknown for the men to complain about
their food.

A-3550. Did you get representations from the Seamens’ Union with regard to this

matter I do not remember having received any complaints about food. I may state
that the food is inspected by the shipping master at the beginning of a voyage.

A-3557. Have you received any complaints about the insufficiency of food that is given
to them 1—I have never received any complaints of that sort.

A-3558. Diwan Chaman Lall

:

Is there a difference in tho quantity of food given to
tho Indian seamen and the European seamen ?—The food is different in each case.

am speaking of the quantity. Take, for instance, sugar. Is there any
difference in the quantity ?—I have not compared each item like that ; but it is altogether
a different food.

A-3550. Jlr. Asavle : Under the heading “ Trade Combinations ” you say “ It will bo
seen. ... ..that the majority of the seamen in the deck and engine room departments
*° not belong to the Unions ” Have you got tho report of the union ?—Yes.

A-3561. Do you know that almost all the men in the deck and engine room
departments are members of the union ?—I do not think so.
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A-3562. Who gave you this information that the majority of the men in the deck and
engine room departments are not members of the union ?—We deal with the men every
day, and we ask them.

A-3563. Do you know that nearly 5,364 members of the engine room and 5,246 of the
deck are members of the union ?—I do not know about that.

A-3564. With regard to strikes and lock-outs, will you tell us where was the strike

amongst seamen ?—As we say here, there have been no proper strikes.

A-3565. Do you know the reason why there is no strike now ?—I suppose the men are
satisfied.

A-356G. Have not representations been made through the union ; if they were
satisfied no complaints would have been made ?—I think the men themselves are

generally satisfied with their wages and the treatment generally.

A-3567. Will you tell us whether complaints have been received from the union by
your office or not ?—We receive complaints from the Union.

A-3568. Then how do you say that they have no complaints ?—If they had they would
have personally come to us.

A-3569. Do you not know that they have a registered Union and that it is not their

duty to go personally but that they go through the Union ?—I do not know what they
say to the Union.

A-3570. You have received several times representations through the Union ?

—

Yes, sometimes.

A-3571 . You cannot therefore say that they have no grievance ?—As I say, the men
seem to be generally satisfied with their wages and conditions generally.

A-3572 .DiwanChamanLa.il: Even when there is unemployment?—Unemployment
is another point. It is tnre that there are a number of unemployed ; that cannot
be helped.

A-f'573. Mr. Asavle : With regard to wages, up to 1922 the men were getting increased

wages but from 1923 their wages have been decreased. What is this due to ’—Excluding
the P. & 0. Company the other companies’ rates of wages were slightly higher than
the last rates fixed in 1923.

A-?574. Mr. Joshi : It is less now ?—Yes, but it is more than what it was at the time-

of tire war.

A-3575. Mr. Asavle

:

Do other companies offer less wages than the P. & 0.

offers ?—They do.

A-3576. How do you say that the people of other companies are satisfied when they
get less wages than the wages given by the P. & 0. ?—It depends upon the standard

of men. I think the P. & 0. get the best man ; I think they get a better man
because they pay for him.

A-3577. Is it not a "fact that in the absence of any union of seamen and as recruitment

entirely rested with the brokers the rates of wages Were reduced by 10 to 15 per cent, in

1923 ?—The wages were fixed at a conference of shipowners in 1923. Those Wages were
slightly lower than the wages fixed about 1920 but they were a good deal higher than the

Wages which were in force before and during the war.

A-357S. A cut of 10 to 15 per cent. Was made in 1923 ?—It was not as much as that.

A-3579. Diwan Chaman Lall

:

Do you know what the figure was ?—No, but I have
seen the wages ; I believe the reduction was very small.

A-3580. Diwan Chaman Lall

:

Will you kindly supply us figures showing the number
of sefangs and butlers who are actually employed and those that are unemplojed and
obtain also information of a similar nature from the P. & 0. and B. J. S. N. Companies ?

A-3.c 81. The Chairman: The Commission would like to know whether there is any
movement to decasualize seamen’s labour, or on the other hand whether the policy is'

intending to increase the casualization ; that is to say, the proportion between the
number of men employed at any one time and the proportion on the lists of would-be
sailors ?—We have got no register of the unemployed seamen ; we maintain registers

only in the case of serangs and butlers. We cannot give the number of unemployed.
We do not have any influence on increasing or reducing the number of seamen.

‘ A-3582. We were told that in Calcutta there has been a reduction of about 5,000 in the -

lists ?—There has been no reduction here.

A-35S3. Therefore the number of men over whom the work has to be spread is not
diminishing in, Bombay but perhaps increasing ?—Yes ; it is not diminishing, as far as

.

I know.
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\-35S4. And the steps recently taken have done nothing to bring the industry of

•shipping to a position where more regular employment can be given /—As I say, we are

• only dealing with serangs and butlers ; we recommend employment m rotation.

A-3585. Have you any figures which would enable us to understand the position in

Bombay as regards unemployment 5—1 understand that there is unemployment just

vnoW on account of the trade depression.

A-35S6. The shipping trade always does fluctuate 5 1 he unemployment is not

-.greater, I think, thin usual at times of depression.

A 3587 What we would like to know is whethor the tendency in Bombay is the same

as it is in' Calcutta or whether anything is being done ?—Nothing is being done in that

rrespect to increase or decrease the number of men.

A-3 '88. Will you give us figures to enable us to understand at any one time on an

. average how many seamen arc at sea compared with the total number of seamen 5—You
•want figures in respect of serangs only ?

A-3589. Can you givo us figures in respect of serangs and butlers 5—Yes.

A-3690. That would enable us to judgo whether the present system is a good one or

mot, and whether any further stops should be taken to limit the field of recruitment so

-that there can be more continuous employment ?—Wo have taken no steps to limit the

field of recruitment.

The Chairman

:

We have made enquiries both from Calcutta and from the Central

- Government so that we can be quite clear on that point, whether the position is improving

, or getting worse or whether it merely remains stationary. We want to get an idea ns to

how long, on the average, tho men have to wait botween one period of employment and

another.
(The witnesses withdrew.)

Mr. MOHAMMED EBRAHIM, Serang, Acting General Secretary,

Mr. A. B. MORAES, Joint Secretary, and Mr. P. G. KANEKAR,
Adviser, representing the Indian Seamen’s Union.

«

A-3,791. The Chairman : Have any of you served ns seamen 5—(Mr. Ebrahim)

:

I have been a seaman for about 30 years. The other two witnesses have not been
- seamen.

A-3592. What is the date of the formation of the Indian Seamen’s Union 5

—

' The present union was formed in 192C ;
before that date there wns a union of the saloon

• department only which was formed in 1919.

A-3593. What is the membership 5—12,007 saloon workers, 5,367 engine room
workers, 6.246 deck workers, making 22,620 in all ; that is the present membership of

the union.

A-3 94. And that membership is out of a total, as you tell us in your memorandum
of about 70,000 seamen in Bombay ?—Yes.

A-3595. We observe that there are two unions representing tho seamen of Bombay 5

—

There is another union called the Bombay Seamen's Union in which only saloon workers
- are included, no deck and engine room workers. Our union includes nil classes of workers :

saloon, deck and engine room. When the Indian Seamen’s union was first formed it

-included only saloon workers, but it wns re-organized in 1926 and the deck and engine
-room workers were then included.

A-3796. Was that the point of difference between your union and the Bombay
• Seamen’s union, that they preferred to inolude only saloon workers ?—There is that
- difference as to sphere of work, but there is also another difference : ours is an indepen-
dent union while we have reason to suspect that the other union was set up by the
employers in order to defeat our union.

,

-4-3,797. I noticed that statement in your memorandum
; of course we shall hear from

ho other union what their point of view is. But with regard to your own union, I think
have it clearly now that you include saloon workers as -well as deck workers and other

• classes of workers : the whole body of seamen as the term is generally used ?—Yes.
A-3598. With regard to the 70,000 seamen which you tell us there are of all ranks

-and categories m Bombay, can you tell me how many of that 70,000 on the average
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are employed and how many unemployed at one time ?—One-third of that 70,000 are
•employed and two-thirds are unemployed. That is, of course, an approximate figure.

A-3599. I understand you to say that in the present state of trade there is only

•employment at any one time for one-third of the total number of seamen, and in your
memorandum your claim is that that employment should be spread over the whole body
so that all should get an equal chance of engagement ?—Yes, by turns.

A-3600. That would mean that on the average a seaman would only get one year’s

•employment in three years ;
there would be two years gap between each of his engage-

ments if they were spread absolutely equally over the .whole body ?—Yes.

A-3601. Do you think it is desirable that there should be so many seamen waiting for

engagements that it would only be possible for each of them to obtain an engagement
in one year out of three ? We are told, for instance, that in Calcutta they are endeavour-

ing to reduce the number of seamen, on the registers so that more constant employment
can be given to those who remain as seamen ?—If employment is given by turns, if a man
is discharged after one year’s service instead of serving continuously for four or five

years, as happens at present, there will be less unemployment.

A-3602. That is to say you would wish such employment as there is to be equally

spread over the whole body of 70,000 ?—Yes, and there should be no further recruits

for the time being.

A-3603. Reading your memorandum, I take it that the second main point is that you
.ask for the full application of the recommendations of the Clow report ?—(Mr. Kanekar)

:

Yes.

A-3604. And you wish that to be applied to the Peninsular and Oriental Steam
Navigation Co. as well as the other shipping companies ?—(Mr. Ebraliim) : YeB. The
•engine room and deck workers are changed after one year but in the saloons they are

kept on year after year, and in consequence there is great discontent among the saloon

workers.

* A-3605. I have just been informed that you, Mr. Ebraliim, were yourself a member
of the Clow Committee ?—Yes.

A-360G. And joined in those recommendations ?•—Yes.

A-3G07. Therefore what you put before the Commission, which I am sure will have
their consideration, is that although the Government of India has partially applied the
recommendations, it has not applied them in full and you ask that they should bo applied

as a whole. Since the Report of the Clow Committee the Government has taken one
-stexi, at any rate, in the appointment of this Special Recruiting Officer. You say in youi
memorandum that no doubt his appointment was an effective check on the evils of the
broker system in selection of seamen, but the advantages wliich have resulted are so

meagre that they have not in any material way improved the conditions of engagement
•and recruitment. Do you maintain before the Commission that the experience of the
last five months has shown no improvement in recruitment ?—It has made some improve-
ment in diminishing the bribery and the payments that have been made, but it has not
made an improvement in the equal spreadover of the employment so far as serangs and
butlers are concerned. Officers still pick up men ; the selection still remains with the
•shipping authorities ; they favour some men in the way of continuous employment and
that makes it worse for the rest.

A-3608. ilfr. Clow

:

Suppose your system was adopted, as the Chairman has
explained, it would mean that every eerang would have one year’s work and two year’s
idleness ?—After the seaman has served the first year, he will go back home after being
•discharged and will wait for his turn when the other people come back.

A-3609. If, as you say, there are three serangs for every job, on an average a man
will be idle for two-thirds of the time 1—Yes, but not exactly for one year and two
years.

A-36I0. On an average ?—Yes.

A-36I1. Do you not think that would be a very bad system ?—It would be much
ibetter than the present system.

A-3612. Why ?—At present one man gets continuous employment while another
man does not get employment for seven years.

A-3613. But do you not think it .would be better if as many men as possible got very
nearly continuous employment and the others were forced into some other occupation -

The best way would Be to stop fresh recruitment, so that there would not be much
encouragement to other people to come ; men should only be taken from the register
of seamen.
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A-3614. Do you agree with me that efforts should be made to reduce the number of'

seamen looking for jobs ?—Yes, that is desirable ; but further recruitment can only be-

stopped by registering all the seamen and selecting men only from that list.

A-3615. Do you not think that a seaman who has only two or three months’' holiday

is likely to be more efficient than a man who is looking out for a job for twoorthiee

years ?_-If he rests for some years he may be in better health and more efficient.

A-3616. But a man who has only two or three months’ unemployment at a time

will be better paid ?—Yes.

A-3G17. You remember that the Committee recommended that the officers should

be at liberty to choose seravgs from those who had been not more than three months out

of employment ?—Yes.

A-361S. But that recommendation is not the same as the recommendation now
made by the union. Does the union agree with that recommendation of the Committee

or not ?—I do not agree ; it is impracticable.

A-3619. Why do you think it is impracticable ?—There are a number of seamen

who have not been employed for a number of years and preference is given to fresh men
over their heads.

A-3620. In your supplementary memorandum you complain that the wages are very

inadequate and that it is hard to live on the wages but in your first memorandum, when
you are pleading for this rotation system, you say the seamen can very well afford a

holiday as they will have accumulated some savings. Do the seamen come back with

savings ?—Yes.

A-3621. How long do their savings last ?—It depends upon the circumstances
; if

the man stays in Bombay it will not last long ;
if he goes to his native place it will last

for a longer time—4 to G months.

A-3622. The pay is not inadequate provided a man can secure fairly continuous,

employment ?—Provided he gets continual employment, of course he can save, but his

savings become exhausted during unemployment.

A-3623. In other words, if your system were adopted and men were unemployed
for long periods, the pay would be inadequate ?—Yes.

A-3624. Mr. Joshi : As regards workmen’s compensation do you experience ,

any difficulties as to seamen on coasting steamers ?—Seamen on coasting steamers are

taken up without any agreements and if they are injured they are not entitled to any
compensation.

A-3625. These coasting steamers are generally registered not in India hut in the-

United Kingdom ?—Yes.

A-3626. What remedy do you suggest for the difficulty caused by crews being
brought from Calcutta to Bombay ?—There should be two separate registers for Calcutta
and Bombay and in Bombay only seamen on the Bombay register should be taken.

A-3627. Have these lascars to pay a fee when they are discharged ?—Yes, one rupee.

A-3628. Do they get a receipt for that ?—No.

A-3629. Who takes that rupee ?—The clerk of the Shipping Master takes one
rupee at the time of discharging.

A-3630. The Chairman : That is the office charge for the certificate ?—No. Extra
Rs. 3 are charged for a certificate.

A-3631. Mr. Joshi : Why do they not give a receipt ?—There is no practice of
giving a receipt.

A-3632. Have you any difficulty with regard to the Shipping Office itself ?—The
present Shipping Office is at a distance of about 3 miles from the docks, which causes
much inconvenience to seamen ; the Shipping Office should be as near the docks as
possible.

A-3633. Is there any difficulty experienced on account of the advances given by
the broker under the Merchant Shipping Act which prescribes that at the time of signing
on a man should get an advance?—In actual practice ibis sometimes paid 4 days
afterwards and consequently there is great difficulty.

A-3G34. Are you satisfied with the rations that are given ?—Some articles of food
are insufficient m quantity, such as mutton, sugar, tea,'ghee, which aie insufficient for
Indian seamen. \
A-363o. As regards accommodation the Merchant Shipping Act provides that so

far as European seamen are concerned they should have 60 cubic feet, while for Indian
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seamen it prescribes 3C cubic feet. - What do you think of this discrimination ?—It is a
hardship to Indian seamen that there is insufficient accommodation ; the Indian seamen
should be given the same accommodation as the English seamen.

A-3636. What are your relations with the Peninsular and Oriental Steam
Navigation Company ?—In respect of saloon workers there is trouble between the union
and the Peninsular and Oriental Steam Navigation Company.

A-3637. Mr. Joshi

:

As regards your articles of agreement, if the lascar seamen
do not serve for the period mentioned, they are fined ; is that true ?—Yes.

A-3638. Do the companies undertake a similar responsibility of giving you employ-
ment for a particular period 1—No.

A-3639. What is your suggestion in that respect ?—The agreement should be
binding on both parties.

A-3640. In your service sheet there is a column for remarks regarding the quality of

work done and the character of the seaman ; have you anything to say on that point ?

—

Sometimes even after a service of 20 years or so a man gets a very bad mark on the
service sheet and it makes it very hard for him to secure employment afterwards. That
column should be abolished.

A-3641. Miss Power : I should like to know how accurate are the figures as to the
monthly cost of food for a sailor on shore which are referred to under different paragraphs
in your memorandum ?—The articles of food for people of different Provinces are
different. During times of unemployment a man has to live on a very spare diet, but
that should not be taken as a standard.

A-3642. What do you say is the minimum upon which a seaman can live in

Bombay ?—Food for a man costs at least Rs. 21 or 22.

A-3643. Mr. Asavle : Is bribery still going on ?—Yes.

A-3644. Who takes the bribes 1—The serang takes money from the men who are to

be employed under him. The ship’s officer or the broker then has to be paid. Of course,

there are some officers on ships who are free from this bribery, but others take bribes.

The serang represents to the men that the officer has to be gratified by paying him some-
thing. The men have no means of knowing the facts, they have to believe the serangs

because the serang goes to the officer and talks to him and something transpires between
them. The facts are unknown to the men. There is bribery at present.

A-3646. Did you not make representations as regards this bribery to the shipping

authorities as well as to the Police Commissioner ?—Yes, we did.

A-3646. What do you propose to do ?—If the Police prepare a case against them,
we shall take the matter up.

A-3647. Were these advances given to the seamen near the shipping office or outside

the shipping office ?—Inside the shipping office.

A-3648. Did the Police Commissioner say it was not within his jurisdiction ?—Yes.
All this occurs in the shipping office which is not within the jurisdiction of the Police ;

it is not on the public street ; it is in the office and so the Police cannot take

any steps.

A-3649. Is there any fresh recruitment of seamen- at present ?—Yes, on every
Bteamer several new men are taken on.

A-3660. You have said in answer to Mr. Clow that when a seaman returns from
service his savings will last him 4 to 6 months if he lives in his village ; but how long has

he to serve to be able to save that amount 1—He must have served at least one year in
order to be able to save so much.

A-3651. Where the recruitment is done by the companies themselves, does the
broker still take away those men 1—Yes, the broker interferes even now as regards

employment. Some companies have said to the Assistant Shipping Officer that the
brokers interfere with the recruitment ; that is so with regard to the British India Steam
Navigation and other companies.

A-3652. Has there recently been such a case ?—Yes, the union people are harassed
by the brokers. In one case a serang was refused employment by the brokers because
he was working as one of the secretaries of the union ; a complaint was afterwards sent
by the union to the Assistant Shipping Master.

A-3653. What did he reply ?—No reply was received.

A-3654. Is it a fact that almost all the deck and engino room seamen are members
of your union ?—Yes, they axe, with the exception of a few Punjabis apd Patham.

MO Y 15—15
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A-3655. When was the last strike ?—1919.

A-3656. Is it not a fact that since this union has been formed the union authorities

have been trying to induce the men not to go on strike 1 Yes.

A-3657. Is it not a fact that you have sent all grievances to the Shipping Master

as well as to Government ?—Yes.

A-3658. Do you know how many complaints have been made ?—20 or 25 recently,

other than previous ones.

A-3659. Will you give the Commission a statement about that to-morrow or the day

after ?—Yes.

A-3660. What wages were paid to saloon workers in 1915 ?—A serang would get

Rs. CO.

A-3601. I see in a statement which has been submitted to the Commission it is given

as Rs. 40 ?—I myself received Rs. 60 in 1915.

A-3G62. When were the wages cut ?—In 1923.

A-36C3. What was the cause ?—The brokers and the shipping master told the men
that one or two ships had not taken crews from Bombay, and said :

“ Therefore it is

better for you to take smaller wages than that ships should not take'crews from Bombay
;

you had better put your finger impressions on these documents”. They reduced the

wages by that means. The Peninsular and Oriental Steam Navigation Company was

the only company which did not reduce wages.

A-3664. Mr. Lallji

:

If the serangs, butlers and brokers were abolished, would you

be able to supply men to the shipping companies 1—Yes.

A-3665. What have the seamen to pay to the brokers in order to get employment ?

—

Those who come back from voyages and are able to pay as bribery Rs. 30, 40 or 50 get

employment immediately ; those who have been ashore for a long time, being without

money, cannot pay anything, and do not get employment.

A-3666. Mr. Cliff

:

Is the principle of sharing work advocated in order to avoid

favouritism ?—(Mr. Kanekar) : Yes.

A-3CG7. I think you advocate that there should be registration of seamen ?—Yes.

A-3668. Would the union propose along with the scheme of registration that a period •

should be allowed for all the seamen to register who desired so to do, and then no more
should be able to register after a stated period 7—So long as the present unemployment
continues.

A-3669. Is it tho desire of the seamen that there should be no more seamen
registered than are required ?—No. All must be registered.

A-3670. Would you be in favour of no more recruitment being allowed until such
time as the numbers have been decreased to the requirements ?—Yes, I should be in
favour of that.

A-367I. We are informed that as far as recruitment at Bombay is concerned the
firemen are recruited from the Palhans, the saloon stewards from the Qoanese, and the deck
hands mainly from around Bombay ?—No. That is the case only with the P. & O.
Company.

A-3672. Taking those three classes, what holiday do they desire after being a year at
sea ? It is put in this way, that a seaman after a period of service wants to return to his

native place. May I take it that these three classes all want a holiday ?—Yes.

A-3673. What period of holiday would meet the general desire ?—3 or 4 months’
holiday after a year’s service.

A-3674. Is that applicable to all the three classes to which I have referred ?—Yes.

A-3675. And may the Commission take it that the statement in your memoranda
with regard to the establishment of a bureau with the assistance named therein expressed
the general demand of the members of your union 1—Yes. ,

A-36 / 6. Mr. Ahmed: You were a member of the Clow Committee, which has
condemned the system of brokers and recommended its abolition ?—(Mr. Ebrahim) : Yes.

A-3677. That system has not been abolished for the last seven years, and that is
your grievance 1—Yes.

,

es^ifiis^fe'dTnunedhitely ?—Yes?
^ Employment Bureau for Seamen should be

A 3679.- That has not been done, and that i6 another grievance of yours —Yes.
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A-3680. How many hours have the seamen to work ?—Erom nine to twelve hours,
according to the nature of the officer. If the officer is good he will give them easier hours.

Usually they are working from morning to evening with only two hours’ interval for

taking food. „

A-3681. What is the condition as regards hours in other countries ?—I do not know
that.

• A-36S2. As regards accommodation, the seamen of. other countries are given a place

in the saloon ; what is the practice here ?—They are given a separate place in the deck,
but the accommodation is less spacious than that given to seamen of other countries.

A-36S3. As regards food and clothing, how do you compare with other countries

;

'what will be the comparative costs ?—I cannot say.

A-3684. There is a great deal of difference ?—Yes.

A-3685. If the cost of the food given to seamen in India is Rs. 20, what will be the
cost in other countries ?—We get only 4 ounces of meat, whereas in other countries

they get half a lb. or more. 1

A-3686. As regards vegetables and other things ?—Except rice, flour and dal, in
other countries they get a larger supply than we get.

A-3687. As regards clothing ?—We do not get any clothing.

A-36S8. What do they get in other countries ?—I cannot say. When a ship goes to

America we are given clothing, but when it returns to England the clothing is taken back
from us.

A-3689. Have you got rest houses or centres for the education of your children?—Ho.

A-3690. Ho recreation grounds either ?—Ho.

A-3G91. Some of you work for many years ; do you get pensions or gratuities ?

—

We do not get even proper food ; how can we get pension or gratuity ?

A-3692. You stated that the serangs take bribes to higher officials. Who are they ?

—The Chief Officer and tho Chief Engineer,.

The Chairman : Ho did not state that as a fact ; he stated that there was a suspicion.

Mr. Josld : He said that some of them do, but not all.

A-3693. Mr. Ahmed: As regards housing, you stated that there are private lodgings;

what is their condition ‘l—We got a small lodging where 50 or 60 of the men put up, and
each man has just enough space to put a box and sleep on it,

A-3694. You have seen other countries ; will you kindly tell us whether you have
seen in any other country in the world the sort of conditions under which Indian seamen
have to live ?—Ho.

A-3695. You desire that Government should come forward and pass necessary legis-

lation to compel the employers to supply you with all that is given to seamen in other
countries ?—Yes.

A-3696. You want the same conforts, and you are entitled to it as a matter of

right?—Yes.

A-3697. The Chairman : May I take it, as a result of what you have told us, that
you would wish to register the whole of the seventy thousand seamen at present and to
divide the employment as near as may be possible equally between them ?—Yes.

A-3698. But you would wish by closing recruitment for a time to reduce the total
number, so that more work might come to each person on the register ?—Yes.

A-3699. I take it then, as you said that three to four months is the average holiday
that a man would wish to have after 12 months’ voyage, therefore you would wish the
total to be reduced from 70,000 to about 30,000 in order to achieve that object ?—Yes,

(The witnesses withdrew.)

Mr. J. P. LOBOj B.A., LL.B., and Mr. PATRICK DeSA, representatives

of the Bombay Seamen’s Union.

A-3700. The Chairman : Mr. Lobo, you are appearing in place of Mr. S. B. de Silva,
M.A., LL.B., the President of the Bombay Seamen’s Union ?—Yes.

A-3701. What is Mr. Patrick DeSa ?—He is the present Secretary of the Union,

3io Y 15

—
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/

a 3709 Mr Loho may I take it that you have not served as a seaman ?—I have no

served as’a seaman I was the Secretary of the Union ; I resigned ; now they want m
to help in the matter. I have been in touch with the-Union.
U lie 1jJ ill UJ-AU xnaiuvui.* —

A-3703. The other gentleman, the present Secretary, has been a seaman ?

he has been a seaman.

-Yes

A-3704 Would you tell me the date of the formation of your Bombay Seamen’

Union ?_lThere has been a Seamen’s Union among the Goans or Christians of India fo

the last 35 years ;
but the present union, under its present name, was formed on thi

15th March 1926.

A-3705. Would you tell me the present membership of the Union?—6,500.

A-3706. Are those confined to the saloon ?—It is inclusive of saloon, pantry am
galley departments.

A-3707. We have been told that there are 70,000 seamen in the City of Bombay
do you agree with that figure ?—I do not, but I am not in a position to Bay how mucl

that figure is exaggerated.

A-3708. Among the members of your Union, can you tell us how many of then

are usually employed at one time ?—2,500 are permanently employed ; a larger numbei

is unemployed.

A-3709. That does not differ very substantially from the statement that two out oi

three on the average are unemployed ?—That is correct.

A-3710. Is it the desire of your union that the employment should be equally spreac

over the whole of the registered seamen ?—It is our desire that the present seamen oi

the register should be kept on the register but that no new recruits should be enlisted, s<

that after some time there may be service available at shorter intervals than at present

1 A-3711. 1 take it, after reading your memorandum where you referto the arrangemenl

of direct engagement by the Peninsular and Oriental Steam Navigation Company, thai

you are satisfied with that system ?—Yes ; we are. The unfortunate thing is, during

the War there was a demand for a larger number of seamen than existed during the past

;

we had to man almost all the ships in the British Mercantile Marine that touched Bombay;
and that demand gave rise to an increase in the supply of seamen from 6,000 to about

8,000 or 9,000. That has created the present difficult situation. We should wish that

the War had continued.

A-3712. What is your suggestion ?—My suggestion is this : that no fresh recruits

should be taken until the number is reduced. There are a large number of men at present

;

when the old men retire, the young men will get service at least after a period of sis

months’ rest.

A-3713. Do you not think that it is possible by any means short of that or in

addition to that to reduce the number of people waiting so long for employment?—The
conditions in Bombay are such that there is no scope for employment elsewhere. The
union has been trying its level best to induce the members to take to various jobs, hut

we have not succeeded so far.

A-37I4. In your memorandum you say that the Peninsular and Oriental Steam Navi-
gation Company “has not definitely recognized the necessity of distribution according to

turns
; but thanks to the Superintendent Purser, Mr. W. Gordon, the union has been

allowed to call the members of the service after a period of one year.” Is that an arrange-
ment arrived at between you 1—Yes. We have been given such facilities particularly
during Mr. Gordon’s time ; but the union wants that the Company should recognize
the right of the union to call back men who have been in service for a particular period,
so as to give chances of employment to others who have been unemployed for a particular
period. Till now that has not been done.

A-3715. That is a practical arrangement which has been made now ?—Yes, with a
view to meet the present situation.

A-3716. In your memorandum you suggest that recruitment to the various classes of

seamen should be made directly through the respective unions ; or in other words you
want to have a monopoly of recruitment ?—The saloon service has been exclusively re-
cruited from the Indian Christians from the very beginning of the mercantile marine. I
had a conference with the representatives of the several unions in 1926 when we tried to
amalgamate them all into one union. They would not consent to amalgamation unless
the various lines of service were divided among the different unions, so that deck and
engine crews might be recruited from other than Indian Christians, and Indian Christians
might monopolize the saloon service. There was also one reason for this proposal. The
ways of life of Indian Christians were difierent from those of others. Prom the economic
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point of view it was thought that this method of recruitment would diminish the volume
' of unemployment.

A-3717. Is it the policy of your union to confine itself to a particular class ?—Yes.
In the beginning we admitted to our union members who were not in the saloon service.

They were only very few. The union wanted to discourage the admission of members
who were not saloon crews, so that within four or five months of the starting of the union

we had nothing to do with other classes of people.

A-3718. The membership of your union is about 6,500 1—Yes.

A-3719. What proportion of the total crew engaged in the saloon, pantry and so on,

do you include in your union ? Will that be 50 or 70 per cent. ?—Our union contains

two-thirds of the total crew engaged' in these departments.

A-3720. You claim that in regard to this class of seamen your union has two-thirds

of them as members ?—Yes, we do.

A-3721. Mr. Glow : In your memorandum you say that the advances to be made to

the seamen should be mado by the Unions so that it might bring to them a handsome
revenue. How will you get the revenue ?—I understand that the companies pay the
brokers a certain percentage of the sum advanced as commission. The companies fear

that the men may not turn up after they are signed on and pay a certain percentage to

the broker who takes the risk. We want that the right of advancing money to the seamen
should be given to the union and that the broker’s commission should be given to the
union.

A-3722. You suggest that the union should be allowed' to do the same service as the
brokers do now, and get the samo return as they get. Yes, but there is this difference.

The union is an organization controlled by the seamen themselves. The money that is

now paid to the contractor is wasted and is of no benefit to the seamen. On the other

hand if the union gets the money it will utilize it for welfare work among seamen.

A-3723. But why should you be given this percentage of commission? Why should
not the seamen be given the full amount 1—The funds of the union are for the benefit

of the seamen.

A-3724. Why not then take the whole amount of the advance ?—At present after

paying the seamen their full advance amount, tho company pays an extra amount as

commission to the broker. Wo waht only that amount to be paid to us.

A-3725. But the broker is doing tho same service as you want, to do ?—But in times
of crisis tho union as an organization of seamen themselves will bo able to do more than
any broker.

A-372C. Mr. Ahmed

:

Yours is not a profiteering concern as the broker’s. Your
object is to help the seamen ?—Yes, that is correct.

A-3727. Mr. Clow : You say that the brokers are “ useless parasites ” ?—Yes.

A-3728. And you want to bo parasites yourselves ?—No. Tho union belongs to

the seamen, and under the proposed arrangement what is now lost to the broker will,

be gained by the seamen themsolvos through their union.

A-3729. . The Chairman : You want direct employment without the intermediary
contractor coming in ?—Yes, just as it is the case with tho Peninsular and Oriental

Steam Navigation Company.

A-3730. Mr. Clow : Is that quite fair for the union to take a percentage from the
men ?—No, not from the men, but from the company which now pays it to the broker.

A-3731. But ultimately that has to come from the men ?—No, besides the amount
that is paid to the men the company pays a percentage as commission to the broker.
And we want that this should be given to us so that we might utilize that for welfare
work among seamen.

A-3732. Mr. Asavle

:

In your memorandum you refer to seamen recruited for the
saloon and other services residing in residential clubs in Bombay. By whom are these
clubs governed ?—By the managing committees of the clubs concerned. Every village

in Goa has its club in Bombay and there are sometimes five or six hundred people in
such clubs. Only the unemployed live in those clubs. The employed live elsewhere
in separate houses, so that it is an asylum for the unemployed.

A-3733. The Chairman : Is that a co-operative arrangement ?—Yes.

A-3734. Mr. Asavle : What rent do they charge per seaman ?—The rent varies from
annas 12 to Bs.‘ 2-8-0. The club of which I am the president of the managing
committee charges Es. 2. The charges in other clubs range from 12 annas to Es. 2.

It may bo possibly more, but I do not know.
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A-3735. WJiafc accommodation have .you in your club ?—My club consists of four

big halls.

A-373G. How many arc accommodated there ?—The total membership is GOO. We
have on an average about 50 persons living there, because ours is mostly a seamen’s

club. The other clubs are very congested.

A-3737. Do you chargo rent for seamen while they arc awaj' at Bea '(—Yes, we do.

A-3738. The Chairman

:

Is that rent or subscription for membership ?—That is

contribution for membership.

A-3739. And they continuo their membership during the time they are at sea ?—
Yes.

A-3740. That is a sort of co-operative arrangement ?—Yes, that is.

A-3741. And a very sensible one too ?—That has been in existence for over 100

years.

A-3742. Mr. Asavh : You have roferred to the help given by your union to seamen

who are unemployed or ill and so on. Till now, to how many members havo you given

these benefits ?—To several members. At present I have not the books with mo to tell

you the oxact number.

A-3743. Approximately what amount havo you spent on such wolfare work among
your seamen '!—Not less than Rs. 2,000.

A-3744. In how many years ?—In two years, i.c., ever since the rules relating to

these benefits were passed by the union.

A-3745. How many members havo been benefited ?—I cannot give the exact number
off-hand.

A-374G. Could you give a statement to the Commission embodying all these

details ?—Yes, I could.

A-3747. Why do you prefer the present system of recruitment adopted by the

Poninsular and Oriental Steam Navigation Company 1—Because under that the broker

has the least to do.

A-374S. But do you not think that it would be better if this power is given to the

shipping master ?—-The shipping master and the brokers arc sometimes on friendly terms.

A-3749. In what way ?—Of course, I cannot state as a matter of fact; it is only

my suspicion that the shipping master and the brokers arc very often on friendly terms,

and the seaman after all has to pay for their friendliness.

A-3750. If it wero so, you must have received complaints from your members to

that effect 1—As I said, I have no direct information though there arc many complaints
made to that effect.

A-3751. Havo you in your union these gentlemen : Patrick DcSa ?—Yes, he is here.

A-3762. Logario Pereira, Augustus Fernandez, Antonio Rodrigues, Diago
Fernandez 1—No. They aro all Peninsular and Oriental Steam Navigation Company’s
servants.

A-3753. Do thoy not como to help your union ?•—Of course, wo arc co-operating with
the company ; we are not warring with the company. I do not know what you mean
by their giving us help.

A-3754. By engaging thoso men who go through your union ?—I do not supposo thoy
are the engaging officers of the company. _

A-3755. Mr. Lallji

:

You say that your union is confined to saloon crews who are

men from Goa. Aro there no Goancso in the other union ?—There may be a few.

A-3756. Is it a fact that out of tlio 12,000 saloon men in the other union a great
majority of thorn aro from Goa ?—I do not think that is a fact.

A-3707. How many of the 12,000 members of the other union you think aro
Goanese ?—At the most 2,000 or 3,000.

A-3758. As I havo said, the other union claim a membership of 12,000 and if only
2,000 of them arc Goanese to what class tho rest of them belong ?—I do not think they
havo a membership of 12,000, because in that case thoy should be gotting an income of
Rs. 60,000.

.

A'ZJ5^-
,

Tllat means that tho figure of 12,000 is not right 7—No, because I know
that their income is not Rs. GO,000.

A-3760. You admit that there aro about 2,000 to 3,000 Goaneso in the other
union . xcs, but some of them are also members of our union.
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A-3761. So there is no class distinction made by the other union ?—Our union has
restricted its membership to one class of people because otherwise it might lead to riots.

A-3762. May I take it that your union will not admit other classes of people while
the other union will admit and has admitted ?—May be.

A-3703. I put it to you that most of your members are in the employ of the
Peninsular and Oriental Steam Navigation and British India Steam Navigation
Companies and not in other lines ?—Yes.

A-3764. So far as the other lines are concerned it is the other union that supplies the

men ?—The saloon crews of other lines put together will not be more than one-tenth of

the P. & 0. crew.

A-37G5. You have not got any deck or engine crew ?—We do not take them.

A-3766. Do you not think it is in the interests of seamen that all classes of people
should join together ?—My view is that there should be a separate union for each class

of people and a joint committee composed of representatives of all the unions.

A-37G7. If Government were to appoint an employment officer, do you think there
will be any difficulty ?—I do not think there is any reason to incur that expenditure.

A-3768. My question is whether there will he any difficulty ?—Yes, there will be
difficulty.

A-3769. What help do you get from the shipping companies ? Do you get any
subsidy ?—Wo do not get any subsidy from the companies.

A-3770. You have about 6,500 mombeis of whom 2,500 get employment at one time,
that moans that you give each member a turn after three years ?—At the time when
I wrote this memorandum, those who were in the Peninsular and Oriental Steam Navi-
gation Company were getting employment after 13 months in rotation, but the employ-
ment period, as I have ascertained it to-day, has become only of one year.

A-377I. May I take it that at present there are 2,600 persons employed ?—Yes, in
the Peninsular and Oriental Steam Navigation Company.

A-3772. If every one of you were to get a turn -oncoayear, what must be your
membership ? Would it be G,600 ?—It is 0,500.

A-3773. Then how do you reconcile the two statements, namely, that you have G,500
members and only 2,500 arc employed and still every one gets a turn once a year?—You
have missed this' important fact that certain of our mombers who are working in other
companies do not get employment. So far as the members who are working in the
Peninsular and Oriental Steam Navigation Company are concerned, they got a chance
once in a year, but others are not getting employment for three or four years.

A-3774. May I take it that your union wants to give preference only to those who
are employed in tho Peninsular and Oriental Steam Navigation Company and does not
care for thoso who are employed in other companies ?—We are trying our level best to

help the others, but wo cannot force tho Peninsular and Oriental Steam Navigation
Company to employ them. I would like the Government to do that.

A-3775. It comes to this that in this respect you are unable to give a fair treatment
to all your members 1—Wc are trying our best.

A-3776. But you arc unable to doit now ?—The Peninsular and Oriental Steam
Navigation Company agreed to our, representation but the other companies have not.
What can we do ?

A-3777. Why not request the Peninsular and Oriental Steam Navigation Company
to give chance to all the members of your union?—In that case, the period of unemploy-
ment will be far greater ; members who aro now getting turns every 13 months will be
getting only every 20 months,

A-3778. But the average will be reduced?—That will not allay unemployment;
unemployment would be the same in any case.

A-3779. I think so far as your members working in the Peninsular and Oriental
Steam Navigation Company are concerned there is no complaint about food, clothing

and such other things ?—No.

A-3780. Mr. Cliff : It is stated in a document that one of the officers of the
Peninsular and Oriental Steam Navigation Company was the President of your union

;

i3 that true ?—It is not true.

A-3781. Who is he?—He is one of the servants of the Peninsular and Oiiental Steam
NavigationCompany. According to the constitution thatwas passed at a general meeting,
tho member of the Committee had to bo a manager of a village club. The gentleman
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you refer to was tlie President of three village dubs, and we elected him as a member

of the committee.

A-37S2. I just wanted to know what office this person held ?—He was the President

of the temporary committee that was appointed to organize the union.

A-37S3. Mr. Joshi

:

An official of the Peninsular and Oriental Steam Navigation

Company' came to organize the union ?—He did not come in his capacity as an official

of the Peninsular and Oriental Steam Navigation Company but came in his capacity as

manager of three village clubs.

A-37S4. Mr. Cliff

:

I understand that the officer referred to was the President of

the temporary committee that formed the union ?—Yes.

A-3785. Had he any concern as an officer of the Peninsular and Oriental Steam

Navigation Company with recruitment and employment of seamen ?—No, none

whatever.

A-3786. Mr. Ahmed

:

Do you know the Draft Conventions and recommendations

that have been adopted by the International Labour Conference ?—Yes.

A-37S7. You know that the Draft Conventions refer to the limitation of Lours of

work, the establishment of an international seamen’s code, the age of employment,

giving facilities for finding employment for seamen and the repatriation of seamen. The

Government of India do not want to give effect to these ratifications of the Inter-

national Labour Conference and they have passed resolutions to that effect. - 1 suppose

you do not agree with the Government of India for passing those resolutions which will

be detrimental to the interests of Indian seamen ?•—Certainly, some of them are

detrimental because the resolutions have been passed without actually knowing the

conditions of seamen.

A-3781. So you accept the recommendations of the Draft Conventions of the Inter-

national Labour Conference which will be beneficial to your interests ?—Some of them

will be beneficial, but others may not be applicable to our conditions in India.

A-3789. The Chairman : You do not accept all of them ?—I do not.

A-3790. Mr. Ahmed : You accept about the hours of works ; you also accept about

the repatriation of seamen ?—Yes.

A-3791. You want an international s eamen’s code which will be beneficial to your

interests ?—Not necessarily.

A-3792. You want facilities for employment ?—Certainly.

A-3793. You said that there are many people who served during the War and who
cannot now find employment ?—Yes, unfortunately.

A-3794. I suppose there are some of those Indian seamen whose boats were

torpedoed in the Mediterranean ?—Yes. A large number of them were Indian
Christians

;
they were made prisoners of war in Germany and in Persia

;
no less than

50 of them died ; they had to undergo a lot of suffering. Many of them are at present

unfortunately unemployed.

A-3795. Did their heirs, relatives or dependants get any compensation or reward?

—

Some of them did get.

A-3796. And the others did not ?—No.
A-3797. You are in favour that Government should enquire into this matter and

that what is due to them, according to the distribution of money by way of compen-
sation, should be given to them ?—Yes.

A-3798. Your union consists of a sufficient number of saloon crews but not of men
in the other departments ; but I suppose you are speaking all the same on behalf of all

men ?—No ; I am concerned only with the saloon crew.

A-3799. Your wages in the saloon department are not exactly the same as the
saloon men in other countries are getting ?—Our wages are slightly less than what a
European gets, but I think they are fair and reasonable where the P. & 0. Company are
concerned. No man has ever made a complaint, and as far as we know our saloon men
are satisfied with their wages in the P. & 0. Company.

A-3800. Do they get employment all the time ?—They do not, that is my grievance.

A-3801. You are in favour of registration ?—Yes, registration in separate
departments, No new seaman should he recruited till those who are on the waiting list arc
fully absorbed.

(The witnesses withdrew.)
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Mr. T. W. JOHNSTONE, M.B.E., Chief Inspector of Factories and

Dr. R. J. TATA, Certifying Surgeon, Bombay.

A-3802. The Chairman : You are the Chief Inspector of Factories in Bombay ?

—

(Mr. Johnstone) Yes.

A-3803. And you have with you Dr. Tata, Certifying Surgeon f—Yes.

A-3S04. How long have you held the office of Chief Inspector of Factories ?—Since

May 1923. I was Inspector from 1913 to 1923, and then I was Chief Inspector.

A-3S05. You have had a long experience of factory work in Bombay ?—Sixteen years.

A-3806. In your memorandum you deal with the value and effects of the system of

employing jobbers. You say that the system has certain advantages, but that the jobber
wields far more power than his capabilities warrant and he often abuses it. You do not
however suggest a remedy ?—I think that is a very difficult proposition.

A-3807. Havo you experience of any factories where they employ a personnel officer ?

—

I think in Sholapur there is a full-time welfare supervisor who also looks into certain

questions connected with the engagement of the personnel.

A-380S. Do you think that where there is such an officer the evils which arise in some
cases from the power of the jobbers are diminished ?—I think that would undoubtedly
follow.

A-3809. Do you think that if all mills had an officer of that land it would
tond to diminish the undesirable power of the jobber ?—It certainly would, but it would
take sometime before the system could be radically altered.

A-3810. It is a very old rooted custom ?—That is so.

A-3811. But you think that an officer of that kind, dealing specially with the employ-
ment of the personnel, would tend to diminish the power of the jobber ?—His work would
be subjoot, of course, to the managers. He would not bo able to override the managers.


